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INTRODUCTION.

So many works on the subject of Roman Medals have already appeared, that

to add to their number may be deemed nothing better than lost labour ; yet after

the trouble of collecting an important series, its value is necessarily enhanced in

the estimation of its collector ; and he is tempted, not perhaps unreasonably, to

think that an accurate description of it will not be without its use. To explain

the circumstances which gave birth to the present work, and the view with which

it was composed, it may be proper to state, that having enjoyed unusual oppor-

tunities while professionally employed in the Mediterranean, and having, for several

years, examined a vast quantity of coins, and filled cabinet after cabinet with

specimens of all sorts and sizes, 1 finally decided upon restricting myself to the

Roman Imperial Large-Brass, as by far the most interesting series, since they

delineate with fidelity, and preserve with little variation, more portraits of real

characters ;
give more perfect representations of implements, dresses, buildings,

and symbols ; record a greater number of remarkable events ; fix precisely more

chronological dates ; and afford better traces of manners and customs, than any

other class of coins.

I have not, however, been inattentive to the claims and beauty of those

belonging to other series, having studied with admiration the high antiquity and

exquisite taste of the Greek, Sicilian, and Carthaginian medals, and I regard

the Consular coins as a valuable treasury of the types and symbols of the primseA'al

families of Rome ; although in the greater part of them, the difficulty of positive

identification, and of precise chronological arrangement, so well known to medallists,

greatly diminish their historical and literary value. But in proportion as my at-

tention was devoted to the Large-Brass, each emblem became more distinct and

instructive, and every item rose into importance, so that when viewed with the

diligence which these medals deserve, they are found to display an infinite store

of information. To point out the illustrations afibrded to History, Chronology,

and Geography, by this series, is the great object of the present Catalogue, which,

diffuse as it may appear to some, might have been much and not unprofitably

enlarged, had not the writer's time been almost wholly devoted to professional duties.

The study of Medals has been branded with the epithet of pedantry, by illiterate

})ej"Sons, or such as have only heard of the fancies and visions of pretended Vir-

tuosoes. If the study of history, however, is deserving of attention, no where will
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Tribunitian Power; and bow often be had been saluted " Iraperator" by the army.
On tlie reverse we find recorded—if he were a man of enterprise and ambition, his
exploits

;
if mild and provident, his benefits ;—thus they not only register the great

military and imperial acts, but also those of peace and utility—such as a remission
of taxes, the opening of a road, repairing a port, raising an edifice, or celebration
of a festival. In a word, the large-brass series exhibits most faithful and striking
portraits of the Emperors, Empresses, and other celebrated personages, for more than
three centuries, with their habits and implements ; many of them in a style of
beauty, boldness, and vigour, which few Greek coins can surpass ; and realizing
the ''qnantmi rerum, quantum exemplarurn, quantum untiquitatis tenet" oi
Pliny. The ordinary devices may be classed under the following heads:—

C Deities, moral virtues, temples, pontifical offices.
1. Religious, i Altars, sacrifices, sacerdotal implements.

( Funereal pyres, consecrations, apotheoses.

( I'rovinces, colonies, cities, rivers, ports, bridges.
-• Civil •/ Iiidulgencies, largesses, remissions of taxes, privileges.

t Secular and circus games, naumachise, combats of wild animals.

( Victories, adlocutions, alliauces, expeditions, triumphs.
3. Military. ^ Arrivals, departures, legions, armies, battles, oaths of fealty.

( Implements of war, ships, standards, trophies, titles of honour.

The Large-Brass series comprises the whole of what is termed "the Higher
Empire,'' from Julius Caesar to Gallienus, and exhibits Roman art from the d'awn
of its perfection to the eve of its decline. The facts thus recorded are also clear
and satisfactory, not obscured by the dense mists with which the stream of time
too often throws an itnpenetrable gloom over the pages of history; nor is the
antiquary here uselessly labouring with a slender string of conjectures to fathom
the depths of an interminable abyss, as frequently occurs in attempts to trace an
object through the obscurity of remote ages, where the mind is too prone to follow
glimmering and dubious lights. It is true that the Senate, in servile adulation,
prostituted the arts by conferring honours on the most depraved of men ; and
while the obverse of a medal was made subservient to ambition, the reverse was
degraded wMth flattery

; hence the Emperors were often represented as clothed with
all the majesty of Jupiter himself, and the Empresses usually figured as those
goddesses, whose attributes were ascribed to them by conceit or obsequiousness.

From this license of adulation the Moderation of Tiberius, the Clemency of
Vitellius, the Triumphs of Domitian, ihe Conquests o^Yerws, and the Piety of
Elag-abalus, might induce a Novice to rank them with the Vespasians, the Nervas, the
Trajans, the Antonines, and the Alexanders. But here the judgment must be exer-
cised by a reciprocal examination ofmedallic and historic evidence : as the brass
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coinage was under the expresskdirection of the Senate, both satire and obscenity were

curbed ; but its productions commemorate as well as tyranny, servility, and blood,

acts of benevolence, piety, and utility ;—while all these various facts and attributes

are expressed by legends of such admirable force and brevity, as to convey in a few

abbreviated words and appropriate symbols more than is found in whole pages of

the historian. These coins, moreover, furnish an invaluable commentary on

ancient writers, by explaining ambiguous statements, confirming dates, authenti-

cating records, and rendering the testimony of history conclusive, "By the aid of

coins you teach posterity the events of my reign," are words ascribed to Theodoric,

by Cassiodorus. A conviction of this, added to the beauty and value of a collection

received from my friend Mr. J. C. Ross, of Malta, made me relinquish the dubious

pursuit of Greek Colonies, which I had entered upon, and confine myself to the

Laro^e-Brass series. But I must confess that my attachment is to the certain aera

of Roman History ; for I never believed in iEneas and his Trojan colony ; nor

Romulus and Remus, and the Wolf, their nurse; nor the rape of the Sabines ; nor

the Falerii surrendering their liberties because a pedagogue was scourged. No faitli

can be placed in virgins heaving up ships high and dry ; in the cutting of flints with

razors; in the contest of the Horatii and Curatii ; in the patriotic leap of Curtius;

in the story of Horatius Codes ; in that of the Gauls and cackling geese; in the

rape of Lucretia ; in the uncomfortable tub of Regulus ; nor indeed in a tythe of

the magnanimous impostures and splendid improbabilities, which are said to have

happened five hundred years before there were historians in Rome, and confidently

repeated after the public documents had been destroyed.

While mentioning that the early history of Rome, like that of other countries,

is enveloped in doubt, fiction, and improbability, a sailor may allude to a " vulgar

error," which has obtained, though the historian who transmitted it, has also left

its refutation. This is the amusing story of the Romans being entirely ignorant

of sea affairs, till they got hold of a wrecked galley, and that then, by a system

of " dry-rowing " they became at once a first-rate naval power, and assumed the

dominion of the seas. Now it is well known that some of their earliest money

bore the prow of a galley on its reverse; tliat Ancus Martins, the fourth king of

Rome, assigned certain woods for the express purpose of ship-building ; that the fleet

of Antium was captured and moored in a reach of the Tiber expressly set apart for

the construction of shipping, two hundred years before the victory of Duilius ; that

a Roman fleet was defeated off Tarentum B. C. 279 ; and that in a treaty made with

the Carthaginians, immediately after the expulsion of the Tarquins, it was stipulated

that neither the Romans nor their allies should sail beyond the "Pulchrum
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Promontorium." Even the judicious Polybius, who would make us believe tliat tl),e

Republican g"allies emerged from obscurity so suddenly, and blazed forth a ineteo.r

of naval power, has also given us transcripts of two other treaties of nearly the same

tenor and effect with the one just quoted. Shipwrights cannot be made by mere

intuition, nor sailors by dr\'-rowing ; nor would Decius JVlus's motion, for the

appointment of two Commissioners of the J^avy, have been <^i;'ri.ed,j^,|f^^04f

had there been neither arsenals, ships, nor marine stores.
jg ^^^ ^^^ ,giBloii^

There are persons who think it lost time to study antiquities with ardour, or

tremble at the sneers of those who have no taste for such pursuits. But tastes

surely are only deserving of contempt, or condemnation, when tliey are nugatory

or mischievous, and whatever really increases our stock of knowledge cannot be

})rought under either of those categories. Medals, moreover, besides the light they

throw upon former times, are highly interesting as works of art ; and, furnishing

a history of it from its infancy to its decay, they offer a comprehensive, varied, and

elegant amusement, less expensive and more convenient than either that of painting

or sculpture. A love of the fine arts has been cultivated by men distinguished

for their talents, from a very early period. Scipio Africanus, Lucullus, Julius Caesar,

and Augustus, were among the best antiquaries of Rome : Cfesar's collection excel-

ling in Cameos, and that of his successor, in Vases. Vibius Rufus, the fourth

liusband of Terentia, boasted, with the exultation of a Stukely, that he possessed

two of the greatest curiosities in the world—a woman who had been Cicero's wife,

and the chair in which the great dictator had been stabbed. Lucian tells us that

the Earthen lamp which Epictetus used, was sold for the extravagant sum of 3000

drachmas. Juvenal longed for a portrait of Hannibal, that most sagacious, wary,

and magnanimous warrior—of whom it is lamentable to say, no medal exists ; and

in the spirit of a true antiquary describes the Roman soldier breaking a stolen vase

to decorate the phalerae, or trappings of his horse :

—

" Then the rough soldier, yet untaught by Greece,

To hang enraptured o'er a finish'd piece,

If haply, mid' the congregated spoils,

(Proof of his power, and guerdon of his toils,)

Some antique vase of master-hands were found.

Would dasli the glittering bauble on the ground
;

That, in new forms, the molten fragments drest,

Might blaze illustrious round his courser's chest."

The poet then adds in an animated strain, that the soldier might have employed

the fragments of the vase, in decorating his own helmet, and hating the story of

Rome, such as the descent of Mars to Rhea, or the Wolf and twins, represented

upon it. Here his words '^ pendentisque del," which sorely puzzle the commen-

tators, are aptly enough interpreted by a second-brass coin of Antoninus Pius,
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which Addison has figured in his " Travels," but which had also been published

and illustrated by Oiselius. The late IVlr. Gifford, whose translation of Juvenal has

just been quoted, sajs—"I have followed Mr. Addison's explanation of this pas-

sage,"—but he adds—"I am no medallist, and can therefore say nothing as to

the genuineness of the coin." This candid confession of an able writer, is noticed

in exemplification of what I advanced respecting the ignorance of even classical

scholars, on the subject of medals and inscriptions: for there can be no good reason

why one, whose principal study was Juvenal, should not have gained some insight

of a pursuit which would have proved one of the best guides in explaining various

diflScult passages of his author. Even the allusion of the Satirist himself, might

have awakened attention :

—

" Concisuni argentum in titulos, taciesque minutas."

In thus asserting the utility of this study as furnishing the most valuable illus-

trations and irrefragable proofs of the truth of History, some brief remarks upon

money in general may not be deemed inadmissible—especially as there are several

other coinages, besides the Large-Brass, mentioned in the course of this Catalogue

;

and it is evident that no particular series can be treated of, without allusion to its

monetary connexions.

It has been warmly disputed, whether what are usually termed medals of the

Roman Empire were current money, or merely testimonials of the glory of its

princes; but it would seem that they must have constituted the cash of the realm,

for otherwise it may be asked, " what has become of the current coin ?" And these

pieces are not met with here and there one, but are found by tens, and hundreds,

and thousands. Among the moderns, the ditference between coins and medals is

sufficiently obvious, because they are expressly distinguished both by their execution

and object. But the same rule cannot be applied to ancient money. Even the

very origin of the terms is questionable. Vossius derives the word medal from
" metallum ;" Scaliger, whose position is quite untenable, from the Arabic

" metalia;" and Du Cange, with a far-fetched derivation, from " mediates nummi,"
as being half of another piece. Coin is deduced from "cuneus," a primitive

wedge-shaped ingot; or, according to Coke, from the French word "coin,"

because ancient money was square, and therefore cornered.

In commerce, the term money is the well-known one for any representation of

property, that acts as a circulating medium at a value aflfixed by public authority ;

but among numismatists, it is nearly confined to the produce of the mint; and

coins and medals differ therefrom, only as the species from the genus. Money
performs a function essential to the exigencies of civil society, and is probably-
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coeval wilh it, though the earliest mention which we find of a deliberate interchange,

is the four hundred shekels of silver, " current money," (probably weighed pieces,)

which were paid by Abraham for a burial ground. The Romans appear to have

borrowed their coinage from the Etruscans, and to have improved it from the Greeks.

They began to stamp coins about 650, B. C. and their first money, according to

the unsatisfactory summary of Pliny, was impressed wilh an ox, a ram, or a boar,

and was therefore called pecunia. This was succeeded by the class Ilatiti, which

comprehended the as libralis and its divisions : the as itself usually bore the head

of Janus, and weighed twelve ounces ; the semis or half as, that of Jupiter; the

triens or third of an as, that of Pallas ; the quadrans or fourth of an as, that of

Hercules ; the sextans or sixth of an as, that of Mercury ; the uncia or twelfth

of an as, that of Roma; and all of them had varieties which bore the prow of a

galley upon the reverse—whence the " co/>/<a aiit navia" of the Roman boys.

Of the compounds, the bissas, or old dupondius, was two ases ; the tressis or

tripondius, three ; the quadrassis, four ; and the decussis, ten : and when the as

was reduced and termed libella, it seems that pieces of five ounces were struck,

called quincunx.

It was long however before the effigies of princes were placed upon money

;

and for some ages the consular coins bore only the head of Roma, with a Victory

in a car drawn by two, or four horses, and were called Victoriati, Bigati, or

Quadrigati, according to their device. Yet Isodorus asserts that money was called

JVummns, because King Numa ordered his name and image to be put upon it.

Erizzo, and he is followed by the visionary Hardouin, absurdly supposes that none

of the medals now found were cash, because the Emperors and Empresses would

have thought themselves dishonoured, by having their likenesses placed upon coins

which were to be circulated among the people: but Aristotle might have taught

him, that such a measure was of public utility, since it was the most solemn pledge

that the specie was of due weight and proper alloy, thereby saving the trouble of

weighing and measuring; and that no means were better adapted to restrain forgers,

because it made the alteration of the money a personal insult to the sovereign.

We learn from Dio, that the Senate ordered the head of Cresar to be stamped upon

the money, and he was the first living personage, who had the high honour of

having his effigy placed on a Roman medal. Suetonius affirms that the current

coin of Augustus had his head on one side, with a Capricorn on the other; and the

Evangelist, St. Matthew, distinctly says, that the tribute-money which the Jews paid

to the Romans, bore the Emperor's " likeness." The mention of the " penny "

or rather denarius, in the Gospel, and the numerous coins which bear counter-
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marks, are sufficient evidence tiiat ihese coins were current, at a value which was

regulated or altered by autliority of the government.

From these considerations, and the difficulty of clearly distinguishing them, I

have used the terms coin and medal as sy nonimous, in ancient Numismatics, according

to the practice of the best judges ; who agree that medallions only were not current,

their magnitude and high relief rendering them unfit for use. The last opinion,

however, though almost general, is not universally admitted ; for although medallions

are ponderous, far from uniform in weight, i'ew in number, and without the S. C.

of the other coins, many persons have considered ihein as likely to have been current

money, as the cistophori, or medals stamped with the mystic basket of Bacchus

—

and the tetradrachnue ofGreece. They may, indeed, have been struck aspie(f-forts,

or proofs of skill, and for recording events of particular interest, similar to modern

medals, and as such were given away or scattered, with the other missilia, at games,

triumphs, and public ceremonies. Suetonius describes Augustus as presenting his

favourites with '^ JVummus omnis notce-' in the Saturnalian festivals; and we

cannot doubt but that medallions were the " nummi maximi" with which Lucius

Verus pelted the drinking glasses in the " tabernfe."

This promiscuous use of the terms coin and medal is not the only liberty which

1 have taken in regard to style : such words as sedent, alate, module, spread, nu-

mismatist, and tooling, may appear harsh to the general reader, but among medal-

lists they have become familiar. It is not uncommon to call the legend, or " soul

of the medal," a fascia, perhaps from the titles of prints having formerly been

inscribed on ribands , and I have sometimes adopted the term although I dislike it.

The words characteristic and portrait will be found somewhat improperly introduced,

but nevertheless, consistently with very common usage; and some difficulty has

arisen in rendering Latin proper names into English by apocope, custom having

rendered familiar such as Tully, Pliny, Horace, Ovid, Virgil, Livy, Terence

—

-while Statins, Tacitus, Ausonius, Prudentius, and others, retain their original

orthography. The epithets of symbol and device are often used indifferently in

the following descriptions, although the former signifies, strictly speaking, a practical

or figured metaphor—and the latter an allegory ; the one simple, the other com-

plex—whence it follows that figures on medals are devices—and hieroglyphics are

symbols. The implements and various portions of dress may savour of parade,

from being introduced in their own language ; but we have no English terms that

aptly correspond. " Blanket dress" is but a mean interpretation of the Roman
toga; and a scholar will disdain to receive Obadiah Walker's " platter" for the

patera, or bis " water-pot " for the prcefericulum.
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III some points I have ventured to depart from what may be considered as

established usage, when it seemed to be grounded on error. Thus 1 have not

rendered parasonium by truncheon, because, ahliough a badge of command, it

appears to have been a sceptrai sword rather than that instrument. I cannot agree

that the bird over tiie grotlo, on No. CCXHI. is the one which is dedicated to

Mars, under the name of Picus Martins ; and though opposite opinions may obtain

many suffrages, the idea of (he fulmen possessing the triple power of piercing,

melting, and burning, may be considered as borne out by ancient writers. Pinkerton

insists that the thensa and carpentum are essentially different : now, although the

former was used for cars which merely carried images, it was also called Carpentum
Pompalicnm, and either might be used without great impropriety. The same

author is also astonished at a "fact" which "can never be explained by anti-

(juarians," that of a sword never being seen upon Roman coins : yet several examples

to the contrary may be referred to in the Index of this Catalogue.

It may also seem that I have been too discursive—too partial to Latin quotations,

and too prone to repetition : but the first arose from the interest of the study, and

the conflicting tenour of the evidence that was examined ; the second is assuredly

allowable for the illustration of Latin medals; and the third is owing to the very

nature of a Catalogue, where every medal is intended to be identified, and to serve

as a reference independent of the others. One great object of this undertaking was

to give such an outline of the reigns, which these medals illustrate, as to shew clearly

how much the truth and accuracy of history is ascertained, by the aid of such col-

lections. To come to a right conclusion, no labour was spared : almost every writer
'

from ^neas Vico, in 1548, to Mr. Akerman in 1834, was consulted, and the pains

bestowed upon the date assigned to each memorable event, were such as could not

be imagined by those who have never been engaged in similar pursuits. The
technical terms, many of which will be new to persons who are not conversant with

nun;>ismatic works, may be referred to in the Index at the end of the book ; but iV

inav assist the general reader, to place those which relate to the several parts of a

•"?HMh "' one view :

—

. <

,, , Adversa, ..,_....„ „. two heads facing each other.

yErugo the fine rust or varnish.

5'i «it I TErugo nobilis, ..; the perftction of patina.

Bruise, , a break, or injury in the patina.

^c,., Area,
j^.j^yj.^ .._,

..the field or surface.

Device .". ^..... the figure represented.

'=' Engrailnlent, ,!,t!.L;.'A}.l... the ring of dots round the edge.

,=y<)fc '!
' Exerg'um, or EXergiSej ..„ the lower part divided by a line from the area.
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n". h^1^K- ?', Fabric, ,. ,........„,, the proportions and woikmaiiship. ><ritii-uv -li-n.-.i ..«

Field.j.; .j^^^..^, ..,., the surface or area.

Flower .„ ^..... of a medal—its patina.

Front, ,...„'.'.'.... ..7.'. the obverse, or head side. ''^ 091^ 0.

Inscription, that which is written across the field,
'

Jugata, two heads side by side, or joining'

Legend, that which is written round the field.

Module comparative size of a medal.

Obverse, the front, or head side.

Portrait, used, though somewhat improperly, for likeness.

Patina, the smooth coloured varnish of time.

Reverse, the opposite side to the obverse.

Round, not much misshapen in minting.

Spread, a large adjustment of dimensions.

Type, the figure represented.

Verge, the upper or lower edge of the area.

The following hints respecting the Roman mint, as connected with the coins of

the class here descrihed, will not probably appear displaced, though it is far from the

author's intention to enter largely on the subject of medals in general. The im-

perial coinage consisted of pieces struck in gold, silver, and various modifications of

copper. Of these, the Sestertii, or large-brass, consist entirely of a fine yellow brass

called orichalcum, the latten of former ages, which was valued at double the ratio of

the "^sCyprium," or copper of the £/«/)o«</«, or second brass. The size of the

Sestertius allows a sufficient scope for the artist in the delineation of portraits and

figures; and the intrinsic value of the series is greatly enhanced by the skill with

which these coins are executed. From the reign of Augustus, to that of Nero, the

style progressively improves, and from the time of Vespasian, to that of Hadrian and

the Antonines, the devices are so excellent and simple that, compared with most

modern medals, it is the difference between the touch of genius and the effort of

labour—like what is seen on comparing the indignant Apollo of the Vatican, with

the fall of the rebel angels, shewn at Padua, that fantastic pyramid of legs and other

limbs, where exquisite skill is unable to redeem defective taste. From the death of

Commodus—the last and unworthy descendant of the Antonines—art declines till the

reigns of Alexander Severus and the Gordians, from which lime, though with

occasional gleams of revival, it falls rapidly into degradation ; the artists of the Lower

Empire having been more busied with embroidery, than with sculpture or medals.

Although the Sestertii only are made of brass, it is usual to class the three

sizes of ^s into Large, Middle, and Small-Brass ; the two last of wliich, though

inferior to their " proud sister" in price and dignity, are numerous, valuable.
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and of great beauty, filling up many an hiatus with portraits that are found in no

other series, and bringing History far down into the Lower Empire. Besides these,

there are instances of " Two Coppers,"' in which medals are hooped round, as it were,

with a difTerent metal from that of which they are formed ; and there are specimens

of lead money, which, notwithstanding what is said by Plautus and Martial, are only

classed as trial-pieces, and ancient forgeries—though Ficoroni in his "Piombi An-

tichi," pleads for their admission to higher notice.

The Sestertius was in use from the reign of Augustus to that of Gallienus ; though

from the days of Caracalla, it was gradually diminished in weight, until it became

little more than a third of its original size. Under the Thirty Tyrants it disappeared ;

but an attempt was made to supply its place in Diocletian's time, by a coin called

folUs, which, however, seems to have weighed but half an ounce, and was worth forty

of the small pieces called JVonmia. In the Augustan era, the Sestertius was about

an ounce in weight, and was nearly equal in value to two-pence of our present

money : it was, in its subdivisions, equivalent to sixteen quadrantes, eight sembelli,

or four dupondii ;—while a denarius was valued at four Sestertii, and an aureus at

a hundred and twenty.

The composition of the metal of the Roman brass medals, has excited much

inquiry, both on account of its durability and the patina which it acquires ; and

several able chemists have submitted it to a severe analysis. By Professor Klaproth's

experiments, the following results were obtained :

—

No. 1. A large-brass of Vespasian, reverse, i?o»ia 360 grains.

2 Trajan, Vesta 382
3 Trajan, Vesta 365

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Copper 293 326 294
Zinc 59 53 60
Lead 4 3 11

Tin 3
Iron I

360 382 365

The Professor has here allowed nothing for loss, on which account the analysis

of the late Mr. Parkes, may be preferable :

—

spec. grar. gn. p«.

No. 1. Agrippina, reverse, a Thensa, 8'551... .weight 303.. ..submitted to analysis 55
2. Claudius, Spes, 8-559 369 62
3. Vespasian Spes 8-459 370 56

t- 4. Nerva, Fortuna, .... 8-746 » 399 66-5

5. Trajan, A horseman, 8-648 373 373
6. Commodus, Salus 8-728 381 67
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No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4 No. 5. No. 6.

Copper 4900 54-00 4'i-OO 50-00 3-2-2-00 5-2-()0

Tin 1-78 2-37 1-58 3-15 12-60 3-55
Zinc , 3-26 4-08 11 4 1 10-79 29-34 4-89
Lead 0-00 000 00 0-00 6-84 546

1-78 .... ... 2-37
3-26 .... ... 4-08
0-00 .... ... 000
000 .... ... 0-69
0-96 .... ... 1-46

55-00 62-60

Iron 000 069 000 2-;J9 000
Loss 0-96 1-46 101 0-17 222 113

5600 66-50 373-00 6703

In making a collection of Sestertii, it is a general rule to admit none but those

in the finest condition, except in cases of extreme necessity. No pseudo-monettc,

or pieces struck in imitation of the true coinage, such as contorniates, or tokens for

admission into the theatre, nor other missilia, should be included in a large-brass

series ; and second-brass Greek-Imperial medals, which are those with the head of a

Roman Emperor struck in Greece, and Colonial coins, are also to be rejected. In

tiiis collection, however, the above rules have not been rigidly observed, as it appeared

better to depart from them in a few instances, than leave the series of Emperors and

Imperial families incomplete. I have therefore permitted one silver medallion, four

Greek-Imperial, two Colonial, and nine middle-brass, to be quartered on a cabinet

of six hundred medals. In a national collection, it is proper to admit all similar

reverses, wherein the slightest difference can be discovered ; but as it is desirable to

reduce the bulk of a private cabinet within certain limits, and to afford as much
variety as possible in a given compass, such only have been retained in this, as weie

remarkable for their beauty, rarity, or interest ; and they are placed chronologically

as being in a more useful order, though less convenient for reference, than the alpha-

betical arrangement commonly adopted ; or that in which the devices follow each

other, in sequences of Virtues, Deeds, and Edifices. If such a principle of selection

be not followed, the extent of this series may be increased almost without limit ; as

among many thousands of large-brass coins, apparently exact counterparts of each

other, scarcely two will be found which came from the same die. As to the cause

of this singular fact, for which I can vouch after many tedious hours of patient inves-

tigation, and which may justly be called the "pons asiuorum " of Numismatology, I

can only say, borrowing the words of St. Augustin— '

' Rem vidi, causam nonvidi."

The preservation of medals is a grand desideratum, since they are collected not

merely because they are old, but also because they are elegant, and explanatory in

proportion to their perfection ; a state not a little secured by the patina that covers

them, which, while it ornaments, effectually protects them from further injury by its

hardness, and yet does not conceal the most delicate touches of the design. This
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exquisite rust, or rather varnish of ages, is called the "Flower of Brass" from

P(^(tA/ioi/ (tv6c<, an elegant Greek phrase thus apphed, because, as Galen says, it

effloresces from Chalcilis, or copper ore. It is of the most rich and varied colours,

green, olive, black, brown, red, yellow, and blue, in tints of many shades and

intensities ; and so difficult to imitate, as to set all the attempts of the Falsarii

utterly at defiance. Such |)ieces as are most finely patinated, are usually termed the

" Flowers" of the Cabinet.

Little variety occurs in the devices of Roman medals before the age of Augustus,

and those kw are mostly executed in a harsh style. This circumstance induces a

supposition that the pleasing gold and silver series called "Family, or Consular

coins," are contemporaneous with, and posterior to that Prince. If so, they are useless

as regarding any chronological arrangement ; nor are they much better in their

heraldic character, as the representations were not blazoned at the time of action,

but were affixed according to the dictates of pride, or the desire to record the exploits

of their ancestors, by the descendants of the founder of each family. Such a pro-

cedure, from obvious reasons, would often amplify truth :
" for my part," says Livy,

"1 suppose that the histories of these things have been corrupted by funeral orations

and false inscriptions on images, every family endeavouring to ascribe to themselves

the glory of performing gallant exploits, and obtaining honours by specious but unfair

representations." But the integrity ofthe Imperial coinage is less questionable; and

the fidelity of the portraits preserved to us, in this series, is very manifest on

comparing different coins of the same personage, from the medallion to the

(]uinarius ; so much so, that the gradual change from youth to age is distinctly

marked ; and the individual can be immediately recognized, though the legend be

totally efiiiced. These portraits are all in profile, which is an admirable position

for medallic convenience ; and it is worthy of remark that, at the commencement

of a reign, it was not unusutd to represent the new prince under a flattering likeness

of his predecessor.

Besides the representation of their deities, the Romans, for identity, add their

names in bold characters ; a practice which, it has been said, was avoided by the

superior delicacy of the Greeks : it would however have saved many useless con-

jectures, had the latter been less sparing of their explanations.

Some persons have been deterred from collecting, under the dread of beiug

imposed upon by counterfeits, and look with suspicion upon every medal which is

in any thing like a perfect state. This apprehension, however, is a feeling which

subsides upon acquaintajice with good collections ; an experienced eye acquires

the power of ready discrimination, and that power it is as easy to gain by practice,
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as it would l)e difficult to teach it by theory. Pere Vioiinet, a Jesuit, publisiied a

poem at Lyons, in 1734, under the title of" Museum Nutnmarium," the fifth part

of which is devoted to rules for the examination of adulterated medals. This poem
was followed, five years afterwards, by the essay of Mons. Beauvais, on the detection

of false coins, in which some good general precepts are given; though, as he also

observes, a little handling is necessary together with reading.

The Romans, according to Alexis Pancton, were the fii-st who taught mankind

the "criminal art" of debasing the precious metals ; but there tlie learned mathe-

matician was wrong, for the alloy is to be traced up to Philip of Macedon, it

having been soon found, that a certain amalgam was necessary to render gold less

liable to loss by abrasion and friction, than it would be in its ductile purity : nor

can we suppose that Hiero's goldsmith was indebted to Rome for the suggestion

of this fraud. The Roman silver was certainly greatly debased ; but the aureus

was very pure, from its earliest coinage until the reign of Severus, and was then

deteriorated only in a few instances, the weight fluctuating rather than the standard ;

whence, as with Darics and Attic drachmas, they were in great esteem in cur-

rency. Integrity of metal made some coins long current throughout the world, whose

unseemly appearance was not consonant with the state of the arts in their respective

countries ; but the old dies were continued in order that the barbarian traders

might not take alarm. In like manner the guineas of England, the ducats of

Holland, and the doubloons and dollars of Spain, have passed current in all parts

of the globe; and from a similar cause, our early silver pennies had a long run,

excelling in fabric and metal, during many reigns, the Italian and French coins of

the same period. The Venetian sequins were of such high character, that Dante pro-

phecies the evil 'appearance which Ratza will make, at the day of judgment, for

counterfeiting them—and that badly :

—

"Che male aggiusto 'I conio di Vinegia."

The most shameless forgeries have been rather inventions than imitations, and

would scarcely deceive a novice ; such were medals bearing the heads of Priam,

Plato, jEneas, Hannibal, Scipio, Marius, Crassus, Cicero, and Virgil
;
giving new

reverses to known heads, as Veni, Vidi, Vici to Caesar ; Feslina lente, with an

anchor and dolphin, or a terminus on a thunderbolt, expressive of stability and

velocity, to Augustus ; the Pantheon, on a coin of Agrippa ; and the Pons yJi!fius,

and Expeditio Jiidaica, on those of Hadrian, Yet, gioss as these attempts were,

Paul IV. purchased several of them from Pietro Galileo at exorbitant prices. Some
medals are very ingeniously "altered" by tooling, and legends and likenesses are

substituted with wonderful skill: thus a worthless Claudius, struck at Antioch,

is converted into an Otho ; an .3igyptian Faustina into a Titiana ; a Vespasian into
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a Vitellius; a Julia Pia into a Ditlia Clara; a Colonial Macrinus into a Pescennins

Niger; a Julia Mamaea into a Tranquillina ; a Severus into a Pertinax
; young

Gordian into an Africanus ; and Philip the elder into an ^milianus. At other

times common coins of a particular reign were melted down, to supply metal for

recasting rarer ones of the same Emperor; and new Jlatis, or unstamped pieces,

have thus been supplied for the graver. When the false medal is thus produced,

the sand-spots, liarsh-lines, ill-made characters, file-marks, and other defects, are

carefully covered with an artificial varnish, so as to impose on the credulity of the

young collector. But the last of these stratagems is the vulnerable point, for human
art has failed in its imitations of patina. In vain have the spurious fabrications been

buried in different kinds of earths, in vain Iiave the most skilful applications of

acids and burnt paper been used—the fictitious varnish never acquires the true

colour, hardness, or polish, of that which is produced by age. Cast coins are also

lighter than the true ones, and the Paduan forgeries are thinner than genuine

medals, while the letters of the legends want certain peculiarities that are well

known to an experienced eye.

As the cracks on the flan, occasioned by the blow which it receives in minting,

are considered by many persons as undoubted proofs of the genuineness of a coin,

great pains have been taken to imitate them. All file-marks are carefully worked

oflf'the edges, and an earthy substance is applied in order to gi\e the appearance of

age ; but those marks cannot be considered as certain indications of forgery, since

they are met with on medals which are undoubtedly true, and therefore must have

been made by the Romans themselves. A subtle mode of deception, and one to

be detected only by close examination, is that of splitting a coin in two, and then

joining the opposite parts of two coins together, so as to apply the reverse of one to

the obverse of another. Most collectors prize those medals very highly which have

a head on each side, yet surely an ingenious device is preferable, and in this

cabinet, limited as it is, few such have been admitted. Many of these bicipitons

coins have been formed by the artifice mentioned above : thus Faustina Senior's

head has been impacted to an Antoninus Pius ; her daughter to that of Marcus

Aurelius ; Crispina to Commodus ; and Otacilia to Philip; so that the unwary

purchaser supposes that he has a man and his wife upon the same piece. I have

had specimens of all these, so excellently finished as to require very minute inspec-

tion to detect the fraud : but the best forgery that has fallen in my way was an

Alexander, with the rare legend " Potestas perpetua^' round a seated Security, which

I purchased as a true coin, though it had a shade oi stiffness about if, nor was its

falsity quite manifest until the graver was applied.

These formidable obstacles, however, are not insurmoimtable, and the collector

will soon discover, that the dextrous talent shown by Cavino, Gambello, Cellini,
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Carteron, and other Jalsurii, lias been met by equal skill and more knowledge on
the part of learned antiquaries.

I cannot close this slight introduction, without acknowledging the gratification

and benefit which I have received from a circle of valued friends, whose talents

constitute a mine of classical, philosophical, and numismatic lore: and in men-
tioning the names of the Rev. G. C. Renouard, Mr. F. Douce, Mr. N. Carlisle,

the Rev. Dr. P. Hunt, the Rev. T. S. Hughes, Dr. J. Lee, Mr. W. R. Hamilton,

Mr. T. Burgon, Mr. G. Musgrave, Mr. E. Hawkins, Mr. T. Thomas, Mr. C. F.

Barnwell, and Mr. P. E. Turnbull, my obligations will at once be understood.

To Messrs. Renouard and Carlisle such thanks are particularly due ; the former

having kindly borne with incessant inquiries, and entered upon my pursuit with

the intelligence of a scholar, and the zeal of an antiquary ; while the latter, in

throwing open the stores of the King's library, has, during an intercourse of many
years, displayed the partiality of a friend, with the judgment of a tutor. The late

Mr. Douce, who only a month previous to his demise had offered the celebrated

Rothelin series of the coins of Probus for my acceptance, was at all times ready to

exhibit his books and medals ; and the talented officers of the British Museum
have ever evinced the same feeling. To the Marquess of Bute, I consider myself

bound to return thanks for his courtesy and liberality, in giving me the entree

to his magnificent library at Luton Hoo, and to Dr. Lee for a similar privilege to

the library of Hartwell House—'more especially as both are rich in works on

Numismatology. The splendid cabinet of Greek medals, collected and scientifically

arranged by Mr. Burgon, of Brunswick Square, has been open to consultation ; as was

also the princely collection of Mr. Thomas, who obligingly permitted me to have

the engraving of his matchless Britannia made, which adorns the title-page of this

Catalogue. And it were ungrateful not to add, that the stores of Messrs. Young and

Till, the well-known dealers in Medals, have been most readily submitted to my
inspection, at all seasons.

In conclusion, it is trusted that the following pages, though treating only of

Roman Medals, will shew the pleasure and satisfaction which the cultivation of

such a source of amusement affords to the traveller, and the navigator, when le<l

by their peregrinations into regions teeming with these valuable monuments of

ancient times, under circumstances which preclude the possibility of their having

been forged, at least by moderns, while their intrinsic characters give them the

indisputable stamp of genuineness. Nor are those whose destiny detains them at

Iheir hearths, denied this gratification, since medals may be purchased of honourable

dealers at reasonable prices ; and the occasional sales which take place in London,

put the gleanings of Europe before them.
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CONTENTS OF THE CABINET.

NAMES.
Number of

Medals.

Julius Caesar 3
Augustus 8
Livia 3
Agrippa , 2
Julia Aug. F 1

Tiberius , 7
Drusus Junior 2
Drusus Senior 2
Antonia 1

Germanicus 2
Agrippina Senior 3
Nero and Drusus Caesars 1

Caligula , .„, 4
Claudius 6
Britannicus 1

Agrippina Junior 1

Nero 13
Galba , 9
Otho 1

Vitellius 5
Vespasian 15
Domitilla 1

Titns 11
Julia Titi F 2
Doniitinn „ 18
Nerva 1

Doinitia 12
Trajan o. 26
Plotina 1

Marciana 3
Matidia 1

Hadrian , 48
Sabina 7
ALWus Casar 4
.Antoninus Pius 41
Faustina Senior 11

Galeiius Antoninus 1

Marcus Aurelius 25
Faustina Junior 19
Annius Verus 1

Lucius Verus 11
I.ucilla.... 5
Commodus 34
Crispina 3
Pertinax , „ 6

Natnber of

NAMES. Medali.

Didius Julianus 3
Manlia Scantilla , 1

Didia Clara 1

Pescennius Niger 1

Albinus „ 5
Severus , 17
Julia Dumna ; 7
Caracalla 18
Plautilla I

Geta 8
Macrinus ,. 8
Diadumenianus 3
Elagabalus , 10
Cornelia Paula .......'. 2
Aquilia Severa ..«...'......' ; 2
Annia Faustina 1

Julia SosEmias 3
Julia Miesa 4
Alexander , 12
Orbiana 2
Julia Mamaea , 4
Maxiininus 6
Paulina 2
Maximus , 3
Gordianus Afr. Senior 3
Gordianus Afr. Junior 5
Balbinus 5
Pupienus , 7
Gordianus Pius 10
Tranquillina 1

Philip Senior 12
Otacilia 3
Philip Junior ., 4
Decius 6
Etruscilla 2
Herennius 3
Hostilianus 3
Trebonianus Gallus „ 6
Volusianus 4
.^milianus 4
Valeriauus 5
Mariniana « 1

Gallienus fi

Salonina 2
Saloninus , 2



ERRATA.

In the progress of this Catalogue through the press, several of the Medals having been

exchanged, a confusion has ensued in some of the references. All that have been yet found

to be in error, as also such other mistakes as have been detected, are here enumerated, for

correction.

Page

10 ...,. /. 15, ab irao - for A.D. 81 read A.D. 8.

17 ... . /. 4 and 11, ab imo... XXII XXI.

19 ...,. /. 10, abimo • •••• CCCLXXXII CCCLXXXI.
93 ... . /. 9 ....«•*•>>>*.>*•• XVII XIV.

100 .. . /. 22, abimo XVIII XV.

139 .. .. /. 12, ab irao CCXLII CCXLIII.

184 .. .. /. 14 legend ,.. legion.

189 .. .. /. 6, ab imo • •• ••*•••••••• XC XCI.
*>00

.. note CLXXIV CLXXX.
215 .. .. /. 21, ab imo

. /. 8

XXV XXIV.

230 , CCLXXIII CCLXXXII.
241 .. /. 16 on a peacock.

CCCLXV.251 .. .. /, 22 CCCLV
255 .. .. /. 21 CCCCXXXI CCCCXXXII
267 „ .. /. 8 CCCXXXVI

CCCXXXIV
CCCXXXV.

208 ... /. 4, ab imo CCCXXXIII.

270 .,, . /. 3, ab imo CCCCXCVI ccccxcv.
304 . ... /, 11

• •••••••••• t* ai CCCXXUI CCCXVIII.





OF

A CABINET OF " LARGE - BRASS" MEDALS
OF

IMPERIAL ROME.

" The medal faithful to its charge of fame,
Through climes and ages bears each form and name

;

In one short view, subjected to our eye,

Gods, Emperors, Heroes, Sages, Beauties lie."

JULIUS CiESAR.

Caius Julius CiESAR, the son of C. J. Caesar and Aurelia, was born at Rome,
B. C, 100 ; he was created triumvir with Pompey and Crassus, B. C, 60 ; gained

the battle of Pharsaha, B. C. 48 ; and was assassinated in full senate, four years

afterwards, at the age of 56, by Brutus,—who, mistaking effect for cause, robbed

Rome of its noblest and most talented statesman. By the defenders of this atrocity,

Cfesar has been pourtrayed as the betrayer of his country's liberty ; nevertheless it

would be somewhat ditficult for them to demonstrate wherein such liberty consisted.

He fell, according to some authors, by a doom which all tyrants deserve ;
" but,"

exclaim others, " what a notable judgment of God, upon the unnatural murderers

of their sovereign, that not one of them either died a natural death, or survived

him three years!" The act, however, maybe as fairly attributed to the curious

breach of etiquette, examined into by Bayle, by which the JSTobles were offended,

as to any other motive.

This illustrious captain,—who would rather be first in a village than second

in Rome,—was equally remarkable for vigour, vigilance, courage, clemency, and
magnanimity. Fifty pitched battles bore evidence to his military prowess,—as a

writer he is immortalized by the inimitable " Commentaries,"—and as an orator,

his eloquence has been commemorated by the verdict that, he was only second to

Tully, because he pursued other objects. A man thus endued with all the com-
manding and engaging qualities which give ascendancy in society, must have swayed

the destinies of his cofemporaries in any age, or any nation. He proved himself

at once wary and adventurous ; as well prudent in planning, as skilful in executing ;

while, with an unexcelled celerity in catching advantages, he was withal so resolute
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under reverses, as never to lose Iiis perfect self-possession. The daring leader

crossed over to invade Britain, an island till then unknown to the Romans, though

the wars in Glaul and Germany were unfinished : and to ensure the passage, he

pei"sonally sounded the channel. He possessed wonderful abilities, and cultivated

them with laborious attention ; he ordered a survey of the whole world to be taken,

and to him the public was indebted for a reformed calendar. His memory was

so good, according to Cicero, that he never forgot any thing but an injury. He
was superior to the superstitions of augury ; and, unlike a great general of our times,

Cfesar individually turned the tide of battle, on several occasions, when victory was

declaring against him. In a word, despite of his rapacity, prodigality, ambition,

and scandalous incontinence, he may be considered the most matchless public

character of all antiquity.

Many comparisons have been drawn between Cassar and his rival,—yet they

must always end to the disadvantage of Porapey, because, from degenerating to a

mere party-leader, he has left his character a solecism. While the latter proclaimed

all those his enemies who did not espouse his cause, the former, with a more

admirable foresight, declared those to be his friends who did not take up arms against

him. The talents ofPompey were certainly of a high order, and his address eloquent

and engaging ; but he was envious of the success of his colleagues, was partial to

ceremony, and " scratched his head with one finger." The most glaring spots in

the later stages of his military career, were deficiency of firmness, and contempt of

his enemy.* He repudiated his wife Marcia on account of her intrigues with

Caesar, and then married the adulterer's daughter. Cato exclaimed against this

traffick in women, as one by which the dignities of the state were prostituted ;

but Cato,—yea, the incorruptible, the virtuous Cato, that magnifier of other men's

tailings,—was himself a trafficker in divorce.-f"

Cfesar was the first Roman whose effigies were stamped upon coins in his

life-time ; and, according to Dio, this compliment was amongst the profusion of

honours lavished upon him, by the senate. In many of his medals there is an

affectation of rendering Venus the symbol of his family, for, by the same rule

which proved ^sop to be a Frenchman, the Julii boasted their descent from lulus,

the grandson of iEneas. Upon others, the elephant is assumed, as the Punic origin

of the surname Csesar ; this appears a more probable derivation than that which

* " Beat them first, and despise them afterwards," vas the precept of a naval commander, to a young officer, who
was making light of an enterprise, about to be undertaken.

t The medals of Pompey are not of great rarity,—nor, except a gold one with a bust of Africa between the liluut
and prafericulum, of high price. But the only large-brass specimen is that which bears the head of Janus bi.fron(,with
ear* of wheat in the hair. The face* are likenesses of Pompey and bis son Sextus.
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Pliny gives from the surgical operation ; and we find, when the hero ascended the

capitol, that he was attended by forty elephants bearing torches.

The medals of Julius Csesar, with a few exceptions, are not rare ; but their

value is increased in a rapid ratio by bearing the portrait, and being in unexcep-

tionable preservation. Though Paduan, and other forgeries, have been widely

circulated, and have even crept into collections and catalogues, it does not appear

that any large-brass medals were minted during his life ; in consequence of which

the following, struck by his grand-nephew Augustus, are usually placed in those

cabinets, where the arrangement cannot admit of gold or silver.

I.

Obverse. DIVOS IVLIVS. The head of Julius Caesar, crowned with a compact wreath of laurel.

The physiognomy is calm and expressive, and bears the stamp of about 50 years of age.

It was struck on the apotheosis of Caesar ; and the adoration arose as well from the opinion

of the people, as the decree of the senate. At the first games exhibited by Augustus, in

honour of the departed chief, a blazing star, or comet—the Julium Sidus of Horace, and
Ccesaris Aslrum of Virgil,—appeared for seven days together : under such excitement as

then existed, superstition was almost countenanced in believing it to be the soul of Csesar

received into heaven. The divos upon the field has been much criticised, but the O was
often substituted for V in that age.

Reverse, CAESAR DIVI. F. {Ceesar divi Jilius.) An excellent profile of Augustus, slightly

bearded, and without laurel : two remarkable heads for a single medal to bear. This
specimen was procured in Sardinia, from a numismatic friend, Cavaliere Lud. Bailie, in

exchange for one of Carthage; it is in fine preservation, being covered by a dark patina

with red spots. From its wanting the S. C. [Senalus Consiilto,) or mark of the senatorial

decree for its coinage, it may be questioned whether it was struck at Rome : for though
the emperors had the sovereign control of the gold and silver mint, that of brass was under
the senate.

II.

Obverse. DIVOS IVLVS, inscribed in a capacious laurel garland, bearing large berries. This coin

was probably struck B. C. 43 : it is covered with green cerugo, and is in very excellent

preservation. It was found in Candia, in 1822, and came almost immediately into my hands.

Reverse. DIVI F. (Divijilius.) The naked head of Augustus, with a star in the field; the latter

commemorating the one seen in broad day, as just mentioned. Some antiquaries have,

however, contended that it is figurative of Venus, in reference to the supposed descent of

the Julii ; and others hold it to allude to the reform of the calendar : but the first suggestion

seems the most obvious. Indeed the visibility of Venus, in the day-time, renders it probable

that that planet, from some atmospheric peculiarity, was itself the luminary observed. Th«
illustrious Newton thought it might have been the great comet of 1G80.

III.

Obverse. DIVI IVLI, CAESAR DIVI F. IMP. (Divi Julii, Ceesar divijilius imperator.) Two
naked beads in opposite directions, representing Julius Csesar, and his adopted son ; but as

likenesses they possess less interest than those on No. II. The medal is in tolerable pre-

servation, and was procured in Calabria, in 1814. It is of the class called Colonial, which,
from the many settlements made by the Romans, were necessarily of much diversity of cha-
racter. At first they bore only the ox, the plough, the ensign, or other badge of colonization

;

but they were afterwards stamped with more curious types, and inscribed with the name of

the colony, its prerogatives, alliances, immunities, and other circumstances. They were
usually of second brass, with a few exceptions of large, and one

—

Nemausus—of silver.

Reverse. C. I. V. f Colonia Julia Valenlia.J The prow of a praetorian galley, with a large eye on
the bow, and what seamen term a " fiddle head." Upon this prow is raised a curious castle.
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or superstructure ; an early indication of the nameJbre- castle : the appellation still remaining-,

though the fabric has long disappeared from the fore-part of our sliips. The eye typifies

Providence, or the Deity, and is still retained upon some of the Mediterranean craft. It is

of the remotest antiquity, and occurs perpetually as the symbol of the Sun, or Osiris, in

Egyptian monuments. The custom of using it was probably derived from the East, for the

Chinese are pertinacious in its practice, from the vear-junk to the sampan :
—" Heigh-yaw !"

exclaimed a Fouki, at Canton, whom I was questioning upon the subject, " how can ship see,

suppose no hab eyes ?" It also appears on the superb Etruscan vases which have been recently

sent to London, by Lucien Buonaparte ; and that it was adopted by the early Greeks, is proved

in the "Supplicants" of ^schylus, where Uanaus says

—

" I saw a ship, 1 mark'd its waving streamer.

Its swelling sails, and all its gallant trim :

Its prow with heedful eye observes its way.
Obedient to the helm that g-uides behind."

AUGUSTUS.

Cains Oclavius Caepius, was the son of C. Ocfavius Rufus, and Atia, daughter

to Julia, Caesar's sister. He was born at Velitrae, B. C 63 ; and, after an excellent

education, was formally adopted as the son of his grand-uncle. On hearing of the

murder of Caesar, he took the boldest step of his life, by instantly quitting ApoUonia

for Italy, to declare himself heir to the empire. He gained the battle of Philippi,

B. C. 42 ; and that of Actium, which made him master of the Roman world, eleven

years afterwards. After the defeat and death of all his competitors, the senate dig-

nified him with the title of Imperator or " Emperor," a title that was formerly a

mere temporary military distinction, but M'hich was now extended to signify

supreme arbiter of all civil and military affairs ; it thence-forward became heredi-

tary, and marked the change from a republic to a monarchy. The same body

afterwards conferred the epithet of " Augustus " upon him, by which he is now
historically known. He died at the advanced age of 75 years 10 months 26 days,

at Nola, in Campania, A. D. 14, after a reign of 44 years, besides the 12 in which

he governed as one of the triumvirate.

Octavius was too politic to accept the title of king, or dictator ; for in assuming

the venerable surname of Augustus, he was aware that more of dignity and reverence

were expressed, than of authority. The honourable designation of pater patriae

which had been first bestowed upon Cicero, for his detection of Catiline, was

unanimously tendered to Augustus, by the three orders of the state. Preferring

this, he wisely refused the appellation of dominus, stating that he wished to govern

<' non per timoretn, sed per atnorem.'^ Indeed, after he had inhumanly slaugh-

tered all those whom he considered capable of disturbing him, in the possession of

his usurped power, he ruled with such clemency and judgment, that letters and

general improvement assumed a spirit which stamped his name on the age ; and it
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was remarked that, he "should never have been born, or never have died." The
flattering writers of his time depict him as tlie most perfect prince imaginable ; but a

close examination of his career will prove that, his success was owing more to the

popularity of Caesar, the valour of Agrippa, and a seasonable conjuncture of cir-

cumstances, than to any extraordinary parts of his own. With deep stains of

debauchery, treachery, and ingratitude, he was certainly highly accomplished, and

possessed of penetration, judgment, and wit,—the last in such a degree, as to per-

vade his public actions; and he even died with the compliment on his tongue,

" Livia, conjugii nostri memor, vine, et vale."

The damnatory blot in the escutcheon of Augustus, was the infamous proscrip-

tion to which he was a party: "a cool head, an unfeeling heart, and a cowardly

disposition, prompted him," says Gibbon, " at the age of 19, to assume the mask of

hypocrisy, which he never afterwards laid aside. With the same hand, and probably

with the same temper, he signed the proscription of Cicero, and the pardon ofCinna."

Julian, the philosophic " Apostate," makes him advance to the banquet of the

Caesars, with his complexion varying like the hues of a camelion ; but he adds, that

he at last assumed the mild livery of Venus and the Graces.

As all the successors to the imperial purple, by an express decree of the senate,

conferred the honoured name of Caesar on the heir-apparent, or presumptive, of the

empire, who thereby became adjuncts, or participes imperii,—so the emperors

themselves adopted that of Augustus, from the fortunate personage of whom we are

now treating. But for fully understanding the fascia-, or legend of each medal,

it must be remembered, that though the title of Caesar was given to the second

person in the empire, it still continued also with the first ; and hence the difference

between Csesar used simply, and with the addition of Imp. Augustus.

The medals of this politic ruler are so numerous that they are easily obtainable,

and at a moderate rate. Large-brass ones, indeed, with the portrait, are ditBcult

to procure, and are high priced according to their condition ; but those of middle

brass, and silver, are extremely common ; for of the latter metal alone I have

seen, at least, two hundred different reverses. There are also ancient forgeries of

money in this reign, made by plating copper so ingeniously with silver leaf, that

it is only to be detected by clipping. This practice is anterior to Augustus,

and is entirely different from the dipping which took place with the deteriorated

coinage of the lower empire : yet we are gravely told in a recent publication, that

plating is a modern art, originating in the use of spurs !

It should be here remarked that, between Julius and Augustus, there are coins of

Octavia, of the sons of Pompey, of Brutus, Cassius, Lepidus, and Mark Anthony ;

but as, with the exception of tlie last, they are only in gold and silver, they have
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no" relation to a large-brass series : nor can they be deemed imperial. Of Anthony

and Cleopatra there is a middle-brass coin which is admissible, for the sake of its

portraits : but I have not met with a specimen sutficiently good for keeping.

IV.

Obverse, AVGVSTVS. The naked head of the emperor, with expressiTe features, in singularly fine

preservation. This superior specimen of ancient art, is of pale yellow brass, and was pnr»
chased on the 24lh day of Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832, where it stood No. 2787.

Reverse. C. A. (Ccesarea Augusta.) These letters are encircled by a large garland of laurel leaves

and berries. Havercamp, Pedrusi, and other antiquaries, have considered this medal to be-
long to Saragossa, in Spain ; and some have ascribed it to the Mauretanian Caesarea. As it

resembles none which I have seen from those places, either in metal, module, or design, I must
agree with Eckhel in assigning it to Ctesarea, in Palestine, a city in which stood a temple,

and a colossal statue to Augustus, The grandeur of this Municipium has disappeared, and
its vicinily is a deserted waste of sand ; a few relics of its palaces and fanes, and part of the

cotbon of Herod the Great, were all that remained, in 1822.

V.
Obverse. CAESAR AVGVSTVS. The head of Augustus, looking to the right, without laurel, and

beardless. This medal was probably struck about 5 years B. C. ; and was procured for me
by Mr. Young, the well-known numismatist, at Lord Morton's sale, in 1830.

Reverse. C. CAESAR ET L. CAESAR AUGVST. F. {Cuius Ccesar, et Lucius Ccesar, Augusti
filii.) The heads adverse, or facing each other, of the grandsons of Augustus, by hi»

daughter Julia and Agrippa ; they had become his sons by adoption, and he designed them
for his successors in the empire, if they had lived. They were both declared principet
JHventutis, or princes of the Roman youth, honoured with the priesthood, and admitted into

the senate,—and seemed " born to increase their titles as they grew." Lucius, however, the

younger of the two, died suddenly at Marseilles, not without suspicion of having fallen by the

secret arts of Livia, who left no stone unturned to advance her son Tiberius. Nor did Caius
long survive, for having received a wound in Armenia, he fell into a lingering illness, sup-
posed to have been also nurtured by the tools of Livia, and expired in Lycia, at the early age
of 24 ; thus disappointing the sycophant prediction of Ovid :

—

" Great father Mars, with greater Caesar join,

To give a prosp'rous omen to your line :

One of you is, and one shall be, divine.

I prophecy you shall, you shall o'ercome.

My verse shall bring you back in triumph home."

VI.

Ohverse. CAESAR AVGVSTVS DIVI F. PATER PATRIAE. {Cccsar Augustus, Divifilius,
Pater Patrice.) Reading from the right toward the left hand. The laurelled head of

Augustus, with the beardless Apollinean aspect, of which he was so vain, as to wear the

habit of Apollo at a supper, and suffer flatterers to pretend that they could not bear the lustre

of his eyes. Nature had perhaps given him some resemblance to the statues of that divinity

;

and the artists, no doubt, understood their interest well enough to help it out, and represent

him more like the god than he really was. But the poets beat the artists in offering incense,

—

Virgil, in describing TEneas, by whom we are to understand Augustus, is barely exceeded
by Ovid, who unblushingiy calls him the handsomest of all created beings : yet we gather
from other sources, that his left eye was no piercer, that he had a warp in the body, and that

he wore shoes with false keels to heighten his stature. From bearing pa/er palrice, this

medal was probably struck in his 13th, and last consulate, as he only began the use of that,

epithet in the year 2, B. C. Ovid addresses him thus,

—

" Sancte Pater Patria ; tibi Plebs, tibi Curia nomea
Hoc dedit, hoc dedimus nos tibi nomen Eques,

Res tamen antft dedit, sero quoque vera tulisti

Nomina ; jamdudura tu Pater orbis eras."
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Reverse. ROM ET AVG. {Roma et Augusta.) A decorated altar between two cippi, or short
columns, on which stand winged victories, with palm branches and laurel garlands. It seems
that the provinces, in their usual servility, had resolved upon erecting fanes to Augustus

;

but he, with the consummate dissimulation of which he was master, refused the honour unless
the city of Rome should share it with him. In the excess of his modesty he also melted the
silver statues which had been raised to him, and, according to Suetonius, caused the golden
tables to be made of them which he dedicated to the Palatine Apollo. This medal appears
to have been struck to commemorate the edifice built at Pergamus, and consecrated to
" Rome and Augustus."

VII.

Obverse. DIVO AVGVSTO S. P. Q. R. ^Divo Augusta, Senatus Populus Que Romaniis.J This
legend is written around a garland of oak-leaves, the centre of which represents a votive
shield inscribed OB GIVES SER. (ob cives servatos.) The oak crown, the ancient reward
of those who saved the life of a citizen, denotes the liberty obtained for the Romans detained
in Parthia. The restoration of the standards and captives taken from Crassus, was esteemed
one of the most glorious and gratifying events of this reign ; the temple of Janus was closed,

and various coins stamped " de Parthis," " Signis Receptis," " Civib. et Sign, mi/it,

a Part, recuper." testify the general exultation.

The votive shield is supported over a small globe, by two Capricorns, or goats with
fishes tails. The constellation, whence the symbol was drawn, was the nativity-sign of
Augustus; and it remains a monument of the superstition of the "divine" being who
could dive into a cellar during a thunder-storm.* In allusion to the happy predictions of
this happy sign,—as applicable to millions as to the laurelled object of flattery,—Virgil, who
certainly earned his sop, gravely ponders, whether the emperor, in his future god-ship, is

to be specially adored by Roman citizens, or husbandmen,—or whether be will condescend
to preside over the vast ocean,

—

"Then mariners, in storms, to thee shall pray,
Ev'n utmost Thul6 shall thy power obey ;

And Neptune shall resign the fasces of the sea.

The watery virgins for thy bed shall strive,f

And Tethys all her waves in dowry give."

Reverse. Tl CAESAR DlVl AVG. F. AVGVST. P. M. TR. POT. XXXVII. {Tiberius Casar,
Divi Augusti Jilius, Augustus, Pontifex tnaximus, Tribunitia potestate, trigesimum
septimum.) In the centre a large and clumsy S. C. fSenatus Consulto.j It is therefore
presumptive that it was struck by a decree of the senate, A. D. 35, on the deification of
Augustus; the fact of his being received into heaven was publicly sworn to, by Numerius
Atticus, a senator, for a round sura of Livia's money. I procured this medal at Tunis, in
1S22, and prize it for its excellent preservation.

VIII.

Obverse. DIVO AVGVSTO, S, P. Q. R. fDivo Augusta, Senatus Populus Que Romanus.J
written on the field. The statue of Augustus on a curule chair, placed on a sumptuous
triumphal car, elaborately decorated, and drawn by four elephants, each with a mahdut on
its shoulders. The emperor's head is radiated, his left arm rests upon the hasia pxtra, or
unarmed lance, and his extended right holds a globe. This is a remarkably fine specimen of
a medal, not at all uncommon, though the globe is not so frequently met with as a branch
of laurel, in the Emperor's hand. The elephants are at once typical of dignity and eternity,

as the age of those animals was estimated at 300 years,—their youth, according to Pliny,
commencing at sixty years. (Juventa earum a sexagesimo incipit.) The medal is coated
with dark brown patina, and came into my possession at Porto Longone, in Elba.

* ThU act niu»t hare BUggested itself to the Emperor, from the profound physical law by which the Komans limited
the effects of lightning to fire feet from the earth's surface. See Pliny's Cyclopaidiu, I. 2. c. 55.

t Could any poet oflpsAmboul hare ^ren a more prurient picture of futurity, than Maro has here expressed?
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.Reverte. TI CAESAR DIVI AVG. F. AVGVST. P. IVf. TR. POT. XXXVII. Y'ftherius Caesar,

Divi Augusti Jilius, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate, trigesimum
septimum.) The legend surrounds an uncial S. C. [Senatus consuho.) It thus appears

that this medal was struck A. D. 30, by Tiberius, who procured the deification, not out of

any principle of religion, or any regard he had for his benefactor: but because it nearly

concerned himself that all the laws and acts of one who had left him his successor, should

pass for sacred. Besides, in promoting this kind of superstition he had another view, which
was to rivet the public slavery, evidently included in the religious worship paid to a prince

who had enthralled his country.

IX.

^Obverse. DIVVS AVGVSTVS PATER. The deified emperor sitting in a curule chair, habited in

a toga ; the left arm is supported by the hastapura, and the right hand bolds a laurel branch.

The head bears the corona radiata, which consisted of twelve spikes, in allusion to the

signs of the zodiac ; it was the symbol of consecration, though it was afterwards worn by
living emperors. The spikes, or points, typified the solar rays, whence Virgil,

—

"Twelve golden beams around his temples play.

To mark his lineage from the God of day."

Beside him is an altar, and under his left foot a suppedaneum. This is another of the various

medals which Tiberius caused to be struck upon the apotheosis of his predecessor; and iu

which are exhibited all the types of divinity indignantly enumerated by Lucan :

—

" Bella pares superis facient Civilia Divos :

Fulmlnibus uianeis Radiisque ornabit et Astris,

Inque Dettm Ttrnp/i* jurabit Roma per umbras."

Reverse. TI. CAESAR DIVI AVG. F. AVGVST. P. M. TR. POT. XXIIII. (Tiberius Casar,
Divi Augusti Jilius, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate, vigesimum
quartum) In the field S. C. (Senatus Consulto,J in uncial characters. This splendid

coin is in singularly fine preservation : it was struck A. D. 22, is varnished with a rich brown
patina, and was found near Ajaccio, in Corsica, shortly before I obtained it.

X.

— Obverse. DIVVS AVGVSTVS. An apotheosis-medal, displaying a well relieved portrait of Augustus,

with the head laurelled, and beardless, although bearing the stamp of mature age. It is in

excellent preservation, is covered with a beautiful olive-green patina, and was procured by
exchange, from a numismatist, at Rome, in 1823.

Reverse. IMP. NERVA CAESAR AVGVSTVS REST. (Imperator Nerva Ceesar Augustus
restituit.J In the field a large S. C. (Senatus Consulto.) This is rather rare, and in ex-

cellent condition. With respect to the S. C. it may be proper to mention tha., this

abbreviation appears on almost all the imperial large-brass reverses, and also on a few

medallions, but very rarely on either gold or silver medals : whenever it is found on the latter,

it is preceded by the article ex. A silver coin of Vespasian forms an exception : its reverse

being a column surmounted by an urn, between two branches of laurel : to the column is

suspended a shield, with S. C. inscribed upon it. Some silver is marked EX. A. P. (Ex
arge/ito publico.J I lean to the opinion that the letters S. C. allude to the order or license

for coining, rather than that they denote the comparative purity, or value of the metal.

The REST, which terminates this legend, signifies a restoration, or recoining of the medal,

in honour of the personage to whom it was originally struck. Claudius was the first tirho

restored the coins of Augustus ; Nero did the same ; but Titus restamped almost all his pre-

decessors. See p. 61.

XI.

Obverse. OB CivIS SERVATOS. (Ob civis Servatos.) The coarse characters CiViS areinscribed

in the centre of an oak-wreath, which is placed between two branches of laurel : the 1 being

made long, to read as ei, ceiveis. The medal is in good preservation, but of rude workman-

ship; it was procured from Mr. Till, the obliging dealer in coins, in 1825.
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Reverse. P. LICINIVS STOLO IIIVIR A. A. A. F. F. {Publius Licinius Stolo, Triumvir Auro,
Argento, Mre, Ftando, Feriundo.) In the field au arcaic S. C. Struck by a triumvir of the

ancient but plebeian family Licinia; he was a descendant of that Licinius Stolo, the inveterate

enemy of the patricians, who, after introducing^ the law which restricted a proprietor to 600 acres,

was convicted of possessing double the quantity, and fined for the offence. This medal is one of a
series struck in the reign of Augustus, by certain officers who were appointed to inspect the mint
under the title of Triumviri Monetales ; and Flando, Feriundo, expresses that they had the'

charge of alloying the metal, and impressing the dye. The exact date of these nummi monetales
is uncertain ; it is therefore customary to place them in cabinets in alphabetical order, at the end
of the Augustan class. Those mint-masters superintended the numerous moneyers of Rome, and
appear to have been first created B. C. 289; or, according to others, at the commencement of the

first silver coinage, which took place B. C. 2G6. Their number was augmented by Julius Caesar
to four ; but Augustus restored the original arrangement of three, which continued till about th«
time of Macrious, when we lose sight of them.*

LIVIA.

Livia Drusilla, the daughter of Livius Drusus Claiidianus, was born B. C. 57.

Her story presents the striking spectacle, of the daughter of one who had slain himself

to avoid falling into the power of Augustus—and who herself passed through many
dangers to avoid him who was soon to be her husband—becoming the means of

destroying the Caesarian race, and placing her own progeny upon their throne.

She was of an illustrious descent ; her father having been adopted from the proud

Claudian family amongst the Livii, and she herself being raised by the testament of

Augustus into that of the Julii. She was first married to Tiberius Claiidianus Nero,

an accomplished officer, by whom she had Tiberius, afterwards emperor ; and was

six months pregnant with Drusus, when Augustus divorcing Scribonia for the purpose,

wrested Livia from her husband and married her, B. C. 38. She afterwards bore no

issue, and died A. D. 29, aged 86 yeaj-s.

Livia was accounted the most agreeable and beautifid woman of the age; and,

from a consummate management of her talents, held an absolute sway over the councils

and actions of the Emperor—whence Caligula termed her "Ulysses in female attire."

She appears to have been a dutiful and afT'ectionate wife to her first husband, althougii

his indifferent circumstances precluded the full gratification of her vanity ; but when
the die was to be cast, it may be presumed that she was not long deliberating between

duty and ambition, between Tiberius and Caesar. This lady vvas so passionate for the

grandeur of her own children, that she was suspected of having purchased it by the

destruction of her husband's family, being charged with the deaths of Marcellus, Cuius,

Lucius, and Agrippa Posthumus—nay, and of Augustus himself, whose end is sup-

posed, by some, to have been hastened. She was an irreconcilable enemy to Julia,

her step-daughter, whose offspring she persecuted with implacable hatred, even to the

* Cicer*, adriung bit friend Trebatius to iteer clear of the Treviri, a martial race of German Borderers, jocosely says—
<* Trmrirot vUtt cnueo ; audie eapiMet ttii, mulUm auro, aere, argento euent."

C
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poisoning of her own grandson, the illustrious Germanicus, who had married Agrippina.

The haughty ambition of Livia led her to demand an equal share, with Tiberius, of the

power which she had procured for him, an attempt which he, deeming every additional

dignity conferred on his mother as a diminution of his own, positively resisted. Mu-
tual recriminations followed : Livia endeavouring to perpetuate the grandeur which she

had so adroitly acquired, and the ungrateful son seizing every opportunity of curbing

her authority—in the sequel he so detested her, that, on her demise, he would not

suffer her to be consecrated as a divinity : and he even persecuted those friends and

domestics, who attended her funeral obsequies. Tacitus, with his usual comprehensive

brevity, sums up her portrait thus—" Her domestic character was formed on the model

of primitve manners: but by a graceful ease, unknown to her sex in the time of the

republic, she had the address to soften the rigour of ancient virtue. A wife of amiable

manners, yet a proud and imperious mother, she united in herself the opposite qualities

that suited the specious arts of Augustus, and the dark dissimulation of her son." To
this well-drawn sketch it may be added, that Livia was the most dignified, pleasing,

and influential of all the Roman Empresses, even though the victims whom she

sacrificed to gain her ends, testify her cruelty, and her anxious consultation of the

hatching of a hen's eggs as an augury of her pregnancy, is an evidence of her super-

stition. But she must, on the whole, have been a fascinating and discreet woman,
to have maintained so stable an authority. Ovid says of her

—

" Quae Veneris formam, mores Junonis habendo.

Sola est coelesti digna reperta toro."

Those medals of Livia which were struck during the life of Augustus, are Greek-

Imperial : but after his death, and her admission into the Julian family, the Colonies

testified their flattery by various coins, on one of which she was called Mater patrice,

a title which Tiberius would not permit her to assume. The legends which bear diva

upon them, were issued by Claudius, who elevated Livia to divine honours, and de-

creed her to be a goddess. Latin large-brass medals, with the portrait, are very rare ;

but those of the middle size which bear the types Jusiitia, Pietas, and Salus—the last

from Livia's being deemed ^'poiissima Salutis causa"—are frequently met with

;

and among them, the restitutions by Titus are the most valued.*

XII.

Obverse. IVSTITIA, inscribed on the lower verge. A handsome female profile, with an air of dignified

austerity, and the head encircled with a richly ornamented tiara. This is a likeness of Livia, in

the character of Themis j and it is in exceedingly fine taste and preservation. It was obtained

from my friend, 3. C. Ross, Esq. of Malta, in 1821.

Reverse. TI. CAESAR DIVI AVG. F. AVG. P. M. TR. POT. XXIIII. {Tiberius Ctesar, Dim
Augusti jilius, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate vigesimum quarlum.) In

1

—~~——'—-^

—

_

* No medals of Livia are known in gold or silrer
;
yet a medallion of the former metal has been described, with the

effigy of Piety, and Vesta on the reverse; but this is a modem fabrication, or it would illustrate Ovid's

—

" Etn pttdicarum
tt Vettavif Livia, matrum,"
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the field a large S. C. (Senatus Consulto.) From this it appears that the coin was struck A. O.
22, by Tiberius; and from the date, and fine quality of the metal, it may be presumed to be of
copper from the celebrated Livian mine, mentioned by Pliny.

XIII.

- Obuerse. IVLIA AVGVSTA GENETRIX ORBIS. The head of Julia placed upon a globe, and sur-
mounted by a crescent ; symbols significative of the earth and moon, to illustrate the encomium
of the legend. The wreath which crowns this bust is an uncommon decoration for females.
Havercamp, from the closeness of the leaves, says it is of myrtle j but on my medal—as indeed
on all those which I have examined, as well in the British Museum as in other collections—
that portion of the head which bears it, is not sufficiently perfect to decide the question : it

may however, allude to the celebrated sprig of laurel taken from the fowl's bill, which an eagle

had dropped into Livia's lap ; and which, being planted, afforded crowns to the succeeding
Caesars.

Reverse. COL. ROM. PERM. DIVI AVG. [Colonia Romulensis permissu divi Augusti.) This was
a tribute of flattery from the citizens of Romula, a town in Betica, to the vanity of Livia, after

the death and apotheosis of Augustus. The legend surrounds the head of the deified Emperor,
who, besides being crowned with the sacred radiated diadem, is still further consecrated by the
Julian star above him, and a thunder-bolt, the attribute of Jove himself, in front of the portrait.

This is a medal of much interest, which I procured in Spain ; and though it is not of the Latin
mint, its magnitude, merit, and Roman legend, secure its admission into the large-brass series.

It is finely figured by Florez.

XIV.
Obeerse. S. P. Q. R. IVLIAE AVGVST. (Senatus Populus Que Romanus, Julia Augustce.) This

is inscribed across the field, over a carpentum, or two-wheeled vehicle, drawn by a pair of mules.
Although solid wheels were so much in use, as to have continued to this day, the car here repre^r

sented has them of six light spokes ; and it is surmounted by an arched tilt, supported by
Caryatides, and hung with costly cloths. As the Carpentum pompaticum, or Thensa, was
expressly used for conveying the images of defunct empresses to the Circus, many numismatists
have supposed this medal to have been struck after the death of Livia : but the legend, on the

reverse, proves its date to be A. D. 23, or six years prior to that event.*

Reverse. TI. CAESAR. DIVI AVG. F. AVGVST. P. .M. TR. POT. XXIIII. [Tiberius Ctesar,

divi Augusti Jilius, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate Vigesimum quartum.)
In the field an uncial S. C. (Senatus Consulto.) This splendid coin is in the most perfect con-
servation, and smoothly coated with a rich brown patina, which allows of even the bas-reliefs on
the side pannels of the car being clearly distinguished:—they are two sportive youths, who, with
the opposite ones, probably represent the seasons.

AGRIPPA.

Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa was born of an obscure, but equestrian family, B. C.

63. As Commander of the fleet and Prsefect of the sea-coasts, he gained the naval

victory over Sext. Pompey, B. C. 36, and that of Actiuni, B. C. 31. He was, from

infancy, a companion of Augustus, and having proved his devotion and fidelity, was

successively advanced to the highest honours of the state. By marrying Marcella,

Agrippa had been received into the Imperial family ; but to draw the ties still closer,

he was made to divorce the niece and espouse Julia, the daughter of his patron. This

event took place B, C. 21, and three years afterwards he was invested with the Tri-

bunitian power, an office which Augustus had assumed to prevent his harangues being

* Kipping sajs—" Thensae sunt rebicula sacra, quibus portabantur deorum, et indigetum simulacra, cum ponipa
erdinuin, et officioram in Ludis Circeosibus impriip's qui numinum bonoribua consecrati erant."
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interrupted by any radical tribune of the people, and also, from the authority it gave

him over the senate and magistrates, to consolidate his despotism. Agrippa had a

family of 3 sons and 2 daughters, by Julia ; and, after a glorious career, died in Cam-
pania, on his return from an expedition to Pannonia, B, C. 12, in the 5lst year of

his age. The Emperor, who had hastened to visit his dying friend, was deeply

afflicted ;—he lamented him as the disinterested partner of all his vicissitudes, pro-

nounced his funeral oration, and buried the body in his own mausoleum—declaring

that not even death should separate them.

Agrippa, although said to have retained his rusticity through life, must, from his

unWemished integrity and superior qualities, be pronounced one of the greatest public

characters that ever appeared ; as well as one of the most estimable. He gained signal

victories both by land and sea, and by his splendid exploits, established the throne

of his friend : exploits which Horace confesses himself unequal to celebrate in suf-

ficiently lofty verse. Yet, with all his successes, Agrippa was wise and moderate in

his views ; he attempted to dissuade Augustus from retaining the imperial power, and

refused two public triumphs which the senate had decreed him. The latter, indeed,

may have resulted as well from policy as from contempt of ostentation—for he thereby

avoided giving umbrage to the Emperor, who was no ways renowned for military

achievements : from whatever cause the refusals sprung, they occasioned such pageants

being discontinued, except by immediate scions of the imperial family. Agrippa was

instrumental in reforming the senate; and, though reported to be little versed in

letters, he composed and published a map of the world. He conveyed the waters

Virgo, Julia, and Tepula, into Rome, by magnificent aqueducts, at his ownexpence ;*

besides which he embellished the city with stately edifices: and whoever has enjoyed

the glorious flood of light which still distinguishes the Pantheon from all other fanes/^

will remember with gratitude the name and virtues of Agrippa.
'

The gold, silver, and small-brass medals of this renowned commander are very'

rare and high priced. No large-brass ones, except colonial, are known—but those of

the second size, selected of greater than usual volume, supply the defect ; and are most

prized, when restored by Titus, or Domitian.

r,
XV.

.

Ohverte. M. AGIUPPA L. F. COS. III. (Marcus Agrippa, Lucii Jilius Consul lertium.) A fine,

but stern head of Agrippa, in excellent relief; with a rostral crown, indicative of his being
/luo admiral of the seas : whence Ovid's—" Navalique gener cinctus honore caput." This crown

has caused much debate ; it was of gold, decorated with figures of the beaks of ships, and
was presented, with a cerulian standard, (or hliie-Jiag !) by Augustus, after the battle won near

. IV^liE. Several historians pronounce this to have been tlie firet rostral crown; but Pliny says

^- 4hat Varro had before been decorated with one;—that, however, may have been the corona

navalis which was given to him who first boarded an enemy's vessel. It wouhl appear that
jViUIlJ 'Jjgfippa^ like another Nelson with his stars, wore this identical crown at the battle of Actium-^—

^ AVhea the citizens of Rome complained to Augustus, of a scarcity of wine be reprimanded them seretely, taiyiog^

^jrip^ had provided that nobody sIhiuM perish by thirst. . , i,.
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for Virgil, in revealing- futurity on the magic shield of iEneas, sings thus—
" Parte alia ventis, et diis Agrippa secundis

Arduus agmen agens, cui belli insigne superbum,
Tempora narali fulgent Roslrata Corona."

Reverse. IMP. T. VESP. AVG. REST. (Imperator Titus Vespaxianus Augustus restitvit.) In the
field S. C. although Agrippa was neither an Augustus, nor a Csesar. Hetween the letters stands

a colossal and muscular figure of Agrippa, in the character of Admiral Neptune—as he is styled

by the immortal Newton. He is standing and looking towards the right ; the left arm supports
a trident, as the sceptre of the Mediterranean seas, and on the right extended hand is a dolphin,
the swiftest of fishes. The figure is naked, if we except a scarf which extends gracefully from
one arm to the other, behind the back, and the body is altogether one of great boldness. This
medal appears to have been struck about 26 years B. C. is in the highest possible preservation,

and was procured in Sardinia, in June, 1824. Of the Dii Magni, none appears so seldom upon
Roman coins as Neptune : and Augustus, in a splenetic fit, on losing some vessels at sea, excluded
his statue from the Ludi Circenses. See No. CLV.

XVI.
Obverte. IMP. D. F. P. P. (Imperator Divijilius, Pater Pairiee.) The heads of Augustus and Agrippa

adversa, or facing each other, the first crowned with laurel, and the second with the corona
rostrata. This beautiful medal is largely spread, in the highest possible perfection, and coated
with a brilliant green patina; it was obtained at Marseille, in 1823.

Reverse. COL. NEM. (Colonia Nemausus.) A palm tree rises in the centre of the field, to which is

chained a crocodile." This interesting and significant reverse was struck by the citizens of
Nemausus, a town of Gallia Narbonensis, in honour of a victory gained in Egypt ; and the symbol
was lately borrowed by the French, to commemorate the successes of Napoleon, in the same
country.

JULIA.

Julia, tlie daughter of Augustus and Scribonia, was bom B. C. 39. At the early

age of 14 she was married to Marcellus—the ceremonial being managed with unex-

ampled splendour, by Agrippa. After the premature death of her husband she was

married to Agrippa himself—and, on her losing him, to Tiberius, B. C. 11. A con-

tinuation of abandoned and adulterous intrigues occasioned her being banished to

Pandataria, B. C. 2 ; and she perished of hunger, a miserable exile, at Rhegium A. D.

14, at the age of 53 years.

This unfortunate princess was as beautifid and pleasing as she was abandoned ; but

with all her lamentable madness of lust, she possessed, according to Macrobius, a

regard for letters, and a large share of humanity. Augustus is said to have taken un-

common pains with her educatioti, and was therefore inexorable, when he was obliged

to punish her monstrous depravity ; insomuch that he resisted all the entreaties which

the people of Rome, touched with cotnpassion, clamorously made in her behalf; only

permitting a slight mitigation in changing the place of her exile : a fact which neu-

tralizes certain suspicions upon his own conduct, as connected with the banishment of

Ovid. One of the intercessions made by the public of the " Eternal City," was suf-

ficiently ludicrous. Having watched for what was considered a favourable opportunity,

they preferred their request, and were answered by Augustus that, fire and water should

agree before he would consent to his daughter's return : on this, in order to absolve
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the Emperor from his oath, they threw a prodigious quantity of lighted torches into

the Tiber, but without any effect upon the obstinate father.* Nor was his successor

the man to alleviate her afflictions. After she became the wife of Tiberius, the haughty

arrogance of her behaviour had made him feel that she held him beneath her in rank ;

for this he took a terrible vengeance:—"At his accession to the empire," says Tacitus,

" when he was master of the Roman world, he saw her in a state of destitution, banished,

covered with infamy, and, after the murder of Agrippa Posthumus, without a ray of

hope to comfort her. Yet this could not appease the malice of Tiberius. He ordered

her to be starved to death ; concluding that, after a tedious exile in a remote place, a

lingering death in want and misery would pass unnoticed.''

There are no Latin medals in honour of Julia, though a portrait on a monetary

one of C. Marius Trogus, has been ascribed to her and her sons, Caius and Lucius.

But, as usual with those members of the Imperial family not found in the regular

series, her likeness is preserved on some Greek and colonial coins—and one which fell

into my possession in Greece, bears the heads of Agrippa and Julia facing each other,

with the Diana of Ephesus, supported by two tridents, on the reverse.

XVII.
Obverte. The profile of Julia, with her hair tressed into a knot behind, and drapery on the shoulders. In

front of the neck is a peacock, and at the back an ear of wheat, symbols of Juno and Ceres,

added, no doubt, as complimentary to the princess. The features are those of a dignified and
sensible woman, without any apparent evidence of the vices with which she was infected. This

medal, entirely covered with a dense green patina, and in the very highest degree of preservation,

was procured at Dernah, in 1821.

Reverse, The bust of Minerva galeata, looking to the left : and in front of the face are four characters, sup-

posed to be Phcenician. This coin is generally assigned to Jol, or Caesarea, in Mauretania, the

residence of Juba, but I am not aware that any satisfactory reason justifies the assertion. 1 have

myself found, in various parts of North Africa, medals of Tiberius, having an eagle holding a

laurel branch, with reverse AppoUo laureated, and a lyre: bearing, besides the Roman legend,

the same four letters \tof before the deity.

TIBERIUS.

Tiberius Claudius Nero, the son of T. C. Nero and Livia Drusilla, was descended

from the Patrician branch of the Claudii, a family which boasted 32 consuls, 5 dictators,

and 7 censors,—^and which had been honoured with 7 triumphs, and 2 ovations. It is

not known whether he was born at Rome, or Fundi, but the event happened B. C. 42 ;

he assumed the toga virilis B. C. 27, and was successively honoured with commands
and dignities, as he advanced in years. He served in the armies with great credit, and

gained important victories over the Rhsctians, Pannonians, and other barbarian nations.

Indeed, his character stood fair, until, by an unwarrantable act of tyranny, he was

compelled to repudiate V^ipsania Agrippina, daughter of the great admiral—a pregnant

* When Augustus beard that Phcebe, one of his daughter's confidants, had hanged herself, he protested that he had
rather have heen Phcebe's father, than Julia's:—«Jfa{ttiwe «," ait, «' Phaebet patrtrnjuitse."
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wife to whom he was greatly attached—to marry Julia, the same admiral's widow—

a

woman of whose flagitious irregularity he was personally aware. This occurred B, C.

11 ; and wzs followed by a nomination to the tribunitian power. After several years

residence at Rhodes, or rather voluntary banishment, owing to disgust of his wife's

profligacy, he was permitted to return to Rome, on condition that he should hold no
public office. But the deaths of Lucius and Caius accelerated his elevation,—he was
formally adopted by Augustus A. D. 4,—succeeded to the throne A. D. 14,—and was
smothered in his bed by Macro, at Misenum, A. D. 37, in the 78th year of his age.

Tiberius united a considerable mixture of admirable, with an overpowering share

of detestable qualities ; while the former were insufficient to rank him amongst the great

princes, the besotted brutality of some of his successors has prevented the latter from
stamping him the worst. He opened his career as a brave and skilful leader, an
affectionate husband, and a lover of the liberal arts— being well versed in Greek and
Roman literature ; and moreover, although very jealous of his authority, he was moderate

in the exercise of it, and paid deference to the senate and the laws : but the arrogant,

gloomy, and envious disposition occasionally evinced, so far betrayed the latent sparks

that (Jadareus, his Rhodian tutor, described him as " a composition of mud mixed with

blood." Equivocation, fraud, and cunning, were so deeply ingrafted into his very

nature, that he always chose to perform by stratagem what he might easily have effected

by open force,—of which a memorable instance is exhibited in his artful management
of the fall of Sejanus—the favourite whose brazen statues were woi-shipped one day, and
broken for the furnace the next. Thus Juvenal, in shewing that had fortune then been

adverse to the Emperor the mob would have hailed the minister as ^^ Jflasier of
Jtlankind," says,

—

" Sejanus, once so honour'd, so ador'd.

And only second to the world's great lord.

Runs glittering from the mould, in cups and cans.

Basons and ew'rs, plates, pitchers, pots, and pans-"

Tiberius was a jarring mass of contradictory elements, cemented by flendlike

passions : he rivetted the fetters of Rome, and yet despised those who passively submitted
;

he bore himself as an imperious tyrant, yet refused the title of Sovereign Lord ; he was

courageous in Germany, and timid at Capreae ; he punished vice with ferocious severity,

and yet persecuted virtue ; he affected to slight riches, yet slaughtered men for their

wealth ; before he obtained power he displayed magnanimity, but when possessed of the

sceptre, he became a mean and subtle hypocrite ; at one time he defended the raillery

of those who taunted his drunkenness,* and at another, enraged at the same satirical

• Suetonius says:—"Propter nimiam vini aviditatem, pro Tiberio Biberius, pro Claudio Caldius, pro Nerone Mero
Tocabatnr." The wags of Rome, howerer, delighted in puns, and though the Emperor died at a distance from the city, no
sooner was the event announced , than the air pealed with cries of " Tiberium in Tiberim." Nor was the Despot himselfwanting
in n it : when the ambassadors from Ilium, paid their tardy condolence on the death of Drusus, he scotHngly lamented their

lots of Hector

—

"Se quoque." respondit, "tictm eorum dolere, quod egregium civem Hectorem amississent,"
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verses he revived Hhedr&idfulTaw'6rmajesty ; Fie renewed the ancient severities against

adultery, and yet associated with the infamous Claudius GaUus. The promiscuous

butcheries of a reign of23 years, filled Rome and the provinces with terror, and suicide

was the only refuge from the executioner ; but they were insufficient to arouse virtuous

resentment—servile adulation being, as Tacitus remarks, the reigning vice of the times.

From this general supineness, it has been summed up that Julius C-^sar subdued his

country ; Augustus cherished the conquered ; and Tiberius made them crouch in

bondage. He corrupted all that was good, and introduced all that was bad in the empire.

An adage says " he must needs fear many, whom many fear," and its force operated by

making the dark dissembler seek to hide himself and his vices amongst the crags of

Capreae. This solitary rock, however, was made tl>e theatre of such incredible

abominations and cruelty, that it became infamous,' atid was branded as the isle of

vicious lusts, while the odious and execrable despot was designated Capreneus. And
it must be added, that researches which 1 have made, in that romantic spot, fully bear

out the disgusting recitals transmitted to us.

The Latin medals of Tiberius are numerous, in all sizes and metals ; but those of

large-brass bearing the portrait, are rare and expensive—insomuch that the second

size, though of inferior fabric, is frequently substituted. The Colonies, Greece, and

Egypt, also minted to his honour ; and the Spintriati seem to have been especially

struck, to record his vicious propensities. A singular coin of the first series is preserved

in the Pembroke cabinet—it has the head of Tiberius, with reverse Agrippina Senior :

these mutual enemies were, perhaps, placed together, as a tribute of respect, by Caligula,

for his obligations to both ;—or, to drown the recollection of the brutal cruelty with

which his mother had been treated by the tyrant.

XVlll.

Obverse. TI. CAESAR AGVSTI F. IMPERATOR V. (Tiberius Ceesar, Augustijtlius, Imperalor
guintum,) This legend reads outwards, and surrounds the unlaureated bead of the Emperor.
He islooking towards the left, and is depicted under the flattering trace of a likeness to Augustus

—

the medal having been struck A. D. 81, after Tiberius had been elevated into the Julian family.

The title of Iinperator does not appear as a praenomen, in this reign.

Reverse. ROM. ET. AVG. [RomcB et Augitsto.) An altar decorated with a laurel crown, and some
< i.Twreaths, between two cippi surmounted by winged victories, as in No. VI. The reverse is usually

called the " altar of Lyons " by collectors—but it merely marks the homage paid in the provinces

to Augustus. Occo thought it related to the dedication of the temple of Concord, which was
erected out of the spoils of the German campaigns : but Tiberius did not officiate at that

ceremony till three years after the medal was struck. It is in excellent preservation, and was
obtained at the sale of |dr.. Henderson's collection, in 1830.

s: 5jr,n'j XIX.

t> l&b^er^'. TI CAESAR AVGVSTI F. IMPERATOR VII. (Tiberius Ccesar, Augusti filius
' * " ' Imperator seplimum.) The laurelled head of Tiberius, regarding the right, with marked features,

bare neck, and the hair, as Suetonius described it, hanging down behind. The same author also

tells us that he was tall, well-built, strong, and left-handed, with a graceful mien, and large eyes.
•'"«' This medal, in capital condition though barely patinated, was purchased at Pisa, in 1823. The

kgttnd reads outwards.
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Keeerse. ROM. ET. AVG. (Roma et Augusto.) This represents the "altar of Lyons," flanked by
victories, as above, but with a trifling diflFerence in the minutiae. Mezza-barba says that this wan
struck A. D. 11, and describes it thus :

—" Porticus, sive templvm, enm duabut Victoriis
desuper, ambabus Coronam proferentibus,"

Olnerte^ TI. CAESAR DIVl AVG. F. AVGVST. IMPERAT. VII. (Tiberius Ctesar, Divi
Augusti Jilius, Augustus, Imperator septimum.) The laurelled head of the Emperor look-

ing towards the left, with a good featured but scowling physiognomy—having a prominent
aquiline nose, and large eye

—

" pragrandibus oculis,'" This medal, in high condition and pati-

nated, was procured at Baia, very near the spot where the fell tyrant was destroyed.

Reverse. MODERATIONI. A highly-decorated shield in an oaken wreath, with a bust of Concord iti

the centre—this is represented with a full face, indicating that in the exercise of such a virtue,

the monarch is exerting his greatest prerogative : and the shield implies the Emperor to be proof

against the attacks of fortune, while its rotundity typifies eternity. This medal bears the

senatorial mark 3 it was struck A.D. 14, at the opening of the reign of Tiberius—an occasion
on which he boasted both of Clemency and Moderation, as numerous coins testify.* But the

instability in which he considered his station, from the popularity of Germanicus, made his

modesty the " adroganti moderatione," alluded to by Tacitus ; though- he certainly ridiculed the

Senate's flattery, and was unconcerned at scandal, saying, that in a free city, men's thoughts

and tongues should be free.

XXI.

- Obverse. CIVITATIBVS ASIAE RESTITVTIS. Tiberius seated on a curule chair, with the left foot

upon a stool. His extended right hand holds a patera, and his left is supported by a hasta ptira.

This medal was struck A. D. 22, to commemorate the munificence of the Emperor. One of the

most dreadful earthquakes on record happened in Asia, by which 12, or according to Eusebius, 13,

cities were overturned ; and as it happened in the night, it proved the more destructive of life,

being the less expected. Tiberius, to do him justice, behaved on this, as in other public cala-

mities, with a generosity worthy of his high station—for he not only remitted the taxes of the

ruined cities for five yeais, but also presented them with large sums for rebuilding. A few other

, such deeds faintly illumine the dark picture of the tyrant's reign—his liberality, as Tacitus
says, being retained after he had abandoned all other virtues.

Eeverse. TI. CAESAR DIVI AVG. F. AVGVST. P. M. TR. POT. XXIIII. (Tiberius Casar,
Divi AugustiJiUus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate vigesimum-quartum.)
In theAeld an archaic S. C. The medal is in very fair condition, and was obtained from a
Dominican at Catania, in 1814: it countenances the historic record of Tiberius having been popular

in the provinces; for he declined laying new taxes on them, saying, that a good shepherd may
shear, but not flay his flock :

—" Borti pasloris esse, tondere pecus, non deglubere."

XXII.

- Obverse. CIVITATIBVS ASIAE RESTITVTIS. The Emperor seated with the consecrated patera

and lance, as in XXII, but with the addition of a small S. C. in the field. The obverse doubt-
lessly represents the noble colossal statue which, according to Apollonius, was put up in the

Forum.

Reverse. An incuse, or indented impression of the obverse. It has been usual with medallists to impute
this to accident in striking, in that a second planchet, or blank, was placed on the dye before the

first was withdrawn, whence there would be a relief on one side, and an intaglio on the other.

This generally-adopted opinion, however, will not account for the fact—that, though the reverse

wants the uncial S. C. of No. XXII, the authority of the senate is affixed to the obverse ; thereby

proving it to have been purposely struck upon an express dye. This medal is of yellow metal,

and in excellent preservation : it was purchased at Lord Morton's sale, in 1830. It should be

noted that no forged incuse has ever been known.
-i;, ;„ij ;.j^.j ^^-j. ,. ^i -ij.

'

^ limV .'
I 'ill 1. ,

• '
I

• The medal of Clemency has the same emblem as tbii of Moderation ; but that Virtue is usually represented as a stolatcd

Cemale. See the Index.
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,
- XXlII.

Obverse. (.Sine epigraphe.) A triumphal quadriga, yeiy richly decorated with sculptures and tokens
'

of victory—but without either charioteer or rider. This' was stru<(li A. D~. 34, and may be sup-

posed to allude to the triumph decreed to Tiberius 25 years before, but fwhich was never cele-

brated on account of the grievous defeat of Varus.

Reverse. TI. CAESAR DIVT AVG. F. AVGVST. P. M. TR. POT. XXXIIX. {Tiberius Casar,
Divi Atigusti Jilius, Augustus, Ponti/ex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate trigesimum-

octavum.) In the field a large S. C. This medal is in remarkably fine condition, and was pre-

sented to me by my friend Consul-general Warrington, at Tripoli, in 1816.

The title of Ponti/ex HJaximus is very familiar upon the medals of Tiberius, whereas not one

of the emperors was more careless and iudiii'erent about what related to the worship of the gods,

and the ceremonies of religion, than himself. It will be recollected that the consecration to this

office was performed under extraordinary pomp and circumstance ; and that it constituted him
who attained the dignity, sovereign, judge, and director of the public and private obligations

of worship. All priests and sacrifices were under his inspection ; it was he who approved of the

vestal virgins, and appointed them their habits—that corrected, chastised, or condemned them
to be buried alive, when they violated their vows ; and to him belonged the composing of the

rituals, as well as digesting the public annals, or history of the year. See No. CCCCLXXXI.
Julius Csesar, who took upon himself the office of Pontifex Maximus—which was held by his

successors till the time of Gratian—well knowing the absolute dominion which he thereby

acquired over men's minds, and consequently over their actions, valued the dignity very highly.

Hence Ovid

—

" Caesar preferred to titles gain'd in war,

Tlie honours of the sacerdotal chair."

This medal is curious as to its date of Tribunitian power. Some authors maintain that we
are to look upon this sera as signifying the year of the Emperor's reign to which it is added

:

but herein they are greatly mistaken ; for, though veiy rarely, it was sometimes bestowed upon
others beside the emperor. It is allowed by all historians that the reign of Tiberius did not com-
plete 23 years—yet here, as Obadiah Walker observed, we find him with TR. POT. XXXIIX ;

and we have already described four medals bearing XXIIII, and one XXXVII, which were struck

by this despot.

DRUSUS JUNIOR.

Nero Claudius Drusus, the son of Tiberius, by Vipsania Agrippina, the daughter

of Agrippa, was boru in Rome about the year B. C. 13 ; he was made quaestor A. D.

12; designated consul A. D. 14; elerated to the tribunitian power A. D. 22 ; and

was poisoned at the instance of Sejanus A. D. 23, by Livia, otherwise called Livilla,

his dissolute wife.

Drusus, yielding in consummate dissimulation to his father, equalled him in im-

j)ure debauchery, drunkenness, and cruelty ; insomuch that, from his love of blood,

the sharpest swords were termed gladii Drusiani. While yet a youth he was de-

spatched into the provinces, on military service, to withdraw him from the allurements

of the city ; but when his father retired to Campania, he became governor of Rome.
In this situation he conducted himself with such moderation as to gain the affections

of the people, and cause them to overlook the luxurious revelry in which he rioted ;

while the friendly habits in which he had lived with Germanicus, and his having

gone to meet Agrippina with the sacred ashes of that popular chieftain, had already
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endeared him to the army. As Drusus was a man of towering spirit, and impatient

of an equal, he waa greatly irritated by the insolent bearing of Sejanus, and therefore

lost no opportunity of shewing his contempt. The powerful favorite, whose ambition

now soared to impa"ial power, repaid the affronts by first debauching Livia, and

afterwards inveigling her to poison her husband. The murder was not suspected till

after the fall of Sejanus, when the confession of the unhappy Apicata made Tiberius

acquainted with the horrible transaction. The rage of the tyrant, on finding in what

manner he had been deprived of his only immediate issue, was extreme : and, after

a personal examination into all the facts, it was manifested by the vindictive rigour

with which he punished the guilty wife, and all her accomplices in the villainy. Dio,

however, denies that Tiberius put Livia to death ; he asserts that she was delivered

over to Antonia, her mother, and that worthy matron, thinking it culpable that wicked-

ness of so black a dye should escape unpunished, left her to die by starvation.

There are but few silver medals of Drusus, and, 1 believe none of gold : indeed,

except those of middle-brass, his coins are all rare, especially such as bear Tiberius on

the reverse. From the difficulty of procuring any large-brass specimen, save that

struck in honour of the twins, it is usual to supply the deficiency with the restitutions

by Titus, and Domitian. One of the middle-brass series has the veiled head of

Pietas ;—Patin could hardly have recollected that this was a portrait of Livia, the

grandmother of Drusus, when he so indignantly wrote

—

^'^ Quid catii cum balneo ;

ant Druso, vim impurissimo, cum pietateV

XXIV.
- Obverse. DRVSVS CAESAR TI. AVG. F. DIV. AVG. N. {Drusus Casar, Tiberii Augustifilius,

Divi Augusti nepos.) A remarkably fine portrait of Drusus, with tlie head bare j the features

have some resemblance to those of his father, but they are more sedate, manly, and expressive.

It was struck A. D. 23, is very large and well spread of its class, in singularly good preservation,

and came into my possession at Genoa, in 1818.

Reverse. PONTIF. TRIBVN. POTEST. ITER. (Ponti/ex, Tribunilia potestate iterutn.) In the
area is an uncial S. C. This medal corroborates the marble of Gruter, and shews that Drusus
was a pontiff; but the notion that he was therefore Pontifex Maximus is erroneous. The
college of pontiffs of which he was made one, had the superintendance of all the ordei-s of priest-

hood—and they were charged with the direction of public worship, sacrifices, funereal ceremonies,

and all other religious solemnities. They were a highly-privileged class, and judging from the
" Pontificum potiore coenis" of Horace, and other hints, were not remarkable for contempt of
worldly enjoyments. See No. CCCLXXXII. iiyAnV)

XXV.
Obverse. (Absque epigraphe.) A winged caduceus between two cornucopia;, placed saltier, in each of

which is inserted a youthful head. Thi.s type elegantly alludes to the abundance and prosperity
of the empire at the time it was struck, for with all his vice and tyranny, Tiberius was pacific,

and his reign was one of peace and plenty. It also refers to the fecundity of the imperial family
in the birth of Drusus Gemellus and Tiberius Nero, the twin-sons of Drusus, This event gave
the Emperor such joy that he exultingly told the senate he was the first of his rank whom the,

gods had so blessed. The caduceus shews that these infants were considered pledges of peace,

as they took away the occasions of war by cutting off all disputed claims to the succession ;

—

unfortunately however, the first died in his infancy, and the latter was put to death by Caligula.
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' It was also the type of happiness—" Cadttcfo, si cornucopia adjicialur, Felicitatisindieiuri

f*^," saith Piero Valeriano. The " Caducifer alis" was expressive of power and eloquence, as

well as peace : its twisted serpents typified prudence and eternity, and the two wings diligence

<(tJi!) licjUid activity. As a symbol of Concord, it was placed in the hands of deputies proceeding to

,, ^conclude treaties, with the title of " Caduceatores,"—as those who were sent with a javelin to

"declare war, were called " Feciales." See No. CCCCLXXIV. Virgil mentions the inagic powers
of this famous FVrg'a jomni/irffl

—

:{. lt> lUOUCUl (i'

:......_ -;.. ; . ;_;.., ."Turn virgam capit : hac animas ille evocat Otco ,}iiy ynflfn 88 to i

, r • » I •». Pallentes: alias sub Tartara tristia niittit

:

,, „ ,

Reverse. DRVSyS CAESAR TI. AVG. F. DIVI AVG. N. PONT. TR. POT. II. (DrususCcEtar,

1 ;ii.
^^xfil/erii Augustifilius, Divi Augustinepos,Pontif€X, Trihunitia poteslate iferutn.) In the

centre an uncial S. C. [Senatus Consult o.) This is a fine bold medal, covered with chocolate-

coloured patina, and in most excellent conservation. It was struck A. D. 23, and presented to

me by Admiral Sir Charles Penrose, in 181G.

o^ fei . 'tui^x i. dii^iy liiii DRUSUS SENIOR.*

Nero CTIaudius Drusus,'lhe son of Tiberius C. Nero, and Livia Drusilla, was born

B. C. 38, about three months after the marriage of his mother with Augustus, ou

which occasion the wags of Rome remarked that the latter, with his usual peculiar

good-fortune, even had children' in'"a' shorter time than other men. Drusus was

sjjeedily advanced to high honours, and spent his life in the service of the state. In the

year B. C. 27, he was sent into Gaul, where he acquitted himself with great credit,

and from thence he was dispatched against the warlike Rhsetians, over whom he

obtained a signal victory near Trent. He was made Praetor B. C. 13, and Consul

B. C. 9 ; soon after which he died, from the effects of a fall from his horse, at the

early age of 30 years.

Drusus presented a striking contrast to his brother, Tiberius—being tall and

graceful, of an open-hearted disposition, and excellently qualified both for civil and

military affairs; and he was, moreover, humane, affable, honest, and of extraordinary

valour. The attachment he manifested to Antonia proved his conjugal sincerity and

virtue, while the unblemished tenour of his character gained him the esteem of the

Emperor, and prepossessed every body in his favour. His untimely death was a severe

blow to Augustus and Livia, and his corpse was received into Rome with every ob-

servance that could stamp the grief and reg-ard of all ranks of its citizens. Amongst

other posthumous honours decreed by the senate to his memory, were the erection of

a triumphal arch, and many trophies ; medals were struck, and the agnomen of Ger-

nianicus added to his designation. The military valour, and success of Drusus, had

endeared him to the whole army—he was the first Roman chieftain, according to

Suetonius, that sailed on the Northern Ocean ; and he constructed, on the farther side

of the Rhine, those strong intrenchraents which were thenceforward called Drusiantp.

* Orusua Senior and Antonia, teem to demand priority of Tiberius, in a cabinet, but I hare follotred the arrangement

of medallists/
'"" "

' '
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The sorrow of the soldiers was therefore excessive : to testify their sense of the loss of

so beloved a leader, they named the station in which he died the "Castra Scelerata,"

and constructed a stately monument on the bank of the river, around which they

assembled every 11th of July, the anniversary of his death, to perform various evolu-

tions in honour of the illustrious deceased. Velleius Paterculus says he was pos-

sessed of as many virtues as prudence can acquire, or human nature can admit. The
beautiful ode of Horace, commencing with " Qualem ministrum fulminis alitem,"

and ending by a fine compliment to the Claudian family, paints his military character

with unfading lustre. Pedo Albinovantes wrote an admired elegy on his death ; and

Ovid commemorates the melancholy event in these emphatic lines—

" Et mortem, et nomen Dniso Germania fecit;

Me misernm, virtus qudm brevis ilia faitiar:.
— -

The libel which charges Augustus with compassing the death of Drusus, is so

unsupported by evidence, and so opposed to facts and probability, that it needs no

refutation ; whether, with his avowed republican principles, he would have ultimately

been the emperor's heir, is another question.

The medals of Drusus are of a low degree of rarity, and consist of large-brass,

gold, and silver, with some colonial ones. All those which bear the name, or effigies,

of T. Claudius upon them, were struck by the Emperor Claudius in honour of his

father, and to perpetuate his signal victories in Germany. Of the large-brass series,

the restitutions of Titus and Domitian are the most valuable. ^ i .

XXVI.
Obverse. NERO CLAVDIVS DRVSVS GERMANiCVS IMP. {Nero Claudius Drusus Germanicus

Imperator.) The naked head of Drusus, with a profile bespeaking dignity and energy. This

medal is in singularly fine preservation, and of the best workmanship ;—it was struck by Clau-
dius to the glory of his father; and found near Monasteer, on the coast of Tunis, in 1822.

Reverse. TI. CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG. P. M. TR. P. IMP. (Tiberius Claudius Ccesar, Au-
gustus, Pontiff! Maximus, Tribunitia poteslate, Imperator.) On the exergum S. C. A
togated figure of Drusus, holding up a laurel branch ;—he is seated in a curule chair placed upon
a " mundus," amidst shields, cuirasses, and other spoils of war; emblematic of his successes in

Germany.
XXVIl.

Obverse. NERO CLAVDIVS DRVSVS GERMANICVS IMP. {Nero Claudius Drusus Germanicus
Imperator.) The naked head of Drusus, with a profile highly expressive of firmness and majesty.

Behind the head, in a sunken space, are the letters N. C. A. P. R. {Nummus concessus a

Populo Romano.) Jobert reads it, " Nota cusa a Populo Romano -j^^ but in either case it is

evidently the token of a legal tender. This is one of the medals termed counlermarked—
a method by which the value of the coin may have been changed, or refixed—as we have lately

seen practised in England, by a small stamp of George III. on the Spanish dollars which were in

circulation here. Countermarks are principally seen upon large and middle-brass, but are not

general; they differ from monograms, in tbat the one is struck with the coin, and the other i«

always an addition.

Reverse. TI. CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG. P. M. TR. P. IMP. P P. {Tiberius Claudius Ctesar,

Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate, Imperator, Pater Patri<e.) The seated

figure as in No. XXVII. ; and both appear to have been minted B. C. 8. This medal is of fine

yellow brass, without patina, and was procured from a numismatic friend, in Loudon, in 1829;
having formerly belonged to the cabinet of Mr. J. F. Edgar.
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bufThis illustrious princess is distinguished from an elder sister of the same uaiue,

by the epithet of" minor ;" but as she is the only one, of whom medals are known,

her name is used simply by numi^natists. She was the daughter of Mark Anthony,

the triumvir, by Octavia, the sister of Augustus—and was born at Rome about B. C.

38,. It is uncertain in what year she was married to Drusus, the pride of the Claudian

family—but she lost her husband B. C. 9, and died A. D, 38, under strong suspicion

of having been poisoned by order of Caligula, her grandson, whom she had taken

upon herself to admonish for his monstrous and manifold wickedness.

Antonia resembled her mother, in being as much distinguished by personal charms

as by virtue—and it is a pleasure to find such a personage brightening the dark details

of the Imperial race. Her conduct as a wife was remarkable for harmony and con-

jugal fidelity ; and after the death of Drusus, she passed an inconsolable widowhood

of 47 years, though frequently and earnestly pressed by Augustus, while in the

meridian of her youth and beauty, to marry again. Thus, by a noble continence, she

compensated for her father's greatest defect ; and the remainder of her life—conse-

crated to the strict observance of her vows—'was passed in so exemplary a course of

prudence, unostentatious excellence, and dignity free from pride, as to steer her in

safety through the terrific reign of Tiberius. Valerius Maximus, Plutarch, and

Josephus, have borne testimony to her meritorious career ; others remark that she knew

not the taste of wine ; and Pliny, as a climax, assures us that she was never known

to spit

!

An apparent deficiency of feeling, in this princess, has been variously animadverted

upon^—but the merely reverting to the tenour of the times is sufficient to account for it.

Tacitus tells us, that, neither in any historian, nor in the journals of the city, could he

find that Antonia bore any part in the funeral of her son Germanicus, though Agrip-

pina, Drusus, Claudius, and the other relations of the deceased, were there recorded

by name. Perhaps, says he, she was prevented by sickness ; or she was sensible that

she must have sunk under the weight of her sorrows. " To speak ray own opinion,"

he adds, " 1 am inclined to believe that she was detained by Tiberius, that he and

Livia might seem to have followed her example, and the people not think it strange

that the uncle and grandmother had absented themselves when the mother had not

appeared, but ascribe their absence to the same cause—an equal affliction." The
unfeeling contempt she is said to have manifested towards her son Claudius is not

so easily defensible. See No. XXXVIII.

On the death of Drusus, extraordinary honours were paid to Antonia ; and, what

is remarkable, she was the means of Anthony's family, in spite of all their misfortunes.
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giving three emperors to Rome—whereas not one of the family of Augustus obtained

the sovereign power, for the attaining of which he had impiously trodden under foot

the sacred laws of his country, and by a thousand acts of cruelty and injustice, laid

Avaste the Roman world. i «t aiia «« iyJ , ;toinai "to isiiiiqi, yill -

The medals of Antonia are of gold, silver, and middle-^rass, with some Greek,

Colonial, and Egyptian ones. Those of middle-brass are common, and substitute the

large sizd—but those of the other metals are considerably rare, and have only two known
reverses

—

Constantice* and Sacerdos—the first of which is supposed to allude to the

firmness with which she declined matrimonial overtures after she had become one of

the honoured order of Unwiri.
XXVIII.

- Obverse. ANTONIA AVGVSTA. A fine head of Antonia, with her hair twisted to the back of the
neck, and a countenance expressive of sense and mildness. The title of Augusta was conferred
by CaHgula, when he ascended the throne—albeit he so soon afterwards maltreated her, and, like
a graceless grandson, refused to bestow posthumous honour, or permit medals to be struck to per-
petuate her memory. This is a darkly-patinated and singularly fine medal, of a size, thickness,
and relief much nearer large than middle-brass. I procured it from the Chev. Landolina, at
Syracuse, in 1814. . .

Reverse. TI. CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG. P. M. TR. P. IMP. [Tiherius Claudius Ccesar, Augus-
tus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate, Imperator.) In the field S. C. A veiled
priestess holding a simpulum in her right hand, and a sacrificial vase, in her left. This medal
was struck by Claudius, about A. D. 41—and Havercamp and others have therefore advanced
that the figure represents the Emperor himself. But the specimens consulted by those antiquaries
could not have been in good condition : on the one under consideration, the bust and person are
too exactly delineated to mistake it for any other than Antonia, habited as a vestal virgin—or,

perhaps, as one of the priestesses of Augustus, of whom Livia was the chief.

GERMANICUS.

Germanicus, the " worthiest son of the worthiest parents," was born of Drusus

Senior and Antonia, B.C. 15. He inherited this splendid name from his father, on whom
it Ixad been conferred in perpetuity, by a decree of the senate. He was adopted by
Tiberius, at the express command of Augustus, and decorated with the title of Caesar,

B. C. 4. He took the qusestorship A. D. 7 ; obtained triumphal honours for his

successes over the Marsi, Catti, and other northern nations, A. D. 11 ; and became
consul in the following year. A second, arjd still more magnificent triumph was

awarded for his German victories, A. D. 17 ; on which occasion the people were

delighted by seeing the victor's chariot filled with his sons and daughters. After a

brilliant but brief career, he died A. D. 19, in the 34th year of his age. His death

seems to have been partly hastened by vexation ; l)ut it was mainly imputed to the

• Except this, and one of Claudiu*, I know no other medals repteseDting Coxutantia. She is typified by a galeated female,
with a torch and a comucopiae ; and also by a ledent woman, who elevates her right hand, but has neither sceptre, branch,
nor patera.
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effects of poison, said to have been administered by Piso, at the instance of Tiberius

and Livia,—the only two persons, says Dio, in the whole Roman empire, who were not

affected with so great, so general a loss.*

Gerraanicus was a prince equally famed for rare accomplishments, political talent,

and military prowess; and Ovid, in dedicating his Fasti to him, bears testimony to his

learning. In the spirited suppression of a military insurrection, in the obsequies paid

to the remains of Varus and his legions, and in the modesty of his trophy on the defeat

of Arminius, the action and bias of a powerful mind were displayed : but that our

admiration might be unalloyed, it is to be wished the exhortation to " give no quarter"

had never found utterance from a chief so generally lauded for benevolence and

clemency ;—yet the harsh mandate is almost counterbalanced in the magnanimity of

despatching succour to rescue his arch-enemy, Cneius Piso, from destruction. His affable

address, and graceful person, secured his succession to Drusus in the public affections,

insomuch that he was denominated the " delight of the Roman people ;" and he dis-

charged all the various duties of an able officer, and an upright citizen, to their

satisfaction and applause. Tiberius, however, beheld this popularity with a malignant

eye, and to withdraw the gallant leader from his devoted legions in Germany, he

nominated him to the command of the Eastern provinces : the public pretence painted

this appointment as a high honour, but the motive suspected was, that the emperor

might the more easily compass the ruin of his rival,—albeit that rival had proved himself

above the temptation to empire, by firmly resisting the army which urged it upon him.

Amidst the distractions of a busy public life, Gerraanicus still devoted a portion of

his time to study—and two Greek comedies, a translation of Aratus, and some epigrams,

flowed from his pen. The same classic taste led him to seize the earliest moment,

afforded by his new appointment, of visiting the antiquities of Greece and Egypt.

The virtues and extraordinary qualifications of Gerraanicus were so highly ap-

preciated, that when his death was announced, it is incredible what lamentation and woe

it occasioned. The ashes of the deceased were solemnly borne to Rome by Agrippina

:

and all orders—consuls, senators, knights, plebeians, women, and children—went forth

in mournful array to meet the sacred urn : and we are told that though the exterior forms

of grief were observed, the anguish of their hearts surpassed all outward shew. In order

to eternize the memory of a prince so beloved, " friendship put itself to the stretch, and

men of talents exhausted their invention." Triumphal arches were built, and statues

erected ; and, among other honours, it was decreed that the name of Gerraanicus should

be inserted in the Salian Hymn, an honour peculiar to the gods ; that a curule chair,

with an oak-leaf crown should be placed in the college of Augustan priests ; that his

• The imputation of poison always attended the sudden and the unwelcome deaths of great men amon^ the Andents.

I have repotted the above from authority, *' ai in duty bound ;" but must acknowledge, that I cannot understand the principl*

upon which tlow poisons were administered, and rendered effective. i
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figure m ivory should be carried before the procession in the Circensian games ; and

that no candidate, save one of the JuUan family, should be appointed flamen, or augur,

in the vacancy made by his demise. The regret was universal, and, in fine, to use

the woixjs of Tacitus—" the provinces lamented their loss ; he was honoured by kings,

and regretted by the neighbouring nations ; such was his equal behaviour to the allies

of Rome, and such the humanity that endeared him even to the enemy."

The medals of Germanicus, wi(!» the exception of those of middle and third brass

are rare, and were mostly struck by his son Caligula. The large-brass is exceedingly

scarce—and of the very few known, is the one which follows. Colonial and Greek

eoins of this prince, though of some degree of rarity, it is not difficult to procure.

,>, vutfi' XXIX.

P.^feTfti- GERMANICVS CAES. Tl. AVG. F. DIVI AVG. N. [Germanicus Ccesar, Tiberii

Auguslijilius, Divi Augusti Nepos.) The naked head of Germanicus regarding the lel't, with
^Uf> short hair, smooth chin, bare neck, sedate aspect, and a countenance expressive of one, who " cer-

' tainly excelled the rest of mankind in all the accomplishments of mind, and perfections of bod3'."

This medal, in good preservation and coated with black patina, was obtained from the cabinet of

Mr. Willett, in 1834 ; and is of such extreme rarity, that no other is known in England.

Reverse. TI. CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG. GERM. P. M. TR. P. IMP. P. P. {Tiberius Claudius
Casar, Augustus, Germanicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate, Imperator, Pater
Patria.) In the field an uncial S. C. [Senatus Consultu.) This valuable medal ought decidedly

to have been purchased by the British Museum, and, in such cases, few collectors would compete
with the liberal officers of that national establishment : but the trustees exert a grievous parsi-

mony in some of their measures, and of course^ at a public sale, objects of taste will not be thrown
away. SeeNo.CCCLXXXVIl. ,

,
' i

n (f nuf|u 1; im-y i j fbiit.v vniic 9dt ^iinii XXX.
-.-(-jfj i^j ,flijqfa3 qi c. vh.

,0<l«(j^f^, GERMANICVS CAESAR in clear characters across the upper verge. The victorious prince
is here seen with a sceptre surmounted by an eagle—" sceplroque insignis ehurno'"—a symbol
of command borrowed from the Etruscans : he is in a highly ornamented triumphal quadriga.
This significant medal was struck A. D. 17, the date of the triumph—and though only of second-
brass, is well-spread and of the best workmanship. It is in very high preservation, and was
presented to me by M. Gropius, at Athens, in 1820. )ii .ffl'

Reverse. SIGNIS RECEPT. DEVICTIS GERM. {Signis Receptis, Deiictis Germanis.) A military

and majestic whole-length figure of Germanicus, with his right hand elevated, and his left bearing
a legionary eagle ; the inscription is on each side of the figure, across the field, and under it a
large S. C. This alludes to the finding of two of the three eagles which had been lost, together

with three legions and six cohorts, by the imbecile Varus ; a recovery which caused the greatest

joy to Rome. One of these eagles was re-captured by Stertinius ; of the other it is related that

Malovanduf-, a Marsian chief, had given Germanicus intelligence of its being buried in a trench,

within a wood, and the place well guarded. On this, two parties were sent to regain it—one
attacked the enemy in front, while the other entered in the rear, and bore off the eagle. F'lorus

tells us that the third was thrown into a deep morass, by the Roman who bore it. >

This medal has been servilely copied, in the INSPRUCK, 1805, of the Napoleon series, birt

a comparison of the two will shew the inferior drawing of the modern one, especially with regard;

to the dignity of the bust. i'>'3l» '(• " H ,>-ifJ0f!0i!

AGRIPPINA SENIOR.

Agrippina, a lady not more illustrious for her rank than her virtues, was the

daughter of Marcus Agrippa, by Julia the daughter of Augustus- She was born B. C, 15,

E
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and became the «ife of Germanicus, by whom she had nine children. The affec-

tionate regard, and intrepid daring, with which she bore the ashes of her husband into

Rome, were not overlooked by her enemies, and she was, in the event, banished to

Pandataria, A. D, 30, where, after suffering the most odious brutality from the malice

of Tiberius, she expired in misery, three years afterwards. The fell tyrant could not

brook her popularity with the Roman people, by whom she was applauded, as the only

blood of Augustus, and the last remaining model of ancient manners. "Her death,"

it is Tacitus who speaks, " was said to be voluntary ; but if it be true that all nourish-

ment was withheld from her, it is evident that an artful tale was fabricated, to give the

appearance of suicide to a cruel and barbarous murder."

Agrippina was a woman of exalted spirit,* and noble character; and her chast e

and faithful adherence to her husband, and his memory, have been greatly admired.

In the conscious rectitude of virtue, and the independence of illustrious birth, she

scorned crouching under that servile submission to the arrogant Livia, which was

expected. Sejanus, finding her virtue impregnable, contrived by emissaries to get

her pride exasperated, and to prompt her to those indiscretions of a spirited temper,

against which the dying husband had solemnly warned her ; and which accelerated

the ruin both of herself and of her sons. The tidings of her dissolution were announced

by Tiberius himself to the senate ; and the despot accepted the thanks of this body,

for the " tender indulgence " of not having ordered her to be strangled, and thrown

into the common charnel-house. Her remains were conveyed in great pomp from

Pandataria, by Caligula, and deposited in the mausoleum of Augustus, with every

honour which could be paid.

The gold and silver medals of Agrippina are of a high degree of rarity, especially

that having a reverse of Germanicus ; nor are there any Latin brass but those of the

large size, which it is tolerably easy to procure, except when restored by Titus. The
colonial coins of this princess are exceedingly rare, and when in good condition, bring

high prices.

XXXI.
Obverse. AGRIPPINA M. F. GERMANICI CAESARIS. {Agrippina, Marci /ilia, Germanici—

scilicet uxor

—

Ceesaris.) A well-drawn portrait of the princess, with her hair plaited and tied

behind, and with features speaking the firmness of the "jcemina ingens animi." This medal is

in fine preservation, and covered with a dark-brown patina ; it was procured at Girgfenti, in 1815.

Reverse. Tl. CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG. GERM, P. M. TR. P. IMP. P. P. {Tiberius Claudius
Ctesar Augustus Germanicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate, Imperator, Pater
Patrice.) From the uncial S. C. which occupies the centre of the field, it is seen that this medal,
struck by Claudius in honour of his unfortunate sister-in-law, was ratified by the senate.

XXXII.

Obverse. AGRIPPINA M. F. MAT. C. CAESARIS AVGVSTI. {Agrippina Marci filia. Mater
Caii Casaris Augusti.) A fine portrait, highly expressive of one who was so impatient of

• This spirit was perhaps "un peufort," for she rated Tiberius pretty soundly ; and Tacitus, with all due regard to her
rirtues, says—" atqne ipta Agrippina paullo commoiior, nisi gvod caiiituit, ei mariti amort, quemxit indomitvm animvin
in bonnm verierat."
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adversity. The hair is delicately executed to the above fashion, but with the addition of a ringlet

down the neck, and a string of pearls to the clubbed part. Havercamp, Pedrusi, and others,

pronounce this medal to have been struck by Caligula, to his mother's memory j but it was more
probably by Claudius, for it has been objected that the former was too indignant at the mean
extraction of his really noble grandfather, to have permitted the M. F. to appear on the legend.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. MEMORIAE AGRIPPINAE. {Senatus Populus Que Komanus, Memorite
AgrippiiKB.) This is placed across the upper verge, as an inscription, and under it is a superb

and sacred carpentwm drawn by two mules. In coins of consecration, the word "Menioria"
means piety, rather than memory as a faculty : and thus a woman who, in life, had been bar-

barously imprisoned, scourged, had an eye knocked out, and narrowly escaped being drawn
about the streets by a hook through the mouth, and cast into the Gemonice, was annually

honoured after death, with sacrifices and processions. The omission of the S. C. is from the

S, P. Q. R. being equally the stamp of senatorial authority. The coin is a singularly tine one,

of light yellow brass, and was procured at Patras, in 1820.

NERO AND DRUSUS.

Nero and Drusus were the two eldest sons of Germanicus, by Agrippina Senior.

They were both recommended to the Senate, by Tiberius, upon the death of his son ;

by the same recommendation they were both advanced to pubhc employments before

the competent age, and they were afterwards both ruined by the artifices of Sejanus.

Nero was born about A. D. 7, was made quaestor in his thirteenth year, and

admitted into the college of pontiffs. Tiberius distributed a public largess on the oc-

casion of his assuming the toga virilis, and then gave him Julia, his grand-daughter,

in marriage. But owing to his wife becoming informer to her worthless mother, he

fell by the base machinations of the minister, and was disgraced A. D. 26, being con-

demned, and banished to Pontia, where he shortly afterwards died of hunger.*

Drusus was born A. D. 8, and having taken the "manly robe" at the age of

fifteen had the same honours decreed to him by the Senate, which had been cotiferrefl

on his elder brother, three years before. He married Jimilia, the daughter of M. iE.

Lepidus, a man of consular dignity, and in A. D. 25, was advanced to the station of

praefect of Rome ; in the following year he was artfully drawn in by Sejanus to com-

bine in the destruction of his elder brother; and was afterwards, in A. D. 29, accused

before the Senate, and declared an enemy to the state, in a common sentence with his

mother and brother. Drusus was kept in close confinement in a dungeon under the

house of Tiberius, where he was condemned A. D, 33, by the merciless emperor, to be

starved to death ; but he protracted his miserable existence for nine days, by devom-ing

the materials of his bed. Tiberius reported the dying imprecations of his victim to

the Conscript Fathers: " with horror and astonishment," says Tacitus, " they beheld

a tyrant, who, with close hypocrisy, had hitherto concealed his crimes, but was now so

hardened, that, without shame or remorse, he could throw open prison-walls, and

• Suetonius says there was a rumour that he slew hims«lf, on seeing the executioner approach witli the implements of

aeath.
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shew his grandson under the centurion's lash, exposed to conaraon ruffians, and in the

figony of famine, begging a wretched pittance to support expiring nature, but begging

it in vain." .*

These hapless brother are commemorated only upon a middle-brass coin of Rome,

and one or two colonial ones ; the former are very common, and easily procurable in

good condition. le niadi •gmnu^
XXXIII. ; :

Obverse. NERO ET DRVSVS CAESARES. The two princes on horseback, as Caesars. The youth

who was honoured with this title had all the children of the Roman nobility under his command,

and appeared at their head when they performed military exercises in the field of Mars, or ex-

hibited the favourite tournament called Troy. See No. CCLXXXIII. The attitudes of the
"' '"princes is also an allusion to Castor and Pollux, who were greatly venerated for their supposed

aid in the battle of Regillus. This coin is in good preservation, and was presented to me at

Ithaca, in 1819.

Reverse. C. CAESAR AVG. GERMANICVS PON. M. TR. POT. {Caius Ca:sar Augustus,
'-'•, Germanicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribuniliupotestate.) In the centre S. C. (Senatus Consulto.)

Caligula affected great regard to the memory of those relations who had been slain by Tiberius,

in order to gain the affections of the people. For this end he personally repaired to Pontia and

Pandataria, in tempestuous weather, to bear back the bones of his brother and mother, under

every imposing solemnity, that he might inter them in the sepulchre of Augustus : and with the

same object in view, he ordered this coin to be struck. A, D. 37.

CALIGULA.

Caius Ceesar, the third son of Germanicus* and Agrippina, was born A. D. 12,

and his infancy being passed in the camp, the soldiers surnamed him Caligula, in

allusion to the caligce, or military sandals, which he wore.-f This youth, who, as old

Pedrusi says, was " un figliuolo pessimo d'un padre ottimo," became augur A. D. 31

;

succeeded Tiberius, as the fourth Roman emperor, A. D. 37 ; and was assassinated by

Cassius Chaerea, a praetorian tribune provoked by his contemptuous ribaldry, A. D. 41,

after 3 years, 10 months, and 8 days, of " raging rather than reigning."

While Caligula resided with Tiberius, he proved himself an adept at dissimulation,

by concealing his innate ferocity under the mask of modest humility ; and even when

his mother and both his brothers were condemned, not a word nor a groan escaped

him. The attainment of sovereign power quickly developed his real character, and at

once exposed him as a monster of folly, profligacy, and savage inhumanity ; and he is

deservedly stigmatized by Eutropius as " sceleratissimus, ac funestissimus., et qui

etiam Tiberii dedecora pergaverit." When a son of the beloved Germanicus

ascended the throne, the acclamations were universal, and the reign was commenced

* Caligula could by no means endure being thought the grandson of Agrippa, and scandalously gave out that he was the

incestuous offspring of Augustus and his daughter Julia.

t The Caliga was a heavy sole, lashed with tbongs to the leg, and armed with stout nails, whence the hint which Juvenal

gives of their potency in ejecting civilians from the Praetorian camp. The emperors gave largesses of nails to the soldiers,

" donativum clavarittm," which perhaps meant also money to purchase them. The •' capillamento celattu," in which he dis-

guised himself, must have been a kind of wig, yet Otho has the merit of having introduced the regular wearing of periwiga.

See ^o. XUII.
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])y such popular acts of justice and generosity, as to justify the general joy. But this

Mas too quickly succeeded by blood and slaughter, and a manifest haired of tlie human
race ; and his consequent career was one of niutable and contradictory caprices,

agreeing only in brutal excesses and odious propensities. On his attaining the

sceptre, he would accept of no titles of honour; but he soon afterwards astounded the

Conscript Fathers by assuming them all in one day, except that oi Pater Patrice,

which he merely deferred. He both claimed and received divine worship, and was the

greatest blasphemer that ever lived
; yet he quailed in the conviction of a Deity, and

crept under his bed whenever he heard thunder. This " best of slaves and worst of

masters " was foolishly prodigal, and meanly rapacious of money. With savage inhu-

manity he attended executions in person, and made parents behold the merciless

torments inflicted on their unhappy children ; yet he could erect a palace for his horse,

feed him with gilt oats in an ivory manger, refresh him with wine from a golden

goblet, and compass the creating him a consul. He adopted the young Tiberius under

every token of affection, and the next moment ordered his death. He contracted and

dissolved marriages with equal caprice and dishonesty; besides his incestuous union

with Drusilla, he seized and repudiated three wives, and was at last permanently at-

tached to Ceesonia, a mother of children by another man, and without youth or beauty,

but of depravity corresponding with his own—" luxurice ac lasciviw perditfB."

He pompously marched for the conquest of Britain ; but having advanced to the sea-

shore, he ordered his soldiers to fill their helmets with cockle-shells and return in

triumph, causing a high tower to be erected to commemorate tlie success. He painted

the theatres with vermillion and green, decorated his gallies with jewels, enveloped

his bread and viands in gold-leaf, and bathed his carcass in odoriferous oils. In order

to ride over the sea as well as the land, he constructed a bridge from Baise to Puteoli,

at so ruinous a cost, that with other frantic expenses, he squandered away the treasure

left by his predecessors, amounting to eighteen millons sterling. The magnitude of

this silly labour may be estimated, by stating, that it crossed the bay in a direct line

of more than two nautic miles, and that besides the enormous number of ships which

were planked over to form the central part, the masonry on either shore was of a

description to make our bridges and breakwaters suffer by comparison. I personally

examined the massy piers which still run out from Pozzuoli, and found them singularly

compact and firm, notwithstanding their long exposure to earthquakes and billows;

the outer eight were in water gradually deepening from four to nine fathoms, with

clear channels between them.*

• Amongst the contradictory orders with which he perplexed the Komans, was one by which—on the plea of equal descent

from Augustus and Anthony—he declared he would punish the consuls if they celebrated the anniversary of Actium, and
also if they neglected it. It was likewise decreed to be a crime to refrain from sorrow on the death of Drusilla, and also to

bewail her who was proclaimed to be a goddess. There was a spice of humour in the despot. When Aponius Saturninus was
dozing at a public sale, Caligula made the Auctioneer note the noddings of his head as biddings : 13 stout gladiators were

knocked down to the uDconscious buyer, at the enormous price of " sestertio nonagies," a sum which he was compelled to pay.
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Such infatuations are clear evidences of insanity : and we cannot but feel a hearty

contempt for the base servility of the Romans, who could offer solemn adoration to a

wretch openly guilty of the most detestable and unnatural depravities ; and whose

adage was oderint, dum metuant. Indeed, it is recorded that he had an alarming-

attack of illness, arising from vicious debauchery, at the commencement of his reign
;

and there was, moreover, a current belief that Csesonia had beguiled his regards by a

philtre, which proving too potent, distempered his intellect.

It is uiuiecessary to enumerate the wives of Caligula in this catalogue, because there

were no Latin medals struck to their honour. A large-brass one has been figured by

Pedrusi, having a portrait of Drusilla crowned with a peculiar coronet, and the head

of an infant placed on a cornucopise as a reverse; but it is undoubtedly a modern

fabrication. A second-brass coin has been shewn of the beautiful Lollia Paulina,

which is also false. This is the Lady whom Pliny met at a private party, and was

astonished to find her overloaded with jewels to the amount of 400,000 sesterces,

"as she openly offered to prove :" her splendour, however, led to little more than her

being " looked at of every man ;" for she was torn from her husband, married to the

despot, quickly repudiated, and at last murdered by the younger Agrippina, under

the plea oi witchcraft, but in reality for "setting her cap " at Claudius.

When Caligula was destroyed, the dastardly Senators who had so recently sacrificed

to him, ordered all his statues to be demolished, his acts abrogated, his money to be

melted down, and his inscriptions defaced, in order that his memory might be ex-

tinguished for ever. Yet this sentence has not prevented a considerable number of

medals from reaching us, though consequently—except those of second-brass—they

are of considerable rarity when in good preservation : indeed, after the diligence of

Messalina in fusing them to make statues of Mnester, the dancer, it is a wonder that

we have any.
XXXIV.

Obverse. C. CAESAR AVG. GERMANICVS PON. M. TR. POT. [Cains Casar, Augustus, Ger-
manicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunilia polestate.) The laureated profile of Caligula looking

to the left ; the countenance somewhat resembles that of his grandfather, but is less noble, and
has a malignant expression : and he was at great pains to cherish this aspect—" Vultum vero

natura horriduni ac tetrum etiam ex industria eiferabat ; componens ad speculum in omnem
terrorem ac forraidinem." This medal, in the finest possible condition, and covered with a

beautiful yellow patina, was procured in Barbary, in 1816.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. P. P. OB GIVES SERVATOS. (.Senalus Populus Que Romanus, Palri
Patri<B, ob cives Servatos.) This is inscribed in a civic wreath, and alludes to the recall of

exiles, A. D. 37, and other acts of clemency with which Caligula opened his reign. The wreath

was so much used by the ancients, at their sacrificial and social feasts—" coronabant pocula
hilaritatis causti connivalis'"—as to become a common representation on sculptures and coins.

See CCCVII. Caligula introduced a new ornament, for those who accompanied his bush-robbing
exploit in Germany, which he called the " Exploratory Crown." The S. C. does not appear,

because the Senatorial authority is implied by the S. P. Q. R. but the money of Trajan shews
that this was not an invariable rule.
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I

I

XXXV.
O&verge. C. CAESAR GERMANICVS PON. M. TR. POT. (Cuius Casar Germanicus, Pontifex

Maximus, Tribunitia potestate.) The laureated portrait of Caligula. This medal is unequiillv
spotted with a green eerugo, and is in perfect condition. It was procured in 1823, at Ansidonia',
in the Papal states, where it had just been found in the ruins of Cosa ; having probably been
struck in the first year of the Emperor's reign.

Reverie. AGRIPPINA, DRVSILLA, IVLIA. On the exergum S. C. Here we have the sisters of
Caligula characterized by three elegant females, with the attributes of goddesses. The first

leaning on a cippus, typifies Constancy ; the second, with a patera, denotes Piety ; and the third

holds a rudder to signify Fortune : they each bear a cornucopiae, Agrippina having her's on the
right shoulder, the others on the left. The tyrant gave these depraved creatures the rank and
privileges ofVestals, although

—

"cum ofnnibus sororibus suis stupri consuetudinem fecit."
We may allude to their fates. Drusilla, the favorite, after having had two husbands, was pub-
licly espoused to her brother, and on her death, which happened A. D. 38, Caligula deified her
with frantic demonstrations of grief and regard. Agrippina and Julia, after each being twice
married, were plunged by their brother into shameful debaucheries, and were then banished by
him for adultery : by which the wholesale adulterer gained their riches and effects. Being
recalled to Rome by Claudius, Agrippina became the Emperor's wife, and will be mentioned
hereafter; but Julia, falling under the power of the infamous Messalina, was again driven into

exile, and put to death A. D. 43.

XXXVI.
Obverse. C. CAESAR DIVI AVG. PRON. AVG. P. M. TR. P. IIII, P. P. (Caius Casar, divi

Augusti pronepos, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate quartum. Pater
Patriee.) The laurelled portrait of the Emperor turned to the left, and depicted somewhat older

than on the two last. This beautiful medal is in high preservation, and was presented to me by
my friend Colonel Otto Beyer, of the 10th Regiment, at Goza, in 1819.

Reverse. ADLOCVT. COH. (Adlocutio Cohortium.) The Emperor in senatorial vestments, standing

on a tribunal, before a curule chair, addressing five military figures bearing eagles. These
soldiers are admirably executed, and by the thunderbolt on each of their shields, it is shewn that

ihey belong to the famous Legio Fulminatrix. See No. CCLI. This reverse was deemed by
Schlegelius, Pedrusi, and others, to represent the oration made by Caligula after the three days
revels upon his bridge ; but Eckhel who is a more paramount authority, thinks it was struck in

the first year of the tyrant's reign. This, however, from the tribunitian date, and the P. P. is

questionable : an adlocution was made to the PrtEtorian Cohorts on the accession, but the coins
which commemorate it, of which I have had several, bear merelv the legend C. CAESAR AVG.
GER.MANICVS PONT. MAX. TR. P. The one just described, 1 am inclined to date A. D.
40, though the consulship is not marked, and the occasion may have been, the expedition to

Britain.

Caligula—who is said to have been eloquent—was the first Emperor who celebrated his

military harangues by medals ; and it is remarkable that the one under discussion, though
evidently of the Roman mint, has not the stamp of senatorial approbation. Occo says—u&i est

S. C. non est caput Caij, ubi non est S. C cernitur caput.

XXXVII.
Obverse. C. CAESAR DIVI AVG. PRON, AVG. P. M. TR. POT. IIII. P. P. (Caius Ceesar,

divi Augusti pronepos, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate quartum. Pater
Patrice^ On the exergum PIETAS. A veiled sedent female, whose left arm rests on a little

robed statue—which is distinct from the throne on which she sits—holds the saci-ed patera in

her right hand. This fine medal is covered with deep yellow patina, and is in most excellent

condition ; it was minted A. D. 40, and procured by exchange, at Cagliari, in 1824.

Reverse. DIVO AVG. (Divo Augusto.) S. C. A temple of six columns in front, elaborately decorated

with statues and garlands. Before it stands the Emperor, habited as a priest ; he holds a patera

to receive the blood of a steer, which is grasped by a victimarius, to pour upon the altar by
which he stands : behind the Emperor is a camillus, also holding a patera, but it is in his left

hand. The inscription explains, at once, that this is a sacrifice to Augustus, and there can be
no doubt of its being the one so pompously celebrated on completing, and dedicating, the temple
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which had been left unfinished by Tiberius. Thus was a prince honoured and consecrated by
the inconsistent being who decried his military services, and branded him with the crime of

incest. But as if nothing were wanting to render Caligula execrable, he was as envious and
malicious as he was proud and cruel ; whence his medidated attempt to suppress and abolish the

works of Homer, Virgil, and Livy, by dicta, which formed a forerunner for the Elders of the

Index Expurgatorius—and, perhaps, suggested the senseless theory of Father Hardouin.

CLAUDIUS.
Tiberius Claudius Drusus Gerinanicus, the fifth emperor of Rome, was the son

of Drusus Senior and Antonia, and was born at Lugdunum, B. C. 10. From many
disadvantages while a child, and the being under a cruel tutor, he became habitually

fearful, and was so remarkable for mental and bodily weakness that, during the bloody

reigns of his uncle and nephew, he escaped the fate of those who were less despised.

Upon the death of Caligula, A.D. 41, Claudius was found concealed in some hang-

ings, by a plundering soldier, dragged out, and forthwith carried to the camp, where,

instead of the death he expected, he was proclaimed Emperor. In his joy, he pro-

mised to reward all the troops liberally—a promise which overcame the feeble oppo-

sition set up by the senate, against the choice of the prfetorians : and thence originated

the ruinous custom of soothing the army by largesses, which afterwards degenerated

into a regular barter for the diadem ; and caused the subversion of the state by the

substitution of martial for senatorial law. After an existence, rather than a reign, of

13 years, 8 months, and 20 days, under the government of his wives and freedmen,

he was poisoned by Agrippina on the 13th of October, A. D, 54. Hence the Satirist

—

" Let Agrippina's mushrooms be forgot.

Given to a slavering old unuseful sot.

That only clos'd the drivelling dotard's eyes.

And sent his godhead* downward to the skies."

Notwithstanding the inert waywardness imputed to this " mooncalf," as my late

friend Gifford termed him, and the gluttony and timidity which he fell into, Claudius

was not altogether devoid of accomplishment or of taste : and it seems that his re-

lations—even to his mother and sister—who might in tenderness have spared his

weakness, considerably underrated his intellectual powers, in the severity of their

sarcasms. For his Greek and Latin histories are declared to have been written with

purity and elegance : he introduced the Jiolic digamma, and two other letters, into

the Roman alphabet ; and is said to have been so well acquainted with astronomy,

that he calculated an eclipse which was to happen on the anniversary of his birth ; and

fearing tliat it would occasion at Rome consternation, and perhaps tumult, he pub-

lished an explanation of the causes of such a phenomenon. Nor was his public career

* After his death, ClauJius was numhcred amongst the gods, a deification treated with much contempt by the wits and
wags of the age, JuTenal sneered at it—" dcscendere jussit in ccelum." Seneca, who smarted under his Corsican trip, ridi-

culed it in his Apocolokintosit,a work of more humour than merit ; and of more passion than philosophy. Gallio, aUuding
to the mode of dragging the bodies of criminals to the Gemonise, says, that the Emperor was " hooked" into heaven ; and
Nero called mushrooms food for the gods But the Romans did not always think it lamentable, nor despicable, to rank those

as deities, who had degraded themselves as men.
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altogetlier an useless blank, although he accidentally occasioned the total ruin of

the ancient form of government, by assuming those prerogatives which had been

tlie principal motive to the contests of Marius and Sylla. He opened his reign with

mildness, justice, and clemency,—and was so far an enemy to pride and osten-

tation, that he steadily refused the title of Imperator, as a praenomerj. Amongst
other public works, he undertook and completed a convenient haven at the mouth
of the Tiber, an enterprize which had baffled the efforts of Caesar ; he also partly

succeeded in draining the lake Fucinus ; and he finished an aqueduct of stupendous

magnitude, by which the city was supplied with delicious water. But his better

qualities lost their effect through the deficient energy of an impassive mind ; until his

character became radically debased, and his personal conduct stamped with imbecility

and contradiction,—and even his naturally humane disposition became sanguinary

by an habitual attendance at the infernal combats of gladiators. With such defects,

he was little adapted for arbitrary sway, in so turbulent and licentious an age ; and,

instead of wielding his sceptre, he became the easy dupe of the most odious wretches

that ever pestered a state. The acts of those arrogant minions, Pallas, Callistus, and

Narcissus, are lost in the unparalleled rapine, massacre, and monstrous depravity of

the libidinous Messalina ; and we could heartily wish to be sceptical as to the

unblushing enormities which attended her misrule.

Claudius aimed at military fame, and to earn a triumph he passed over info

Britain, where, fortunately for him, some excellent officers were employed : the

abject Senate rewarded his few-days-service with a magnificent pageant, and the

surname of Britannicus was decreed both to himself and his son.* While speaking

of British affairs we may add, that he evinced the latent generosity of his heart, when,

charmed « ith the noble boldness of the captive Caractacus, he ordered the liberation

of that prince and his family ;—an act, the merit of which will be immediately felt,

on calling to mind the horrid fate too often reserved for royal captives. Indeed the

evidence upon his character may be summed up in the distich of Ausonius :

—

" Libertina tamen, nuptarum et crimina passus,

Non faciendo nocens, sed patiendo fuit."

The medals of Claudius are easily procurable ; those of the three sizes in brass

are common : and it is a peculiarity of this reign, that the date of the tribunitian

power is omitted, in the legends. There are no Latin coins in honour of any of the

wives of Claudius, except those of Agrippina ; but I have met with the head of

Messalina on a colonial one ;—its expression was rather that of a fine, than a hand-

some or intelligent woman ; tlie hair was plaited close round lier head, like a fillet,

instead of hanging down the back of her neck, as with Agrippina.

* l/paa thU occasion Claudius asccaded the steps of the Capitol on his knees :—may not this have afTarded a hint to

the devotees of the Santa Scala ?
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XXXVIII.

Obyerse. TI. CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG. P. M. TR. P. IMP. {Tiberius Claudius Casar
Augustus, Ponti/ci- Maximus, Tribunitia poteslate, Imperator.) The laurelled head of

Claudius, with a portraiture differing very widely from the impressions received from his-

torians, and bearing no trace of the '' Porlenlum hominis, nee abso/ulum a nalyrd, sed

tantum inchoalum," said to have been uttered by his mother. This medal is singularly

coated with dense yellow patina, and was procured of my friend Mr. Burgon, in 1826.

Reverse. EX. S. C. OB CIVES SERVATOS. [Ex Senatus Consulto, ob cives servatos.) Inscribed

in an oaken garland. This honour appears to have been awarded to Claudius, for his recalling

those who had been banished by Caligula, without sufHcient cause.

XXXIX.
Obverse. TI. CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG. P. M. TR. P. IMP. (T:berius Claudius Cccsar

Augustus, Ponlifcx Maximus, Tribunitia potestate, Imperator.) A fine and intelligent

head of Claudius. This superb medal is in surprising preservation ; it is coated with a bottle-

green patina, and, from the absence of the P. P. was probably of the coinage of A. D. 41.
For its possession I am indebted to Sidy Mohammed Dighiz, who presented it to me, at

Tripoli, in 1817.

Reverse. SPES AVGVSTA. On the exergum S. C. Hope is here personified by a lively female,

clothed in flowing and transparent drapery, which she is holding back with her left hand, in

order that her progress may be unimpeded ; and she is in an advancing posture to shew that Hope
presses towards her desired object. The whole figure is uncommonly graceful,—the head is

crowned with a diadem, and the right hand holds a lotus, or lily, signifying that blossoms
give hopes of fruit. Several medalists have considered this as a symbol of Flora ; but Spes
is covered with vestments, whereas the impure goddess was always represented naked to the

waist, and holding a bunch of flowers, instead of a single bud. Shakspeare, who probably
never consulted coins, inclined to the classical idea, rather than the allegory which is now
represented, with an anchor,—an emblem more suitable to Security, than Hope :

—

A cause on foot

Lives so in hope, as in an early spring

We see the appearing buds ; which to prove fruit,

Hope gives not so much warrant, as Despair
That frosts will bite them.

This medal was probably struck in anticipation of a milder sway than that of Caligula.

The type, which is very expressive, was especially honoured by Claudius, because he was
born on the day allotted to the rites of this deified moral attiibute.

XL.

Obverse. TI. CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG. P. M. TR; P. IMP. P. P. {Tiberius Claudius
Casar Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate, Imperator, Pater Patrice.)

The laurelled head of Claudius, as in No. XXXVIII, but struck after he had assumed the

honoured title of Father of his Country.

Reverse. EX. S. C. P. P. OB GIVES SERVATOS. {Ex Senatus Consulto, Pater Patria, ob
cives servatos.) Inscribed in an oaken garland, as commemorative of clemency. This coia

is in fine preservation, and covered with a dark-green patina. It was procured from a friend,

in London, in 1S29.
XLI.

Obverse. TI. CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG. P. M. TR. P. IMP. P. P. {Tiberius Claudius
Ccesar Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate, Imperator, Pater Patria.)
An excellent portrait of the emperor, with a laurel wreath. This medal is of pale-yellow

brass, is in gQod preservation, and was procured at Bizerta, near Tunis, in 1822.

Reverse. NERO CLAVDIVS DRVSVS GERMAN. IMP. (Nero Claudius Drusus Germanicus,
Imperator.) S. C. In the pious regard which Claudius bore towards the memory of his

father, he instituted equestrian games on the anniversary of his birth. And here we have a
triumphal arch, surmounted by a statue of Drusus on horseback, between two military

trophies, which represent the spoils of the German victories.
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XLII.

Obverse. Tl. CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG. P. M. TR. P. IMP, P. P. {Tiberius Claudius Casar
Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia polestate, Imperator, Pater Patrice.) The
laurelled portrait of Claudius, looking to the right. This medal is in secondary conservation,

and was procured of M. Carstensen, the Danish Consul General at Tripoli, in 1816.

Reverse, SPES AVGVSTA. On the exergura S. C. The figure of Hope, attired in light robes, holding

a flower to three soldiers. It has been thought that this reverse denoted the favour which
Claudius found from the cohorts ;—but that is more indisputably shewn on two coins, struck

in gold and silver. The first shews the Emperor within the walls of a camp, with IMPER.
RECEPT. over the gate;—on the other he is taken by the hand, by an aquilifer, or eagle-

bearer, with the legend PRAETOR. RECEPT. But the medal 1 am describing has but

little claim upon this demonstration of gratitude, especially as the P. P. was not immediately

assumed by Claudius : it was more probably intended for the hope held out to the army, on

their expedition to Britain.

BRITANNICUS.

Tiberius Claudius Germanicus, the son of the emperor Claudius, by the most

infamous Messalina, was born on the 12th of February, A. D. 42 ; and the name

of Britannicus was given him in the year following, as proper instead of all others,

on account of the prosperous proceedings in Britain. He was considered a very

hopeful youth, and therefore greatly beloved by the people, as presumptive heir to

the empire ; but he was excluded from the succession, by the artifices of Agrippina,

who made Claudius adopt Nero, to the prejudice of his own son, A. D. 50. Though

this adoption was applauded by the servile Senate, yet almost every citizen was

affected at the hard lot of the unhappy Britannicus, whom Agrippina, under colour

of tenderness, kept locked up in a nursery, though he was now nine years old. By
degrees she removed from him all his former attendants, putting in their room

persons who were entirely at her devotion. She would never allow him to appear

abroad, nor even to wait upon his father, giving out that he was disordered in his

senses, and troubled with the falling sickness. He was 'poisoned A. D. 55, in the

first year of Nero's reign, during the feasts of the Saturnalia, in the hour of hospi-

tality, and under the eye of his mortal enemy.

We are told, that the young prince had sufficient discernment to perceive the

designs which Agrippina masked under officious kindness ; and he displayed an

instance of early acuteness, in moving general sympathy, when Nero, to cast him
into ridicule, had publicly commanded him to sing. But here he committed two

fatal faults: on the one hand he maintained his pretensions to the throne so as to

alarm the tyrai t ; and on the other he displayed a very superior voice,—a qualifi-

cation which rendered him equally odious as a rival. From that instant he was

condemned, and as it was necessary to proceed by artifice, the detestable Locusfa was
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employed to prepare a poison. The first potion was administered by the tutors of

the Prince, but without the desired effect. A second attempt was decisive ; for, at

a repast with Nero, who lay stretched at his ease on a couch, and in the presence of

Agrippina, his sister Octavia, and all the courtiers, he was destroyed by a most

deadly dose. A scene of confusion followed ; and Agrippina, from a desire of

keeping Britannicus as a tool in her hands, was especially shocked ; but Tacitus tells

us, that after the distraction had subsided, the pleasures of the table were renewed !

The corpse was carried out the same evening, and buried in the field of Mars,

during a violent fall of rain, without expense or pomp of any kind. The regrets

were general ; and Seneca, or whoever was the author of the tragedy entitled Octavia,

bewails his death in the following lines

:

Tu quoque extinctus jaces,

Deflende nobis semper, infelix puer,

Modo sidus orbis, columen August^e DomAs

;

Britaunice !

Medals of Britannicus, are, as might be supposed, exceedingly rare ; and, a very few

from the Greek colonies excepted, are almost unique. The only authentic large-brass

one that 1 know of, is that with reverse Mars, in the Imperial cabinet of Vienna, which

was purchased at Rome, in 1773, and has been pronounced to be genuine. A
second-brass specimen was admitted into a collection by Morelli, but Eckhel thinks

it must be false. Pellerin describes a coin of the third-brass series, apparently of

the Latin mint ; but the title of Augustus thereupon, which the prince never bore,

would shew it to be colonial.

XLIII.

Obverse. KAAYAIOS BPETANNIKOS KAIDAP. The head of Britannicus, with the hair cut

close, without any decoration,—and the countenance indicating that of an ingenuous youth.
This is a large-brass colonial medal, in excellent condition, and was procured from Mr.Young,
in August, 1828.

Reverse. ANTIOEAAEITXIN. A thin equestrian figure, with a flowing robe, and a couched spear,

galloping across the field. Now comes the question as to the authenticity of the present

medal, the style and workmanship of which, may be said to court the severest scrutiny ; and
even the practised eye of Mr, Young remains undecided. But there has been only one coin of

Antiphellus hitherto published, viz. a large-brass Greek Imperial one of Gordianus Pius, quoted
by Sestini, vol. 3, p. 89,—but without citing any authority,—though probably he copied
Eckhel, who in vol. 3, p. 2, of his Doct. Num. Vet. describes a similar coin. It is therefore

presumed by Mr. Burgon, whose judgment in such a question amounts to authority, to be
against probability that mine is an original ; but even if it be a fabrication, it is of an early

date, and fills a hopeless hiatus in the cabinet.
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AGRIPPINA JUNIOR.*

This remarkable princess, the daughter of Gerraanicus and Agrippina, was born

in a town afterwards called Colonia Agrippinensis, (now Cologne,) A. D. 16.

She was bred up with her grandmother Antonia, who endeavoured to inspire her

with sentiments of honour and goodness, but in vain, for, as Dio says, vice made its

appearance before reason began to dawn. She was married, at the early age of

thirteen, to the brutal and debauched Cneius Domitius ^nobarbus, and from this

profligate couple proceeded Nero. Her incestuous commerce with her brotlier, and

promiscuous adulteries were notorious ; but an intercourse which she had with

Lepidus, the conspirator, brought down the vengeance of Caligula, and she was

banished to Pontia, after having been obliged to carry her paramour's ashes, in an

urn, from the place where he was executed to Rome. On her recall, by Claudius,

she was united to Crispus Passienus, a celebrated orator, whom she destroyed as

soon as she had obtained possession of his wealth. After the downfall of Messalina,

she was assisted by Pallas—the modest slave, as Phny terms him,—in inveigling

the Emperor into marriage; and a vote to legalize the unnatural union was passed

by the senate, through the agency of the supple Vitellius, A. D. 49. In the following

year, the same obsequious body dignified her with the sublime title of Augusta, on

the adoption of Nero into the Claudian family ; and, after succeeding in most of

her ambitious schemes, she was barbarously murdered by that execrable matricide,

A. D. 59.

Agrippina had received from nature all the advantages of mind and person which

could command regard, and a double tooth on the right side, according to Pliny,

presaged her success. But though her beauty, wit, and literary accomplishments

were undeniable, all these good qualities were clouded by violence, baseness, and

sordid avarice ; and for her vindictive cruelty, we need only cite the sending for

the head of Lolha Paulina, to glut her eyes with, on which occasion she brutally

opened the mouth, with her own hands, to ascertain by the teeth, that no imposition

had been practised upon her. The vanity of Agrippina was evinced by her equipage,

jewels, and splendid vestments, as well as by the triumphal chariot in M'hich she

obtained leave to visit the capitol; and she received the homage of Caractacus,

seated upon an elevated throne, between the Roman standards and eagles, in gor-

geous magnificence. She was popular from having recalled Seneca from banish-

ment ; but this act was lamentably counterbalanced by murder, proscription, and

• In folIoviDg the example of calling females Senior and Junior, I do not mean to defend it« propriety. Some
medaUisti publish them Major and Minor, to which also objections may be taken.
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pillage,—and she disposed of honours, governments, employments, and armies,

with a haughty contempt of propriety and justice. The whole of her craft and
influence was directed to secure the power she obtained ; and, according to Tacitus,

she did not blush to prostitute herself in order to promote her son's elevation, and

to gratify her insatiable longing for gold. As some of her measures, resulting from

turbulent anxiety, were prosecuted with but little precaution, Claudius was apprised

of their dangerous nature. In the paroxysm of terror and anger which followed

the communication, the Emperor vented some threatening expressions, which

procured him the dish of mushrooms that promoted him to divine honours.

The accession of Nero was followed by the usual consequences,—the mother

who wrought the elevation aiming at uncontrouled power, and the son opposing

her inclinations, but at the same time heaping honours upon her : all the artillery

of remonstrance, angry invective, and tender caresses, were alike ineflfectual ; for,

in addition to the natural inclination of the young prince to be released from

thraldom, the ambitious designs of Agrippina were thwarted by the influence which

his tutors, Seneca and Burrhus, had over him. In following her objects she seems

to have hesitated at nothing; Tacitus, to be sure, acquits her of participation in the

murder of Britannicus, but we wish, for humanity's sake, that she could also be

cleared of the detestable charge transmitted by Cluvius, and others. By rapid

gradations the influence of the unhappy mother vanished ; her credit and authority

Fell to nothing, and she was abandoned by the crowd of flatterers who had

oftered her incense,—albeit she left nothing unattempted, which thirst of power

could suggest, to retain her wonted dominion. At length affairs reached

such a crisis that Nero, instigated by Poppaea Sabina, resolved to remove the in-

cumbrance ; and, the belter to accomplish his ends, affected returning regard, and

invited his mother to Baife, to pass the festival of the Quinquatria. Here a most treach-

erous, and we may add very lubberly attempt, was made to drown her, in a scuttled

galley ; but she escaped by swimming to a boat, after her attendant was killed, and

she herself wounded, by being struck at with oars when in the water. The crime

could no longer be concealed ; and it became necessary to complete what had been

begun. Accordingly a party of assassins, who, we grieve to say, were called mariners,

surrounded her place of refuge, and despatched her by many mortal wounds

;

and, we are told that she bared her body to the ruffians, boldly bidding them

plunge their swords into the part which had harboured so vile a monster as their

master. She was buried the same night, but had no tomb nor monument while

Nero lived,—for with active hatred he delighted in blackening her memory, and

even procured that her nativity should be placed among the days of bad omen,
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in the calendar. It should be added that though, by a long train of crying ini-

quities, Agrippina deserved her cruel doom, yet the countenance given by Seneca,

to the odious means by which it was accomplished, and defended, brands him with
indelible renroach.

Medals of Agrippina, though rare, are found in gold, silver, and Greek imperial.

Of the large-brass, I have never been able to procure a single specimen, nor is there

one even in the British Museum. Vaillant has figured two of this magnitude, with

reverses Ceres, and a triumphal arch ; but there are no Latin brass of the other

sizes. Agrippina was the first of the wives of the Augusti, whose effigies appeared
on gold and silver coins, of the Roman mint, during her life,—a circumstance which
has been advanced as an instance of her arrogance.

XLIV.
Obverse. AGRIPPINA AVGVSTA CAESARIS AVG. {Agrippina Augusta, Ccpsaris Augusti.)

The head of Agrippina, with a lovely countenance and intelligent aspect,—her tresses plaited
and hanging' down the back of her neck, after the fashion of Agrippina Senior.

Reverse. TI. CLAVD. CAESAR AVG. P. M. TR. P. X. IMP. XIIX. (Tiberius Claudius
CcEsar, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate Decimum, Imperalor Deci-
mum Octavum.J The laureated head of Claudius. In consequence of the utter hopelessness of
acquiring a large-brass medal of this princess, 1 have substituted the present specimen, which
is a silver medallion, nearly of the proper module. This, I am aware, is an offence against the
sacred unity of a large-brass cabinet ; but as it is better than a blot, I trust the numismatic
censors will overlook it,—especially as it is the only one of its metal in the series. The like-
nesses are good, and the characters perfect,—but, from its magnitude, it was probably struck
in a colony.

NERO.

Lucius Domitius, the son of Cneius D. jEnobarbus and Agrippina Junior, was

born at Antiura, A. D. 37. By the arts of his mother he was adopted into the

Claudian family, and declared Csesar, A. D. 50,—on which occasion he assumed

the names of Tiberius Claudius Nero Drusus ; Nero being, it is said, a Sabine word

for " valiant." By these measures he became Prince of the Roman youth, was

elected as a supernumerary into all »he sacerdotal colleges, and, in A. D. 53, was

wedded to Octavia, the Emperor's daughter. In the following year he succeeded

to Claudius ; was married to Poppsea Sabina, A. D. 63, and three years afterwards

to Statilia Messalina. His vicious enormities having aroused universal execration,

he was condemned to die, more majorum ; but he escaped so cruel an execution by

a dastardly death from his own hand, A. D. 68 ; and in him the race of the Caesai-s

became extinct.

The reign of this sanguinary monster, which endured 13 years and 8 months,

began in moderation, liberality, and clemency, except, as in the instance of Britannicus,
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•where he was personally concerned ; but it gradually degenerated to debaucliery,

lust, arjd wanton flagitiousness. Seneca, who penned Nero's orations, and was too

intimately connected with events opposed to philosophy, is said to have been in-

fluential in curbing excesses for a time, by remarking that though an Emperor might

destroy multitudes, yet he could not kill his successor. After the death of his tutoi-s

he gave himself up entirely to singing, playing upon the harp, driving of chariots,

carnage, and vice in its most odious shapes. From the very nature of his prodigality,

outrage and rapine were necessary consequences, and the Empire was recklessly pil-

laged. He wore no robe a second time ; never travelled with fewer than 1000 chariots ;

and his numerous train of attendants was gorgeously adorned. The ceremonies

of the first denudation of his chin must have equalled, in expense, the outfit of

an expedition ; his shews may be estimated, by stating, that at one of them, no

fewer than 300 lions, 400 bears, many pairs of gladiators, and a number of bulls

were slaughtered : but all these fell short of the revenues which were expended in

the vast and incredible construction called the " Golden Palace."* Our page shall

not be contaminated with the abominable pollutions which disgraced the sera ; but,

among-st the horrid cruelties that obtained, a mention may be made of the "lugu-

l)rious torches" which were introduced, when, to screen Nero from the charge of

having fired Rome, the christians were visited with the first persecution : these were

made by enveloping the fated wretches in combustible mantles, the " tunica molesta"

of story, and smearing them with inflammable matter ; and when the day declined

they were lighted up to dispel the darkness of the night ! Vet this " enemy and

fury of mankind," whose very name is emphatically made use of, by most nations,

to express a barbarous, raging, and abandoned despot,—yet even this brute was

lamented after death, insomuch that flowers were found strewed over his grave. The
act, however, must have originated in the degenerate habits of the mob, who, inured

to idle debauchery, had seen, with delight, the treasures of the Empire lavished

by such as Caligula and Nero, in furnishing Panem et Circences.

Medals of Nero are abundant in every metal and size, as well Latin, as Colonial,

Greek, and Egyptian ; but of his wives there are none from the Roman mint, and

comparatively few from the others. Poor Octavia, M'hose beauty and irreproachable

conduct did not save her from repudiation and death, is commemorated upon several

foreign coins ; and on one which I have examined, the amiable sufferer is exhibited

with a serious aspect,—her hair plainly dressed, and trussed close round her head.

• In the Ludi Maximi, celebrated by Nero for the eternity of the Empire, many thousands of ifissilia were cast
mmongst the populace. On these were written orders for suras of money, clothes, paintings, jewels, food, and other
prizes,—which was a precursor of lotteries. The custom was followed, and arrived at its most contemptible exces8«i
under Heliogabalus. Traces of the Missilia are still observable at coronations, and carnivals.
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The handsome but depraved Poppaea, who was killed by the worthless husband's

kicking her pregnant belly, has also various coins in her honour, of which the

principal I have met with, are of the dumpy kind called " Potin," and struck io

Egypt: and even her daughter Claudia, who died scarcely four months old, had a

small-brass coin dedicated to her memory, inscribed DIVA CLAVDIA NER. F,

His third wife, Statilia Messalina, who survived the tyrant, and was eng-aged to

Otho, is represented only on Greek Imperial medals: she is there shewn with a

pleasing face, and with great nicely in the disposition of the hair, which falls in

plaits on her neck,—thus differing from the close fashion of Octavia, and the clubbed

manner of Poppasa.
XLV.

Obverse. NERO CLAVD. CAES. AVG. GER. P. M. TR, P. IMP. P. P. r^ero Claudius,
C(Esar Augustus, Germanicus, Ponlifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate, Imperator,
Pater Palrite.J The laurelled head of Nero, turned to the right. This medal is of yellow-

brass, and was purchased in London, in 1829.

Reverse. ADLOCVT. COH. fAdlocutio Cohortium.J This is inscribed on the eserguni, and ia

the field appears S. C. Nero attended by Burrhus, both togated, on a tribunal standing near

a circular edifice ornamented with columns, which may be emblematic of the Praetorian camp.
* He is addressing three soldiers who stand before him, bearing military ensigns, and is probably

promising the donative upon which they proclaimed him Emperor j^whence we may conclude
the medal to have been struck A. D. 54.

XLVI,
Obverse. NERO CLAVD. CAES. AVG. GER. P. M. TR. P. IMP. P. P. f^^ero Claudius

Ceesar, Augustus, Germanicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate, Imperator,
Pater Patrice.J The laurelled head of Nero looking to the left, a mode of placing the profile

which, after this reign, is very rare upon large-brass. The countenance is well marked, and
strongly indicative of sensuality,—the eyes are heavy, and the neck fat. The medal is in

singularly fine condition, and entirely covered with a rich green patina. I procured it at

Jerba, in the Little Syrtis, in 1822.

Bevene. ANNONA AVGVSTI CERES. On the exergum S. C. Here Ceres is represented by a
veiled female seated, with a torch on her left arm, and her right hand is extended to receive

a cornucopise which another female, personating Annona, is presenting. Between them
is a decorated altar, on which stands a modius ; and in the back-ground is seen the prow of a
ship, denoting that the supply of corn arrived by sea.

XLVIL
Obverse. NERO CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG. GER. P. M. TR. P. IMP. P. P. ^AVro Clau-

dius Ceesar, Augustus, Germanicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribwnitia potestate, Imperator^
Pater Patrite.J The laureated head of the Emperor, in high relief. This medal is in very-

tolerable preservation, and was presented to me, by Colonel Warrington, at Tripoli, in 1817.

Rtverse, CONG. 1. DAT. POP. f Congiarium primum datum poputo.J In the exergum, S, C.
The Emperor, in his toga, is seated on a curule chair, which is placed upon a high Suggeslum.
Beside him is a statue of Rome, with a lance and victory ; and before him stands lliberality

with a tessera. An adult appears on the steps of the suggestum, with a child, to receive the

gift at the hands of one who is distributing it. Nero was the first whose Congiaries ar«

represented upon medals, and after his example, the practice was continued. The Congiarium
consisted originally of wine and oil, which were measured in a Congius ; and it was alway*
a present especially to the people,—the largesses to soldiers being properly termed donatives.

The medal before us was probably struck in the first year of Nero's reign, upon the occasioa

«f his bestowing 400 denarii on each citizen.

6
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XLVIII.

muerte. NERO CLAVD. CAESAR AVG. GER, P. M. TR. P. IMP. P. P. /'Nero Claudius
Ciesar, Augustus, Germanicus, Ponlifex Maximus, Tribunilia polestate, Jmperator,
Pater Patricn.J The laureated head of the Emperor, turned towards the right. In excellent

condition, and slightly coated with a brown patina. It was procured, by exchange, from
Mr. Burgon, in 1825.

Itever/re. FOR. OST. AVGVSTI. S. C. /'Partus Augusti Ostiensis, Senalus Consullo.J Th«
placing of this legend has occasioned error; Augusti is on the upper verge, pnd S. POR.
OST. C. on the lower one, whence Havercamp engraved it S. P. Q. R. Ost. C. This medal
commemorates the harbour formed at Ostia ; but though the consent of the senate assigns
it to Nero, the honour unquestionably belongs to Claudius, who actually commenced and
completed it, to ensure a regular supply for the Roman markets. From a survey which 1

made of its ruins, in 1S23, it must have been an undertaking as gigantic as it was useful^

On the lower verge of the coin, Neptune is seen reclining, with a rudder stuck into the ground
to denote being in port, where the latter implement is usually at rest, and a dolphin sporting

distinguishes the deity from a River-God, and| indicates the tranquillity of the waters. On
either side are magazines and docks, and the field is occupied with gallies, of which tbt

largest fills the centre. Upon a solid basement near the entrance of the haven is a colossal
- statue with a spear, holding up his left hand ; this, Addison thinks, may have held a light

for guiding mariners by night ; but he could hardly mean the Pharos alluded to by Suetonius,

as it was built upon a huge ship sunk for the purpose, and was said to resemble the stu-

pendous structure at Alexandria.

XLIX.
Oiverse. NERO CLAVD. CAESAR AVG. GERM. P.M. TR. P. IMP. P, P. [Nero Claudiut

Ctssar, Augustus, Germanicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunilia potesfate, Imperator,
Pater Pairiee.) A frowning head of Nero in very high relief, with the Gorgon's head, as an
amulet upon his breast. This was a common ornament with Nero and Domitian ; and wa*
perhaps worn for the purpose of averting the evil eye, as I have seen a modern Italian

sovereign use a piece of coral. This charm has been miscalled bulla, amongst numismatists :

but the bulla was only retained by the Roman youths while they wore the pretexta ; and on
assuming the " manly gown," it was oflTered to the Dii Lares, fiaudelot was of opinion that
the jBu/7a aitrea was worn by generals in their triumphs ; but the evidence of Macrobius,
whom he quotes, is extremely conjectural ; while the contrary may be inferred from th«

fkct, that it is found upon such statues only as represent youths,—neither is it to be met with
upon any of the marbles, arches, or coins, bearing a representation of triumphal chariots.

Reverse. CONG. II. DAT. POP. (Congiarium secundum datum populo.) On the exergum S. C.
The Emperor is seated upon an ornamented tribunal, near a temple, in the front of which is

a colossal statue of Rome. By his side is an assistant, and before him an officer presenting
the tablet of Liberality to a citizen. This medal has been chronologically assigned to the
year 57,—but I think without good grounds. There are three of Nero's congiaries celebrated
on coins ; the first we have described, and the third may have been struck when a donativs
was made on the suppression of Piso's conspiracy. The middle, or that in question, probably
records the munificence of the tyrant after the disastrous fire at Rome. He was at Antium
when the conflagration burst forth, but he returned in time to witness the flames. Seeing the
general distress he caused sheds to be erected in his gardens, for the houseless multitude,
lowered the price of grain, took wise precautions to prevent a scarcity, and supplied all tb«
most pressing wants of the populace. These measures would have gained him great credit,^,

bad not the suspicion of his being the author of the calamity, still maintained its ground it
the minds of the people.

L.

Obverse. NERO CLAVD. CAESAR AVG. GER. P. M. TR. P. IMP. P. P. (Nero Claudiut
Cecsar, Augustus, Germanicus, Ponti/ex Maximus, Tribunilia potestate, Imperator,
Pater Patrice.) An exceedingly characteristic profile of Nero, with the hair dressed wifb
singular care. This is one of the finest specimens of Roman art in its finest period : and ia
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order to shew the nuinigmatic Tyro, how little dependance can be placed upon those books in
which the medals are priced, it may be proper to give its story. As the reverse is very com-
mon, a tolerable specimen may be had for five or six shillings ; but from having had upwards
of a score pass through my hands, 1 had selected one which could not be worth less than a
couple of guineas. This, however, was gladly resigned to replace it by the present medal,
with which I had long been acquainted, and had admired as the first of its class. It was
knocked down at Mr. Henderson's sale, in 1830, for four pounds, eight shillings,—and is

undeniably worth more.

Retterse. PACE P. R. TERRA MARIQ. PARTA, lANVM CLVSIT. {Pace Populo Romano
Terra Marique, parta, lanum clusit.) In the field, S. C. The small square temple of
Janus, magnificently decorated, and its gates closed. The cornices, capitals, and indeed the
whole detail of this edifice are so accurately delineated, and in such perfect preservation, that
a statuary of Bedford made a beautiful model from it, in marble, to support the meridian-mark
of a transit iustrument, at Hartwell House. This medal was struck when Nero, taking
advantage of the successes of Corbulo, A. D. 58, shut up the temple, "with airs of self-

gratulation," as if his valour had wrought an universal peace. On this occasion, Tiridates
having been compelled to repair to Rome, and receive the crown of Armenia from the hands
of Nero, a pompous spectacle took place, in which Roman pride and oriental servility were
equally conspicuous : but the pageant was rendered everlastingly infamous, by its beinf;

stained with the precious blood of Thrasea, Soranus, and the unfortunate Servilia.

LI.

Obverse. NERO CLAVD. CAESAR AVG. GER. P. M. TR. P. IMP. P. P. {Nero Claudius
CcBsar, Augustus, Germanicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia polestate, Imperator,
Pater Patrice.) The laurelled head of Nero, with a frowning aspect. This medal is in very
excellent condition, and slightly patinated. I procured it at Cephallonia, in 1819.

Reverse. ROMA, on the exergum. In the field S. C. A dignified Amazon, with a helmet and military

vestments, is seated in a commanding attitude upon a pile of armour, with her left hand
resting on the short sword called parazonium, and her right extended, supporting a winged^
victory, the appropriate attributes of the deified " Mistress of the World." The whole design,

is excellently executed.

LII.

Obverse. NERO CLAVD. CAESAR AVG. GER. P. M. TR. P. IMP, P. P. {Nero Claudius
Ccesar, Augustus, Germanicus, Pontijcx Maximus, Tribuniiia potestate, Imperator,
Pater Patrice.) Portrait of the Emperor, with the usual forbidding expression. In tolerable

preservation, and purchased at the Hon. R. E. Digby's sale, in 1825.

Reverse. MAC. AVG. fMacellum Augusti.) In the field S. C. A very noble edifice of two stories,

and a central cupola, decorated with numerous columns, and a figure on the steps of the porch.
This raedal is usually dated A. D. CO, and considered as being in honour of the flesh-market,
which Dio tells us was consecrated. But Jobert cannot allow of such magnificence for

mere shambles : it resembles, he says, the ruins of the mausoleum mentioned by Suetonius,
" Inter Flaminiam viam, rimamque Tiberis ;" that the letters have been misinterpreted,,

and that for Macellum we should read Mausoleum. An oversized second-module.

Lin.

Obverse. NERO CLAVD. CAESAR AVG. GER. P. M. TR. P. IMP. P. P. [Nero Claudius
CcEsar, Augustus, Germanicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate, Imperator,
Pater Patria) The laureated head of the Emperor turned towards the left, with the talis-

manic Medusa on his breast. This medal is in excellent preservation, and covered with a
brownish-green patina, I procured it at Ponza, [Pontic,) an island whi?h is now as corrective
to the Neapolitan courtiers, as it was formerly to those of Rome.

Reverse. DECVRSIO, on the lower verge. In the field S. C. Two horsemen galloping towards the
right, the foremost of whom represents Nero with a couched spear : the other bears a military
standard. The ancient Romans called the chariot-race of the circus, Decursio, but that

/
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cannot be here intended, because there are only equestrians. It appears, howerer,
that the same appellation was also given to the training of soldiers, the diversion of

Ludus Trojee, and the procession made three times round funereal pyres. But this medal
may have been struck by a servile senate, A. D. GO, upon the institution of the Neronian
games, wherein wit, genius, and poetry, were to be improved by music, gymnastics, and
horse-racing. In these exercises, the Emperor claimed the pitiful honour of applause;

' iWhence Julius Vindex * stung him with the title of a paltry and contemptible musician.

LIV.

Obverse. NJERO CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG. GER. P. M. TR. P. IMP. P. P. ^Nero Claudius
Ccesar, Augustus, Germanicus, Ponlifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestale, Imperator,
Paler Patricp.) Profile of the Emperor, with a laurel wreath, and the hair dressed with the

utmost art. This medal is coated with green patina, and is in fair condition : it was pre-

sented to me by M. Carstensen, the Danish Consul-General, at Tripoli, in 1816.

Beoerse. DECVRSIO, along the exergum. In the field S. C. Nero on horseback, as in No. LlII, but
between two foot-soldiers, one bearing a shield and a standard. From apparent evidence, this

medal may have been struck on the same date and occasion as the last
;
yet it may be con.

sidered as alluding to the marches by which the Roman troops were exercised ; and which
Vegetius tells us, were put into practice three times a month,—" Non solium autem in campis
sed etiam utraque acies cogebatur, ut nulla res, vel casus possil accidere, qu6d non ant^ boni

inilites assidua exercitatione didicissent."

LV.
Obverse. IMP. NERO CAESAR AVG. PONT. MAX. TR, POT. P. P. (Imperator Nero

CasQT, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Pater Patrice.) A charac-
teristic profile of the Emperor, turned to the left. The medal is of the fine yellow brass,

{orichalcum,) so highly valued by the ancients, and though in perfect condition is without
patina. It was found amongst the ruins of Antium, where I procured it.

Reverse. fSine epigraphe.J In the field S. C. A magnificent triumphal arch, with the victor in a
quadrigated car upon the summit, preceded by two victories, below whom are two small

figures. Between the columns is seen a very colossal statue, perhaps the gigantic one made
for the golden palace, and upon which Commodus afterwards placed his own likeness. Most
antiquaries have assumed that this medal was struck in honour of Corbulo; and Hiragi, who
can seldom be trusted, places it, accordingly, in the mint,ige of A. D. 58. But from Nero's
character, this assumption may be questioned : it is more probably a commemoration of
the only triumph of this reign, when A. D, 66, returning as an Olympic victor, the hair-

brained tyrant successively entered Naples, Antium, Albanum, and Rome, through a breach
in the wall of each city, with the defeated singers and actors in his train, and in all the pomp
and circumstance of national exultation. Mons. Seitz regards the horses of this quadriga as

representing the celebrated gilt-copper ones of Chios, which decorate the portal of St, Mark's,
at Venice : part of the memoir in which he endeavours to prove this, has probability,—but
on the whole, it is too daring in conjecture.

LVI.

Obbkrse. IMP. NERO CLAVD, CAESAR AVG, GER. P, M, TR. P. P. P. {Imperator Nero
Vlaudius Ccrsar, Augustus, Germanicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Paler
Patria;.) The laureated head of Nero, looking to the right. This fine medal is in very perfect

preservation, and entirely covered with an olive-green patina. It was presented to me, by
General Sir George Don, at Gibraltar, in 1824.

Reverse. ROMA, on the exergum. In the field S. C. A galeated female of majestic aspect, but not

so Amazonian, as on No. LI. She is sitting on a pile of spoils, with her foot upon a helmet

;

• Nero wa» sorely afraid of this sturdy soldier : having constructed an hydraulic organ—perhaps the very one
rcprcKented upon a medallion in the Florentine collection— he promised to exhibit it in the theatre, " si per Vindicem liceat."

.VindeK being told that the tyrant had publickly offered 10,000 sesterces for bis bead, exelairaed—« well, a«d he who .

kills Nero, and brings me his bead, shall have mine in exchange.*'
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Iter left hand supports a hasta pura, and on the right one stands a small winged victory,

holding a laurel-wreath towards the " Eternal Mistress." Rome, on account of the supposed
descent of Romulus from Mars, was always represented armed, and seated upon a trophy
to denote military success. That public worship was paid to the city, is abundantly testified

by thej)oets: Prudentius says—

" Delubrum Romee (colitur nam sanguine et ipsa

More Dese) nomenque loci ceu nuraea habetur."

GALEA.

Servius Sulpitius Galba was born B. C. 3, of illustrious parentage ; and he was

the last Emperor who claimed descent from the ancient families of Rome, Omitting

his boasted lineage from Pasiphae, it may be mentioned that his mother was great-

grand-daughter to Mummius, the noted conqueror of Corinth, a man much more
renowned for virtue, than for virtu. By the interest of Livia, to whom he was re-

lated, Galba was raised to employments before the age required by tlie laws ; but he

always acquitted himself with credit ; and so greatly to the satisfaction of his august

patroness, that she bequeathed him five millions of sesterces; but the legacy being-

set down in figures and cyphers, and not written at large, Tiberius, the heir-at-law,

sifted it down to half a million, and even that was never paid, Galba was raised to

the consulship A. D. 33, and in the year following, was sent to supersede Getulicus,

in Germany. On the Hpath nf Caligula hp was nrged to assume the Purple, but

declined,—in consequence of which Claudius conferred upon him the proconsulate

of Africa. In A. D. 68, he was declared Emperor, and the death of Nero immediately

followed ; but as the aged veteran refused the usual brilje to the soldiers, he was

slain in a camp-tumult, after a reign of but seven months and a week. He dius

miserably expired at the age of 72 ; and, while falling under a multitude of wounds,

uttered the sentence,—" Feri, si ex re sit Populi Romani !"

Although Tacitus, not having the fear of the " no medium " doctrines Lefore

his eyes, has said of Galba—" JUagis extra vitia quam cum virtutibus"—yet it

may be inferred that his virtues considerably overbalanced his vices ; for he lived

with such high repute, during the reigns of five emperors, that he was considered

both worthy and capable of supreme airthority. He was well versed in all the libei-al

sciences, and was so excellent in the profession of arms, as to have succeeded in

restoring the ancient discipline to his legions. His conduct in domestic life pre-

sented a pleasing contrast to that of the wretches we have been describing, for the

propriety and fidelity both of himself, and his wife Lepida, were always such as to

give no room for censure or detraction. After the death of that excellent woman,
Galba led a single life, notwithstanding the allurements and solicitations of the
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beauteous and accomplished Agrippina,—a lady whose passion for him was so

iolent, that in the life-time of Lepida, she had had a boxing-match on his account.

He has been accused of incompetence to govern, of penuriousness, of cruelty, and

of delegating his authority to three detestable " pedagogues." These charges are but

imperfectly proved in evidence, and the reign of Galba was altogether too brief to

manifest what would have been the sway when the turbulent factions left by Nero,

and the disaffection of the slothful pifEtorians, had been calmed. Plutarch bears

witness that he always preferred the good of the public to any private considerations,

—and pays him this high tribute: " It is an acknowledged truth, that Sulpitius

Galba was the richest private man that ever rose to the imperial dignity : but though

his extraction was of the noblest, from the family of the Servii, yet he thought it u

greater honour to be related to Q. C. Capitolinus, who was the first man in his time

for virtue and reputatio"n." Galba was frugal and free from pride and prejudice

;

but some of his appetites are said to have been grossly depraved, and, perhaps

from the natural int^rmities of age, he trusted too blindly to his counsellors : at all

events, the plea for the seditious invectives which wrought his destruction, was

founded on an expression worthy of the brightest period of Roman virtue ;—when

urged to bestow largesses upon the array, he said, " I have been accustomed to levy

soldiers, not to buy them." And among his public virtues, it should be remem-

bered that he adopted Piso in preference to Otho, because the former was a man of

more principle than the latter.

The medals of this unfortunate Emperor are rare in gold, but common in large-

brass, and very common in silver, and second-brass, except the restitutions by Titus,

which are greatly prized. There are no Latin small-brass, but some were struck

in the colonies. The head is sometimes bare upon the medals, of all sizes and metals,

except the large-brass, where it is constantly laureated. A Greek Imperial coin has

been shewn me, by a friend, as of Lepida, the wife of Galba ; but it is probably

a fabricated one, for there is no mention whatever of her having received such a

token of commemoration.
LVII.

Obverse. IMV. SER. SVLP, GALBA CAES. AVG. TR. POT. [Imperator Sergius Sulpiiiut
Galba, CcEsar Augustus, Tribunilia potestate.) The laurelled head of Galba, with strong
marks of age, and an aquiline nose, of size sufficient for a guomon to Trajan's animated dial.

This medal was struck A. D. 68 ; it is in fair condition, though it has been somewhat injured
by the Scriblerian wire-brush of a former owner.

Reverse. ADLOCVTIO. On the field S. C. Theemperor, with the commander of the prtetorian guards,

on a suggestum, addressing a party of soldiers, who, by the horse's head, represent both cavairj
and infantry. It may not have been the design of the medallist, but by turning the man's
head, who is nearest the emperor, towards his comrades, there is an air of confusion in this

adiocution, not usual upon those struck on similar occasions,—whence it seems to shew the
discontent of the cohorts, on being refused the donative they demanded. But it is usually
thought to refer to the speech which Galba made to his troops iu Spain, when be first revoJteii

from Nero.
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LVIII.

Ohvent. IMP. SER. GALBA AVG. TR, P. (Imperator Sergius Galba, Auguttus, Tribunilia

potestate.) The head of Galba, in style and workmanship resembling that last described.

It is in excellent preservation, and was presented to me at Jerba, by Sidy Mustapha, th«

governor, in 1822.

Reterit. LIBERTAS PVBLICA. On the field S. C. A robed female standing, with a wand in her left

band, and the pileus, or cap of liberty, in the other. The wand represents the vindicta, with

which the praetor touched a slave on manumitting him ; and the cap was assumed as the

badge of freedom, because slaves went bare-headed. To these emblems were sometimeg

added a cornucopiae, because from liberty springs abundance. This medal was struck by
-order of the senate upon the condemning of Nero, and proclaiming of Galba his successor,

—

andsosuredidthey make of freedom being regained by the death of the last of the Caesars, that

they struck also, at the same time, coins inscribed Libertas Augusti, and Libertas restituta.

Among other ceremonies used in the manumission of slaves, was the giving of blow*

previous to the imposition of the pileus,—whence the satirist,

—

" Vindicta postquam mens ay,- > recessi."

And when we recall the horrid ergastula in which they were kept, and the probable fate which

awaited old age and infirmity, of either being exposed on the Tiber island to starve, or sold

for any price, as was practised by the virtuous Cato, we may imagine what a release the

pileus implied to those unhappy beings. They were dead in the eye of the law as to all the

rights of man, but sufficiently reminded that they were quick in all points of bondage. Hence
they were liable to be hung by the heels, while eight " valentes virgatores" laid on their

stripes, and castigated them with tortures,

—

——^-^— " stimuli, laminae, crucesque, compedesque,
Nervi, catenae, carceres, numellae, pedicae, bojae,

Tortoresque acerrimi, gnarique nostri tergi."

LIX.

Obverse. SER. GALBA IMP. OAESAR AVG. TR. P. {Sergius Galba, Imperator, Ceesar
Augustus, Tribunitia potesate.) A fine profile of Galba. This medal is coated with a

brownish-green patina, is in a remarkably pure state of preservation, and was procured from
a gentleman at Bonorva, in Sardinia, in 1823.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OB CIV. SER. fSenatus Populus Que Romanus, Ob Cives Servalos.J
This is inserted as a legend in the centre of a garland of broad oak-leaves ; and was struck iu

allusion to Galba's having rescued the citizens of Rome from Nero. (See No. XXX IV.)

The civic crown was not only bestowed upon him who had saved the life of a citizen, but
also for any public success, and was therefore frequently voted to the emperors at the com-
mencement of their reigns. Now, though these gentry more commonly proved destroyers

'

than preservers of the people, the opportunity was taken of reminding them that clemency and
humanity would be the surest means to establish the empire in peace, make them acceptable

to their subjects, confirm their power, and render their government popular. It was mors
highly esteemed than mural, gold, vallarian, or rostral crowns ; and it gave the right of a sena-
torial seat at the theatres. The fine compliment of Claudian to Stilicho must be repeated :

—

" Of old, when in the war's tumultuous strife,

A Roman sav'd a brother Roman's life.

And foil'd the threat'ning foe, our sires decreed
An oaken garland for the victor's meed.
Thou who has sav'd whole crowds, whole towns set free.

What groves, what woods, shall furnish crowns for thee ?

LX.

Okverse. IMP. SER. GALBA AVG. JR. P. (Imperator Sergius Galba, Augustus, Tribunilia
pQlestate.) The profile of the Emperor, looking towards the left; and, what is remarkable.
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crowned with oak-leaves instead of laurel, in token of his being deemed the liberator of Rome.
This medal is varnished with a deep brown patina, and is in good condition ; it was presented
tome by my shipmate, Lieutenant Thomas Graves, R. N.

Rtvtrse. ROMA, on the exergum ; in the field S. C. The galeated figure of Rome, seated upon various

spoils of war. Her left arm rests on a shield placed upon a helmet, and her right is supported
by the wand of divinity,—the whole signifyiug the restoration of tranquillity after the toils

of war.

LXI.

Obverse. SERG. GALEA IMP. CAES. AVG. TR. P, (Sergius Galba, Imperaior, CiBsar
Augustus, Tribunitia potesiate. The laureated head of Galba, with a portion of the palu-
damentum on the breast. A brown-patinated coin in tolerable preservation, which was pro-
cured at Pisa in 1823.

Reverse. ROMA R. XL. {Roma, remissa quadrigesima.) In the field S. C. A bold standing figure

of Rome Nicephorus, or victorious, the right-hand holding an idol of victory with a crown
and cornucopiae, as symbols of power and abundance ; and the left supports a transversal

wand surmounted with wings, the elbow resting on a trophy. The inscription shews the
whole to be in commemoration of the abolition of an impost.

LXII.

Obverse. IMP. SER. SVLP. GALBA CAES, AVG. TR. P. [Imperator Sergius Sulpitius Galba,
CeBsar Augustus, Tribunitia polestate.) The crowned profile of the emperor, with an
amulet on the breast. Procured of Capt. Falbe, the Danish Consul, at Tunis, in 182*2. The
patina is grass-green.

Reverse. HISPANIA CLVNIA SVLP. {Hispania, Clunia, Sulpilia.) On the exergum S. C.
The emperor seated in state, with a parazonium, or sceptral sword, reclining on his left arm,
while his right is extended towards a well-robed female figure, bearing a cornucopiae, and
who is presenting the palladium to him. It seems that when Galba was at Clunia he received

information of his exaltation to the empire, which, coupled with an ancient prediction of the
place in his favour, inclined him to honour it with the appellation of Sulpitia. This medal
therefore commemorates the fact,—and it is the tutelary deity of the City who is presenting
the symbol of success to the emperor.

OTHO.

Marcus Salvius Otho, the eighth emperor of Rome, though of Hetrurian descent,

was of illustrious birth, being the son of L. S. Otho and Albia Terentia. He was

born A. D. 32 ;
joined the revolt against Nero A.D. 68; and conspired against

Galba in the following year, when he became emperor. After getting the better of

the troops of Vitelli us in two or three skirmishes, he lost a pitched battle atBedriacum,

whereupon he destroyed himself, on the 17th of April, A. D, 69, in bis 37th year,^

and after a reign of but 3 months and 5 days.

The tender years of Otho were spent in idleness, and his youth in such profligate

debauchery, that he became very acceptable to Nero. Otho having taken a fancy

to Poppsea Sabina*—whose husband died most opportunely—he married her

;

and either in the indiscreet warmth of a lover, or from a more sordid inducement,

he so extolled the charms of his wife to the emperor, that Nero desired an

interview with her. Here the address of Poppsea was so artfully plied that she was

* For notice of tbc medaU of Poppxa, see page 41.
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forthwith conducted to the palace, where she so wounded the pride of Nero, by still

pretending fondness for Otho, that the parasite would probably have been murdered,

had not Seneca suggested his being sent to govern Lusitania, in honourable exile.

If he had been victorious over Vitellius, he was engaged to marry Statilia Messalina,

the widow of Nero; these were affairs and crosses which the Romans made very

light of, as was evinced in the memorable instance of Cato's bargain : yet it was not

for such acts that Martial compared the Censor and Otho, for constancy.*

Having entered upon his government, Otho acquired no less reputation in

authority, by his gravity, justice, and regular conduct, than he had deserved infamy

in a private station, by his voluptuous and dissolute life. He was the foremost to

espouse the cause of Galba, in expectation of being declared his successor ; but the

aged veteran, doubting the " Roman Absalom's" principles, adopted the more virtuous

Piso, and destroyed the hope. Out of hatred and revenge he determined to murder
both, and establish himself in the empire; and the unlucky refusal of a donative to

the soldiers, by Galba, paved the path to success. Otho was the first illegitimate

sovereign who was advanced to the throne solely by means of the Praetorian Guards,

which time and experience proved to be so pernicious a precedent. Juvenal, as the

friend perhaps of Domitian, was very malignant towards Otho, accusing him of every

vice, and asking, in mock-heroics, whether the murder of Galba—a poor decrepit

old man—was a general's action. He has been accused of ungratefully turning

against Nero,—but it fortunately happens that minions have ever borne a detestation

to those who caused their flagitiousness.

Olho commenced his reign by the popular acts of honouring Celsus, and de-

stroying the hateful Tigellinus; but while establishing himself, the armies of

Germany declared for Vitellius. None could be more abhorrent than the two can-

didates for empire—indolent, incontinent, and sensual—the Emperor licentious to

an extreme, and his rival a gluttonous drowsy drunkard ; both of effeminate habits,

and both deeply in debt. But, as is harshly said of Sir Walter Raleigh, his deatli

was the most commendable act of the life of Otho,—and hence he proved himself

superior to Vitellius. " It is better that one die for many," said he, " than that for

one, many should die;" and finding the battle lost, he—without any impeachment
of his fortitude—sacrificed himself for the public tranquillity, although his troops

were unshaken in their attachment, and his affairs were far from desperate. " By two

arts,'- says Tacitus, " one the most odious, and the other the most laudable, he

equally deserved infamy and renown among posterity.^'

* Both Platarrh and Suetonius differ in their account of this, and make Olho only the keeper of Poppaa until

>'ero could make away withOctavia; Ijut no one will be blamed lor adhering to Tacitus. Even the distich cited by
Suetonius himself, proves the marriage,

—

<' Car Otho mentito tit, qvceriiis, exsul hotune!
Uxoris AJachut iceperut etse tuce."

U
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The Roman coins of Otho are entirely confined to gold and silver: from which—
and his known contempt for ignoble metals—it is probable that the Italians named
brass Ottone, by antiphrasis. Several antiquaries have been of opinion that no

brass coins were struck during this reign, because the Emperor was proclaimed

Ai^ustus by the army only ; but it would seem rather from some accidental delay

of tlie senate : those of gold and silver were by the sovereign's personal order. Be
this as it may, it is certain that no senatorial medal has been hitherto produced,

which has not been suspected ; for the second-brass one in the Florence cabinet,

is but a restitution by Titus, and even that, from the title of Pater Patriae which

it bears, is not unimpeachable, notwithstanding it was dispatched to Rome to get

its legitimacy formally established. So great was the anxiety of potentates, and

scholars, to obtain large-braas medals of this Emperor, that much ingenuity was

exerted in fabricating some, and the learned Chifflet wrote a work to prove the

deceptions abroad. " He who shall find an antique coin of Otho in bronze," said

Christina, Queen of Sweden, " will have found the philosopher's stone."

LXIII.

Obverse. IMP. M. OTHO CAE. AVG, flmperator Marcus Otho, Casar Augustus.) The lau-

reated head of Otho, with a profile representing a handsome young man, having an aquiline nose,

and a placid brow ; with but little of that resemblance to Nero, which had caused the people
to cry out Othoni Neroni! In the gold and silver coins, this Emperor is represented with
several rows of curled hair, resembling a peruke, which is not the case on the present speci-

men ; and in all others that I have examined, he is without the wreath. The wig constitutes

a striking confirmation of the historical description of the Emperor, who is recorded to have
had but very little hair,

—

" galericulo capiti propter raritatem capillorutn adaptalo," says
Suetonius; and it may be advanced, though Folard would oppose it, that Otho introduced the

use of periwigs into Italy. This most rare and precious medal is in finer preservation than
any other which either myself, or my friends, have seen of its kind; and I purchased it,

with several of meaner degree, from an Arab Scheikh, of the Weled Orfili, in 1821, and thus
accidentally became possessed of one of the richest prizes of a cabinet.

Reverse. S. C. (Senatus Consultu.) These are large uncial characters surrounded by a garland of
laurel, placed within two circles,—the leaves tied in threes, and interspersed with berries.

This medal, though bearing a latin legend, was struck at Antioeh, A. 1>. 69; for that city

had the privilege of a Roman coinage, and it is probable that intelligence of the fall of Otho
was not speedily announced to the authorities there. No doubt can possibly exist upon this

point, for the metal and fabric are precisely identical with those of other Emperors which are

known to have been minted at Antioeh, from Augustus down to Yolusian.

1 may here notice the great difference that existed between the relative and political

situation of the Greek and Roman colonies, as contrasted with those of the modern mer-
cantile nations of Europe. Gibbon remarks that the colonies of Rome, in their manners
and internal policy, " formed a perfect representation of their great parent, and they were
soon endeared to the natives, by the ties of friendship and alliance; they effectually diffused

a reverence for the Roman name, and a desire which was seldom disappointed, of sharing, in

due time, its honours and advantages." The spirit of this differs most widely from the sus-

picious policy of colonial legislation in later times. With the ancients, the name of colonies,

far from being disadvantageous, was a privilege, owing to their sound system, which wa»
sought even by allies ; and far from excluding their colonists from metropolitan rights, they

even conferred them on the conquered, especially where previous compacts existed.
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VITELLIUS.

Aulus Vitellius, the ninth Emperor of Rome, was probably born about A. D.

15, but there is a difference of three years among historians ; and they are equally

at variance as to whether he was nobly descended. The name affords but little

clue, being derived from circumstances similar to those of the Fabii, Porcii, Pisones,

Lentuli, and Cicerones, who owed their appellations to the beans, pigs, pease, lentils,

and vetches, sold by the founders of their families : Metellus, in the same way, took

his name from a suttler, and Codes from his " one eye ;" there were others also

called by the name of the fish they caught, as Grata, and Muraena. The parents

of this Prince were Lucius Vitellius, an abject courtier, and Sextilia, a woman, who
in objecting to be saluted Augusta by her son, manifested a judgment very superior

to that of Nero's mother. Aulus was sent, when a child, to attend Tiberius at

Capreae, in which diabolical school he contracted those infamous vices which have

for ever branded his name. He was elected consul A. D. 48, and as it was thought

that his sensual propensities would occupy all his study, and render him harmless

to the state, Galba sent him as legate into Germany, A. D. 68. Here however he

revolted against that Emperor, and after his death, overthrew Otho, A. D. 69. He
enjoyed the imperial power but eight months and a few days, for towards the end of

December in the same year, the soldiers of Vespasian pulled him from behind a bed

in a porter's lodge, and having pinioned his arms, dragged him through the streets

with a rope about his neck, and a poniard at his throat, in order that he might not

hide his face. In this manner he was forced to the Scala Gemoniae, where, under

accumulated insults and many wounds his ignominious life was terminated.

In examining the character of this ephemeral sovereign, there will be found in it

but few qualities worthy of commendation,—yet no man was more constantly popular

with the licentious soldiei*s who held the fate of Rome ; and they fought for him to

desperation. In the short reign of Vitellius, no less than 900 millions of sesterces,

or more than 7 millions sterling, were prodigally wasted ; and Josephus thinks that,

had his life been prolonged, the whole revenues of the empire would not have

sufficed to defray the expences incurred by his monstrous gluttony. If he did not

eclipse Nero in ferocity, it was from the sluggishness of intemperance: for, the vin-

dictive murder of Dolabella,—the imputed poisoning of his mother and sonj-—

his relishing the stench of dead citizens,—and the atrocious executions he person-

ally witnessed, evidently betray his natural bent to bloodshed. He abandoned the

functions of an emperor, and entirely resigned himself to riot, gluttony, and drunken

debaucheries. In his court no man strove to rise by virtue, or ability ; preferment
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was won by consuming of banquets, and gorging the appetite of the ever craving

and never satiated Emperor. " Edunt ut vomant, vomunt ut edant." Tlie bound-

Jess extravagance of these entertainments has excited disgust through all succeeding

ages. On one occasion his brother prepared a repast, in which were 2000 choice

fishes, and 7000 exquisite l)irds ; ajid at the consecration of a silver dish, which

from its magnitude was called the shield of Minerva, Vitellius filled it with the livers

of scares, [Labriis scarus,) the brains of pheasants and peacocks, the tongues of

ilamingoes,* and the sounds of foreign lampreys. By the luxurious vices of such

sovereigns the Roman people had become so unnaturally debased that, in the

struggle between the troops of Vitellius and Vespasian within the walls of the city,

the populace enjoyed the havoc as a public spectacle ; and, in the midst of desolation

antl murder, continued their revels with inhuman indifference to the contending

parties. " Whatever the libidinous passions can inspire in time of peace," says the

indignant Tacitus, " was intermixed with all the horrors of war, slaughter, and

destruction. The whole city seemed to be intiamed with frantic rage, and, at the

same time, intoxicated with bacchanalian excesses."

With the exception of the silver ones, all the coins of Vitellius are of great

rarity, especially the gold, and large-brass ; indeed, from the scarcity of the latter,

forgers have derived profit by palming skilful alterations of Vespasian upon young-

collectors. It does not authentically appear that any medal was struck in honour

of Galeria Fundana, the Emperor's second wife,—a woman to whom all writers,

save Dio, ascribe prudence, humility, and virtue ; and it were happy for Vitellius

liad he listened to her counsel, instead of that of the insolent Triaria, his sister-

in-law. The title of Ccesar has never been found upon the coins of this reign,

which corroborates history ; nor has that oi Pater Patrice been known, as genuine.

It should be mentioned that both gold and silver coins were struck in honour of

Lucius Vitellius, father of the Emperor, of which the former are extremely rare.

LXIV.
Obverse. A. VITELLIUS GERMAN. IMP. AVG. P. M. TR. P. fAuUs Vitellius, Germanicus,

Imperator, Augustus, Pontijex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate.J The laureated head of

Vitellius in bold relief, bearing strong traits of the grovelling sensuality ascribed to him by
Suetonios ;

—" For, of stature he was beyond measure tall : a red face he had, occasioned for

the most part by swilling in wine, and a great fat paunch besides." f

• I once ordered a dish of the tongues of these birds, which proved but indifferent eating, owing perhaps to our
cooks being less skilful than those of Vitellius. He who wishes for further particulars of the luxury of those times, may
coasult Brotier's edition of Tacitus.

\ This is " done into English " by the plodding Doctor Philemon Holland, who dedicated his filthy and unfaithful

translation of the twelve Cxsars, to a VERTVOVS LAOIE. The wits of the day got weary of his leaden labours.

Mid thus rented their spleen :-

" Philemon with translations so does fill as.

He witl not let Suetoniu» be TranqHiUut."
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Reverse. VICTORIA AVG. {Victoria Augusti.J In the lower part of the field S. C. An elegant

and finely executed figure of Victory, naked to the middle, and her left foot placed upon a
helmet ; she is inscribing OB. GIVES SKR. [Ob Gives Servalos,) on a shield placed against

a palm-tree, in allusion to the slaughter of Roman citizens being stayed by the battle of

Bedriacura. This magnificent medal fell into my possession in 1825, having been previously

the ornament of the Hon. R. E. Digby's collection. It is slightly coated with patina, through
which the yellow brass appears like gold.

LXV.
Obverse. A. VITELLIVS GERMAN. IMP. AVG. P. M. TR. P. {Aulus Vitellius Germanicus,

Imperator, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate.) The laureuted head of
Vitellius " crapu/atus," having the bust covered with the paludamentum. A singularly

fine and bold medal, coated with a greenish-brown patina, and formerly belonging to the

well-known cabinet of Mr. Neave.

Reverse. MARS VICTOR. In the field, S. C. Mars gradiens armed in rather an unusual type. His
right hand holds a winged victory with a garland, his left grasps a trophy which is supported
on his shoulder, and a sword is girt to his loins. As the latter weapon is supposed not to

exist on a Roman coin, it may be proper to say that it resembles a parazonium in shape.

See No. LXXI.
LXVl.

Oboerse. A. VITELLIVS GERMANICVS IMP. AVG. P. M. TR. P. {Aulus Vitellius, Ger-
manicus, Imperator, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate.) A character-

istic laureated head of the Emperor, This medal is in tolerable preservation, and covered

with a very dark-green patina : it was obtained from Mr. Young, in 1826.

Reverse, PAX AVGVSTI. In the lower part of the field, S. C. between which letters, stands a robed
female bearing a cornucopiae, while her right hand holds forth an olive branch. This com-
memorates the short peace which followed the defeat of Otho.

LXVII.

Obverse. A. VITELLIVS GERMANICVS IMP. AVG. P. M. TR. P. (,Aulus Vitellius, Ger-
manicus, Imperator, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate.) A very ex-
pressive laureated head of the Emperor. The medal is in beautiful preservation, and coated
with a bottle-green patina ; it was obtained, by exchange, at Spalatro, in Dalmatia, in 1819.

Reverse. S. C. {Senatus Consullu,) in uncial characters. Between these letters, stands a bold

galeated figure of Romulus, as Mars gradiens, with the spolia opima of Acron on his left

shoulder, and a lance held transversely, with the point upwards, in his right-hand. He is

naked except that a robe floats round his loins. This symbol' has been held to imply the

consent of the army to an emperor's election, a supposition which has not yet been proved.

Others think it alluded to the warlike qualities of the prince,—but though Vitellius triumphed
over Otho, what were his ?

—

Vitellius ventre, el gula sibi hostisjuil,"

LXVIII.

Obverse. A. VITELLIVS GERMAN. IMP. AVG. P. M. TR. P. {Aulus Vitellius, Germa-
nicus, Imperator, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate.) The laureated

head of the Emperor, with his usual sordid aspect, and the shoulders robed. A thinly

patinated coin in pretty fair condition, presented to me at Athens, by Sig. Lusieri, the

well-known and admirable artist, in 1820.

. Reverse. L. VITEL. CENSOR II. {Lucius Vitellius, Censor iterum.) On the exergum S. C.

The Magister morum is seen on a curule chair placed upon a tribunal, in the exercise of his

office. Before him are three Romans, one of whom offers his hand to the censor, and above

them is another sedent figure : the whole are togated. This was struck to flatter the Em-
peror by recording the honours to which his father was advanced. Suetonius informs us of

Lucius's having been three times consul, and once censor, but the iterum which is here

chewn, has never been properly accounted for.
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The offiee of cenior was considered as more honourable than even that of consul,—for besides
their business of registering and valuing all effects, and imposing the excise duties, they
were also armed with authority for the correction and reformation of manners. The liability

of citizens of every rank, not excepting consuls and dictators, to be summoned before the

censors, and be there required to render an account of their actions, must have operated as a
check to licentiousness, till the power of those magistrates had become " an old song."

VESPASIAN.

Flavins Vespasianus, the tenth Emperor of Rome, was descended from a respectable

Sabine family near Reate, where he was born A. D. 9,—his parents being Flavins

Sabinus, and Vespasia Polla. In the reign of Caligula, young Vespasian was a con-

spicuous "toad-eater" about the court, and being afterwards over-head-and-ears in

debt, bore but an equivocal character. After being made a senator by his imperial

patron, he attended Claudius into Britain, where he fought in thirty pitched battles,

subdued two mighty nations, took upwards of twenty towns, and reduced the Isle of

Wight. For these successful proofs of military skill he was highly honoured, and

largely rewarded. He then served as pro-consul in Africa ; and though, from

nodding or dozing while Nero was singing, he had fallen into disgrace, that

musical despot selected him for the conquest of Judaea, A. D. 66. In the disorders

which followed the death of Galba, the legions of the East proclaimed him Emperor,

although, according to Josephus, Vespasian refused the dignity till he was compelled,

by the drawn swords of his soldiers, to accept it. The execution of Vitellius left him

sole master of the empire at the close ofA. D.69, and his two sons were elected Caesars.

He appointed Titus his colleague in the censorship, A. D. 74, and they took the last

general census that we find recorded in history. Having caught a fever, he died,

imiversally lamented, at his paternal estate in the vicinity of Reate, in the summer

of A. D. 79, at the age of 69 years, 7 months, and 7 days. He was the first Em-
peror who changed his character for the better, on attaining supreme authority, as

well as the first who was succeeded by a son ; and if it be admitted that Livia

hastened the deification of Augustus, he was also the first who died a natural death.

When this excellent sovereign was fairly seated upon the throne, his first care

was to restore the edifices which had been destroyed in the late cruel contests ; and,

by rewarding virtue and reforming abuses, to establish order and confidence. In

this third building of the capitol he carried the first basket of earth, and the example

was followed by all the patricians and courtiers : the custom of laying a first stone in

pomp, if not arising from this event, probably then gained its form and ceremony.

Vespasian avoided every kind of parade, and restrained luxury by his personal

example ; he administered justice with impartiality, and manifested the mildness of
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his disposition in his general conduct. In what concerned the commonwealth he
acted like an emperor; in all things else as a private person. "Greatness and
majesty," says Pliny," worked no alteration in him, save that of making his power
of doing good answerable to his will ;" and Eutropius declares that he was, as to

other princes, "optimis comparandus." His clemency—though deeply sullied by
the foul murders of Priscus, Sabinus, and the admirable Eponina—was known and
felt throughout the empire; and so little was he given to the horrid revengefulness of

his predecessors, that he dismissed a former enemy with the " ito morhoniani" which
thefellow had caustically addressed to himself; and he gave to the daughter of Vitellius

an honourable husband and splendid dower. Imputations of covetousness have been

cast on him, for reviving suppressed impositions, and for his exceptionable modes of

obtaining money ; but these practices must have been chiefly owing to the exhausted

condition in which he found the treasury, and the urgent necessities of the state. It is

well known that he applied his revenues to great and noble purposes, and laid them
out with uncommon generosity ;—he was the first who pensioned the Greek and
Roman oratore ; and his liberality in all cases of distress or disaster, as well as his

munificence to men of genius, and artists, are too minutely recorded to be doubted.

It is true that his private morals were not without stain, but under him it was

remarked that *' truth came into fashion." Like Augustus he had great faith, during

his fortunate career, in the sign Capricorn, under which they were both born ; and
like that prince, he was much given to pleasantry. When a deputation promised

to raise a statue to him, he smiled, and holding forth his hand said—"let this be

the base of your statue; place your money here." And when apprized of danger,

in his last illness, he jested at the customary apotheosis awaiting his demise, by
remarking

—

'^utputo, Deus^o."
The effects of such policy are visible in the occurrences of his reign. A danger-

ous rebellion in Gaul was suppressed, Judaea was conquered and triumphed over,

and Comagena; was subdued : and to rescue Greece from her intestine broils she was
again subjected to Roman law and tribute. After closing the temple of Janus, he

erected that of Peace—of which such magnificent ruins still remain ; besides

which, Vespasian embellished the city with many new building's, and commenced
that architectural wonder, the Flavian Amphitheatre.

The Latin coins of Vespasian of all metals and modules, except the fourth brass,

are common and moderately priced, unless the reverses happen to be of unusual

type: but colonial coins of this Emperor are of great rarity. Those attributed to

Vespasia Polla, are declared to be false, though that in the cabinet of M. J. J. de

Hauern, of Vienna, has been defended by plausible advocates.
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Obverse, IMP. CAES. VESPAS. AVG. PM. TR. P. P. P. COS. III. flmperator Ceesar Ves-

panianvs, Augusivs, Pontlfer Maximus, Tribunitia potesta(e. Pater Putria, Consul
terihim.) The laureated portrait of Vespasian ; he is represented as a man of advanced age,

with a wrinkled forehead, hollow eye, aquiline nose, and proniinent chin,—the whole ex-

pression recalling- the sarcasm of an unlucky wit, recorded by Suetonius ; and the " Et faciem

durani," &c. of Martiul.

Reverse. AQVAS CVRTIAM ET CAERVLEAM PERDVCTAS_A DIVO CLAVDIO ET
POSTEA INTERMISSAS DILAPSASQ. PER AN. IX SVA IMPENSA VRBI
RESTIT. This, which is one of those extraordinary fabrications that bid fair to baffle the

most patient antiquary, is retained in my cabinet for its ingenuity. It was purchased at

the sale of Mr. Trattles' magnificent collection, in 18;32, and I no sooner examined it, than

if struck me that the obverse was that of .a true coin, but that an insignificant reverse had

been scraped away, and this inscription /oo/erf in its place. J t lias been executed, however,

with such singular care, both in the form and disposition of the letters, that it requires an

experienced eye to detect informality, insomuch that my learned friends, the Rev. Dr. Philip

Hunt, and Francis Douce, Esq. were for some time undetermined as to its genuineness.

V hat seems to stamp it as a fraud is, that the legend is found verbatim in Gruter's "Corpus
Ifisoriptionum," p. CLXXVI. cap. Operiim et Locorum : and moreover, the inscriptions

on Roman medals are so remarkable for the admirable brevity of expression with which they

Convey a fulness of ideas, that the very length of this alone, excites suspicion.

LXX. _
Obverse. IMP. CAES. VESPASIAN. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. COS. III. (Imperator Casar

Vespasianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia poteslate. Pater Patrice, Consul
tertium.) The laureated head of the Emperor turned to the left. This medal is in excellent

condition, and as well as all those struck in A. D. 71, prove Suetonius to be mistaken in

asserting that Vespasian was not invested with the tribunitian power, nor dignified with the

title of Father of his Country, till the latter part of his reign. Procured at Pola, in 1819.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. ADSERTORI LIBERTATIS PVBLICAE. (Senaius Popuhis Que R.,ma-

tius, Adsertori lihtrtatis publicce.) " Erat in ore, faraaque Vespasianus," and to mark the

estimation in which such a favourite was holden, the senate struck this unique and very com-

plimentary inscription encircled by a civic garland. For the reason of S. C. being omitted,

see No, XXXII.
LXXI. __

Obverse. IMP. CAES. VESPASIAN. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. COS. III. flmperator Ceesar

Vespasianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia poteslate. Pater Patrice, Consul

teriium.) The laurelled portrait ofVespasian. This coin was procured from Mr. Young, in

18-30, but though sound, is only in secondary preservation.

Reverse. SPES AVGVSTA. On the exergum S. C. A light-robed female presents her hand to

three soldiers, of whom the foremost bears a military standard, the middle one a lance held

transversely, and the third has a sword girt to his waist. The latter fact is the more re-

markable, since I have not met with a sword upon any other large-brass medals, except that

mentioned at No. LXV, and those of Titus, and Domitian, on horseback, where the foe is

represented as wielding one. Though this piece was not struck till A. I). 71, the three

soldiers may typify the legions of Mysia, Judaea, and Egypt, which were the first to salute

Vespasian as their Emperor.
LXXII.

Obverse. IMP, CAES. VESPASIAN. AVG. P. M, TR. P. P. P. COS. HI. (Imperator Ceesar

Vespasianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Pater Patrice, Consul

tertium ) The laurelled head of the Emperor. A coin in tolerable preservation, and of con-

siderable rarity ; it was procured by exchange, in 1829.
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Revtne. ROMA RESVRGES. On the exergum S. C. Here the Emperor is seen togated, and before

him is a kneeling female to whom he offers his hand : between them stands Minerva galeata,

with a shield on her left arm. This was struck by the senate to commemorate the munificence

of Vespasian, in rebuilding the edifices destroyed in the late conflict with Vitellius. On some

coins the legend is Roma resurgens, or Rome rising again ; but here the n being omitted,

it signifies
—" Rome ! thou shalt rise again."

LXXIII. _
Obverse. IMP. CAES. VESPASIAN. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. COS. Hi. (Imperator Ctesar

Vespasianus, Augustus, Ponlifex Maximus, Tribunitia polestate, Pater Palria, Consul-

tertium.) A very expressive laureated head of the Emperor. This beautiful medal—of the

rainta'^e of A. U. 71—is covered with a dense-green patina, and bears a small silver eagle,

the stamp of the Modena collection. It is in perfect condition, and was presented to me by that

zealous antiquary, M. Hubert, chief engineer to the Bey of Tunis.

Reverse. IVDAEA CAPTA. On the exergum S. C. '1 his is a reverse of great historical interest,

because it tells the entire subjugation of the Jews. A palm-tree rises in the centre of the

field, as emblematic of the country it grows in : whence Pliny's " Judcea vero inclyta est vel

maAs palmis." See No. CLXXVI. On the right sils Judaea, personified as a female, her head

leaning upon her left hand, with a deep expression of affliction and captivity. On the opposite

side of the tree stands the Emperor in a military habit, with a parazonium and lance, having

his left foot upon a helmet, in the attitude of a victor.

LXXIV.

Obverse IMP. CAES. VESPASIAN. AVG. P. M. TR P. P. P; COS. fTT. [Imperator Casar

Vespasianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Pater Patrtis, Consul

tertium.) A characteristic portrait of Vespasian. This fine medal is in surprising preserva-

tion, and entirely varnished with a black patina; it was found at Argos in 1822, and was

presented to me shortly afterwards, by Miaulis, the Greek admiral.

Rtverse IVDAEA CAFFA. On the exergum S. C. Here a veiled female has " sate down and wept

"

under the palm-tree, as in No. LXXIll, but instead of the Emperor, stands a man with his

hands bound behind him ;—he is probably intended for the ferocious Simon, who was paraded

in the triumph, and, after the brutal practice of the Romans, put to death the same day. The

captive female is seated on a cuirass, which is thereby denoted to have become useless ;
and

the bucklers around recal the words—" the shield of the mighty is vilely oast away."

LXXV. _
Obverse. IMP. CAES. VESPASIAN. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. COS. HI. (Imperator Ccesnr

Vespasianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Pater Patrice, Consul

tertium.) The laurelled head of Vespasian, with harsh features. This coin, which was pur-

chased in London, in 1829, is in rather indifferent preservation.

Reverse. PAX AVG. (Pax Augusti.) On the exergum S. C. A female standing, who with a torch is

setting fire to some spoils of war, which are heaped up before an altar ;
her left hand holds an

olive branch. Behind her is a pillar with a small armed statue upon it, and an unemployed

shield at its base. This is, perhaps, the " noted column " described by Pomjiomus^estus,

as standing before the temple of Bellona, from which a javelin was thrown whenever war was

declared. Peace is therefore turned from it. The whole alludes to the Roman custom of

piling up the armour from the field, after a battle, and making it a burnt-offering to Mars.

Addison thinks this coin was struck when Vespasian, having finished all his wars, had

closed the temple of Janus ; but though this is very probable, such a symbol seems to celebrate

a particular rather than a general peace, or such as was fondly dreamed by that Emperor would

be "eternal."
LXXV I, _

Obverse. IMP. CAESAR VESPASIAN. AVG. P. M. TR. POT. P. P. COS. HI. (Imperator-

Ctesar Vespasianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Pater Patrta;

Consul tertium.) The laureated profile of the Emperor, with hard lineaments, and the neck

naked. A coin in middling condition, but of considerable rarity. Purchased in London, in 1829.

I
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^ Jieeerse. SIG...REC... {Signis receptis.) On the exergum S. C. An elegant winged Victory pre-

senting a legionary standard to Vespasian, who is placed on a suggestum. It is difficult

to ascertain what event gave birth to this type : it may, in imitation of one by Augustus,
allude to a recovered eagle ; or, perhaps, to some Standards taken from Fonteius Agiippa, by
the Sarmatic Jazygian.

LXXVII. _
- Obverse. IMP. CAES. VESPASIAN. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. COS. 111. (Imperator Casar

Vespasianus, Augustus, Ponti/ex Maximus, Trihunitia potettate. Pater Patrice, Consul
tertium.) The laurelled head of Vespasian, with his usual expression. A good conditioned

medal of A. D. 71, with a green patina, which was procured from Mr. Till, in 1830.

Reverse CAESAR COS. DES. 11. CAESAR DOxMIT. COS. DES. IT ( Casar, Consul
designatus iterum, Ccesar Domitianus, Consul designatus iterum.) In the field S. C.
Struck by Vespasian in honour of his two sous, Titus and Domitian, on their both attaining

a second consulship. The two Ctesars are in military habits, with the hasla pura, but bare-'

headed ; Titus is the manlier of the two, and is further distinguished by the parazonium.

LXXVIU.
- Obverse. IMP. CAES. VESPASIAN. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. COS. flT. (Imperator Casar

Vespasianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Trihunitia potestate. Pater Patrice, Consul
tertium.) A harsh profile of the Emperor, with the neck bare. A medal in good preservation,

though thinly patinated ; it was struck A. D. 71, and presented to me by Major General Sir

Manley Power, at Malta, in 1822.

Reverse. S. C. [Senatus Consulto.) A magnificent temple of six columns, elaborately decorated with

statues ; and Jupiter seated between Juno and Pallas in the adytum. See No. CCCXXIII.
This symbol is usually called the " temple of Peace ;" but it is evidently a commemoration
of the rebuilding of the Capitolium, which had been destroyed in the Vitellian disturbances :

it is well figured in the " Discours de la Religion des anciens Romains," by Du Choul,
1581.

LXXIX. __
-Obver>e. IMP. CAES. VESPASIAN. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. COS. Vll. (Imperator Casar

Vespasianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Trihunitia potestate. Pater Patrice, Consul
septimum.) A hard-featured laureated head of the Emperor. This medal, by the consular

date, was minted A. D. 76 ; it is coated with a dark-green patina, and fell into my possession

in London, in the spring of 1828.

Reverse. S. C. (Senatus Consulto.) Between the letters rises a conic pillar called Meta, which though
unlike the Meta Sudaiis of Titus, may have been struck on repairing an aqueduct. The
name of meta was originally given to the three columns, or pyramids, around which the

chariots of the circus performed their races : the " metaque Jervidis evitata rotis" of Horace.

The " starting post " was called the meta Murcia, from its proximity to the fane of a goddess,

to whom the females sacrificed for the "embonpoint;" lean ladies having no more chance of

getting a husband amongst the ancient Romans, than amongst the modern Moors and Turks.

LXXX.
- Obverse. DIVO AVG. VESP. (Divo Augusta Vespasiano.) On the exergum S. P. Q. R. (Senatus

Populus Que Rotnanus.) A sedent togated statue of the Emperor, with the radiated head
and wand of divinity, and holding an alate Victory, is placed upon a superb car drawn by
four elephants, each mounted by a mahaut: a type palpably borrowed from that of Augustus,
No. VIII. The medal is covered with a deep-brown patina ; and is singularly perfect ; it

was presented to me by Padre Blasi, a Dominican, at Albano, in 1823.

Reverse. IMP. T. CAES. DIVI VESP. F. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. COS. VIll. (Imperator

Titus CcEsar, Divi Vespasiani filius, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Trihunitia potestate.

Pater Patrice, Consul octavum.) This legend surrounds an uncial S. C. and stamps the

date A. D. 80. It is recorded that the obsequies of Vespasian were performed with extra-

ordinary pomp, by Titus; and the consequent apotheosis is hereby typified. At the circus,

the images of deified emperors were paraded after those of the twelve great gods.
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DOMITILLA.
Flavia Domitilla was of very obscure birth, being the daughter of Flavius

Liberalis, a Quaestorian scribe. She was originally a bond-woman, or slave, to

Statilius Capella, a Roman knight, but having been manumitted was married to

Vespasian, A. D. 40. Domitilla died before her husband's elevation to the empire,

and her name was almost unknown in Rome, till it was drawn from oblivion by

divine honours. Tliis public deification, though unnoticed by Tacitus, Dio, or

Suetonius, is recorded upon gold and silver medals of extreme rarity ; and we learn

from an inscription preserved by Gruter, the excellent philologist, that an order of

priests was instituted for her altars : Sacerdos Dives Domitillce.

This lady bore two sons and a daughter, the latter of whom died in infancy ;

it appears that she was named after her mother, whence antiquaries have been

inclined to share the posthumous honours between them,—but, I think, without

just grounds.
LXXXI,

Obverse. MEMORIAE DOMITILLAE. On the exergum S. P. Q. K. {Senatus Populus Que
Romanus.) A rich carpentum, profusely ornamented, and drawn by two mules. See No.

XVII, and XXXII. This medal was purchased at the sale of Mr. Trattle's collection in

1832, when it displaced a remarkably fine one which I had procured in Italy. It is in excel-

lent preservation, and of the bright-yellow brass erroneously termed Corinthian,—for that

compound, whether occasioned by the accidental mixture of metals at the conflagration of

Corinth, or made by judicious amalgamation, was never used in the mint. _^
Reverse. IMP. T. CAES. DIVI VESP. F. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. COS. VIII. (Imperator

Titus Casar, Divi Vespasiani filius, Augustus, Ponlifex Maxiinus, Tribunitia pntestate.

Pater Patrice, Consul octavum.) In the centre of the field an uncial S. C. {Scnalus
Consullo.) This may very safely be pronounced to have been struck by Titus, A. 1). 80, in

honour of his mother. Yet Occo, Biragi, Mionnet, and other medallists, insist that it

commemorates his sister, because the title " diva" is omitted : but surely the sacred thensa

is sufficient to stamp the consecration. This objection seems as little tenable as does the

common practice of giving Titus as a prsenomen to Vespasian.

TITUS.

Titus Flavius Vespasianus, the son of Vespasian and Domitilla, was born at

Rome, " in a little dark chamber," A. D. 41. He was brought up in the court of

Nero, with Britannicus, whose fate he narrowly escaped sharing. At an early age

he was remarkable for his proficiency in eloquence and poetry, and was so expert

a calligrapher, that he could forge any man's writing. His first military services

were in Germany and Britain, but he acquired the greatest renown as lieutenant to

Vespasian, and the supporter of his authority. He was saluted Caesar, and Prince

of the Youth, A. D. 61 ; and was shortly afterwards decorated with the title of

Emperor, and associated with his father in the sovereign power : the two being

honoured with a most magnificent triumph for the conquest of Judaea. Titus

succeeded to the whole empire A . D. 79 : and various public calamities—^such as
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the eruption of Vesuvius, which destroyed Herculaneum and Pompeii, the confla-

gration of Rome, and the epidemic disease which followed it—g-ave occasion for the

exercise and display of his compassionate bounty. To the inexpressible grief of

the public, he died A, D. 81, after a short reign of 2 years, 2 months, and 20 days,

under suspicion that his fate was contrived, or accelerated, by Domitian. Aurelius

Victor, and Philostratus, speak positively to the fact ; but Suetonius merely says

that in the last hours of Titus, all assistance was withdrawn, by the artful brother.

Titus was comely in person, and engaging in disposition; and though in the

opening of his career he fell into the indulgence of youthful propensities, he

did not therefore neglect serious occupations. This period of his life is said to

have been marked by pride, cruelty, and covetousness ; but it is a fine moral,

that he, against whom such imputations existed, should ripen into a sovereign, so

nearly without blemish as to earn the glorious title of the " Delight of Mankind."

It has been advanced that, had Augustus died sooner, or Titus later, neither of them

would have possessed the reputation they acquired,—since the one would not have

obliterated the memory of his severity by beneficence, nor could the other have

maintained the empire by virtue, mildness, and popularity. But the latter argu-

ment would be lamentable in an ethical point of view, were it indisputable.

Though the clemency of this prince has been as much vaunted as his " diem

perdidi,'' \i did not prevent the unprincipled assassination of Aulus Caecina ; nor

did it check a penchant for gladiatorial horrors. These, however, as well as a

propensity still more detestable, may be ascribed to the effect of education and

example ; but his anxiety to diffuse happiness could hardly have sprung from any

but the best of motives. As an emperor he was liberal, humane and beneficent.

Upon assuming the office of Pontifex Maximus, he avowed it to be a solemn contract

against shedding blood ; and no senator was slain by his command, nor did any

other person suffer death under his government, notwithstanding a dangerous con-

spiracy against himself was detected. In the opinion of the anciente he far exceeded

all his predecessors in every virtue becoming a prince, and was equalled by few of

his successors. He was a stranger to parade and ostentation, choosing to live with

his people rather as a father with his family, than as a despot with his subjects ; and

he knew no purpose of being higher than others, but to do good to all.

The medals of this reign are of little rarity in any metal,-—except small-brass, of

which there are none known ;•- the choice mainly rests upon the scarcity and interest of

the reverses ; and it must be recollected that in the large-brass series, TI. stands for

Tiberius, and T, for Titus. A large portion of them were struck in the life-time

of his father, with whom he was seven times Consul. With a view of restoring public

faith, which had been shaken in the wantonness of power, he not only confirmed
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the grants and immunities of his predecessors, but also preserved their memory hy

minting their medals anew ; he thus extended the class called Reatititti, of which

No. X. is a fine specimen.* A Greek coin, lieretofore attributed to Marcia Fnr-

nilla, the wife of Titus, has recently been adjudged to Plautilla, the wife of Cara-

calla ; and it is very unlikely that such a token of regard should have been paid to

a woman divorced long before.
LXXXll,

i
,i.

Obverse. T. CAES. VESPASIAN. IMP. PON. TR. POT. COS. IF. {Tilus Caesar Fetpasianus,
Imperator, Pontifex, Tr'ihnnitia potestate. Consul secundum.) The laurelled portrait of

Titus, which, though much more handsome, bears some likeness to that of his father. The
coin was struck A. D. 72, and is curiously patinated, being brown on the obverse, and greeti

on the reverse; it is in very sound condition, and was procured from T. Burgon, Esq. by
exchange, in 1825.

Reverte. CONGIAR. PRIMVM P. R. DAT. {C'ongiarium primiim Populo Romano datum.) On
the exergum S. C. The Emperor is seated on a curule chair, with Minerva standing by him.

At the foot of the tribunal is a man holding the frumentarian tessera, or ticket, and before

him is a citizen opening the folds of his robe to receive the donation. See No. XLVII.

LXXXIII.

Obverse. T. CAES. VESPASIAN. IMP. PON. TR. POT. COS. II. Titus Casar VespasiuMts,.

Imperator, Pontifex, Tribunitia potestate. Consul iterum.) The laureated portrait of the

Emperor. It is coated with a brownish-red patina, and is in fair preservation ; it was pro-

cured from Mr. Matthew Young, in 1830.

Reverse. S. C. [Senatus Consulto,) on the exergum. A triumphal car drawn by four horses abreast,

after a custom derived from the Etruscans. In the car stands Titus holding an olive-brancii,

and from the consular date, which answers to A. D. 72, it clearly marks the pageant given

on the subjugation of Judaea. This remarkable conquest gave birth to many medals, which
are easily obtainable; and among them is a second-brass with the legend VICTORIA
NAVALIS, around a Victory placed on the prow of a ship : this alludes to a fight upon the

Lake of Genesareth, about which all historians, save Joeephus, are silent.

LXXXIV.
Obverse. IMP. T. CAES. VESP. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. COS. VIII. {Imperator Titus

CcBsar Vespasianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Pater Patria,
Consul octavum.] The laurelled head of the Emperor turned to (he left. This medal was
minted A. D. 80 ; it is in capital preservation, and covered with an emerald-green pirtina.

It was found by an Arab of Rosetta, in 1822, from whom I obtained it.

Reverse, IVD. CAP. [Judcea capta,) placed across the field : under the inscription S. C. In the

centre rises the palm-tree, the symbol ofjudrea; to the right stands a pinioned captive,

probably representing the reckless Simon ; on the opposite side of the tree sits a female, be-

wailing her miserj', and around them are scattered pieces of armour. The good disposition,

talents, and high fortune of Titus rendered him an idol of popularity, yet, in the hand of
Providence, he was a terrible scourge to the Jews. For, as our Saviour prophesied, that not

one stone of Jerusalem should remain upon another, so was it accomplished forty years after

his ascension. From famine, and by the sword, 1 1 1,000 people perished, great numbers were
crucified and impaled, G,000 were burnt in the porch of the temple, and 97,000 prisoners were
taken at the sack of the city, and dragged into miserable and hopeless bondage. When the

demolition of the city was resolved upon, Titus stretched forth his hands, and called Heaven
and Earth to witness, that the Jews were more to blame than he.f

• The restituti of Titus, and his two immediate successors were in brass ; but Trajan, the third in succession, coined
them in gold and silver. Those of brass are all Imperial medals,— none being known of the republic, in that metal.

\ This conquest was a theme of great exultation in after ages. Wynkyn de Worde printed the " Dystruccyon and
Vengeaunce of Iherusalem," in 1528 ; and in another edition by Pynson, his successor, Veapazpan is exhibited in a print,

with cannon on carriages near Iiim, holding a parley with Pilate and Archclaus, who ar« upon the city walls.
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LXXXV. **?» ^
-Obeerse. IMP. T. CAES. VESP. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. COS. VIII. [Tmperator Titus

Ceesar Vespasianut, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestale. Pater Patria,
Consul octavum.) The laureated profile of Titus turned to the left, with a kind and benevo-
lent expression ; and in singularly beautiful preservation, though scarcely patinated. It was
struck A. D. 80, and was procured by exchange, at Sassari, in Sardinia, in 1824.

Reverse, S. C. (Senatus Constilto,) in the field. Two cornucopiae saltier, filled with corn and fruits,

and between them a winged caduceus ; the two first being significative of plenty, and the

last of peace, in allusion to the happiness, abundance, and tranquillity enjoyed under the

gentle rule of Titus. It has been averred, that with these symbols on a coin, the S. C. is

omitted, because they were a cognizance of the senate and people ; but this specimen, as well

as most of those bearing Felicitas, clearly prove the rule to have exceptions.

LXXXVI.
Obverse. IMP. T. CAES. VESP. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. COS. VIII. (Tmperator Titus

Ceesar Vespasianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestale. Pater Patrice,

Consul octavum.) The laurelled head of Titus, with a calm expression. This medal was
struck A. ]). 80 ; it is in excellent preservation, and varnished with an olive-green patina.

It was presented to me by Colonel Otto Beyer, at Goza, in 1819.

Reverse. ANNONA AVG. {Annoyia Augusti.) It bears no mark of senatorial authority. A standing
robed female, personifies the protectress of the annual store of corn. By the ship, with the
goose-neck prow behind her, it is seen that a supply arrived from abroad, and the garlands

with which the bow is decorated, shew the voyage to have been prosperous : Virgil notices

this custom,

—

" So sailors, when escap'd from stormy seas.

First crown their vessels, then indulge their ease."

The cornucopiae held upwards, by Annona, denotes the importation to be moderate, for with
abundance it is reversed. At her feet stands a modius, with ears of wheat in it, signifying

that the allowance must be measured : and her right hand holds a figure of Equity, with
scales, to testify that the distribution must be made with strict impartiality.

The supply of corn was an affair of the utmost importance. Augustus, finding the

granaries reduced to but three days allowance, determined to kill himself by poison, should
not the fleets arrive from the Provinces, within that space of time. Claudius awarded the
freedom of the city to him that built a ship capable of holding 10,000 modii of bread-corn

;

and Nero granted privileges, and immunities, to those who consructed vessels to carry 50,000
modii.

LXXXVII,

Obverse. IMP. T. CAES. VESP. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. COS. VIII. [Imperator Titus
Ceesar Vespasianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate, Pater Patrice,

Consul octavum.) A very characteristic laureated head of Titus, turned to the left. In
singularly fine preservation, and coated with a deep chocolate-coloured patina : it was procured

at Genoa, in 1823.

i?f«ersf. PROVIDENTIA AVGVST. [Providentia Augusti.) On the exergum S. C. Two togated

Romans standing, one of whom, with a radiated crown, is presenting a mundus, or globe, to

the other, in token of universal empire ; and their united hands resting upon a rudder, denote

that they are to steer and govern it. This medal has been thought to illustrate the passage
of Suetonius, where he says "Neque ex eo distitit participem, atque etiam tutorem Imperii
agere," in reference to Vespasian's having admitted Titus to a share of the Imperial power :

but from the date it would rather seem to commemorate a similar participation between the

latter and Domitian.

LXXXVIII.

Obverse. DIVO AVG. T. DIVI VESP. F. VESPASIAN. (Divo Augusta Tito, divi Vespasiani

Jilio, Vespasiano.) On the exergum S. C. Titus is here represented as togated, and seated

on a curule chair placed on a globe, among the spoils of war; his right hand holds an olive
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branch, and his left a roll or volume. This medal, of pale-yellow brass and in excellent con-

dition, was purchased at Bonorvo, in Saidinia, in 1824,

Reverse. {Sine tpigraphe.) The Flavian Amphitheatre, between the MetaSudans and the Domus Aurea,

as it was actually situated. It is marked with its proper number of stories, or arcades ; and

from the open top it is seen to be filled with people, the upper row having festoons of flowers

over their heads. This edifice was commenced by Vespasian, A. D. 77, and was finished and

dedicated by Titus, three years afterwards. It is of an elliptical form, and covers nearly six

acres of ground; the major-axis being 616 feet, and the minor 510, with a height of KK)—and

it was said to be capable of containing 70,000 spectators, at their ease.* These vast dimensions,

and the gigantic statue of Nero, procured it the name of Colossaeum, now by corruption Coliseum
;

and it is thus eulogized by Martial

—

" Omnis Caesareo cedat labor Amphitheatro,

Unum pro cunctis Fania loquatur opus."

The atrocious festivals of its dedication were protracted to 100 days, during which 5,000 wild

beasts, or more, were slaughtered, so that it might be said of the dedicator—" caedes belluarum

fecit in Amphitheatris." To say nothing of so demoralizing a loss of time, these unintellectual

pleasures of a half-starved mob, must have cost more than three millions sterling, including the

structure. When I wandered over this scene of guilt, I could not but regard it as a costly monu-
ment of prodigal folly and savage sensuality. Moreover, from the haste with which it was run

up, there are numerous architectural eye-sores, which, with its cumbrous attic, render it very

inferior in design to the elegant amphitheatre at Pola, in Istria.

That the Romans, after all, were essentially a barbarous people, is strikingly evinced by these

wholesale slaughter-houses, even had we no other evidences of their heartless cruelty. The taste

for blood was not confined to the soldiers and butchers only, who attended the spectacles ;—grave

senators, tender poets, and stern philosophers, shared in this inhuman exultation. Even Cicero,

who deservedly has a prodigious host of admirers amongst the moderns, was sufficiently unfeeling

to eulogize such licentious murders, closing his argument with the illogical assertion—'• Ocuiis

nulla poterat esse fortior coritra dolorem et mortem disciplina:" a dogma confuttd by the

vitiated taint given to the Romans, who—exchanging magnanimity for cruelty—sunk from the

warlike opponents of Hannibal, to the contemptible crouchers of the Lower Empire. This how-
ever, is comparatively but a slight shadow in the picture of ancient manners : the deepest and

most odious stain was, that the beauties of Rome flocked there in all their blandishments ; and,

inflamed by quivering limbs and streams of blood, acquired so execrable a delight lu deadly com-
bats, as to lose the natural disposition of their sex, and even enter the arena themselves !

" Seii

fceminarum illustrium, senalorumquefiliorumpluresper arenanifocdati fM«/."f

LXXXIX.
- Obverse. IMP. T. CAES. VESP. AVG. P. xM. TR. P. P. P. COS. Villi. (Imperator Titus Ccesar

Vespasianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Pater Pairia-, Consul
nonum.) The laurelled head of Titus, with full expressive features, and broad bare throat.

A well-spread medal, in most excellent condition and covered with dense-brown patina, which
was found near Mesratah, in Barbary, in 1816.

Reverse. PIETAS AVGVSTA. On the exergum S. C. The goddess of Concord, joining the right hands
of Titus and Domitian, a type of fraternal love ; the group being admirably drawn and finished.

The female— in whom some recognize Domitilla, and the revivers of ancient scandal Berenice

—

is veiled, and the men are togated and bare-headed. This medal is remarkably well figured in

Du Choul's " Discours de la Religion des anciens Romains," 1581.

XC.

Obverse. DIVO AVG. T. DIVI VESP. F. VESPASIANO. (Diva Augusta Tito, divi Vespasiani

filio Vcspasiano.) A seated statue of Titus, with the radiated head, and wand, of divinity. In

» According to Publius Victor, there were 77,000 seats—"Regie HI. .Amphitheatrum quod capit loca LXXVII. millia."

Yet, in a troublesome process of admeasurement which 1 adopted, and by allowing only 16 inches, which is more than man ot-

war'e allowance, to each spectator, 1 could not make it contain more than 50,000.

f Suetonius, in Caligula, relates the killing of a score of Roman knights, and as many ladies, who had forestalled sea<«

in the theatre, by occupying them the previous midnight! And Juvenal, alluding to the extravagant rage of the Roman ladies

for spectacles, after telling us that Hippia had abandoned her husband, children, father, and sister, for a common gladiator,

adds—"l/f^uc magit itupeat, ludot, Paridemqne reUquit."
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bis right hand is a branch of laurel, his foot is on a suppedaneum, and before him is m altar with

a sacred flame ; it is decorated with feetoens of flowew. (See No. IX.)

Revtrse. IMP. CAES. DIVI VESP. F. DOMIT. AVG. P. M. TR. P. P. P. {hnperator C^itsmr,

divi Vespasiani Jitius, Domitianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate.

Pater Palria.) In the centre of the field a large S. C. This was struck about A. D. 81, by
Doinitian, who caused his brother to be ranked amongst the gods, and was the tirst who paid him
divine honoui-s ; but at the same time he studied, both in pubKc and in private, to revile his

memory, and lessen the esteem and veneration which all orders of men had for so worthy a prince.

This medal escaped Vaillant, and Eckhel esteems it as very rare ; it is in good condition, is

covered with a deep-green patina, and was purchased at Frejus, in 1823.

JULIA.

Julia, the daughter of Titus and Marcia Furnilla, was brought into the world but a

short time before the divorce of her mother. The Emperor was desirous of uniting

her to Domitian, but the latter, who was too deeply enamoured of Domitia to prefer

fortune to the gratification of passion, saw her given in marriage to his cousin-german,

Flavius Sabinus, with utter indifference. No sooner, however, had the union taken

place, than Domitian was captivated by the charms of his niece, tore her from her

husband, whom he afterwards murdered ; and though intending to marry her, caused

her to miscarry, in order to hide their intercourse, and thus occasioned her untimely

death. In this incestuous commerce, Julia, instead of resenting the contempt with

which her uncle had treated her, behaved with such profligacy as to prove that want of

principle and genuine delicacy are incompatible : and we cannot but regret such should

have been the daughter of Titus.

The medals of Julia are of considerable rarity, especially in gold and silver : and

there are none, except Greek-Imperial, in small-brass. From them it appeal's that she

was called Augusta by her father, that she died A. D. 90 or 91, and was consecrated

by Domitian. The effigies indicate an age of about 30 years, but we are ignorant of

the time of her birth.

XCI.
~ Obverse. IVLIA IMP. T. AVG. F. AVGVSTA. (Julia, ImperatorisTki Augustijilia, Augusta.)

The profile of Julia^ with the hair closely tressed into a knot behind, and full curls in front. Her
features bear a strong resemblance to those of her father, but are of greater beauty. This coin,

though only of the second module, is, as with some of those of the house of Augustus, retained here

merely for the portrait, there being none on large brass: it was found at Leptis Magna, in1SI7.

Reverse. VESTA, on the exergum. In the field S. C. An elegant seated female personates the patroness

of chastity, holding a wand in her left hand, and the palladium in her right. This precious idol

was held to be the identical one upon which the fate of Troy depended; and as universal rule was
supposed to follow those who kept it, it was committed to the custody of one vestal only, who
preserved it in the innermost recess of the sanctum of the temple. See Julia Domna, reverse

Festa Mater.

*^* I have here to notice a singular medal of Julia, in my possession. It has a carpentum,

the roof of which is supported by females, but the legend bears the tribunitian date XIIII. As
this stamps it an altered medal, I dismissed it from the Cabinet, though it has strong marks of

authenticity ; for we know that title was borne by Titus before he came to the throne, and yet

the time of his death was only between the 10th and I Ith return of its nomination.
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The actual tribunes of the people were annually appointed in December, but the po-

testas was conferred at any time ; and it seems that the year of the Emperor was reckoned

on the anniversary of his nomination, as two different tribunitian dates may be seen to the

same consular one.

XCII.

Obverse. DIVAE IVLIAE AVG. DIVI TITI F. fDivce Julia Augustas, Divi Till filia-.) On
the exergum S. P. Q. R. {Senalus Populus Que Romayius.) A rich carpentum drawn by
two raules. This differs from the preceding, in that the supporters of the tilt are male figures,

a portion of the interior decoration is visible, the side-pannel has but one figure upon it, and the

reins are carried to a higherJvot-board. It is in very good preservation, and covered with a
thick grass-green patina ; it was procured at Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832. Of the consecration

here perpetuated, Martial says,

—

" Dum voce supplex, dumque there placabit

Matrona divse dulce Juliae nomen :

Manebit altum Flaviae decus gentis.

Cum sole, et astris, cumque luce Romana."

Reverse. IMP. CAES. DOMIT, AVG. GERM. COS. XV. CENS. PER. P. P. (Impcrator
Casar Domilianus, Augustus, Germanicus, Consul decimum quintum. Censor perpetuus.
Pater Patrice.) In the field an uncial S. C. {Senatus Consulto.) It thus appears that this

deification-medal was struck A. D. 91, by Domitian, after he had caused the death of the

wretched object who was deified. For office of Censor, see No. LXVllI.

DOMITIAN.

Flavius Domitianus, the second son of Vespasian and Domitilla, was born A. D.

51, and passed a penurious youth in idleness and infamy. When his fatlier was

proclaimed Emperor in the East, he took refuge from the VitelHans in the capitol

;

after narrowly escaping the deplorable fate of Sabinus, when hostilities had ceased he

was saluted Caesar, at the age of 18. On the death of his brother he ascended the throne,

and after a detestable reign of 15 years and 5 days, was assassinated A. D. 96;

being the last of the Flavian family, and likewise of those princes Avho are com-

monly called the twelve Caesars.

On succeeding such a ruler as Titus, Domitian found it necessary to dissemble his

vices, and to give instances, by several very laudable edicts, of a design of following

in the footsteps of so illustrious a predecessor. But the constraint was unnatural,

and his real character quickly bliized forth a compound of rapacity, ferocity, lust,

vanity, and cowardice. He atfected military virtue; but his unprovoked expedition

against the Catti, displayed no more courage than did his practice of killing flies,

—

^'quas, stylo prwacuto configebat." Tacitus, describing the reception of the

despatches in which Agricola related his success in Britain, tells us that Domitian

received them in the true spirit of his character, " with a smile on his countenance,

and malignity at his heart:" and in congratulating himself that his renowned father-

K
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in-law escaped the tyrant by death, he depicts the horrors of standing by, while

—

" with that fiery visage, of a dye so red that the blush of guilt could never colour his

cheek"—the despot marked the pale languid countenances of the unhappy victims

who shuddered at his frown. By the persecution and carnage of that horrid reign, the

islands were peopled with exiles; the rocks contaminated with murder and blood; but

more hideous still were the ravages of cruelty at Rome. The being a father, or

being childless, were alike obnoxious: it was treasonable to be noble, a capital

offence to be rich ; criminal to have borne honours, criminal to have declined

them; and the reward of worth and virtue was quick and inevitable destruction.

When Juvenal lashes the summoning of the senate to deliberate upon the dressing

of a turbot presented to Domitian, he says

—

" But long ere this, were hoary hairs become,
A prodigy, among the great, at Rome."

Bating a defect in the toes, which Suetonius has immortalized, Domitian appears to

have been comely of person, and with a countenance of better character than Lavater

would have looked for. He was an expert archer, but too impatient of study, or

toil, to become eminent in higher departments,—although Quinctilian, amongst

other base adulations, was fulsome enough to praise his poetry. His wit amounted

to the practical joke of terrifying senators with the prospect of execution, but his

vanity knew no bounds. In order to count more consulships than any of his

predecessors, he numbered 10, in anticipation ; instead of 12 lictors he was attended

by 24 ; he always, when presiding in the senate, wore the vestments used at his mock
triumph ; and, to complete the consummate arrogance of this truly infamous brute,

this generishumanijlagitium, he enacted that all men should pay him divine honours,

by the style and title of Lord God !
" Edictum Domini Deique nostri" says Martial,

who fawned on the living tyrant, and bitterly reviled him when dead. Among
other notable matter, we should mention that, under Domitian, the rights of the

ocean were sordidly encroached upon to increase his exchequer,—for flatterers

maintained that every thing which swam in the sea, or rivers, belonged to the

Emperor's demesne :—Juvenal is angry with the versatile Palphurius, as judge of

the Admiralty Court,—
" Nay, if Palphurius may our credit gain,

Whatever rare or precious swims the main.
Is forfeit to the crown, and you may seize

Th'obnoxious dainty, when and where you please."

The medals of Domitian are abundant, and cheap, and are therefore prized

according to their preservation, and the degree of interest attached to their reverses.

Many of them were struck in the life-time of his father, principally in gold, silver.
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and small-brass ; which last, when bearing the likeness, are held in consideration

by collectors, for although they lay no claim to the workmanship or consequence of

large module, they are not destitute of interest.

XCIII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. DOMITIAN. AVG. GERM. COS. XI. {Imperator Ccesar Domilianus,
Augustus, Germanicus, Consul undccimum.J The laureated head of Domitian, with an
animated countenance, and an amulet upon the breast. The coin is in excellent preservation,

and covered with a thin brown patina ; it was procured, in exchangefor a cheese, from an
inhabitant of Rio, in Elba, in 1823.

Reverse, S. C. {Senatus Consultu.J The Emperor, with a paludamentum over his armour, standing
in the attitude of a conqueror. He holds a lance in his left hand, and the right is laid upon
his breast. Before him is a kneeling captive, naked to the waist, who by his oblong shield

and his trousers, is seen to be a German. Between the shield and the Emperor's foot is a
helmet ; and on the exergum, a broken spear, the symbol of defeat. This medal was struck
A. D. 85, and from commemorating a rank falsehood, is a lasting disgrace to the Senators who
ordered the mintage : but, poor wretches, they had become terror-struck and tragic legisla-

tors,

—

curia timida et elinguis. The circumstance was thus.—Domitian, piqued perhaps
at his brother's military glory, affected a warlike ardour, and made a sudden incursion into

Germany, where he pretended to have gained a victory over the Catti, whom he never saw.
Returning to Rome, in all the parade of a victor, a magnificent triumph was decreed ; and to

give semblance to the scene, slaves were purchased to personate captives, who, attired as
Germans, marched along with dishevelled hair, and all becoming tokens of grief.

XCIV.

Obverse. IMP. DOMITIAN. AVG. GERM. COS. lil. flmperator Domitianus, Augustus, Ger-
manicus, Consul, undecimum.J A fine laurelled head of Domitian, in exquisite preservation,

with an amuletic Medusa on the breast. It was struck A. D. 85, is of pale yellow-brass
without patina, and was purchased at Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. S. C. (Senatus Consultu.) Victory alate, writing DE GER. {De Germanis.) upon a
shield which is supported by a trophy : her left foot rests upon a helmet. At the base of the

trophy sits a weeping female. As no historian records an advantage gained at this time, the

medal probably commemorates the /toax just described, (No. XCIII.)

xcv.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. DOMITIAN. AVG. GERM. COS. XI. (Imperator Caesar Domitianus,

Augustus, Germanicus, Consul undecimum.) An excellent laureated profile of the Emperor,
with the Medusa's head on his breast. A medal of the mintage of A. D. 85; it is in fine

preservation, covered with a deep brown patina, and was purchased at Naples, in 1817.

Reverse. S. C. [Senatus Consultu.) Between those two uncial letters Domitian, veiled and attired as

a priest, is standing at a decorated altar, and holding a patera over the flame. Behind the
altar is a temple of four columns, with a female statue displaying a simpulum, to which the
Emperor is sacrificing. The pediment is ornamented with a piece of sculpture, and to the

capital of the left hand column is suspended a garland. As there is no legend, it i.s rather

difficult to pronounce the peculiar object of this reverse. Antiquaries have usually assigned
it to Minerva, from the veneration in which Domitian held that goddess. He even, "with
matchless propriety," as Gifford says, claimed her as his mother, and instituted the Quin-
quatrian games in her honour : the birth of ignorance and brutality from the goddess of
wisdom, would certainly have been as wondrous as that of Minerva herself, according to the

pleasant relation of Lucian.

XCVI.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. DOMIT. AVG. GERM. COS XII CENS. P. P. P. (Imperator Casar Do-
mitianus, Augustus^ Germanicus, Consul duodecimum. Censor perpetuus. Pater Patria.)
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The laurelled portrait of Doinitian, with the usual amulet. This medal was purchased from

Mr. Young ; and though rubbed in ancient times, is now entirely coated with a thick grass-

green patina. It was struck A. D. 86, when the Emperor had been dubbed perpetual

Censor ; and truly, a man pctulans et Hbidinosus was a pretty fellow to be the first so

appointed.

Reverse. S. C. {Senatus Consullu,) on the exergum. The Emperor is here represented on horseback,

with a spear and shield ; he is in the act of smiting a foe who has fallen on his knee, but

who, grasping bis buckler firmly, is making a blow at his antagonist with a sword. See No.

LXXl. This is another allusion to the real or pretended victories of the Romans in Germany,
to which we have no historic clue. For though Domitian proudly assumed the name of Ger-

manicus, it was notorious, his armies beyond the Rhine were repulsed and defeated ; insomuch

that Pliny indignantly asserts that his triumphs were always proofs of signal advantages

gained by the enemy.

XCVII.

Obverse. I.MP. CAES. DOMIT. AUG. GERM. COS XII. CENS. PER. P. P. (Imperalor Ccesar

Domilianus, Augtislus, Germanicus, Consul decimum secundum, Censor perpetuus.

Paler Patrice.) The laurelled head of Domitian, with an amulet on his neck. The medal

is of some rarity, but only in secondary condition; it is brownly patinated, and was purchased

at Mr. Philip Neave's sale, iu 1830.

Reverse. GERMANIA CAPTA. On the exergum S. C. A trophy composed of German spoils, on
one side of which stands a man with his hands bound behind him, and on the other sits a

female bewailing her fate. Broken armour is strewed around.

XCVIII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. DOMIT. AVG. GERM. COS. XIIII. CENS. PER. P. P. (.Imperator Cwsar
Domitianus, Augustus, Germanicus, Consul decimum quartum. Censor perpetuus. Pater

Patrice.) A fine and expressive head of Domitian, without the amulet on his neck. This

medal is in good condition, and slightly coated with a dark green patina ; it was procured from

Mr. T. Burgon, in 1826, and formerly had a berth in the well-known cabinet of Mr. Tyssen.

Reverse. S. C. [Senatus Consullu,) on the exergum. The Emperor standing with a paludamentum
over his shoulders ; his left hand supports a spear, and his right grasps a thunder bolt, as

though he were another Jupiter : behind him stands a graceful winged victory, in the act of

placing a laurel crown on his brow.

XCIX.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. DOMIT. AVG. GERM. P. M. TR. P. VIII. CENS. PER. P. P. {Imperator

Ccesar Domitianus, Augustus, Germanicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate

octavum. Censor perpetuus, Pater Patrice.J A capital laureated portrait of Domitian,

with an intelligent and animated expression,—and without the amulet. This coin is in fine

preservation, though but barely varnished with yellow patina; it was purchased on the

25th day of Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. COS. XIIII. LVD. SAEC. (Consul decimum quartum, Ludos Sacutares.) On the exer-

gum, S. C. The togated Emperor is sitting upon a curule chair, placed upon a tribunal

which is supported by four balls ; it is inscribed SVF. P. D., fSuffimenta populo data,J

and bears two large vases, to contain the drugs. Before the Emperor stands a citizen, who is

in robes, to shew that freeme.i only are included in the donative,—and between them is a boy
holding up his hands. In the back ground is a temple of four columns in front, with a garland

on its pediment. This medal is one of a very interesting series vthich was struck by Domitiau
to record his having ordered the seventh celebration of the secular games ; and it represents the

giving of perfumes, torches, tapers, taedae, sulphur, and bitumen for the lustral fumigations.

Zosimus tells us that the people were summoned by sound of trumpet, several days before-

hand, and that the Qoindecemviri, or keepers of the Sibylline oracles, sat in the capitol to dis-

tribute the lustralia amongst those who were appointed to chaunt the prayers. The date of
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this event, as shewn by the medal, and given by Censorinus, is A. D. 88, or only 40 years

after the celebration by Claudius,— for Doinitian, bent upon the occupation, took his compu-
tation from that of Augustus. The illustrious Tacitus assisted on this occasion, in quality

of Quindecemvir.

The Ludi Saculares are among the most remarkable games, and most solemn festivals

that we meet with in the Roman history : nor does it appear that any modern ceremony lias

at all approached them in splendour. Valerius Maximus ascribes an odd origin to them; and
the date of their introduction, though questionable, may be about B. C. 509.* It is also

debated whether the period of celebration was every century, or every 110 years, while a third

party maintains that the name merely implied its being renewed but seldom. So great was
the ambition of some emperors to engross secular honours, that regularity of return was
disregarded. The most flagrant instance of anticipation was that of Claudius, whose heralds
were scoffed at because many living persons recollected the Augustan festival C4 years before,

—

and the form of proclamation was to invite all the people to a sight which none had seen, nor
would ever see again. Though Livy, Varro, and Zosimus may be quoted as authorities for

centenary returns, Ovid and the Sibyl are on the opposite side of the question ; and the
" uterque" chorus of the Secular Hymn appears decisive,

—

" Certus undenos decies per annos
Orbis ut cantus referatque ludos

Ter die claro, totiesque grata

Node frequentes."

C.

Obveme. IMP. CAES. DOMIT. AVG. GERM. P. M. TR. P. VIII, CENS. PER. P. P. [Imperator
Casar Domitianus, Augustus, Germanicus, Ponlifex Maximus, Tribunitia polestale,

octavmn. Censor perpetuus. Paler Patrice.J A striking and intelligent profile of the

Emperor, with his head laureated, and an amuletic medusa on his breast. This splendid
medal is in singularly good conservation in every respect, and is uniformly coated with a brown-
ish green patina ; it was found at a farm in the vale of Arno, in 1823, about a fortnight before

I purchased it in Pisa.

Reverse. COS. XIIII. LVD. SAEC, A. P. {Consul decimum quartum, Ludos Scsculares, a
populo.) On the substructure FRVG. AC. (fruges acceplce.) The Emperor is here seated

as in the last, but the curule chair has a covering with a rich border, and there are no vases.

The temple is of four columns also, but the pediment is ornamented with an eagle. Before
the Emperor are three togated citizens, the foremost of whom is pouring out offerings of the

first fruits, from the folds of his robe. The whole of this is very admirably designed and
executed. On the exergum S. C.

CI.

Obverse. IMP, CAES, DOMIT. AVG. GERM. P. M. TR. P. VIII. CENS, PER. P. P. fImpe-
rator Caesar Domitianus, Augustus, Germanicus, Ponlifex Maximus, Tribunitia

• Tlie form and object of the Secular Games, will be understood by the celebrated Sibylline prophecy ; and the neglect of

them Zosimus thinks is suAicient to account for the fall of the Eternal City. *' Remember, Romans, to offer sacritices to

the immortal gods, after every century, the term of the longest life. The field which is washed with the waters of the

Tiber, shall be the place for this sacrifice. When the day closes, and the night draws on, prepare to offer goats and sheep
to the Parcse, then offer proper sacrifices to the Lucinse, who have the care of women in childbed. Then offer a hog, and
a black sow to the fruitfal earth. The next day kill the white oxen on Jupiter's altars. The sacrifices which are offered

up by day-light plea.sc the celestial gods. For this reason thou shalt offer a young heifer, of a fine coat,.to Juno, Thou
shalt also make the like sacrifices to Phcebus, or Apollo, who is called the sun. Some Latin boys, accompanied with
girls, shall sing hymns in the jacred temples ; but in such manner that the boys shall sing on one side, and the girls on the

other; and let the fathers and mothers of the children be living. Married women shall pay their duty on their knees
lieforc the altar of Juno. They shall intreat the goddess to hear their prayers, and those of the public. Let every one
according to his ability, offer first-fruits to the gods, to render them propitious to him. Let those first fruits be carefully

kept, and let them be distributed amongst those who have assisted at the sacrifices. Let the statues of the gods be exposed
day and night, to the adoration of the people, on stately beds. Let this solemnity be celebrated with seriousness, and with
joy, O Romans I never forget the rules 1 give, so shall the land of the Italians and Latins be always subject unto you."
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potestale, oelavum. Censor perpetuus. Paler Patrits.J The laureated profile of Domitian,
without the amulet. This medal is only in secondary preservation, though sound, and was
presented to me by the Rev. Mr. Hall, chaplain to the Factory at Leghorn, in 1823, on my
shewing him the former.

Reverse. COS. XIIII. LVD. SAEC. FEC. fConsul decimum quartum, Ludos Seeculares fecit.) On
the exergum, S. C. Domitian, in his robes, standing before a temple of four fluted columns
or rather a sacellum, for I am persuaded, though the coin is lightly rubbed towards the upper
verge, that there are only rafters extending across, and leaving the roof open. The Emperor
displays his right arm, with an air of imperious majesty, towards three figures kneeling on
the plinth, with their hands raised in acknowledgement of his divinity. He may only be
addressing them in his office of Pontifex Maxiraus, but the attitude also recalls the arrogance

of his own assumed worship. The " timorous monster," as Pliny calls him, had so many
sacrifices made to him, that the common roads were too narrow for the herds which were driven

into the capital; while every street, every ascent, every corner of the temple was defiled with

gold and silver statues of him. The same excellent writer describes the delight of the Romans
at seeing this legion of images rudely battered down, and made a sacrifice to public exultation.

CIL
Obverse. IMP. CAES. DOMIT. AVG. GERM. P. M. TR, P. VIIL CENS. PER. P. P. [Imperalor

Ceesar Domilianus, Augustus, Germanicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate,

octavum, Censor perpetuus. Pater Patrice. ) The laureated head of Domitian, with a naked
neck, and the hair highly dressed. This coin is but in secondary conservation, yet such is

the interest of its reverse, that I willingly gave a numismatic friend three fine silver ones
of the same emperor, in exchange for it.

Reverse. COS. XIIH. LVD. SAEC. FEC. (Consul decimum quartum, Ludos Seecularesfecit.)
On the exergum. S. C. Here we have the Emperor with a scroll in his hand, and an officer,

both togated, following a procession indicated by three robed youths bearing .palm branches
;

this was a custom borrowed from the Athenian festivals Pyanepsia and Thargelia, and it

has been continued to the present times. The ceremonies opened in nearly the same form as

we still see practised in Italy, with a procession, in which the priests of each college assisted

in a body, and men of all orders joined, dressed in white, crowned with flowers, and carrying

palm branches in their hands. As they chaunted through the streets, the images of the gods
were every where exposed on stately beds, the lectisternia deorum. There were two choirs,

one of 27 youths, and the other of 27 virgins, for each of the divinities, and on the last day they

sang the admirable secular hymn, which has justly been esteemed as the master-piece of

Horace. Great care was taken, agreeably to the oracle, that the parents of the children should

be living, as the sight of an orphan, amidst the rejoicings, might have occasioned melancholy

recollections ; and the full exertion of the girls was ensured by the belief of its leading to a
happy marriage,

—

" Nupta jam dices ; ego Dis amicum,
Seculo festas referente luces,

Reddidi carmen, docilis modorum
Vatis Horati."

cni.

Obverse, IMP. CAES. DOMIT. AVG. GERM. P. M. TR. P. VIII. CENS. PER. P. P. [Impera-
tor Casar Domitianus, Augustus, Germanicus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate,

octavum, Censor perpetuus. Pater Patrice.) The profile of the Emperor, laureated, and
bearing a Medusa's head on the neck, a medal in fair condition, though but slightly patinated

:

it was purchased of a knicknackaterian, at Naples, in 1817.

Reverse. COS. XIIII. LVD. SAEC. FEC. (Consul decimum quartum, Ludos Seecularesfecit.)

On the exergum, S. C. The togated Emperor is standing at an altar, with a patera in his

hand, in the act of sacrificing, while one of the by-standers plays upon two tibiae, or flutes,

at once, and another on the cithara. On the right side of the altar is the popa, whose business
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it was to kill the victim, which in this instance is a large hog. At the Emperor's feet is a
reclining female with a cornucopise ; on the other sacrifices of this series, the Tiber is repre-

sented in her place, in allusion to the rites being celebrated on its banks. This female is

probably Tellus, to whom the hog was thought appropriate because he always looked towards

the earth : the Sibyl said

Inde feraci

Telluri porcus mactator, cum sue nigrS.

During the three days and nights which were occupied in these sacrifices, music resounded

from every altar; all the theatres, circi, and other public places of amusement were thrown
open ; and what with races, wrestling, hunting, matches, combats with wild beasts, nauma-
chiae, and dramatic entertainments, the people divided their whole time between mirth and
devotion. At the close of day, all the streets of Rome were illuminated with bonfires and
numberless lights ;

" lumina cum rogis accenduntur.'^

CIV.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. DOMIT. AVG. GERM. P. M. TR. P. VIII. CENS. PER. P. P. {Imperafor
Ccesar Domitianus, Augustus, Germanicus, Ponlifex Maximus, Tribunilia poleslate

octavum. Censor perpetuus. Pater Palrice.) A fine head of Domitian, with the laurel over

hair attentively dressed, without an amulet on the neck. This beautiful medal is in perfect

condition, being entirely covered with an olive green patina ; it was purchased with No. XCIX.
Reverse. COS. XIIII. LVD. SAEC. A POP. ^Consul decimumquurltim, Ludos Soeculares,

a populo.J On a substruction appears FRVG. AC. which joined to the legend reads

A populojfruges acceptte. The Emperor is here seated as on No. XCIX, and apparently

near the same temple, but there are three vases on the tribunal. He is distributing the

offerings to togated citizens ; thus illustrating what we learn from history, that a portion was
returned to the people, who received the presents as objects of veneration. This ceremony
closed the solemnity of the Secular Games.

CV.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. DOMIT. AVG. GERM. COS. XV. CENS. PER. P. P. {Imperator Ccesar
Domitianus, Augustus, Germanicus, Consul decimum quintum, Censor perpetuus, Pater
Patrice.) A very animated portrait of the Emperor, without his amulet ; and the head dressed
with such evident care as to recall him whose reading was limited to the Commentaries of

Tiberius, and whose authorship was confined to a treatise on the nourishment of hair. This
medal is in a high state of preservation, though only thinly varnished by a brown patina ; it

was minted A. D. 90, and was presented to me by Consul General Salt, in Egypt.

Reverse. lOVI VICTORI. On the exergum, S. C. A majestic sedent Jupiter with the wand of
divinity supporting his left hand, and his right holding a winged victory with a garland.

The body is naked to the waist, except that a robe descends from the left shoulder, down the

back, and is gracefully folded over the thighs and legs : the feet rest on a suppedaneum.
This has been thought to commemorate the destruction of the rebels under L. Antonius,
which happened two years before ; but it was more probably in honour of the peace which he
begged from Decebalus, after his own signal defeat by the Marcommanni, a defeat for

which he nevertheless triumphed. Domitian affected great gratitude to Jupiter as his pre-
server ; he built a chapel to him in Vespasian's time, and a magnificent temple after his

accession. He was, at all times, profusely sumptuous in his public buildings, and not only
restored many of the edifices destroyed by fire, but also spent 12,000 talents in merely gild-

ing the Capitol.

CVI.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. DOMIT. AVG. GERM. COS. XVI. CENS, PER. P.P. (Imperator Ccesar
Domitianus, Augustus, Germanicus, Consul decimum sextum. Censor perpetuus. Pater
PatricB.} The laurelled profile of the Emperor, without the usual amulet. In the field is the
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little silver eagle, which was formerly the stamp of the Modena collection. This medal is

in very fair conservation, of a pale unpatinated yellow brass, and was purchased at the Hon.
R. E. Digby's sale, in 1825.

Reverse. S. C. {Senalus Consulto,) on the exergum. Victory is crowning the Emperor, who stands

majestically with a thunderbolt in his hand, as in No. XGVIII., but from the consular date

this coin is seen to have been struck A. D. 92, or four years afterwards. It is equally

uncertain whether this was on occasion of some advantage over the Dacians, or one of those

counterfeit victories for which every street and corner of Rome was then decorated with trophies

and triumphal arches. The only remarkable event of the 16lh consulate was, the decree

which, as wine was very plentiful and corn very scarce,—ordered half the vines to be rooted

up, and no more to be planted.

DOMITIA.

Domitia Longina, daughter of the illustrious Cn. Domitius Corbulo, was first

married to Lucius Lamia, a senator, who was murdered by Domitian, in order that

he might retain undisturbed possession of the widow, after an adulterous intercourse

with her. She was kept sometime as a concubine, and then solemnly married to

the Emperor, A. D. 70 ; but the dignity of her station did not check her licentious-

ness. Scandal was rife in attributing the anguish of the last moments of Titus, to

his remorse for having had criminal intercourse with his brother's wife ; but Sue-

tonius clears him from the aspersion, upon the solemn protestation of Domitia

herself, who, had the charge been true, would rather have gloried in it, as in all

her other crimes, than denied it. She was supposed to have died under the reign

of Trajan ; but from a curious inscription found amongst the ruins of Gabii, and

published by Visconti in his JUuseo Pio-Clementino, it would seem that she

attained extreme old age, and died about A. D. 140.

Domitia affords a lamentable instance that, descent from one of the greatest men

that Rome ever produced, and engaging beauty of person, were insufficient barriers

against depravity, where virtue was wanting. Lucius Lamia is said to have pos-

sessed all the merit that was possible for a man to have, whence it has been alleged

that pride and ambition wrought her fall. But she was vile to the core, for under

the base pretence of avenging herself of the Emperor's neglecting her for Julia, she

abandoned herself publickly to libertinism with the vilest and most contemptible of

mankind. This was continued with singular impunity for some time, till her shame-

less attachment to Paris, a player, aroused the despot, who assassinated the man,

and banished the woman. The love of Domitian, however, had but slumbered,

and no sooner was Julia dead, than he revoked the divorce, and declared in an edict

that he recalled her in pulvinar suum, assuming that his couch was sacred ;—nay

more, the reconciliation was recorded by a gold medal, with a peacock, inscribed
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Concordia Augusta, as though she were another Juno, for the emblem was usually

a special allusion to the consecration of deceased Empresses. This exposed the

Emperor to the shafts of satire ; he was, however, delighted to hear the populace

at large exclaim, Domino et Dominoe, feliciter, on her return ; but the union

was an unhallowed one,—and while Domitian was compassing his wife's death,

she became an accomplice with the conspirators who despatched him. The alarm

was first given to her by a paper which a boy, playing in the Emperor's room,

had taken from under his pillow, while the despot was sleeping. In caressing this

boy, Domitia quickly spied the scroll, and as quickly seized and read it ; wheus

with surprise and horror, she beheld her own name bowing the list of those who
had but a day to live ! The time was brief—the peril extreme—she revealed the

fact to her companions in danger, and the tyrant was despatched.

This depraved woman has met with such lenity from historians, that some of

them have barely mentioned the part she took in this tragedy ; and Procopius

records an anecdote^ which, if true, would invalidate the act, and entitle her to un-

qualified praise. He relates, that she, never having approved of her husband's

tyrannical conduct, was much esteemed by the senators, who offered all that she

should demand of that wicked prince's possessions. She only desired leave to bury

him, and to erect a statue to his memory ; which being granted, she caused all the

dispersed and mangled parts of his body to be sought for, and joined them as well

as she could. The body thus patched up was the model of the statue she erected

to her husband, with the aim of preserving a monument of the barbarity of his

murderere. Tristan certainly has great reason to marvel that so extraordinary a

thing, if worthy of the slightest credit, should be omitted by the numerous authors

who have mentioned her. Josephus has also extolled Domitia as a virtuous and

amiable princess ; but however honest that historian may be in other respects, he

has, on this subject, merely exchanged fulsome compliment for the substantial

patronage which he received at her hands.

Latin medals of Domitia are of great rarity, and those of large-brass singularly

so ; it is therefore usual to substitute for them Greek Imperial coins, w hich, though

scarce, are more easily obtained, especially where perfect preservation is not an

object. All those which I have seen bear a young and beautiful countenance, so

that this female Nestor lived long enough to see her own coins prized as antiques.

One of the most interesting was struck both in gold and silver; it bore her e^^y,
with her deified son sitting naked upon a globe, in the midst of seven stars, on
the Reverse : he was born about A. D. 82, and his sister two years afterwards,

—

they both died young.

I.
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CVII.

Obverse. DOMITIA AVG. IMP. CAES. DIVI. F. DOMITIAN. AVG, (Domitia Augusta, Im-
peraioris Ccesaris divi Jilii Domitiani Augusti.) The head and part of the bust, of
Domitia, with a countenance decidedly beautiful, but blended with assurance. The hair is

very carefully dressed, with a profusion of curls in front, and twisted into a loop hanging
behind. In saying that this rare medal is in perfect condition, I cannot entirely omit my
doubts as to its being really genuine. Indeed, I may say with Eckhel, that it has not
the look of antiquity,—a vexatious Patavinity interferes with its apparent purity of
legend, edge, and other usual tests, and recalls to mind the fraudulent brothers who beaded
the falsarii of the XVI. century. It is unquestionably a fine and correct likeness of the
Empress, but from the objection advanced, it was " knocked down" for only five guineas, at

Mr. Henderson's sale, in 1830. It is singular that the head-dress of this specimen and that
of Vaillant's are identical, while those in the Cabinet of Queen Christina and the British
Museum have the hair braided round the head,—the legends and reverses being alike in all

the four. The legitimacy of the last was long under question, although Ennery had bought
a whole collection to secure it ; but my friend Mr. Hawkins, in whose charge it is, informed
me that the erudite Steinbiichel, of Vienna, after repeated examinations, pronounced it to

be a genuine medal.

Reverse, DIVI CAESARIS MATER. On the exergum S. C. Domitia, attired in becoming robes,

and holding the wand of divinity, is seated on a curule chair, with an air of majestic elegance.

Before her stands a youth habited in the pretexta, who is presenting an olive branch ; it is

supposed to represent the deified son of the Empress,—the Doroitian Junior of numis-
matists—to whom medals were struck on his apotheosis being decreed by the senate.

NERVA.

Marcus Cocceius Nerva born A. D. 32, at Narnia in Utnbria, was the son of M. C.

Nerva, a man of consular dignity, and Plautilla, a lady of respectable descent. He
was early distinguished by civil dignities, and became a favourite with Nero, who con-

ferred triumphal honours upon him, A. D. 65. After having served as praetor, and

twice as consul, he was, on the death of Domitian, with one voice declared Emperor;

and, after a judicious reign of 16 months and 9 days, died of a fever, in the beginning

of A. D. 98.

Nerva was humane, wise, and generous ; and though said to have been consti-

tutionally timid, and somewhat enervated by age and infirmity, he acted with great

personal fortitude in the compliance forced upon him by the mutinous prae-

torians. He was very eloquent, and one of the best poets of his day : Pliny speaks

of his epigrams with commendation; and IVIartial says,—"Quanta quies placidi,

tanta est facundia Nervae." The first acts which graced his assumption of the purple

were—the liberation of state prisoners,* the enactment oi poor laws,^; the punish-

• This popular act was commemorated by a medal, inscribed Exules Roma: red. S. P. Q. R.

t A medal inscribed Tutela Italics, was struck when the edict was promulgated, which ordered the cities of Italy te

feed their orphaos, and poor children, at the public cost.
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raent of delators, the reform of abuses, the redress of grievances, the relief of

distress, the establishment of liberty of conscience, and the abolition of the odious

lex JUajestatis. Besides these, he was himself a personal example of equity,

moderation, and virtue: and the professed spirit of his administration was—so to

govern that he might return to private life without apprehension. It is harsh to

condemn the exercise of virtue because sumtnitm jus may become summa injuria;

but lenity may be carried too far ; and the murder of those who had wrought his

elevation, in spite of his entreaties to the contrary, has blotted the otherwise fair fame

of his reign. But the mortifying insolence of the soldiery, on that occasion, proved

of vital advantage to the empire in the end; for Nerva, now sensible of the necessity

of firmness, passed over his own kindred, and, with deep sagacity, solemnly adopted

Trajan as his son and successor,—an act by which he brought forward otie who
was able to support the throne with vigour, and also to continue an equitable govern-

ment after his demise.

The harmonious Moore, in introducing his " Loves of the Angels," alludes to the

" Heaven and Earth" of Lord Byron, as about to appear. This makes him hurry;

so that by an earlier appearance in the literary horizon, he might gain an heliacal

rising, and shine previous to the coming of the luminary, in whose light he was to

be lost. So Pliny, in his pointed style, observes it is the nature of the heavenly

bodies, that the smaller and more obscure are lost in the lustre of more dazzling

orbs. And, apostrophizing Nerva, whose virtues were eclipsed by those of Trajan,

he adds—" Thus you were not afraid of adopting one whose brighter eminence

should, in some measure, obscure and eclipse your waning lustre."

The medals of this excellent prince are rather common, and generally cheap,

with the exception of the gold ; and such of the large-brass series as relate the

public events of the reign. From some of the silver coins, it seems that Nerva took

the title of Imp. II. in the latter part of the year 97, on account of a victory in

Pannonia, upon which historians are silent. Others bear Trib. Pot. HI. in the

legend, which has created much discussion, as to their proper date.

Some writers have stated that Nerva was married, and that he had a son named
Calpurnius ; but though the assertion is without foundation, it was too favourable

an incident to be lost ; and a crafty fabricator seized the opportunity of foisting an
imposition upon the public, as a colonial coin in honour of the youth.

CVIII.

Obverse. IMP NERVA CAES. AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. II. P. P. (Impcrator Nerva Ctesar,
Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia poiestale. Consul ilerum, Paler Patrice.) The
laureated profile of Nerva, bearing all the characteristics of sense and thought, with a deep
tinge of the gravity assigned to him ; and stamped with internal evidence of being a good
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likeness. It is in excellent condition, and slightly varnished with yellow patina ; it was
found in the marshes near Astura, in 1822, and was brought to me shortly afterwards.

Reverse. CONGIAR. PR. fCongiariumprimum.J The Emperor, seated on an elevated tribunal,

the base of which is marked S. C. is inspecting a distribution. Before him stands Rome
Nicephora, and one who holds up a frumentarian tessera ; between them a togated officer

sits on a curule chair, of a form different from that of Nerva ; he is in the act of giving the
donative to a citizen on the steps, or ladder,—the " de gradibus, in gradibus, et gradibus,
panem disiribuere" of the Theodosian code. There is no mention of this largess, among
the ancient records, and but for this medal, posterity would have been altogether ignorant
of it.

CIX.
Obverse. IMP. NERVA CAES. AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. II. P. P. flmperator Nerva Ccesar,

Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia polestate. Consul ilerum. Pater Patrice.

J

The portrait of Nerva is here seen under the same character as in the last, but with features

less decided, and a nose rather more aquiline. It is in capital preservation, and was pur-
chased at Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832. It is covered with a dark-brown patina.

Reverse. CONGIAR. PR. fCongiarium primum.J This medal was struck on the same occasion as
No. CVIII.—but differs from it, in that the figure of Rome Nicephora is omitted.

ex.
~ Obverse. IMP. NERVA CAES. AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. III. P. P. [Imperator Nerva Ccesar,

Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia polestate. Consul tertium. Pater Patrice.) An
expressive likeness of the Emperor, covered with a deep green patina. This medal is in very
fine condition, and was presented to me by W. S. Craig, Esq. at La Maddelina, in Sardinia,
in 1824.

Reverse. LIBERTAS PVBLICA. In the field S, C. A robed female standing, with thepi/ew* in
one hand, and the rudis in the other. (See No. LVIII.) This was minted in honour of a
reign, which Cornelius Tacitus, who was one of its consuls, observes, blended liberty and
sovereign power—elements till then considered incompatible.

CXI.

Obverse. IMP, NERVA CAES. AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. III. P. P. (Imperator Nerva Caesar,
Augustus, Ponti/ex Maximus, Tribunitia polestate, Consul tertium. Pater Pa/rice.) A
bold laurelled head of Nerva, covered with olive-green patina, and very perfect. This speci-
men was purchased at Lord Morton's sale, in 1830.

Reverse. FORTVNA AVGVSTI. In the field S C. A robed female standing, with her right hand
on a rudder, and her left supporting a cornucopiae, emblems of sovereignty and plenty. The
ancients adored Fortune as the ruler of all events, both good and bad : which is in reality

nothing more than ascribing every sudden and unexpected change of things to chance. Yet
altars, temples, and statues were erected to her as a deity, under various adjunctive attributes,

as publica, redux, manens, libera, felix, &c. ;—and Horace, invoking her to protect Au-
gustus while among the distant Britons, gives her this power :

—

" O Diva, gratum quse regis Antium,
Prsesens vel imo tollere de gradu

Mortale corpus, vel superbos

Vertere funeribus triumphos."

Fortune is represented by painters with a bandage over her eyes, to shew that she acts without
discernment, " insanam esse, et ccecam ;" but this is not imitated upon medals. When she

" appears seated, on the latter, there is generally a wheel to the chair, which has been said to

typify her revolutions and inconstancy
; yet this is a solecism, inasmuch as the being seated

denotes stability: it was rather used to shew that Fortune presides over expeditions by land :

those by sea being expressed by the gubernaculum. As sovereign directress of humaa
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affairs, her rudder is sometimes placed upon a globe.* Gifford in one of his versions of the

passage in which Juvenal so handsomely ridicules his countrymen for making such a surrep-
ti tious goddess, says

—

" O Fortune, Fortune ! all thy boasted powers
Would shrink to nothing, were but wisdom ours."

CXII.
- Obverse. IMP. NERVA CAES. AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. III. P. P. [Imperator Nerva Ccesar,

Augustus, Ponlijex Maximus, Tribunitia poteslate. Consul tertium. Pater Patrice,)

An expressive laureated profile of Nerva, in exceedingly fine preservation. It is of bright
yellow-brass, without patina, and was purchased in Tuscany in 1818.

Reverse. CONCORDIA EXERCITVVM. In the field S. C. " Indefdes dexlr-te<gue daKe.'' Two
right-hands joined—tlie symbol of faith and good understanding—hold a military trophy,
which is planted on the prow of a ship, and surmounted by a garland, and an eagle. This
was struck \. D. 97, and indicates the unanimity of the army and navy in thj? election of
Nerva; and though the " trained bands" under Casperius disgraced themselves, those of the

"United Service" were steadily attached to their Emperor.

CXIII.

-Obverse. IMP. NERVA CAES. AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. III. P. P. {Imperator Nerva Ccesar,
Augustus, Ponti/ex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Consul tertium. Pater Patrice.)

A laurelled bust of the Emperor, with the usual expression. This extremely rare medal
has been much rubbed, but the wear must have occurred in former times, for it is entiiely

coated with a dark-brown patina. It was purchased at the sale of P. Neave, Esq. in 1830,
whose countenance, by the way, strongly resembled that of Nerva.

Reverse, ADLOCVT. AVG. ^Adlocutio Augusti,J on the exergum. The Emperor on a substruc-
ture, with two other togated figures, is haranguing four soldiers, in front of a grand temple.
From the date it is not at all improbable that the address here commemorated, took place after
the mutiny of the praetorian guards.

CXIV.
-Obverse. IMP. NERVA CAES. AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. III. P. P. {Imperator Nerva Ccesar,

Augustus, Ponti/ex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Consul tertium. Pater Patrice.)
A strongly marked portrait of Nerva, with the head laureated. This medal is in singularly
fine condition, and coated with a dense green patina : it was found at Gozo, in 1819, and
presented to meby Col. Otto Beyer, the lieut. governor.

Reverse, ANNONA AVGVSTI. On the exergum S. C. The good prince having secured a supply
of provisions from abroad, Amalthaea is here presenting her horn to a seated female, who, by
her torch and altar, is known to be Ceres. In the back ground a ship appears, and as there
is no modius, the stock was probably plentiful. See No. LXXXVI.

cxv.
-Obverse. IMP. NERVA CAES. AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. Ill, P. P. (Imperator Nerva Ccesar,

Augustus, Ponti/ex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Consul tertium, Pater Patrice.)
The laurelled head of the Emperor, with ihe usual sensible countenance. This medal was
purchased at Mr. Tratile's sale, in 1832, to replace an indifferent one which I had procured
in Spain ; it is in good condition, and coated with a brownish-green patina.

Reverse. PLEBEI VRBANAE FRVMENTO CONSTITVTO. In the field S. C. A large modius,
with six ears of wheat sticking in il, and a poppy in the centre. This affords another proof
of the liberality of Nerva, who, as Dio truly observed " compluribus ingcniia beneficia con-
lulit;" and beside being typical of plenty, relates to a fund which the Emperor established for

furnishing corn to the people.

• It ihould he mentioned that there U another Foitnne of Nerva, which is tolrtahly common. It has FORTVNA P. R.

f For Iuna f'opuli liotnani,) as a legend, and the figure is seated, with ears of wheat in her hand. My sjjccimcn is not
•iifficiently good for a place io this cabinet.
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CXVI.

Obverse. IMP. NERVA CAES. AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. III. P. P. (Imperalor Nerva Ccesar,
Aiii^nsius, Ponlifex Maximns, Tribunitia potestale. Consul tertium. Pater Patrice.)

A fine portrait of Nerva, in bold relief. This coin is in good condition, though so thinly

patiuated as to be rubbed in several places : it was procured at Corfu, in 1818.

Reverse. VEHICVLATIONE ITALIAE REMISSA. On the exergum S. C. Two mules are here

quietly feeding, liberated from their yokes which appear in the back ground ; the symbol of

peace and liberty. This medal was struck on the exemption of Italy from the " muttus
xiebicularium," or the obligation to furnish horses, mules, and conveyances, for persons

travelling upon public business,—an imposition grievously complained of. It is thus evi-

dent that the people were relieved from this oppression by Nerva ; but that fact has been
overlooked by historians, who assign the merit to Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius, by whom
the plan was only completed.

CXVII.

Obverse. IMP. NERVA CAES. AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. III. P. P. (Imperator Nerva Ca:sar,

Augustus, Ponlifex Maximus, Tribunitia polestate. Consul tertium. Pater Patrice.) A
fine and expressive laurelled head of Nerva, in perfect preservation, and covered with a dense
chocolate-coloured patina. It was procured at Ben-ghazi, in 1821, from an Arab who had
picked it up among the ruins of Cyrene.

Reverse. FISCI IVDAICI CALVMNIA SVBLATA. In the field, a large S. C. and between these

letters, a palm tree, the symbol of Judea. Domitian raised a trifling tax laid by Vespasian

upon the Jews, as a license for the profession and exercise of their religion, to a heavy ex-

action called the Fiscus Judaicus, This was abolished by Nerva, consistently with his

idea of liberty of conscience, and the fact is here commemorated. By such measures, he who
forbad the erecting of gold and silver statues to himself, created monuments of a more lasting

nature.

CXVIII:

Obverse. IMP. NERVA CAES. AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. III. P. P. (Imperator Nerva Ccesar.

Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestafe. Consul tertium. Pater Patrice.)

The laureated profile of the Emperor, with a robe on the breast. Behind the neck is the

little silver eagle known as the Modena stamp. This medal is in fair condition, though un-

patinated, and was purchased from Mr. M. Young, in 1825.

Reverse. ROMA RENASCENS. On the exergum S. C. The galeated figure of Rome seated,

with a victory on the right hand, and a lance supporting her left; her feet rest on a suppe-

daneum.* This was struck in honour of a real revival of Rome : and the poet might Justly

have accosted Nerva, and bis consuls, exclaiming :

—

" O clari salvete duces generosa propago
Principis invicti, sub quo senium omne renascens

Deposui."

The symbol also typifies the happiness enjoyed by the Roman people, under so mild and

auspicious a reign. An instance of the absence of imperial rapacity in those halcyon days,

deserves note : Herodes Atticus, the father of the sophist, found a treasure in his house, and
fearing informers, revealed the secret in a letter to Nerva. The Emperor answered, " use it,"

But Herodes, still anxious as to the result, wrote him word that the treasure exceeded the

condition of a private man. Nerva nobly replied,—"ergo abutere."

• The term suppedaneum is applied by numismatists to an ornamented footstool,—yet as it was not used till the time of

Julius Firmicus, it can hardly be considered classical.
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TRAJAN.

Marcus Ulpius Trajanus Crinitus, was born at Italica, in Bsetica ; being a

Spaniard both by birth and extraction. Early inured, by his father, to the use of

arms, he served ten years in the rank of a tribune ; was appointed Prsetor, A. D.

86 ; and was honoured with tlie Fasces, A. D, 91. While governing in lower Ger-

many, he was adopted by Nerva, A. D. 97, and succeeded to the sovereign power

in the following year. Having reigned gloriously for 19 years, 6 months, and 15

days, he sunk under a paralytic attack, at Selinus, in Cilicia, A. D. 117 ; leaving a

character which led senators, in their acclamations 250 years after his demise, to

utter aloud the wish that their new prince might prove—" more fortunate than

Augustus, and better than Trajan."

Besides embellishing the city, and constructing harbours and highways, this

excellent prince founded public libraries, reformed the laws, and extended the do-

minions of Rome. His success over Decebalus led him to reduce Armenia, Meso-

potamia, and Arabia: after which, he subdued the whole of Assyria, and descending

the Tigris with his fleet, had the honour of being the first and last Roman general

who navigated the Indian Ocean.

Trajan was of large and majestic stature, with manly features, a dignified aspect,

and vigorous mind ; and he possessed, in 'an eminent degree, all the qualities

which form a great and excellent prince. Being promoted to the empire at a ma-

ture age, he happily tempered the ardour of youth with the wariness of age, so

that he was well prepared for authority and enterprise. He was affable, economic, and

bountiful ; frugal in private, but magnificent in public ; and though, not a man
of learning himself, a zealous patron of education. With regard to military affairs, he

was, without dispute, the best commander of his age, and equal to the greatest

generals of antiquity ; besides which, he was as good a soldier as he was a general.

When he first assumed the purple, betook an oath to obey the laws, asdiligesitly asthe

meanest of the people, which he religiously observed :
" I have delivered a sword,"

3aid he in a sally, " into the hands of the captain of my guards, with a command

that he should draw it against me, if I act contrary to the duty I owe to the public."

His government was administered with such mildness, justice, and impar-

tiality, together with such wisdom and sagacity, as called forth the admiration, as

well as the love and gratitude of the senate and people of Rome. To secure

the happiness of his subjects, he cheerfully lessened his revenue, and relinquished his

prerogatives. He took great care to advance the most worthy and virtuous men to

the highest posts and offices, and such as were otherwise he reclaimed by mildness
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and clemency. His praise resounded in all quarters, amongst the old and the

young, even, we are told, in the kitchens,—places "unused to dissimulation and

compliment: "it is delightful," said Pliny, "to see one of the good old Roman
stamp convince the world that as he reigns alone, so he alone deserves to reign."

These deductions are not altogether drawn from the celebrated and eloquent ora-

tion of the illustrious writer just quoted, but proceed from a consideration of this

Prince's actions. Pliny, who was one of the honorary consuls, termed "sufiecti," cer-

tainly details particulars enough,—even to Trajan's pulling a better oar than the

effeminate Domilian. But the discourse was uttered at the beginning of the reign,

as a professed panegyric ; and it was afterwards expanded into an essay, in which

those shades and failings which dimmed the lustre of the virtues displayed, are

carefully omitted. It therefore pourtrays a divinity rather than a man ; but there

are some awkward admissions in Dio, for which the elaborate composition of the

encomiast does not at all prepare us. An unfortunate passion for war and conquest,

made Trajan more desirous of extending the empire, than was consistent with policy,

equity, or humanity. He was addicted to sensual indulgences, of which wine-

bibbing was the least infamous : yet the last was carried to such intemperance, that,

according to Aurelius Victor, he enjoined his officers not to put in execution such

orders as he should give at, or after his banquets. He allowed himself to be styled

Dominus, a title peculiarly odious to Roman ears, and constantly refused by other

good Emperors, even by Augustus himself. He likewise permitted sacrifices to be

offered to his statues, and the people to swear by his Life and Immortality, as most

sacred things. He suffered the religious persecutions which had been abolished by

Nerva, to be revived, though he put forth no new edicts against those who rejected

the national faith. That he was a prejudiced enemy to the christians, is manifest

from his answer to Pliny's letter, and the absurd ordinance which he sent into

Bithynia,—forbidding inquisition into the " new superstition," but ordering such

as were accused to be punished : " declaring them innocent," says Tertullian, " and

yet treating them as criminals."* It must in justice be admitted that these were

blemishes. of the age; and notwithstanding the vices we lament, the magnanimous

Trajan must ever be placed in the foremost rank of the greatest Roman Emperors,

Although the mints of Rome, and the Colonies, were freely worked to celebrate

the exploits of this Emperor, there are some years of his reign uncommemorated.

• Pliny requested permission to found a " Mechanic's Institute" at Nicomedia ; to this the careful Emperor gave a
lefusal, assigning as a reason that such societies are always prone to faction, and are common nurseries of riotous and
discontented spirits. Before concluding this note, we should observe that the same hc^nest philosopher, in describing the
Christians to Trajan, states, among other highly interesting facts, that they were wont to assemble, before daylight, and
ting a hynm « to Christ as God." Can this be any other than the "Te deum laudamus" continued to the present hour J
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Several auJhoj-s recorded the acts by which Trajan distinguishetl hiraselfj both as

au experienced officer, and as a general ; bnt their works being lost, it remains

uncertain, from history, whether he ever returned to Rome after setting out for

the conquest of Armenia. Yet it is unlikely that he should have continued in the

East, without once visiting the Metropolis of his Empire, for the space of 11 or 12

years ; and it appears probable, from medals, that he did return before A. D. 112,

and left it the same or the following year. Some suppose that he was present at

the dedication of his grand Forum, A. D. 114, after a lapse of time of which there

is no account. It may be added that medals of Trajan, of every size and metal,

are easily obtainable ; and, with the exception of those which bear significant re-

verses, at low prices.

CXIX.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVA TRAIAN. AVG. GERM. DACICVS P. M. [Imperalor Casar
Nerva Trajanus, AngttsUis, Germanicus, Dacicus, Punlifex Maximus.) The laureated

head of Trajan, with a look rather expressive of pleasing dignity than thought. This coin is in

fair condition, and slightly varnished with brown patina : it was purchased from Mr. M.
Young, in 1825.

Reverse, COS. V. CONGIAR. SECVND. {Consul quintum, Congiarium secundum.) On the exer-
gum, S C. The Emperor on a suggestuni, superintending one of his largesses to the people :

between him and the distributing officers, is a high and singuhirly formed tripod, of which
the import is not quite clear, though it may be held to denote a sacerdotal office. Havercamp
thinks it is intended to typify Apollo, and Pedrusi suggests that it represents a measure.
(See No. XLVH.) Respecting the date COS. V. which appears so frequently on the coins

of Trajan, it cannot be assigned to a particular year, for it is applicable to any part of the

reign, between A. D. 104, and 111 inclusive : as, in consequence of his absence from Rome,
his consulate was continued, not renewed.

cxx.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS. V. P. P.

{Impcratori Cecsari Nervee Trajano, Augusto, Gcrmaniro, Dacico, Pontijici Maximo,
Tribunitia pnleslatt, Conmli quintum, Pairi Patrice.) The laurelled portrait of the

"

Emperor, with the usual character, but the cheek bones remarkably high. In fine preservation,

and covered with a brown patina, tinged with green : it was procured from the Rev. .Mr. Hall,

Chaplain to the British Factory, at Leghorn, in 1823, having formerly belonged to the cele-

brated Abbe Barth^lemy.

Reverse. ^. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. (Seiiaius Populus Que Romanus, Optimo Principi.J
On the exergiim AI.I.M. ITAL. fAtimcnla ludicc.) In the lower verge S. C. which proves
the rule mentioned at No. XXXIV. to have exceptions. The title of " Oplinius," so much
more significant than the abused one of " Great," was decreed by the senate, and Trajan
valued it above all his other titles :

" Nihil omnino erat, quod uptime non exerceret."

A stately female, in long robes, stands in the middle of the field, holding a cornucopias
on her left arm ; and in her right hand some ears of wheat are turned towards a child who
stands by her. This indicates the care of the Emperor for the families of the poor, by
feeding them at the public expense. The panegyrist (ells us thai, out of these the armies
were to be recruited, and the tribes filled up : but the measure which tended to release

parents from suppoiting their offspring, was of as questionable a policy as our own statute,

4.3Eliz. c. 2; and in its operation incessantly created fresh claims upon the treasury. By
the«e, and other prodigal largesses, frequently renewed, Trajan is said to have supported

M
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nearly two millions of his people. But in excuse for such wholesale pauperism it must be
remembered that, in his reign, most of the provinces suffered greatly by earthquakes ; aud
many places were grievously afflicted with plague, famine, floods, and frequent conflagrations.

CXXI,

Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M, TR. P. COS. V. P. P.
{Imperalori Ciesari Nervee Trajano, Augusto, Germanico, Dacico, Pontifici Maximo,
Tribunitia polcslale, Consiili fjuinlum,\Palri Palria.) The laureated portrait of Trajau,
with a frowning brow. This medal has been injured by time, but is sound, though unpati-
nated ; it was purchased from Mr. Till, in 1831, and was allowed to supplant a Providtntia
in high condition.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPl. {Senatus Populus Que Romanus, Optimo Principi.
In the field S. C. ; and on the exergum ALIM. ITAL. {A/imenta Italia;.) Trajan enthroned
on a magnificent curule seat, with his feel on a suppedaneum ; he is crowned with laurel,

attired in the paludanientum, aud supports his left arm on a lance. Before him is a mother
presenting two of the Ulpian children, who hold out their little hands in token of gratitude.

This is struck upon a similar occasion to that of the preceding medal, and corroborates history

by shewing that the public magazines were well filled ; for, instead of supplying the city by
oppressing the provinces, Trajan wisely took off all the restrictions, and laid the trafhck in

provisions open. This, and punctual payment, inspired confidence ; and the provinces sent
their corn to Italy in such abundance, that Rome was in a condition to relieve Egypt, the

granary of the world, when distressed by famine. This fact is admirably detailed in the

panegyric ; and was so remarkable a return for former obligations, that the encomiast dwells
upon it with manifest delight.

CXXII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES, NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER, DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS. V, P. P.

{Imperalori Ccesari Nerves Trajano, Augusta, Germanico, Dacico, Pontifici Maximo,
Tribunitia potestate, Consuli quintum, Patri Palria.) This medal bears a boldly re-

lieved head of Trajan, with the " aegis " on the left shoulder : it is in exceedingly fine pre-

servation, thinly coated with green patina, and was presented to me at the Tunisian town of

liizerta, in 1822.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. (Senatus Populus Que Romanus, Optimo Principi.

J

On the exergum, S. C. A bold Herculean figure marked as a river god, by an aquatic plant

in his left hand and the floating veil emblematic of divinity, rests his knee against a van-
quished female, and has his right hand upon her throat. Havercainp thinks the fallen figure

is that of a man ; but a glance at my medal would have convinced him of the contrary : nor

is he more lucky in taking the victor for the Tiber,—since the medal obviously alludes to the

conquest of Dacia, as a result of crossing the Danube, by the stupendous bridge which the

Emperor threw over that rapid river, in a single summer. This bridge was one of the most
wonderful and magnificent of all Trajan's works, and the stateliest fabric of that kind in

the universe. It was constructed of square massive stones, and is said to have contained 20
arches, each 170 feet apart, and 60 in breadth. From what is now seen on Trajan's column,

the road over the arches appears to have been flat, as on our newest bridges. There are,

near Severin, some vestiges of the works which protected the approaches both on the Mcesian

and Dacian shores ; and they are figured in Count Marsigli's gigantic work on the Danube,
This structure might have defied the current of the stream for ages ; but Hadrian, recollecting

that barbarians could as well pass it as Romans, broke down the arches. Trajan lived before

Swift had impugned punning, for, if Leunclavius may be credited, he placed this inscription

on his work :
—

PROVIDENTIA AVG.
VERE PONTIFICIS VIRTVS ROMANA

QVID NON DOMAT ? SVB IVGVM ECCE
RAPITVR ET DANVVIVS.

I
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CXXIIl.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P. P. M. TR. P. COS. V. P. P.
{Impcratori CcBsari Nervee Trajano, Atigusto, Germanico, Dacico, Parthico, Ponlifici

Maximo, Tribunitia poteslate, Consuli rjuin/um, Pa/ri Patrice.) An animated portrait of

the Emperor, with part of a rich robe on his left shoulder. This splendid medal was probably

struck A. D. 105, and is in perfect condition ; it is uniformly covered with an olive-green

patina ; and was presented to me, at Zante, in 1820, by Sir Patrick Ross, the present

governor of Antigua.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. fSenalus Populus Que Romanus, Optimo Principi.J
On the exergum S. C. The Emperor on a richly caparisoned horse, is darting a javelin at a
prostrate foe, who by his cap and trousers is seen to be a Dacian, and may possibly represent

DecebaUis. This proud and powerful king destroyed himself on the fall of his capital ; but
the act did not save his head a journey to Rome, any more than secreting his treasures under
the bed of a rapid river secured them from his conquerors.*

This emblem of military virtue prevailing over its adversary, is well conceived and
admirably executed : the original was probably copied from a coin of Acherontia, one of the

cities of the Brutii ; but it was so popular with the Romans that it is found occasionally from a
medallion of Nero, to the DebcUatori Gentium Barbararum of Constantinus Magnus. This,
however, of Trajan is the most spirited ; whence it was closely imitated in a medal of the

Napoleon series, inscribed JENA, 1806. When 1 hinted to Mons. Denon the source of several

of his best designs, he frankly replied " Eh bien ! Ou done trouver de meilleurs modeles ?"

CXXIV.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER, DAC. P. P. M. TR. P. COS. V. P. P.
{Imperatori Ccesari Ncrvce Trajano, Augusta, Germanico, Dacico, Parthico, Ponlijici

Maximo, Tribunitia poteslate, Consuli (juinlum, Patri Patrice.) A fine iaureated head of
Trajan, with part of a cblamys appearing on the left shoulder. Tiiis medal is in the highest
conservation; it is coated with a deep brown patina ; and was procured at Jerbah, in the
Lesser Syrtis in IS22.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. fSenaius Populus Que Romanus, Optimo Principi.J
In the field S. C. The conquest of Dacia is here commemorated by a female bewailing the
fate of her warlike sons ; she is seated upon a pile of shields, by the side of a trophy, which
vividly recalls the description of the poet, when jEneas

" First to the gods discharg'd a victor's vows.

And bared an oak of all her verdant boughs.
High on a lofty point the trunk he plac'd.

Which with Wezentius' radiant arms he grac'd
;

The shiver'd lances that the monarch bore.

The plumy crest that dropp'd with recent gore ;

The cuirass next; transfix'd in every part

By the keen jav'lin, or the flying dart.

Then on ihe left, the brazen shield was ty'd
;

And the dread sword hung glitt'ring at the side."

The use of trophies is immemorial : they consisted in early times of a stake, a post, or the
trunk of a tree, on which the spoils were suspended; but under progressive refinements were
made of brass, or marble, wiih suitable inscriptions for perpetuating their story. Plutarch
tells us, in his Roman Questions, that antiquity abhorred the innovation, from its inhumanity

• It may be reailily conceived that it was no difficult task for the Romans to pick a quarrel whenever they listed, and
that rage for conquest made them disagreeable neighbours : but we cannot wonder that Trajan was unable to brook the
indignity of paying an annual stipend to the Dacians,—a measure as disgraceful as the tribute rendered by the poteutatei
•f £urope, to the pusillanimous pirates of Barbary.
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in transmilting' the Bhatne and misfortune of the vanquished to future ages. Trophies were
placed before the door of every officer who had distinguished himself : and, Pliny tells us,

it was illegal to. take down these testimonies of brave minds and valiant hearts, even after

a sale or alienation of the house; because the site retained its dignity, and might urge
the purchaser to valour and virtue. The "jus imagiiiis," or right of statues was similar to

our law of armorial bearings, and was allowed only to those whose ancestors, or themselves,
had borne some curule office. He who e&hibited the pictures, or statues, of his forefathers

was styled Nobilis ; he who had only his own, Novus ; he who had neither, Jgnobitis.

cxxv.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVA TRAIAN. AVG. GERM. DACICVS. P. M. {Imperator C<psar

Nerva Trajanus, Augustus, Germanicus, Dacicus, Pontifex Maximus.) The laureated

head of Trajan, with a bare neck, and the countenance very expressive. This medal is io

fine taste and superior preservation ; it is entirely covered with a dark bottle-green patina,

and was procured at Cephalonia in 1819.

Reverse. TR. P. VII. IMP. 1111. COS. V. P. P. {Tribunitiapotestaie seplimum, Imperator quarlumt
Consul (juinium. Paler Putria.) On llie exergum S. C. This was struck in honour of the con-
quest of Dacia,— tor we .see Roma Victrix gracefully seated upon armour, with her left foot upon
a helmet, in the act of receiving a small winged-victory from the hand of the Emperor, who
has now laid aside his military attire and resumed the toga. Addison thinks, fancifully

enough, that Virgil alludes to the custom of thus holding the idol :

" Non adeo has exosa manus Victoria fugit."

CXXVI.

Ohvene. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS. V. P. P.
flmperatori Ca-sari Nervce Trajano, Augusto, Gertnanico, Dacico, Pentifici Maximo,
Tribunitia potestale. Consult quinlum, Patri Patrice.J The laurelled portrait of the Em-
peror, with a portion of the " trgis'"' on the left shoulder. This medal is lightly covered
with green patina ; it is tolerably preserved, and was presented to me by Vice-Admiral Sir

Charles Penrose, in 1817.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. fSenatus Populus Que Romanus, Optimo Principi.)
On the exergum S. C. The Emperor and another figure, both togated, appear upon a
suggestum ; the former elevates his right hand towards four citizens who are applauding him

;

on the left is a female decumbent at the base of three obelisks. This marks the general joy
at Trajan's return, and also alludes to the magnificent circensian spectacles which followed it;

and which lasted 123 days, to the slaughter of many thousand beasts and gladiators. (See

No. LXXXVIII.) Pedrusi in mentioning this medal says, " Certo, che egli, cum populo
humaniter, cum senaiu honorijice versabatur, e tauto era charus omnibus, possedendo
Puniversale amore, quanto hostijbrmidolosus.

CXXVII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS. V. P. P.

{Imperatori Ccesari Nerva Trajano, Augusto, Germanico, Dacico, Pontijici Maximo,
Tribunitia potestate, Consuli quintum, Patri Patrice.) A fine laureated head of Trajan,

with the neck bare, and the countenance in characteristic expression. The medal is in ex-
cellent condition, and coated with a grass-green patina; it was procured from an Arab at

Tripoli, in 1817. It was probably struck A. D. III.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. [Senatus Populus Que Romanus, Optimo principi.J

On the exergum S. C. This was struck to commemorate the enlargement of the Circus

Maximus, which is fairly represented, with the Egyptian obelisk of Augustus in the centre of

the spina ; together with the metae, and the oslia, or openings for admission. This enormous
structure was capable of containing upwards of 200,000 spectators, and was the very paradise

of the Roman rabble ; whence Juvenal,

—
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" For since their votes have been no longer bought.

All piiblick care has vanished frum their thought

;

And those who once, with unresisted sway, :

Gave armies, empire, every thing, away,

For two poor claims have long renounc'd the whole,

And only ask,—the Circus and the Dole,"

CXXVIll.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS. V. P. P.
(Imperatori Casari Nerca Trajano, Augusto, Germanico, Dacico, Pontifici Maximo,
Tribunitia polestate, Consuli Quintum, Patri Patrite.J A tine laurelled profile of Trajan,

with part of a robe on the left shoulder. This medal is barely patinated, yet in very good
condition ; it was purchased at the sale of P. Neave, Esq. in 1830.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. (Senatus Populus Que Romanus, Optimo Principi.)

On the exerguni S. C. A temple of eight columns, with two porticoes, and.uumerous orna-

ments. In the Adytum, a deity is seen upon a pedestal, and the central pediment is decorated

with three figures in relief, apparently Jupiter and two goddesses. On the apex is a colossal

statue of the same god, with a lance of divinity ; and below him are two winged victories

bearing trophies upon their shoulders. It would seem that this fane was erected in honour of

Trajan's successes, and though it is uncertain to whom it may have been dedicated, the cha-

racter of the whole makes me conclude that it was to' Jupiter " Gustos ;" a popular idol whom
Seneca defines—" Quern nos Jovein Custodem, rectoremque universi.^'

CXXIX.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS. V. P. P.

^Imperatori Ccesari Nerves Trajano, Augusto, Germanico, Dacico, Pontijici Maximo,
Tribunitia polestate, Consuli quintum, Patri Patrice.J A characteristic portrait of the

Emperor, with part of the " segis" appearing over the left shoulder. This medal is varnished

with a brown patina, tinged with green ; it is in remarkably clean condition, and was procured

from Mohammed Khojah, the minister of revenue, at Tunis, in 181G.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. [Senatus Populus Que Romanus, Optimo principi.)

On the exergum S. C. A very magnificent triumphal arch, the intercolumnia of which are

entirely covered with military insignia, and emblems of pomp, sculptured in relief. On the

front appear the letters I. O. M. {Jcni Optimo Maximo ;) and the whole is surmounted by a
Bejugi, or chariot and six horses, between two trophies, with appropriate statues. This
was erected to the glory of Trajan, and was probably the vestibulum, or porch of the capitol,

mentioned in the Panegyric. Pedrusi, following Xiphilinus, thinks it stood in the foruiu
;

but Aulas Gellius tells us that structure was inscribed EX MANVBIIS.

cxxx.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS. V. P. P.

(Imperatori Casari Nervce Trajano, Augusto, Germanico, Dacico, Pontijici Maximo,
Tribunitia potestate, Consuli quintum, Patri Patrice.) The laurelled head of Trajan, with

part of the chlamys on the breast. This medal was struck about A. D. 111. and is in very

superior condition ; it is densely covered with patina of a tint between that of the turquoise

and sea-green—a very cerugonobilis. It came into my possession by exchange, at Cagliari,

in 1823.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. {Senatus Populus Que Romanus, Optimo principo.)

On the exergum S. C. Here we have a grand arch between two towers, on which warriors are

standing; under it is a boat held to the pier by a painter, and before it is a line of waves,

which has been mistaken for a chain. Occo describes this reverse,—" Pons supra Danubinni

cum sedificio anterior!, et navicula ;" but it is in no respect like the bridge on Trajan's column.

Others have named it the " Port of Ancona," but I cannot see why ; for the towers bear u»
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more resemblance to the triumphal arch* at that place, than does the design before us to the

usual type of ports upon Roman coins. Trajan certainly patronized the cabotage of Italy ;

and besides establishing Ancona, he re-edified Ostia, and constructed Centum C'ellse, a pretty

haven, in a part of which I have more than once taken shelter. But the Partus Trajani,
with its docks, piers, and vessels, is a well known large-brass reverse,—and I am persuaded
that the medal under consideration commemorates a bridge's being thrown over some river,

which, by the emblem of the boat, was navigable.

CXXXI.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS. V. P. P.

{Imperalori Cccsari Nervcc Trajano, Auguslo, Germanico, Ducico, Pontifici Maximo,
Tribunitia potestate, Consuti qnintum, Palri Patrice.) The laurelled head of the Em-
peror, with part of a robe on the left shoulder. This specimen is thinly coated with brown
patina; it is in good condition, and was purchased at Lord Morton's sale, in 1830.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. {Senatus Populus Qne Romanus, Optimo Principi.)
On the exergum and lower verge, AQVA TRAIANA. S. C. A river-god with an aquatic
reed in his hand, is reclining in an arched grotto, and instead of the usual effluent urn,

a spring is gushing from the rorks below him ; it celebrates the conduit by which Trajan di-
verted a portion of the pure and limpid Aqua Martia into the Aventine quarter of the city.

This medal is opposed to the notion of Vaillant, that a recumbent Fluvius denotes a river

which receives other streams, and wading figures mean those which are tributary. Other
antiquaries presume the river to be a navigable one, where the gods have beards,—yet here,

at a mere spring, we have a regular Barba-nera,—while a reverse of Philip shews the deity
of the Meander without that appendage.

CXXXII.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG.GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS. V. P. P.

[Imperatori Cwsari Nervce Trajano, Augusto, Germanico, Dacico, Pontijici Maximo,
Tribunitia potestate, Consu/i (juinlvm, Patri Patrice.) A characteristic and expressive
portrait of Trajan, in excellent preservation, and covered with yellow patina. It was pur-
chased at Girgenti, in 1814.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. {Scnattts Populus Que Romanus, Op/imo Principi
)

In the field S. C. and on the exergum ARAB. ADQVIS. {Arabia adquisita, in the or-
thography of the day, which is also that of many of our best modern editions.) A long-robed
female, with a garland on her head, is standing gracefully with a diminutive camel beside her :

she holds a bough, probably the Sabsean, in'S^r right hand, and the " calamus odoratus" in

her left. From the time of Augustus, who had no luck with them, the Arabs remained
rmmolested till Trajan reduced them. Lucian, who is supposed to have flourished about that
time, mentions the successes of the " victorious and invincible prince ;" yet he was foiled

before the city of Atra, partly because the barrenness of the country denied supplies to the
besiegers,—and also because, though the wall was breached, he was driven back by the
Arabians, seconded by thunder, lightning, rain, and myriads of tormenting flies,

CXXXUI.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS. V. P. P.

(Imperatori Ccesari NcrvcB Trajano, Augusto, Germanico, Dacico, Pontiflci Maximo,
Tribunitia potestate, Consuli ijuintum, Patri Patrice.) The laureated portrait of the
Emperor, with the neck bare. This coin is unpatinated and in secondary condition ; it was
purchased at Lord Morton's sale, in 1830.

Rererse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. {Senatus Populus Que Romanus, Optimo Principi.)
On the exergum S. C. The togated Emperor, standing on a basement covered with a rich

carpet, stretches out an olive-branch with his right hand, and holds a roll of paper in his

• This arch, when I surveyed Ancona, was in liigh preservation, though its bronze ornaments are gone. It stands

on that solid work, the mole of Trajan, and appears to advantage from its situation ; for though such structures possess

both architectural richness and grandeur, they are so unconnected as tu appear, in general, only like parts of apian.
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left ; while Victory descending from heaven is crowning him with laurel. Below him are
two smaller figures extending their arms in supplication, and along the base are four eagles,
each of which supports a military standard in its beak. This elegant compliment seems to

have been struck about A. D. Ill, and relates to the peace bestowed by Trajan upon
Armenia and Parthia : the standards may allude to as many engagements ; and the suppliants
probably represent colonies imploring succour and patronage.

CXXXIV.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS. VI. P.P.

{Imperatori Ceesari Nerva Trqjano, Augusfo, Germanico, Dacico, Pontifici Maximo
Tribunitia polestate, Con.suli sextum, Pa/ri Patrice.) The head of Trajan in high-relief
with a laurel crown, aud a portion of the " iegis," with an amulet on the breast. This is itl

excellent preservation, and covered wilh mottled-green patina; it was procured at Albano,
near Rome, in 1823.

Reverse. DACIA. AYG\Si:. fDacia Augusti.J On the exergiim PROVINCIA. S. C. Though
this fine medal was struck so late as in the sixth consulate, it records the conquest of Dacia,
seven years before. It may, however, relate to the complete subjection of that vast and war-
like province,— for we see a female, with a German cap, seated in sign of tranquillity :

in her left hand she bears a Roman legionary standard as a symbol of being garrisoned bv
the conquerors, and before her are two infants—the one at her knee, holding some ears of
wheat, and the other wilh an apple in its right hand, and a bunch of grapes in its left—in
token of fertility. A difficulty occurs tome: led away by the Daci monlibus inhaerent,
and other descriptions from Statins, Eutropius, and Xiphilinus, numismatists have figured
the Province as seated upon a rock, v/hich but ill harmonizes with the corn an'd-wine. On the
medal before me it certainly looks so at first sight ; but on examination 1 perceive a chair
filled, between the supports, with a quantity of round balls, very unlike crags.

The Rev. W. Cooke, whose knowledge of medals yielded lo his regard for them, sees in
these childien a little Roman emperor, crowned with laurel, and standing upon the shoulders
of a captive! Dropping the absurdity of such an attitude, he ought, before engraving it, to
have recollected the provinces, in such cases, never play first-fiddle.

cxxxv.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS. VI. P. p

^Imperatori Ceesari Nerva Trqjano, Angusto, Germanico, Dacico, Pontifci Maximo,
Tribunitia poteslate, Consuli sextum, Patri Patriee.J The iHUrelled portrait of Trajan,
with the shoulders covered by the pallium. This rare and valuable medal was minted A. D.
113, and from being unfortunately rubbed, is in secondary condition, without patina ; it was
purchased at Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPl. [Senatus Populus Que Romanus, Optimo Principi.)
On the exergum FORVM TRAIANI. S. C. A very elegant edifice, adorned wilh sculp-
ture, columns, and spoils. This was the most magnificent of all Trajan's works, and
Amraianus describes Conslantius as being lost in amazement when he beheld it. We still

see the superb column, and a portion of the basement : but the battalion of statues, and other
records of triumphal glory have disappeared. Some of the decorations of the arch, however,
are still displayed in the chaos of inconsistencies erected in honour of Constantino,—who not
only wore the crown of Maxentius, but also, by a less allowable treason, fitted the head of
Trajan to his own image ; and the incongruity still exists at Rome, affording undeniable proof
that the politic murderer was as much of a " parietarius," as the hero whose honours he
unworthily assumed, while he sneered at him as a " wall-flower," from the inscriptions
which told his virtues in all parts of Rome.

CXXXVI.
Obierse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS. VI. P. P.

^Imperatori Ceesari Nerves Trajano, Augusto, Germanico, Dacico, Pontifici Maximo,
Tribunitia potestate, Consuli sextum, Patri Patriee.J An expressive laureated head of
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> > Trajan, with his shoulders covered with part of a sagutn. The medal is coated with a browa.
ish green patina, and is in excellent condition ; it was procured by exchange at Cagliari,

in 1823.

Reverse. S. P. Q. R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. On the exergum, VIA TRAIANA. S. C, A robed
female reclining against a bank, supporting a wheel—here the symbol of a highway—upon
her knee, and holding a branch in her left hand. This was struck in honour of Trajan for

having repaired the Via Appia, and especially that portion of it which led over the Pal us

Pontina, a pestilent marsh, of which Silius Italicus says—" Et quos pestiferi Pomptina
uligine catripi." This was done at a vast charge, for Dio says that no magnificence was spared,

yet, except a few milliarii and other vestiges, nothing is left of this Regina Viarum.

CXXXVII.
Obcerse. IMP. CAES. NERVAK TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS,

VI. P. P. fImperatori Ccesari J\er>:<e Trajano, Optimo, Augusta, Germanico, Dacico,
Ponfi/ici Maximo, Trihunilia polestate. Consult sextum, Patri Patria.J The laurelled

profile of Trajan with drapery over (he shoulders. The proud title of " Best " now ap-
pears on the obverse, and is retained to the end of the reign. In good condition, and covered
with a deep brown patina; it was minted A. D. 113, and was procured at Spalatro, in

Dalmatia, in 1819.

Rtverse. SENATVS POPVLVS QVE ROMANVS. In the field S. C. A couimn, spirally orna-
mented with sculptures stands upon a noble base, on the upper angles of which are eagles

supporting a festoon. On ihe summit, is a colossal statue of Trajan, with the wand of divinity

in his left hand, and a globe in his right. All who have visited Rome will at once perceive

that this is an accurate type of the column which still rears its head from among the ruins of
the Forum, though Pope Sixtus V. with palpable absurdity, made St. Peter preside over

Dacian battles, instead of replacing the soldier whose exploits are comniemoraied. Dio
relates that, to construct the forum, a part of the mountain equal to the height of a pillar,

(144 feet) was cleared away ; and the assertion is borne out by the testimony of the inscription

upon the structure ilself. This elaborate aud gigantic work forms a most valuable thesaurus

of antiquarian lore,—being an authentic representation of the arms, implements, and vt-st-

ments, as well as the ceremonies and tactics of the age : and to it Raphael confessed himself

beholden for his art. Ciaccouius thought the ashes of Trajan were inclosed in the ball held by
the statue ; but Eutropius and Publins Victor inform us that they were interred, in a golden
urn, under the column,—being the first buried within the city. One can hardly help regretting

that his affairs in the East deprived the Emperor of the sight of so noble a monument.

CXXXVIII.

Obiersc. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG. GER, DAC. P.M. TR, P. COS.
VI. P, P, fImperatori Ccesari Nervce Trajano, Optimo, Augusto, Germanico, Dacico,
Ponlijici Maximo, Tribunitia polestate, Consuli sexliim, Patri Patrice.] The laureated

head of Trajan, with a singularly line expression,' and the shoulders covered with the saguni.

This medal is of yellow unpatinaled brass, and in excellent preservation ; it was purchased at

Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. SENATVS POPVLVS QVE ROMANVS. In the field S. C. A column of elegant pro-

portions rises from a plinth, and on the summit is placed a large owl. This is another of th«

ornaments with which Rome was embellished in honour of Trajan, and which formed a

striking contrast to the panegyric spoken at the commencement of the reign. "Your
name," said Pliny, "becomes transmitted to future ages, not engraven upon marbles, and

bulky columns, but treasured up in the more lasting memorials of books." Now he after-

wards engrossed not only a respectable share of marbles and columns, but also an unusual

portion of the labours of the mint,

—

" Ambition sigh'd, she found it vain to trust

The faithless column, and the crumbling bust

;

Convinc'd she now contracts her vast design
;

And all her triumphs shrink into a coin,"
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After all, I feel "free to confess," although 1 love sculpture dearly, that the contemplatioa

of triumphal arches and pillars, only obtrudes upon my mind melancholy pictures of slaughter,

pillage, and subjugation: and for this reason I look upon the monument of London—even
vfith a fib on its pedestal—to be morally worth a dozen of columns such as that of Trajan, with

twenty dozens of its P/ace Fe«rfo;«e imitations.

CXXXIX.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. NERVAE TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG. GER. DAC. P. M. TR. P. COS.

Vi. P. P. (Imperalori Ccesari Nerves Trajano, Optimo, Augusta, Gcrmanico, Dacico,
Pont'ifici Maximo, Tribunitia potcstale, Consuli sexlitm, Pairi Patrice.) A laurelled

portrait of the Emperor, with the paludaraentum fastened over his shoulders by a fibula.

This medal is in beautiful condition, but singularly patinated, being red on the obverse, and
green on the reverse. I procured it at Tripoli, in 1816.

Reverse. IMPERATOR Villi. (Imperaior nonum.) This is inscribed on the exergum, withS. C.
under it. The Emperor wearing a lorica, is seated on an X-sbaped curule chair, upon a
high suggestum, with an assistant standing on each side of him. He is addressing his army,
which is represented by an officer, three aquiliferi, an infantry soldier, and one of cavalry,

—

some of whom hold up their hands in applause. This was struck A. D. 115, in which
year are others of the same type stamped Vll. and VIII. of each of which I have had spe-
cimens, but preserved the present one for its superior beauty. Now the two former relate to

victories gained over the Parthians, as no doubt the latter also does; the precise occasion
however is doubtful, as historians are silent respecting Trajan's second rupture with that
people; but this reverse is usually ascribed to the reduction ofCtesiphon, the capital of
Parthia.

I should have mentioned in p. 4, that though the prsenomen of Imperator had been assumed
as an equivalent for that of King by the Emperors, the custom of conferring it upon victorious

generals also, was continued, albeit the sovereign, as commander-in-chief, usually engrossed
it to himself. This medal therefore shews that Trajan had been so saluted by the army nine
times ; and combined with the two large-brass ones just cited, proves that he had gained three
signal advantages in that year.

CXL.
Obverse. IMP, CAES. NER. TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG. GER. DAC. PARTHICO P. M.

TR. P. COS. VI. P. P. {Imperalori Ccesari Nervce Trajano, Optimo, Augusta, Ger-
manico, Dacico, Parlhico, Pontijici Maximo, Tribunitia potestate, Consuli sextum,
Patri Patrice.) An expressive portrait of the Emperor, with part of a sagum on hii
shoulders; in very superior preservation, and covered with pea-green patina. This medal
was apparently struck A. D. 110, for here Trajan bears the title of Parthicus, which b«
received after the victories mentioned above: I procured it by exchange at Athens, in 1820.

Rewerse. ARMENIA ET MESOPOTAMIA IN POTESTATEM P. R, REDACTAE. {Armenia
et Mesopotamia in potestatem papuli Romani redactee.) la the field S. C. The Emperor,
attired in military vestments with a spear and parazonium, stands in the attitude of a con-
queror, with his left foot upon a vanquished foe, who by the crenaled mitre and the trousers,

appears to unite in one figure, the symbols of an oriental sovereign and a province. On each
aide is a river deity reclining on an effluent urn, and holding an aquatic reed. This typifie*

the successes obtained between the Tigris and Euphrates, which are the rivers here repre-
•ented. The comprehension of so much design in so circumscribed a space, is thus beauti-
fully expressed by the poet,

—

" A narrow orb each crowded conquest keeps ;

Beneath her palm here sad Judaea weeps
;

Now scantier limits the proud arch confine.

And scarce are seen the prostrate Nile and Rhine.
A small Euphrates through the piece is roli'd :

And little eagles wave their wings in gold."

N
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CXLI.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. NER. TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG. GER. DAC. PARTHICO P. M. TR.
P. COS. VI. p. p. (Imperatori CcBsari NervtB Trajano, Optimo, Augusta, Germanict,
Dacico, Parthico, Pontifici Maxitno,Tribunitiapotestate, Consult sextitm, PatriPatria.)
A fine laureated head of the Emperor, with a robe on his shoulders. It is in a secondary state

of conservation, and unpatinated; and was presented tome, in 1824, by Chev. Albert de la

Marmora, a gentleman distingfuished by his researches in Sardinia.

Reverse. REGNA ADSIGNATA, on the exergum S. C. The Emperor seated between two Prsetorisn

officers on a suggestum, at the foot of which, three figures are standing, the foremost of whom,
is receiving a gift from Trajan's hands. This noble and significant medal is as remarkable for

"" the simplicity as the force of its legend; and it relates to the assignment of dominions to

the kings of Parthia, Armenia, and Mesopotamia. Adsignata was the ancient orthography

for assignata, and appears thus on inscriptions.

CXLII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. NER. TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG. GER. DAC. PARTHICO. P. M.
TR. P. COS. VI. P. P. {Imperatori Ccesari Nervee Trajano, Optimo, Augusta, Ger-
manieo, Dacico, Parthico, Ponlijici Maximo, Tribunitia potestale, Consuli sextum,

Patri Patrice.) A very expressive laurelled portrait of Trajan, with the sagum on th«

shoulders. This medal is thickly coated with a deep olive-green patina, and is in singular

preservation : it was procured from M. Nyssen, the Austrian Consul, at Tunis, in 1822.

Reverse. REX PARTHIS DATVS, on the exergum S. C. The Emperor, seated on a curule chair,

with a military prsefect standing by him, is in the act of crowning a king, whom Parthia

—

in the national costume—is kneeling to receive. This medal was minted A. D. 116, and is

illustrated by Dio,—for he says that Trajan, when he came to Ctesiphon, assembled the

Romans and Parthians, and formally placed the diadem upon Parthamaspates. The Prince

thus chosen, continued faithful to Rome, for which he was despised by his countrymen, and

could maintain but little authority over them, Trajan was extremely elated with his Eastern

conquests : but in the event, they proved an useless expenditure of toil, blood, and treasure,

for after his death the new provinces threw off the yoke, and recovered their former condition.

PLOTIiNA.

Pompeia Plotina was one of the most illustrious of all the Roman Empresses,

though history is silent as to her family, country, and the date of her birth. She

was married to Trajan a considerable time before his adoption by Nerva, and died

without issue, A. D. 129. Hadrian, who was indebted to her for the Empire,

caused her obsequies to be performed with the utmost pomp and magnificence.

He bewailed her with many tears, appeared for nine days in deep mourning,

composed verses in her praise, caused her name to be consecrated, and dedicated a

noble mausoleum to her memory, near the ruins which still exist, at Nismes.

Plotina was highly esteemed by the people of Rome for the modesty and piety

with which she filled her exalted station,—manifesting all the good qualities of

Livia, without her pride and haughtiness. She accompanied Trajan when he as-

sumed the Purple, and turning to the people when she mounted the steps of the

palace, uttered these memorable words,—" 1 hope to come out the same as I go in.'*
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Indeed, during the whole time of her husband's reign, her conduct was so irre-

proachable, as to deprive of their venom the malicious shafts aimed at her, on

account of her patronising Hadrian. Julian acknowledged that the advice of this

judicious princess was always such as tended to the public good ; and most authors

agree that she contributed largely to the glory of Trajan, and the splendour of his

reign. Several ancient inscriptions testify the extraordinary kindness with which

she treated Marciana, her sister-in-law ; and she is highly complimented on that

account by Pliny. The senate offered both of these ladies the glorious though

often misused title of Augusta, which they declined so long as Trajan refused that

of Pater Patrice. Plotina went into the East, and afterwards conveyed the sacred

urn, which contained the deceased Emperor's ashes, from Cilicia to Rome. Pliny,

who eulogizes the affability, sanctity, frugality, modesty, affectionate disposition, and

unsullied reputation of Plotina, exclaims,—"Tibi uxor in decus, et gloriam cedit ;

quid enim ilia sanctius, quid antiquius ? Nonne, si Pontifici Maximo eligenda sit

coujunx, aut banc, aut simiiem, (ubi autem similis ?) elegerit ?"

Some of the imputations against Plotina originate in an expression of Die

Cassius, but the intimation is no proof of her having transgressed the bounds of

virtue. She appears to have considered Hadrian as a proper husband for her

grand-niece, and a worthy successor to the Emperor, whose prejudice against him
was so marked, that she interposed her kind offices to prevent it from ruining

his interests. Spartian, who however is not a very competent voucher, carries this

kindness to an extraordinary pitch. He tells us that she took care not to press

upon Trajan the naming of his heir, lest his choice should prove prejudicial to

her favourite ; but that, as soon as the Emperor expired, Plotina, who kept it

very secret, sent in all haste for a trusty dependant, and having placed him in

Trajan's bed, she caused a number of senators and officers of distinction to come
into the chamber, in whose hearing the pretended sick man declared, with a faint

and dying voice, that he adopted Hadrian for his successor.

The medals of Plotina are of a high degree of rarity in gold and silver, and still

more so in brass,—for there are of the large size those of one type only known, and

of the smaller none whatever. Both Colonial and Greek medals of second and third

brass, were struck to her honour, but they are difficult to procure. Of the gold series,

the one conveying the best compliment is, perhaps, that with an altar, inscribed

Ara Pudicitice.
CXLIII.

Obverse. PLOTINA AVG. IMP. TRAIANI. {Plotina Augusta, Tmperatoria Trajani.) The
head of Plotiua, ornamented with a frontal diadem, and having the hair neatly plaited and
hanging in a loop behind. The features of the face are regular, and have a grave and
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serious expression ; the neck is lon^, and the shoulders covered nith a robe. This medal

was procured from J. C. Ross, Esq. at Malta, in 1821 ; it is of yellow-brass, and, like most

of those of this Empress which 1 have seen, considerably rubbed. 1 was, therefore, very

desirous of superseding it by the perfect specimen sold at Mr. Trattle's sale; but from my
directions having been misunderstood, it was •' knocked down" to the Due de Blacas,iox £32.

R«*tr$e. FIDES AVGVST. [Fides Augusta.) A robed female standing in a stately attitude, be-

tween a large S. and C. with ears of wheat in her right hand, and a salver filled with fruits

and flowers supported on her left. This probably celebrates the constancy of Plotina to

Trajan, for Fides presided over the observance of promises, and was attired in white vestments,

as indicative of the candour and sincerity of Truth ; thus Horace—

Te Spes, et albo rara Fides colit

Velata panno.

MARCIANA.

This prudent Princess was the sister of Trajan, the mother of Matidia, and

grandmother to Julia Sabina, wiio married Hadrian. The date of her birth is

unknown, as is also the name of her husband, albeit he was the father of such

august personages. She appears to have been a widow at the time of her brother's

adoption, and, after forming a principal ornament of his court, died about A. D.

114, when her memory was consecrated by deification,—a date and fact identified

by the evidence of medals and marbles.

Marciana has been highly praised by historians, and, apparently with great

reason. So strict a friendship subsisted between her and the Empress, that no cool-

ness was ever known to disturb or diminish their unanimity ; and the conformity of

inclinations and sentiments between these two ladies, contributed materially to the

happiness enjoyed alike by the court and city. The names of both Plotina and Mar-

ciana are inscribed on the triumphal arch at Ancona ; and the uninterrupted

harmony which subsisted between them is highly extolled by Pliny.—" Nothing is

so apt to breed quarrels as emulation," says that orator, "especially in women,

where it is oft begot by nearness in alliance, fomented by equality, inflamed by

envy, till it end at last in the most inveterate spite and hatred. From hence it ought

to be esteemed the greater wonder, that two ladies in the same palace, of the same

quality, should have no feuds, nor contention. They bear with each other, they

never dispute the right of precedence, and while both passionately love you best,

they think themselves unconcerned, which of them you shall please best to love."

The medals of Marciana are of great rarity, in each of the metals, and there are

none known in brass of the second and third sizes. That of gold, or silver, bearing

Soror Imp. Trajani, with a reverse, Matidia and two children, is highly prized

in cabinets.
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CXLIV.
Obverse. DIVA AVGVSTA MARCIANA. A grave and dignified portrait of Marciana, with a su-

perb frontal diadem, and the hair tastefully tressed round the head, in a mode different from

that of Plotina. This medal was presented lo me, with several others, in the spring of 1832,
by my friend, Mr. W. Hamilton, so well known for his diplomatic and literary merits. That
gentleman, aware of the deficiences of my cabinet, most handsomely invited me to examine
his collection, and take from it whatever I pleased,—a license of which, knowing the sincerity

of the offer, I unhesitatingly availed myself.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. On the exergum S. C. An ornamented thensa drawn by two mules,—
one of the emblems of a female apotheosis. See No. XVII. It was probably struck about

the 19th year of Trajan's reign.

CXLV.
Obverse. DIVA AVGVSTA MARCIANA. The head of Marciana, attired as above. This medal is

of unpatinated yellow metal, and has been roughly handled ; it was purchased at Mr. Hen-
derson's sale, in 1830.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. On the exergum S. C. An eagle standing, or rather cowering, with

expanded wings. This noble bird, the Jovis Armiger of Virgil, and Minister Fu/minis
of Horace, is a symbol of divinity,—but it is more usually applied to the apotheosis of an

Emperor than to that of an Empress, the latter being expressed by a peacock, as sacred to Juno.

CXLVI.
Obverse. DIVA AVGVSTA MARCIANA. A portrait of this excellent Princess, with ornaments

and head-dress as in No. CXLIV. The medal is of pale yellow-brass, and in secondary
conservation ; it was purchased at Mr. Henderson's sale, in 1830.

Rtverse.^X SENATVS CONSVLTO. On the exergum S. C. A curious car, on which is placed

a seated statue of Marciana, with the veil, patera, and lance of divinity. It is drawn by two
elephants, with a mahaut, or driver on each ; ihey are guided apparently by a wand, and not

by the hawkush or goad, resembling a boat-hook, now used in India, to direct the animal

by either catching hold of his ear, or pricking him. See No. VIII.

MATIDIA.

Matidia was the daughter of Marciana, and though she was the favourite niece

of one emperor, and mother-in-law to another, we are alike ignorant of the times of

her birth, marriage, and widowhood, as well as of the names, rank, and offices of

her fiuher and her husband. From this uncertainty, it may be inferred that they

were both dead when Trajan arrived at Rome after his adoption, or history would

have been more communicative. She had two daughters, of whom Sabina became

empress, and Matidia junior, the youngest, died in early life, but in what year we
are uncertain : nor was the latter distinguished from her mother till Welser,

by the aid of an inscription, disproved their identity, Matidia is supposed to have

lived till the reign of Antoninus Pius; but a bronze medallion in the Vienna

collection, inscribed Div(B jyiatidlcn Socrtii, would prove, if genuine, that she

died in Hadrian's time ; its authenticity is however strongly suspected. And, as

jf all the events in the life of this princess were to be involved in equal obscurity,

though medals clearly shew us that she bore the title of Augusta, we know not

when it was assumed.
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Matidia has generally been praised by the historians who have mentioned her.

She was in the first class of those illustrious dames who adorned the court of Trajan,

and redeemed the character of the palace. She accompanied her uncle into the

l^last ; and Spartian expressly tells us that she assisted Plotina in bearing his asher

to Home. The friendship of the Empress for Marciana has been mentioned, and

she was equally kind to Matidia and her two daughters ; for she was so gracious

to them, and espoused their interests with such cordial zeal, as to prevent their

feeling the superiority of her rank. Their living together in so much harmony
afforded Trajan infinite pleasure ; he saw, with great satisfaction, this amiable un-

derstanding among ladies so nearly allied to him, and so dear to his heart ; and

thus, having no domestic anxieties, he was the more at leisure to attend to the

public welfare. The excellent effects of such virtue and policy were very widely

felt, and went far towards reinstating the empire in its fii-st splendour, by rendering

odious the cruelty, vice, and flagrant abominations of most of the preceding reigns.

Indeed, so great an influence has a court upon the public mind, that learned men,
it has been observed, abounded in the reign of Augustus; vicious debauchees under

Tiberius ; grave men and good soldiers under Trajan ; and infamous ruflians

under Commodus.
As with Plotina and Marciana, so the Roman mintage in honour of Matidia is

restricted to gold, silver, and large-brass medals, and of the latter there is only one

type known, viz. that which is about to be described. I am not aware of any

Colonial coin of this Princess, but there is a third-class Greek Imperial one, which
is extremely rare.

CXLVII.

Obnene. MATIDIA AVG. DIVAE MARCIANAE F. [Matidia Augusta, Diva Marciana
Jilia.) The head of Matidia, with an amiable and sensible countenance, indicating ao age of
about 40 years. The hair is curiously and tastefully dressed in a style similar to that of
Marciana, but the frontal diadem is one of still greater elegance. The neck is long and well-
turned, the shoulders are covered with neat drapery, and the whole design marks Matidia aa
a fine woman. This exceedingly rare medal is entirely covered with a dark brownish-green
patina, and is in splendid condition ; it formed No. 2929 of Mr. M. Trattle's sale, in 1832,
where it was sold for f 32. 10*. and displaced a tolerable one which had been some years in
my cabinet.

Reverse. PIETAS AVGVST. [Pietas Augusta.) On the exergum S. C. A stately femal«
standing between two children ; she is attired in the stola, and kindly extends her hands to
the heads of her young companions. Piety is sometimes thus represented to denote charity
and benevolence, and therefore many numismatists have considered this as a mere symbol of
the moral Virtue, Havercamp, who has engraven a monstrous distortion of the elegant
female before us, makes the left-hand figure naked ; but both on the medal under consideration,

and on the one formerly in my possession, all the group is in female robes : and as the principal
wears a diadem instead of the usual veil, I presume the type may denote Matidia and her
two daughters.
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HADRIAN.
Publius ^lius Hadrianus, was of Spanish extraction, being the son of^lius

"Hadrianus Afer (a cousin of Trajan) and Domitia Paulina. He was born at

Rome, A. D. 76,* and joined the army at the early age of 15 ; he served as quaestor,

A. D, 101, and four years afterwards as tribune of the people. He was selected by

the Moesian legions to congratulate Trajan on his adoption to the Empire ; and

when Nerva died, was the first who communicated the important tidings to his

successor. He was married to Sabina before he assumed the duties of quaestor, yet

Trajan never conferred any extraordinary honours upon him, though he gave

him the diamond which he had received from Nerva,—a present which Hadrian

considered as a pledge of his future elevation. Still, he was rather raised to

the Purple by the friendly offices of Plotina, than from any predilection on the part

of his kinsman, who rather consented to than approved of his adoption. He
succeeded to the throne, A. D, 117, and after a prosperous reign of 21 years, expired

at Baiae, A. D. 138, shortly after having uttered certain vague misgivings, in these

verses,—which are as applicable to the mind, as to the soul:1i

" Animula vagula, blandula,

Hospes, comesque corporis

!

Quae nunc abibis in loca ?

Pallidula, rigida, nudula

;

Nee, ut soles, dabis jocos."

It is with considerable pain that I attempt a sketch of this Prince's character,

because it is to be deplored that so splendid a governor should be so vile a man ;

that one who proved himself capable of ruling the world with vigour, and rivalled

Caesar in memory and versatility of talent, should be defiled by cruelty, lust, envy,

revenge,and the habitual indulgence of most infamous propensities. In the actofaban-

doning almost all the conquests of Trajan, Bayle sees only—on the part of Hadrian

—

a modest confession of inferiority to his illustrious predecessor ; but with due defe-

rence to such an authority, a jealousy of his glory is too manifest ; for he ordered,

as soon as he was declared Emperor, some of Trajan's intimate friends to be put to

death, and his greatest generals to be disgraced. To divert the odium arising from

this barbarity, he publicly declared, upon oath, that those men had been executed

against his will ; but imbecility itself could urge no poorer a pretext; and as no

one was punished for the atrocity, he cannot be benefited by the apology. Indeed,

' It seems probable that Eutropius is mistaken when he says that Hadrian was horn at Italica, in Baetica, M
Spartian, in bis account of this Emperor's family, cites documents written by Hadrian himself.

t The exact meaning of this deaih-sonfi has been greatly contested. I am of opinion that Hadrian did not express a
doubt as to the existence of a future state, but only as to his own prospect of enjoyment or suftering. U is like the duubt
•xprcated by Hamlet, id bis soliloquy on " the dread of lomeihing after death."
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owing to the incongruity of his character, Antoninus Pius encounted great bpipo-

sition in procuring, from the indignant senate, a consecration of his memory.

it were grateful if nothing mitigated the pleasure with which we might con-

template the official virtues and attainments of this extraordinary man, who was at

once an orator, poet, artist, physician, mathematician, and, but for his astrology and

magic, a philosopher. He visited every province of his mighty empire, that he

might personally inspect their state and condition ; and he signalized himself l)y

bountiful largesses to the poorer classes in all the places through which he passed.

He ordered temples, porticos, and other structures to be raised at his own expense,

in the chief cities which he visited

—

'^'^ alias ex aliis provincias, regionesque \"

and, exclusive of public duties, he gratified his mental taste by mounting the sum-

mit of ^tna to see whether the rising sun, from thence, exhibited the hues of the

rainbow,—by initiation into the Eleusinian mysteries, at Athens,—and by a pil-

grimage to the tomb of Pompey, at Pelusium. He reformed the administration of

the laws ; and softened the rigour of servitude by depriving masters of arbitrary

power over the lives of their slaves. He never seized any man's property unjustly,

nor would he receive legacies from persons unknown to him, or from such of his

friends as liad children. His liberality exceeded even that of Trajan, in allotting

large sums for the maintenance of poor children ; he distributed yearly an immense

quantity of corn among the populace ; and made suitable presents to those knights

and senators who were unable to support their dignity. Though he was, unques-

tionably vain, an appetite for popularity made him wear the mask of moderation,

by which he became an apparent enemy to all pomp and parade ; a fact evinced

by the plain and simple legends of his medals. Out of Rome, he quite laid aside

the port and majesty of an emperor, and varied little from a private gentleman, in

his dress and diet : and however wanting in true magnanimity of soul, yet he was

great enough to declare the commonwealth to be the property of the people :

—

" Ita se rempublicam gesturum, ut sciret populi rem esse, non propriam."

The increasing wealth and luxury of Rome, gave birth to a passion for splen-

dour which was exceedingly gratifying to Roman pride. This taste soon con-

founded proportion and principle, in colossal size and extravagant dimensions. The
villa which Hadrian built as a retreat, and which became a second Capreae, still

exhibits traces so vast as to astonish the spectator ; and the mausoleum which he

erected merely to receive his body, has been, from the time of Justinian to the present

hour, the principal castle and fortress of Rome,—although much reduced in size.

Spartian, to give some idea of the height of this edifice, tells us that the chariot

I
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placed on the top of it, seemed very small to those who stood upon the ground ;

though in reality of so large a size, that a corpulent man could, with gi-eat ease,

pass through the openings which represented the eyes of the horses.

It is most lamentable that a man so richly endowed, by nature and fortune, as

was Hadrian, should have proved by qualities so opposite and discordant, that his

virtues were only assumed, while his vices were inherent. For the sake of his

own fame, and the benefit of example, we could wish that his caprice had been

expended in building cities to commemorate his hunting matches ; and his weak-

ness in maintaining spies to feed his ever-craving curiosity with domestic secrets.

The execrable vice by which he was infected, may perhaps be traced to the idolatry

which associated Ganymede with Jupiter ; but that a man of his genius and

discernment should flagitiously dare to consecrate his contaminated Bithynian,

would not have obtained belief, were it not for the overpowering evidence of his-

tory, marbles, medals, and, prohpndorl a constellation! The last, we trust,

will not always remain, to disgrace Astronomy,* for it would require but little exer-

tion to wipe off" the ^^sporcojyume."

Addison has said that, a series of an emperor's coins is his life digested into an-

nals ; and the remark is truly exemplified in those of the present reign. They

abound in all metals and sizes, and would in themselves form an interesting cabinet.

They exhibit a peculiarity, in that the beard now first appears on the imperial por-

trait,—for Hadrian, as Spartian tells us, permitted that appendage to grow, in

order to conceal some scars which disfigured a part of his face. It is difficult to

arrange these medals chronologically, because the Emperor did not assume the

honours of the consulship more than thrice ; and as he never accepted the office

after his return to Rome, the title COS, III, was used during the remainder of his

reign. Nor can we find the number of the TRIB. POT. ; but Eckhel thinks

this general darkness may be relieved by a small light which the title of Pater

Patrice suppMes I it seems that coins of COS. III. without P. P. should precede

those with it. The reverses which illustrate the travels of Hadrian, are usually

termed his geographical series, and, for the sake of a ready reference, are placed

alphabetically.

* Medals of Antinous are very numerous ; but Ihough executed with singularly fine taste, I cannot approve of their being

received into cabinets, while there are crucibles to receive them. Not a shadow of utility can aris«^ from the contempla-
tion of them ; unlike those of bad emperors which we are obliged to retain, they arc not necessarily connected with the
events of the world ; and nothing but disgusting recollections can follow the infamous mirae. I profess as great a regard
for works of art as a sailor ought to do

;
yet I would gladly destroy every trace of the minion, so that he should no longer

defile either cabinet, gallery, or celestial globe. 1 once uttered this idea in the Vatican, while passing his well-known
statue ; when Signor Torlonia, the celebrated Roman banker, who accompanied me, replied after a short pause,—« Well,
I more than half agree with you."

O
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CXLVIII.

Obnerse. IMP. CAES. DIVI TRAIAN. AVG. F. TRAIAN. HADRIAN. OPT. AVG. GER.
flmperatori Ccesari divi Trajani Augustijilio, Trajano Hadriano, Optimo, Augusta,
Germanico.J The laurelled head of Hadrian, with a handsome and intelligent countenance,

the shoulders partly covered with a sagum. This medal is in fine preservation, and densely

coated with dark-brown patina ; it was procured by exchange from Mr. Tulin, the British

Vice-Consul, at Tunis, in 1822.

Reverse. DAC. PARTHICO P. M. TR. P. COS. P. P. (Dacico, Parthico, Pontifici Maximo,
Tribunitia potestaie. Consult, Patri Patriw.) On the exergum, S. C. Two noble figures

standing, togated and laureated, one of whom consigns a globe to the other. A difficulty

arises upon this medal. From the subject of the obverse, and the length and import of the le-

gend, it seems to have been struck A. D. 117, for the purpose of recording the adoption of
Hadrian, by Trajan. But the title of Paler Patrice which the Emperor bears is contrary to

that supposition, as he did not assume it till eleven years afterwards ; and it therefore forms
an exception to the chronological rule of Eckhel, just mentioned.

CXLIX.

Obverse. IMP. CAESAR TRAIANVS HADRIANVS AVG. [Imperator Ccesar Trajanus Ha-
drianus, Augtislus.) The laureated head of the Emperor, with an animated expression, and
bold bust. This medal is covered with brown patina : it is in excellent preservation, and was
procured at Mr. M. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. PONT. MAX. TR. POT. COS. II. (Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestaie. Consul
iterutn.) On the exergum, ADVENTVS AVG. S. C. (Adventus Augusti, Senatus
Consultu.) Pvoma Victrix seated upon armour, with her left foot upon a helmet, takes a
togated figure by the hand. This was struck A. D. 118, to commemorate the return of
Hadrian to Rome, from Syria, where he commanded when Trajan died.

CL.

Obverse. IMP. CAESAR TRAIANVS HADRIANVS AVG. P.M. TR. P. COS. II. {Imperator
CcEsar Trajanus Hadrianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestaie. Consul
iterum.) A bold and characteristic bust of Hadrian, thinly covered with yellow patina.

The medal is in fair condition, and was purchased from Mr. Till, in 1825.

Reverse. RELIQVA VETERA HS. NOVIES MILL. ABOLITA. (Reliqua vetera, sestertium

navies millies abolita.) In the field S. C. A figure habited in the chlamys, with a sceptre,

is setting fire to a heap of papers with a torch. From the attitude and attire, I consider it

as representing the Emperor ; but Eckhel says, that on a very perfect medal in the Caesarian

Museum the supposed sceptre is seen to be a fasces, and that therefore the man is a lictor.

See No. CLI. In either case it commemorates the unparalleled generosity of Hadrian, in

voluntarily burning all the obligatory bonds of the sums owing to the treasury for the last 16
years,—sums amounting to no less than 7^ millions sterling. By reliqua vetera is meant
the exchequer, and the public debts of the provinces. From the COS. II. this popular deed
must have been transacted A. D. 118.

CLI.

Obverse. IMP. CAESAR TRAIANVS HADRIANVS AVG, P. M. TR. P. COS. II. {Impe-
rator Ceesar Trajanus Hadrianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestaie.

Consul iterum.J A broad-breasted bust of Hadrian, with the head laureated. This medal
is coated with a fine green patina, and is in fair preservation ; it was procured at Bonifaccio,

in Corsica, in 1824.

Reverse. RELIQVA VETERA HS. NOVIES MILL. ABOLITA. fReliqua vetera, sestertium

navies mi/lies abolita.) On the exergum S. C. A figure in the act of burning papers to

cancel the debts due to the state, before three togated citizens, who are rendering applause
with upraised hands. The figure is here certainly a lictor, for I he axe-head is plainly shew*
on the fasces; the last, however, has much less circumference than is usually given to that

badge of office.
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Tbis medal, it is seen, is struck upon the same occasion as No. CL. ; and the plaudits of

the citizens typify the restoration of the popularity which Hadrian had forfeited by the exe-

cution of four men of consular dignity. Spartian says,—"Ad colligendam autem gratiaut

nihil pr<etermittens, infinitam pecuniam, qux iisco debebatur, privatis debitoribus in Urbe
atque Italia, in Provinciis vero etiam ex reliquis ingentessummas remisit, syngrnphis in Fore

Divi Trajani, quo magis securitas omnibus roboraretur, incensis."

CLII.

Obverse. IMP. CAESAR TRAIANVS HADRIANVS AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. III. {Impe-
rator Ccesar Trajanus Hadrianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunilia potestate.

Consul tertium.) The laurelled head of Hadrian, wiih a beard ; the shoulders covered with a

paludamentum. This rare medal is of yellow brass without patina, and in good condition
;

it was purchased from Mr. M. Young, in 1829.

Reverse. ANN. DCCCLXXIIII NAT. VRB. P. CIR. CON. This legend has been very variously in-

terpreted, and is still left in the perplexity which so frequently arises from the objectionable

custom of using abbreviations in writing. From the reclining female who holds a wheel on her

knee, and with her left arm embraces three metse, the object of the medal is evidently to com-
memorate games in which there were chariot-races. Vaillant therefore reads—^«no 874,

nalali urbis Popu/o Circenses concessit. But Baron Bimart thinks, Uiat as those games
were so frequently celebrated, the Monetales could hardly advance that they were established

by Hadrian. Harduin conjectures that the legend should be read

—

Anno 874 natali urbis

primum Circenses constiluta, and that new games were instituted in honour of the founding

of the city. Others dispute whether the P means populus, plebeii, publici, or primus ; and
it is not a little singular that both in the engraving of the Florence medal, and that of Queen
Christina, this letter has been omitted. The true object may be, to record that Hadrian, in

celebrating the birth-day of Rome, which was usually done by holding the Parilia,* added
to those simple games the more splendid exhibitions of the Circus.

This very valuable medal is interesting in other^espects. It is the first of the large-brass

series which bears the sera of the foundation of Rome ; and though we cannot now discover

which of the methods of computing that sera was followed, the date of this third Consulate of

Hadrian is pretty nearly ascertained,—a point which cannot be determined from any other

of the COS. III. The female in this device is evidently the same with that on CXXVl.

CLIII.

Obverse. IMP. CAESAR TRAIANVS HADRIANVS AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. III. [Impe-
rator Ccesar Trajanus Hadrianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maxirtius, Tribunilia potestate.

Consul tertium.) A fine laurelled head of Hadrian, with a beard. As this is the first

appearance of that appendage in the cabinet, it may be mentioned that the early Romans
wore long beards, and had no barbers among them for 450 years. One Menas brought a
nharer from Sicily, when smooth chins became the general fashion, except in times of afflic-

tion, when a ragged beard, neglected hair, a slovenly look, and a pale countenance, were the

usual marks of mourning. The medal is in very excellent preservation, and covered with

dark.brown patina ; it was found near Algiers, in 1814, and presented to me shortly

afterwards.

Reverse. LOCVPLETATORI ORBIS TERRARVM. On the exergum S. C. This title is a high

compliment to the munificence of Hadrian, both at home and abroad ; and as he was the

only one who received so honourable a designation, so was he the only one who truly merited

it. He is seated on a curule chair upon a suggestum. Beside him stands a female, sym-
bolical of liberality, who is pouring out riches from a cornucopiae into the vests of two
citizens below her.

* The Parilia, or Palilia, were festivals established in honour of Pales, the tutelary goddess of Shepherds ; they were
celebrated on the 21$t of April, when the flocks were brought ia aud purified with luslral water and fumigations,— a cu«-

taai >till existing at Rome, with regard to horses.
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CLIV.

Ob»erse. IMP. CAESAR TRAIAN. HADRIANVS AVG. (Imperator Casar Trajanus Hadri-
anus, Augustus.) A bold laurelled head of Hadrian, with armour on the shoulders. This
medal is in fine conservation, and covered with a clear brown patina; it was purchased at

Rome, in 1822.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. COS. III. {Ponti/ei Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Consul lertium.)

In the field S. C. and on the exergum EXPED. AVG. [Expeditio Augusti.) Thi«

medal, which appears to be struck on the declaration of war with the Sarmatians and Roxo-
lanians, represents the Emperor on a prancing horse, with his chlamys floating behind him.

He bears a sceptre in his left hand, and gracefully extends his right.

CLV.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS. The obverse legends of Hadrian are henceforward exceed-

ingly simple, after the numerous titles we have hitherto seen. Some antiquaries have accused

him of short-lived gratitude in dropping the name of Trajan,—but conciseness was probably

the end in view. We have here a laureated and bearded head of the Emperor, of proporlious

lofit a medal most admirably. It is of superior workmanship, and in surprising preservation ;

the portrait is coated with a light-brown patina, and the device with a dark-green one.

I procured it at Lucca, in 1822.

Reverse. CO^. \l\. {Consul lertium.) In the field S. C. A singularly majestic statue of Neptune,

with a hasta pura ; his right foot is placed on the rostrum of a ship, and his hand—resting

on his knee—grasps an acrostolium, the prow ornament which was torn from captured vessels

and borne in triumphal processions. This device is more simple than where the deity is

placed in a conchal car, and probably alludes to the sea voyages of Hadrian ; it appears to

have been a common reverse in his reign, for I have bad several,—some inscribed NEP.
RED. (Neptuno Reduci,) and others, in which the figure holds a dolphin on his hand.

Neptune presided over the Mediterranean, as Oceanus did over the circumambient sea, or th«

waters supposed to surround the whole earth. (See No. XVIII.)

CLVI.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS. A superb laureated head of Hadrian, with a beard, and

the shoulders bearing the straps of a thorax. It is in remarkably fine condition, and

covered with a dense brown patina ; it was presented to me by Mr. Henry Beechy, who pro-

cured it near Cyrene, in 1822.

Reverse. FELICITATI AVG. (Felicitati Augusti.) In the field S. C. On the exergum COS.
III. P. P. [Consults tertium, Patris Patrice.) A praetorian galley, with the gubernator

and five sitters, but with ten oars, or rather sweeps, over the side : as these appear to hav«

no communication with the persons in view, but carry their looms through the upper works,

the sitters are rather passengers than rowers, and they wearhats, asif to protect them against

the heat upon deck. The prow is armed with three spikes, the rostrique tridentibtis of

Virgil ; the tutela is highly decorated, and the poop shews the bend mentioned by that author,

and Ovid,

—

puppique recurves. Upon the bow appears the parasemon, and over that the

labarum or banner, on a staffwhich steeves like a bowsprit. Both this, and the streamer from

the corymbus, by blowing forwards, shew that the vessel has a fair wind, an ancient symbol

of felicity which will be readily understood by moderns. It appears to have been struck by

the senate for the success of the Emperor's voyage.

CLVII.

Obverse. HADRIANUS AVGVSTVS. The laurelled profile of Hadrian, with part of a sagum over

the shoulders. Of a yellowish-red brass, and though unpatinated, in very fair condition ; it

was purchased at Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. FELICITATI AVG. {Felicitati Augusti.) In the field S. C. On the exergum COS.

III. P. P. [Consulis tertium, Patris Patrice.) A Praetorian galley rowing swiftly over lh«
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waves. The poop is high and curved, like that of a Chinese sampan, and the post occupied

hj the pilot recalls the idea of his liability to be washed overboard :

" Ipse Gubemator puppi Palinurus ab alta."

Over the aplustre appear two military standards, which are considered as a testimony that an

important personage is embarked. A colossal sea-god—half man and half fish—is placed

on the prow; on some medals this is a triton blowing a flabra, or conch,^but here he is in

the act of darting a spear, or trident. This is equivalent to the modern figure-head, and
represented the tutelary protector to whom, as with the modern Mediterranean sailors, the

ship was dedicated. There are six sitters in a line below the pilot, and the rudder is pro-

jected through the upper works of the quarter.

CLVIII.

Obverse. IIADRIANVS AVGVSTVS. The laureated head of the Emperor. A medal in good, but

secondary condition, which was procured at Susah, on the coast of Tunis, iu 1822.

Reverse. FELICITATI AVG. [Felicitati Augusti.) lo the field S. C. and on the exergum COS,
III. P. P. (Consulis tertium, Patris Palriee.) A Praetorian galley, full of men, impelled

along both by oars and a large square sail, across which the inscription is written, in the

taste then prevalent ; for we are assured that, in the time of Trajan, it was not uncommun
to have the name of the Emperor embroidered on the sails in gold or silver. Besides being
the type of felicity, this medal is supposed to allude to the prudent government of Hadrian ;

for as in a ship—though the officers and crew are liable to the same hazard, the success of the

voyage will chiefly depend on the skill and judgment of the commander ;—so in the manage-
ment of the state, the happiness and prosperity of the community depends upon the wisdom
and prudence of the sovereign at the helm of affairs.

The sail to this ship—this " navis velis ventoque "— is stretched to a yard supported

by lifts; it is deep roached, with both sheets aft, in token of auspicious winds—the emblem
of happiness :

—

"En ego non paucis quondam munitus amicis,

"Dum flavit velis aura secunda meis."

And the oars being out at the same time illustrate another passage of Ovid,

—

" Sive opus est, minimam velis bene currit ad auram,
" Sive opus est remo remige carpit iter."

CLIX.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. {Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater
Patrice.) The bare head of Hadrian, with the shoulders covered by part of a sagum. The
being unlaureated is rare with the Augusti ; it is generally indicative of the Caesars, or

sons, either real or adopted of Emperors. In this instance it may possibly allude to what
Spartian and Dio tell us, that Hadrian was wont lo brave both cold and tempest with his

head uncovered ; for which he eventually suffered. This medal has been rubbed, but is in

fair condition ; it was procured at Via Reggio, in Tuscany, in 1822.

Reverse. DISCIPLINA AVG. [Discip/ina Augusti,) written on Ihe exergum ; in the field S. C.

The Emperor—bare-headed and with his robe over his arm—followed by a Praetorian prefect,

marches at the head of his army, which is typified by four soldiers with two standards and a
labarum. This illustrates what historians have told us of Hadrian's inuring his legions lo

discipline, by his own personal example ; for though he was pacifically inclined, he took car«

to keep up military virtue. While accompanying his troops he subsisted on coarse fare,

living on bacon, cheese, and posca, or lora, a spurious wine made by pouring water over

grape-lees in the press. The legend is sometimes spelt DISCIPVLINA,—as may be
•een in Havercamp, Pedrusi, and Occo.

In addition to this, it may be observed that, Hadrian reformed the regulations of the army,
irhicb bad been gradually deteriorated since the days of Augustus. He was the first who
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'" established pioneers and a staff-corps. He gaTe promotion to none but men of courag;e,

strength, and merit, saying,—" Such as the officers are, such will the soldiers become. " Ih
allusion to the manner in which he braved hardships with his legions, the poet Florus
addressed him thus :

—

" Ego nolo Csesar esse,

Ambulare per Britannos,

Scythicas pati pruiuas."

To which—as Florus was a noted frequenter of taverns—Hadrian replied

—

" Ego nolo Florus esse,

Ambulare per tabernas,

Latitare per popinas,

Cuhces pati rotundas."

CLX.
Obverse. HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS. A remarkably-fine laurelled head of Hadrian, with a bare

neck, and an expression more noble than intelligent. It is covered with a chocolate-coloured

patina, is in superior preservation, and was presented to me by Major Scriven, governor of
the Tuscan isle of Giglio, in 1822.

Reverse. COS. III. P. P. {Consul tertium, Pater Pairice.') On the exergum B.C. This is an
acclamation-medal. The Emperor stands on a tribunal, decorated with rostra, before a
temple. He is haranguing the public, and making a welcome announcement ; the latter are

represented by three togated citizens, who lift their hands in the fulness of admiration
and applause.

CLXI.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. HI. P. P. {Hadrianus Augustus, Consul lertium. Pater
Patrio".) A noble laureated profile of Hadrian, with a beard, and the shoulders robed. This
medal is in very excellent conservation, and covered with a dark chocolate-coloured patina ; it

was procured, by exchange, from a numismatist at Cagliari, in 1823.

Reverse. RESTITVTORI ACHAIAE. On the exergum S. C. The Emperor togated and standing

in a majestic attitude, is raising a kneeling female by the hand. Between them there is a
vase with ansae, in which is a palm-branch. This has been mistaken by Tristan, Pedrusi,

and others, for a sprig of Parsley, merely because a crown of that herb was the victor's

reward at the Nemeaen games ; but a glance at the medal before us, would have convinced
them of their mistake.

This device commemorates the visit of Hadrian to Achaia, and a benefit conferred

thereon ; but the exact date cannot be ascertained, for from the P. P.—which was not
assumed till A. D. 128,—it is clear that many of his geographical coins must have been struck

several years after he had travelled to the places mentioned.

CLXII.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. Ill, P. P. [Hadrianus Augustus, Cotisul tertium, Pater
Patrice.) A remarkably fine head of Hadrian, with part of the sagum on his shoulders, and
a more intelligent expression of countenance than his likeness usually bears. This medal is

of yellow brass, and though unpatinated, is in splendid condition ; it was purchased from
an Arab, near Benghazi, in 1821.

AEGYPTOS. On the exergum S. C. An elegant decumbent female, in full robes, with

her hair dressed in the long-curled ringlets observable on the coins of Berenice. Her left

arm reclines on a basket filled with fruits, the emblem of fertility, and her right hand holds

a sistrum,—an instrument not only sounded in the worship of Isis, but also, according to

Servius, indicative of the increase and flowing of the Nile; whence some medallists have

denominated it a nilomeler. It consisted of an oval-shaped bronze frame, with three trans-

verse bars, which, being rattled, produced the required melody,—"crepuit sonabile Sistrum."

Reverse.
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It may be imagined that it was sufficiently unmusical,—and Propertius upbraids Cleopatra for

putting it in opposition to the Roman trumpet. At the feet of the female is a cippus, on
which stands the sacred Ibis, a bird so peculiar to Egypt that it was said to die if taken to

ether countries. "The Egyptians," said Cicero, " whom we are apt to ridicule so much,
conferred honours upon animals only in proportion to the advantage derived from them ;

—

thus their reason for worshipping the Ibis was, because it destroyed the serpent." Hero-
dotus tells us, it was a capital offence to kill an Ibis, whether intentionally or otherwise :

and Strabo says, that they walked up and down the streets of Alexandria. So have I seen
the storks respected in Greece and Turkey,—and still more so in India, where from the
Brarain bird to the Bengal Adjutant, the whole genus enjoys immunity.

CLXiir.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. [Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater
Palria;.) A singularly animated laureated head of the Emperor, with a thick short beard,

and the neck naked. This is a splendidly perfect medal, covered with a green patina tinged

with red : it was purchased on the 25th day of Mr. Trattle's celebrated sale, in 1832.

Reverse. (Sine Epigraphe.) In the field S. C. A majestic figure of the Emperor with his left foot

upon a crocodile : he is in armour, with the paludamenturn at his back, his right hand is sup-
ported by a spear with the point peacefully downwards, and his left holds a parazonium. From
the moneyer's having raised the reptile's head too much, it has been called a serpent,—but the

legs, scales, and shape are too plainly visible to be mistaken. This was probably minted in

remembrance of the visit to Egypt, and its date may therefore be nearly approximated,—for

Hadrian, having passed through Judoea and Arabia, arrived at Pelusium, A. D. 130, where
he repaired the tomb of Pompey

—

" Ossa viri magni, tenui quam clausa sepulchre."

CLXIV.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. (Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater
Patrice.) The bare head of Hadrian, with a sagum over the shoulders. This medal, which
is in secondary condition, was purchased at the Hon. R. E. Digby's sale, in 1825.

Reverse. AFRICA. On the exergum S. C. A robed female is seated against a rock, with a cornu-

copiae in her left hand, and a scorpion in her right; at her feet is a modius, with ears of

wheat through the top. The female is quoiffed with an elephant's proboscis, which has been a
symbol of Africa from the time of Agathocles, as is shewn by his coins. The fertility of the

province is denoted by the modius and corn, " Frumenti quantum metit Africa'" and,

from Lucan's having named it among the veuemous reptiles of Lybia, we may infer that the

scorpion has long been a cognizance of the same place :
—

" quis fata putaret

Scorpion, aut vires matures mortis habere ?

llle minax nodis, et recto verbere saevus.

Teste tulit cselo victi decus Orionis."

CLXV.
Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. 111. P. P. (Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater

Patrice.) The laurelled profile of Hadrian, with the shoulders robed. A medal of yellow
brass, thinly patinated, and in secondary condition ; it was purchased at Mr. Trattle's sale,

in 1832.
,

RevtTse. RESTITVTORI AFRICAE. On the exergum S. C. The togated Emperor raises a
female who, by the coiffure, is seen to be Africa; she gives him her right hand, and the left

grasps some ears of wheat. Corn is also springing from the ground between them, in allu-

sion to the amazing fertility of the ".^//rjcem Orijj! TVrrarum." This testifies a benefit

bestowed on the province at Hadrian's visit : was it that after a drought of five years it

rained upon his arrival, and the inhabitants consequently ascribed the blessing to his presence ?
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Obverse, HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P, P. (Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater
Patria.) The bare head of the Emperor, with the shoulders covered by the sagum. This
medal is in excellent preservation, and covered with a light-brown patina ; it was procured

at Patras, in 1820.

Reverse. ALEXANDRIA. On the exergum S. C. A female seated on the ground, and reclining

against a basket of fruit. Her left arm bears a vine-branch, her extended right hand

holds ears of wheat, and a harvest appears to be growing at her feet. Hadrian disliked the

turbulent dicacity of the Alexandrians, and sarcastically wrote, that all of them—whether

Christians, Pagans, or Jews,—were ready to sacrifice their religion to self-interest
; yet he

repaired the city and restored their ancient privileges. For this they returned him solemn

thanks ; but no sooner was his back turned than they published bitter and virulent lampoon*

against him and his favourites.

CLXVII.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. [Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater
Patrice.) A noble laureated portrait of Hadrian, with the shoulders robed. In excellent

preservation, and covered with a dense olive-green patina; it was presented to me by
Mohammed Khojab, the minister of the Marine, at Tunis, in 1816.

Reverse. RESTITVTORI ASIAE. On the exergum S. C. Hadrian, in his toga, stands on the

left side of the field, and extends his hand to Asia ; which province is represented as a

kneeling female, in robes, with a diadem and sceptre. By the scroll which the Emperor
holds, it would seem that this device is in commemoration of an immunity,

CLXVIII.

Obversi. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. (Hadrianus Augustus. Consul tertium. Pater
Patrice.) The bare head of the Emperor, with very characteristic features ; on his shoulder

appears the fibula and part of a chlamys. This medal is in very superior condition, and
coated with a deep-brown patina ; it was purchased at Genoa, in 1823.

Reverse. RESTITVTORI BITHYNIAE. On the exergum S. C. A noble figure of the Emperor,

in senatorial vestments, taking by the hand a kneeling female, who wears a mural crown, is

in full robes, and bears a rudder on her left shoulder, emblematic of her navigable rivers

and ports on the Poiitus Euxinus, and Propontis. This type probably commemorates the re-

building, at Hadrian's expense, of the towns of Bithynia, which were destroyed by an earth-

quake, about A. D. 129, chiefly Nicaea and Nicomedia.

CLXIX.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. {Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater
Patrice.) The laureated profile of Hadrian, with the chlamys buckled over the right

shoulder. A coin in good preservation, though unpatinated ; it was procured from Mr. M.
Young, in 1825, having formerly belonged to the cabinet of Mr. Miles.

|?<rBer*(r. ADVENTVI AVG. BRITANNIAE. {Adventui Augusti Britannia.) On the exergum

S. C. The togated Emperor stands on the left of the field, and a majestic robed female on

the right, who holds a patera over an altar from which a flame rises. By this, and the victim

at her side, is expressed the sacrifice made by the Provincials in token of joy and cordiality

' at the august arrival ; and the altar denotes mutual compact. He arrived A. D. 121, just

in time, according to Camden, to prevent the Britons from throwing off the Roman yoke.

Here he made many regulations ; and to secure his colonies from Caledonian incursions,

caused a mighty wall to be built, extending from the river Eden in Cumberland, to the Tyne
in Northumberland.

CLXX.
Obverse; HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. (Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Paler

Patrice.) The laurelled head of Hadrian, with the shoulders covered by a robe. This medal

is in good preservation, and covered with brown patina; it was procured at Pantellaria,

in 1817.
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Reverse. ADVENTVI AVG. CILICIAE. {Adventui Augusti CiHciee] On the exfirgum S. C.
The Emperor aud a galeated female, who bears a labarum, standing with an altar between
them and a victim ready for sacrifice. This typifies a general rejoicing ou Hadrian's safe

arrival in Cilicia. From the attire and attitude of this female, it is evident the province was
deemed warlike ; but the Ciiicians were despised by the Greeks as being prone to knavery,

cruelty, and mendacity,—whence the proverb, " Cilix haudfacile verum dicil.^'

CLXXI.
Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. (Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater

Patria.) A fine laureated profile of the Emperor, with a part of the chlamys. This medal
is entirely varnished with a sea-green patina, and is in superior conservation ; it was pre-

sented to me, in 1820, by M. Belzoni, the Egyptian traveller.

Reverse. DACIA on the exergum, and in the field S. C. A manly personification of this extensive

province, bareheaded, and attired in trousers. He is seated on a rock, holding a legionary

eagle in his right hand, and a branch in his left,—with one of his feet resting against two
round ball?. See No. CXXXIV.

CLXXII.
Ob s. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. (Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater

Patrice.) The bare head of Hadrian, the shoulders covered by a sagum. This medal is thinly

incrusted with dark-brown patina, and is in excellent condition; it was presented to me by
Baron Schibberas, at Malta, in 1819.

Reverse. ADVENTVI AVG. GALLIAE. [Adventui Augusti Gallia.) On the exergum S. C.
The Emperor, bare-headed aud togated, with his right hand elevated, is accosting a robed
female wearing the sagulum, or Gaulish cassock, on her shoulders. She holds a sacred

patera over the flame of an altar decorated with festoons, by the side of which is an animal,

called by Addison a sheep—" not only as a sacrifice, but to shew that the riches of the

country consisted in flocks and pasturage." Whatever it maybe, it is placed there as a
victim in the rejoicings that followed Hadrian's safe arrival in Gaul, where, as Spartian

assures us—"omnes causariis liberalitatibus sublevavit."

CLXXIII.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. (Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Paler
Patria.) The laureated portrait of the Emperor, looking towards the left,—a rare position

IB this series. It is in very excellent condition, and covered with a chocolate-coloured patina ;

it was purchased at Lord Morton's sale, in 1830.

Reverse. RESTITVTORI GALLIAE. On the exergum S. C. Hadrian, in his toga, holds a scroll

in his left hand, and with his right raises a supplicating female, who is robed and wears the

sagulum. The senate had hardly glorified the Emperor's arrival in Gaul, before they declared

him its " Restorer ; " a compliment due for the benefits which he granted in his progress.

CLXXIV.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. (Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater
Patrice.) An animated profile of Hadrian, with a laurel wreath, and the laticlavium on the

shoulders. I purchased this medal at Naples, in 1818 ; it is covered with a light-yellow

patina, and is in good conservation.

Reverse. HISPANIA. On the exergum S. C. A robed female reclining against a rock, holds, in her

right hand, a branch of olive,—which, according to Pliny, flourished luxuriantly in Ba;tica.

Her head is encircled by a sort of wreath, see No. CLXXV. which some medallists have pro-

nounced also to be of olive, from recollecting the " Bcetis olivifera crinem redimite corona^'

of Martial, and the description of Claudian,

—

" glaucis turn primo Miaervee

Nexa comam foliis."
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At the feet of the female is a rabbit, which from the cuniculosa Celtiherice fill of Catullus,

and the testimony of Strabo, £lian, Pliny, and Varro, as to the multitudes that abouuded
there, has become the well-known cognizance of Spain. Agostini, indeed, and other anti-

quaries, thought that as cuniculus signitied equally a rabbit, and a mine, the device was in

allusion to the mineral riches of the Iberian mountains. But Bochart, somewhat fancifully,

derives the name of the kingdom from Sepan, a Phcenician word expressing the animal.

CLXXV.
Obverse, HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. (Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater

Patrice.) The naked head of the Emperor, with a thick short beard, and the paludamentum
fastened by a fibula to the right shoulder : the countenance is manly, animated, and more
intelligent than usual in his profiles. This singularly fine medal was found by a faggot-

inaker, in the marshes near Port Nettuno, in April, 1823, and came into my possesion two
or three days afterwards. It is of fine yellow brass, and though unpatinated, is so case

hardened, as it were, as to be in splendid preservation.

Reverse. RESTITVTORI HISPANIAE. On the exergum S, C. An admirable togated figure of
the Emperor, on the right of the field ; he is raising a kneeling female by the hand, who,
by the rabbit at her feet and the olive branch on her shoulder, is manifestly the personification

of the province. As this medal is in much higher condition than the last, the ornament
around her bead is more distinct ; and on a close examination appears to be rather a head-
dress, than a wreath,—there is, moreover, a curious ornament depending from it, down the

back of her neck, perhaps a species of crotalia.

The exact date of this coin is uncertain ; but it is probable that Hadrian wintered at

Tarraco, A. D. 122, where a slave, in a fit of insanity, assaulted him with a sword, for which
the Prince merely committed the maniac to the care of physicians.

CLXXVl.
Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. {Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater

Patrice.) The laureated head of Hadrian. This medal is in secondary condition, and covered
with yellow patina ; it was purchased in lot No. 199, of Mr. Trattle's sale, displacing one
somewhat different, as that portrait was bare-headed, and the reverse had but two children.

Reverse. ADVENTVI AVG. IVDAEAE. [Adventui Augusti Judcea.) On the exergum S. C.
The province, in full robes and veiled, is holding a patera over an altar, at the foot of which
is a victim ; she has a ball in her left hand, and beside her are three naked children bearing
palm-branches, symbolical of Judtea, as forming a part of Palestine, of which the palm-tree

is the appropriate emblem. This device represents the sacrifice which welcomed the arrival

of the Emperor, who stands before the altar with his hands upraised, so as to give his attitude

an appearance of severity.

Hadrian, in re-establishing,Jerusalem, named it jElia Capitolina, and on the ruins of the

temple built by Solomon, he erected one to Jupiter. The Jews,

—

" Gens sola, et in toto orbe,

proeter caleras, mira,^^—who had again become formidable, were so exasperated by this in-

sulting profanation, that they rebelled, and committed most dreadful ravages. For these acts

the Romans took awful vengeance,—for, after slaughtering 580,000 men, besides those who
perished by famine, fire, and disease, they razed the city so that not one stone was left upon
another,—and salt was sown in the ground whereon the temple bad stood, in token of igno-

minious desolation, A. D. 135. Nor was this all. A new colony was formed there into which the

Jews were prohibited, under pain of death, from entering,—or even dwelling in any place

whence it could be seen. Every sacred site was studiously defiled, and the marble figure of
a hog, which they held in religious abhorrence, was fixed over the Bethlehem gate.* Thus

• Julius Severus, the officer who was recalled from Britain to conduct this bloody war, has been erroneously termed
" Severus, wlio afterwards became Emperor ;" for Septimius Severus, who acquired the Purple, was not born till the

8th year of Antoninus Pius. The conqueror of Palestine was rewarded with the government of Bitbynia, where his conduct

was 80 just, that bis name was honoured for 100 years after his death.
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was the memorable prophecy of ou^ Saviour completely though undesignedly fulfilled, by

a Pagan.
CLXXVII.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. (Hadrianus Augustus, C&ns-ul tertium. Pater
Patrice.) The laurelled portrait of the Emperor, with part of a pallium over his shoulders.

This medal is in good condition, though unpatinated; it is of pale brass, and was procured at

Lord Morton's sale, in 1830,—being rather better than my former one.

Reverse. MAVRETANIA. On the exergum S. C. A man leading a barb-horse by the mane ; he is

lightly attired, and bears a wand. Claudian, who is one of the most pairticulaf of all the Uo-
man poets in describing the personification of Provinces, says this wand was used in guiding

the animal,

—

" Sonipes ignarus habense :

Virga regit."

But it may be the weapon thus alluded to by Horace

—

" Integer vitae, scelerisque purus
Non egit Mauri jaculis."

In either case, one cannot examine the medal without being struck with the propriety of a

cognizance so suited to the present Moorish taste, which delights in horses and assagayes ;

and it realizes the "pugnantj'requentibus ab equo hastati, equis nudis ulentes, et junceis

Jrenis," of Strabo.

CLXXVIII.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. (Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Paler
Patrice.) The laureated head of the Emperor, in excellent relief, with the shoulders

covered. This medal is in very good preservation, and thinly coated with u light-brown

patina; it was purchased at Algeziras, in Andalusia, in 1824.

Reverse. ADVENTVS AVG. MAVRETANIAE. fAdvenlus Augusti Maurelanice.J On the

exergum S. C. The Province in a semi-virile habit, and with a military banner on her left

arm, holds a patera over the flame of an altar, at the base of which is a victim for sacrifice.

On the opposite side stands Hadrian, bare-headed and togated, as is usual on these reverses.

This device celebrates the happy arrival of the Emperor in Mauretania.

CLXXIX.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P.P. fHadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater
PatrifP.J The laurelled head of Hadrian, with part of a sagum fastened by a fibula to the

right shoulder. This medal, though but thinly patinated, is in excellent condition ; it was

purchased through the agency of Mr. M. Young, in 1831.

Reverse. EXERCITVS on the upper verge, and MAVRETANICVS S. C. on the exergum. The
Emperor on horseback, and paludated, harangues three soldiers bearing military ensigns.

This device alludes to a review of the army stationed in Mauretania,—for Hadrian sagaciously

maintained peace, by being always prepared for war.

CLXXX.
Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. /'Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater

Patriee.J A fine laureated profile of the Emperor, in excellent relief, and with an intelligent

expression. This rare medal is in very superior preservation, and thickly coated with a grass

green patina ; it was purchased at Mr. Trattle's sale in 1832, where it formed lot 2936.

Reverse. RESTITVTORI NICOMEDIAE. On the exergum S. C. Hadrian, in senatorial vest-

ments, is taking by the hand a kneeling female, who wears a mural crown, and has a trophy

over her left shoulder. The Senate, ever attentive to glorify the Emperor, appears to have

struck this coin in token of the relief afforded by him to Nicomedia, after it had been

desolated by a dreadful earthquake, A. D. 129. See No. CLXVIII.
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CLXXXI.
Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG, COS. III. P. P. {Hadrianus Augustus, Consul lerlium, Paler

Patria;.) The laurelled head of Hadrian in fine relief, and with a good expression. The
medal is in capital condition, and covered with a dense chocolate-coloured patina ; it was pre-

sented to me by Mr. Lee, Consul at Alexandria, in 1822.

Reverse. NILVS. On the exergum S. C. A colossal river-god, whose upper half is naked, reclining

on the bank of a stream, with a reed in his left hand, and a cornucopias in his right,—rest-

ing upon a sphynx, accompanied by a small figure. Three children are playing about him,

one of whom is mounted on a hippopotamus ; and in the fore-ground is a crocodile, and an
aquatic plant. The urn is concealed, because the source of the Nile was unknown.

This device seems to be borrowed from the statue in the Vatican, where Nilus is repre-

sented with IGchildren, symbolical of the number of cubits to which it was desirable that the

water should rise. The Monetales were, however, right in reducing the number upon

the medal, or the god would have resembled a Surinam toad. Lucan, speaking of Egypt,

says, in commendation of her justly celebrated river,

—

" Rich in the fatness of her plenteous soil.

She plants her only confidence in Nile."

CLXXXII.

Obverse. IMP. CAESAR TRAIANVS HADRIANVS AVG. P. M. TR. P. COS. III. (Impe-
rator Ceesar Trajanus Hadrianus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate.

Consul tertium.) A laureated profile of Hadrian, with a spirited expression, and the bust

bare. This medal is in excellent preservation, though but thinly patinated on the reverse
;

it was procured, by exchange, from Dr. Dickson, at Tripoli, in 1816.

Reverse. RESTITVTORI ORBIS TERRARUM. On the exergura S. C. The Emperor, bare-

headed and logated, extends his hand to an elegant female crowned with turrets, who is sup-

porting a terrestial globe on her left knee. There is a small dot, or ball, in the centre of the

field, which I would not have noticed, but that some medallists, who have seen three of Ihem,

pronounce them to represent the divisions of Europe, Asia, and Africa.

This coin was struck to signify the many and signal advantages which almost all the

provinces received from the visits of Hadrian ; and, when his liberality is considered, the

title of Restitutor is an honour without flattery. But the supplicating attitude in which
every province was represented, and especially the emblem of the Earth itself, must have

been exceedingly gratifying to the Imperial vanity.

CLXXXIII.

Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. {Hadrianus Augustus, Consul tertium. Pater

Patrice.) The laurelled portrait of Hadrian, turned to the left, a position scarcely met with

on large-brass, after this reign. This medal is in secondary though sound condition, and is

thinly covered with brown patina ; it was procured at Palermo, in 1813.

Reverse. RESTITVTORI PRHYGIAE (sic.J On the exergum S. C. The Emperor is majestically

raising a kneeling figure, who by the attire and pileus is evidently a Phrygian, holding a gar-

land in his left hand. This garland is difficult to account for, unless it be one of flowers, in

token of those voluptuous and effeminate manners which gave truth to the proverb—" Phryges
sero sapiunt." The dances and songs with which they solemnized the festivals of their gods

were called lityerses, and they are thus mentioned by Rhodiginus, the " Varro of his age :

"

Erat sua idiotis Saltatio Anthema nomine, quam Saltantes sic fere pronunciabant,

Ubinam mihi rosce ? ubi violce? ubi apiajlorentia ?

A numismatist, of some celebrity, has given his opinion that where the Emperor is placed

on the right hand of the province, it shews the place to be situated to the east of Rome : but

in the medals just described,— though the rule answers for Achaia, Africa, Britain, Gaul,

Judsea, Mauretania, Nicomedia, and Phrygia—he stands to the left of Asia, and Cilicia, and
to the right of Hispania. This opinion therefore has no sufficient foundation.
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CLXXXIV.
Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG, COS. 111. P. P. (Hadrianus Augustus, Consul lertium. Paler

Patrite.) The bare head of Hadrian, with the saguin buckled upon his shoulder. This
medal is slightly coated with a brown patiua, but is in fine preservation ; it was purchased
at Mr. Trattle's sale in 1832.

Reverse. EXERCITVS on the upper verge, and RHAETICVS. S. C. on the exergum. The Emperor,
on horseback, is addressing a party of soldiers bearing military standards. The foremost

of these men holds an unusually large square shield before him, which may allude to

Rhaetia's being deemed a buckler against the depredations of the Gauls and Germans :

" Clypeus ille exercitus nostri quietem debet prastare Romanis."*

CLXXXV.
Obverse. HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS. P. P. {Hadrianus Augustus, Pater Patriae.) The lau-

relled portrait of Hadrian, with an intelligent expression ; the neck is naked, and longer than
is usual on his medals. It is in the highest preservation, and covered with a dark-brown
patina; it was procured at Zante, in 1820.

Reverse. HILARITAS P. R. (HUaritas Populi Romani.) On the exergum COS, 111. {Consul
tertium.) In the field S. C. An elegant female bearing a cornucopiae intimates that plenty
produces cheerfulness ; and she holds a long palm branch which rests on the ground, as an
emblem of durable peace. On her left is a girl in robes, and on her right a naked boy who
assists in supporting the branch, as a hint that posterity would regard the treaties which
insured the public tranquillity. These children have been thought to betoken the happiness
of matrimony,—but the type was often struck without them. See Didia Clara.

This medal was minted to express the felicity of the Roman people, under the

government of Hadrian. Amongst other acts he had prohibited those nefarious sinks of
wretchedness and slavery, the private work-houses, wherein many a wayfarer had been
entrapped, and ended his days in want and hard labour.

CLXXXVl.
Obverse. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P. P. CHadrianus Augustus, Consul (ertium. Paler

PatricB.J The laureated head of the Emperor in good relief. This medal is slightly var-

nished with yellow patina, and is in fair condition : it was presented to me by Consul General

Warrington, at Tripoli, in 1816. Biragi thinks it was struck A. D. 132.

Reverse S. P. Q. R. A. N. F. F. HADRIANO AVG. P. P. This compliment is inscribed within

a garland of laurel; and 1 follow the learned Eckhel in reading it Scnatus Popu/us Que
Romanus, Annum Novum, Faustum, Felicem, Hadriano Augusta, Patri Patrice,—
although, from the vexatious ambiguity of abbreviations, Havercamp may be correct in

interpreting A. N. F. F. Anno natali. Fieri fecit. There is a doubt what new year is

meant,—whether from the founding of the city, the birth-day of the Emperor, or that of

the kalends of January. When Claudius died and Nero commenced his reign, Seneca dated

a new year from his assumption of power. For the omission of S. C. see No. XXXI I.

CLXXXVII.
Obverse. HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS. A remarkably fine-finished profile of Hadrian, with a bare

head, and a chlamys fastened over the shoulders with a fibula. The countenance is more
than usually expressive, and the beard and mustachios are well marked. This splendid

coin is covered with a bright-green patina, and is in perfect preservation; it was presented
to me at Ithaca, in 1820.

Reverse. IVSTITIA AVG. COS. III. P.P. (Justitia Augusti, Consul tertium, Pater Patria.)
On the exergum S. C. A dignified female in robes is seated on a magnificent throne, with

* Several coins of the subsequent Emperors which represent Provinces, have been purposely withdrawn from my
Geographical series of Hadrian, in order to admit of as great a variety of reverses as possible, in so small a cabinet : the
reader must therefore consult the Index,
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a patera in her right hand, and a sceptre, indicating the authority of her decisions, in the

left. Astraea is sometimes represented with the balance, but here the sacred saucer may sig-

nify the sacrifices offered up to the Emperor, for his strict administration of justice. In no
department of government did Hadrian's genius display itself better than in this. He
reformed the body of laws, and compressed them into a" Code which was to continue in force

for ever, under the name of The Perpetual Edict, in order to prevent the confusion

arising from the recurrence of new ordinances, and to serve as a guide and rule in all the tri-

bunals of the Empire. This beneficial design was originally conceived by Caesar; but it was
reserved for Salvius Julianus, an erudite civilian, to digest and compose it, and for Hadrian
to ratify it as an invaluable standard of civil jurisprudence.

SABINA.

Julia Sabina was the daughter of Matidia, the grand-daughter of Marciana, and

grand-niece to Trajan, but we are ignorant of the name and rank of her father.

She was greatly beloved by Trajan ; and being regarded as the heiress of the Em-
pire, the politic Hadrian was very assiduous in paying his court to her. Still all

his endeavours would probably have been fruitless, had not Plotina befriended him.

He married Sabina A. D. 100; but notwithstanding the splendour of her dower,

she passed a life of bitter anxiety, and perished A. D. 137, either by her own hand,

or by poison,—either extremity being the eifect of Hadrian's cruelty and rigour

;

" etiarn Sabina uxor, non sinefabuld veneni dati ab Hadriano, defuncta est,"

is the assertion of Spartian.*

From the brilliancy of the Emperor's career, authors have started forth to vin-

dicate even his vices ; and poor Sabina has been painted as a shrew with little

eyes, wrinkled forehead, and a sharp nose—unerring symptoms of the peevishness

by which, it is said, her husband's ill-usage of her may be excused. Now medals

and marbles will fully bear out the assertions of other writers, that she was one of

the finest women of her time ; and, as Tristan has observed, her countenance itself

expresses those virtues for which she was distinguished, and which justified him in

adding—" veritablement elle estoil sage, vertueuse, et magnanime." Her fea-

tures have certainly a grave expression, but the being united to Hadrian was

sufficient to banish gaiety from the face of any female. Yet she dutifully accom-

panied him in all his journeys, though in addition to her other cares, she was

treated with contumelious indignity. It is admitted that while in Britain, the

Emperor dismissed the celebrated Suetonius Tranquillus, his secretary, and Septimius

* The late discoveries in Hieroglyphic reading have shewn that the fine obelisk on Monte Pincio, at Rome, wa»
dedicated to the memory of Antinous, in the joint names of Hadrian and Sabina I
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Clarus an officer of the guards, for disrespectful behaviour to her ; but as their dis-

grace was expressly owing to their having acted thus without his permission, we may
imagine that she was usually treated with very little ceremony by the courtiers wlio

watched the nod of their master. This consideration, coupled with other glaring

and odious facts, may easily account for the bitter and otherwise hateful expression

which is said to have fallen from her ;
" ne ex eo, humani generis pernicies

gravidaretiir."

There is nothing historically particular in the Latin medals of Sabina, though

they are abundant in every metal, and—if we include Greek and Colonial—in every

form. Those of large-brass are valued in proportion to their perfection, and rarity

of reverse, for when in middling condition their price is very low ;—the Con-

secration, the Carpentum, and the bust of Hadrian, are the scarcest,—but the

genuineness of the last is questioned. A striking peculiarity belongs to the series,

in that there are two distinct head-dresses,—the one in the elaborate style of

Matidia, and the other somewhat after the clubbed fashion of Antonia and the

Agrippinas.
CLXXXVIII.

Obverse. SABINA AVGVSTA HADRIANI AVG. P. P. {Sabina Augusta, Hadriani Augusti,
[scilicet uxor,) Patris Patrice.) The portrait of Sabina, with her hair beautifully tressed

round her head to a rich frontal diadem ; the features are fine and expressive of dignity, the

neck is well turned, and the shoulders are covered with a robe. It is thought that the Em-
press was honoured with the title of Augusta, on the very day that Hadrian became an
Augustus. This splendid medal is densely coated with a dark-green patina, and is in sur-

prising preservation; I purchased it at Poia, in Istria, in 1819.

Reverse. S. C. {Senatus consultu) on the exergum, A female veiled, and robed in the suffibulum, is

seated on a curious cista ; she holds a torch, the symbol of the search after Proserpine, in her
left hand, and some ears of wheat, as the inventress of tillage, in her right. Tl\is probably
represents Sabina herself in the character of Ceres,—for in a second-brass medal of this

Empress, we find her profile crowned with coin.

The worship of Ceres at Rome was anterior to that of Jupiter and Juno ; she was usually
described "mammis cum grandibus," but otherwise as a handsome and stately female, who
delighted in beautiful meadows, and perpetual springs. "La Guerre est enemye mortellede
la Deesse," saith old Du Choul, and whoever has seen corn-fields after a skirmish, will very
readily agree with him.

CLXXXIX.
Obverse. SABINA AVGVSTA HADRIANI AVG. P. P. {Sabina Augusta, Hadriani August!,

Patris Patrice.) An expressive profile of the Empress, with the liair bound by an anadema,
and hanging at the back of her neck. This medal is in good condition, and slightly var-
nished with a brown patina ; it was presented to me by Mr. T. Burgon, in 1825.

Reverse, IVNONl REGINAE. In the field S. C. Juno stands in the dress of a Roman matron,
with a sacred patera in her right hand, and the wand of divinity in her left : it being a com-
pliment to place the Augusta of the Romans with the Queen of the Gods. Juno Regina, or

Mariialis, was greatly venerated in Rome as the sovereign dispenser of empire and riches
;

whence Ovid,

—

" Cur igilur Regina vpcor, princepsque deoruin ?

Aurea cur dexlrae ^ceptra dedere meae ? ''
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cxc.
Obverse. SABINA AVGVSTA HADRIANI AVG. P. P. {Sabina Augusta, Hadriani Augusti,

Patris Patrice.) A fine profile of Sabina, in bold relief, with a pleasing expression, fine

neck, and shoulders covered with drapery. This medal is in excellent condition though
scarcely patinated, and was procured at Nice, in 1823.

Reverse. VENERI GENETRICF. In the field S. C. A very elegant female, in light robes, stands
in an easy attitude, holding part of her drapery with one hand, and an apple in the other.

The last evidently alludes to the prize obtained from Paris ; but the throwing of the apple in

love-feasts is also mentioned by Artemidorus, and alluded to by Virgil :

—

" Malo me Galatea petit, lascivapuella ;

Et fugit ad salices, et se cupit ant6 viderj."

There were several goddesses of the name of Venus among the ancients ; but the illustrious

Newton seems to recognise no other than Calycopis, the daughter of Otreus, and mother of
iEneas,— the very one who was worshipped as the genetrix of the Julian race. Hence
Ausonius :

—

" Orta salo, suscepta solo, patre edita Ceelo

jEneadum Genetrix, hichabito, alma Venus."

And Lucretius, writing of the nature and origin of things, thus finely invokes her :

—

"^NEADDM Genetrix, hominum divumque voluptas.

Alma Venus, Cceli subter labentia signa

Quae mare navigerum, quae terras frugiferentes

Concelebras.

CXCI.
Obverse. SABINA AVGVSTA HADRIANI AVG. P.P. {Sabina Augusta, Hadriani Augusti,

Patris Patrite.) The profile of Sabina, with a good and sensible expression of character, the

hair bound by an anadema, a finely-turned neck, and the shoulders covered by a robe. This
medal is coated with a chocolate-coloured patina, and is in perfect preservation ; I purchased
it from an Arab, at Zowarah, near Tripoli, in 1816.

Reverse. CONCORDIA AVG. {Concordia Augusti.) In the field S. C. A female in the robes

of a Roman matron standing against a small column, which signifies stability, bears a
double cornucopise on her left arm, to denote the abundance and beneficial effects of mutual
agreement ; and she holds forth the sacred patera. This memorial of the harmony between
Hadrian and his wife, must have been struck in the spirit of a monumental lie, for a Senatus
Consultum could hardly be deemed a mere compliment. Notwithstanding Concord was a
favourite deity, as a beneficent promoter of family affection, we may gather from Juvenal that

her fane was somewhat ruinous :

—

" O gold ! though Rome beholds no altar's flame.

No temples rise to thy pernicious name.
Such as to Victory, Virtue, Faith are rear'd.

And Concord, where the clamorous stork is heard.

Yet is thy full divinity confest.

Thy shrine establish'd here, in every breast."

CXCII.

Obverse. DIVA AVGVSTA SABINA. The veiled head of the unfortunate Empress, with a placid

expression of countenance. This medal is unpatinated, and in secondary though sound con-

dition ; it was purchased at Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. On the lower verge S. C. The Empress, with a sceptre, ascending to

heaven on the back of a flying eagle. After her death, Hadrian may have been pleased to

procure his hapless wife a consecration, being regardless whither she was consigned, provided

he was left unshackled in his vicious courses. It is, however, more probable that the diva

was conferred by the authority of AntoniDus Pius, as Hadrian died shortly after Sabina.
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iELIUS C^SAR.

Lucius Aurelius Cejonius Commodus Verus was the son of Cejonius Commo-
dus, a man of consular rank, descended from an illustrious Hetrurian family. He
was adopted about A. D. 135, by the name of Lucius ^lius Verus ; and Caesar

now first appears upon medals as an adjunct title of the presumptive, heir to the throne.

He was elected Consul A. D. 136, created Prtetor, and sent to govern Pannonia,

where he acquitted himself with considerable credit; but habitual debauchery having

broken a weak constitution, he returned to Rome, and died A. D. 138, on the very

day appointed for him to deliver a florid eulogium in honour of Hadrian's kindness

to him.

^lius possessed some good qualities, and accomplishments, but the motives

which induced his unexpected adoption by Hadrian are more than suspicious. His

capacity for ruling did not rise above mediocrity ; for it was remarked that he was

rather "not unfit" for the empire, than equal to it. He married Domitia Lucilla, the

daughter of Nigrinus, who was put to death by Hadrian in the beginning of his

reign. By her he had Lucius Verus, who was afterwards Emperor, and Fabia, who
was betrothed to Marcus Aurelius, but never married to him : it is said that after

the funeral of Faustina she made a " dead set" at him again, but the Philosopher did

not think it advisable to subject his children to the authority of a step-mother. iElius

treated Lucilla with disdainful neglect, telling her that wife was a title of honour,

not of pleasure ;—but what better could be expected from an effeminate sensualist,

whose studies were latterly confined to Ovid's Amours and Martial's Epigrams;

whose bed was decked with lilies and roses ; and who, on his journeys, had his chariot

attended by domestics with wings to their clothes, attired like so many Cupids ?

The medals of iElius are rare in the precious metals, but common in large and

middle-brass. There are no small-brass Latin coins; but Greek, Colonial, and

Egyptian specimens of that series, may be obtained. They are not of high his-

torical importance; on which account, though 1 have had fair types of Concordia,

Spes, Fortuna, Pielas, and Salus, I restricted my small cabinet to the two about to

be described, as possessing the greatest interest.

A numismatic hallucination must be noticed here. Many antiquaries have con-

tended stoutly to obtain for Domitia Lucilla, that medal of the wife of the Emperor
Verus which is inscribed FECVNDITAS, on the presumption that Domitia had

three, or more children, and Annia Lucilla but two. Moreover a remarkable cir-

cumstance is advanced in favour of the claim, viz : that all the oilier medals of

Annia Lucilla have the distinctive legend LVCILLA ANTONINI AVG. F. «bile

Q
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the contested one bears only LVCILLA AVGVSTA, Now both tlie features and

the fashion of the likeness on the medal are opposed to this supposition ; besides

which, so far from Domitia's obtaining the rank of Augusta, her very existence

has been rendered disputable from her not being mentioned by Spartian, In fine,

there are no genuine medals in honour of the wife of jElius Csesar ; and those de-

scribed ias such by Occo, Biragi, Cooke, and otlters, are unquestionably misapplied.

CXCII.

Obverse. AELIVS CAESAR. A naked head, with curly hair, a beard, and handsome features. This

medal is in superior condition, and thickly coated with a deep-brown patina ; it was found at

Port Baratto, in Tuscany, (the site of Populonia,) in 18-23, and immediately afterwards came
into my possession.

Reverse. TR. POT. COS. II. {Tribunitia poleslale. Consul ilernm.) On the exergum S. C.

Fortune, with her rudder and cornucopise, is meeting Hope, who advances in light vestments,

and bears the blossom before her. See No, XXXIX. This elegant device alludes to the

fortunate exaltation of iElius, and the expectation of his becoming Emperor. But the hope was
vain,—and Hadrian—who had celebrated the adoption with magnificent games, a public

largess, and a donative to the soldiers—could not conceal his chagrin, on perceiving that the

Csesar was passing to a sepulchre rather than a throne :
'• In caducum," said he, if we may

credit Spartian, "parielem nns inclinavimuti, et perdidimus quater millies H. S. quod
populo et militibus pro adoptione Commodi dedimus."* Alluding to the approaching

apotheosis of the sickening Caesar, the Emperor exclaimed

—

"Ego Divum adoplavi, non

filium ; and the event verified his prediction.

CXCIIf.

Obverse. L. AELIVS CAESAR. The naked head of iElius, with curly hair and beard, and a very

handsome countenance. This medal was struck A. D. 137 ; it is of pale-yellow brass, and

in good preservation though unpatinated. I purchased it at Rome, in 1823.

Reverse. TR. POT. COS. II. (Tribunitia potestate. Consul iterum.) Across the field PAN-
NONIA, with S. C. under it. A stolated female with a crenate mitre, stands as a per-

sonification of the Province which was governed by 5ilius. In her right hand she holds a

labarura, in token of the valour of her people; and with her left gathers up part of her vest

before her, as if containing something.

ANTONINUS PIUS.

Titus Aurelius Fulvius Boionius Arrius Antoninus, the son of Titus Aurelius

Fulvius and Arria Fadilla, was born at Lanuvium, a town of Latium, A. D. 86.

From his youth he behaved hinnself in a very dutiful and obliging manner to all his

relations, which proved the means of his being greatly enriched by legacies ; and

he acquitted himself in his public employments with reputation and success.

Having attained the fasces A, D. 120, he became one of the four appointed to

govern Italy, and afterwards served as Pro-consul in Asia, where he gained the

attachment of persons of all ranks and parties. On the death of M'ws he was

* It should be noted that the above is an extract from Spartian's Life of Hadrian ; and that, in the *liu» Verus of the

ume author, the Sesterces are reduced to " ter milliet.'"
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adopted by Hadrian, who is said to have decided upon choosing him, in consequence

of having seen Antoninus lead his old and decrepit father-in-law to the senate

house. He assumed the names of Titus ^lius Hadrianus Antoninus, A. D. 138,

was decorated with the title of Ctesar, and advanced to the tribunitian power. To
the general joy of the whole empire, he succeeded Hadrian in the same year, and

was honoured with the usual imperial distinctions, to which the senate added that

of PIUS: the reason for this new and admired surname is variously given,—as his

^neas-like filial affection, his saving the lives of the citizens whom Hadrian had

devoted to death, and his preventing that Emperor from committing suicide—butall

the accounts agree in assigning it to his affability, humanity, and regard for

religion,—to a character "nuUi acerbus, cunctis benignus.'^ Having reigned in

the hearts of the people 22 years, 7 months, and 26 days, he died of a fever,

at Lorium in Hetruria, A. D. 161, univei-sally lamented, immediately after having

given ^' ^quanimitas " as the parole to the praetorian guard.

Antoninus Pius has been described as tall, comely, and majestic; mild, jocose,

well-informed, and eloquent ; bountiful, prudent, and diligent ; strongly inclined to

peace, and mercy ;
yet withal both resolute and formidable,—and moreover, so

remarkable for the patient equity and minuteness with which he investigated causes,

that he was called ''Cymini Sector " or divider of cummin-seed. He was an utter

enemy to pomp, being magnificent without ostentation, and frugal without parsi-

mony. He made no long journeys, because the "train of a prince, however moderate,

was too burthensome to the people." He issued Rescripts to protect the Christians

from popular rage and legal persecution ; he lessened the tribute, abolished all

sinecure offices, and extirpated the \\ho\e\Y\he oi quadruplators, or fellows who

reaped a fourth part of the substance of those who were convicted of crimes upon

their accusation. Indeed his whole attention was directed to improve his dominions

and render his subjects happy ; and his goodness was so unalterable, that there is

record of its being superior to injuries. This fact has furnished little minds with a

notion that his lenity amounted to weakness, but it is a very mistaken view of

magnanimity : when Polemon, by whom he had been grossly affronted at Smyrna, ar-

rived at Rome, the Emperor, who considered revenge as a grovelling passion, received

the crabbed sophist with hospitality ; but, at the same time, to let him feel that

the injury though forgiven was not forgotten, lodged him in a handsome apartment,

and, with noble raillery, reminded him that " there was no fear of his being turned

out of it."

Although Antoninus was one of the greatest rulers that ever graced a throne, we

know but little of his actions—for he who merited the pens of a Virgil, a Tacitus,
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or a Pliny, has, by the accident of ages, been almost left to the stumbling mis-

cellany of Julius Capitolinus.* Fortunately his character has been preserved, and

from the portrait so ably drawn by the illustrious Marcus Aurelius, we learn his

unshaken constancy in resolution formed upon mature deliberation—his freedom

from vain-glory—his application to business—his inflexible justice—his contempt

of flattery—his aversion to state-mystery>^his general talents, understanding, and

knowledge. We cannot wonder that such a sovereign was popular to such a degree

that neither the citizens nor soldiers could, for many years, look upon any one as

truly Emperor, who did not bear the venerated name of Antoninus.

Antoninus Pius was married to Annia Galeria Faustina, a woman of disposition

•diametrically opposite to his own ; by her he had four children, of whom the two

boys died in their infancy, and probably before his own preferment,—for otherwise

it would have been unreasonable in Hadrian to insist on the adoption of M. Aurelius

and L. Verus, to their prejudice. Both the daughtere were married, the second

being the notorious Faustina Junior. The dissolute life of his wife occasioned

great sorrow lo the good Emperor, and he has been taunted with having extended

his lenity towards her, to a culpable extreme : but how applicable to the domestic

condition of so worthy a man, is the admirable observation of Pliny ?—" Multis

illustribus dedecori fuit, aut inconsultius uxor assumpta, aut retenta patientius. Ita

foris claros domestica destruebat infamia, et ne maximi haberentur hoc efficiebat,

quod mariti minores erant.

"

The Latin medals of Antoninus Pius are abundant in all but the smaller sizes,

and, except in cases of rare and historical reverses, at low prices ; Greece, Egypt,

and the Colonies, also minted largely to his honour. Including Annonas, Libe-

ralities, and the Moral Virtues, I had upwards of 90 of the large-brass series ; but

to avoid needless repetition and compress the series within moderate limits, 1 dis-

carded all except those here described.

CXCIV.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS. P. P. {Antoninus Augustus Pius, Paler Patrice.) A fine

laureated head of Antoninus, with a beard, and the countenance expressive of mildness and
gravity. This medal is coated with yellow patina, and is in excellent condition ; it was pro-

cured at Cephallonia, in 1820.

Reverse. COS. II. [Consul iterum.) On the exergum ASIA; and in the field S. C. A stately

female crowned with turrets, in token of her numerous cities, stands with her left arm on a

large anchor, which has two flukes, and a ring below the shank. In her right hand she

holds a curious casket, or basket, which the old Lord of St. Amand, probably from his

* The history of this Prince, by Dio, was lost above 800 years ago, and therefore before Xiphilinus undertook his

epitome. Gordianus Africanus, who was afterwards Emperor for about five weeks, wrote a poem entitled Antoniniadts,

in honour of Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius, but it has not reached our times.
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specimen's being in a bad state, calls the prow of a ship ! This medal was struck A. D. 139,

and testifies the obligation which Asia felt towards their former governor, of whom Capitolinus

records,

—

"Proconsulatum Asice sic egit, ut solus avwn vicerit."

There are various geographical medals of this reign, in which the Provinces are repre-

sented in the same attitude,—not sitting or reclining at ease, but standing with a casket on
the right hand. This casket is of debatable signification. Victors in the simple ages of

Rome were decorated with wreaths of laurel ; but as luxury advanced they were presented

with golden triumphal crowns, in great numbers, or with a certain quantity of gold deno-
minated aurum coronarium. Now it is likely that the caskets in question contained such
crowns ; and the device may mean the congratulations which poured in from all parts of the

Empire, on the elevation of Antoninus Pius, This is the more probable because some of

these personifications are represented as actually holding crowns.

cxcv.
Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. (Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater Patrice.) A well

executed laurelled profile of Antoninus, with a thick beard, fine expression, and bare neck.
This medal is incrusted with a dense olive-green patina, and is in remarkably fine condition :

it was purchased at Mr. M. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Revtme. CAPPADOCIA. On the exergum S. C. A martial female standing in a bold attitude, with

a corona turrita on her head, the meaning of which is conveyed in the " multee in Cappadocia
urbes inc/i/tw," of Solinus, She is bearing a peculiar casket, as in No. CXCIV, and holds

a vexillum, or banner, with her left hand. At her feet is the type of Mount Argseus, with

a flame on its summit—a part which, according to Strabo, was always covered with snow.
The Romans despised the Cappadocians as a debauched and vicious people ; and Cicero,

alluding to their base servility, says—"X>e GregeVenalium." This is a poor national character

for our Patron Saint ; nor did his countrymen fare better in earlier times—for the ancient
" rpia Kamwa KOKtsra" showed the contempt in which the Greeks held the Cretans, Cilicians,

and Cappadocians ; and their dislike for the last was expressed in a bitter epigram :

—

" A viper, deadliest of the serpent brood.

In wrath, to kill a Cappadocian tried;

But ere it well had tasted of his blood.

The wretched reptile sickened, swelled, and died."

CXCVI.
Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG, PIVS. P. P. [Antoninus Augustus Pius. Pater Patrice.) The

laureated head of Antoninus, with a grave aspect, and the neck bare. This medal was struck

A. D. 139, it is slightly patinated, but in fair condition; and was purchased at Mr. M.
Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. PARTHIA. In the field S. C. A Parthian youth holding a tiara on his right hand, and rest-

ing his left on a bow and quiver of arrows, which being on the ground, denote peace. This
appears to allude to a present from Parthia on the same occasion as with No, CXCIV,—but

not being a Province, it was probably more to conciliate favour than tender a duly : "Parthis
Jides nulla, nisi quantum cxpedit, quihus utilitas semper estjide sanctior," says Alex,

ab Alexandro.

CXCVII.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG, PIVS P. P. [Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater Patrice.) A fine

and intelligent laureated profile of Antoninus, with a bare neck. This coin has a thin brown
patina, but is in good preservation ; it was minted A. D. 139, and purchased from Mr.
Young, in 1825.

Reverse. PHOENICE. In the field S. C A youthful figure wearing a singular cap, and with gar-

ments girded high up, has a wand in his left hand, and a casket, like that on No. CXCIV. on

his right. Beside him rises a palm-tree, the appropriate emblem of Phoenice. The
orthography of this reverse is quoted by Cellarius in bis Ancient Geography.
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CXCVIII. *^>^,
Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. (Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater Patriee.) The

head of Antoninus laurelled and bearded. This medal is in good condition, and covered with

olive-greeen patina ; it was procured at Palermo, in 1813-

Reverse. SICTLIA. In the field S. C. An elegant robed female standing with a casket as in No.
CXCIV. and some ears of wheat in her left hand. This device differs widely from that o«
Hadrian's coins, which exhibits Medusa's head with a full face, a thing very rarely met with on

large-brass. Sicily was also represented as Trinacria, by three legs issuing from a common
centre, like the present armorial bearings of the Isle of Man.

CXCIX.
0/>tv?r«e, ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS. P.P. (Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pa'er Patriee.) A fine

laureated head of the Emperor, with beard and marked muslachios. This medal is of bare

yellow-brass, and in good preservation ; it was struck A. D. 139, and was purchased of Mr.
Matthew Young, in 1829.

Reverse. COS. II. (Consul iterum.) In the field S. C. and on the exergum SYRIA. A female i«

full robes, with a corona turrita on her head, is standing with a cornucopias on her left arm,

and holds a casket similar to that of No. CXCIV. on her right hand. At her feet is seen a

figure in the attitude of a swimmer, which is thought to typify the river Orontes.

CC.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. (Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater Patritr,

Tribunitia po/eslale.) The laurelled head of the liniperor, with a placid countenance. This

•medal is in excellent preservation, and coated with black patina ; it was found at Cerigotto,

and presented to me shortly afterwards.

Jf«<rrje. HONORI AVG. COS. III. (Honori Angusto, Consul tertium.) In the field S. C.

A inan clothed in the toga and laticlavinm is holding a branch of olive in his right hand, and

a cornucopice in his left, shewing that Honour tends to utility. This is the only moral virtue

depicted as a male, and its temple was so contrived that no one could enter it without havings

previously passed through that of Virtue. The Romans used the term Honos in preference

to Gloria, because the latter admitted of a bad as well as good sense, and might imply

vain-glory—as in the "Miles Gloriosus" of Plautus ; and again in Horace :

—

" Quern tulit ad scenam ventoso Gloiia curru."

CCI.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. 111. (Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater
Patrice, Tribunitia pofestate. Consul tertium.) A fine laureated head of the Kmperor,

with beard and mustachios. This medal is in a superior condition, and covered with a

brownish-green patina ; it was purchased at Ischia, in 1823.

Reverse. GENIO SENATVS. In the field S. C. A majestic figure in senatorial vestments, hold*

an olive-branch in his right hand, and a sceptre surmounted by an eagle, in his left; symbols

of the inclination to govern by peace. This is Antoninus, represented as the good genius of

the Senate, both on account of the respect he paid to that body, and also for his reversing the

law of Caligula, by which a moiety of the estates of senators devolved to the Emperor on

their demise.

Though the Senate was the chief council of state, it had no fixed place of assembly, but

usually met in some temple. The senators were styled fathers out of respect to their years and

duties, and they were chosen from among candidates of the best reputation. In the early

ages of Rome, Patricians only sat in the Senate,—but afterwards all citizens, except freed-

roen, had a right to aspire to that honour.

ecu.
Obverse ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. III. (Anloninus Augustus Pius, Pater

Patrice, Tribunitia pofestate. Consul tertium.) A fine and expressive head of Antoninut
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Pius, bearded and laureated, with the neck bare. This medal is in splendid condition, and
coated with yellow patina ; it was found near the ruins of Carteia, by a Spanish peasant in

1824, of whom I purchased it.

Reverse. APOLLINI AVGVSTO. In the field S. C. A fine standing figure of Apollo Lyristes,
with the sacred patera in his right hand, and acithara, or lyre of four strings, in his left; and
he is habited—as if in token of the effeminate tendency of music—in female robes. Some me-
dallists consider this device as allusive to Antoninus's being the " Auctor publicoe sospitatis :

others consider it as the Apollo of Actium, to whom a temple was raised by Augustus, after his
victory over Antony : either explanation is admissible—though it is still more probably a com-
memoration of the Emperor's bounty to the theatres—"^;«aui( histrionum arles," says
Capitolinus.

CCIII.

Obversf. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. III. (Antoninus Augustus Pius, Paler
PatricB, Tribunitia poteslate. Consul lertium.) A singularly fine laurelled head of the
Emperor, with a countenance beaming thought and majesty. This medal is thickly covered
by a brown patina, and is in singular perfection ; it was minted about A. D. 140, and was
found among the ruins of Leptis Magna, by one of my Arab labourers, in 181G.

Reverse. IVNONI SISPITAE. In the field S. C. A majestic robed female in the act of casting a
dart ; she bears a long shield on her left arm, and wears a goat-skin over her head and back,
thus testifying the description given by Cicero—" cum pet/e caprina, cum hastA, cum scu-
tulo, cum calceolis repandis." A sacred serpent is creeping before her, which Agostini
will have to represent the dissensions among the Britons ; but it is more probably an emblem
that prudence should precede an attack,—or perhaps it is a mere symbol of health, for Sis-

pita watched over those afflicted with Ma/aria. This reptile was fed annually, and as it

would not receive food from the hands of incontinent persons, Propertius says that it was an
ordeal of virginity. The device seems a compliment to the Emperor's birth-place, Lanuvium,
where he rebuilt, or repaired, the famous temple of the goddess.

Juno was stiled Sispita or Sospita, Pronuba, Mater Deuni, Lucina, &c. from her office of
presiding over marriages, and their consequences ; and the month named from her was deemed
the most auspicious for the celebration of nuptials.

CCIV.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. HI. {Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater
Patrice, Tribunitia polestate. Consul tertium.) A sensible head of Antoninus Pius,
laureated and bearded, and with the neck naked. This rare medal was struck about A. D.
140, and is in excellent preservation, being covered with brown patina; it was procured by
exchange, at Cagliari, in 1823.

Reverse. REX ARMENIS DATVS. On the exergum S. C. Antoninus, in his toga, is placing a
diadem upon the head of the King of Armenia, who points his hand to the ornament, and is re-

presented as a smaller and younger person than the Emperor. History has not informed us
of this interesting act,—all that we gather from the words of Capitolinus—" Parthorum
regem, ab Armeniorum expugnationc solis lilteris repulit "—is, that Antoninus was a
successful mediator.

CCV.
Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. III. {Antoninus Augiistus Pius, Pater

Patrice, Tribunitia poteslate. Consul tertium.) The laureated profile of the Emperor,
with his shoulders covered with part of a sagum. This rare medal is barely palinated, and
in secondary condition ; it was purchased at Mr. M. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. REX QVADIS DATVS. On the exergum S. C. The togated Emperor extending his
right hand to a long-bearded athletic Barbarian, who, excepting a pallium over the shoulders,
is naked. This commemorates another important event upon which history is silent,—though
it is clear, from this evidence, that between the years A. D. 140, and 145, Antoninu*
enthroned, or appointed a king over the Quadi.
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Obverse. ANTONINVS AVGVSTVS PIVS. The laureated head of tlie Emperor, with a thick

beard, and an amulet on the neck. This medal is of considerable rarity ; it is in very fair

preservation, though thinly patinated, and was purchased at Mr. M. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. P. P. TR. P. COS. III. (Paler Patrice, Tribunitia poiestale. Consul tertium.)

^neas, as a bare-headed warrior, walking across the field ; on his shoulders sits Anchises,

covered with a robe, and holding a casket ; and he leads by the hand Ascanius, who wears a
Phrygian bonnet. This medal was minted between the third and fourth consulates of Anto-
ninus, and may be complimentary to his filial piety : " Patrietmairi, atque avis etjratribus

jam morluis, statuas decretas libenter accepit."

The device may also imply the regard of the Emperor for the ancient religion of the Romans,
since he struck coins to Fortuna Obsequens ; Hercules destroying Cacus ; Navius cutting

a stone with a razor : and there is one representing Mars descending to the sleeping Rhea,
in second brass, by which Addison clearly explained the difficult passage in Juvenal,—

" Ac nudam effigiem clypeo fulgentis et hastS,

Pendentisquc Dei periluro ostenderet hosti."

CCVII.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. III. {Antoninus Attgustus Pius, Paler
Patrite, Tribunitia potestate. Consul tertium.) A noble laureated profile of the Emperor,
with a beard, and the neck bare. This medal is in excellent perfection, and covered with a
dark-brown patina ; it was procured at Naples, in 1820.

iJeeerse. IMPERATOR II. {Imperator ileruin.) Across the field BRITAN. {Britannia,) mth
S. C. under it. A graceful Victory alate, standing on a globe, holds forth a crown in her

right hand, and bears a palm-branch in the other. It appears that the Brigantes, a people

of Britain, having revolted and attacked the tribes in alliance with Rome, were signally

defeated by LoUius Urbicus, who constructed a new wall to remove the barbarians still further

northward.
CCVIII.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. HI. {Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater
Patrice, Tribunitia potestate. Consul tertium.) The laurelled head of Antoninus, with a
bare neck. This medal is in sound condition, though from its redness it seems to have
been exposed to the action of fire ; it was purchased at Mr. Henderson's sale, in 1830.

Reverse. BRITANNIA. On the exergum S. C. A warlike female with a diadem on her head,

and wearing trousers under her robes, is seated on a rock, in token of firmness and restored

tranquillity ; she holds a military standard in her right hand, and her left, which rests on a
shield, supports a long spear. The standard is the attribute of a garrisoned province, and
the spear and shield testify its warlike disposition ; for the Britons were then highly esteemed
for their valour and firmness, as may be seen in Pomponius Mela. The surface of the shield

is rubbed, but as the coin seems similar to that of the Florence Cabinet, its device was pro-

bably a bull's head. Pedrusi describes the spear as " doppiamente armato," which is not

the case with any that I have examined.

CCIX.
Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. HI. {Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater

Patrice, Tribunitia potestate. Consul tertiu7n.) The Emperor's head, bearded, laureated,

and finely executed. This medal is thinly patinated, but is in capital preservation ; it was
procured from an officer, in 1831, by exchange,—"on paying the difference."

Reverse. BRITANNIA. On the exergum S. C. A martial figure with attributes, in close resem-
blance to those of No. CCVIII, with the exception of the shield being larger, and instead of
the bull's-head as an umbo, or boss, it is fiirnished with a long spike in the centre.

,1,
I must again notice the uselessness of pricing in medallic works, of which the Britanniat

form an instance. From their local interest they are greatly sought by collectors, and when
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in good condition fetch high sums,—insomuch that my friend, Mr. Thomas, paid no less than

£150. for a medallion of Commodus ; but it is a perfect gem. Now M. Mionnet has assigned

six francs as a general value for each of them ;—and he has, moreover, placed prices against

Germanicus, Britannicus, Agrippina Junior, Domitia, Plautilla, Annia Faustina, and Tran-

quillina, though possibly he never saw one of either of them on sale. In mentioning this, I do
not impugn the diligence and numismatic skill of that intelligent writer, but only regret

the trouble and waste of time he has thereby given himself. In fact, a person repairing to

Paris, to purchase large-brass coins, in consequence of such representations, would be bitterly

disappointed,—for they are dearer and more difficult to meet with there than in London.
See No. L.

ccx.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. III. [Antoninus Augustus Pius,

Pater PatricB, Tribunitia potestale. Consul terlium.) A beautiful head of Antoninus,

laureated and bearded, and the neck bare. This medal is in perfect condition, (hough very

thinly patinated ; it was presented to me by Major General Sir Robert Travers, at Cephallonia,

in 1819.

Reverse. ITALIA on the exergum, and S. C. in the field. A majestic female, attired in magnificent

robes, is seated on a celestial globe marked with stars and a zodiac ; and she is crowned

with turrets to denote the numerous cities of which she is the Mother.

—

"Turrigero canos

effundens vertice crines. In her right hand is a full cornucopise, the emblem of fertility ;

and by the sceptre in her left, she claims universal dominion as the Bountiful Queen of the

World. Solinus thus suras up the advantages of which she can boast :
—" Locorum salubri-

tatem, coeli temperiem, ubertatem soli, aprica coUium, opaca nemorum, innoxios saltus,

olearumque proventus, ovilia, pecuaria, tot amnes, lacus tantos."

CCXI.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. III. (Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater
PatricB, Tribunitia potestate. Consul tertium.) A fine laurelled head of Antoninus, with

the back of the head higher than usual on his profile ; the countenance is expressive of

goodness, the beard thick, and the neck naked. This medal is in very fine preservation, and
densely coated with green patina ; I procured it at Elba, in 1823.

Reverse. CONCORDIAE. On the exergum S. C. The Emperor and Empress magnificently attired,

and standing on substructures, present their right hands to each other : in their left the

former holds an image of Concord, and the latter a sceptre—like another Juno.—Below
them are two smaller figures in exactly the same attitude, and a decorated altar in the centre

intimates that the rite was binding on all parties. This elegant device proclaims the addi-

tional bond of union in the Imperial Family by the marriage of Marcus Aurelius and Faustina

Junior—-a marriage whicli was celebrated with the utmost pomp and festivity.

CCXII.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. III. [Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater

Patria, Tribunitia potestate. Consul tertium.) A remarkably fine laureated head of the

Emperor, with a mild but dignified expression. This medal is coated with yellow patina, and

is in the highest possible conservation ; I procured it from the well-known Italian aitist,

Signor Benucci, at Malta, in 1821.

Reverse. TIBERIS. On the exergum S. C. An admirably executed and venerable river-god, naked
to the loins, and of such colossal proportions as to merit the title of " Hesperidum regnator

aquarum." He reclines his left arm—bearing an aquatic plant—on an effluent urn j his head

is crowned with rushes, flowers, and fruits, in token of his fertilizing powers ; and his right

hand is placed on a boat, to show that the Tiber is navigable. See No. CXXXI. This

device was probably struck on the Emperor's ordering an embankment, to prevent the ravages

of the river, for among the calamities which Capitolinus enumerates as happening about

that time—such as famine, fire, and earthquakes—he adds—"Fuit et inundatio Tiberis."

R
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Even the cerulean robe of this deity is not forgotten by the ancient poets : thus Virgil says—

" Huic deus ipse loci fluvio Tiberinus amceno
Populeas inter senior se attollere froades

Visas ; eum tenuis glauco velabat amictu

Carbasus, et crines umbrosa tegebat arundo."

CCXIII.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. III. [Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater
Patriw, Tribunitiapotestate, Consul tertium.) . A very characteristic profile of the Emperor,

with a beard, and a bare neck. This medal is densely incrusted with a bottle-green patina,

and is in perfect conservation ; it was presented to me by Dr. Dickson, at TripoU, in 1810.

Reverse. S. C. (Senatus Consultu) on the exergum. A she-wolf giving suck to Romulus and Remas,
in a grotto, over which stands a cowering eagle. This illustrates the legendary tradition re-

specting the founder of Rome, a fable which may have originated in harlots being nick-named

lupcB. The wolf and twins became the most popular symbol of the Roman state, and

Virgil mentions them as ornamenting the shield of ^neas, exactly as we see them upon
the medal :

—

" Fecerat et viridi faetam Mavortis in antro

Procubuisse lupam ; geminos huic ubera circum

Ludere pendentes pueros, et lambere matrem
Impavidos."

CCXIV.
Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. III. [Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater

Patrice, Tribunitia potestate. Consul tertium.) A fine laureattd head of the Emperor, with

a remarkably mild expression. This medal is coated with a rich olive-green patina, and is in

the highest preservation ; it was purchased at Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832, being Lot3029, and
is by far the best of several which I have had with the same reverse.

Reverse. S. C. (Senatus Consultu.) A large sow suckling seven pigs, with another standing under her

head. This relates to the oracular vision which revealed to £neas the founding of Lavinium

—

and the mysterious wild animal is under a spreading oak-tree—" sub ilicibus sus."

ccxv.
Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS. P. P. TR. P. COS. III. [Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater

Patrice, Tribunitia potestate. Consul tertium.) The laurelled head of Antoninus, with a

beard, and the neck naked. This medal is in superior preservation, though thinly patinated

;

it was procured at Abukir, in 1822.

Reverse. PROVIDENTIAE DEORUM. In the field S. C. A mighty thunder-bolt, winged and
five-pointed at each end. This is an attribute of sovereign power equal with that of the gods

;

and some medallists have considered this reverse to have been in compliment to the Emperor,
while the legend reminded him that divine providence had raised him to greatness. But it

may merely commemorate what Capitolinus mentions^"yu/g'ur c<e/o sereno sine noxa in ejus

domum venisse,"

The fulmen is not always represented thus ;—it is sometimes a blazing mass wreathed
closely together, in a shape not unlike that of the fossil belemnite which is popularly called

thunder-stone

;

—at other times there are two transverse darts, with wings to denote swiftness
;

and occasionally it is represented as a handful of flames, let loose in the utmost fury. As
trifidium, or trisulcum, it has three pointed forks, to denote the triple power of piercing, burning,

and melting : and Virgil thus describes a dreadful quadripotent weapon :—

" Three points of rain j three forks of hail conspire

;

Three arm'd with wind ; and three were barb'd with fire.

The mass they temper'd thick with livid rays,

Fear, wrath, and terror, and the lightning's blaze." '
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CCXVI.
Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS. P. P. TR. P. COS. III. {Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater

Patrice, Tribunitia potestate. Consul tertium.) A dignified laurelled head of the Emperor,
with an ornament on his left shoulder. This medal is densely covered with an olive-greeii

patina, and is in the best possible preservation ; it was presented to me by Shellah Reis, the
Tripoline Admiral, in 1810.

Reverse. OPl AVG. [Opi Augusti.) On the exergum S. C. The goddess, holding a wand trans-
versely in her right hand, points with her left to her crowned head. She is attired as a Roman
Empress, and a part of the dress is spotted so as to resemble an ermiued robe. There was a
temple at Rome, dedicated to the wife of Saturn, who was adored under the names of Ops,
Rhea, Cybele, and Terra ; but from Cicero's admission we may infer, that by Opi was particu-
larly meant a plentiful supply, from the earth, of all the things which render life happy,
whence Plautus says" Ops Opulcntia." The goddess is represented seated as an indication
of security and it is said that her worshippers sacrificed sitting, in allusion to the stability

of the earth.

Some antiquaries have confounded this goddess with Diana, and the nymph mentioned by
Virgil and Macrobius. There are only two inscriptions which mention her under the appellation
ofOps ; and Gruter remarks it as a singularity that her name is placed before that of Saturn on
the front of a temple raised to them, in which the public treasure was deposited. She was
exceedingly popular, and new-born babes were made to sit on the ground and squall, which
was termed " calling upon Ops." Pregnant women carried a figure of this goddess, which,
if the child was still-born, or deformed, was beat to powder, burnt, or thrown into the river.

SeeMatri Mag'nccof Faustina Junior.
CCXVII.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. COS. III. {Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater
Patrice, Tribunitia potestate. Consul tertium.) An expressive laureated profile of Antoninus,
with a bare neck. This is an unpatinated coin of yellow brass, in singularly high preservation

;

it was procured at Alcamo, in Sicily, in 1813.

Reverse. AVRELIVS CAESAR AVG. PII F. COS. {Aurelius Ceesar, Augusti Pii filius. Consul.)
On the lower verge S. C. The naked head of the youthful Marcus Aurelius, with curly hair,

and his shoulders covered with a laticlavium fibulated. The expression of the countenance
is open and pleasing. This was struck A. D. 140, the year in which Antoninus, having given
him his daughter Faustina in marriage, advanced Aurelius to the Fasces.

CCXVllI.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. [Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater Patrice,
Tribunitia potestate.) A finely e-^ecuied head of Antoninus, laurelled and bearded, and with
the neck bare. This medal is scarcely patinated, but is in excellent condition ; it was pre-

sented to me by my friend, Mr. T. Burgon, in 1825.

Reverse, COS. IIII. {Consul quartum.) In the field S. C. Apollo stands gracefully with a palu-

damentum over his shoulders ; in his right hand he holds a branch of laurel, his distinguishing

symbol, and in the other a javelin pointed at both ends, to denote the intensity of his power

—

"ut per sagittas intelligatur vis emissa radiorum ;" yet its being held in the left hand
shews an unwillingness to destroy. The head of the deity is encompassed with a large nimbus
or glory—an ornament which was made of gold. According to the erudite Ciampini the
nimbus, or meniscus, was a symbol of Eternity among the pagans—and it was afterwards
transferred from their gods to the Christian saints. On the coins of the Lower Empire it is

a regal distinction, till the time of John Zemisces.

CCXIX.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. XII. (Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater
Patrice, Tribunitia potestate duodecimum.J A fine and characteristic portrait of the

Emperor, with his neck bare, and an ornament on the left shoulder. The medal is coated
with a spotted patina, and is in superior condition,—I procured it at Girgenti, in 1814.
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Reverse. TEMPORVM FELICITAS. Towards the lower verge S. C. and on the €xergum COS. IIII.

^Consul quartum.J Two cornucopiae placed saltier-wise, on each of which is an infant's

head and bust, placed on the fruit and corn with which the horns are charged. This type of

the felicity resulting from plenty was probably struck on the births of Lucilla and another

child to Marcus Aurelius and Faustina Junior, by which the happiness and prosperity of the

empire seemed to be consolidated. Numismatists, however, diflFer respecting its object.

Some consider it as having been struck in honour of the two infant sons of Antoninus—but as

they probably died long before his adoption, they could not have formed a felicitous presage

for A. D. 149. Others ascribe it to Commodus and his twin-brother, but this has been done

without attending to dates, since they were not born till 12 years afterwards ; and, moreover,

the heads are clearly of different sexes. A similar remark applies to the observation of

Oiselius, that it was struck in token ofjoy on the marriage of Aurelius and Faustina, for that

union took place in A. U. 140.

ccxx.
Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS. P. P. TR. P. fAntoninus Augustus Pius, Pater Patrice,

Tribunitia potestate.) A remarkably fine head of Antoninus, laurelled, bearded, and the

neck naked. This medal is cased with a thin coat of brown patina, and is in splendid per-

fection ; 1 procured it at Corinth, in 1820.

Reverse. COS. IIII. ^Consul quartumj on the exergum, and under it S. C. The Emperor in a

quadrigated car, the horses of which are in a slow walk ; he holds a sceptre before him sur-

mounted by an eagle. Pedrusi, Vaillant, and Havercamp think this device relates to the

victories over the Brigantes, Manretanians, and other insurgents ; but as Antoninus never

triumphed, the type more probably represents a consular, or ceremonial procession. Another

large-brass medal representing Victory in a galloping quadriga, whipping the horses, may
have been struck to commemorate the successes of the Emperor's lieutenants.

CCXXI.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. T. AEL. HADR. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. ^(Imperator Ccesar,

Tilus alius Hadrianvs Antoninus, Augustus, Pius, Pater Patrice.] A strikingly fine

laureated head of the Emperor, with a fuller forehead than usual. This medal is in excellent

preservation, and covered with bright brown patina j it was purchased at Lord Morton's sale,

in 1830.

Reverse. TR. POT. XV. COS. IIII. (Tribunitia potestate decimum-quintum. Consul quarturn.)
On the exergum S. C. A splendidly executed equestrian figure of the Emperor, which

presents the union of ease and beauty in an eminent degree. Antoninus is bare-headed, and
wears the laticlavium ; his left hand is gracefully raised, and his right holds a parazonium.

Though the use of spurs was known for ages before the date of this medal, it is singular that

neither on medals nor statues are they ever represented. Lucian's Cobler says, the boy whom
Mars placed as his sentinel was turned into a cock, who to this day has the crest and " spurs
he then wore.''

CCXXII.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P. P. TR. P. XVII. {Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pater
Patrice, Tribunitia potestate, decimum-septimum.) The laureated and bearded head of the

Emperor, with a bare neck. This medal is in the finest condition, and covered with a light

brown patina; it was procured at Pola, in Istria, in 1819.

/Je»er»e. INDVLGENTIA AVG. COS. nil. (Indulgentia Augusti, Consul quarturn.) A robed

female seated on a throne, with a sceptre in her left hand, and her right stretched out and open.

This reverse confirms the words of Capitolinus respecting this good Emperor—" Quod ad
indulgentias promptissimus Juit." Antiquaries have, however, attributed the device to the

open-banded munificence with which Antoninus celebrated the 900th year of Rome, (A. D.
146,) when elephants, rhinoceroses, crocodiles, tigers, and other wild animals, with no fewer

than 100 lions, were exhibited. But this is not likely ; for by the tribunitian date, the medal
wa» not minted till seven years after those games.
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Medals have done more to record the bounty of these princes, than history; for the coins

of Antoninus make mention of eight largesses bestowed by him upon the people, none of

which are enumerated by Capitolinus. " He gave,"saith Marcus Aurelius, "games, and shews,

and largesses by weight and measure, not from ostentation, nor with a view to popularity, but
to discbarge a debt exacted by custom."

CCXXIII.

Obverse. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS. P. P. TK. P. XXII. {Anioninus Auguulm Pim; Pater
Patrice, Tribunilia potestate, vigesimum-secundum.) An expressive laurelled head of

Antoninus, with a bare neck. This medal is very thinly patinated, but is in excellent con-
dition ; it was purchased of Mr. Mathew Young, in 1826.

Reverse. TEMPL. DIVI. AVG. REST. {Templum Divi Augusti restilulum.) On the exergum
COS. nil. (Consul quartum.) In the field S. C. An octostyle temple, richly decorated
with sculpture. In the centre are two sedent statues, whence it is inferred to be the

fane dedicated to Rome and Augustus. See No. VI. Two togated citizens appear on (he
plinth of steps. We have here a circumstance unnoticed by the historians of this reign ; and
by this, together with the repairs of the temple of Augustus and Livia inscribed Pietas, as

well as those of Venus Felix and Roma Jiterna, Antoninus manifested the qualities which
placed him even before Numa, and justified his appellation of PIUS,—a name held in such
veneration as to be assumed by succeeding emperors. There is also medallic evidence that he
bore the title of " Optimus Princeps," though history does not mention it,

1 have a large-brass medal of this Emperor inscribed 8. P, Q. R. AMPLIATORI
CIVIVM,—but it has so suspicious a look that 1 cannot vouch for its authenticity ;—yet
when, in addition to the abovementioned restorations, we recollect his other public works, we
cannot deny to Antoninus the agnomen of " Enlarger."

CCXXIV.

Obverse. DIVVS ANTONINVS. The head of the Emperor, with a grave countenance, unlaureated,

and the neck bare. This medal is densely coated with a deep-brown aerugo, and is in the

highest state of preservation j it was presented to me by Consul-Gene ral Warrington, at

Tripoli, in 1816.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. In the field S. C. A magnificent Rogus, or funeral pile, of four stories

which decrease towards the summit ; it is richly decorated with drapery, images, and festoons
;

and is surmounted by a triumphal quadriga,—verifying the words of Dio :

—

in summa ejus
currus inauratus, quo imperator olim vehebatur, collocatus erat." CapitoHnus tells us the
senate were unanimous in voting this consecration, and that every possible honour was paid to

the memory of a prince so remarkable for piety, clemency, and wisdom, and who had never
dipped his hands in the blood of a citizen : qualities which screened him from Julian's sar-

casms. The historian adds,

—

"Periil anno septuagesimo, sed quasi adoiescens desideratus
est."

ccxxv.
Obverse. DIVVS ANTONINVS. The bare head of Antoninus, as in the last. This medal is covered

with a grass-green aerugo, and in good condition; it was purchased from Mr. Till, in 1826.

Reverse. S. C. (Senatua Consultu,J on the exergum. A colossal sedent statue of the Emperor,
holding a laurel branch in his right hand, and a hasta pura in his left ; it is placed on a mag-
nificent car drawn by four elephants in stately trappings, and mounted by their guides. See
Nos, VIII, and CXLVI.

This is another maik of respect for the obsequies of Antoninus. The ancients were so
scrupulous respecting these rites, that Chabrias, the Athenian admiral, having defeated the
Lacedemonian fleet, instead of pursuing the flying foe, chose rather to let the enemies of bis

country escape, than neglect gathering up the bodies of the slain, fearing lest the superstition of
the people should lead them to destroy him, as had before been the case wilh the conquerors in the
sea-fight at Arginussae. Priam braved the hostile camp to recover the corse of his son ; Cimon
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redeemed his father's body from an enemy's prison at the price of his own liberty ; and Horace
makes the t^host of Archytas—the surveyor of Sea, Earth, and Heaven—thus implore a
passing sailor :

—

"At tu, Naota, vagae ne parce nialignus arena?,

Ossibus et capiti inhumato
Particulara dare

Quanquam festinas, nun est mora longa, licebit

Injecto ter pulvere curras."

CCXXVI.
Obverse. DIVVS ANTONINVS. The bare head of Antoninus, with a fixed cast of features, and the

neck naked. This medal is in excellent preservation, and varnished with brown patina; it

was procured at Pautellaria, in 1817.

Reverse . DIVO PIO. In the field S. C. An altar like that of Augustus, in second-brass, which is

inscribed Providentia, and also like the Ara Pacts of Nero, but less decorated. In the

centre is a grated door resembling one to a similar structure among the tombs recently exposed
to view at Pompeii. This altar is another symbol of the adoration rendered to the defunct
Emperor,—" Meruit et fiaminem, et circenses, et lemplum, et sodales Antoninianos.^'

CCXXVII.
Obverse. DIVVS ANTONINVS. The profile of the deified Emperor, with fixed features, the hair cut

close, and the head unlaureated. This medal is covered with a light-brown patina, and is in the

highest conservation j it was procured at Patras, in 1820.

Reverse. DIVO PIO. In the field S. C. The celebrated Antonine column, with a colossal statue of

the Emperor on its summit, and its base surrounded by a rail-work. This column was
erected by Marcus Aurelius in the field of Mars, in imitation of that of Trajan, to which,
however, it was inferior in all respects except that of height. See Nos. CXXXVII and
CXXXVIII. The dimensons of this monument are thus given by Publius Victor :

" Tern-
plum Divi, cum Coclide columnd, quce est alta pedes 175, habet intus gradus 206, et

fenestellas 56." It still exists in situ, though it has been greatly damaged by fire ; and
Pope Sixtus Vth, having placed St. Peter on Trajan's pillar, set up St. Paul on this. The
outside is spirally encrusted with the wars of Aurelius against the Marcnmanni, whence some
antiquaries think it can hardly be the one represented on tlie medal ; and they would fain

substitute a plain granite pillar found about a century ago. But there was surely nothing in-

consistent in the Philosopher's dedicating the details of his career to his august predecessor.

A very remarkable part of these sculptures ought not to be passed over unnoticed, the

figure of Jupiter Plu\'ius sending down rain to the famished soldiers of Aurelius—^who are hold-

ing up their mouths, bucklers, and helmets to catch the shower—and at the same time, darting

thunderbolts upon their enemies. This has been hailed by some ecclesiastical writers as an
unequivocal confirmation of the story of the Christian Legion, and the efficacy of their prayers

for assistance. {See De Sarmatis of M. Aurelius.) Yet the heathens attributed the same
miracle to the piety of their Emperor, It is singular that M. Dacier, among several quotations

upon this subject, has taken no notice either of this figure upon the column, or of the beautiful

passage in which Claudian paints the havoc which the lightning made among the barbarian

warriors, and says

—

" Chaldaea mago seu carmina ritu

Armavere deos j seu, quod reor, omne Tonantis

Obsequium Marci mores potuere mereri."
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FAUSTINA SENIOR.

Annia Galeria Faustina, the daughter of Annius Verus and Rupilia Faustina,

was sister to ^Hus Caesar, and aunt to Marcus Aurelius. She was born A. D. 105,

and was married to Antoninus Pius before Iiis adoption by Hadrian. She was

honoured with the title of Augusta in the first year of her husband's reign, but did

not long enjoy her imperial dignities, as she died A D. 141 ;—when, notwithstand-

ing her dissolute life she was, at the express request of Antoninus, honoured with

divine worship,—games were instituted to her memory, and her statue was carried

among those of the other deities, at the Ludi Circenses.

Faustina was a woman of singular beauty, cheerful disposition, and insinuating

raannei's, but as licentious in her conduct as her brother ; nor did her elevation to

rank check her vicious propensities. Antoninus was not unacquainted with her

irregularities ; but as he found it impossible to reform her, he did all that lay in his

power to keep her disorders concealed from the public eye, and maintain the credit

of the throne. To her other vices she added covetousness, and was thereby led to

chide the Emperor for his generosity to the indigent citizens.

The infamous behaviour of Faustina, does not seem to have lessened the regret

of the good Antoninus at her death ; whence it may be presumed that he held to

the maxim " whilst there is life there is hope." This regard is particularly shewn

by a more abundant mintage to her apotheosis, than was made to the memory of any

Empress before or after. From this cause her medals are very common in all metals

and modules, except third brass, and are therefore collected with a strict attention

to high preservation. Of her gold coins the most highly prized is one with the

legend " PuellcB Faustiniana," as it commemorates the establishment of an asylum

for orphans, in her honour.
CCXXVIII.

Obverse. FAVSTINA AVG. ANTONINI AVG. PII, P. P. [Faustina Augusta, Anionini Au.
gusti /'scilicet uxor) Pit, Palris Patrice.) The portrait of Faustina with a beautiful

countenance, and her hair tastefully braided round the crown of her head—in a fashion which
still exists among the women of Gaeta, This medal and Concordia, are the only large-brass

specimens of this Empress that I hare ever seen, which were struck before her apotheosis ;

it is in singularly high preservation, and covered with a deep-brown patina; it was found by
one of the Arabs whom I employed in excavating Leptis Magna, in 1810.

Reverse. VENERI AVGVSTAE. In the field S. C. A soft and easy figure of Venus standing,—

a

compliment to the personal beauty of Faustina. She is attired in light robes, and a superb
head-dress ; with her light hand she lifts the sacred veil, and holds the mystic apple in her
left. SeeCXC.

CCXXIX.

Obverse. DIVA AVGVSTA FAVSTINA. The head of Faustina, with her hair braided, and bound
in an anadema,—the neck graceful, and her shoulders covered with a robe. This medal is in
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•uperior condition, and thinly coated with yellow patina; it was presented to me at Gibraltar,

in 1821.

Reverse, EX. S. 0. fEx Senatus Con$ultu,J on the exergura. A magnificent thensa drawn by

two harnessed mules, in token of the deification of the Empress. The body of the car is orna-

mented with rich sculpture, and the tilt, or roof, is of a singular construction. See Nos. XVII.
and XXXII.

CCXXX.
Obverse. DIVA AVGVSTA FAVSTINA. A handsome profile of the Empress, with the hair as on

the last. This medal is in excellent condition, but without patina ; it was purchased at Mr.

Trattle's sale, in ia32.

Reverse. EX, S. C. fEx Senatus Consultu,) on the exergura. A statue of Faustina seated on

a throne, which is placed upon a richly decorated Jbur-wheeled car, and drawn by two
elephants with trappings and guides. The Empress is attired and veiled as Ceres, with a

wand and some ears of wheat ; this was a favorite deity, for we find her on the medals of

Faustina under various forms,—some with one torch, and others with two, in allusion to the

search after Proserpine. This medal commemorates the funeral pomp which attended the

obsequies of Faustina, and was struck by a particular decree of the senate.

CCXXXI.
Obverse, DIVA FAVSTINA. A beautiful head of Faustina, with a slope of neck which confers grace

upon the bust; the shoulders being neatly covered with drapery. This medal is in perfect

preservation, and is varnished with a bright brown patina j it was procured at Corinth, in

May, 1820.

Reverse. AETERNITAS. In the field S. C. A standing robed female, who is holding her garment
out with her left hand, and with her right supports a globe, on which stands a phoenix with

a radiated head. This device was struck in compliment to the supposed immortality of Faus-

tina ; and it is one of about twenty of this Empress, under the semblance of different

goddesses, which I have had, with the legend of JE,ternitas, or Augusta.
Though Eternity was deified, we find neither temples nor altars dedicated to her; but

there are abundance of medals in her honour. She is usually represented as a female cither

standing or sitting, with a globe, because, as Manilius says, there is " No end and no begin-

ning in an orb." Sometimes she holds a radiated head for Sol in one hand, and a crescent

for Luna in the other, it being reckoned that, as they seemed to perish every night and renew
themselves every morning, their course would never have an end j —and some of the figures are

veiled to denote that eternity is inscrutable. But the phoenix was the most popular attribute

of this goddess ; for it was believed to spring out of its own ashes, and so to be in a manner
immortal ; and it was decorated with a nimbus, or circle of rays round its head, to shew its

fancied lineage from the sun. Claudian says

—

" A god-like bird, whose endless round of years

Outlasts the stars, and tires the circling spheres ;

—

Begot by none himself, begetting none,

Sire of himself he is, and of himself the son

;

His life in fruitful death renews its date,

And kind destruction but prolongs his fate."

CCXXXII.
Obverse. DIVA FAVSTINA. A fine head of Faustina, with beautiful features, and the bust robed.

This medal is covered with a grass-green patina, and is in very pure condition ; it was brought

to me by an Arab, in the Wadi Zemzem, near Ghirzah,in 1817.

Reverse, AETERNITAS. On the exergum S. C. A splendid two-wheeled elephant biga, on which

is a sedent statue of the defunct Empress ; and over it a canopy supported on four columns.

She is represented veiled and holding the sacred wand, which, together with the animals, are

emblems of immortality. See No. VIII.
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CCXXXIII,
,

^..u

Obverse. DIVA AVGVSTA FAVSTINA. The profile of Faustina, with the hair dressed and the

bosom covered, as before. This medal is in very good preservation, and iucrusted with brown
patina; it was presented to me by Signor Carlo Garibaldi, at Alghero, in Sardinia, in 1824.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. On the exergum S. C. A stately rogus, ornamented with columns,

tapestry, and festoons, and surmounted with a bigated car. From its magnitude and mag-
nificence, this has more the appearance of a mausoleum than a funeral pyre.

CCXXXIV. -

^i-rr-

Obverse. DIVA AVGVSTA FAVSTINA. The head of the Empress, with the usual expression, but
veiled. This medal is in good preservation, though unpatinated ; it was purchased from
Mr. Young, in 1826.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. On the lower verge S. C. The Empress ascending to heaven, on the back
of a monstrous eagle ; she holds a sceptre, and the floating veil over her head is marked with

stars. The frequent recurrence of this device proves that, the "King of Birds" was not so

exclusively assigned to the apotheosis of emperors, as hath been asserted. See No. CXLV.
This was closely copied on a medal struck in Germany, in 1832, to the memory of Goethe.

ccxxxv.
Obverse, DIVA FAVSTINA. An expressive veiled head of Faustina, with the bust robed. This

medal is entirely coated with a deep-green patina, and is in fair preservation ; it was found at

Colchester, in 1825, and was presented to me by my friend Captain Henry Downes, R.N.
of that town.

Reverse. AETERNITAS. On the exergum S. C. A hesastyle temple, with a sedent deity in the

adytum ; it is inclosed in a railing, and the pediment and apex are adorned with statues and
sculpture. This commemorates the extravagant honours paid to Faustina, when deified ; and
among the many testimonies of this strange consecration, none are more remarkable than the

temple here rcprcaentprl, the Original of which is still extant, with a corroborative inscription

as legible as if chiselled yesterday. It xtnnds on the margin of the Campo Vaccino, as the

site of the Forum is called, and is now the church of San Lorenzo in Miranda. The portico,

which flanked the Via Sacra, consists of six columns of Cipollino marble in front, and two in

depth ; it was formerly buried more than half the height of these columns, but they have now
been again laid open to their bases. Tliis temple was at first dedicated to Faustina only, but
on the demise of Antoninus, became common to both.

GALERIUS ANTONINUS.

Marcus Galerius Antoninus, the son of Antoninus Pius and Faustina, appears to

have died in infancy, before the adoption of his father. This child has been barely

mentioned by historians, and entirely overlooked by the Latin Moneyers ; but the

Greeks struck a few medals in his honour, and from their love of adulation, a capital

likeness of the youth has descended to us, as well as his name, which otherwise would

have been lost.

CCXXXVI.

Obverse. M. TAASPIOC ANTWNINOC AYTOKPATOPOC ANTWN5INOY YIOC,
{Marcus Galerius Antoninus, Imperatoris Antonini Jilius.) A beautiful infantine head of
Galerius, with curly hair and robed shoulders. This rare medal, which is in the best condition,
and coated with brown patina, was purchased at Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832, where it formed lot

S
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No. 3045. It differs from those published by Tristan, Patin, Pedrusi, and Alessandro Visconti

;

and is the more remarkable as the word Antoninus is spelled in different ways, on the same
legend.

Reverse, 0£A OAYCT£INA. A fine head of Faustina, with a veil, and her shoulders robed ; the

likeness is more correct than usual on Greek Imperial medals, from which it may be inferred

that Galerius is also faithfully represented. It is manifest that this medal was struck after the

death of the Empress ; but there is no clue to enable us to tell where it was minted. From
the fabric, and style of the inscription, it is pretty certain that it was struck in Asia Minor.

MARCUS AURELIUS.

Marcus Annius Verus Catilius Severus, son of Annius Verus the Praetor, and

Dotnitia Calvilla, was born at Rome, A. D. 121. As his father died while he

was yet very young, he was brought up by Hadrian, who, in compliment to his

sincerity, called him Verissimus,—an appellation by which Justin Martyr addresses

liim in his second apology. He was adopted by Antoninus A. D. 138, and declared

Caesar, under the name of Marcus iElius Aurelius Verus. He now married Faustina

Junior, became Consul, held the Tribunitian power, and was consulted by the

Emperor on all affairs of moment ; being suffered to govern as if he were a partner

on the throne. This mutual confidence and attachment continued for nearly 23

years, when Aurelius succeeded Antoninus, and realized Platu's observation, that

those commonwealths are iiappy whose rulers philosophise, and whose philosophers

Yiile,—for his reign was generally styled the golden age of Rome. After diffusing

happiness throughout his dominions during a period of 19 years, and 10 or 12 days,

he expired at Vindobona, A. D. 180. Dio positively asserts that he was poisoned

by the emissaries of Commodus ; but Commodus has quite enough to answer for

without this grave charge, and the death of his father may be more reasonably

attributed to the fatigues of an inclement winter-campaign, acting on a constitution

naturally delicate, weakened by unceasing study, and too strict a regimen.

Padre Pedrusi, arriving at the first medal of Aurelius, exclaims—" Un nuovo

personaggio esce in teatro, e fa nobile scena"—and really it is no small pleasure

to scrape a kind of acquaintance with, perhaps, the best prince who ever swayed a

sceptre. His address was agreeable and engaging ; for he was modest without

timidity, and grave without austerity. He had no art, but was at all times the same

undisguised man, preserving even in the exercise of sovereign power, and all its

concomitant splendour, his simplicity of manners. He applied himself to the study

of philosophy and ethics with such success, that he has been surnamed Philosophus

by the unanimous consent of historians. In his care to render Rome happy,
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Aurelius enacted wholesome laws, and expedited the legal processes. He took

especial care ofthe public roads and granaries, and provided with admirablejudgment

and foresight against all the necessities of the state,—being so attentive and diligent

that it was remarked he neither spoke, wrote, nor did any thing negligently. He
had a rooted aversion to games and gladiatorial exhibitions—the expenses and pomp
of which he greatly reduced—yet he sometimes appeared in the Circus, that he

might not be offensively fastidious ; but then he used to write, or confer with his

ministers during the whole time of the sports. In the administration of justice he

displayed equal assiduity and impartiality ; though naturally inclined to mercy,

he nevertheless could punish the guilty with the utmost rigour; yet it must be con-

ceded that among almost innumerable instances of his clemency, there are but few of

bis severity known. " We cannot," said he " make men what we would wish them to

be; we must take them as they are, and do the best with them that lies in our power."

A kind father* to the numerous family he had by his wife, he was equally con-

siderate as a sovereign ; and his magnanimous equity was strikingly displayed in his

associating Verus with him on the throne, though Antoninus had despised him,

—

a measure by which Rome, for the firet time, saw herself governed by two sovereigns

at once. Nor was it with less nobleness of nature that atlei the death of Cassius, he

committed that rebel's papers to the flames, without reading them, and protected

his family from insult. He detested war as the disgrace and calamity of human
nature ; but when the necessity of a just defence roused him to arms, he displayed the

vigilance, valour, and activity of a consummate general, and readily exposed himself

to eight winter campaigns on the frozen banks of the Danube, notwithstanding his

constitutional weakness and infirmities. Equally amiable with Antoninus, his virtue

was of a severer cast,—for he had, at an early age, embraced the system of the stoics,

which, with all its vanities, taught him to subject his body to his mind, his passions

to his reason ; and it is clear that he well understood one of the leading principles

of that sect—the importance of acquiring a knowledge of himself. In short, his con-

duct was marked with such wisdom and piety, clemency and justice, that the caustic

Julian says, when Aurelius entered, Silenus became vexed at having nothing to lash

him about, except a cut at his patience with the debaucheries of Faustina ; which, it

must be admitted was an inexcusable inattention to good morals.

But as some hawk-eyed astronomers love to gaze at the faculse, or luculi of the

spots on the solar disc, so there are writers who apply their magnifiers to such

blemishes as they can espy on a bright character. Dio Cassius thinks the crying

» See the Emperor's reason for not marrying a second lime, at [). 113. v; -••• •.

.
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fault of Aurelius consisted in his too great goodness, in that though he rewarded

with great generosity the good and virtuous, yet he did not restrain and punish with

due severity the vicious and wicked. Capitolinus blames him for promoting Verus

to the sovereign power, whom he knew to be unequal to, and altogether unworthy

of that high dignity. The Emperor Julian prefers Aurelius to all his predecessors,

as well he might ; but at the same time gives him a shot, for bequeathing the empire

to his son Commodus, instead of his more virtuovis son-in-law Pompeianus. To
these charges must be added the persecution which he permitted against the poor

Christians—of the real character of whose religion he must have been misinformed

—

an act for which very conflicting motives have been assigned : andTatian, in sneering

at the pagan's bounty to the philosophers of all sects—stoic, platonic, peripatetic, and

even epicurean—assures us, they had no other merit than that ofwearing long beards.

What is the amount of such allegations against the known virtues of the illus-

trious Marcus Aurelius? Were there no other evidences of his transcendent

goodness than his own " Meditations," his high and amiable qualities would be

sufficiently manifested : yet even this precious legacy has been carped at, by the

aforesaid faculse-hunters, as savouring less of romprcbcneircucss and judgment than

pedantry and ostentation. I'his is certainly severe upon a work which was written

for its author's own use, in the tumult of a camp, during actual warfare,—and one

which, there can be no scruple in asserting, is not more distinguished by liberality

of sentiment, than by occasional profundity of thought, and energy of expression

;

but as it may very reasonably be concluded that the readers of this page have studied

the book in question, with pleasure and advantage, no further remark upon it is

necessary.

" If a man," says Gibbon, " were called on to fix the period in the history of

the world, during which the condition of the human race was most happy and pros-

perous, he would, without hesitation, name that which elapsed from the death of

Domitian to the accession of Commodus. The vast extent of the Roman empire

was governed by absolute power, under the guidance of virtue and wisdom. The

armies were restrained by the firm and gentle hand of five successive emperors,

whose characters and authority commanded an involuntary respect. The forms of

civil administration were carefully preserved by Nerva, Trajan, Hadrian, and the

Antonines, who delighted in the image of liberty, and were pleased with considering

themselves as accountable ministers of the laws. Such princes deserved the honour

of restoring the republic, had the Romans of their days been capable of enjoying a

rational freedom." 4^ ya*
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Medals of Marcus Aurelius are abundant and cheap in all metals and forms ; the

gold and silver quinarii, and the brass medallions, being the rarest. The observation

of Addison as to an emperor's coinage being his digested annals, applies very forcibly

to this reign, for we have the good prince from his boyhood to his apotheosis ; and

therefore those only are here noticed which are in the highest perfection. One of the

most rare devices of Aurelius is a medallion which was struck in his second consu-

late; it is inscribed " Temporumfelicitas" and represents Hercules, with a trophy,

in a triumphal chariot, drawn by four huge centaurs, each holding a different

attribute, apparently the symbols of the seasons. This interesting object is very

beautifully figured in the 2d edition of M. Mionnet's work, "Z>e la Rarete et du^'

Prix des JtledaiUes Romaines." '0<i^ -i

CCXXXVIL
Obverse. AVRELIVS CAESAR AVG. PII F. COS. {Aurelius Ccesar, Augusti Pit Jllius, Con-

mi.) A youthful uulaurelled head of Aurelius, with a pleasing expression of countenance,
and curly hair ; the bust is in armour. This fine, though not rare medal, was procured by
exchange from Lieut. Corner, R. N. Marine 3Iagistrate at Malta, in 1818: it is in perfect
preservation, and covered with clear brown patina.

E«i>er*e. PIETAS AVG. (Pietas Augusti.) On the exergum S. C. The instruments of sacrifice ;

a device struck A. D. 140, when Aurelius entered the Sacerdotal College to be initiated into
the profound mysteries of the Cavea Pullaricc. This reverse began with Augustus, when
he adopted Caius and Lucius ;—and thenceforward it is very frequent in the coins of the
Caesars not yet Augusti. Besides this, there were a great many other medals minted as
Juventus, Honos, Spes, and Virtus—in allusion to the youth of Aurelius,—and they were
repeated for some years for the Romans termed every man adolescens, till he was turned
of forty.

The instruments consist of an elegantly-shaped praefericulum, or brazen vase to bold the
libation. On its right is the lituus, or augural wand with which the heavens were divined;
its top is so turned that it seems to be the precursor of the pastoral staff of modern bishops'.
Close to the lituus is a haustrum, or simpulum, a little earthen cup like a crucible, into which
the wine was poured. On the left of the vase is an aspergillum, or aspersorium, for sprinklin"-
the altars, and the people who attended the sacrifice, with lust ral water; that which old
Corynffius used was simply a branch of the olive tree,—but this is apparently made of horse
hair, and is tied to a carved handle, having somewhat the appearance of a neat mess hand-
swab. Close by it lies the sheathed secespita, or decorated knife for cutting up the victim

;

it is disproportionately broad at the haft, and tapers to a sharp point, precisely of the
same form as is still observable at Rome, and throughout southern Italy.

ccxxxvin.
Obverse. AVRELIVS CAESAR AVG. PtI F. COS. II. (Aurelius Ccesar, Augusti Pii filius.

Consul iterum.) The naked head of Aurelius, with an expressive and pleasing countenance,*'
and the neck bare. This medal is in admirable preservation, and covered with olive-greenl'n
patina ; it was procured at Santa Maura, in Leucadia, in 1819.

Reverse. S. C. fSenatus Conswltu,) in the field. Minerva jaculatrix ; standing in a threatening but
stately attitude, with the dreadful segis on her breast,—she has a buckler on her left arm, and is
brandishing a spear with her right. She is attired in plain robes, but wears a helmet, and has.
the Tritonian goat-skin hanging down her back. The most remarkable part of her dress,
however is a pair of shoes, with heels high enough to shame any of those worn in the last^
century: somewhat like those still used at Constantinople.
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This medal was struck A. D. 145, and though the goddess is without her owl, it is

doubtless a compliment to the prince's valour and learning. Still, her appearance blends so
much of the terrific with the beautiful, that Lucian is borne out in making Cupid afraid to
approach her, Ovid describes her figure,

—

" At sibi dat clypeum, dat acutae cuspidis hastara :

Dat galeam capiti ; defenditur iEgide pectus."

And Virgil describes the horrid aegis, as being repaired by Vulcan

—

" ^gidaque horriferam, turbatae Palladis arma,
Certatim squamis serpentum auroque polibant,

Connexosque angues, ipsamque in pectore divse

Gorgona, desecto rertentem lumina coUo."

CCXXXIX.
Obverse. AVRELIVS CAESAR AVG. PlI F. COS. II. {Aurelius C<esar, Augusti Piifilius,

Consul iterum.) An expressive profile of Aurelius, with the head unlaureated, and the neck
bare. A coin in very superior condition, though scarcely patinated ; it is of yellow orichalcum
brass, and was found near Port Nettuno, the ancient Antium, in 1822.

Reverse, S. C. (Senatus Consultu,) on the exergum. A magnificent triumphal car, slowly drawn by
four fine horses, apparently forming part of a consular procession. The Prince is habited in

senatorial vestments, and holds a sceptre transversely before him,—it is surmounted by an
eagle, as was usual • so Jiivenal,—

" Da nunc, et Volucrem Sceptro quae surgit eburno."

CCXL.

Obverse. AVRELIVS CAESAR AVG. PII F. COS. II. fAurelius Casar, Augusti Piifilius,
Consul iterum.J The unlaureated youthful head of Aurelius, with part of a robe on his

shoulders. This medal is in secondary but sound condition, and unpatinated ; it was pur-

chased from Mr. M. Young, in 1829.

Reverse. VOTA PVBLICA. On the exergum S. C. Marcus Aurelius in senatorial robes, and Faus-

tina Junior veiled as a biide, join their right hands before a stately female personating

Concord. This was struck A. D. 145, to commemorate a marriage which appeared so pro-

pitious to the happiness of Rome,—and which, by the legend, was so welcome to the Roman
people.

CCXLI.

Obverse. IMP, CAES. M. AVREL. ANTONINVS AVG. P. M. [Imperator Ccesar Marcus Au-
relius Antoninus, Augustus, Pontifex Maximus.) Though Aurelius had now assumed the title

of Imperator, and the surname of Antoninus, we have here his head still unlaurelled ;—but it

differs from those just mentioned, in being of manly age, and bearded. This medal, struck

A. D. 162, is in the highest state of preservation, and finely varnished with an olive-green

patina; it was procured at Nice, in 1823.

Reverse. CONCORD. AVGVSTOR. TR. P. XVI. [Concordia Avgtistorum, Tribunitia potestate

decimum-sextum.) On the exergum COS. III. {Consul tertium,) and in the field S. C.

Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus standing; they are togated and bare-headed; and the

likenesses are admirably preserved though on so small a scale. They are taking each other

by the right-hand, in testimony of the concord with which the two Emperors ruled in

common; and it may also allude to the visit which Aurelius paid to Verus, at Cauusium,

on hearing that he had been taken ill, as that circumstance happened in the year in which

the medal was struck. This was the first instance of divided power subsisting in the Roman
empire without strife and hatred ; for the contentions of Romulus and Remus, ofCassarand

Pompey, had established the proverb—" Nee regna soeiumferre, nee tcedce sciunt," Tlie
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wandering Alciati, whose " Emblems " received the praise of the elder Scaliger, probably
had this reverse in view, when he wrote this passage ;—

" Conjunctas dextras mutua dona dari.

Foederis haec species id habet Concordia signum
j

Ut quos jungit amor, jungat et ipsa manus."

CCXLII.
.

Obverse. M. AVRliL. ANTONINVS AVG. ARMENIACVS P. M. [Marcus Aurelius Antoninus,
Augustus, Armeniacus, Pontifex Maximus.) An animated profile of the Emperor, with the

bead laureated, and the neck bare. This medal is in superior condition, and densely covered
with a dark-brown patina; it was presented to me by Sig. Lusieri, at Athens, in 1820.

Reverse. VICT. AVG. TR. P. XVIII. IMP. II. COS. III. {Victoria Augusti, Tribunitia potes-
tate decimutn-octavum, Imperator secundum. Consul tertium.) In the field S. C. A winged
victory standing, with a trophy held by both hands transversely, hke a weapon of offence,

which shews a battle gained, but the war unfinished. She is attired in short robes, and at

her feet is a mourning captive in the oriental garb. This was minted A. D. 164, to com-
memorate the advantages gained by the generals of Verus, over the Parthians who were
ravaging Armenia, and for which each Emperor was saluted Armeniacus,

CCXLIII.

Obverse. M. ANTONINVS AVG. ARM. PARTH. P. P. {Marcus Antoninus, Augustus, Arme-
niacus, Parthicus, Pater Patrice.) The head of the Emperor, laurelled and bearded, and
with the neck bare. This medal is coated with a dense-brown patina, and in good con-
dition; it was procured at Tunis, in 1822. There is a great singularity in the legend before
us, for it is generally held that Aurelius did not bear the title of Pater Patrice till the end
of A.D. 176, or nine years after this was minted; and on those published by Vaillant,

Eckhel, and others, the letters MAX. appear instead of the P. P. Yet mine is unquestionably
a genuine coin, and therefore countenances the assertion of Capitolinus, that after the

successes in the East, both the Emperors had the encomiastic title decreed them.

Reverse. CONG. AVG. Illl. TR. P. XXI. IMP. IIII. COS, III. [Congiarium Augusti quartum,
Tribunitia potestate vigesimum-primum, Imperator quartum. Consul tertium.) On the
exergum S. C. Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus seated on curule chairs, upon a suggestuni,

are dispensing their fourth congiary to the people. (See No. XLVII.) Before them stands

a female with a tessera and comucopiae, which personifies liberality; and on the steps is a
citizen holding up his robes to receive the donation. The Emperor disliked the system of
largesses, and said to his soldiers, when they demanded one in the hour of victory,—" all that

is given you beyond your due, must come from the blood of your parents and relations."

CCXLIV.

Obverse. M. ANTONINVS AVG. TR. P, XXIII. [Marcus Antoninus, Augustus, Tribunitia
potestate vigesimum-lertium.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with a mild expression,

thick beard, and bare neck. This medal in excellent preservation, and covered with an olive-

green patina, was purchased at Orbitello, in 1823.

Reverse. COS. III. (Consul tertium.) On the exergum PROFECTIO AVG. S. C. [Profectio Au-
gusti, Senatus Consultu.) The Emperor on a caparisoned horse, preceded by a warrior with
a spear and shield, and followed by three others ; he is in armour, but bare-headed, and
holds a long spear transversely with the point foremost, indicative of war. This was struck
A, D, 169, when he took the field against the Marcomanni ; and from the omission of the
titles Armeniacus and Parthicus, it seems to have been after the death of Verus in that year,
since Aurelius only bore those appellatives as long as his colleague was living. Antiquaries
have noticed a strong resemblance between this equestrian figure, and the celebrated statue
which still decorates the capitol of Rome.
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CCXLV.

Obverse. M. ANTONINVS AVG. TR. P. XXIV. (Marcus Antoninus, Augustus, Tribunitia

potestate vigesimum-quartum.) The laurelled head of Marcus Aurelius with a full beard, and
bare neck. This medal has a blackish patina, and is somewhat rubbed, but is otherwise in

very good preservation ; it was purchased from Mr, Matthew Young, in 1826.

Jieverse. COS. lU. {Consul tertium.) On the exergum ADLOCVT. AVG. (Adlocutio Augusti,)

and under it S. C. The Emperor on a tribunal, accompanied by two Praetorian prefects, is

addressing three standard-bearers of the army. This was struck A. D. 170, on waging war

with the Marcomanni, a warlike people who, leagued with the Quadi, the Sarmatians, the

Roxolani, the lazyges, and other barbarian nations, had invaded the Roman frontier. This

opened one of the severest contests that ever Rome sustained.

CCXLVI.

Obverse. IMP. M. ANTONINVS AVG. TR. P. XXV. [Imperator Marcus Antoninus, Augustus,
~~ Tribunitia potestate vigesimum-quintum.) The laurelled head of Aurelius, with a pleasing

expression of countenance, thick beard, and bare neck. This medal is densely iiicrusted

with a brownish-green patina, and is in the highest state of preservation ; it was presented

to me by Mr. Henry Beechey, who procured it at Ben-Ghdzi, in 1822.

Beverse. PRIMI DECENNALES COS. III. S. C. {Priyni decennales. Consul tertium, Senatus
Consultu.) This is inscribed on a handsome garland of laurel, and was struck A. D. 170, on
payment of the first " vota decennalia." This method of votving arose, according to Du
Cange, from Augustus's feigning himself willing to quit the Empire, and having twice, at the

entresrty and prayers of the senate, consented to hold it for 10 years longer, it grew into a

custom with his successors, till the days of Theodosius. The vows were made for periods

of 5 or 10 years, and the completion of each term was celebrated with games, and other

rejoicings, in which the senate presented their sovereign with a civic crown, in acknowledg-

ment of his care of the commonwealth,—while medals and marbles commemorated the people's

having duly performed the obligations they had entered into. No decennial vow being found

beyond XXXX. it is probable that none of the emperors reigned above 40 years.

Vows were religious promises in great use among the ancients, in every emergency. They
constituted a considerable part of the Pagan worship ; being made either in consequence of

deliverance from imminent danger, or for the success of some enterprize. Thus Horace, having
narrowly escaped being knocked on the head by the fall of a tree, tells us of a vow which he

made on that occasion :

—

" Voveram dulces epulas et album
Libero caprum, prope funeratus

Arboris ictu."

CCXLVII.

Obverse. M. ANTONINVS AVG. TR. P. XXVI. {Marcus Antoninus, Augustus, Tribunitia
potestate vigesimum-sextum.) A finely-finished head of Marcus Aurelius, with mustachios
and beard, and naked neck. This medal is coated with lead-coloured patina, and is in very
superior preservation ; it was minted A. D. 172, and came into my possession at Scylla,

in Calabria, in 1814.

Jieverse. IMP. VI. COS. III. {Imperator sextum. Consul tertium.) On the exergum VIRTVS
AVG. {Virtus Augusti,) and in the field S. C. The Emperor followed by five soldiers, two of
whom bear standards, and the others have their spears advanced to encounter resistance : they
are passing over a handsome bridge, constructed upon three boats, precisely like the one
over the Ister represented on the Trajan Column. The bridge before us was, no doubt, over
the same river, since the Marcomanni, in abandoning Pannonia, sustained a dreadful overthrow
while crossing it.
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There is another large-brass coin with this reverse, but inscribed Adventus, instead of

Virtus, on the exergum—and recording IMP. VII. whence it affords a certain testimony

of the Emperor's return to Rome, A. D. 174.

CCXLVIII.

Obverse. M. ANTONINVS AVG. TR. P. XXVI, (Marcus Antoninus, Augustus, Tribunitia pu-
testate vigesimum-sextum.) A well-executed profile of the Emperor, laureated and bearded;

bearing the straps and ornaments of the lorica on his shoulders. This medal, though thinly

patinated, is in capital condition ; and was purchased from Mr. Till, in 1827.

Reverse. GERMANIA SVBACTA IMP. VI. COS. III. {Germania subacta, Imperator sextum.
Consul tertiurn.) In the field S. C. A grand trophy, upon a tree, to the foot of which a
mourning captive is bound, and heaps of broken arms are strewed around. (See No. CXXIV.)
This medal, struck A. D. 172, together with several others of this campaign, which I have
had, proves that Germany was only subdued by repeated conflicts;—the principal reverses

of these events are—Victory inscribing VIC. GER. on a shield, a trophy with two captives,

and VICT. GERMA. &c. in a wreath.

CCXLIX.

Obverse. M. ANTONINVS AVG. TR. P. XXVII. (Marcus Antoninus, Augustus, Tribunitia

potestate vigesimum-septimum.) The laureated head of Marcus Aurelius, with a placid

expression of countenance, the hair and beard dressed wilh care, and his neck naked. This

medal was struck A. D. 173, it is covered with a Saxon-green patina, and is in excellent pre-

servation ; I procured it at Sassari, in Sardinia, in 1824.

Reverse. RESTITVTORI ITALIAE IMP. VI. COS. III. (Reslitutori Italia-, Imperator seilum.
Consul tertiurn.) On the exergum S. C. The Emperor attired in the paludamentum, stands

on the right of the field, with a sceptre in his left hand, and he is extending his right fo a

kneeling female, who hold* a globe, and wears a corona turrita. Having bravely rescued

Italy from Barbarian incursions, Aurelius well merited the title of AV.s*orfr,—especially when
all the impending danger is considered. The Marcomanni, one of the most warlike nations

of Germany, leagued with the Quadi, the lazyges of Sarmatia, the Roxolani, and the Vandals
—of whom we now first hear—had invaded the frontier of the imperial territory, and devastated

many places with fire and sword. This filled Italy with consternation ; and to add to the

general distress, a plague had been imported by the troops of Verus, and the calamity was
increased by flood and famine. The Emperor's humanity and generosity were extended to all

quarters

—

" Italicis civitatibus, Jamis tempore, frumentum ex urbe donavit, omnique Jru-
mentarice rei consuluit."

The Marcomannic war, one of the greatest that Rome ever sustained, was kindled while

the flower of her army was engaged in the East. In this dilemma the Emperor was compelled
to recruit his legions with slaves and exiles ; and as the treasury was exhausted, he exposed to

sale, not only the rich furniture of the palace, but also the pictures, plate, and jewels—even
the very robes of the Empress.

CCL.

Obverse. M. ANTONINVS AVG. TR. P. XXVII. (Marcus Antoninus, Augustus, Tribunitin
potestate vigesimum-septimum.) The laurelled head of Aurelius, with the hair and beard
dressed as in the last, and the neck bare. This medal was struck A. D. 173; it is coated
with grass-green patina, and is in superior preservation, I procured it from an Arab, near
Tunis, in 1816.

Reverse. IMP. VI. COS. III. (Imperator sextum. Consul tertiurn.) On the exergum REIJG, AVG,
{Religioni Augusti,) and in the field S. C, A curious temple on a plinth of four stips, having
ait epistyle decorated with sculptured attributes of Mercury. Though on so small a scale, there
are readily seen the ram, an animal especially dedicated to him, as tutelary patron ofshepherds
and flocks; acock, the emblem of vigilance; a toitoise, for the invention of the lyre; a>
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marsupiitm, or purse, for commerce, whence the god derived his name

—

d mercibus ; a peiasut,

or winged helmet, for readiness of counsel and celerity of dispatch ; and a caduceut, or mystic

wand, for peace and power :—
" With this he draws the ghosts from hollow graves.

With this he drives them down the Stygian waves.

With this he seals in sleep the wakeful sight.

And eyes, though clos'd in death, restores to light."

The pediment has a serai-circular crowning, and is supported by four colossal Termini or Her-
meles,* typical of the guide of travellers, and the preserver of highways ; and in the adytum
stands a statue of Mercury with a chlamys on his shoulders, a patera in his right hand, a

caduceus in his left, and the petasus on his head ; but the figure is too small to shew the talaria

or wings to the feet. (See Pietas of Herennius Hetruscus.)

This device is at once singular and interesting, as the legend is restricted to the mintages
of Aurelius and Valerian ; and the only Religio in the large-brass series, is the one under
discussion. It seems to have been struck on the erection or reparation of a temple to Mercury,
who was greatly venerated by Aurelius, as the Institutor of Religion, in having ordained the

worship and sacrifices of the gods :

—

"Hie enim primus lilteras invenit, DeoTum cultus, et

xacrijicia ordinavit.'" But this meda) aflbrds no evidence in favour of the supposition men-
tioned by Eckhel, that the Emperor ascribed the "miraculous shower" to this deity, and thu»

testified his gratitude:—that prodigy is expressly attributed to Jupiter Pluvius on the Antonine
column; and a large-brass medal inscribed Propugnatori, was struck, on which Jupiter is

represented castinga thunder-ibolt at a prostrate Barbarian. (See CCXXVIl.) Angeloni asserts

that ruins and relics of a temple, resembling that on the medal, were discovered in his time, in

a vineyard on Mount Aventine.

ecu.
Obverse. M. ANTONINVS AVG. GERM. SARM. TR. P. XXXI, (Marcus Antoninus, Augus-

tus, Germanicus, Sarmaticus, Tribunitia potestat* trigesimum-primum.) The head of the

Emperor, with a crown of laurel, the hair, mustachios, and beard very carefully dressed, the

neck naked, and the countenance expressive and highly finished. This medal is varnished

with a bright-green patina, and is in beautiful preservation ; I purchased it at Capua, in 1823.

Keirrse. IMP. VIII. COS 111. P. P. [Imperator oclmum. Consul tertium. Pater Patrice.) On
the exergum DE SARMATIS ; and in the field S. C. A large kind of thorax, apparently of
chain-work over quilted stuff, not unlike one from the SAdau, presented to me by the late Cap-
tain Clapperton, R. N. It is surrounded by a pile of shields, spears, trumpets, banners, and other

implements of war, gathered together in order to be burnt on the field of battle, (See No.
LXXV.) This medal was struck A. D. 177, and testifies the Emperor's success over the

Sarmatians: another of the same date, with very nearly the same device, is inscribed Z><r

Germanis ;—but as either of them suffices for a limited cabinet, 1 retained that which is in the

best condition. Aurelius now returned to Rome, after an absence of more than six years, and
with his son Commodus, triumphed for his German victories ; on which occasion he gave
large sums to the people, and exhibited pompous and magnificent shews, though he took no
pleasure himself in such diversions.

It was in the arduous campaign from which Aurelius had just returned, that he fell into

imminent dangerof being cut off, with his whole army. A, D. 174. Having been drawn into

an ambush among sterile mountains, the Romans were ready to perish with thirst, and not-

withstanding all that the Emperor could do to raise their flagging spirits, nothing was heard
but groans—nothing was seen but despair. In this distress, while expecting to be cut in

* These Herinetes, or Hermce trunci, were often shapeless dircctioD posts of wood, witb a stone bust of Mercutj
upon them. See Juvenal, s. Vlll. v. 53. From these came the saying " Ex quovis ligno nonfit Meriurius," rquiralent

to our " cannot make a silk purse of a sow's ear." I should add, that this curious medal is exceedingly well 6gured among
the IVumrni' Vetercs, appended to the "Emblems" of Sambucus—a curious specimen of the typographical merit of the

celebrated Christopher Plantin, who printed it at Antwerp, in 1566.
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pieces by the Barbarians vrho surrounded them on all sides, the sky was suddenly overcast

and a torrent of rain fell. While they were joyfully availing themselves of this bounty, the

Sarmatse, Quadi, and Marcomanni, fell upon them, and would have probably destroyed them,
had they not been seasonably succoured by a dreadful storm of hail, mixed with lightning and
thunder-bolts, which discharged itself upon the advancing enemy, to their total discomfiture.

This memorable event has occupied the pens of ApoUinaris, TertuUian, Eusebius, and many
other writers—for it was attributed entirely to the prayers of a Christian legion which, they

assert, was thence-forward designated the Legio Fulminans ; and, moreover, they mak*
Aurelius himself acknowledge his being thus indebted to the new sect. But there can be no
doubt—from the concurrent opinion of the best authorities—that the Emperor's cited letter to

the senate, alledging this as a fact, is spurious ; and that the good Christians, who invoked
divine interposition in favour of a persecutor of their faith, piously mistook accident for miracle.

On this occasion I would exclaim with the Frenchman, who, on being asked whether some
Anglicism was not French, replied

—

pas tout afait, mais ilmerite bien de I'eire ; but my object

is to investigate a portion of the fact medalticallt/. Xiphiline, and after himOnuphrius, maintain

that the band of Thunderers was not mentioned till this incident had taken place ;—but from an
inscription cited by Baronius, this same legion, the Xllth, was distinguished by that appellative

in Trajan's time; and the medal No. XXXVl, of this catalogue, bears unequivocal testimony

that the fulmen, or thunder-bolt, was a legionary symbol a century and a-half before the Sar-

matian defeat. The laborious and erudite Mosheim observes, that it is an invariable maxim
universally adopted by the wise and judicious, that no events are to be esteemed miraculous,

which may be rationally attributed to natural causes, and accounted for by a recourse to th*

ordinary dispensations of providence. For the opinion of the pagans on this phenomenon, see

Nos. CCXXVII, and CCL ;—in addition to which it may be added that, Dion Cassius ascribed

itto an^gyptian magician named Arnuphis; while Suidas imputed it to the sorcery of Julianus,

who was originally a Chaldocan—and Chaldams had become syuouimous with Astrologus.

CCLll.
Obverse. M. ANTONINVS AVG. GERM. SARM. TR. P. XXXI. (Marcus Antoninus, Augustus,

Germanictts, Sarmaticus, Tribunitia potestate trigesimum-primum.) The usual laureated

head of the Emperor, but with a robe over the shoulders. This medal is coated with a dark
bottle-green patina, and is in excellent preservation ; I procured it at Alexandria, in 1822.

Reverse. IMP. Vlil. COS. III. P. P. (Imperator octavum. Consul tertium. Pater Patrice.) On the
exergum LIBERALITAS AVG. VII. (Liberalitas Augusti, septimum.) In the field

S. C. Marcus Aurelius, and a small figure representing his son Commodus, seated on curulc
chairs, raised upon a square substructure ; before them stands a female with a cornucopia,
and a frumentarian tessera, as Liberality, and behind them is a Praetorian Prefect, with a
hasta pura. On the steps is a figure personating the Roman people, holding up its robe to
receive the Emperor's gift. From the date, A. D. 177, this device shews the largess which
was given on the marriage of Commodus andCrispina. The P. P. appears constantly on the
medallic legends of Aurelius, from this year to that of the Consecration ; but it is not easy to
account for its being omitted so long. See No. CCXLII.

CCLIII.
Obverse. DIVVS M. ANTONINVS PIVS. (Divus Marcus Antoninus Pius.) The head of the

Emperor without laurel, and bearing a sedate cast of countenance, as though the likeness were
taken after death. The agnomen of Pius now appears, for though it belonged to him by the
right of adoption, it does not appear on the coins struck while Aurelius was living. This
medal is densely inci-usted with an olive-green patina, and is in superior conservation ; I pro-
cured it at Zillten, near Lebidah, in 1817.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. In the field S. C. A grand rogus of four stories, surmounted by a
quadrigated car ; it is decorated with images, drapery, and festoons—and it decreases from
the base to the summit, as depicted by Virgil :

—

"aramque sepulchri

Coug^erere arboribus, coeloque educere certant."
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Roman funerals were accompanied by games of the bustuarli, races, and theatrical ex-

hibitions. See No. CCXXV. The Campus Martins was the place assigned for the burial of the

g^eat, especially such as were honoured with funeraindictiva. The corpse was covered with

the stragula vestis, and being borne thither, feet foremost, was laid upon the rogus, or pyra, with

the face turned to the sky, the eyes open, and an obolus, as Charon's fare, in the mouth.
This done, the nearest relations to the deceased turned their backs to the pile, and set it on

fire with torches which they held behind them: " Aversi tenuere Jacem." As soon as the

wood took fire, the soldiers, and all the company, made a solemn course three times round

the pile, to shew their respect for the deceased. Thus Virgil •—

'•Ter circum adcensos, cincti fulgentibus armis,

Decurrere rogos ; ter maestum funeris ignem
Lustravere in equis ; uJulatusque ore dedere."

Perfumes, myrrh, cassia, odoriferous oils, and precious gums, were used in profusion ; and
costly garments were thrown into the flame as munera, or oflerings. In the ridiculous debate

about a turbot, to which Domitian summoned his senators, Juvenal tells us :—

"Et matutino sudans Crispinus amomo,
Quantum vix redolent duo funera."

When the pile was burnt down, they put out the embers by sprinkling them with wine, that

the relations might the more easily gather up the bones and ashes for the urn ; as is elegantly

described by TibuUus, 1. 3. Eleg. 2.

On the demise of an emperor, the real body was burnt and the caput mortuum disposed

of in the usual manner. But a waxen image of the deceased was made, which received

adoration for a week in the palace, and was then borne in solemn procession, first to the forum,

where a grand dirge was chaunted; then to the Campus Martins, where it was burnt amongst
perfumes, on a lofty pile, from the apex of which an eagle let loose, was supposed to convey
the soul of the defunct to the celestial regions. This last must have been the ceremony com-
memorated on the medal under consideration, since it appears that Aurelius having died at

Vindobona, A. D. 180, his ashes only were conveyed to Rome, for the Farms Indictivum.

CCLIV.

Obverse. DIVVS M. ANTONINVS PIVS. (Dhus Marcus Antoninus Pius.) The bare head of

Aurelius, as in the last. This medal is covered with a deep chocolate-coloured patina, and is

in very fair preservation ; it was procured from Mr. J. C. Ross, at Malta, in 1821.

Jieverse. CONSECRATIO. On the exergum S. C. A magnificent car drawn by four elephants, each

mounted by a guide ; and on the car is a sedent statue of the Emperor upon a throne under a

canopy. No honour was spared to the memory of Aurelius ; all men were convinced that he

was returned to the gods, who had only lent him for a season ; a statue of gold was erected

in the capitol, a temple and priests were dedicated to him, and his memory was revered by a

grateful posterity. Capitolinus, near a century afterwards, tells us that he was still woishipped

in most families with their domestic gods. .

In those ages, not only the image of the deceased was borne in the funeral procession,

but also those of his ancestors ; and it is in allusion to this that Horace says-

—

" Funus atque imagines

Ducunt triumphales tuum."

CCLV.
Obverse. DIVVS M. ANTONINVS PIVS. [Divus Marcus Antoninus Pius.) A fine head of the

Emperor, with the hair, beard, and mustachios carefully dressed, but without laurel, and the

neck bare. This medal is thinly coated with a dark-brown patina, but is in perfect preserva-

tion ; it was presented to me by Mr. T. Burgon, in 1825.

Jieverse. CONSECRATIO. In the field S. C, An eagle with expanded wings, standing on a small

flat structure, which is decorated with festoons of verbena; this probably represents the
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casket in which the ashes of Aurelius were transported from Germany to Rome. It is often,

notwithstanding: its shape, called an altar—but, as with the Allure Viatktim of Roman Catholic

saints, it may have served both purposes.

CCLVI.

Obverse. DIVVS M. ANTONINVS PIV8 (Divus Marcus Antoninus Pius.) A bare and
remarkable head of Marcus Aurelius, with a grave aspect. This medal is varnished with an
olive-green patina, and is in the highest perfection ; I procured it from a Greek peasant at

Patras, in 1820.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. In the field S. C. A cowering eagle standing upon a globe. This is

held to be emblematical of the anima, or soul of the Emperor, soaring from earth to heaven

—

whence the farce of apotheosis has been ascribed to a taint of the Pythagorean doctrines ; but
it obviously originated in what Tacitus termed " the epidemic spirit of adulation," long before

the Samian was born,

CCLVII.
Obverse. DIVVS M. ANTONINVS PIVS. {Divus Marcus Antoninus Pius.) A very expressive

profile of the Emperor, unlaureated, and the hair and beard trimmed in curls. This medal is

in very fine condition, and covered with a dark-green patina; it was presented to me by
Mr. Craig, at La Maddalena, in Sardinia, in 1824.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. In the field S. C. Aurelius seated on the back of a "lusty" eagle—which
carries a thunder-bolt in its talons—is winged away to the celestials. He holds forth his right

hand in the attitude of allocution ; and in his left supports a formidable sceptre. And this

is the last memorial of a sovereign who was so greatly venerated by his subjects, that whoever
did not keep a.statue of him in his house, though able to afford it, was held to be a sacri-

legious person.

The sceptre of old was a very different weapon from the elegant truncheon now in use, as

Thersites could have told us ; it was a plain staff like a hunting pole, and was generally made
of a young tree, cut from the root, and stript of its branches. The Romans decorated them
with brass :

—

"Ut sceptrum hoc, dextra sceptrum nam forte gerebat,

Numquam fronde levi fundet virgulta, neque umbras.

Cum semel in silvis, imo de stirpe recisum,

Matre caret, posuitque comas et brachia ferro ;

Olim arbos; nunc artificis manus sere decoro

Inclusit, patribusque dedit gestare Latinis."

FAUSTINA JUNIOR.

Annia Faustina, the (laughter of Antoninus Pius and Galeria Faustina, was

betrothed by Hadrian to Lucius Verus ; but on the death of that Emperor, was

given in marriage to Marcus Aurelius—a man whom her father thought more

likely to promote her happiness. This event took place A. D. 140; and she

became the mother of a large family of children, the names of eight of whom are

preserved. Having accompanied her husband into the East, she died suddenly at

Ualala, a village at the foot of Mount Taurus, A. D. 175.

With so virtuous a father and husband, it is surprising that the beautiful Faustina

not only imitated her mother, but was even still more grossly licentious, insomuch
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that she had an incestuous intercourse with Verus, her own son-in-law ; and not

content with procuring the advancement of Tertullus, Orphitus, Utilius, and other

paramours, to state-employments, she acted so infamously among the lower orders

that a common gladiator was reputed to be the father of Commodus: ^^siqui-

dem Faustinam satis constat apud Cajetam, conditiones sibi nauticas et

gladiatorias elegisse." Dio suspects she was also an accomplice with Avidius

Cassius, against her husband ; but the letters which she wrote, urging the Emperor

to the utmost severity against that rebel's family, makes Vulcatius Gallicanus acquit

her of treason. Aurelius either gave no credit to the reports of her depravity, or

from prudence, dissembled his knowledge of it, and appeared not to perceive, what

was notorious to the whole empire : and when his friends advised him to divorce

her, he answered, that if he put her away, he ought also to return her dower—mean-

ing the throne. This, however, was a blameable lenity, and excused on a false

position ; besides which, where there is no dread of retribution, there is nothing to

restrain vice ; and the conduct of Aurelius exposed him to many scoffs. Indeed,

his wife's infidelity was so universally known, especially with Tertullus, as to be

publicly alluded to upon the stage—in no very obscure terras.*

Notwithstanding her baseness, Aurelius bewailed the loss of Faustina, more,

says the emperor Julian, than would have been becoming a man of his gravity, for

a woman of the most unblemished character. He pronounced her funeral oration,

and to the scandal of all who had a regard for morality and religion, begged of the

senate to rank her with Pallas—a virgin goddess. That august body obsequiously

complied with the absurd request, and she, who by her vices had disgraced human
nature, was placed among the divinities, and publicly adored. Aurelius also raised

the village in Avhich she died, to the rank of a colony under the name of Faustinopolis,

and erected a magnificent temple to her : this building was afterwards consecrated

to Heliogabalus, as if its fate was to be assigned to the most infamous characters

among the imperial profligates.

The medals of Faustina Junior are exceedingly common in all metals, and are

therefore selected with particular attention to their state of preservation. In this

abundance, it is curious that a large-brass forgery should have been foisted in among
them,—it is of admirable workmanship, and represents a sacrifice to Vesta, somewhat

like that of Julia Domna ; and it is found in such numbers that I have had eight or

Jen: the fraud has been ascribed to Benvenuto Cellini, but its Patavinity rather

assigns it to the noted Lewis Lee. Among the reverses ofthis Empress, is aquinarius

* Capitolinus gives the anecdote thus, " Mimus in scend, praesentc Antonino, dixit cum stupidus nomen adulter! usorif

• Serro quxreret, et ille diceret t«r Tvixvs ; et adhuc stupidus quxreret, re^oadit ille, Jam dixi ter, Tvu.us dieilmr.

I
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with the legend Concordia around a dove, an entirely new type of this virtue ; and

certainly the type ought to be new which is designed to express the concord that

actually did exist between a couple who had so great a disparity of morals. One of

the emblems struck in honour of Faustina the Younger, is Pudicitia! But many
of her medals, with greater propriety, bear Venus as a reverse, with different attri-

butes—as the apple, the bow and arrow, the rudder and dolphin, rudder and snake

on a tortoise,* and the palladium and shield. In her Venerifelici, Venus appears

to be cajoling Mars ; and both Addison and Eckhel mention the idea entertained

by some antiquaries, that this is satirically allusive of the loves of Faustina and the

gladiator. "But," says the former, "besides that such a thought was inconsistent

with the gravity of a senate, how can one imagine that the fathers would have dared

to affront the wife of Aurelius, and the mother of Commodus ? " Nor is Cooke more

happy in mistaking the garland of Laetitia for the cestus of Venus, as that mystic

zone does not appear upon any of the coins of this Empress which have passed under

tny examination. To this girdle, however, great influence was ascribed by all the

ancients :—
" In this was every art, and every charm.
To win the wisest, and the coldest warm :

Fond love, the gentle vow, the gay desire.

The kind receipt, the still reviving fire

;

Persuasive speech, and more persuasive sighs,

Silence that spoke, and eloquence of eyes."

CCLVIII.
Obverse, FAVSTINA AVGVSTA. A fine profile of Faustina Junior, her tresses without ornament,

and having elegant drapery over her shoulders. The portrait of this Empress is readily dis-

tinguished from that of her mother, by a more aquiline nose, greater feminine beauty, and
the hair tied behind, instead of braided on the crown of the head. There is a second-
brass coin, quoted by Eckhel, which shews that she took the title of Augusta while her

husband was yet Caesar. The medal now described is in singular perfection, and covered
with a Saxon-green patina; I procured it at Syracuse, in 1814.

Reverse. DIANA LVCIF. (Diana Lucifera.) In the field S. C. A robed female, holding a torch

transversely in her hands, represents Diana in her capacity of Genetyllis, or assistant at child-

birth—a device which may have been struck during the pregnancy of Faustina. This Diva
Triformis had offices in almost all parts of the universe—in heaven, earth, and hell—under
the names of Diana, Luna, and Hecate. See Nos. CCLXII. and CCLXIII.

CCLIX.

Obverse. FAVSTINA AVGVSTA. An admirably executed head of Faustina, with, the hair mort
elaborately dressed than in the last, and a countenance expressive of exquiste personal charms,
and innocence. This medal is of fine yellow brass, barely patinated, but in the highest pre-
servation; it was found near a ruin, in the Pontine Marshes, in 1822.

Reverse. MATRI MAGNAE. On the exergura S. C. Cybele seated on a stately throne, between two
lions ; she is crowned with turrets, and holds the tympanum, or tabor, on her knee ;—an
instrument, as with the modern tambarine, played—" orbem digilo temperat.^' It is singular

• Jobert slily insiDuates that the tortoise » a tymbol of Venus, because itihewi tbat "mari-ied women ought to keep
at home!"
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that her right hand here is empty, for It often holds a branch of the pine, which was sacred to

her, or a ke}'. The sedent posture of the goddess denotes stability ; the tame lions, the conquest
• of civilization over barbarism ; and the tabor's disc, the circumference of the earth. The crown

is mentioned by most of the Roman poets ; and Lucretius says :

—

" Muralique caput summum cinxere corona

Eximiis munita locis quod sustinet urbeis."

Cybele was known as Mater Detim, Tellus, Vesta, Rhea, Idsea, Ops, (see CCXVI.) &c.

;

and Sir Isaac Newton considers her as being the same with Europa, wife of Asterius, king of

Crete, and mother of Minos, who reigned about 1015, B. C. The title of Mater was given

by the pagans to certain goddesses of the first rank, as Cybele, Juno, and Ceres : in like

manner the god, whose aid was implored, was often invoked by the epithet of Pater.

The infamous orgies of the Galli, or priests of Cybele, were too mad and abominable, and
are too well known to need description. The villains, as St. Austin calls them, having perverted

the order of nature, were wont to appear in the dress of Phrygian women. In the masquerades
which took place, at the festival of this goddess, the rabble appeared in the habits, and coun-
terfeited the dignity of magistrates : and here we find the origin of the Romish Carnival.

CCLX.
Obverse. FAVSTINA AVGVSTA. A fine head of the beautiful Empress, with the hair elaborately

dressed, and a frontal diadem ; the neck has a graceful curve, and the shoulders are neatly

attired in drapery. A medal in first-rate condition, and covered with brownish-green patina.

1 procured it at Malta, from Signor Benucci, the artist, in 1822,

Reverse. SAECVLI FELICIT. (Sactili felicitas.) In the field S. C. A superb lectula bearing two
children—twins of Faustina—in playful attitudes j in allusion to the custom of thus presenting

new-born infants in the temple of Juno Lucina. The medal in the Florence Cabinet, and one
in the British Museum, have a star over the head of each infant, which gives them the character

of the Dioscuri ; and were it not for the words of the legend, I should have taken the apparent
deification as a tribute of condolence for their death. It is said that before Faustina was
delivered of these twins, she dreamed that she brought forth two serpents, one of which was
more venomous than the other ; the ominous presage was verified in the eyes of the good peo-

ple of Rome, by the depraved reign of the first, and the premature death of the second—whose
character was probably saved by his exit.

CCLXI.
Obverse. FAVSTINA AVGVSTA. The profile of Faustina, with a pleasing expression, the hair

carefully dressed with an anadema, and her shoulders robed. This medal is in high perfec-

tion, and covered with a yellowish-green patina ; it was purchased at the Hon. R. E. Digby's
sale, in 1825.

Reverse. TEMPOR. FELIC. [Temporum felicitas.) In the field S. C. A stately female figure,

in full robes, with a diadem on her head, stands in the centre of the field ; she supports an
infant on each arm, and has two others on each side of her feet. This is a monument of the

fecundity of Faustina, a quality held in the highest respect by the ancient Romans, the legend
therefore is justified. So numerous a family would denote domestic harmony, but that writers

have furnished us with facts which prove the contrary. In the "Triumph of Love" Petrarch
observes :—

*• Vedi '1 buon Marco d'ogni laude degno,

Pien di filosofia la lingua, e '1 petto :

Pur Faustina il fa qui star a segno."

CCLXII.

Obverse, DIVA FAVSTINA PIA. The head of Faustina, who though deified, is not yet veiled ; the
hair is arranged somewhat differently from that of the medals just described, the shoulders are.

robed, and the countenance is that of a woman not more than 35 years of age, though she had
been a wife that time, when she died. This coin is varnished with a thin brown patina
and is iu excellent condition; it was purchased at Mr. Neave's sale, in 18.30.
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Reverse. SIDERIBVS RECEPTA. In the field S. C. This was struck to denote the supposed

reception of Faustina into heaven. A female is represented of rathera robust make, witlishoit

garments, in the character of Diana ; but though she holds a torch, as on No. CCI.IX, the

style of drapery, and her legs—together with the knot confining her tresses behind—rather

indicate Venatrix than Lucifera. Upon her shoulders she holds a crescent, in a manner
similar to that of Lunus, the MHN of the Greeks, a god adored among those who thought

that by worshipping the moon as a female, they would be surely " hen-pecked." This is the

symbol of Diana presiding over the moon, whence Horace called her "Sidervtn Regina
bicornis," in the grand Secular Hymn. The poets, indeed, have been very full on the many
attributes of this triple goddess ; but it is in her capacity as the lunar Intelligence that she is

most interesting. In the platonic fable of her love for Endymion, there is some reason to think

that the eclipses of the moon are intimated, as the veil was an essential part of her attire

on that occasion. Catullus, when commending Conon, the illustrious friend of Archimedes, says

that he knew the reason of the eclipses of the sun ; why the stars are sometimes Jost ; and
why the moon disappears in the midst of her course:—

"Flammeus ut rapidi solis nitor obscuretur;

Ut cedant certis sydera temporibus
;

Ut Triviam furtim sub Latmia saxa relegans

Dulcis amor gyro devocet aerio." »

CCLXIII,

Obverse. DIVA FAVSTINA PIA. The head of the Empress in style, workmanship, and aspect,

similar to the last. It is covered with a deep-brown patina, and is in capital preservation ;

I procured it at Zante, in 1820.

Reverse. SIDERIBVS RECEPTA. In the field S. C. This is struck with the same design as the

one just described, but under a different type. A female, habited as Diana, with a floating

veil, stands in a small car drawn by two light prancing horses. This goddess is sometimes
represented as drawn by stags, does, and oxcu, as well as horses j both poets and artists have
agreed in giving her but two at a time, and it seems that the painters of old depicted them of

a perfectly white colour. See Nos. CCLIX. and CCLXII.
CCLXIV.

Obverse. DIVA FAUSTINA PIA. A profile of Faustina, in style resembling the last, but with a less

pleasing expression. The medal is covered with a chocolate-coloured patina, and is in very

good conservation ; I purchased it at Rome, in 1823.

Reverse. AETERNITAS. On the exergum S. C. The deceased Empress, with a sceptre, is seated

upon a throne, transported through space by two females, who, as well as Faustina,

have floating veils above their heads. These attendant figures have been pronounced by
Havercamp, Angeloni, and Visconti, to represent Horae, or nymphs of the air ; and by
Tristan, the relations of the Empress who died before her, and were delegated to pay this

respect. Others seein these three figures an indication of the past, the present, and the future

;

and Eckhel hints that they may allude to the golden statue which Aurelius erected in Faustina's

usual place at the theatre, around which the principal ladies seated themselves, as in her
life-time. But the throne raised from the ground, and the arched iris-like veils indicative of
divinity, are arguments against this opinion. Irnleed, nothing more can be made out with
certainty, but that the device commemorates the apotheosis of the defunct Empress.

CCLXV.
Obverse. DIVA FAVSTINA PIA. The usual head of the Empress, with a sweet expression of coun-

tenance. This medal is bare of patina, but is in sound, though secondary condition ; it was
purchased at Lord Mortons sale, in 1830.

Reverse. AETERNITAS. In the field S. C. The Empress is borne through the empyrfuni on
the back of a winged female, who holds a large torch in her hands. This figure, from its

light and flowing drapery, and the office it is performing, might at once be pronounced to

V
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represent a celestial genius, or an angel: but Occo styles it *• Victoria Tolans,"—and
Archbishop Agostini, a winged eternity. Oiselius simply terras it a victory ; and it accords
with that described in the dream of the father of Alexander Severus. Tristan quaintly and
satirically explains the medal thus, " Et voicy sa femme port^e sur les ailes d'une Victoire,

ou de Minerve, surnomm^e Victrice. Pour donner a entendre qu'estant dec^die elle estoit

recompens6e de la demure 6ternelle du Ciel, pour sa sage et vertueuse conduite, et corame
ayant est6 victorieuse du vice et de I'iucontinence, dont cette D^ese estoit ennemie formelle."

CCLXVl.
Obverse. DIVA FAVSTINA PIA. The head of Faustina, with the hair carefully dressed, but

without ornament, and her shoulders covered with neat drapery. This medal is coated with
brown patina, and is in excellent preservation ; it was presented to me at Pola, in Istria,

in 1819.

Reverse. CONSEC RATIO. In the field S. C. A grand lectisterniura, with a sceptre in the part which
is to be occupied by the new divinity ; and a peacock with an expanded tail—" avem quippe
Junoniam "—standing before the drapery, are here represented. This device denotes that the

throne prepared in heaven, for Faustina, was equal to that of Juno.

The lectisternia were religious feasts, made for the gods themselves, in times of danger or
success, as supplications or thanksgivings. On these occasions their statues were solemnly
brought out by the Epulones, and absurdly laid upon sumptuous beds, by the side of tables

which were profusely spread with viands—while the whole space—beds, temples, and
altars—were strewed with leaves, and odoriferous herbs and flowers; whence the name. The
images of goddesses were placed on thrones, as better adapted to the delicacy of their

sex ; and on the medal before us, the lectisternium appears fitter for sitting upon than reclining.

Horace, rejoicing on account of Cleopatra's death, exclaims :

—

" Nunc est bibendum, nunc pede libero

Pulsanda-tellus ; nunc Saliaribus

Ornare pulvinar Deorum
Tempus erat dapibus."

Until the time of Casaubon this custom was considered as being peculiar to the Romans ; but
that acute critic, examining a passage of the Scholiast upon Pindar, and there finding men-
tion made of the cushions which supported the gods, justly concluded that the lectisternium

was in use among the Greeks. Besides this evidence, Pausanias speaks decidedly of the

pulvinaria on which the deities were placed, and Valerius Maximus also mentions the practice.

But its source seems deducible from the Jewish principle of eating the passover, which
was a sacred symbol of federal communion with God.

CCLXVII.

Obverse. DIVA FAVSTINA PIA. The profile of the Empress, the hair curiously dressed but without

ornament, and the bust enrobed. A medal in very excellent condition, though but thinly

patinated ; it was presented to me by Col. Sir Parker Carroll, in 1821, at Malta.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. In the field S. C. A noble peacock, strutting with its tail expanded.
This bird was especially consecrated to Juno, as the eagle was to the mighty Thunderer—and
therefore the "Avis Junonia" was more appropriately used in apotheosis of empresses, than
the " Jovis Armiger." The peacock was also a symbol of that conjugal love and affection

which ought to exist between married people.

CCLXVIII.

Obverse. DIVA FAVSTINA PIA. The head of Faustina attired as in the last, but with a more
pleasing expresion of countenance. This medal is coated with green patina, and is in

excellent preservation; it was procured at Marseilles, in 1823.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. In the field S. C. An altar resembling the Ara Pads of Nero, but of a

plainer/aftrjc. See No. CCXXVI. We learn that an altar was erected by the senate to the
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memory of the Empress ; and it was ordained, that young women, immediately after theii

marriage, should repair to it, and there offer a solemn sacrifice. For this scandalous institution,

adds the historian, they deserved that their daughters should all resemble Faustina, and their

sons Commodus.
CCLXIX.

Obverte. DIVA FAVSTINA PIA. The profile of the Empress with her hair neatly disposed incurls,

and a veil falling from the back of the head to her shoulders. This medal is covered with a

rich-brown patina, and is in singularly high perfection; it was purchased at Mr. Marmaduke
Trattle's sale, in 1832, being lot 3057. It superseded a less perfect one which 1 had brought

from Algiers, with the same reverse, but the face a little older.

Reverse, AETERNITAS. On the exergum S. C. A grand car drawn by two noble elephants ca-

parisoned, and each mounted by a naked guide. On the car is a throne bearing the statue of

Faustina, with a sceptre in her right hand, and a canopy over her head. This device is of

fine workmanship, and represents the golden statue of the Empress as it was drawn to the

great games. See No. VIII.

CCLXX.

Obverse. DIVAE FAVSTINAE PIAE. The head of Faustina, attired and veiled as in the last—bu*
having a more pleasing expression of countenance. A medal in very fine condition, and

incrusted with a dark-green patina; 1 procured it at Sassari, in Sardinia, in 1824.

Reverse. MATRI CASTRORVM. On the exergum S. C. Here is another piece of adulation to the

deified Faustina, who is superbly robed and seated upon a throne. On her right hand she bears

a radiated phoenix on a globe, the emblem of power and eternity; (see No. CCXXXI.) and in

her left the wand of divinity ; while before her are raised three military standards. This

device proves the truth of what Dio has related, that the Empress was saluted by this pompons
title after the glorious victory obtained by Aurelius over the Marcomanni, Sarmatae, and

Quadi. This extraordinary title was afterwards assumed by Julia Domna, and Julia Msesa.

CCLXXI.

Obverse. DIVAE FAVSTINAE AVG. MATR. CASTROR. {Diva Faustince, Augusia;, Matri
Castrorum.) The profile of the Empress, veiled and attired as in the last. This medal is

coated with a red-tinted patina, and is in good preservation : it was purchased from Mr. M.
Young, in 1826.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. In the field S. C. A rogus very splendidly ornamented with statues and
festoons, and surmounted by a curiously-wrought apex, with an equestrian statue, in allusion

perhaps to the designation of Mother of the Camp. As the Empress died at the foot of Mount
Taurus, this must represent an honorary funeral. See No. CCLIII.

CCLXXII.

Obverse. DIVAE FAVSTIN.E AVG. MATR. CASTROR. {Divce Faustina, Augusia, Matri
Castrorum.) The veiled head of Faustina, with a sweet expression of countenance. A medal
incrusted with a deep bottle-green patina, and in excellent condition ; it was found near
Oristano, in Sardinia, in 1824, and presented to me directly afterwards.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. On the lower verge S. C. Faustina, on the back of a large eagle, is con-
veyed to heaven ; and has a floating veil and wand, the symbols of divinity, to denote her
apotheosis. The interior of the veil is spotted with seven stars, a number which has been
mystical from the earliest ages. This Empress is represented on some coins as borne on a
peacock^but the eagle may be considered as indicative of greater honour, and more suitable

to the Mother of the Camp.
Perhaps this medal ought to have been placed before the Siderihus Recepta, which

denotes the end of her flight, and her reception among the stars ; but as it has not the deifying
veil on the portrait, their place in the cabinet has been determined by that circumstance.
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ANNIUS VERUS.

Annius Verus, the son of Marcus Aurelius and Faustina Junior, was born A.D.

163 ; was decorated with the title of Caesar at the age of three years ; and died

A. D. 170, at Prfeneste, a town of Latium, of a glandular swelling in the throat,

which appears to have been unskilfully treated. Being the only surviving son ex-

cept Commodus, beseems to have been greatly regretted, for statues, one of them of

gold, and many other honours, were decreed to him.

Latin medals of this young prince, are of extreme rarity ; and I have only heard

of two medallions, and a very few in large-brass—indeed so few, that the rich

cabinet in the British Museum, does not yet possess one. M. Beauvais and M.
Mionnet mention Latin coins of second-brass at the low price of 50 francs, but I

never yet met with one of that class. Greek-imperial coins were struck of second

and third-brass, but they are scarcely less rare than those of the Roman mintage:

these are distinguished from those of Lucius Verus, by the addition of Augustus,

a title which Annius never received.

CCLXXIII.

Obverse. ANNIVS VERVS CAES. ANTONINI AVG. FIL. [Jnnius Verus Ceesar, Antonini

AugustifiUus.) The youthful head of Annius, with short and curly hair, and a paludamen-

tum close round his neck. This very rare medal is covered with deep-brown patina, and is in

fair condition, though it appears to have been tooled ; 1 procured it from the Rev. Mr. Hall,

chaplain to the British Factory at Leghorn, in 1823, in exchange for some Carthaginian coins.

Reverse. COMMODVS CAES. ANTONINI AVG. FIL. [Commodus Cresar, Antonini Augusli

Jilitis.) The naked head of Commodus, with curly hair, and a somewhat older appearance

than that of Annius ; the paludamentum is fibulated to the right shoulder. As Commodus
was two years senior to his brother, his head, in strict justice, ought to be the obverse, and the

medal should fall into the series of his reign ; but in the present arrangement, 1 have followed

that adopted in the best cabinets.

LUCIUS VERUS.

Lucius Ceionius Commodus, the son of L. JElius Verus and Domitia Lucilla,

was born at Rome, A. D. 130, and after the preferment of his father by Hadrian,

had -Sllius Aurelius added to his name. He was adopted by Antoninus Pius, at the

same time with Marcus Aurelius ; but that good emperor complied with the ex-

press orders of Hadrian only according to the letter, and neither made him Csesar,

nor invested him with any power during his whole reign—a clear indication of the

light in which he viewed his character. After the death of Pius, A. D. 16], Aure-

lius associated him in the empire with the agnomen of Verus, although fire and

water are scarcely more opposed to each other than were the characters of these
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princes. On this occasion the latter was not only declared Caesar but Augustus
also; and he experienced still further the kindness of his colleague, in having his

daughter Lucilla, bestowed upon him, A.D. 164. With all his faults, it must l)e

admitted that Verus shewed himself sensible of the considerate condescension of

Aurelius, and conducted himself with great deference in public matters, acting

rather as a lieutenant than a co-equal. He died A.D. 169, at AUinum, not without

suspicion of poison ; but from his depraved habits of life, drunkenness, and gluttony,

it is more probable that he died of apoplexy—an inference also countenanced by

the description of his death. Lucilla and Faustina have both been charged with

this crime ; but it is unjust to entertain such a suspicion of the virtuous Marcus
Aurelius, as that thrown out by Dio Cassius.

Lucius Verus was a prince of elTeminate habits and frivolous pursuits, on the

one hand entirely abandoned to debauchery, and on the other confining his studies

to the most trifling subjects. It has been asserted that he was proud, indolent,

unprincipled, and disgraced by every vice except cruelty—but with respect to the last,

such was his passion for gladiators, that his character appears to have been saved only

by his not being the absolute master of Home. During his stay in the East, instead of

appearing at the head of his army, he scarcely stirred from Antioch, where he wallowed
in all the abominations of Daphne, its noted suburb, among comedians, gamblei-s,

charioteers, musicians, courtezans, and wretches still more infamous. On his return

to Rome, that awe for the superior virtue of Aurelius, which had been the only

check on his conduct, was considerably weakened, and his revels were shared by

the dregs of the rabble. In the height of his excesses, he would sally forth dis-

guised in the "cucullio," like another Nero, to scour the streets of Rome, and in

the consequent broils was often severely handled.

The folly and extravagance of this Emperor were attended with a ruinous expense.

He was so fond of a horse which he called Celer, that he erected a golden statue

to him, fed him with pistachio-nuts, almonds, and raisins, assigned him apartments

in the palace, and clothed him in purple trappings. And Capitolinus—who paints

Verus as neither very good, nor extremely bad— has preserved an account of one of

his prodigal entertainments. The party consisted of a dozen persons, which was
esteemed a great number, for the proverb said

—

"Septem convivium; novem, veto,

convicium," The cost of the rare wines and delicate viands served up was scarcely

worthy of consideration—for to each guest was presented the youthful cup-bearer

who had replenished his "bumpers," together with the carver or butler who waited

on him and the massy chargers from which he ate; and likewise living animals,
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whether beasts, or birds, wild or tame, similar to those whose flesh bad been brought

to the table. Murrhine* vessels and crystal goblets from Alexandria were given to

each drinker, at every potation, as well as the gold, silver, and jewelled cups which

they severally used. He g-ave them chaplets of flowers which were out of season,

with fillets interwoven with gold ; and also gold vases shaped like those of alabaster,

filled with perfumed ointments. After the feast, the party played at dice till day-

break, when the entertainer bestowed on each of his guests, a vehicle with mules and

a muleteer, and harnesses glittering with silver, to carry them home. The expense

of this mad freak was estimated at 6,000,000 Sesterces, or ,£44,233 sterling,

—

estimating the franc of M. Latronne equal to 9,525 of our pence : other calculations

of the standard and relative values of money at that period, raise the sum to nearly

J 50,000.

In gold and silver of the usual size, medals of this Emperor are very numerous;

in large and middle-brass they are common ; and generally of the same type as

those of Marcus Aurelius. There are both silver and brass medallions, which fetch

high prices. No Latin small-brass have been met with ; but Colonial, Greek,

and Egyptian coins of each of the three sizes, can be procured.

CCLXXIV.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. L. AVREL. VERVS AVG. {Imperator CcBsar Lucius Aurelius Verus,
Augtistus.) The laurelled head of Verus, with a thick beard, mustachios, and a bare neck.

The features are remarkably good, and the expression sensible ; which agrees with the historical

assurance that he was a handsome well proportioned man, and with a countenance that com-
manded respect. His hair was long, and the care he took of it, is thus told by Capitolinus :

"Dicitursane tantam habuisse curam flaventium capilloruni,iit capiti auri ramenta respergeret

quo magis coma illuminata flavesceret."

This medal is in brilliant perfection, and covered with a mottled red-and-green patina; it

was presented to me by my friend Commodore Sir Charles Schoiiiberg, at Malta, in 1822.

Reverse. CONCORDIA AVGVSTOR. TR. P. [Concordia Auguslorum, Tribunitia potestate.)

On the exergum COS. II. {Consul itertim,) and in the field S. C. This reverse is so precisely

similar to the one on No. CCXLI. that it would not have retained a place in the present cabinet

but for its extreme perfection. The two Emperors are so boldly and yet minutely iinisfaed, that

their likenesses cannot be mistaken.

CCIiXXV.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. L. AVREL. VERVS AVG. [Imperator Casar, Lucius Aurelius Verus,

Augustus.) A bold head of Verus, without laurel, the hair and beard carefully dressed, and
a robe appearing over the left shoulder. This medal is in excellent preservation, though
unpatinated j it was purchased at the Hon. R. E. Digby's sale, in 1825.

Reverse. FELIC. AVG. TR. P. III. (Felicitati Augusti, Tribunitia potestate, tertium.) In the

field S. C. and on the exergum COS. II. [Consul iterum.) A large Prtetorian galley, with

the Emperor reclining under the aplustre of the poop ; there are six rowers ; and on the fore-

castle is a mast raking forwards, with a sail upon it, shewing that the vessel is going with the

• Jos. Scaliger thought the Murrhine cups introduced by Pompey, were porcelain from China ; and that opinion has

been adopted by some modern writers : but Pliny's description of the unwrought Murrha, and its irisdescence, rather indicate

anAduluria. Martial tells us that the stone tUey were made of was spotted and variegated : "pocula macutoscs murrte.'"
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wind aft. In the work of Bayfius, " De Re Navali,'" the sail is represented as a banner;
but here it is unusually large, reached, bent to one yard, and sheeted home to another, and cer-

tainly assists in propelling the vessel. This medal was struck A. D. 103, for the safe navigation

and happy deliverance of Verus from the perils of sea and war. But instead of being at the head of

his army, the luxurious prince took that opportunity of visiting Greece, in a vessel magnificently

adorned, and freighted with mimes and musicians : "Apud Corinthum, et Athenas, inter sym-
phonias et cantica navigabat, et persingulas maritimas civitates Asise, Pamphyliae, Ciliciseque

clariores, voluptatibus immorabatur."

CCLXXVI.
Obverte. L. AVREL. VERV8 ARMENIACVS. {Lucius Aurclius Verus, Armeniacus.) A fine

head of Lucius Verus laurelled, with his beard and hair carefully dressed, and the strap of a

lorica over his right shoulder. A medal iu high perfection, and covered with brown patina;

purchased at Letkimo, in Corfu, in 1818.

Reverse. REX ARMENIIS DATVS IMP. II. TR. POT. IIII. COS. II. [Rex Armeniis datus,

Imperator iterum, Tribunitia polestate quartum. Consul iterum.) On the exergum S. C.

The Emperor " in Sella Castrensi," or on a camp-seat, assisted by three military figures, is

in the act of crowning a figure at the foot of the suggestum. This represents Sohemus, who being
driven from his throne by the Parthians under Vologeses, A. D. 162, had escaped to Rome,
where residing for nearly four years, he was created a senator, and nominated to the consulship.

The figure of Verus is singularly well executed, and shews the position of the pendent flaps of

the lorica—termed " lambrequins " hy the French—in sitting; and the type is valuable as

indicating a coronation which is not noticed in history.

The war here alluded to, originated in the desire of Vologeses to recover a golden throne,

which had been carried off by Hadrian : and a vast deal of blood was shed in the course of it.

It is asserted that Seleucia opened its gates to the Romans, who nevertheless caused the in-

bitants, to the number of 400,000 to be inhumanly massacred ; a statement satirized by Luciau
in his account of the 370,000 killed at the battle of Europa, by the Romans, who lost only 2
men, and had but 9 wounded. The account, however exaggerated, shews that an inhuman
butchery took place. A grievous calamity followed these Oriental conquests, for a plague was
imported by them into Rome, and the Provinces also.

CCLXXVII.
Obverse. L. VERVS AVG. ARM. PARTH. MAX, {Lucius Verus, Augustus, Armeniacus Par-

thicus Maximus.) An excellent laureated head of the Emperor but with a less favourable

expression than on the last medal ; for it bears signs of the intemperance which , as Spon says,

pimpled his face—while the curled beard justifies the epithet which terms him an "imperial
fop." This medal, struck A. D. 160, is in excellent condition, and covered with dark-green
patina ; it was purchased at Mr. Neaves's sale, in 1830.

Reverse. TR. POT. VI. IMP, III. COS. II. {Tribunitia potestate sextum, Imperator tertium.

Consul iterum.) In the field S. C. A captive bound to the foot of a trophy, attired in the

Phrygian bonnet, and the "laxffi braccae;" broken armour is strewed on the ground. This
alludes to the defeat of the Parthians, and the submission of Armenia; and the Emperor has

assumed the honours arising from the success of his armies, though he " never saw a shot fired."

To the pompous titles of Armeniacus, Parthicus, and Maximus, he added Medicus also,

though it appears only on one medal; and Marcus Aurelius, who certainly had an equal
right to the compliment, was saluted by the same designation. This is one of the numerous
coins that have passed through my hands commemorative of a war, upon which history has
been rather concise ; there is the Profectio, or departure of Verus ; then Victory inscribing
Vic. Par. on a shield ; Mars Gradivus with the opima spolia ; Verus smiting his antagonist

;

and captives, trophies, and standards, under various devices, and in every metal and form. Yet
this gallant chieftain had actually no share in these exploits—for while the officers were
doing his duty, he was revelling in the abominations of Antioch. Shade of Caesar ! what
commentary wouldst thou make upon this ?

y
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CCLXXVIII.
Obverse. DIVVS VERVS. A fine head of Verus without laurel ; the hair and beard carefully dressed,

and the countenance singularly handsome and intelligent. This medal is coated with a grass-

green patina, and is in excellent preservation; it was presented tome by Mr. Craig, at La
Maddelina, in Sardinia, in 1824.

lieverse, CONSECRATIO. On the exergum S. C. A noble car supporting the simulacrum of the

deceased Emperor. It is drawn by four elephants, each mounted by its driver ; and the

enormous animals are covered with net-work trappings—not only round their bodies, but also

over their legs. See No. CCLIV. This is another of those " descents into heaven" which
burlesqued the heathen mythology. The body of Verus, it seems, was conveyed to Rome, by
Marcus Aurelius, and interred in the Moles Hadriana, with extraordinary pomp; and the

Senate, in spite of the hatred it bore him, rauked him among the gods—a folly here expressed

under the senators' own hands.

CCLXXIX.
Obcersf. DIVVS VERVS. The naked head of Verus, well represented, but with a very inferior aspect

to that just described. A medal in very high perfection, being varnished with a greenish-

brown patina on the obverse, and black on the reverse : it was procured at Pisa, in 1823.

Reveme. CONSECRATIO. On the lower verge S. C. An eagle cowering upon a celestial globe, on
which is marked a zodiac and seven stars. This symbol of deification is similar to that of

Marcus Aurelius, as mentioned at No. CCLVI.

LLCILLA.

Aiinia Lucilla, the daughter of Marcus Aurelius and Faustina Junior, was horn

A. D. 147, and, at the age of 17, was sent into Syria, to be married to Lucius

Verus. On this occasion, her fatiter accompanied her as far as Brundusium, but

there took leave of her, in order that he might not seem by going all the way, to

assume to himself the glory of finishing the Parthian war. After the death of Verus,

she was married, A. D. 170, to Claudius Pompeianus, the son of a private knight,

but a man of extraordinary merit and integrity. The parties were however too un-

equally matched, and the lady too unprincipled to be productive of happiness ; and

though she enjoyed the state of an Empress, the precedency of Crispina, the wife of

Commodus, so mortified her vanity, that she formed a conspiracy against her brother.

The plot having been discovered A. D. 183, her accomplices were all put to death, and

she was exiled to Caprese, whither, about the same time, her rival in empty pomp,

Crispina was also banished ; and both were shortly afterwards put to death. Pom-
peianus, who had too much probity even to be trusted with the dark designs of

his wife, retired into the country, and appears to have lived till the reign of

Severus.

Lucilla was a woman of great beauty, but of dissolute habits and imperious dispo-

sition. It is true, that her father had thrown her away in the first instance, as a

measure of state-expediency ; but her debaucheries, pride, and incestuous commerce
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with her brother, prove that her depravity was innate. In fine, her character cannot

be better summed up, than in the words of old Tristan, the worthy Seigneur dfc

St. Amand :—" Lucille, femme de L. Verus, et fille aisnee de Marc Aur^le et de

Faustine, estoit fort belle, raais egalement lascive, et voluptueuse, digne fille d'une

telle mfere, et digne corapagne d'un mary si deborde, et perdu en debauches, et

tout ensemble d'estre la soeur d'un frere si detestable, deprave et insense, que fut

Commode."
The coins of this frail Empress are common in large and middle-brass, as well

as in silver; but the gold, the medallions, and the small-brass—together with those

struck in Greece and the Colonies—are. somewhat rare. The most esteemed of

the whole is amedallion without a legend, but having a singular reverse: a fine female

figure holds the branch of a tree, from which an infant is dropping, like what is

related of the wak-wak tree, by the veracious authors of "The Arabian Tales;"

another woman personating Nundina, is about to bathe a child in the sea; and a third

boy is descending from an altar ;—three winged genii are near—one on a suggestum,

another over the altar, and the third upon a garden-wall. This has given rise to

many explanations ; and Eckhel rallies the idea of his friend VVinckelmann, that the

cupidsare falling, while they could so easily escape breaking their heads by flying.

CCLXXX.
Obver$e. LVCILLAE AVG. ANTOiNtNl AVG. F. (Lucilla; Augustcs, Antonini Augusti Jilia.)

The head of the Empress, with pretty features, and a pleasing expression of countenance ; the

hair is carefully dressed after the fashion of her mother's, and her shoulders are attired in neat

drapery. Lucilln here bears the title of daughter of Augustus, from the example of her

mother, as having also brought her husband the throne as a dower. This raedal is in the

highest conservation, and covered with apple-green patina ; it was procured at Syracuse, in 1814.

Reverse. VESTA. In the field S. C. A stately female clothed in the suffibulum, and veiled, standR

before a cylindrical decorated altar bearing a flame ; she holds the sacred palladium on her left

arm, and a simpulum in her right hand. This represents the princess, " sub cuitu Vesta; "

for it seems that, with all her depravity, she was an observer of the ouUvard forms of religion

See No. XC.
CCLXXXI.

Obverse. LVCILLAE AVG. ANTONINI AVG. F. {Lucillie Augitstce, Antovini Augusti Ji/ire.)

The head of Lurilla, attired in the same manner, and bearing a similar expression with that just

described. A medal varnished with an olive-green patina, and in capital condition ; it was
purchased near Corinth, in 1820.

JReterie, IVNONI LVCINAE. On the exergum S. C. A majestic female in rich robes is sealed upon
a throne, with a swathed infant on her left arm, and with her extended right hand holding the
blossom of Hope. See No. XXXIX. This represents Juno, somewhat confounded in

the character of Diana, the goddess of child-birth—for though Homer describes her as a
termagant, she patronized nuptials and wedded life. In the " Aulularia " of Plautus, as well as

in the Andria and Adelphi of Terence, women invoke Juno Lncina, in a manner which
would shock the decency of modern ears. In order to ascertain exactly the number of childrea

born in Rome, a piece of money was carried at every birth, to her temple: besides which,
the law of Serviua TuUus enacted, that upon every death, a similar piece should be paid to tb^
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temple of the goddess Libitina, and another to the temple of Joventae, as roor as any person

bad passed the state 6f childhood; by these different pieces of money, which were carefully

preserved, the Romans annually reckoned the number of citizens in general ; and in particular,

such as were able to bear arms. The head of the goddess is here exposed ; but at weddings,

as Prouuba, she was always enveloped with a long veil called the flammeuni.

CCLXXXII.
Oiuerse, LVCILLA AVGVSTA. A pleasing profile of Lucilla, with her hair bound by an anadema,

and her bosom robed. In excellent preservation, and thickly coated with black patina ; it was
presented to me at Jerbah, in the Little Syrtis, in 1822. This is the medal referred to at p.

113, as having been taken for a commemoration of the wife of ^iius Caesar ; because, from the

omissions of Capitolinus, the type was thouglit inapplicable to the present Empress. But we
have just shewn that Lucina had been invoked ; and the portrait canuut be mistaken. The
whole, therefore, of cap. 50. of Mediobarba's " Imperatorum Romanorum Numismata,"
ought to be cancelled.

Jteveme. FECVNDITAS. A robed female seated on the edge of a stool, with an infant in her arras,

and two others standing on the ground. The children of Lucilla have been the subject of much
inquiry; for history only mentions a daughter by Verus, of uncertain name, but betrothed to

the C. Pompeianus who was seduced into the conspiracy against Comniodus, and executed. It

is also known that she had a son by the elder C. Pompeianus, called after his father, who
having served as consul under Caracalla, was murdered by robbers—or according to Spartian,

by the Emperor. But from this medal, as well as ihe medallion I have quoted, representing

the lustration of Nundina

—

'^deama nono die nascentium mtncupatam"—she may have hud
more who died in their infancy.

Fecundity held a high rank in the estimation of the Romans ;—and after Faustina Junior

had introduced the type, it became a favorite boast with the succeeding empresses. The
worthy archbishop of Taragona thus defines it :

—" Feconda 6 detta, con ragione, quella donna
ehe ogn' anno partorisce."

COMMODUS.
Lucius ucZ Marcus ^lius Aurelius Commodus Antoninus, the son of Marcus

Aurelius and Faustina Junior, was born at Lanuvium, a town of Latium, A. D 161,

and declared Csesar at the early age of five years. He was named " Prince of the

Youth " A. D. 175 ; heaccompanied his father into the East, and on their return ia

the following year, he was saluted "Emperor," associated in the empire, and triumphed

with his father, agreeably to an ancient Roman custom for the children of those who
were thus honoured, to be carried in the triumphal car. These appointments had

been bestowed with a view of withdrawing the degenerate son from his propensity

for low and unworthy gratifications ; but this effort of parental fondness did not

produce the desired effect. In A. D. 177, he was married to Crispina, aud decorated

with the titles of Augustus and Pater Patriae. He succeeded his father A. D. 180,

being the first Roman sovereign born during his father's rule, and the second who
succeeded a father in the empire. After a reign of folly, vanity, and cruelty,

blackened by the murders of his wife, his sister, his father's cousin-german, and

numbers; of the most eminent persons in the state—be was poisoned and strangled
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by Marcia, one of his numerous concubines, and her accomplices, A. D. 192, at the

age of31 years and 4 months.

Coraraodus was more noble by descent than any former emperor, and was

esteemed handsome, active, and strong ; but although his education was carefully

conducted, he soon displayed a very untoward disposition. While yet a boy he ordered

a servant, who had overheated a bath, to be thrown into the caldron, nor would he

be pacified till convinced by the scent of a sheepskin, cast in to deceive him, that

his commands had been executed : "Jllois, mesme des sa premierejeunesse, il se

Jit cognoistre estre sans honneur, sans vergogne, sans htimanite, lasche, cruel,

et merveitleusement e/eprau^," says old Tristan. During the first three years of

his reign, he followed the advice of the wise counsellors whom Marcus Aurelius had

placed about him, and though he revelled in all the licentiousness of unrestrained

power, his hands were unstained with blood, and he occasionally displayed some

generosity of sentiment. The conspiracy of Lucilla, however, was followed by the

dismissal of his father's friends, and the substitution of unprincipled companions for

them ; and he soon proved himself one of the most cruel, perfidious, avaricious, and

wicked despots, that ever disgraced a throne. As if to give countenance to the scandal

respecting his mother and the gladiator, he spent whole days and nights in the

public-houses among the meanest of the rabble ; and besides his incestuous and

sacrilegious criminality with his sisters and the vestals, his impure and brutal

depravity confounded all social and natural distinctions. From such abominable

habits his conversation became corrupt, his manners low, and his aspect—though

manly—stamped with the air of a villain. So unfit was this wretch for power, that

Rome would not have existed in safety, had not such generals as Pertinax, Severus,

Pescennius Niger, Albinus, and Ulpius Marcellus, reduced the revolted provinces,

while he was turning his arms against wild-beasts and citizens in the amphitheatre.

In Julian's Satire, Silenus passes Commodus in silence, as unworthy of even a jest ;

—

and Vopiscus, not disdaining a pun, declares that the name was improperly bestowed

upon one who was '' semper incommodns.'"

It is singular respecting this monster, that of all the Roman emperors from

Tiberius to Constantine, he was the most favourable to the Christians, whence his

times were termed "the halcyon days of the church." This lenity is said to have

been owing to the mediation of [Vtarcia, the favourite concubine of his most infamous

harem. She was a beautiful and crafty woman, and by her address had gained

such absolute power over the depraved Emperor, that he changed his name to

Amazonius, in honour of a picture which represented her as a female warrior : nay
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more, he even went to the amphitheatre in the habit of an amazon ; and Lampridiu*

mentions the indignation of the Romans at so degrading a metamorphosis of their

Emperor. But constancy could hardly be expected in such a wretch. By mere

accident Marcia discovered her name in a proscribed list,* and for self-preservation,

joined Laetus, Eclectus, and Narcissus, in effecting the destruction of the tyrant.

This woman appears to have had a high esteem fur the Christians, and to have

espoused their interests on all occasions, though she never imitated the sanctity of

their lives. During the three months reign of Pertinax, Marcia was treated with

respect, hut Didius Julian put her to death.

The Latin medals of Commodus—from his boxhood to his death—^are found in

every form and metal ; but the gold and brass medallions, the quinarii, and the

small-brass are the rarest ;—and there are abundance that were struck in Greece,

Egy[»t, and (he Colonies. The various names of the Emperor form a singularity in

the mintage of this reign—for those struck when he was created Caesar, present the

appellatives Lucius Aurelius Commodus; (hose from A. D. J81 to 191, offer

Marcus Commodus Antoninus, or Marcus Aurelius Commodus Antoninus ; and

from the end of A. D. 191, till his death, he resumed Lucius., with ^lius Aurelius

Commodus, rejecting the Antoninus. There is a consecration-coin of this Emperor in

the silver series, but not in large-brass, or among those bearing the senatorial authority,

although Seveius caused him to be deified. The senate seized the first oppor-

tunity, after his assassination, of manifesting their abhorrence: they loaded his

memory with curses, ordered his statues to be broken into pieces, and his name to

be razed from all public inscriptions as an enemy to the gods and his country.

CCLXXXllI.'

Obverse. L. AVFJEIa COMMODO CAES. AVG. Fit.. GERM. SARM. (Lucio Aurelio Com-
modo, C'cnsari, Avi^iiitifilio, Germanico, Sarmatico.) A runarkably handsome head of the

youlhful Caesar, unlaurelled, with short hair, and (be prsetexla iibulated over his right shoulder.

This splendid medal is smoothly varnished with a rich brown patina, and may be pronounced

in perfect condition; it was found near Capua, iu t819.

Reverte. PRINC. IVVENT. (Principi Juventutis.) In the field S. C. Conimodus in magnificent

attire, but bare-headed, with a lance pointed downwards in his left hand, and a branch of laurel

in his right. He stands by the side of a trophy, which, together with the legend, the lance,

and the laurel, testify the coin to have been struck to commemorate the Prince's title, and also the

close of the German war, A. D. 175. Various other trophies were struck on the same occa.'iinn,

as well a.s triumphs ; but this device is selected as being the niost significant, in stamping

two events.

In the times of the Republic, the " Prince of the Roman Youth " was chosen by the

Censor out of the order of Knights—and was distinguished, as we learn from Tacitus, by a
triumphal robe. Princeps had then a very different meaning from its present acceptation, and
signified merely thejirst, or leader; for he who rectived that title, was so styled from beading

• Herodiao desciibca Marcia's discovery exactly as tbat of Comilia is represented at p. 73, of tbif Catalogue j bat
neither Dio nor Capitolinua bear it out, for they impute the conspiracy to disgust a< veil as tenor.
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ihe yoang nobility at the feasts and games. Under the emperors, the title was bestowed only upoa
the presumptive heirs to the empire, or the most exalted members of the imperial family : and
it was the sovereign himself who nominated to that honour. There was a temple dedicated

to Juventas, where every one who took the toga virilis was obliged to deposit a coin. 8o«

No. CCLXXXI.
The chiefdutyof the " Prince " was tocommami at theLudua TrojaR, in which the Roman

youths were exercised in counterfeit battles: these games were celebrated in the circus by
companies of boys in gay vestments, and armed with appropriate weapons. It was a very

favourite spectacle with the llomans, and Virgil gives a graphic and beautiful description of it,

^n. V. 545, &c. These tournaments were well enough while they were confined to the

emulation of boys, and the gratification of parents ; but they paved the way to sad fuoleries

in the middle ages—that golden period of novelists. Tear aside the romantic gauze which
has been thrown over thein as the fruits of true heroism and public spirit, and it will be found

that females were never more profligate, nor men more ignorant and brutal, than during the

boasted aeia of the ^'gentle knights and courteous damts" o( ch'waUy ; as may be gathered

from the pages of Joinville, S. Pehiye, Sanchez, and other writers of those impure times. Then
came the absurdities of romance; and, though there is eating in the Morgante Maggiore, it is

well said of the knights-errant in general :

—

" When through dreary desalts vast.

And regions desolate they pass'd.

Unless they graz'd, there's not one word
Of their provisions on record."

CCLXXXIV.
Obverse. L. AVREL. COMMODVS AVG. TR. P. V. (Lucius Aurelius Commodns Augustus, Tri-

bunitia potestute quintum.) A fine head of Comniodus, with the laurel wreath ; the features are

expressive of a youth scarcely "out of his teens," though a beard has commenced, and he is

attired in a laminated loiica, with long shoulder-plates. This medal is in the highest per-

fection, and covered with olive-green palina ; it came into my possession at Tunis, in 1822.
Reverie. ATVKNTVS (sic) AVG. IMP. III!. COS. II. P.P. (Adventus Augusti, Imperaioris

quarlum, Consults ilerum, Palris Patrice.) On the exergum S. C. The Emperor wearing
the pallium, aud gracefully seated on a stately charger, holds up his right hand in the attitude'

of a herald of peace. This device denotes the return of Comniodus from Germany to Rome,
A.D. 180—an event in which no time was lost after the death of his father. Herodian
mentions the extraordinary joy with which he was received.

CCLXXXV.
Obverse. M. ANTONINVS COMMODVS AVG. (Marcus Antoninus Commodus, Augustus.) A youth-

ful and unlaureated head of the Kmperor, with the shoulders robed. A medal in excellent preser-

vation, and covered with brownish-red patina; it was purchased from Mr. M. Young, in 1826.

Reverie. VIRTVTI AVGVSTI TR. P. VII. IMP. IIII. COS. HI. P. P. (Virtuti Augusti,
Tribunitia potestate seplimum, Imperatoris quartum, Consulis tertium, Palris Putrite.)

On the exergum S. C. The Emperor, on a spirited horse, is darting a javelin at a lion. This is

a tribute to the courage which could triumph over the lordly beast. The skill of Commodus
in archery was wonderful, as well as in the general use of weapons. He ran an elephant through
with a spear; and Herodian mentions 100 lions being slain by him in one day—a feat which
indicates that in him Ihe organ of destructiveness was developed to its fullest extent. "Magnum
numerum hominum et belluarum pub/ice sape interj'ecit," saith Dio.

CCLXXXVI.
Ohvette. M. COMMODVS ANTON. AVG. PIVS. BRIT. (Marcus Commodus Antoninus,

Augustus, Pius, Briiannicus.) The naked head of Commodus, with curly beard and hair,

aud the laticlavium over his shoulders. The title of Pius now appears, which Lampridius
sarcastically thinks must have been given him by way of derision, upon his raising one of

biv mother's gallauta to the consulship : and Britannicus, he says, was also mere flattery,
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for the Britons were disposed for another's sway. This medal is coated with a curious apple-

green patina, and, except a part of the reverse-legend which is rubbed, is in singular per-

fection ; it was purchased at Mr, Henderson's sale, in 1830.

Reverse. VIRT. AVG. TR. P. (7'/i« rest of this legend is illegible, butfrom other medals which I
have examined, it was probably struck with the titles of those minted in A. D. 181.}

On the excrgum S. C. The Emperor on horseback galloping across the field, with a chlamys
floating behind him j he is in the act of casting a dart at a panther, which is *' showing fight."

This may commemorate his skill in striking a panther dead which had sprung upon a man.
Lampiidius mentions his love of destruction and says

—

" quodferas Lanuvii in amphithealr«
occidisset.".

CCLXXXVII.

Obverse. M. COMMODVS ANTON. AVG. PIVS BRIT. [Marcus Commodus Antoninus, Au-
gustus, Pius, Britannicus.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with the hair, mustachios,^

and beard dressed, and his neck bare. This medal is in superior condition, though so slightly

patinated as to shew the yellow brass ; it was presented to me by the Right Honourable J. H.
Frere, at Malta, in 1821.

Reverif. P. M. TR. P. Villi. IMP. VII. COS. IIII. P. P. [Pontifex Maximus, Trihunitia
potestate nonum, Imperator septimum. Consul quartum. Pater Patrice.) In the field S. C. j

and on the exergum VICT. BRIT. [Victoria Britannica.) An elegant winged victory,

naked to the waist, with a long palm-branch in her right hand, is seated on a pile of

shields; and she holds a shield upon her knee, which being uninscribed may denote that

the campaign was not yet finished. The execution of this device is excellent, being equal

to the finest period of Augustan art. It commemorates the advantages gained by Ulpius
Marcellus in Britain, for which Commodus was saluted Emperor the seventh time, A. D, 184.

The ancients have left but scanty accounts of this war, except that it proved very bloody, and
that Ulpius reaped sufficient glory to excite his sovereign's envy. See No. CCIX.

CCLXXXVIIT.
Obverse. M. COMMODVS ANTON. AVG. PIVS BRIT. [Marcus Commodus Antoninus, Au-

gustus, Pius, Britannicus.) The laureated profile of Commodus, in full manhood, with his

neck bare. This medal is very thinly patinated, but in excellent condition; it was procured
at Bonorva, in Sardinia, in 1824.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. X. IMP. VII. COS. IIII. P. P. [Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia po-
testate decimum, Imperator septimum. Consul quartum. Pater Patrite.) In the field

S. C. ; and on the exergum SALVS. A colossal female, representing Hygieia, seated on a mag-
nificent throne, holding a patera towards a snake, which is rising from a casket up the sid«

of a pillar, with a small image of an armed warrior upon it. The pillar is overshadowed by
that sacred tree, Ficus Ruminalis, an object of great veneration, of which Ovid says,

—

" Arbor erat, remanent vestigia, quseque vocatur

Romula, nunc ficus, rumina ficus erat."

The device appears to have been a vow for the Emperor's health ; and an accidental mark in

it is supposed to allude to the God of Gardens ;—but it does not strike me in that light, for to

the credit of the large-brass series, it is quite clear of any thing obscene. The left arm of

Hygieia rests upon a part of the throne, on which is a little figure of Hope ; and the seat is

supported by a winged sphynx,—that popular creation of ancient mythology, so well described

by Ausonius j

—

" Terruit Aoniaro Volucris, Leo, Virgo, triformis

Sphinx : volucris pennS, pedibus fera, froute puella."

CCLXXXIX.
Obiterse. M. COMMODVS. ANT. P. FELIX AVG. BRIT. [Marcus Commodus Antoninus,

Piut, Felix, Augustus, Britannicus.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with a beard,

and a bare neck. The title of Felix was assumed by Commodus, after giving up the persun
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lirici family of his friend Perennis, to the fury of the soldiers : he was the first to add this epithet

to Pius, and it was afterwards carefully preserved. This medal is in good preservation,

and covered with yellow and red patiua; it was purchased at Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. FORTVN.AE MANENTI. In the field S. C. ; and on the exerguin COS. V. P. P. [Consul

quinlum. Pater Patria-.) A sedent female with a cornucopia; on her arm, is holding a horse

by the bridle, and behind the seat there is a rudder, as being no longer necessary : a device

complimentary to the steady fortune of the Emperor, and probably struck by the Senate when
it found he had settled in Rome. See No. CXI. Fortuna Manens is contrasted with Fortuna

Mobilis, and is something like the NIKH AHTEPOS, or Victory without wings, of the

Greeks ;—but unless she is also the same with the Equestris, to whom Fulvius Flaccus vowed a

temple, it is difficult to account for the horse. Though the goddess, under this character, it

omitted in the long enumeration of Alex, ab Alexandro, she had the higher honour of being'

recollected by the Lyric Poet, when inviting Maecenas to a frugal eutertaiument:

—

" Fortuna ssevoleeta negotio, et

Ludum insolentem ludere pertinax,

Transmutat incertos honores.

Nunc mihi, nunc alii benigna,

Laudo Manentem."
ccxc.

Obverse. M. COMMODVS ANT. P. FELIX AVG. BRIT. [Marcus Commodus Jnloninuf,

Pius, Felix, Augustus, Britannicus.) A very expressive head of Commodus, with the hair

and beard elaborately dressed, and the neck bare. A medal in excellent condition, and in-

crusted with brown patina ; it was procured of Mr. J. C. Ross, at Malta, in 1822.

Reverse. lOVl EXSVPER. P. M. TR. P. XI. IMP. VIII. [Jovi exsuperanti, Ponti/ex Maxi-
mus, Tribunitia potestate undccimum, Imperator octavum.) In the field S. C. ; and on the

exergum COS. V. P. P. [Consul qidntum. Pater Patrice.) A majestic Jupiter, naked to

the loins, is seated on a massive stool ; he holds a hasta pura in his left hand, and a branch

of laurel, the token of triumph, in his right. This is an acknowledgment of Jove, as the

supreme arbiter of all the Gods ; and Commodus assumed the agnomen £xsuperatorius, as if

he were the vanquisher of all mankind.
Although the pagan deities were so numerous, as to defy a recollection of all their names,

yet the gentile philosophers were of opinion that there existed but one omnipotent Being, who
was the supreme Governor of the world.* Thus Manilius, to account for the Altar being among
the constellations, represents Jove himself as sacrificing to a still greater power, for success

against the giants : and Cicero, Seneca, and Piiuy, afl'ord proofs that the Divi were merely

worshipped as ministers and dispensers of blessings, under the influence of a superior God.

These became tutelary to particular places,—for it would, no doubt, have* been impious in a

Roman, during the Punic wars, to pray to the African Jupiter, instead of that in the Capitol,

or at Anxur.
CCXCI.

Ohverse. M. COMMODVS ANT. P. FELIX AVG. BRIT. [Marcus Commodus Antoninus, Pius,
Felix, Augustus, Britannicus.) A remarkably fine laureated profile of the Emperor, with
the hair, mustachios, and beard, carefully dressed, and the neck bare ; the features are those

of maturity, but the expression less amiable than before. A medal in excellent conservation,

and covered with olive-green patina ; it was presented to me by Lieut. T. Graves, R. N.
in 1825.

Reverse. PIETATI SENATVS. In the field S. C. ; and on the exergum, COS. V. P. P. [Consul
quinlum. Pater Patria;.) Two togated figures, the one with a sceptre, and the other with
a scroll, taking each other by the right hand. The senate, under dread of the murderous

* Plutarch mentiuns that, even in some parts of Egypt, the notion of a supreme Being prevailed ; so that the people of
Elephantis refused to contribute to the support ot the "sacred animals," because they paid their adorations to no other
deit|r tk«o Coeph, the Eternal Spirit.
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dUposition of the Emperor, probably struck this coin to pacify him. " Islimornoba erat evm
cateris communis," are the words of Dio, a senator of that time ; and there was really ground
for the tyrants' being ruffied with the Conscript Fathers,—for the assassin who undertook to

deal the fatal stroke, in Lucilla's cout^piracy, exclaiuied while he displayed the dagger—" Hunt
tibi pugionem Senatus mittit .'"

CCXCll,
, , II:.' 'ivr , ;/ ''

Obverse: M. COMMODVS ANT. P. FELIX AVG. BRIT. [Marcus Commodus Antoninus, Pius,
Felix, Auguntui, Brilaanicus.) The laurelled head of Comraodus, with haiidsonie but un-

prepossessing features, A mediil io good condition, though rubbed on the legends. The obverse

is covered with a deep-brown, and the reverse with grass-greeu patina. It was purchased at

Lord Morton's sale, in 1830.

Rciierte. P. M. TU. P. XI. I.MP. Vll. [Pontifcx Mu.cimiis, Tribunitia. pote state undecimum,
Imperator scptimum.) In the field S.C. ; and on the exergura COS. V. P. P. (Consul

'•% \0' V"'"'""'' i'uter Patri(c.] A statue of Jauus bifrons, with the lance of divinity, is naked
^

to the loins, and stands in the vesiibulS of a .small distyle temple. This device appears

to recognize Commodus as Pacator Orbis, a title which he assumed in his arrogant letter to

the senate.

» The 1st of January, as sacred to JaniLs, was celebrated with great solemnity ; and the

crown of laurel which he had worn the preceding year, was on that day taken off his bead, and
replaced by a new one : whence Ovid

—

'" Laurea flaniinibus quae toto perstitit anno,

Tollitur, et frondes sunt in honore novo." '^

Janus has been thought to typify the sun, and that his'poWer'bf ^boliing either way, repre-

sents the East and West, or Heaven's gates; but others consider his seeing before and behind,

as emblematic of time. His head formed the obverse of the Roman Ases for ages, and were
circulated in a damaged state even in Ovid's time ; the reverse was usually the prow ofa galley,

whence the Roman boys tossed up for " Capita aitl Navim !" with them. The reason why
Janus had generally some symbol of a ship near him, is one of the " Roman Questions" of

Plutarch ;— Bryant seized it as a relic of his Arkite worship. Statins mentions the curious

figure of Janus when talking with both mouths at once; and in allusion to his double face,

Persius exclaims,

—

" Janus, happiest of thy happy kind I

—

No waggish stork can peck at thee behind."

CCXCIIL
Obtferse.yi. COMMODVS A^T. P. FELIX. AVG. BRIT. (Marcus Commodus Antoninus,

Pius, Felix, Augustus, Britannicus.) The laureated head of the Emperor, with a bare

neck. A medal, in sound but secondary condition, varnished with a deep bottle-green patina ;

it was purchased from Mr. Till, in 1830. '

Reverse. VICTORIAE FELICI. Victory flying gracefully across the field ; she Is crowned with

turrets, and holds two shields by a girdle or garland of flowers—on one of which is an S,

and on the other a C. (Senatus Consultu.)—over a substructure inscribed COS. V. P. P.

(Consul quinium. Pater Patria.) Some advantages gained over the Moors, and the Dacians,

in the fifth consulate of Commodus, gave occasion to this device ; for the act of flying denotes

rapidity of operation, and the two shields would signify a double success. 1 have before

me a medal with precisely the same obverse, and apparently minted with the same view;

but the reverse has been too much tooled to warrant its admission into the cabinet. It presents

two arches, each bearing a fine trophy, and an equestrian statue. I have searched in the

British Museum, and in various other collections for this device, without success ; nor have

I found it figured any where but in the " Thesaurus selectornm JSumismatiim antiquorum"
of Oiselius,—where it appears, with QVODVIAE MVN. SVNT. (Quod Fia Muniiat

sunt,) between the trophies. On the whole it recalls the line of Virgil :

—

" £t duo rapta manu diverso ex hoste trophaea."
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ccxciv. •
• "' •- •-•-•

Obverse. M. COMMODVS ANT. P. FELIX AVG. BRIT. {Marcus Commodus Antoninus, Pius,
Felix, Augustus, Britannicus.) The profile of Commodus, with a laurel crown, and his neck
bare. A medal in secondary condition, and unpatinated ; it was purchased from Mr. Young,
in 1832.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. XI. IMP. VIII. COS. V. P. P. {Ponli/ex Maximus, Tribunitia potestale
undecimum, Imperalor octavum. Consul quintum. Pater Patri<e.] On the exergum PROVID.
AVG, (Procidentia Augusti.) In the area S. C. A ship under sail without ours

—

a."reniigio
alarum," instead of the creeping system of navigation mentioned by Propertius :

—

" Alter remus aquas, alter tibi radat arenas.

Tutus eris ; medio maxima turba mari est."

This was struck A. D. 180, and it testifies the care of Commodus, in the frumentarian supplr.
He established a company of merchants, and a fleet, for conveying corn from Africa to Kome,
to guard against any misfortune that might befall the ships which transported it from Egypt.
As this was a good act, his inflated vanity on the occasion shall pass uncensured.

CCXCV.
Obverse. L. AEL. AVREL. COMM. AVG. P. FEL. (Lucius Mlius Aurelius Commodus, Au-

gustus, Pius, Felix.) The laurelled head of Commodus, with curled hair and beard, and a
bare neck ;—the features with a very indifferent expression. This medal is unpatinated, but
in good condition; it was presented to nie by Mr. W. Hamilton, on the occasion related at

No. CXLIV.
Tteverse. SAL. GEN. HVM. COS. VI. P. P. (Salus Generis Humani, Consul sextum. Paler

Patrice.) On the exergum S. C. Hygieia, in full robes, is standing with her father's rod
and involute serpent in her left hand, and raising a kneeling citizen with her right. Tristan
thinks the Goddess of Health is here relieving the Emperor from a grievous complaint ; but it

would be altogether hors de regie to represent him on his knees—nor are we aware of any ill-

ness that befell him in his sixth consulate. It more probably represents the termination, A. 1).

191, of a dreadful plague which had ravaged Rome for two or three years ; and to escape which,
Commodus ran oft to Laurentum, where he spent in revels , the money which he had exacted
under pretence of going over to Africa.

CCXCVI.
Obverse. M. COMMOD. ANT. P. FELIX AVG. BRIT. P. P. {Marcus Commodus Antoninus,

Pius, Felix, Augustus, Britannicus, Pater Patria.) A laureated profile of Commodus,
with a bare neck, and the features good, but coarse. This medal is slightly varnished with
brownish patina, and is in excellent condition; it was presented tomeby'Sig. Rossoni, at

Benghazi, in 1821.

Reverse. COL. L. AN. COM. P. M. TR. P. XV. IMP. VIII. (Colonia Lucii Anionini Com-
modi, Pontijicis Maximi, Tribunitia poteslate dccimum- quintum, Jmperaloris octavum.)
In the field S. C. ; and on the exergum COS. VI. (Consulis sextum.) The Emperor, with a
sacerdotal veil as a priest, is steering a plough drawn by oxen. The ambition of Commodus
was to have every thing named after him—the months, the fleet, the senate—and now even
Rome itself was to change its name, and, with the consent of the Conscript Fathers, be called
Colonia Commodiana. The device represents the ceremony by which a city was founded, its

circuit being marked by driving a plough round it—whence urbis is supposed to be corrupted
from orbis. In yoking the cattle for this purpose, a bull was placed outside, and a cow inside,
indicating the duties of men to be abroad, and those of women at home. The driver was called

Colonus, whence the word clown, which at first signified merely a tiller of ground.
Dio relates that the Emperor ordered a colossal statue of gold, for the capitol, with the oxen

and plough, as if he bad actually founded a new colony :
—"c gli fii battuta quest' insigne

medaglia ch' to non ho osservata in nessun museo numismatico," observes the learned
Alessaodro Viscouti.
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CCXCVII.

Obucrse.'M- COMMOD. ANT. P. FHUX AVG. BKIT. P.P. (Marcus Commodus AntoniHU»,

Pius, Felix, Augustus, Britannicus, Pater Patrice.) A profile of the Emperor with a

laurel wreath, and a bare neck. This medal has been rabbed, and is without patina; it was

purchased from Mr. IVIatthew Young, in 1828.

Reverse. HERCVLI COMMODIANO P. M. TR. P. XVI. COS. VI. (HerciUi Commodiano,
Pontifici Maximi, Tribunitia potestate decimum-sextum, Cunsuli sextum.) in the field

8. C. A virile figure, with only a robe round his loins, stands before a decorated altar which

is under a tree, whereon hangs the skin of a lion. As he holds a sacrificial tessera in his

right hand, and a cornucopise in the left, without the appearance of a club, the figure does not

seem to represent Hercules, though the fascia honours him with anew title. See No. CCCII.
This is the last medal inserted by Sambucus; and it is singular that he has mistaken the flame

on the altar, for au eagle.

CCXCVIII.

Obverse. L. AEL. AVREL. COMM. AVG. P. FEL. (Lucius Mlius Aurelius Commodus, Augustus,
Pius, Felix.) The laureated head of the Emperor, with a bare neck, and inditferent ex-

pression of features. This medal has been rubbed, but has a ground of black patina : it was
presented to me by my shipmate Lieut. Graves, R. N. in 1825.

Reverse. I. O. M. SPONSOR. SEC. AVG. (Jovi Optimo Maximo, Sponsori securitutis Augusti.)

In the field S. C. ; and on the esergum COS. VI. P. P. (Consulis sextum, Patris Patrice.)

Jupiter, naked to the loins, is standing with his right hand upon the shoulder of the togated

Emperor, who holds a globe and sceptre in token of authority. The deity grasps a fulmen

in his left hand, as if resolved to protect au abominable prince, who not only practised every

vice himself, but also exempted criminals from punishment, for money. About this time

—

A. D 191,—the temple of Peace, with all its treasures, was destroyed by conflagration. That
magnificent structure had been raised by Vespasian, after the conquest of Jerusalem, and

was enriched with all the spoils and ornaments of the temple of the Jews.

CCXCIX.

Obverse. L. AEL. .WREL. COMM. AVG. P. FEL, [Lucius Mlius Aurelius Commodus, Au-
gustus, Pius, Felix.) The laurelled profile of Commodus, with a bare neck, and the beard

highly trimmed. This medal is of yellow brass, and in excellent preservation, though barely

patinated ; it was procured at Catania, in 1814.

Reverse. PROVIDENTIAE AVG. (ProvidenticB Augusti.) On the exergura S. C. The Emperor
naked, in the character of Hercules, stands with his foot on the prow of a ship, and supports

a club in his left hand against a rock. On the opposite side is a stately and well-executed

female, figured in long robes, who—by the lion at her feet, the sistrum in her hand, and the

elephant's proboscis on her head—evidently personates Africa. She is in the act of presenting

a bunch of wheat-ears to Commodus, as a token of the foresight mentioned in No. CCXCIV.

ccc.

Obverse, h. AEL. AVREL. COMM. AVG. P. FEL. (Lucius Mlius Aurelius Commodus, Au-
gustus, Pius, Felix.) The head of Commodus, with a laurel wreath, and a bare neck, the

hair and beard attentively dressed, and the eye larger than on the preceding medals. It is

covered with a fine black patina, and is in capital condition ; it was procured at Orbitello, in

Tuscany, in 1823.

Reverse. SERAPIDI CONSERV. AVG. COS. VI. P. P. {Serapidi Conservatori Augusti, Con-

sulis sextum, Patris Patrice.) This medal was struck A. D. 191, to testify the Emperor's

regard for the Egyptian worship. It represents Serapis in short robes, crowned with a

modius, extending his right hand in a commanding attitude, and holding a sceptre in his left.

He was not only the Jupiter and Pluto of the Egyptians, but also typified the Universe ; and

the response given to the inquiries of Nicocreon, tyrant of Cyprus, declares his ubiquitous
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attributes—that the earth was his foot, the sea his belly, and the sun his eye ; and as his hea^

was in heaven, it followed that the inodius must be filled with all the heavenly gifts for which

his followers prayed. Most authors declare Serapis to be identical with Usiris, yet some
have seen a distinction in tlieir nature and relations. To arrive at a conclusion, we may repeat

what Martiauus Capella, the AJ'rican Latinisi, says in his hymn to the sun :

—

" Iseam Serapin Nilus, Bletnphis veneratur Osirim."

CCCI.

Obverse. M. COMMODVS ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS. {Marcus Commodus Antoninus, Augustus,
Pius.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with a trimmed beard, and bare neck. A medal
in indifferent preservation, which was procured near l.ucca, in 1823.

Reverse. TEMPORVM FELICITAS, inscribed on the exergum : and in the field S. C. Four boys i«

easy altitudes represent the seasons of the year. Spring bears a basket of flowers upon lii«

liead ; Summer holds a sickle and some corn ; Autumn displays a cyatlius for wine in one
hand, and places his other upon a hound ; Winter holds a leafless branch, and is warmly
clothed—the other three being naked. This elegant device was first struck on a medallion, in

honour of Commodus and his brother Annius Verus ; but it was afterwards frequently used.

The year 191 was not a peculiarly happy one, but the populace might have approved of the

times, as their infamous master was not deficient in that ostentatious generosity which gratified

itself in congiaries, as is testified by several of his medals. Commodus had decreed that his

era should be styled the golden age ; and besides the medal before us, 1 have had others in large-

brass, expressive of the public felicity—as Latitia in a garland. Temper, Felic. around two
cornucopise and a caduceus—and others. Lampridius says—"Ipse veroseculum aureum, Coni-
modianum nomine, adsimulans, vilitatera proposuit, ex qua majorem penuriam fecit."

CCCII.

Obverse. L. AEL. AVREL. COMM. AVG. P. PEL. {Lucius jElius Aurelius Commodus, Auguntus,
Pius, Felix.) A well executed profile of the despot, with his head covered by the spoils of a

lion. This medal, in singular perfection, and varnished with black patina, was procured at

Dernah, in 1822. The former emperois were frequently represented in the dress and attributes

of Gods, on the reverse of their medals; but the obverse was invariably occupied by the official

portrait. Commodus, however, changed all this, and taking ofif the laurel from his brows, here

exhibits himself in the head-dress of Hercules.

Reverse. HERCVL. ROMANO AVG. S. C. {Herculi Romano Augusta, Senalus Consti/tu.) Thi»
is inscribed in a gailand of laurel, with a massy club down the centre, as a compliment to

Commodus the Roman Hercules. This " Peste execrable du genre humain," as Tristan

terras hira, is said to have fought in the public amphitheatre upwards of 700 times, with such
success that he dignified himself with the title of Conqueror of 1000 Gladiators: "multa
cognomina sibi sumpsit, sed piaesertim Herculis." He assembled a number of cripples and
city pabpers, and causing tlnui to be wrapped up in fantastical habits, like dragons and
monsters, he rushed upon ihem with his club, and laid them all dead at his feet. ''Vincisab
letemo !" shouted the abject senators to the ferocious monster.

•• Commodus Herculeum nomen habere cupit,

Anloniiioruni non putat esse bonum."

Hercules was a favourite deity with the Romans, and his name was the watch-word of
Pompey, at Pharsalia. He typified valour and fortitude, which are proved, by undergoing
fatigue and labour with the resolution which his history exemplified. In the fanciful Orphic
theory, he denoted the effirii nt cause in nature which distributed the universe into its different

parts ; and other mystifications refer his 12 labours to the progress of the sun through the signs
of the zodiac. In this light it is easy to accept the "starry-robed Hercules" of Nonnus,

CCCIH,

Obverse. L. AEL. AVREL. COMM. AVG. P. PEL. (Lucius Mlius Aureltus Commodus, Au-
guilmt, Pius, Felix.) The head of Commodus attired with the lion's skin, as in the last.
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A 'medal in goml but secondary condition, and thinly coated with light-brown patina; it was
purchased at Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832. ' < '

^ei-eVSf. HERCV LI ROMANO AVU. [Herculi Romano Angusto.) On the exergum S. C. The
"

' club of Hercults between a bow, and a quiver of arrows, in allusion to the strength, activity,
' " ' ' and skill of Coiimiodus. The quiver of this reverse, engraved in the Rev. VV. Cooke's Medallit
- :'>}(.

History, is inscribed HONOR 1 : but 1 have seen uoletters on any of those which I have exaniinMl.

OAtofrtr. L. AEL. AVREL. COMM. AVG. P. FEL. (Lucius JElius Aurelim CommoduSy Am.
gusius, Pius, Felix.) The laurelWd head of the Emperor, with the beard, hair, and muis-

tachius, dressed with singular care, and a highly expressive countenaace. This medal is

coated with olive-green patina, and is in the highest possible preservation ; it was found in a

ruiu near Leptis Magna, in 1817, by an Arab, who immediately exchanged it with me, for a

penknife.

iicverse. P. M. TR. P. XVII. IMP. VIII. COS. VII. P. P. [Ponti/ex Maximus, Tribunitia

poteslatc decimum-septimum, Imperator octavum. Consul septimum. Pater Palria.) On
the extrguni S. C. An armed warrior, with a long spear, gives his right hand to a stately

female in full robes, holding a military standard. Both these figures are admirably executed,

and between them is a star, an object common on the medals minted A. D. 192, just before the

Emperor's death. This may have been owing to a superstition derived from the Egyptians ;—
" Auspicum observationes stellam asseruut prosperitatis, ac laeti alicujus eventi siguumesse."

This medal affords an additional proof that authors are wrong in supposing the tribunitian

number to refer to the year of the Emperor's actual reign—since that of Commodus was not

vet 13 years. The exact dales of the repetition of this power, for this reign, it has been diffi-

cult to assign—fur even if this be reckoned from the time when he was associated in his father's

authority, there will still be a year too much.

CCCV.

Obeerse. L. AKL. AVREL. CO.\IM. AVG. P. FEL. {Lucius M/ius Aurelins Commodus, Au-
gustus, Pius, Felix.) The laureated head of the Emperor, with features and hair as in the

last. A medal in very high condition, and covered with a dense-black patina ; it was pre-

sented to me by Count Portalis, in 1817.

Keverse.V. M. TR. P. XVII. IMP. VIII. COS. VII. P. P. {Ponti/ex Maximus, Tribunitia
putestate decivium-septimum, Jmperator octavum. Consul seplimum. Pater Patrite.)

On the exergum S. C. The Emperor in full vestments, is crowned by a winged Victor)',

holding a palm-branch. Before him stand Osiris and Isis, with the modius and sistrnm :

between them and the Emperor is a cylindrical altar with a festoon of flowers, over which the

parties join hands. This noble device testifies the regard of the Prince for the Egyptian dei-

ties—"Sacra Isidis coluit, ut et caput raderet et Anubin portaret," says Lampridins. See
No. CCC. Macrobius tells us that Osiris was the Sun j and as the Egyptians considered

that luminary as the demiurgus, or creator, he was held in the first consideration ; and, accord-

ing to Manetho, all red-haired men were immolated at his tooib.

Bellori considers this reverse as a sacrifice to Serapis, for the health of Commodus 3 but
it more probably re'iates to the establishment of the Commodo-Herculeo-African fleet. The
same event gave occasion to the striking of a fine medallion, inscribed Votis Felicibus : two
ships are represented under sail, and three rowing boats,—a grand pharos stands on a rock,

before which are two priests, who have just precipitated a bull and a patera into the sea, as a
sacrifice to Neptune. The custom of thus propitiating the God of Waters, is as old as Homer.

CCCVI.

Obverse^ L. AEL. AVREL. COMM. AVG. P. FEL. {Lucius Mlius Aurelius Commodus, Avgutius,
Pius, Felix.) The laurelled head of Commodus, with a bare neck, and marked features. A
medal in fair condition, and covered with red patina ; it was purchased from Mr. Till, in 1830.

lUverse. VOTA SOL. PRO SAL. P. R. COS. VII. P. P. [Vota soluta pro salute Populi Romant,
Consul septimutn, Pater Patrice) On theexergum S. C. The Emperor *'capite velato" in
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wcerdotal robes, holds a patera over the flame of a tiipod, and grasps an augural staff with bis

left hand. Before him an ox for sacrifice is held with its head down by a popa, while the

cultrarius, with an uplifted hatchet, slays it : the action of the popa furnishes an argument
against the opinion that the victim was allowed to stand loose before the altar, that it might
not seem to be brought by force. By the side of the cultrarius is a Tibicen playing on the

double flute, a performance which has puzzled most critics, particularly Scaliger, Aldus

Manutius, Salmasius, and Madame Dacier. Without entering upon the question of dextra

and sinistra, pares and impares, or the ambo-dexterity of Terence's fair Andrian, I shall

merely say that the two flutes on the medal are of equal length ; and that a trip to Sardinia

would have afforded those critics an opportunity of seeing the tibiae still used, under the name
of launedda.

This medal was struck A. D. 192, to commemorate a " vota nuncupare" made during the

plague. Commodus was greatly addicted to the celebration of sacred rites—but it was rather

for the gratilication of personal vanity, than from a sense of religious duty ; he shaved his head,

earried an Anubis, and slaughtered victims in the dress of a butcher.

CRISPINA.

Bruttiai Crispina was the daughter of Bruttius Prfesens, a senator of consular

dignit}', but we are ignorant respecling the place and date of her birth. She
was married to Commodus, at the instance of Marcus Aurelius, A.D. 177, and s
congiarium (see No. CCLII.) was given to the pubUc on the occasion. The nuptials

were hurried on account of the approaching war with the Scythians. Having
become notorious for adultery, site was banished to Caprsea, and there put to

death A.D. 183.

Crispina, a woman of surprising beauty, but of very licentious habits, dis-

honoured her dignity by the most scandalous libertinism. Yet her degrading-

propensities did not stifle her pride,—for Lucilla having clijimed that precedence

which Crispina considered as the sole right of the reigning empress, a bitter

rivalry sprung up between the two princesses, which wrought the destruction of

each. (See p. 152.) They met at the same place of exile, and there ended their

jealousies about rank and prerogative, by being barbarously executed nearly at

the same time; Commodus " n' excusant pas en sa femme ce crime dont il

lutf monstroit continuellement I'example, avec beaucup plus de desordre, et

d' infamie."

It is somewhat unfortunate for human nature, that while we are taught to pay

the unqualified homage of our admiration to the Clelias, and Portias, and Cornelias,

of the republic, we rely upon very questionable data ; but that on descending to

times in which more authentic and luculent evidence is attainable, we are compelled

to form a diflerent opinion of the daughters ofthe " Eternal City," from the monstrous

and barefaced vices of lier Julias, and Messalinas, and Faustinas. In the first instance,.
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imagination leads the judgment astray, as to the standard of Roman excellence

;

but an impartial consideration of the truth, cannot but exaU such ladies as withstood

the intoxication of unbridled power—and we the more readily admit the merit*

of a Livia, an Antonia, a Plotina, a Marciana, and a Mamaea.

Medals of all metals and sizes of this Empress, except small-brass, are easily

procurable ; the silver, and large and second-brass are very common. From a

denarius bearing an altar under the fascia Dis Genitalibus, which seems to have

followed a gold coin of the same device, inscribed Dis Conjugalibus, it is con-

cluded that Crispina bore children ; but they must have died very young, for

neither history nor medals mention them. As the fact is therefore so uncertain,

there is but little faith to be placed in the Liberi Jlug. introduced by Mediobarba,

under the date of A.D. 181, with this remark :
—" Nnmraus hie nosdocet Commo-

dum tilios habuisse, quorum tamen altum apud auctores silentium."

If this Catalogue was only to be seen by practised numismatists, it might be

deemed trite to add, that the large-brass of this lady must be selected only in

unexceptionable preservation ; and that, except a sedent Uoma, her medals bear

obvious reverses, such as the attributes of Juno, Ceres, Venus, Diana, and various

moral virtues, including even Pudicitia !

CCCVII.

Ohverte. CRISPINA AVGVSTA. A profile of the Empress with handsome features, the hair neatlj

plaited and turned round behind, the neck finely turned, and the bosom robed. The aspect is

that of a woman in about her twentieth year. This medal is in superb condition, and densely

coated with brownish-green patina, tinged with red. It was found in the ruins of Cemenelium,
near Nice, by a farmer, from whom I procured it in 1823.

Reverie. LAETITIA. Va. the field S. C. A stately female, in the robes of a Roman matron, stands,

with a wreath of flowers in her right hand, and holds a rudder placed upou a globe with her

left. This is the emblem of gaiety :—the rudder and globe shew the power of cheerfidness
;

the long robes, in which Laetitia is clothed, imply that conviviality ought ever to be accom-
panied by decency ; and the wreath represents the chaplet worn by the Romans at their festivals

:

" Neu desint epulis rosac,

Neu vivax apiuni, neu breve lihum."

JThe custom was no doubt borrowed from the women of Greece, who wore garlands of flovrers

at the marriage ceremony, as a type of loveliness and fertility. See the Iphigenia of Euripides.

CCCVIII.

Obverse. CRISPINA AVGVSTA. A beautiful head of Crispina, with the expression and attire as in

the last. A medal in very superior preservation, which was procured at Siisah, in Africa, in

1822. It is covered with a russet-green patina, with red spots.

Reveme. VENVS FELIX. In the field S. C. A sedent female, robed as a matron, supports a winged
cupid with a festoon of flowers upon her right hand, and holds a sacred virga in her left : the

J'elix may have been in compliment to the Emperor's having assumed that agnomen. The stories

of Venus have been blended by recondite writers, with physiology, morality, and history (-—but

it was said—" quasi venusta, est enim, venustatis dea." See No. CXC.
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CCCIX
Obverse. CRISPINA AVG. IMP. COMMODI AVG. {Crispina Augusta, Imperatoris Commodi

Augusti, (scilicet uxor.) A profile of the Empress, with a lovely expression of countenance,

and her hair somewhat diSerently dressed, beiog hound in an anadema. This medal is covered

with a brownish-red patina, and is in excellent preservation : it was presented to roe by Mr.

T. Burgon, in 1825.

Reverse. SALVS. On the exergum S. C. A robed female seated on a throne, is giving food to a

serpent which rises from a coffer; this represents the daughter of the god of physic, who was
invoked with her father, as may be seen in the 3id act of Terence's Ilecyra. The serpent

alludes to Jisculapius, who was conveyed from Epidaurus to Rome in that form ; and it was
not only the symbol of health, but its positive medical virtues were highly extolled. Pliny

assures us that the fat of a snake, mixed with verdigris, is excellent in epiphoras or inflammation

of the eyes ; eating the sloughs or cast skins, clears the head of uninvited guests, and when
burnt to ashes are capital for sore ears; chewing the beait cures the tooth-ache; and in

many of the nunquam sana cases the reptile performs wonders. Democritus recommended
a composition of snakes, by which a man might understand the language of birds : and even in

later days, Marco Polosays the gall of serpents is efficacious in hydrophobia ; whilst Johnston, the

Polish naturalist, tells us

—

" tolum si species, capita, el caudd truncatis, inleraneis abjectis,

deglubiti, carve bene lold, el cum vino coda, jure aromatibus condito, in leprA commen-
dantur : quidam cum Jioribus herbce paralysis, in oleo ad podagram decoqutint." The
serpent was also the emblem of prudence, and P. Valerian, speaking of the head of Medusa,
says

—

"cujus prudentia causA serpentium caput illi ronfictum a poctis."

The principal temple of Salus at Rome, was one which was vowed to her by Junius

Rubulcus in the Samnite war; and is thus mentioned by Livy—"jErfem Satutis, quam
Consul voverat. Censor tocaverat. Dictator dedicavit." In allusion to the type, Maitial

says :

—

" Rerum certa Sai.us, terrarum gloria Caesar;

Sospite quo magnos credimus esse Deos."
And again :

—

"Mittimus, 6 rerum felix tutela, SALUsque
Sospite quo, gratum credimus esse Jovem."

PERTINAX.

Publius Helvius Pertinax, the son of Helvius Siicressus, a freedman, was born

A.D. 126, in Liguria. From the words of Capitolinus

—

^^ pater ejus tahernam

coactilitiam exercuit "—it seems (hat for sometime he followed his father's Immble

caHing, of selling charcoal and timber—after wliich he kept a grammar-school at

Rome; but that profession not answering his expectations, and his inclination tend-

ing more to arms than letters, he betook himself to the camp. He served in Parthia,

Syria, and Noricum, with a merit which, despite of his mean extraction, advanced

him to the highest commands—insomuch that, at the accession ofCommodus, A. D.

180, he was governor of Syria. He now became an object of jealousy to the

courtiers, and passed three years happily, in j-etirement from public life. During

this period he employed himself in embellishing his native village with elegant

buildings; but he would not permit his father's house and shop to be altered.
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After the fall of Perennis, A. D. 183, Pertinax was sent into Britain, where with

great difficulty, and not without exposing himself to personal danger, he restored

the ancient discipline among the disaffected legions. At the death ofCommodus
this "tennis-ball of fortune" was Praefect of Rome, as well as Consul for the

second time; and reluctantly consented to be proclaimed Emperor, by an apparently

free election, on new year's day, A. D. 193: yet he was assassinated by the Prae-

torian Guards, after a reign of only 87 days, to the deep regret of the Senate and

people.

The measures adopted by Pertinax were all directed to the public welfare, but

his reforms were on too economical a scale to be relished after the licentious prodi-

gality of his predecessor; and his own frugal mode of living was condemned as the

meanest parsimony. He found the treasury drained ; to replenish which, and pay

the promised donative to the Cohorts, as well as a largess to the people, he made

a public sale of the silver statues ofCommodus, the inmates of his abominable

harem, his stud, his plate, and all the articles of profuse luxury which were found

in the palace ; among which, particular mention is made of chariots, so contrived

as to shew the hours, and measure the road. He abolished the taxes on rivers, ports,

and highways ; recalled the state-exiles ; repressed the insolence of the army ;

administered justice with lenity and impartiality ; and governed with equity and

moderation. In pei-sonal character, according to Severus, he was mild without

weakness, grave without austerity, prudent without craft, brave without ferocity,

frugal without avarice, and great without arrogance : and such may be gathered

from cotemporary evidence—though Capitolinus, who wrote a century after Per-

tinax, charges him with insincerity and meanness. " He performed great things

during his short reign," says Herodian—who was personally acquainted with him

—

"and would have restored the empire to its former lustre, had he lived longer."

A character so highly qualified for the important trust to which he was elevated,

was too good for the times. A mutiny was excited among the guards, and 300 of

them entered the palace with drawn swords. Pertinax disdained to conceal him-

self, declaring that "flight did not become an Emperor ;" and he appeared before

the mutineers with so firm and intrepid an air, that they began to sheathe their

weapons when he expostulated with them. At this critical instant, a brute, named

lausius, darted a javelin at the Emperor's breast, crying out "the soldiers send you

this"—and the feeling of respect having been thus dissolved, the rest rushed on and

dispatched their victim with many wounds. When the good old prince saw that his

fate was inevitable, like another Caesar, he wrapped himself in his toga and fell
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without a struggle. The villains then cut off his head, and carried it on the point

of a spear to the carap, whither they returned with great precipitation, before the

people could assemble to avenge the murder.

All the medals of Pertinax are of great rarity, and are very expensive, even

M'here perfect condition is not an object. There are no Latin coins in honour of

Titiana, his profligate wife; nor of the younger Pertinax, his son. This was a

consequence of his prohibiting the lady from accepting the title of Augusta, which

the senate had given her, and which he probably thought she ill deserved ;—nor

would he consent that his son should be saluted Caesar till he merited the dis-

tinction. There were, however, coins struck to Titiana in Egypt,—and one of

Lesbos, in the Oxford collection, figured by Haym in his " Tesoro Britannico,''

represents her with large features and a placid aspect—her hair dressed somewhat

after the fashion of Faustina Junior.

CCCX.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. P. HELV. PERTINAX AVG. (Imperator Ceesar, Publius Helvius Per-
tinax, Augustus.) A truly venerable head of Pertinax, with the laurel wreath, and a bare

neck. The features are bold, and the expression is raised by a flowing beard, to the majestic

air which the Italians term " il sovr'' umano : and we learn from history that he was of

stately height, "ventre prominulo," and a full habit. This medal is barely patinated, and
in excellent condition; it was presented to me by my friend Colonel Warrington, at Tripoli,

in 1816.

Reverse. DIS CVSTODIBVS. In the field S. C. A robed female, with a frontal diadem, stands in

the centre of the field. Her left arm bears a cornucopiae, and she holds a rudder which is

placed upon a globe, by its tiller. This indicates that Fortune raised Pertinax to the throne

;

and as the Romans gave her so many names and attributes, they are here all comprehended
under the appellation of Deae Custodes.

With' the exception of the Liberalities, which shew the congiaria which he paid up, and
the decennalian votes, most of the medals of Pertinax bear a grateful allusion to the gods and
the moral virtues ; and among these, none is more remarkable than a denarius struck in honour
of the Mind, and inscribed Menli LaudandcF. "O mens bona!" exclaimed Propertius,

"if thou art a goddess, 1 dedicate myself to thy service." Ovid gives rather a disgraceful

picture of her when enslaved by Cupid:

—

" Mens bona ducetur, manibus post terga revinctis :

Et Pudor
J

et castris quicquid Araoris obest."

CCCXI.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. P. HELV. PERTINAX AVG. (Imperator Ceesar, Publius Helvius Per-
tinax, Augustus.) A singularly fine laureated profile of the Emperor, with a manly expression of

countenance. This medal was purchased from a friend in London, in 1825, and formerly belonged
to the cabinet of Mr. Neave ; it is in very high preservation, though but slightly patinated.

Rtverse. PROVIDENTIAE DEORVM COS. II. [Providentite Deorum, Consul iterum.) In the

field S. C. A stolated female stands with her right hand open—the ancient attitude of prayer^
in adoration of a radiated globe in the air. This is a public acknowledgment of thanks by the

Senate to the Gods, for their especial protection of the worthy prince through the perilous times
of Commodus, and his ministers Perennis and Cleander- So imminent was this danger that,

when Loetus and Electus waited on Pertinax in the night, after murdering Commodus, he
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expected that they came to put him to death by the tyrant's orders, instead of their offering him
the empire. The Romans had various emblems of Divine Providence, as the altar, the eagle,

the globe, and the fulmen, (see No. CCXV.) but it is singular that the poets have no where
described them.

CCCXII.
ObrtTse. IMP. CAES. P. HELV. PERTINAX AVG. [Impetator Ccesar, Puhlius Helvius Per-

tinax, Augustus.) A manly laurelled head of Pertinax, with curled hair, thick mustachios,

and a flowing beard. This medal is in excellent condition, and densely coated with a deep green

patina ; it was purchased at Mr, Henderson's sale, in 1880.

Reverse. AEQVIT. AVG. TR. P COS. II. [Mquitas Augusti* Tribuuitia potestate. Consul
iterum. In the field S. C. A robed female, standing with balanced scales in her right

hand, as Equity, a quality which obviates the cruelty sometimes committed by Justice in

pushing the law to the extreme :—
"Scis etenim justura gemind suspehdere lance

Ancipitis libree."

Her left arm supports a cornucopiae, to shew that plenty follows a just award ; but this expla-

nation does not contemplate a client's being ruined by his lawyer's fees. The legend shews
the several imperial honours which the Senate decreed to Pertinax ; still, though he was the only

Emperor who had been complimented with the title of Pater Patriae on the first day of his reign,

it does not appear upon any of his coins—whence it may be inferred that, after the example of

the best of his predecessors, he wished it to be deferred.

Besides being an emblem of justice, this balance has also been considered to allude to

the constellation Libra. Ruaeus, however, accuses Virgil, in common with other ancients,

of being ignorant of that sign, from some confusion which certainly exists as to the limits of

Scorpio; yet in the Georgics, 1. i. v. 208, it is distinctly said

—

" Libra die somnique pares ubi fecerit horas.

Manilius, in describing the same sign, says

—

" Hesperiam sua Libra tenet, qua condita Roma,
Et propiis froenat pendentem nutibus orbem."f

CCCXIII.

Obterse. IMP. CAES. P. HELV. PERTINAX AVG. {Imperator Casar Publius Helvius Per-
tinax, Augustus.) A venerable laureated head of the Emperor, with a large forehead, long

beard, and curled hair. Ibis medal is in beautiful preservation, and covered with brown
patina j it was procured from the Rev. Mr. Hall, at Leghorn, in 1823, in exchange for some
Athenian tetradrachms.

Reverse. LAETITIA TEMPORVM COS. II. [Lcetitia temporum, Consul iterum.) In the field

S. C. A stolated female standing with a garland of flowers in her right hand, and a hasta

purain herleft. There were several epithets of this virtue, as Deorum, jEterna, Publica,

and Fundata, under which, no doubt, separate and especial rites were appointed, according as

the happiness was public or private. See No. CCCVII. But this of Temporum testifies

the general exultation at the accession of Pertinax, when the wreaths of gaiety were actually

* A certain king of Naples struck a device with the legend j^quitat Regni, whence the name " Cavalli " and
" CatiaWucci" was absurdly given to the money, as if derived from Equus, a horse ; reminding one of the Horatian
" Saw " against selling a mare, " JJquam (£</«am) memento rebus in arduis servarc."

t Perliaps I should not omit, that one medallist assigns this Equity, not in a general sense, but to the particular act

of the seizure of some Barbarian deputies on the road to their country, for the purpose of compelling them to return the

gold which Commodus had paid as the price of their friendship ; and which, that writer says, was justly wrested from them.
If this tribute, however, was rendered in consequence of stipulations, it is difficult to find where the equity lies. The act

was perpetrated by order of Laetus, who dismissed the deputies with a charge that they should acquaint their govern,
ment that, " Pertinax was now Emperor," to whose reputation they were no strangers. The Romans never forgot, uer
torgave, a defeat or humiliatioQ.
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scattered about the streets :
" Tanta fuit Populi Romani Itetitia, ut vicos urbis coronis

straverit." This was a joyous time which recalled the words of Horace :—
" Iain Fides, et Pax , et Honor, Pudorque
Priscus, et neglecta redire Virtus

Audet; apparetque beata pleno

Copia cornu.

CCCXIV.
Obverse. DIVVS PERT. PIVS PATER. {Divus Pertinax, Pius, Paler.) The head of Pertinax,

with the full beard and curled hair of the former coins, but without a laurel wreath, and
having the shoulders robed. The title of Pater here applies to the divinity of the Emperor,
for the reason given at No. CCLIX. A medal in excellent condition, and incrusted with a
reddish-brown patina; it was purchased from Mr. Young, in 1826.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. On the exergum S. C. A grand pyra adorned with statues, tapestry, and
festoons of flowers ; and surmounted by a quadrigated car. The body of Pertinax was in-
terred with great pomp by Didius Julian. Severus afterwards honoured his memory with
a most magnificent funeral ceremony, pronounced his panegyric himself, and caused him to be
ranked among the number of the Gods ;—appointing Pertinax, the son, chief priest to his.

father. This medal is beautifully figured in M. Mionnet's well-known work

.

DIDIUS JULIAN US.

Marcus Didius Severus Julianas, son of Petronius Didius Severus, and

grandson of Salvius Julianus, the celebrated civilian, was born at Milan, A. D. 133,

and was brought up by Domitia Lucilla, the mother of Marcus Aurelius. That
prince, who had a particular regard for iiira, created him successively Qusestor,

.^dile, and Praetor, and appointed iiim Governor of Belgic Gaul. In the reign of

Commodus, he narrowly escaped being included in the pretended conspiracy of his

uncle Salvius Julianus ; butaftera time was restored to favour, and became Governor
of Bithynia. He was elevated to the Consulship, as the colleague of Pertinax, A. D.
172, whom he succeeded in the Proconsulship of Africa; and was afterwards his
''^ Prtefectus Vigilum." When the murderers of Pertinax found that nobody
attempted to avenge him, their insolence increased, and they determined to set the

imperial authority to sale. In effect, they caused a soldier, remarkable for a loud

voice, to mount the ramparts of the camp, and proclaim that the empire was to be

sold to the highest bidder: and the throne, in consequence, fell to Julian "by pur-

chase." His bargain lessened his property, impaired his credit, and cost him his life

;

for on the approach of Severus with the warlike legions of Pannonia, he was put to

death by order of the terrified Senate, A.D, 193, after a wretched reign of 66 days,,

in the 61st year of his age.

The general impression, that Julian was a mere monied adventurer without

a single quality to entitle him to the exalted dignity he coveted, is contradictedi
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by the important appointments which lie held. Gibbon declares that he had

neither friend nor adherent—but this could hardly have been the case with one

who had borne high commands through life. The project of buying the empire

is said to have been formed while he was giving a "jollification" to his companions ;

yet this is at variance with Spartian, who tells us that Didius was carried to the

camp against his will. Dio, an eye-witness of the events, says, that the new prince,

entering the palace, and despising the frugal supper which had been prepared for

his predecessor, ordered a magnificent feast to be got ready, so as to gratify at once

his ambition and appetite—yet other writers describe him as singularly penurious. He
is accused of treating the body of Pertinax with contempt, yet he gave it honourable

burial. If we admit, with Dio, that he was avaricious, greedy, and petulant, there

is also evidence that he was brave, affable, and learned ; and though he could not

defend the disgraceful venality of the soldiers, he was probably not very wide of the

truth when he assured the Conscript Fathers, that he «as the fittest person they could

choose for an emperor. Indeed, when we consider his rank, education, and riches,

his pretensions were assuredly as legitimate as those of the African who op-

posed him ; he was not the author of the distresses or degradation of the country
;

and there really appears an exaggeration in the horror of the citizens, the hatred of

the populace, and the devouring grief of the supple Senators, at a sale which was

110 novelty but in form.

The medals of Didius are rare in each of the metals, and none are known in

small-brass. The types are confined to the three about to be described ; for though

a Juno Regina appears in large-brass, similar to that of Manlia Scantilla, the

cautious Eckhel questions its authenticity. There is also a silver Fides Exercii.

which is doubted ; and another, commemorating the nameofCommodus, which the

soldiers gave to Didius, is to be seen in the Index of Goltzius—but it is false.

cccxv.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. DID. SEVER. IVLIAN, AVG. (Imperator Ccesar, Marcus Didius

Severus Julianus, Augustus.) A laureated head of Julian, with curled hair, full mustachios
and beard, and a bare neck. The expression is venerable and sensible, though the features

are not remarkable. '1 his medal is in high perfection, and coated with a dark-green patina

;

it was procured at Cagliari, in 1823.

Reverse. CONCORD. MILIT. (Concordia Militum.) In the field S. C. A robed female standing

with a splendid military ensign in each hand; this was struck A. D. 193, in token of the

influence which the army exercised in the election of the new Emperor, and whose concord
was purchased at about £200. a man. The standards are here surmounted by legionary

eagles,—but there is another medal with this device, in which they are omitted.

CCCXVI.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. DID. SEVER. IVLIAN. AVG. [Imperator Ccesar, Marcus Didius
Severus Julianus, Augustus.) A fine and characteristic head of the Emperor, with a laurel
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crown, nicely trimmed beard, and bare neck. Both Spnrtian and Capitolinus say, that
Julian received the title of Pater Patrice, but it does not appear upon any of his coins. This
medal, covered with a brownish-red varnish, and in excellent condition, was purchased from
Mr. Young, in 1825.

Reverse. RECTOR ORBIS; a legend expressed with beautiful simplicity. In the field S. C. Didius
in " vestimentis pretiosis," and bareheaded, holds a globe in his right hand, and a roll of
paper in his left, with a commanding air ; such as we may suppose he assumed when he
addressed the Conscript Fathers with—" vobis Principe opus est, et ego, prce caieris
omnibus, sum Principalu dignissimus." The " Rector Orbis," however, seems to have
changed domestic life for splendid misery, and the comforts of a stable home for the empty
pomp of a palace, whereia he existed, to use Bishop Hall's words,

" Like a scabb'd cuckoo in a cage of gold."

CCCXVII.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. DID. SEVER. IVLIAN. AVG. (Imperator Ccesar, Marcus Didius

Severus Julianus, Augusius.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with features expressivt;

of advanced age. This medal is thickly incrusted with rich brown patina, and is in remark-
ably fine condition ; it was procured near Mazzara, in Sicily, in 1820.

Reverse, P. M. TR. P. COS. (Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Consul.) In the field

S. C. The figure of Fortune, robed as a Roman matron, and standing, holds a cornucopiae in

her left hand, and with the right supports a rudder upon a globe, in token of universal do-
minion. Such was the device by which was represented theJvrlunate elevation of an old man,
who in a few weeks was slain on his bed, after bitterly bewailing his fate, and beseeching
permission to resign his power. " Manente adhuc in Imperatoria aula Juliano, ac fortunam
suara miserante, suppliciterque rogante, ut sibi ejurare Imperium liceret, omnemque ejus
potestatem Severo transcribere." Dio accuses him of murdering some children, in order to

prognosticate, by magic, his future fate. His corpse was given by Severus to Manila Scan-
tilla, for sepulture.

MANLIA SCANTILLA.

Manlia Scantilla was the wife of Didius Julianus ; but we are unacquainted witli

her descent and connexions, as well as the dates of her birth, marriage, and death.

As with Titiana, she partook of her husband's elevation, A.D. 193, and after his

fall, was pernaitted to retreat again into private life. Historians have left but slight

notices of this lady, who, it appears, was very much deformed in her person. He-
rodian and Zosimus accuse her, of foolishly persuading her husband to the fatal

step of prodigally scattering his wealth, to obtain the sovereign authority. But
Spartian assures us that, on the very day on which the Senate elected the family of

Julian into the Patrician order, and honoured Scantilla and her daughter with the

title of Augusta, these females entered the paiace with a dread of impending

destruction : " Inde se ad palatium recepit, uxore ac filia illuc vocatis, trepidis et

invitis illuc transeuntibus, quasi jam inminens exitium praesagirent."

All the medals of this Empress are very rare ; nor are there any Greek or Colo-

nial ones known. The only symbol which I have yet met with, either on Sestertii or
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Denarii, is that about to be described : for though there is mention of one having

Fortune, as in No. CCCXVII, it must be the result of some blunder in the mintage,

since it bears the husband's titles,—and there is moreover a medal of Didius, bearing

\hetfuno /Je^j/iaof Scanti 11a, as a reverse. Spartian writes this lady's name .^a//m,

but had he been a numismatist, he would probably have corrected the orthogi-aphy.

CCCXVllI.

Obverse. MANL. SCANTILLA AVG. (Manlia ScantUlu Augusta.) A matronly head of Scantilla,

with a quiet expression of countenance, and good features. The hair hangs over the ears, and
is turned up at the back of the head in plaits, but without any ornament;—and the bosom is

covered with drapery. This medal is in fine preservation, though a portion of its Saxon^reen
patina has been rubbed from the reverse; it was procured near Nice, in 1823.

Reverse. IVNO REGINA. In the field S. C. A robed female standing with the sacred patera, and
the lance of divinity ; at her feet is a peacock :

—

•' Habili Saturnia curru

Ingreditur liquidum Pavonibus aera pictis."

We have seen Julian as Rector Orbis, and here his wife appears as queen of heaven. Of all

the pagan deities there was not one whose worship was more solemn and more universal than
that of Juno ; and the general name for the tutelary deities of women was Junones. She not

only protected weddings and births, but even presided over female dress and ornaments.

See Nos. CCLXVII and CCLXXXI. As the Roman emperors were assimilated to Jupiter,

and ranked among the great gods, so were the empresses placed with the goddesses of superior

rank, and addressed as Juno. Hence Prudentius

:

"atque adytis, et flamine, et aris.

Auguslum coluit, vitulo placavit, et agno :

Strata ad pulvinar jacuit, responsa poposcit,

Testantur tituli, produnt Consulta Senatus

Caesareum, Jovis ad specietn, statuentia templum

;

Adjecere sacrum, fieret quo Livia Juno."

DIDIA CLARA.

Didia Clara, the daughter of Didius Julianus and Manlia Scantilla, appears to

have been born about A. D. 153, and is represented as having assisted her mother's

endeavouring to persuade Julian to purchase the empire. She was esteemed the

most beautiful woman of her age, and was married to Cornelius Repentinus, who,

during her father's brief reign, was made Prsefect of Rome. She was honoured as

Augusta at the same time with Scantilla, and a revenue proportionate to her new
dignity was settled upon her. This dream of power, however, which was purchased

at the expense of her father's life, lasted but a couple of months ; what became of

her husband is not known, but Severus permitted Clara to retire, with her mother,

after taking away her patrimony, and divesting her of the proud title of Augusta, an

act of mercy rather unusual with that relentless tyrant.
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The medals of Didia Clara are extremely rare, and none have hitherto been

found in small-brass. The only device which 1 have seen is Hilaritas,—though

Geasner mentions a denarius with the reverse Pietas. In the Cabinet of Queen
Christina, as described by Havercamp, there was a large-brass imperial coin, stmck

by the cities of Cyprus as a compliment to the personal charms of Clara;

—

but

excepting this unique specimen, there are no Greek, nor Colonial medals in honour

of her known.
CCCXIX.

Obverse, DIDIA CLARA AVG. {Didia Clara Augusta.) A profile of the Princess, with features

expressive of middle-age,—the bust is robed, and the hair dressed in the style of her mother's,

but with greater care. This medal is incrusted with a dark chocolate-coloured patiuai, and
is in excellent condition j it was procured from an Arab, at Jerbah, in 1822.

^«ue«e. HILARITAS TEMPOR. {Hilaritas Temporum.) In the field S. C. An elegant female

in full robes, with a frontal diadem, stands gracefully in the centre of the field. She bears a

cornucopiffi, and with her right hand holds a long palm-branch, which rests on the ground.

As there are no children, (see No. CLXXXV.) this emblem of the " mentis alimmid" has

been considered as relating to the married state ;—Clara, however, as well as Faustina Junior

and Lucilla, of whom I have had medals with similar devices, were married women.
_
The idea

may have arisen from the public feasts named Hilaria, given at the birth of children ; or

from the known qualities of the palm-tree,—" £x utroque sexu duas palmas singulas,

singulis pinxit ripis."

PESCENNIUS NIGER.

Caius Pescennius Niger, surnamed Justus, the son of Annius Fuscus and I^m>

pridia, was born at Aquinum, about A.D. 136,—his family being of the Equestrian

Order. With a small estate, and few accomplishments, his outset in life did not

augur exaltation,—yet his merit proved sufficient to raise him from the degree of a

Centurion, to the highest military rank. He had procured the notice and esteem of

Marcus Aurelius ; and by his gallantry and address in discomfiting Maternus, he so

won the approbation of Severus, at that time Praefect of the province, that t'le latter

reported him as a person " necessary to the state." Under Commodus and Pertinax

he was Governor of Syria, and General of the Legions of Asia,—and was made
Consul at the request of the troops under his command. Being incited by a large and

powerful party in Rome, he revolted against Didius, and was acknowledged Emperor

by his army, and all the Eastern provinces, A. D. 193. He received offers of assist-

ance from the kings and governors in alliance with the empire; but declined all

foreign aid, under an assurance that he should meet with so general a support that

there would be no appeal to arms. This confidence proved his ruin. The senate,

dreading the vigorous policy of Severus, declared Niger a public enemy ; and after
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losing three furiously contested battles, he was overtaken near Antioch, and

slain,^if in the beginning of A. D. 195. His head was publicly displayed on the

point of a spear, to intimidate his adherents in Byzantium, and was then forwarded

to Rome.
Niger appears to have been of a brave and generous disposition, and, moreover,

wise and prudent. Abstemious and hardy, he was a sworn foe to luxury and effe-

minacy. He required nothing of his soldiers but what he practised himself; and once

in Egypt, when they clamorously demanded wine with their rations, "what need

have you of wine," said he, " tliat have the Nile to drink ?" He was so free from

personal vanity, tliat he desired an official panegyrist to wait for his death, before

he recited his praises ; recommending him in the mean time to eulogize Marius,

Hannibal, or some other renowned worthy. Spartian, and Victor the younger,

differ widely in their estimate of his character ; and Dio seems to think he was not

remarkable either for virtue or vice. Be this as it may, it is certain that he was

universally esteemed, and was therefore the " popular candidate" for the throne.

He was married to Pescennia Plautiana, or Plautilla, by whom he had several

children,—but history has not told us either their names or number. On the

whole, he seems to have been well characterized by the historian, as " a gallant

soldier, an excellent officer, an experienced general, an illustrious consul, but an

unfortunate emperor."

Severus was not personally present in any of the battles with Niger, nor is it

now known where he then was : but he wreaked his vengeance on all who had sided

with his opponent,—the Senators who had borne arms under him were put to death,

and multitudes of the lower ranks suffered the same fate. He had persuaded some

of his competitor's generals, by means of their children, whom he had in his power,

to betray the cause which they had embraced ; and after reaping the advantages of

their treachery, destroyed both them and their families. He first banished the wife

and children of Niger, and afterwards caused them and all connected with them to

be murdered, and their estates confiscated. Nevertheless he would not suffer a

pompous inscription on the base of a black marble statue of Niger, at Rome, to

be erased, saying—"Let all the world know what an enemy I have conquered."

There are no Latin medals of Pescennius Niger known, for it is reasonably

conjectured that all the denarii, from their inferior fabric and distorted inscriptions,

Mere minted at Antioch ; and the unique gold coin which, till the late lamentable

robbery, enriched the noble cabinet of the king of France, was strongly suspected

• This is the story as related by the cotemporary historians ;—but Spartian, a less trusty authority, says that, Niger

being dangeroiuyr wounded, was taken prisoner, and in that condition brought to Severus, in whose presence be expired.
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of being a fabrication, from its bearing the title oi Pater Patriee.* Indeed, it could

hardly be expected that such legends as ''Boths Spei," " Victoria Justi Au-

gusti," '' lovi Prcesidi Orbis," ^'Boni Eventtts," and ''Invicto Imperatori

TropcBum" were struck by those who had declared Niger a public enemy. A few

Greek imperial brass medals are met with, but they are of extreme rarity ; and

Baudelot mentions one of Pescennia Plautiana. A singularity attaches to the denarii,

since about this time, A. D. 194, Severns and Niger often used the same types ; but

it is impossible to decide which of the two imitated the other. Tt was from the

great difficulty of procuring a genuine medal of this Emperor that Pope lashed

the " pale antiquaries,"

—

" To gain Pescennius one employs his schemes,

One grasps a Cecrops in ecstatic dreams.

Poor Vadius, long with learned spleen devour'd,

Can taste no pleasure since his shield was scoi:r'd :.

And Curio, restless by the fair-one's side.

Sighs for an Otho, and neglects his bride."

Here, however, the poet goes somewhat out of his depth ;
yet he must be acquitted'

of the medallic ignorance of his imitator, Cawthorn,—who, in a nonsensical yarn,

called "The Antiquarians," has entirely forfeited his boasted claim to an intimate

acquaintance with the Fine Arts.
cccxx.

Obverse. AYT. K. T. IISCK. NIFPOC. lOYCTOC C£B. [Imperator, Ccesar, Caius Pescen-
nius Niger, Justus, Augustus.) The laureated head of the ac/in^ Emperor, with mustachios,

full beard, bare neck, and features expressive of manly resolution. We learn from history

that he was of comely proportions and engaging countenance, with a voice so loud and
piercing that it might be heard a mile oflF: he was called Niger, it seems, on account of his

black hair, and sun-burnt face and neck. Though some former owner of this precious medal
has unsparingly applied the wire-brush so as to clear off the patina, it is in very high press r-

vation : it was purchased from Mr. Young, in 1825.

Were it not for the extreme rarity of this coin, not a doubt could be excited as to its

genuineness : but the discerning Eckhel thinks the word Justus throws suspicion upon the

legend. It is given as unique, among the choice large-brass selections of Sambucus, at the

end of his " Emblems." See Note to p. 138.

Reverse. KAICAPSIAC TSPMANIKHC. (Ccesarece Germanicce.) A bold figure of iEsculapius
with his robe drawn back so as to leave his right arm bare, in readiness for operation, holds the

mystic staff with the involute serpent. See CCCIX. He seems merely to be placed there

because he was worshipped, and probably had a temple, at Csesarea-Germanica, in Comma-
gene, where this coin was struck. Severus punished the cities which had declared for Niger,

with grievously heavy fines; and as Antioch had been the temporary seat of empire, it was
deprived of its privileges. Numismatic writers quote a large-brass Greek imperial medal
of this reign, on which Antioch is styled Neocora, from having the light of ordering
solemn public games; but its authenticity is strongly doubted. Of all those who took ])art

with this unfortunate warrior, none distinguished themselves so much as the Byzantines, who
obstinately refused to submit till, after a three year's siege, they were reduced to the eating of
human flesh : it is only to know that Severus, that stranger to mercy, was the couqueror, and
the result may be anticipated,—all the fortifications and public edifices were destroyed, the
garrison massacred, and the inhabitants stripped and sold into slavery.

• The purcbaie of this coin by M. de Boze, i^ detailed in the Phil. Transactions for 1750,—and it is there figured,

2 A
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ALBINUS.

Decimus Clodius Septimius Albinus, the son of Cejonius Posthumius and

Aurelia Messalina, was born at Adrumetum, in Africa. His family was one of the

most illustrious of Rome, and he was named Albinus, because he was extremely

fair at his birth. He made great proficiency in the Greek and Latin languages,

and composed a treatise on agriculture, and some Milesian tales ; but an ardent

predilection for arms interfered with his inclination for letter, and even in child-

hood he was frequently heard to repeat that verse of Virgil,

—

" Arma amens capio, nee sat rationis in arniis."

He therefore entered into the military service very early, was soon made captain of a

troop of Illyrian ho;-se,and was gradually advanced till he obtained the command of

the legions in Bithynia, A. D. 175. For his merit and fidelity in the performance of

these duties, Marcus Aurelius is said to have presented him with the fasces. Com-
modus entertained so high an opinion of the integrity of Albinus, that, if Capitolinus

is to be credited, he permitted him to assume the title and badges of Caesar, whenever

he thought fit; but he cautiously abstained from that privilege. From the government

of Gaul he was removed to that of Britain, where he ruled when Julian was killed,

and became one of the three competitors for the Empire, A. D. 193. But the crafty

Severus deluded him by a promiseof dividing the imperial authority, and at the same

time lulled his vigilance by sending him the ensigns of a Ceesar, nominating him to

the Consulship, and striking medals with his effigies. No sooner, however, was Niger

disposed of, than Severus determined to crush his credulous colleague ; but before he

had recourse to open force, he is said to have tried the perfidious means of assassination.

Hereupon Albinus proclaimed himself Augustus, A. D. 196 ; and assembling a large

army, passed over into Gaul, and obtained some partial successes. Severus hastened

to meet him, and the rivals decided their contest on the plains of Tinurtium, in the

beginning of A. D. 197, after one of the mostobstinate and bloody battles on record.

The British legions, under Albinus, were opposed to those of lUyricum, and the

troops on each side fought with such bravery, that victory was long doubtful.

At length the Emperor prevailed, the routed army fled to Lugdunum, and Albi-

nus, seeing no means of escape, laid violent hands upon himself; but while yet

alive he was overtaken by his pursuers, who cut off his head. Severus is said to

have viewed the mangled carcass, with savage delight, and to have insulted it with

the basest indignities. As in the instance of Niger, the wife* and children of

• The name of this lady is unknown, yet some antiquaries, led astray by the guea* of Tristan, have called b«r

Petcennia Plauiilla, who, we hare seen, was the wife of PesceDDiUi Niger. It is aingular, however, that Albious,

according to Capitolinus, had a son named Pescenoius Priasus.
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Albinus were at first pardoned ; but the fell despot, soon changing his mind, caused

them to be inhumanly massacred, and their bodies to be thrown into the Rhone.

And this was but a prelude to the atrocious acts which followed : all the relations

of the defunct Cfesar, without distinction of age or sex, were barbarously slaugh-

tered, as well as the great men of Gaul and Spain who had displayed attachment

to him ; and the whole of their property was confiscated.

Historians are at variance respecting the character of this hapless Prince. He
is admitted to have been a brave and skilful officer, to whom the soldiers were

warmly attached, although he was so strict a disciplinarian that his severity bor-

dered on cruelty ; and he was beloved by the Senate, as well as applauded by

people of condition, for his justice, humanity, and respect for the ancient institu-

tions of the Republic. These facts go far to invalidate the testimony of Capitolinus

—

for which 1 own to having no great respect—when he represents Albinus as proud,

unsocial, choleric, and brutal ; unjust to his domestics, and insupportable to his wife.

The enumeration of his defects, is compensated by many good qualities ; and he

not only never indulged in the unnatural vices which stained so many of the finest

characters of Rome, but punished such offenders severely. In general he drank very

little, but his voracity quite astonishes old Tristan :
—" // estoit incrot/ablement

grand mamjeur. Car quelquefois il mangeoit cinq censJigues a des-jeuner,

tantost cent peschcs, une autrefois dix melons, ou vingt livres de raisins, par

fois cent hec-afigues, une autrefois quarante huistres a Vescaille, et ainsi du

reste." These feats, except the fish and oysters, can hardly apply to his breakfasts

while in England.

Medals of this Prince are found in all metals, and of all sizes except small-brass'

—

but they are of considerable rarity and value. Such as bear the title of Augustus

are without the S. C, and are probably from the "officina" of Lugdunum,—since

those minted by consent of Severus were issued before Albinus had assumed that

title ; and, of course, there are none in brass with it. A denarius in the Vienna

Cabinet styles him Pater Patriae, as well as Augustus, which clearly proves that it

was not struck in Rome.
CCCXXI.

Obvtrte. D. CLOD. SEPT. ALBIN. CAES. {Decimus Ciodius Septimius Albinus, Ceesar.)

The unlaurelled head of Albinus, with short hair, a " pug " nose, thin beard, and mean
features, but with a tolerably high forehead. This is a remarkable evidence of the faithfulness

of the likeness, for we are told that he was tall, had curled hair, a wide mouth, a voice so
small that it resembled that of an eunuch, and "fronslataj" This medal is in remarkably
fine condition, and covered with a pea-green patina ; it was purchased at Lord Morton's sale,

in 1830
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'Rex-erse. ' COfiCORDlA, In the field S. C. A sedent female, richly attired, holds a patera m her

right hand, and a cornucopise in her left. This was probably struck A. D. 193, on the

Prince's being decorated with the ensigns and trappings of Caesar ; and tlie figure being
(seated, shews that the harmony between him and the Einperor was considered as permanent.
The boon, however, was but to lull Albinus, and prevent him from becoming master of Rome,
while Severus was finishing the war in the East.

CCCXXII.

Obverse. D. CLOD. SEPT. ALBIN. CAES. (Decimus Clodius Septimius Albinus, Ccesar.) The
naked head of Albinus, with short curled hair, and rough beard ; the features less coarse than
usual on the coins of this Prince. A medal in good condition, and covered with Saxon-green
patina, which was purchased from Mr. Young, in 1826.

Reverse. FELICITAS COS. II. (Felicitas, Consul iterum.) In the field S. C. A noble female, in

full robes, stands with a caduceus in her right hand, and a hasta-pura in her left, emblems of
peace and authority. This appears to have been struck A. D. 194, when the Emperor and
Caesar were jointly associated in the Consulship, and the latter was thereby lulled into

a fatal security. Felicity, or happiness, was deilied by the ancients, though it was late

before the Romans admitted her into the number of their divinities, or perhaps Fear
and Necessity had never been consecrated. St. Austin is humorous upon this point :

" if the books and ceremonies of the heathens are true," says he, " and Felicity be a

goddess, why did they not adore her alone, since she was capable of bestowing all, aud
making men quickly happy .^" It was actually above (500 years after the building of Rome,
that Lucullus, upon his return from the war with Mithridates and Tigranes, built a temple
to her.

CCCXXIII.
Obverse. D. CLOD. SEPT. ALB1N."'CAES. [Decimus Clodius Septimius Albinus, Ccesar.)

A naked head of Albinus, with short hair and beard, and an unprepossessing countenance.

This medal is in fine preservation, and covered with a russet-brown patina; it was bought at

the Hon. R. E. Digby's sale, in 1825.

Urverse. MINER. PACIF. COS. II. [Minervee Paciferee, Consul iterum.] A masculo-feminine
iigure of Minerva, holding an olive-branch to denote a love of peace,—but with a spear
and shield behind her to shew her ability to wage war when necessary. This goddess
was exceedingly popular with the Roman emperors, and the aegis, her attribute, was the

constant badge of their shields and breast-plates. When, in addition to her usual emblems,
she is seen to hold a thunderbolt, as on a medal of Domitian, we must recollect that Jupiter,

Juno, and Minerva, were regarded as the Dii Magni, and Penates of the public; whence,
Cicero, before his banishment, invoked these three deities in particular, and then the others

in the aggregate. Each had the fulmen assigned, but that of Jove was the strongest,—so
that when Pallas wished to throw a powerful one, she used her father's,

—

" Ipsa Jovis rapidum jaculata & nubibus ignem."

The learned Cudworth thinks these three Capitoline deities maybe understood as being but'

several names and notions of one supreme being, according to his various attributes and
manifestations. On medals they are sometimes represented by three figures, and at others

by the eagle, the owl, and the peacock. Publius V^ictor says, " Templum Jovis Opt. Max.
in quo erant tria deluhra; medium Jovis, dextrum Minerva, Icevum Junonis :" and
Varro, who is a fanciful etymologist, tells us that the Capitolium was thus named, because the

temple erected by Tarquinius Priscus enshrined these three deities,—which may be some-
thing better than the derivation afforded by the skuU of Tolus. See No. LXXVIII.

CCCXXIV.
Obverse. D. CLOD. SEPT. ALBIN. CAES. (Decimus Clodius Septimius Albinus Ccesar.) The

bare head of Albinus, with hair, beard, and expression as in the last,—and a robe over the
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Mitr. V. -bright shoulder. A medal in very superior preservation, though thelegand hds 4>een injured

in the striking; it is covered with pea-greeu patina, and was procured at I'isa, in 1823.

Reverse. SAECVLO FRVGIFERO COS. II. {Sacidofrugifero, Consul itertim.) In the field S. C.

A bold figure of a man, naked, except on the loins, an<l with a crown ot rays on his h«a<i..

He stands in a graceful attitude, with a caduceus and some ears of wheat in his right hand,

and a rake in his left. From mistaking the latter for a trident, Pedrusi and Tristan make thi;

device to be a pantheistic symbol of Mercury, Neptune, and Apollo;—but it appears rather to

be the Genius of FeitiHty, in intimation of the plenty resulting from the peace between the

Emperor and the Caesar; for the rake is certainly of a different form from any other medallie

trident, the caduceus is an emblem of abundance, and the head is radiated, because the fruits

of the earth require solar heat. Some writers think rt alludes entirely to the Gaulish Mercury,

but this opinion is rather invalidated by the S. C
cccxxv.

Obverse. D. CLOD. SEPT. ALBIN. CAES. {Decimus Clodiiix Septimhts Albinus, Ca-sar.)

A profile of Albinus, without laurel ; the hair and beard short and curled, the neck bare,

and the features without dignity. This medal is varnished with green and brown patina, and

in very high preservation; it was procured at Sassari, in Sardinia, in 1824.

Reverse. FORT. REDVCI COS. II. [Fortunce reduci. Consul iterum.) On the exergum S. C.

Fortune seated, and richly robed ; in her right hand she holds a rudder by its tiller, in her

left she bears a cornucopiae, and under her seat is a wheel. She here appears as the pro-

tectress of safe conduct, and intimates the wishes of the Senate, for the happy return of

Albinus to Rome,—wishes that must have been galling to Severus, though he permitted the

device to be struck. When Augustus had made the tour of Greece and Sicily, upon his

return to Italy, he allowed an altar to be raised to Fortuna redux, whence it afterwards

became a common custom among the emperors, to render an acknowledgment to this deity,

upon their safe return to the city from an expedition : thus Claudian

—

"Aurea Fortune Reduci si templa priores

Ob reditum novere ducum, non dignius unquam,
Haec dea pro meri '.s amplas sibi posceret iEdes."

"The variety of symbols of Fortune have already been alluded to. (See No, CCLXXXIX.) A
denarius of Marcus Aurelius is inscribed Fort. Duct, and who, demands Eckhel, " would
not prefer Z)Ma: to /Jerfujr ?" Faustina Junior had both gold and silver coins struck to Fortuna
Muliehris, a goddess said to have been worshipped in honour of the success of the mother of

Coriolanus. But she was no doubt as ancient as the Fortuna Virilis, to whom a temple had
been erected by Servius Tullus, seventy years before the date of the pathetic legend of Veturia

and her son. The shade of Virgil, describing the fickle goddess to Dante, says,—
" Quest' 6 colei ch' k tanto posta in croce.

Pur da color, che le dovrian dar lode,

Dandole biasmo a torto, e mala voce,"

SEVERUS.

Lucius Septimius Severus,* the son of Marcus Septimius Geta and Fulvia Pia,

was born at Leptis Magna, in Africa, A. D. 146. He was admitted by Marcus

Aurelius into the senate, and was by him appointed governor of Sardinia. He
afterwards filled the most important posts in the state, and was elevated to the

• It U curious that of the three competitors for the throne, after the death of Pertinax, two were born in ylfrica

;

ud also that two should have been surnamed from personal peculiarities, while the third was distinguished by a name
•omevhat expressive of his cruel disposition.
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Consulship, A. D. 171. Under Commodus and Pertinax, he governed Pannonia

and Illyria ; and on the deatli of the latter Emperor, was proclaimed by his legions,

A, D. 193, when he added the name of Pertinax to his own. After crushing his

rivals in succession, he remained sole master of the empire, A. D. 197. In the

following year he marched against the Parthians, and reduced Ctesiphon, after an

arduous siege ; he then invested Atra, the Arabian city, from which Trajan was

repulsed, see No. CXXXII ; but after two furious attempts, he was shamefully dis-

comfited, and obliged to retreat with the loss ofall his warlike engines, and an incredible

number of men. Although in the opening of his career he appeared to favour the

Christians, a decree which he published in Palestine, A. D. 202, gave rise to the

fifth general persecution. A revolt in Britain inducing him to repair thither in

person, he landed A. D. 208, with his sons, Caracalla and Geta ; and having, it is

said, built a wall from sea to sea across the island,* to repress the Caledonians, he

died at Eboracum, (York,) A. D. 211, in the 66th year of his age ; after a r^ign

of nearly 18 years.

This stern Emperor was possessed of a good understanding, but vindictive

feelings; and it is not a little singular that so sanguinary a tyrant should die of a

broken heart, in consequence of the wickedness of his eldest son. Though he

ruled the state with inflexible rigour, he was incapable of regulating his own family
;

for in private life he was a dissembling hypocrite, a cornuto contento as a husband,

and a weak father. Spartian says, that the Senate applied to Severus vyhat had been

said of Augustus, " that he ought never to have been born, or never to have died."

To this it may be answered that, had he not appeared, oceans of blood would have

been stayed, and Rome would have been spared a Caracalla, and a Heliogabalus.

Even his panegyrists are obliged to admit that he was a great rather than a good

prince, since he was utterly destitute of clemency, which is essential to that cha-

racter,—and which Seneca thought the most noble of all the regal virtues. So our

own poet :

—

" Not the King's crown, nor the disputed sword.

The Marshal's truncheon, nor the Judge's robe,

Become them with one half so good a grace

As mercy does."

• No mention U made of this wall either by Dio, or Herodian, yet Spartian highly extols it. Nor are antiquaries

agreed upon its nature, or site, though from Bede and Buchanan, down to Stukely and Gordon, it has been warmly contested.

One party is confident that it was a rampart which extended between the firths of Clyde and Forth ; while the other is

equally positire that it was a mere adjunct, or reparation of Hadrian's wall. Severus was to exasperated against the

Caledonians, for transgresaing this boundary in his last days, that he ordered his generals to extermioate them, without

distinction of age or sex :

—

" Let none escape your sword, none 6ee his doom

:

No, not the child, yet quick'nio^; ia the womb }'*

•aid he, adopting a Terse from the Iliad. ... . j .. ,,. ,7 ;. v-.r .
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Severus' wias esteemed eloquent, though, notwithstanding his family was of

equestrian rank, he always continued to speak Latin with a provincial accent. He
was also a "bit" of a mathematician, an auto-biographer,* and had some knowledge

of physic ; but his favourite pursuit was judicial astrology,—a science which led to

his marriage with Julia Domna. He was plain and frugal
; quick of apprehension ;

firm, patient, intrepid, and vigilant; and equally violent in love and hatred. His

insatiable avarice was partly glutted by the confiscations and fines with which

he punished the adherents of Didius, Niger, and Albinus, as well as all his other

enemies. With respect to his vaunted military skill, he possessed, without doubt,

very respectable talents, but was rather a dexterous "martinet" than a mag-

nanimous general ; nor was he present in the battles against Niger, which gave him

the empire,—and it was Lfetus who turned the fortunes of Albinus, Self-interest

was his idol, and cunning supplied the place of wisdom,—nor can a shadow of

true generosity be detected in any of the acts of his '^glorious" reign, as Gibbon

calls it. His liberality was confined to "currying favour" with the rabble,

and to the strengthening of his own dynasty by prodigal donatives to the soldiers

—

by which he gratified that rapacity in the army which thenceforward became

additionally prejudicial to the state ; while his wholesale system of banishment, by

means of his exiles, carried arts and implements among the barbarians, and prepared

a dreadful scourge for Rome. So strong was the principle of revenge in his

disposition, that purely from aversion to Didius, he attempted to abolish the decrees

of Salvius Julianus, the celebrated civilian. See No. CLXXXVII. But the para-

mount passion of his heart was inhumanity,—not the mad brutality of a Caligula,

a Nero, or a Commodus, but the deliberate cruelty of a cold-blooded and calculating

despot. In the Apostate's Satire, Silenus exclaims—" I dare not speak against him,

I am so terrified at his inexorable barbarity :" and Dr. Holliday, in his " Survey of

the Universe," says

—

" Severus might amongst the best shine bright.

But that he was th' eclipse of his own light."

The gold medals, medallions, and small-brass of Severus are rare ; but all the

others are common, and thoseof trite reverses are low priced. Dr. Musgrave, in his

"Belgium Britannicum," reckons the coins of this Emperor at 80 ; but he perhaps

merely meant those having connexion with the Belgse—for I have seen more than

150 in silver; and Vaillant, in enumerating his Greek imperial series only, exceeds

that number by upwards of 200. One of his monetary legends is very remarkable,

Aureliai Victor praises the style and fidelity ©f Severus'i rtory of hi* "Times"; but tbat honett old soldier, Dio»
<)uestio(u the Emperor's regard for truth.
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ivs confirming what historians relate of his declaring that he was adopted by Cona-

niodus: it is a medal of the year A. D. 195, with the imperial titles added to DIVI

Marci PI I Vilius.

CCCXXVI.
Obverse. IMP. CARS. I,. SEPT. SKV. PERT. AVG. [Imperator, Casar, Lucius Septimiun

Severun Perthiai, Augustus.) The laurelled head of Severus, with curled hair, and his neck
naked. The features, though not fine, have an air of majesty and command,—but the beard
is not long, as description would lead us to expect. He is said to have had a most harmonious
voice,—but it was often very discordantly used. This medal is covered with a thin brown
patina, and is in tolerable preservation ; it was purchased from Mr. Till, in 1828.

Reverse^ FlDEl LEG. Til. P. COS. [Fidei Legionum, Tribunitia potestale. Consul.) In the

field S. C. A robed female standing, holds an idol of Victory on her right hand, and a mili-

tary standard in her left. This was struck A. D. 193, to commemorate the fidelity of the

legions, against Julian, and Niger. The word Legion comes from legere to choose, or gather,
" quia milites in delectu legebantur," according to Varro. Each legend was divided into

10 cohorts, but the number of men dififered at different times. Under Komulus it consisted of

3^000 foot, and 300 horse ; in the days of Polybius it was 4,200; Augustus raised it to 6,100
foot, and 726 horse; and in the time of Severus it was reduced to 5000 men: but under
the following emperors, it was restored to the number established by Augustus. See the next
medal.

CCCXXVII.

Obi-erse, IMP. CAES. L. SEPT. SEV. PERT. AVG. {Imperator, Ccesar, Lucius Septimiu$
Severus Pertinax, Augustus.) The laureated profile of the Emperor, with mustachios,
trimmed beard, and a bare neck ; the forehead being remarkably high, and the features more
intelligent than on the last. This medal is varnished with a dark-red patina, spotted with
green, and is in fine condition ; I purchased it from a Roman soldier near Ostia, in 1823,

;. but it had formerly been in the Modena collection, as it is stamped with the little silver eagle
of that cabinet.

lieverse. LEG. XIIII. GEM. M. V. (Legio decima-quarta, Gemina, Martia, Victrix.) In
the field S. C. ; and on the exergum TR. P. COS. [Tribunitia potestate. Consul.)
A legionary eagle between two military ensigns, on each staff of which appears the bust of a
horse. The bravery of the 14th legion is here acknowledged, and it is also commemorated
among the inscriptions of Gruter: various other legions are honoured on the denarii.

These may represent the forces which most distinguished themselves, and, according to an
old custom, the standards were to be anointed. Pliny laments the extravagance of the
Romans in costly perfumed unctions, for their statues and eagles, on festivals :

" Aquilae
quoque ac signa ilia pulverulenta, et custodiis horrida, inungebantur Festis diebus." The
^(?mina alludes to the levies made by the Romans on the provinces, and dependent states,

under the general name of auxiliaries, by which each legion was increased to about 12^500
men. The peace establishment of Hadrian and his successors was composed of no less than
30 of these formidable brigades, besides the 20,000 chosen soldiers who formed the City
Cohorts, .aud Praitorian guards,—constituting a standing army of nearly 400,000 men.

,
CCCXXVIII.

Obverse. L. SEPT. SEV. PERT. AV6-. IMP. III. {Lucius Septimius Severus Pertinax, Au-
gustus, Imperator tertium.) A laureated profile of the Emperor, with a commanding aspect.

This medal is in very good condition, and covered with black patina: it was struck A. D. 194,
.,'

;

and was procured, by exchange, from an antiquary of Cagliari, in 1824. '-' '

ifjflj$r«e.. DIS AVSPICIB. TR. P. II. COS. II. P. P. {Dis Auspicibus, Tribunitia potestate

. ^ . iterum. Consul ilerum. Pater Pat ri a.) On the exergum S. C. Hercules with his club,
^'

'and the spoils of the Neraean lion, is standing, and tooking to the left. Behind him is Bacchus,
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with more of majesty than the Moderns, confounding him with Silenus, are apt to assign to him
;

he holds a cantharas in one band, and a thyrsus, entwined with two snakes, symbolical of Asia,

in the other : but though the syrma or triumphal robe, the nebris or fawn's skin, and the cothurni,

or buskins, are considered to be his distinctive attributes, he is here represented naked. Between
the figures is a lynx, or Panther, illustrating the verse of Propertius—

" Lyncibus ad coelum vecta Ariadne tuis."

This device indicates that Severus, when marching against Niger, especially addressed himself

to those deified heroes, as the noblest who had appeared on earth ; and Dio informs us that he
dedicated a sumptuous temple to them.

CCCXXIX.
Obverse. L. SEPT. SEV. PERT. AVG. IMP. IIII. (Lucius Septimius Senerus Pertinax, Augustus,

Imperator quartum.) The laureated head of Severus, with the hair, beard, and mustachios
trimmed. This medal is in remarkably fine condition, and covered with a deep brown patina

;

it was procured at Naples, in 1820.

Reverse. AFRICA. In the field S. C. (See No. CLXIV.) A robed female quoiffed with an elephant's

head, holds a wheat-sheaf as an emblem of fertility. At her feet is a lion, which marks her as
" teonum arida nutrix ;" and the figure recalls Claudian's description

—

" Tum spicis et dente comas insignis eburno,

Et calido rubicunda die sic Africa fatur."

This device appears to have been struck in allusion to the Emperor's native land, to which,
however, though he conferred many benefits thereon, it seems he was so little attached in reality,

as to order an old acquaintance to be scourged merely for recognizing him ; and when his sister

came over, he was ashamed of her rusticity :—Quum soror sua legitima ad enm venisset vix

Latine loquens, ac de ea multum Imperator erubesceret :" yet he was honoured and regarded as

a God, by the Africans.

cccxxx.
Obverse. L. SEPT. SEV. PERT. AVG. IMP. V. {Lucius Septimius Severus Pertinax, Augustus,.

Imperator quinttim.) The laurelled head of the Emperor characterised as above. This medal
has a coat of bright green patina, forming the " (erugo nobilis j" it was found among the ruins

of Leptis Magna, in 1816.*

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. III. COS. II. P. P. [Pontifex Maxirmis, Tribunitia poteslate, tertium.

Consul iterum. Pater Patria.) In the field S. C. The figure of Minerva, with the spear, the

parma or little round shield, and helmet, of the celebrated palladium, fabled to have been brought
from Troy, and never exposed to public view. She stands exactly as on the web woven in com-
petition with Arachne, according to the poet's description j and was allegorical of Providentia,

or Prudence. See No. CCXXXVIll.
CCCXXXI.

Obverse. L. SEPT. SEV. PERT. AVG. IMP. V. {Lucius Septimius Severus Pertinax, Augustus,.
Imperator quintum.) The laurelled head of Severus, with the hair, beard, and neck, as before.

A medal covered with thin brown patina, in excellent preservation, and stamped with the Eagle
of Este, or Modena ; it was purchased from Mr. Young, in 1826.

Reverse. PART. ARAB. PART. ADIAB. {Parthicus Arabicus, Purthicus Adiabenicus.) In the
field S. C. and on the exergum COS. II. P. P. {Consul iterum. Paler Patrice.) Two cap-
tives in oriental garb, with their hands tied behind them, seated upon shields, and a magnificent

trophy between them. This alludes to the successes of Severus, A. D. 195, when he crossed the

Euj>hrates to chastise the Osrhoeni, Adiabeni, and Arabians. He obtained some success ovtr

the Paithians, but apparently not in open warfare, since he would not assume the title of Par-
thicus, which oddly enough is here twice repeated, lest he should give umbrage to that still

powerful nation :

—

" Tela fugacis equi, et braccati militis arcus."

• In the course of my excavations at Leptis Magna—some of the fruits of which are now to be seen at Virginia >Vatcr,.
in Windsor Park—I found many Roman medals, but only this one of Severus, who was born there.

2b
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CCCXXXII.
Obverse. L. SEPT. SEV. PERT. AVG. IMP. VIII. (Lucius S^ptimius Seiierus Pertinax, Augustus,

Impetator octavttm.) A very spirited and characteristic head of Severus, with the bust in

armour. This beautiful medal is in the highest condition, coated wiih red and green patina, and

is cue of the best specimens of art in this reign. It was purchased in London, in 1S25, having

formerly been in the cabinet of Mr. Edgar.

Reverse. ADVENTVl AVG. FELICISSIMO. [Adventui AugustifeUcissimo.) On the exergum S. C.

The Emperor on his charger, raising his riglit hand ;—he is in his camp dress, but bare-headed.

An elegant military figure leads the horse by the biidle, and bears a standard. This device com-
niemoratts the Einperor's return to Rome, not on the death of Julian, as hath been " imprinted"—but in A. 1>. I'JO, whm he had been saluted Emperor for the eighth time. The first public

entry of Severus was under every possible demonstralion of joy
;
yet he committed unheard of

cruelties. After commending the character of Commodus to the Senators, who had declared his

memory infamous, he executed a number of their body without trial, and the city was filled with

bloodshed. But an act of justice was performed, in the degradation of the Praetorians. He
ordered them to attend him, without arms, and then having upbraided them in the bitterest terms

for their insolence, venality, and treachery, he commanded them, after quitting their horses and
badges, to retire, ignominiously, 100 miles from Rome, and not to return under pain of death.

'

CCCXXXIII.
Obverse. L. SEPT. SEV. PERT. AVG. IMP. VIII. {Lucius Seplimius Severus Pertmax, Augustus,

Imperator octavum.) A laurelled profile of the Emperor, with features less intelligent than in

the last, and the bust naked. A medal covered with a deep-brown patina, and in exceedingly

fine preservation ; it was obtained by exchange from a friend in London, in 1825.

/iererse. MVNIFICENTIA AVG. [Munijicentia Augusti.) On the exergum S. C. A large elephant,

harnessed, with net-work. This type was struck A. D. 197, to commemorate the spectacles

exhibited before the Emperor's second departure to reduce the Parthians. Notwithstanding his

habitual avarice, Severus squandered away large treasures on the soldiers, his known maxim
being to enrich the army that he might depress the other classes. But he also gave many con-

giaries and games to the people, most of which are duly recorded on medals ; and he was, more-

over, particularly careful of the supply of wine and oil for the city.

The extreme docility of the elephant seems to have been even better understood by the

ancients than by the moderns, for we are assured that when Galba was Proelor, he introduced at

the Floralia a new entertainuient, said to have become common enough afterwards, viz. the in-

credible feat of elephants dancing, or walking upon ropes ; and both iElian and Columella assert

that they contrived to breed the animal at Rome—whereas, except in the well-known instance

mentioned by Mr. Carse, in the Philosophical Transactions, and which occurred in India, every

modern attempt of the kind has failed. Cuvier, in speaking of the differences which distinguish

the elephants of Africa from those of Asia, assures us that their history is given more exactly by
Aristotle, than by Buffon. Yet Manilius enumerated this docile creature among the savage and
noxious animals of the torrid zone :

—

" Horrendos angues, habitataque membra veneno,
Et mortis partus, viventia crimina terree;

Et vastos elephantes habet, saevosque leones.

In poenas faecunda suas, parit horrida tellus."

CCCXXXIV.
Obverse. SEVERVS PIVS AVG. P. M. TR. P. XII. {Severus Pius, Augustus, Ponti/ex

Maximus, tribunilia potestale duodecimum.) The laureated profile of Severus, with a thick

beard and bare neck. This medal has received rough treatment, but the injury is of no modern
date, as it is cased with black patina ; it was presented to me by Mr. A. Tulin, the British Vice-
Consul, at Tunis, in 1822.

Reverse. INDVLGENTIA AVGG. {Indulgentia Augxistorum.) On the exergum IN CARTH.
[In Carthagine.) In the field S. C. Cybele, or Astarte, as Apuleius describes her, gracefully

seated on the back of a lion, which is running in the same direction as a stream from a high hill

:
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she wears a eorrona-lurrita, and holds a fulmea in one hand and a long sceptre in the other.
This device was struck A. D. 203, and soems relative to a reparation of the great aqueduct which
conveyed water from the Zygantes to Carthage—vast remains of which are still seen between
Tunis and the Zaghwan raountaiiks; but it is an indulgence upon which historians are silent.

The favor was probably accomplished by a stated remission of tribute, for had it required money
from the treasury, the legend would have been Munificentia instead of Indulgentia. Carthage
was greatly encourged under the emperors, and became opulent : Severus honoured it with the
privilege of Jus Italicum, whence it had the additional right of assuming the name of Felix.

cccxxxv.
Obverse. SEPT. SEVERVS PIVS AVG. {Septimius Severus Pius, Augustus.) The laurelled head

of the Emperor, under the usual characteristics, and with the bust ia armour. A medal in
secondary, but sound condition ; procured at Zante, in 1819.

Reverse. SAECVLARIA—on the exergum SACRA, S. C. Septimius Severus and his two sons sacri-

ficing at an altar, before a large temple ; on the left of the field is a tibicen playing the double
flute, (see No. CCCVI.) and on the right is a musician with his lyre. From the veiled figures in

the centre joining hands over the altar, and being without the patera, this type has somewhat the
appearance of a marriage ; but the fascia declares its object. In the foreground is the recum-
bent Tiber, to shew that the ceremony took place on his banks. This was struck A. D. 204, on
the eighth celebration of the grand Secular Games, which, from the political distuibauces, had
not taken place for 116 years : and by it the relations of Herodian and Zosimus are corroborated.
See Nos. XCIX. to CIV.

CCCXXXVI.
Obverse. L. SEPT. SEVERVS PIVS AVG. {Lucius Septimius Severus Pius, Augustus.) The

laureated profile of Severus, with smaller features than before, and the neck bare, A medal of
yellow brass, and in good preservation, though barely patinated; it was bought at the Hon. R. E.
Digby's sale, in 1825.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. XVIII. COS. P. P. (Ponlifex Maximus, Trihunilia, potestale Decimum-
octavum. Consul terlium. Pater Patrice.) On the exergum S. C. The Emperor in his camp-
attire, armed with a lance, and accompanied by two soldiers bearing standards, stands between
his two sous. On the ground is a captive. This was struck A. D. 210, to commemorate an
advantage over the Picts—who, however, by ambuscades and desultory attacks, sorely harrassed
their enemies.

CCCXXXVII.
Obverse. L. SEPT. SEVERVS PIVS AVG. (Lucius Septimius Severus Pius Augustus.) A fine

and expressive profile of Severus, with the laurel wreath, and a bare neck. This coin, in very
excellent condition, though unpatinated, was purchased from Mr. Young, in 1825.

Reverse. VICTORIAE BRITTANNICAE. On the exergum S. C. Two winged victories holding a
shield against a palm-tree, at the foot of which two captives are sitting. This was struck about
A. D. 210, on account of the same campaign as the last—but the success was dearly purchased,
fur the Emperor lost 50,000 men, from fatigue, hardships, and the incessant attacks and stratagems
of their wily foes. By perseverance, however, he surmounted all difficulties, and compelled the
Caledonians to purchase a peace ; for this he was honoured with the tMeoi Brilannicus Maximus,
and his son with that of Brilannicus. It should be observed that the orthography of Britain on
this legend, differs from that on the medal of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius, by the additional T.

CCCXXXVIII.
Obverse. DIVO SEPTIMIO SEVERO PIO. The unlaurelled head of the defunct Emperor, with placid

features, and the neck naked. This medal is of yeJlow brass without patina, and is in very high
preservation : it was found near the marshes of Astura, in 1822, and fell into my possession
shortly afterwards.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. On the exergum S. C. A magnificent rogus, with elaborate decorations,
surmounted by a quadrigated car, in compliment to the memory of the Emperor, whose ashes were
transported to Rome. It is said that when he found his end approaching, he cried out " Omnia .
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Jui, et nihil expedit." Then ordering the porphyry vase in which his ashes were to be inclosed

to be brought—" little urn," said he, " thou shalt soon contain him whom the world could not."*

This pyre, having but^ye stories, cannot represent the septizonium of Severus, as some medallists

have supposed : that towering edifice was destroyed by Sixtus Vth, is said to have been little

short of the Moles Hadriana, in point of size and splendour, tuBiiWl b'M

JULIA DOMNAle 'fso^ta "^d- m • n'fooi ^ir^r *

Julia Domna was the daughter of Bassianus, a Syrian priest of the Sun, but of

mean extraction. Slie was born at Emessa, and would probably have passed a life

of obscurity, had not her horoscope foretold thather htjsband \Vould become a sovereign.

Severus l>€ard of this, and taken more by the prophecy than by her personal charms,

which were very great, married her A.O. 173; the ceremony took place in the

temple of Venus, and the Empress Faustina was singularly condescending on the oc-

casion. Julia bore two sons, Caracalla and Geta, and two daughters, who were called

Septimia, but whetlier they had any other names is iiot recorded. After the death of

Severus, she made an attempt to maintain peace between lier sons, but without success,

for Geta was murdered in her arms; and though she was wounded at the same time, she

•lared not openly repine. After the fall of Caracalla she starved herself to death, A. D.

217, apparently more from the dread of Macrinus, than through regret for her son.

Julia was beautiful, graceful, and witty ; had great talents, and affected the com-

pany of mathematicians and philosophers; but was cunning, and ambitious—and,

for the honour of letters, it is to be regretted that her virtue did not equal her capacity.

Without believing the odious scandal retailed by Spartian and Aurelius Victor, re-

specting Caracalla—but which is not mentioned by contemporary writers—it is readily

seen that she disgraced Severus—as far as so passive a husband could be dishonoured

—

and the whole court, by her profligacy. She lived, however, in apparent harmony

with Severus, accompanied him on his expeditions, and was with him when he died

in Britain ; and the only slight which she appears to have received, was the insult

given to her by Plautian, the Emperor's favourite. Brantome thinks her frailty may

be excused, because she happened to bear the contaminated name of Julia;—and a

sarcasm which the wife of Argentocox, a British Prince, uttered in her presence, has

been duly noted. Tristan sums up her character with great severity— " EUe estoit

autant vicieuse, qu'aucune autre Imperatrice qui V eust devancee. Comme
estant superbe, arrogante, maligne, trompeuse, et artificieuse a la Syrienne ;

• And thus it bath been said of the Macedonian, " Magnus Alexander parvae non sufficit urDx." Sbakspeare fioely allude*

to thi» sentimeBt :—
, , .

'' Ill-weaved ambition, how much art thou shrunk '.

When that this body did contain a spirit,
' •S'-''^^'

''"' A kingdom for it was too small a bound

;

But now, two paces of the vilest earth

Is room enough."
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et de plus estoit quereleuse, et lubrique, lascive, etfoit subjecie a ses plaisirt."

Still lier exahation, esteem for learning, sorrows, and melancholy death, have uuittd

in giving celebrity to her name; and she herself, her sister Maesa, and her nieces

Scemias and Mamaea, had no small share in the affairs of the empire, from the days

of Severus to those of Alexander. She was consecrated by Elagabahis, a fact which
is only known from the medals struck on the occasion.

The coins bearing her image are rare, except in silver, and large and middle-
brass ; the tritest types being Pudicitia, Concordia, Felicitas, Fecunditas,* Cybele,

Juno, Vesta, Diana, Venus, and Ceres. Inscribed with Domna they are more prized

than when they have Pia, a name given to Julia at Rome, in honour of Fulvia Pia,

the mother of Severus.-f It has been disputed whether Domna is Syrian, or a Latin

corruption of Domina ; but it seems to be merely a family name.

CCCXXXIX.
,

Obverse. IVLIA DOMNA AVG. (Julia Domna Augusta.) A profile of the Empress, witbremarkably
handsome features, and a placid expression of countenance. The hair is curiously brought over
the ears, and turned up at the back of the head. The appearance indicates a female of about 30
years of age. This medal is varnished with brown patina, and is in ejfcelleflt preservation ; it

was procured at Alexandria, in 1822.

Reverse. VESTA. On the exergum S. C. The Empress, as "Vesta, veiled and seated on a throne, with
the palladium on her right hand, and a sceptre in her left. The adoration of this goddess wan
pretended to have been brought from Phrygia into Italy, by ^neas and his followers ; and the
first oblations in all sacrifices were made to her. It does not appear that there were any statues
of Vesta, and Ovid expressly says " Effigiem nuUam Vesta, nee ignis Aabent.^'

CCCXL
Obverse. IVLIA PIA FELIX. AVG. (Julia Pia, Felix, Augusta.) The head of Julia, with her hair

dressed in a singular taste, and her bosom robed. A fine spread patinated medal, in good con-
dition, which was procured at Cagliari, in Sardinia, in 1824.

Reverse. VESTA MATER. On the exergum S. C. A circular temple, before which the vestal virgins,
arrayed in suffibula,J are sacrificing at an altar, whence a Bame rises. This seems to have been
struckonDomna's rebuilding the temple which was burnt in the reign of Commodus, and replacing
the palladium therein. The name of Vesta is attributed to Terra, as typifying internal heat, and as
fire produces nothing, so she was held to be the emblem of virginity, and all the world knows
what awaited any of her priestesses who violated her rules. She was worshipped in a round fane
possibly in allusion to the rotundity of the earth, "nullus procurrit in illo ungulus," with her
fire ever burning in the centre. See the last medal, and No. XC. On her temple at Rome, now
a picturesque ruin, Horace gives those beautiful lines:

—

^"^ c»«UK:»^n ii;^ i

" Vidimus flavum Tiberim, retortis

Littore Etrusco violenter undis.

Ire dejectum monumenta regis,

Templaque Vestas." -rfWOUa'aij* ^dftW^^t^.

• A medal of Domna's, which somewhat confounds Fecunditas with Tellus, as a-soupce of fertility, mutt be excepted from
this list. A halfnaked female is seated on the ground, with her left arm resting on an urn, from which issue fruit and flowers

;

her right hand is placed on a globe marked with stars, on the surface of which are four children, symbolical of the seasons.
These are supposed to represent the two sons and two daughters ofDomna,"e< eoiVa" observes a French writer, /« veritable
tymbole de lafecondite." Addison describes this type,but he is mistaken in saying that the lady's head is crowned with turrets.

+ Some curious ancient clay moulds, for forging Denarii of Domna, are figured in the Philosophical Transactions for 1750

;

they were found at Ryton, in Shropshire.

{ The suffibulum, according to the useful Dictionary of Pompeius Festus, is—"Vestimentum album prtctcxtum qua-
-drangulum oblongum, quod in capite Vestales Virgiaes aacrificaDtes habebantjidque fibula comprebendebatur."
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CCCXLI.
Obverse. IVLIA AVGySTA. A charming profile of Julia, with her breast neatly clothed, and her hair

dressed as in No. CCCXXXIX. A medal of yellow brass, barely patinated, but in excellent
preservation; it was found in the Pontine Marshes, in 1823.

Reverse. MATRl CASTRORVM. On the exergum S. C. A veiled female standing before an altar with
an acerra in one hand, and a patera in the other. Opposite the altar are three military standards
Ihe device, though less noble, is borrowed from Faustina Junior, see No. CCLXX. • and this
title, so flattering to Julia's vanity, was bestowed about the fourth year of her husband's' rei"-n

CCCXLII.
Obverse. IVLIA AVGVSTA. The profile of Domna, with a pleasing aspect, finely-turned neck, and herbosom robed

; but with the hair unbecomingly dressed. A medal in high condition and varnished
with reddish-brown patina, which was obtained by exchange from M. Carstenseu, the Danish
Consul-General at Tripoli, in 181G.

Heverse. MATER AVGG. {Mater Augustorum.) On the exergum S. C. Cybele, with a pine-branch
'"

.
."&"* ""'"'' '^ ^^^^^^ °" ^ l*»'0"e placed upon a car, which is drawn by four noble lions

1 his piece of servile adulation compares Domna with the mighty " Mater Deorum " in her beine
the mother of Caracalla and Geta

; and it was probably struck when Geta was declared Augustus
about A. D. 209. See No. CCLIX. The representations of Cybele. are usually accompanied
by the lion j whence the great poet says

—

'^

" Hinc Mater cultrix Cybele, Corybantiaque sera
Idaeumque uemus ; hinc fida silentia sacris

;

Et juncti curruin Dominte subiere Leones."

CCCXLIII.
Obverse. IVLIA PIA FELIX AVG. (Julia Pia, Felix, Augusta.) The head of the Empress, with a

countenance of great feminine beauty, and the bust richly robed. The hair is ungracefully braided
close round the head and over the ears, resembling the remarkable moveable head-dress which is
still seen on her bust in the Capitol at Rome.* This medal is coated with russet-green patina

hi I8I9"
''"^ condition; it was presented to me by Admiral Sir Sydney Smith, at Naples,

Reverse. MAT. AVGG. MAT. SEN. M. PATR, [Mater Augustorum, Mater Senatus, Mater
J-atria.) On the exergum S. C. Domna seated on a throne, with a sceptre in her left hand, and
a branch ol laurel in her right: she is attired in rich robes, and wears the "wig," as on the
obverse. These comprehensive titles are highly adulatory : and the new one of Mater Senatus
alludes to the capacity of the Empress for state affaii-s. Severus placed great reliance on her
judgment. Under Caracalla she retained the dignity of Augusta, her name was joined to that of
the limpeior m the despatches which he addressed to the Senate; and she was intrusted with the
care ot the most important records.

CARACALLA.
Bassianus, the son of Septimi us Severus and Julia Domna, was born at Lugdunum,

A. D. 188. He was afterwards called Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, in consequence
of his father's dreaming that one under that appellation would succeed him ; but he is

belter known as Caracalla, a nickname which he obtained from wearing a peculiar
Gaulish garment. At the age of eight he was declared Ceesar, and two" j ears after-
wards was decorated with the title of Augustus. He married Plautilla, A. D. 202,

• For the probable introduction of periwigs into Italy, sec No. LXIII. Lucian's false prophet, Alexander, when afflicted witha complaint in the head, was discovered to wear a wig.
r r •>
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and treated her witlj iuhuinan barbarity. He attended his father on the British

expedition, and after trying to murder him, succeeded to the throne, A. D. 211, con-

jointly with his brother Geta, whom he, however, killed in the following year. An

atrocious career of folly and barbarity ensued, till having rallied Macrinus, the Prje-

torian Prefect, for cowardice, and threatened his life, that otficer caused the tyrant to be

assassinated in the spring of A. D. 217, in the 30th year of his age ; and this execra-

ble "Man of Blood" received the honours of deification, by command of the soldiers.

Caracalla exceeded his father in cruelty and perfidy, without inheriting one of his

virtues ; and he had the faculty of adding the keenest insults to torture. When told

that his fratricide might be expiated, in some degree, by consecrating his brother, he

answered—" sit Dious, durn non sit vivus." He destroyed the whole of his brother's

friends and adherents, together with their families, nor would he suffer the bodies of

many of them to be buried. He revenged himself for the railleries of the Alexandrians

by a general massacre. He killed the celebrated lawyer, Papinian, because he would

not justify paricide—Fadilla, the only surviving daughter of Marcus Aurelius, for con-

doling with Domna on the death of Geta—and HelviusPertinax, because his father had

sat on the throne. Tristan thinks him the most cruel of tyrants—" Car Caligula,

JVeron, Vitelle, Domitian, tiy Commode ne se peuvent pas dire axmr tons en-

semblefait tailler en pieces vingt mille hommes, comme il fit en une seulefois."

Besides his cruelty, he was a most intolerable oppressor of his subjects, for no prince

ever employed more iniquitous means of raising money than Caracalla, or squandered

it away more prodigally. By an extravagant largess he emptied, in one day, the ex-

chequer, which his father had filled by innumerable murders, and unjust confiscations,

during the space of 18 years. He was not only ignorant, but a despiser of literature

and learned men ; yet Oppian dedicated his treatise " de Venatioiie" to him. What

with remorse and cowardice, he lived in constant dread of all mankind—not satisfied

with consulting augurs, emissaries, and spies, he longed lor ears sufficiently quick to

hear all that was said of him—and after his death it was discovered that he had purchased

at an enormous cost, poison enough to give a quietus to all his " loving subjects."'

Caracalla is said to have shewn symptoms of goodness in his tender years, and even

to have imbibed the principles of Christianity ; but he quickly proved himself a pro-

fessed enemy to the human race. Whoever was the author of the famous law, which

made all free subjects of the Provinces citizens of Rome, Caracalla is entitled to the

merit of its promulgation ; yet the motive may have been rather to extend the legacy

duties throughout the empire, than to give an act of grace. This, and the embellish-

ing of Rome with some magnificent edifices, are the only actions deserving of praise,

in the whole of his detestable career.
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The medallions and gold medals of this Emperor are of considerable rarity, as are

also the small-brass; but the denarii, the large and middle. brass,* together with the

Greek, Colonial, and Egyptian, are common. As the coins of this reign are not readily

distinguished by the tyro from those of Elagabalus, it may be mentioned that the le-

gends of the latter commence with IMP. which is not the case with the large-brass

series of Caracalla, who however has sometimes the distinguishing titles of Britannicus

and Gennanicus. There is also a star, or small radiated sun, on many of the coins of

Elagabalus, which I have never met with on those of Caracalla.

CCCXLIV.
Obverse. M. AVK. ANTONINVS CAES. (Marcus Aurelius Autoninus Casar.) A youthful and

unlaurelled head of Caracalla, with an apparently ingenuous countenance ; the bust is in armour,

over which the paludamentum is fibulated. This medal is in singularly high perfection, and

covered with chocolate-coloured patina ; it was struck about A. D. 196, and was found near Cape

Miseno, in 1820.

Reverse. SPEI PERPETVAE. In the field S, C. The personification of Hope in light drapery, with

the lotus-blossom in her hand. This type is well delineated, but falls very short of the elegant

one described under No. XXXIX. Of this virtue, says Erasmus—" Plato dicere solet, SpES

esse vigilantium somnia : and Ovid

—

" Ha;c Dea, cum fugerent sceleratus numina terras.

In Dis invisa sola remansit humo."

CCCXLV.
Obverse. M. AVREL. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. (Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius Augustus.)

The laurelled head of the Emperor, with a stern expression of countenance. A well-spread medal

ofvellow brass without patina, and in very fine condition; it was purchased from Mr. Young,

in 1826.

Reverse. PONTIF. TR. P. XII. COS. III. (Ponti/ex, Tribunitia poteslatc decimum-secundum.

Consul tertium. On tlie exergum S. C. Severus and Caracalla, in camp-dresses, accompanied

by three snldiers, two of whom bear standards, and one a spear and shield; at their feet is a cap-

tive bound. This was struck A. D. 209, to commemorate an advantage over the Britons.

CCCXLVI.

Obverse. M. AVREL. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG, (Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius, Augustus.)

The laureated head of Caracalla, with short hair and beard, bare neck, and harsh forbidding

features. A remarkably fine medal, and covered with deep-brown patina; it was procured by

exchange from a numismatic friend in London, in 1828.

Reverse. PONTIF. TR. P. XIII. COS. III. (Ponti/ex Tribunitia poteslate decimum-tertium. Consul

tertium.) On the exergum S. C. Two figures in sacerdotal attire, take each other by the hand,

in presence of a third person, who is robed and veiled; an altar in the centre adds sanctity to the

ceremony. This was probably struck upon the reconciliation of Caracalla and Geta, after some

quarrel, A.D. 210; and the figure in the middle may be Severus.

CCCXLVII.

Obverse. M. AVREL. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. (Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius, Augustus.)

The head of the Emperor, with the laurel wreath, short hair and bare neck. This medal is in

J
ver\- fine condition, and incrusted with reddish-brown patina ; it was procured at Pisa, in 1823.

Reverse. VICT. BRIT. P. M. TR. P. XllII. COS. HI. (Victoria Brifannica, Ponti/ex Maximus,

Tribunitia potestate decimum-quartum, Consul tertium.) On the exergum S, C. Victory with

» One of the dupondii, inscribed ARCVS AVGG, is interesting : it represents the triumphal arch of Septimus Severus, at

the foot of the Capitoline Hill, exactly as it appears now that the rubbish is removed, in which it was half hidden.
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with her left foot standing on a helmet, is writing on a buckler placed against a magnificent

trophy. On the opposite side stands a female in long robes, whom Eckhel, from the cistifer on

>her head, concludes to be Isis-Pharia, on account of the veneration in which C'aracalla held that

goddess : this however is not quite satisfactory, for her hands seem to be tied down ; she may
therefore represent a nation driven to purchase peace, but is erect, because not wholly subdued.

At her feet is a captive bew^ilipg his fate. This was struck.. A. D. 211. See No. CCIX.

. >di :i-5r ^' CCCXLVIII/. « -'via. ..'.,»„,., nr-^

M. AVREL. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. [Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius, Augustus.)

The head of Caracalla, with a laurel wreath over short hair, a thin beard, and a better expression

of features than in the last. This medal is incrusted with red patina, apparently the effect of

tire, but is in very high conservation ; it was purchased at Mr. Tratile's sale, in 1832.

VICTORFAE BRITTANICAE. On the exergum S. C. A winged Victory writing on a buckler,

a trophy, a female, and a captive, as in the last ; but here the head-dress of the deity or province,

is much more distinct, as well as the suffibulum. This device seems to represent some advantage

in Britain, but all that Caracalla did was to purchase a shameful peace, and desert the fortifica-

tions raised with such labour by his father. See the Victoria Britianicte of Severus. The
Romans seem to have become very desirous of securing a country, of which they found Horace

knew nothing when he devoted it to plague, pestilence, and famine.

" Hie helium lacrymosum, hie miseram famem
Pestemque, a populo et principe Caesare, in

* -itntB t
. Persas atque Britannos

Vestra motus aget prece."

CCCXLIX.
M. AVREL. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. BRIT. [Marcus Aurelius, Antoninus Pius, Au-
gustus, Britannicus.) The laureated head of Caracalla, with an evil cast of countenance, and
his neck bare. The portraits of the Emperor, from about this date, are represented with an
older appearance than belongs to one who was killed in his 30th year. A medal covered with

Saxon-green patina, and in most excellent preservation, which was bought at Lord Morion's sale,

in 1830.

P. M. TR. P.. XVI. IMP. II. [Pontifex Ma.timus, Tribunitia potestate decimum-sextum,
Imperator iterum.) In the field S. C. ; and on the exergum COS. IIII. P. P. [Consul quar-
tum. Pater Patrice.) The Emperor, in a triumphal car, slowly drawn by four horses, as if in

a consular procession, holds the reigns in one hand, and a sceptre, surmounted by an eagle,
" volucrem sceptro," in the other. Instead of a slave behind him, bawling in his ear " Respice
post te, hominem te esse memento," there is a graceful winged victory in the act of placing a

crown on his head. This was struck A. D. 213, and most probably records his expedition

against the Catti and Alemanni, now first mentioned, but which Tillemont and Vaillant suppose
to have taken place a year later.

CCCL.
M. AVREL. ANtONINVS PIVS AVG. BRIT. [Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius, Au-
gustus, Britannicus.) The laurelled profile of Caracalla, with the pallium on the shoulder, and
a gloomy ferocious physiognomy. This medal is of yellow brass, without patina, and is in

singular perfection ; it was found in the Pontine Marshes, in 1798, and passed into this collection

from the cabinet of the Abbale Balsamo, of Palermo, in 1814.

P. M. TR. P. XVI. IMP. II. {Ponti/ex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate decimum-sextum,
Imperator iterum.) On the exergum COS. IIII. P. P. [Consul quartum. Pater Patrice,)
and under it S. C. A very magnificent circus, with obelisk, statues, ostia, metae, and chariot-
races, in the style of Trajan's medal, described under No. CXXVII. This is of the mintage of
A. D. 213, and is usually mentioned as commemorating a structure which Caracalla raised outside
the city, a little beyond where the church of S. Sebastian now stands, on the Appian way. But
it seems more probable that it was struck on the making of some addition to the Circus Maxi-

2c
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mns ; for had this Emperor erected so magnificent a pile as the one on the medal, Eatropius

would hardly have said—" Opus Roma egregium fecit Lavacra, qua Antoniniana appel-

lantur, nihil praterea memorabile." My late friend, IVIons. le Baron Cuvier, considered the

hippoligris which Caracalla killed in the circus, as having been a zebra.

CCCLI.

Obverse. M. AVREL. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. BRIT. (Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius, Au-
gustus, Brilannicus.) The laurelled head of Caracalla, with harsh sensual features, and a

thick throat. This medal, cased in grass-green patina, and in very superior perfection, was

procured at Susah, a town of Tunis, in 1822.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. XVII. IMP. III. COS. IIII. P. P. {Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potes-

tate decimum-septimum, Imperator tertium. Consul quartum. Pater Patriee.) On the

exergum S. C. The Emperor, between two Praetorian officers, on a camp-tribunal, is haranguing

the aquiliferi of the cohorts. The foremost warrior holds a short implement in his hand, which
Visconti took for a palm-branch, but it is more likely to be a weapon. This reverse of Caracalla

is of considerable rarity, and represents an address to the soldiers on taking the field—the allo-

cution being so customary that Csesar, mentioning the suddenness of an attack, says he had not

even time to harangue his army.

CCCLII.

Obverse. M. AVREL. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. GERM. {Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius, Au.
gustus, Germanicus.) The laureated profile of the Emperor, with curled hair and beard, pro-

tuberant throat, and harsh forbidding features. This medal, in high perfection and incrusted

with a deep olive-green patina, was procured at Corinth, in 1820. It seems that Caracalla as-

sumed the title of Germanicus A. D. 213, but the exact cause is unknown

—

"veljoco, vel serio,

ut erat slultus, et demens,'" says Spartian. Indeed he was obliged to purchase peace from the

Germans, at so dear a rate; that he was reduced to coin false money : "instead of silver and
gold," quoth Dio, " he provided us with lead silvered over, and brass gilt."

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. XVII. IMP. III. COS. IIII. P. P. (Poniifex Maximus, Tribunitia po-
festate decimum-septimum, Imperator tertium. Consul quartum, Pater PatritB.) In the field

S. C. and on the exergum LIB. AVG. Villi. {Liberalitas Augutti nonum.) The Emperor,
seated on a curule chair upon a suggestum, between a military officer and the figure of Equity,

superintends the distribution of a congiary to the Roman people, symbolized by a togated figure

on the steps. This reverse was struck A. D. 214, and as largesses were seldom bestowed unless

the donors were in the city, we may infer that Caracalla was in Rome in some part of that year.

On this occasion he gave every man a cloak, or Gaulish habit, resembling the one from which
he was nicknamed—and it was the last donation he made.

The Liberalities form a valuable part of the mintage of this reign, and are thus estimated :—
the 4th and 8th are common ; the 5th a little more rare ; the 1st, 2nd, and 7th are rarer still

;

the 3d and 9th veiy rare ; and the 6lh has never yet been found.

CCCLIII.

Obverse. M. AVREL. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. GERM.) Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius, Au-
gustus, Germanicus.) The laureated profile of the Emperor, with curled hair and beard, stern

countenance, and thick throat ; the bust is in armour, over which the pallium is buckled. This
medal, coated with a light-brown patina, and in singular preservation, was procured at Sassari,

in Sardinia, in 1824.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. XVill. IMP. III. COS. IIII. P. P. {Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia po-
lestate decimum-octavum, Imperator tertium. Consul quartum. Pater Patrice.) In the field

S. C. A bold figure of jEsculapius with the mystic wand, which typifies the support of life,

and the bare arm and robe, as described in No. CCCXX.—besides which iYicfasciee libiales

are plainly seen on his legs, and the crepida on his feet :

—

" Med'cine is mine ; what herbs and simples grow
In fields and forests, all the powers I know :

And am the great physician call'd below."
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By his side stands Telesphorus, the deity of convalescents, who is always represented very small,

and closely wrapped in a cloak, to denote the necessity of keeping patients warm, and treating

them as children. At the feet of iEsculapius is a globe, which not only signified the world and
its dominion, but also eternity—" apud Romanos perpetuitas est per spliaram iiidicata.^' saith

P. Valeriano. See No. CCCIX. But, notwithstanding this profession of universal power, the

Romans slighted the power of medicine, and for a long course of years left the practice of it

wholly to persons of a servile condition, or freedmen ; and this important art was sunk still lower

in their opinion, by the palpable ignorance of the quacks who professed it. Nor was this all.

The priests of the college of Augurs arrogated to themselves the sole privilege of supplicating the

gods for the health of every individual, and of the whole state—as if any one could not ask it for

himself: hence Cicero's " Salutem Populi Sacerdotes augurantor." Yet nothing was more
profitable. Pliny mentions several physicians who were pensioned at about £ 2000. per annum ;

and in the reign of Claudius, one Dr. Stertinus complaining of thesmallness of his income, it was
doubled for him.

This medal was struck A. D. 215, on the Emperor's visiting Pergamos, and there sacrificing

to ^sculapius for the recovery of his health, but that god, says Herodian, was deaf to all his

prayers. For now he began to be afflicted with several strange diseases: and betides this he was

frequently scared with dreadful visions, fancying that he saw the ghosts of his father and brother

rushing upon him with angry gestures and drawn swords.

CCCLIV.
Obverse. M. AVREL. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. GERM. {Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius,

Augustus Germanicus.) The laurelled head of Caracalla, with a countenance of meanness and
cruelty. This medal was struck A. D. 215, and was purchased at Lord Morton's sale in 1830;
it is of yellow brass, thinly patinated, but in excellent condition.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. XVIII. IMP. III. COS. IIII. P. P. [Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potes-
late decimum-octavum, Imperator tertium. Consul quartum. Paler Patrice. A colossal figure

of Caracalh, with a radiated head, in a low car swiftly drawn by four spirited horses, of which he
holds the reins, in imitation of Apollo: " dicehat se in agitandis curribus solem imilari,edque

in re maxime gloriabatur" says Xiphiline. On account of that propensity, and his being en-

gaged in oriental campaigns, the Senate complimented him with the device before u», during his

absence. Apollo was distinguished above his compeers by having four horses assigned to his

chariot ; the team, however, appears to have been changed after Homer's days, as the deity then

only drove a pair, neither of which are among those whose names are recited by Ovid. The Cir-

censian games were dedicated to the sun; as appears in the poem " De laudibus Justini :"—
" Solis honore novi grati Spectacula Circi,

Antiqui sanxere patres, qui quatuor esse

Solis equos quadam verum rationeputabant,

Tempora continui signantes quatuor anni."

CCCLV.
Obverse. M. AVREL. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. GERM. (Marcus Aurelius Antomnus Pius, Au-

gustus, Germanicus.) A harsh profile of the Emperor, with a laurel crown over curly hair, a thin

beard, and thick throat ; the armour of the bust is covered with the pallium. This medal is in

very high preservation, and incrusted with a dense-green patina ; it was bought from a peasant
near Mazzara, in Sicily, in I8I7.

Keverse. P. M. TR. P. XVIII. IMP. III. COS. IIII. P. P. {Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia
polestale decimum-octavum, Imperator tertium. Consul quartum. Paler Patrice.) On the

exergum S. C. Diana in a biga drawn by two bulls galloping; her head is ornamented with a
crescent, and surrounded with the floating veil described under No. CCLXII. Erizzo thinks this

device is an astronomical allusion to the moon in the sign Taurus—but Caracalla having been
complimented as the sun, it is probable this reverse was struck to flatter his mother. The moon,
from the admirable beauty of her waxing, waning, and supposed influences, was worshipped as

Regent of the night and Queen of chastity : yet Lucian parodies the fine episode of Luna and
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Endymion, by saying it was customary for her to fall in love with handsome young men while

they slept. Claudian mentions her car as being drawn by stags :—
" Dixit, et extempl6 frondosa fertur ab AIpe
Trans pelagus, cervi currum subiere jugales."

CCCLVI.
Obverse. M. AVREL. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. GERM. {Marcus Jurelius Antoninus Pius,

Augustus Gcrmanicus.) The laurelled profile of Caracalla, with a gloomy expression of coun-
tenance, but on the whole more spirited than on the preceding coins. Part of the pallium and the

aegis appear on the bust. This medal, in exceedingly-fine condition and varnished with a reddish-

bronze coloured patina, was procured at Frejus, in 1823, having been found near the amphitheatre.

lieverse. P. M. TR, P. XVIII. IMP. III. COS. IIII. P P. (Poniifex Maximus, Tribunitia potes-

tate decimum-octavum, Imperator tertium. Consul quartum. Pater Patrice.) On the

exergura S. C. A gaunt lion crowned with rays, holding a fulmen in his mouth. A wild beast

with the symbols of power was not an inappropriate emblem of Caracalla, for he was designated

by an oracle as the "rabid animal of Italy." But as satire was neither safe nor customary on
Roman medals, the device was, no doubt, selected as a compliment to the Emperor, whose lordly

magnanimity vied with that of the king of the forests. It may also represent the lion which the

Emperor had constantly with him, at bed and board ; or that which he said came out of the woods
and fought for him in Parthia. But he had a " large mouth," and

" Talk'd as familiarly of roaring lions.

As maids of thirteen do of puppy-dogs."

CCCLVII.
Obverse. M. AVREL. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. GERM. {Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius,

Augustus Germanicus.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with curled hair and beard, a
thick throat, and shoulders covered with the pallium over armour. The ear of this portrait is

remarkably well placed, and the features are less repulsive than in some other coins of Caracalla.

This medal, which is in the highest possible perfection, and covered with bronze-green patina,

was procured at Corfu, in 1819.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. XVIII. IMP. III. COS. IIII. P. P. {Pontifex Maximus Tribunitia
potestate decimum-octavum, Imperator tertium, Consul quartum. Pater Patrice.) On the

exergum S. C. The Emperor in his paludamentum, standing with his right foot on a crocodile, the

emblem of Egypt, holds a lance with its point downwards, in his left hand, as a token of peace. He
is received by a female personating a Province, and hastening towards him with a sistrura and some
ears of wheat ; she is represented in light and short drapery to denote her readiness to meet him.
This evidently alludes to Caracalla's arrival at Alexandria, whither he repaired for the purpose of
consulting Serapis respecting his malady. The Alexandrians received him with joyous pomp,
with which the " man of blood " outwardly seemed pleased ; but inwardly he meditated a terrible

revenge for some lampoons formerly thrown out against him. He had been exposed for murdering
his brother, and his mother was called Jocasta, for living with him afterwards ; and what was
still worse, he was ridiculed for endeavouring to imitate Achilles and Alexander. As a retribution

for these offences, he ordered his soldiers to fall on the assembled multitude, in the midst of their

festivities, and to make an indiscriminate slaughter. His commands were executed with such
barbarity, that the whole city flowed with blood, thousands of strangers as well as inhabitants fell

in the carnage, and a general pillage succeeded this horrible and treacherous massacre.

CCCLVIII.
Obverse. M. AVREL. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. GERM. {Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius, Augus-

tus, Germanicus.) An ill-favoured profile of Caracalla, with the laurel crown over his head, and
a Vitellian throat. A medal of fine yellow brass, without patina, but in splendid condition; it

was purchased at Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. XVIII. IMP. III. COS. IIII. P. P. (Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia
potestate decimum-octavum, Imperator tertium, Consul quartum, Pater Patria.) On the
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•excrgum S. C. The Emperor on horseback, extending his right hand, and holding a sceptre in

his left ; he is preceded by an officer on foot, who carries a trophy, and is followed by two sol-

diers bearing military standards. This alludes to one of those progresses in which, during his

restless state of mind and body, he wandered about till his death, the laughing-stock of foreign

nations, and the disgrace of bis own. Among other freaks, he declared war against Parthia, and

having, like a dastard, ravaged the tombs of the Arsacidse, he boasted that he had conquered the

Parthians, whom he had not even seen—a lie by which he wrung from the Senate the agnomen of

Parthicus,* and a decree for a triumph.

This is the last medal of Caracalla, contained in this collection—but some of the twentieth

tribunate are extant. 1 had a consecratio, with the funereal pyra, and Divo Anionino Magno as

a legend on the obverse, but it was not in sufficient preservation for the series.

PLAUTILLA.

Fulvia Plautilla, the daughter of Fulvius Plautianus, a Praetorian Praefect, was

married to Caracalla A. D. 202. The nuptials were celebrated with the utmost pomp
and magnificence, for they took place at a happy conjuncture, the Emperor having

just returned from the East, laden with spoils ; and the consequent spectacles, largesses,

and rejoicings, lasted many days. As the lady happened to be as haughty as she was

handsome, her happiness was of short duration ; she quickly became an object of

aversion to him who had never loved her, and was exiled to Lipari in the following

year.-f After lingering in wretched affliction, wanting even the common necessaries

of life, she was murdered A. D. 212, by order of her inhuman husband, who despatched

assassins for that purpose the instant that he was released from restraint by his father's

death.

The unhappy wife of Caracalla is less known by her qualities, than by her exalta-

tion and fall. Her father was as great and powerful a favourite with Severus, as

Sejanus had been with Tiberius; and a vile insinuation is thrown out as the cause:

" ut vero alii affirmant magnis flore CBtatis per stuprum conciliatus." Being a

native of Africa, as well as the Emperor, the meanness of his descent was overlooked,

and the highest honours heaped upon him. He was adorned with the consular dig-

nity, created senator without being removed from the command of the Praetorians,

and, to crown his ambition, his daughter was united to the heir of the empire. During
Ins elevation, the conduct ofPlautian is represented as having been proud, arbitrary, cruel,

and treacherous; and so delighted was he with Plautilla's marriage—albeit it proved

in the end " un vrai menage d' enjer"—that he gave her a dower which Dio thought

* A pleasantry of the younger Pertinax, upon the appellatives of Caracalla, cost him his life. Finding that the cowardly
detpot had taken the names of Britannicus, Germanicus, Parthicus, and Arabicus, he said the Emperor ought also to assume
that of Geticus—alluding to his having murdered his brother. Tyrants, however, are perilous butts for wits to shoot at.

f This is Dio'g account. Herodian says Plautilla was banished to Sicily ; but as Lipari is on the coast of that island the
one might easily lie named instead uf the other.
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sufficient for fifty queens, besides which, he appointed a hundred free citizens of birth

to attend her, who—notwithstanding many of them had become fathers of families

—

were emasculated for that purpose. Indeed, so much were the lives and property of

the Romans at his disposal, that the senators and soldiers swore by his fortune. But

the arrogant mortal who figured as the main-spring of a mighty government, quickly

presented another example of the instability of the fickle goddess. Being tricked into

an apparent conspiracy by Caracalla, he was slain in the presence of Severus, and the

calamity was communicated to Plautilla in the most brutal manner : an officer abruptly

entered the chamber in which she and the Empress Julia were sitting—" See here,"

exclaimed he, "a part of your father," at the same time throwing at her a handful of

Plautian's beard, which he had torn off his face.

The Latin medals of Plautilla are very rare in gold, and supremely so in large-

brass, common in silver, and moderately rare in second and small-brass. I possessed

an interesting aureus, which proved that the marriage of Caracalla occurred in his

fifth tribunate. This was similar to the one cited by the learned Eckhel, who remarks

upon another which bears CoNcoRDiiE ^ternjE—" Tarn parum concora fuit Ca-

racalla cum uxore, quam cum fratre Geta." There exist Greek-Imperial and

Colonial coins in her honour, which are also scarce.

CCCLIX.
Obverse. PLAVTILLA AVGVSTA. The head of Plautilla, with handsome features apparently when

about twenty years of age—her hair is closely but elaborately dressed in the wig style of Domna,
and her shoulders are neatly covered with drapery. This is a full spread second-brass medal, in

excellent condition and brownly patinated ; it was procured by exchange from the Rev. Mr. Hall,

of Leghorn, in 1823.

Reverse. VENVS VICTRIX. In the field S. C. A female, naked to the loins, standing with her arm
on a shield, which has an animal as its device ; she holds a palm-branch in her left hand, and the

golden apple in her right. At her feet is Eros, a winged cupid, with his bow and arrow ; he

seems at once playful and powerful, and is represented as seeing, to denote judgment of choice.

Plutus and Ambition, however, had more to do with the marriage of poor Plautilla than Venus
and Cupid ; and if Love did at all intervene, it must really have been that " Chi poco doice molto

amaro appaga."
The most common reverse of this Princess is Pietas, bearing an infant on her left arm. This

is not an unusual type of piety as connected with charity ; but Pellerin, who is followed by others,

considers the figure as representing Lucina, and that consequently Plautilla became a mother. The
question has been much contested. Several of the moderns a£Brm that Plautius, the brother or

uncle who was banished and slain with her, m\ist have been her son. Some think she had a

daughter—and Froelich further maintains that she bore three children : although he ougbtto have

recollected the early separation of the parents. But no authority from the ancient writers is pro-

duced for any of these assertions ; and as Herodian assures us that Caracalla, from the first,

disliked his bride, and shared ueitliei bed nor board with her, it seems clear that this ill-omened

marriage could not have been fruitful. Several plausible, yet equally vain conjectures, have been
derived from medallic evidence, and the legend Propago Imperi, which merely expresses a hope
for the continuance of the family of Severus, has been advanced in proof. Dr. Alexander Visconti

describes a Fecunditas of Plautilla, in his " Indicazione delle Medaglie Antiehe del Signor
Pielro Vitali,'" printed at Rome, in 1805, but I have found no mention of it elsewhere.
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GETA.

Lucius vel Publius Septimius Geta, the second son of Septimius Severus and Julia

Domna, was born at Mediolauuni A. D. 189, while his father was yet a private man.

At the age of nine years he was decorated with the title of Cfesar ; and about A. D,

209, on receiving that of Augustus, was invested with the Tribunitian Power : so that

there were now three Augusti in Rome at once, a circumstance which had never oc-

curred before. On the death of Severus, Geta shared the empire with his brother,

but after a reign of only 13 months, was assassinated in the arms of his mother, by

Caracalla, A. D. 212, at the age of 22 years and 9 months. While in Britain, the

murderer had attempted to destroy his victim by poison, but the servants of the latter

were too faithful to be corrupted, and he feared the army to whom Geta was dear:

" primum paravit insidias veneno, quibus non procedentibus, nihil tale expectante

Geta, in ejus irrumpit cubiculum, et supra Matris pectus obtruncat, quod ea illi ali-

quando joco praedixisse ferebatur in banc sententiam : Jflaledicta Parricida ! fra-

trem tuura occidisti." This atrocity was followed by a massacre of all the friends

and adherents of the deceased, neither age, sex, nor quality, escaping the merciless

mandate : about 20,000 fell, and it was death but to utter the name of Geta.*

The two brothers had manifested an insuperable aversion towards each other from

childhood ; and, after succeeding to the empire, their implacable animosity rent the

city and state into factions. To avoid the disorders which might arise from this state

of semi-warfare, it was proposed to divide the empire; and Geta, who was inclined

for quiet, promised that if Asia and Egypt were allotted to him, he would surrender to

Caracalla the undisturbed possession of the rest of the world. The proposal was about

to be accepted, when Julia Domna, throwing herself at their feet, begged, with many
tears, that they would divide her also between them ; this action broke off the treaty,

and the mother, by endeavouring to keep her children together, lost them both—for

the dying prediction of the heart-broken Severus, that the weaker of his sons would

fall a sacrifice to the stronger, who, in his turn, would be ruined by his own vices,

was very soon fulfilled.

Geta had been inclined to harshness in his tender years

—

adolescens asperis mo-

ribus, non tamen impiis ; but by degrees he became affable and moderate, atfected

the society of men of learning, and grew exceedingly popular with the soldiers and

people. While yet a boy, he was so moved with compassion at the calamitous fate of

some of the partisans of Niger and Albinus, who were ordered for execution, that he

• Among the Tictims of this outrage was Fadilla, the only remaining daughter of the great Marcug Aurelius: she was
barbarously executed for exhibiting sigo* of sorrow on the occasioD.
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dissuaded the relentless Severus from his purpose, and obtained a remission of their

sentence. Spartian, however, tells us that he was addicted to gluttony and wine;*

and Julian, in his Satire, says, that when the brothers would have entered the assembly

of the gods, Minos forbade them ; but better discerning one from the other, admitted

Geta as the least wicked. From these intimations it seems that he was " no better

than he should be ;" and the public probably lost little by his death.

Notwithstanding Caracalla's attempt to destroy every trace of his brother's memory,

there exist great numbers of his medals, of all sizes and metals, and those of silver and

second-brass are very common. The preenomen of Lucius appears on tliose minted

previously to A. D. 205, but, except on some of the Greek Imperial coinage, it is after-

wards discontinued. In Mezza-barba's Occo, p. 304, there is a denarius inscribed

Divo GetcB Pio ; but never having heard of any other medallic evidence of Geta's

consecration, I cannot but place it among the numerous errors which disgrace that

work.
CCCLX.

Obverse. P. SEPTIMIVS GETA CAES. (Publius Septimius Geta, Ctssar.) The youthful and
unlaurelled head of Geta, with close hair, and good features ; the bust shews the laticlaviuni

buckled over armour. This medal, thinly patinated, but in excellent preservation, was purchased
from Mr. M. Young, in 1829.

Reverse. PRINC. IVVENT. {Principi Juventutis .} On the right side of the field S. C. ; and on the
exergum COS, which shews the date to be A. D. 205. Three youths on horseback, the foremost
of whom represents the Prince—a device which alludes to his rank, and known attachment to

the martial exercises. Geta prided himself greatly upon his horsemanship, and a silver coin was
struck to his honour, under the style and title of Castor. See No. CCLXXXIII.

CCCLXI.
Obverse. P. SEPTIMIVS GETA PIVS AVG. BRIT. (Publius Septimius Geta, Pius, Augustus,

Brilannicus.) The laureated head of Geta, with his hair and beard neatly trimmed, good features,

and bare neck. This rare medal, in the most perfect condition and richly covered with intense
green patina, was purchased at Mr. Willett's sale, in 1834. It is, as far as I can collect, unpub-
lished; not being mentioned by Occo, Erizzo, Oiselius, Vaillant, Pedrusi, Visconti, Eckhel,
Havercamp, nor Mionnet.t

Reverse. ADVENTVS AVGVSTI. On the exergum S. C. Geta, in a camp-dress and bare-headed, is

mounted upon a charger, with a pointed spear in his left hand, and extending his right. Before the
horse marches a galeated warrior bearing a vexillum. Though the legend of a medal has been
fiptly styled its soul, it is often deficient in afibrding entire satisfaction ; and here is nothing to

assist exact chronology. The device probably records the return of the Prince from Britain, as
corroborated by othei; types of " Adventus," shewing an equestrian figure of Geta, but without
the foot-soldier.

CCCLXII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. P. SEPT. GETA PIVS AVG. [Imperator Ctesar Publius Septimius
Geta, Pius, Augustus.) A remarkably fine and expressive profile of Geta, with short hair,

• Geta ia said to have had hit dishes served up in alphabetical order, as anser, aprugna, acame, aper, and anat together;
bacchfB, hanchut, botetui, &ad brabyla

; farta, jfatianut, and_^cu;; pavus, perdii, pema, pitcis, porcellxu, and pullut;
and so on.

t Mons. Mionnet sometimes omits from his list of " revera rates," medals which are acknowledged as such by the highest
authotities, as in the instance of Hadrian's Rettitutori Nicomedia—lSo. CLXXIV. of this Catalogue.
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thin beard, and bare neck ; but certainly with an older aspect than suits a man of 21. This

medal, densely coated with dark-green patina, and in splendid condition, was procured at

Corinth, in 1820.

Reverse, PONTIF. TR. P. II, COS. 11. (Pontifex, Trihunitia potest ate ilerum. Consul iterum.)

On the exergum S. C. Three figures at a tripod altar, the centre one of whom is a tibicen

with his double flute : the others are in sacerdotal vestments, and the right-hand one holds a

staff and a patera. At the foot of the altar lies a bound victim. This shews a sacrifice celt-

brated on some particular occasion in A. D. 210; and 1 cannot but think Havercamp had a

less perfect specimen under his eye, when he described a similar device as Domna exhorting

her sons to mutual concord.

CCCLXIII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. P. SEPT. GETA PIVS AVG, (Imperalor Ccesar Publius Septimius
Geta, Pius, Augustus.) The laurelled profile of Geta, with a sensible expression of coun-

lenance, and short hair and beard ; the neck is naked, but some drapery appears over the left

shoulder. This medal, though thinly patinated, is in good preservation ; it was presented to

me by Mr. Stephenson, the Surgeon of H. M. ship Adventure, in 1823.

Reverse. PONTIF. TR. P. II. COS. II. (Pontifex, Trihunitia potestate iterum. Consul iterum.)

On the exergum S. C. Caracalla and Geta in camp-dresses, with lances reversed, and hands

joined ;—the former is crowned by Hercules, and the latter by Bacchus—the Dii Auspices
of Severus, as mentioned in No. CCCXXVIII. This was struck A. D. 210, and probably

records the temporary reconciliation affected between those princes, through the intercessiou

of their father.

CCCLXIV.

Obverse. P. SEPTIMIVS GETA PIVS AVG. BRIT. (Publius Septimius Geta, Pius, Augustus,
Britannicus.) The head of Geta, with a thin beard, bare shoulders, and a laurel crown. He
appears to have assumed the agnomen Pius when he became Augustus, and had the title

of Britannicus in common with his father and brother : but there is no medallic evidence

to confirm Spartian and Capitolinus in their assertion, that he bore the honoured name of

Antoninus. This medal, struck A. D. 211, is in very good condition, and covered with a

dark-brown patina j it was purchased at Lord Morton's sale in 1830.

Reverse. VICT. BRIT. TR. P. III. COS. II. (Victories Britannicce, Trihunitia potestate ter-

tium. Consul iterum.) On the exergum S. C. A winged Victory seated upon armour, and
writing on a buckler: this device, similar to that of Commodus, No.CCLXXXVU, relates

to a success gained in Britain, the year in which Severus died.

CCCLXV.

Obverse. P. SEPTIMIVS GETA PIVS AVG. BRIT. (Publius Septimius Geta, Pius, Augustus,
Britannicus.) The laureated head of Geta, with intelligent features, thin beard, and bare

neck. This medal is varnished with a greenish-brown patina, and is in the highest preserva-

tion : it was presented to me at Tripoli, by Mr. Anderson, the American Consul-General, in

1821.

ifc»;er4e. CONCORDIAE AVGG. (Concordia Augustorum.) On the exergum S. C. Caracalla

and Geta standing in the centre of the field, are crowned by robed females behind them

—

the one near the elder brother, carries a palm-branch. The princes are in camp habili-

ments, with the paludamentum over their shoulders ; each holds a lance, and they are taking
each other by the right-hand, an ancient token of love and friendship ; " Dextra fidei
consecrata fuit, Auris memorice, Frons genio, Digiti Minervte, Genua misericordiee."
This device was struck A. D. 211, on an attempt to soften the antipathy between the brothers.
Dio tells as that, when their dissensions became public, the Senate ordered a sacrifice to the
Immortal Gods, and narticularly to Concord.

2d
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xMACRINUS.

Miircus Opelius* Macrinus was born at Caesarea, in Mauretania, of obscure

parents, A. D. 164. The story of his having been a slave and a gladiator, may be

passed by as unworthy of notice; but it seems that he was originally bred to the

law, and improved his fortunes by becoming the steward of Plautian, the powerful

minister of Severus. On the fall of that favourite, he was banished to Africa, but

after his recall, rose gradually to the office of Praetorian Praefect : though if Capito-

linus, who is evidently prejudiced against him, may be credited, his exaltation was

more owing to the venal charms of Nonia Celsa, his wife, than to his own merit.

Having heard Caracalla express a sarcasm by which he thought his life in danger, he

procured the assassination of that tyrant, but with such precaution, that he remained

for a time unsuspected, and the soldiers elected him Emperor A. D. 117: whence

he is called in Julian's Satire, " cautus homicida." An attempt to regulate the

abuses in the army, rendered him unpopular in the camp, and induced Julia Moesa,

who resided at Emesa with her daughters and youthful grandsons, to tamper with

the authorities in favour of Bassianus. When Macrinus first heard of the revolt, he

despised it as a mere faction of women, boys, and effeminate ministers: but having,

in consequence of desertions, been driven from the field in which his cause was

contested, he lost both the battle and the throne. Being overtaken, he was slain,

and his head was exposed on a spear, by the side of that of his son Diadumenian,

A. D. 218. He reigned—"awnwrn unum, menses duos, tribus diebus, si usque

ad pugntB tempus numeres, exceptis:" and was then in the 54th year of his age.

As first Advocate of the treasury, and Commander of the guards, we are told that

Macrinus displayed such integrity, that his decisions were always right when he

heard causes himself, and Caracalla was not present ; and though he was not greatly

skilled in the laws, yet he made up for that defect by his moderation and impartiality.

In person he was not at all indebted to the Graces, and has been stigmatized as

haughty, vulgar, cowardly, and luxurious. But it must be confessed that the ac-

counts respecting him are very contradictory. Capitolinus, who probably gleaned

from the writers employed by Elagabalus to blacken his memory, says he was

so cruel that his servants called him, instead of Macrinus, Macellinus, because

his house was like a shamble filled with murdered corpses ;| and that he was named

Mezentius, because, like him, he tied living to dead bodies. The worthy Tristan

indignantly exclaims, "Xe5 accouploit avec des corps marts, les y laissant

• He is called Opilius by the historians,—but 1 have followed the surer testimony of medallic orthography,

f In a similar manner the ferocious and bloody goreitaor of Acre, of our times, was called Djeszar Pasha, or tlie

Butshcring Patha,
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mourir enragez : ou bien en Jaisoit eyifermer vifs dans des hoeufs ouverls, ci

vivants, et les y laissoit mourir defaim : it enfuisoit aussi seder dans un mur,

ou lis mouroient miserablement ; et toulefois ce Busire, et Phalaris estoit mol^

et effemine aimant soji plaisir." Now Dio, who was a contemporar}', and seems

alike free from personal hatred and regard, asserts, that he was a person of a mild

and humane temper, which gained him the affections of the people, and caused

the meanness of his birth and first employments to be forgotten. He was accused

of neglecting public business for pleasure, and of loitering at Antioch instead of

hastening to Rome, where his interests called him. But Herodian tells us his object

in remaining there was to let his beard grow before his return, in order that he

might resemble Marcus Aurelius, whose measured pace and low voice he had

already imitated, as a stroke of policy. Among other regulations, he punished false

accusers with death, a rigour which stifled the venom of those reptiles ; and even

Capitolinus acknowledges that he had planned a reform of the Roman jurispru-

dence, and the abolition of those Imperial Rescripts which had arbitrarily obtained

the authority of the law. Such are the conflicting opinions respecting a man who,

elevated by accident and overthrown by chance, would have died unlamented, had

he not been succeeded by Elagabalus.

We may infer that Macrinus was superstitious, from his having recourse to

oracular divination. Desirous of ascertaining his future destiny, he tried the Sortes

HomericcB, and chanced to hit upon an ominous passage in the eighth Iliad :

—

" Great perils, father ! wait th' unequal fight;

These younger champions will oppress thy might.
Thy veins no more with ancient vigour glow :

Weak is thy servant, and thy coursers slow."*

Though during his reign there was a copious Latin mintage of gold, silver, and
brass, of all sizes, except small-brass,-]- the medals of Macrinus are not easily pro-

cured,—those of silver and middle-brass being the least rare. Greece, Egypt, and

the Colonies, also struck coins of every module in his honour, none of which can

be said to be common. The Triumviri Monetales, who so long superintended

the mint, appear, from an examination of Gruter's inscriptions, to have been
discontinued about this time. See No. XI. It should be added, that though
Nonia Celsa was declared Augusta, no medals of her are known to exist; nor is her

fate, after the murder of her husband and son, recorded in history.

• The translation of the last line hardly expresses the faintness of the Charioteer, and the exhausted state of the
honet, which rendered the Sortt$ so additionally ominous, in the original.

t The genuineness of the small-brass coinafe of Macriaui i« doubted, because the ipeciinens hitherto produced, arc
merely noulded irom the silver types.
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CCCLXVI.

Obtene. IMP. CAES. M. OPEL. SEV. MACRINVS AVG. (Imperator Caaar Marcus Opelius
Severus Macrinus, Augustus.) The laurelled head of Macrinus, with close hair, beard, and

*t*-: mustachios, short neck, turiied-up nose, and ordinary features : the bust is in armour. Besides
the proud agnomen of Augustus, he assumed those of Pius, Felix, and Antoninus, as is seeu
on marbles, but they do not appear on coins. This medal, of unpatinated yellow brass, and in

excellent condition, was presented to me, in 1822, by Mr. Stephenson, Surgeon of H. M. Ship
Adventure.

Reverse. PONTIF. MAX. TR. P. P. P. [Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitiapotestate, Pater Patrice.)

On the exergum S. C. A female, splendidly attired, and seated upon a throne, is feeding a
huge serpent which rises from a decorated cippus. This represents Salus, whose wand, or

hasta salutis, was planted in the public market in times of distress. See No. CCCIX.
Lucian, with his habitual pleasantry, describes the fraudulent use which the false prophet,
Alexander, made of one of the snakes tamed at Pella, where those reptiles were allowed to

suck milk from women's breasts !

CCCLXVII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. OPEL. SEV. MACRINVS AVG. fImperator Casar Marcus Opetius
Severus Macrinus, Augustus.J The laureated head of the Emperor, with similar charac>

teristics, but a more wrinkled forehead, and a more animated expression. This medal, as well

as all the others in large-brass, bear the prsnomen Severus, which Macrinus had assumed
for the sake of popularity ; it is of pale-yellow brass without patina, in capital preseiTation,

and was found near Astura in 1823, while the survey was carried on in the vicinity.

Reverse. PONTIF. MAX. TR. P. COS. P. P. (Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitiapotestate, Consul,
Pater Palria.) In the field S. C. A robed female, wearing a diadem, rests her right foot

upon a helmet, and holds a military standard in each hand, one of which is the manipulus.
This was struck A. D. 217, to testify the fidelity of the troops j and Faith, who is here im-
personated by the female, was honoured for preserving the public peace, by keeping the army
true to its allegiance. A large donation was, however, necessary to secure this devotion ; for

Caracalla, vile as he was, had been idolized by the soldiers, because to enrich them, he bad
oppressed and impoverished all the other orders.

CCCLXVIII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. OPEL. SEV. MACRINVS AVG, [Imperator Casar Marcus Opelius
Severus Macrinus, Augustus.) The laurelled profile of Macrinus with close hair, and a fuller

beard than in the last ; the shoulders are cased in armour. This medal has a thin coating of

yellowish-brown patina and is in high perfection ; it was purchased on the 27th day of

Mr, Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. VICTORIA PARTHICA, On the exergum S. C. A winged Victory seated upon a pile of

bucklers and armour, with her left foot on a suppedaneum, is writing upon a shield. While
the army was changing its masters, Artabanes, highly exasperated at the perfidy of Caracalla,

invaded the Roman territory to avenge himself, and retaliate the injuries he had received,

Macrinus, partly from irresolution and partly from motives of equity, was anxious to treat

;

but the Parthian rejected the overture, defeated the Romans in two or three encounters, and
compelled the Emperor to purchase peace at theprice ofmore than a million and a half sterling,

besides the spoils and prisoners seized by Caracalla. Macrinus, rejoicing in having got out

of the scrape, couched his report according to his feelings, and the Conscript Fathers decreed

him a triumph, celebrated sacrifices, and struck medals for his Parthian Victory. They
offered him, moreover, the title of Parthicus ; here however his modesty interfered, and he
declined the honour. A medal of the first magnitude was coined, having a pompous quadriga,

with the Emperor crowned by Victory, on the reverse ; but as he never entered Rome after

. , „ |>eing raised to the Purple, this was a triumph devised by anticipation.
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CCCLXIX.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. OPEL. SEV. MACRINVS AVG. [Imperator Casar Marcus Opelius

Severus Macrinus, Augustus.) The laurelled head of Macrinus, with the usual peculiarities,

and the lorica strapped over his shoulders. This medal is in very fine condition, and densely

coated with a rich dark-red patina ; it was procured at Patras, in 18*20.

Reverse. VICT. PART. P. M. TR. P. 11. COS. II. (Victoria Parlhica, Pontifex Maximus,
Tribunitia potestate iterum. Consul iterum.) On the exergum S. C. A winged Victory
seated as upon the last medal; this having been struck upon the same occasion A. D. 218.
When we consider the vigour of Artabanes, who, though cooled by the resistance he met with,
was yet a most formidable foe, the treaty of Macrinus may, perhaps, be allowed to rank as
equivalent to an advantage.

CCCLXX.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. OPEL. SEV. MACRINVS AVG. {Imperator Ctesar Marcus Opelius

Set-erus Macrinus, Augustus.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with close hair, short
thin beard, and features more intelligent and animated than usual on his likeness. This
medal, thickly iocrusted with a rich olive-green patina, and in splendid preservation, came
into my possession in Egypt, in 1822.

Reverse. lOVI CONSERVATORI. In the field S. C. A grand figure of Jupiter majestically stand-

ing, with a fulmen in his right hand, and in his left the lance of divinity :
—" Nam et ab

origine rerum pro Diis immortalibus hastas coluere, ob cujus religionis memoriam adhuc
Deorum simulacris hastes adduntur.'" Except a light mantle gracefully reaching from one
shoulder to the other, the figure is naked, and finely expressed. Beneath the mantle on the
god's right arm, and consequently under protection, stands a small togated figure representing
the Emperor. This medal was probably struck after the sanguinary Parthian battles. The
title of Conservator, or Preserver, was introduced by Domitian, when he was saved from the
fury of the Vitellian party, see No. CV. ; and the lance without iron, indicates a mild yet effi-

cacious providence. This device became common, but the small figure is varied, as it some-
times holds a palladium, sometimes a Victory, and at others grasps a thunderbolt: on one
which I had of Commodus Caesar, the Deity stands on a wavy line of the exergum.

CCCLXXI.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. OPEL. SEV. MACRINVS AVG. {Imperator Caesar Marcus Opelius

Severus Macrinus, Augustus.) The laurelled profile of Macrinus, with the usual expression,

but the beard longer than in the last,—a paludamentum appears over the armour of the bust.

A medal in the highest conservation, and covered with dark-green patina, which was purchased
at Mr. M. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. SECVRITAS TEMPORVM. In the field S. C. A female figure in full robes, resting on a
column, in a singularly easy and graceful attitude, and holding the hasta pura in her right

hand ; a device probably minted A. D. 218, when Macrinus, being at peace with the Parthians,
acknowledged by the Senate, and, having no competitor, had reason to consider himself firmly

established. This is the usual emblem of Security; but the arm of the figure is sometimes
raised above the head; and at others she is reposing in a chair, resting her head against her
hand in easy confidence. The trite legends, Securitas Augusti, Imperii, Orbis, Perpelua
Populi Romani, and Publico, express the security which the reigning emperor enjoyed, and
at the same time bestowed upon the world. In that beautiful passage of the second Georgic,,
where Virgil extols the happy fortune of him who contentedly cultivates his own ground, he
makiiS use of Quies in the same sense :

—

"At secura Quies, et nescia fallere vita."

CCCLXXII.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. OPEL. SEV. MACRINVS AVG. (Imperator Casar Marcus Opelius

Severus Macrinus, Augustus.) The laurelled head of Macrinus, with short hair and beard»
animated features, and well-proportioned throat;—the bust is in armour, with ornaments on
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the neck. This medal, coated with .chocolate-coloured patina with green spots, is in excellent

preservation ; it was procured at Sassari, in Sardinia, in 1824.

Reverse. ANNONA AVG. [Annona Augusti.) On the exergura S. C. A sedent female, with ears

of whsatin one hand, and a cornuc^pise, tilled with fruits and flowers, in the other : at her feet is

a niodius with corn issuing out of it. The Annona, was such a quantity of corn as was sufficient

to supply the city for a year, the providing of which was among the first duties of the emperors,

either from care for the people, or from dread of them. See No. LXXXVI. The Annona
Militaris, was the provision laid up in the magazines for the subsistence of the army during a

campaign. By the code de Navicularlis—the mariners appointed to carry corn from Egypt,

were capitally punished if they did not keep the proper course ; and if they did not sail in the

proper season, the skipper was banished.

It seems that Macrinus was sufficiently liberal; and though congiaria were not usually

given unless the donor was in the city, we have medallic proof that this restriction was waived,

that he might ingratiate himself with the people. But the indulgence of Severus, and the

prodigality of Caracalla to the army, shackled the means of their successors, and, indeed, de-

bilitated the whole empire till the days of Diocletian. With a treasury at low water, and

guards at least quadrupled since Csesar's time, Macrinus was obliged, on proclaiming his son

Augustus, to promise the old donative of 5000 denarii a man, of which he gave them each 1000
in hand. While the soldiers—who had already pocketed the Emperor's first gift of 750
denarii^-enjoyed these substantial pickings, the people of Rome were promised a congiary of

150 denarii each. Such was the state of the Empire, A. D. 218.

DIADUMENIANUS.

Marcus Opelius Diadumenianus, the son ofM. O. Macrinus and Nonia Celsa,

was born A. D. 208. At the age of nine he was proclaimed Caesar, in the camp at

Edessa, and the Senate willingly confirmed the soldiers' choice, by gracing him with

the title of Leader of the Youth. That he might be still further ingratiated with the

army, Macrinus gave him the revered name of Antoninus ; and in order to gain a

pretence for giving a large donative to allay the discontents of the army, he also

declared hitn Augustus. His father, when obliged to quit Antioch, sent Diadu-

meiiian to be placed under the care of the king of Parthia ; but the young Prince

being apprehended by the enemy, Elagabalus caused him to be publickly executed

as a common malefactor, A. D. 218, at the tender age of eleven years,—and his

head was exposed on a pike.

Diadumenian was a boy of exquisite symmetry and engaging aspect,*—"pwer

omnium speciocissimus, staturd longiusculd, crine Jlavo, nigris oculis, naso

deducto." He lias been charged with cruelty of disposition, but the proof brought

forward is a very absurd one; it seems that upon his father's pardoning Arabianus,

and other conspirators, the child wrote letters upon the impolicy of clemency. These

letters, as given by Capitolinus, are conceived in such set terms, as to carry internal

• Haym, in his " Teioro BrHanntco,^' has figured a silver medal, strucli in compliment to this boy's beauty ; it assimi-

late* him to Endymion, by the reverse being inscribed Diana iMCi/era ; I'Ut 1 have found no mention of this medal

elsewhere.
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evidence of imposture; and it is singular that this prejudiced historian should

also aver that the young prince shewed great mildness and sweetness in his

temper! The Latin historians, not keeping the fear of medals and marbles before

them, always call him Diadumemis, and assert that the name was thus given, because

he M'as born with a strong membrane round his head, resembling the diadem which

was worn by the Roman Kings, and which therefore became hateful, in the eyes

of the Public, till it was afterwards resumed by several emperors of the Lower

Ages. This, however, is both fanciful and improbable, for Nonia Celsa's father

being a Diadumenus, affords a better clue to the appellative. Eutropius terms Ma-

crinusand his son '•'facti Imperatores ;" and Capitolinus repeats the jeer uttered

on the assumed names,

—

" Sic Maciinus est Severus, quomodo Diadumenus Antoninus."

Although no faith is to be placed in the story of the membranous fillet round

Diadumenian's head, " which could not be broken," it appears that he was actually

born with the omentous fold familiarly termed caul; and he has been cited as an

instance of its presaging good fortune, by his rise to sovereign dignity : though after

all he merely gained a fall,
—" Cui hoc solum adtulit Imperium, ut hiterjiceretur

a milite." As the "luck'' of these membranes was held to be transferable by pur-

chase, they were bought with as much avidity by the Roman lawyers to ensure

preferment, as they have since been by modern voyagers to escape drowning. The
superstition still remains. I was once shewn one carefully put up in a tin case, by a

gentleman in the West Indies, who assured me that he never embarked, even in a

boat, without it;—and the other morning, accidentally tearing up the wrapper of a

parcel which proved to be the Times newspaper, for April 15th, 1830, the follow-

ing advertisement struck my eye.

"To Captains and others. To be disposed of, a child's caul. To prevent

Irouble, lowest price £20. For cards of address apply to Miss Thornton's library,

Doctor's Commons."*

Though the devices are few, there are Latin medals of Diadumenian of every

size and metal, except the small-brass ; but they are all of great rarity,—the middle

brass being the most common. One Colonial coin is remarkable, as having the

name Diadumenus \ and some of the Greek ones give the title of Augustus, which

is not found in those of the Roman mintage. Notwithstanding the admissions

of many authors, it is disputable whether this prince was ever Consul, for the

• While recording this superstition in England, I must add that I Iwiieve it exists on this point pretty generally over
Europe. Nor is it the worst. Even so late as 1817, two works were published at Paris, Les I'recurseurs de F Anticlmst,
and Let Superatilions et Prestiget des Philosophes, in which the existence of magic is formally maintained, and the zeal
of the liarnti and vi'rfnoiu men applauded, who of erst burnt sorcerers alive !
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numismatic evidence hitherto adduced, is certainly undeserving of credit ; and

Mediobarba, who classes him COS. and COS. II. does not mention his authority.

cccLxxin.

Obncrse. M. OPEL. DIADVMENIANVS CAES. [Marcus Opelius Diadumenianus, Casar.) An
interesting boyish head of Diadunienian, with short hair ; the neck is gracefully turned, and
the shoulders in armour, under the pallium. This medal is thickly incrusted in a deep-green

patina with red spots, and is in admirable condition ; it was purchased from Mr. Till, of

London, in 1832.

Reverse. PRINC. IVVENTVTIS. {Principi Juventutis.) On the exergum S. C. A youthful

warrior with a paludamentum over camp attire, and bareheaded, holds a sceptre in his right

hand, and a lance pointed downwards in his left. Two legionary standards, surmounted by
eagles, are planted in the ground by his side. See No. CCLXXXIII.

CCCLXXIV.
Obverse. M. OPEL. ANTONINVS DIADVMENIANVS CAES. (Marcus Opelius Antoninus

Diadumenianus, Ccesar.) The profile of the Caesar, with curled hair, and handsome inte-

resting features ; the bust in armour, with the pallium buckled on the left shoulder. This
medal is varnished with a bright-brown patina, and is in surprising preservation ; it was pro-

cured at Cagliari, in 1824, in exchange for several Carthaginian coins.

Reverse. PRINC. IVVENTVTIS. (Principi Juventutis.) On the exergum S. C. A graceful

youth attired as on the last medal, holds a military standard with his right hand, and a sceptre

with his left. Behind him are two other standards, united at the top by an ornament,—but

there are no eagles. These probably may especially represent the ensigns placed by Macrinus
in the camp, and named Antoninian, from the name now assumed by Diadumenian :

" Signa
in caslris, et vexillajieri Antoniniana jussit," saith Lampridius.

CCCLXXV.
Obverse. M. OPEL. ANTONINVS DIADVMENIANVS CAES. (Marcus Opelius Antoninus

Diadumenianus, Casar.) The naked head of Diadumenian, with a handsome chin, full

lips, and expressive, though very boyish features ; the bust exhibits the pallium over armour.

This medal, densely cased in dark-green patina, ^is in the highest possible preservation, and

was procured at Jerbah, on the North-coast of Africa, in 1822.

Reverse. SPES PVBLICA. In the field S. C. A fine figure of Hope with flowing drapery, and the

blossom, as described under No. XXXIX. This was struck A. D. 217, and is significant of

the happiness likely to follow the elevation of the young Caesar : but this expectation was

blighted, and thus another proof was afforded that " Hope is a cur-tail dog in some affairs."

ELAGABALUS.

Varius Avitus Bassianus, the son of Varius Marcel I us and Julia Soeemias, the

daughter of Maesa and niece of Dorana, was born at Eraesa, about A. D. 205,

comely in person, and of a prepossessing address. In his childhood he was created

high-priest of the sun ; and by a surprising revolution, compassed by the well-

conducted intrigues and profuse largesses of his grandmother—who palmed him off

as being in fact a bastard of Caracalla's—was proclaimed Emperor by the legions in

Syria, A. D. 218. The event being duly announced to the venerable " Patres," that

august and servile body confirmed the choice of the Legions, added the usual honours,
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and expressed their hope that he might prove "hke Caracalla !" He entered upon

his first consulship, A. D, 219, calhng it, however, his second, because he had struck

Macrinus's name out of the Fasti, and soon afterwards inserted his own, though he

had not acted as Consul suffectus in 218. lie speedily displayed in all their

glaring colours, his inhumanity, lust, gluttony, and folly ; and after a reign so

infamous that even Lampridius apologizes for writing if, he was put to death by

the Praetorians, together with his mother, A. D. 222, at the age of eighteen years.

The soldiers were incensed at his plotting the death of his cousin Alexander ; and

having found hira and Sonemias in the filthy sink where they had sought to hide

themselves, their heads were struck otf, their bodies dragged through the streets,

and the mangled trunk of the Emperor was thrown into a common sewer, with a

weight tied to it, that it might never receive the rites of burial.

It has been remarked that this monster had more names than the Hvdra heads ;

and the remark is not far from the truth. He was first known as Varius Avitiis.,

from his family connexions, though the former has been applied to him as "a son

•whom various fathers shared;" he was presented to the soldiers as Bassianus ; and

immediately afterwards, the majesty of the name of Jintoninus was profaned by his

assuming it. He was called jFe/ir, though his ideas of happiness were those of a

mere brute ; and among other titles, he ridiculously took that of Pater Patrice,

before he was arrived at the age of manhood. Some writers designate him

Heliogabalus, as priest of the sun, but others more properly call him Elagabalus

from El Gabal, a Phoenician god ; the last are confirmed by the decisive proof of

medals. He was termed Lupus from some cause now unknown ; Assyrius from

the oriental garments which he wore; and after his self-degradation he was, by

his own desire, named Bassiana, as priestess of Cybele. In soubriquets he was

equally polyonymous. From disgracing the Purple lie became Pseud-Antoninus,

and various authors have distinguished him as the Roman Sardanapalus ; though

it is surely too fair a name for an abandoned pathic. His many appellations did not

end with his authority, for when his corpse was dragged from the Cloaca where he

died it was titled Impurus, while drawn about by hooks it was Tractitius, and from

its ultimate fate Tiberinus.

It is indeed most painful to wade through the memoirs of this flagitious wretch

whose criminal excesses would hardly gain belief, but for the unshaken testimony

of history : yet in historical questions such repugnance must not be allowed to shield,

vice—a few traits will therefore be selected, to answer the "ends of justice"—and

the rest are omitted " euphemice gratid.

"
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Elagabalus certainly fought with great personal bravery under Gannys, in the

decisive battle against Macrinus ; but this is the only bright trait which can be traced

in his career, and it was quickly eclipsed by the murder of the same Gannys—his

friend, preceptor, and benefactor—with his own hand. He surpassed all his prede-

cessors in every kind of vice, folly, and excess. He placed his grandmother as a

colleague between the consuls, and instituted a senate of women to settle fashions

and fashionable ceremonies. He made consuls of the sons of slaves, and assigned to

great persons the basest employments. He was drawn publicly by naked women.
He commanded the business of the day to be despatched by night, and that of the

night by day. He sacrificed children of high birth to magical superstition. He
suffered no other god to be worshipped at Rome, but the Syrian block of stone called

El Gabal ; and to shew his scorn of the acknowledged deities, he profaned their

temples, sacred fire, ancilia, and palladium; married a vestal virgin; and fed his

dogs with the livers of geese, in contempt of the saving of the capitol. He converted

the palace into an infamous brothel, wherein he wallowed with the vilest rabble of

Rome—the very foeculce generis humani. He pompously celebrated a marriage

between his god and the Astarte of Carthage,* taking care to charge his dominions

with a heavy exaction for the fantastical nuptials. He put senators to death that he

might seize their widows with impunity; and notwithstanding his early years and

briefcareer, besides having a train of concubines, married no fewer than six wives, ail

of whom he made Augustee in their turns, and then divorced them. No offspring

followed these irregularities, and satiety and disgust closely attended all his criminal

pleasures. His assuming female attire, and further degradations, we leave to Lam-
pridius, and shall only remark, that there was good ground for taking out a statute

of lunacy ag-ainst him : yet his insanity seems to have been only of that spurious kind

which is generated by an unbridled indulgence of the passions.

The luxury and profusion of Roman gastrology Avere attested by their piscinae,

and vivaria, their aviaries, their lepories, their lobsteries, and their snaileries;

and their banquets had been on a scale of indulgence so tremendous as to place theui

beyond the competition of pretenders in these degenerate days. But it was

reserved for Elagabalus to beat all his predecessors "out of sight" in costly extrava-

gance. Nothing appeared at his table but what was brought from distant countries

at a vast expence: mullets' livers, tongues of nightingales, camels' heels, combs torn

from living cocks, and parrots' heads, were among his common dishes ; and high

* This fact is curiously authenticated by a Greek-Imperial medal, struck at Emesa, in honour of Sulpitius Antoninus,

one of the gang called the " Thirty Tyrants." The reverse represents the black conic stone El Gabal in a temple, on
which appears a crescent, the form in which Astarte, or Venus Coelestis, was adored at Carthage.
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liououre awaited him whose racked genius invented a new sauce. When he was near

the sea he would eat no fish ; but when any where inland nothing' but the roes of the

rarest sea-fish could please him. His baths were filled with essences, and his beds and

couches were of massy silver, furnished with cloth of gold. Though his clothes

were richly bedecked with jewels and costly stones, they were never twice put on ;

nor would he keep a ring which he had once used. He squandered away eunuchs,

horses, gold, silver, and all kinds of property so profusely, that nothing but the whole

wealth of the Roman empire could have supplied his wasteful prodigality.* Indeed,

from the drainage which Caracalla had made in the treasury, it is clear that the

empire must have been grievously oppressed to raise money for him.

He was trickish as well as mischievous in his profusion. Instead of a regular

distribution of money or grain at his largesses, he made a scramble for valuables,

which were cast among droves of cattle and other animals, whereby battles were

produced, and loss of life resulted. Sometimes he would torment his hungry parasites

with Barmecide feasts in wax, ivory, or painted wood ; and at others would

force them to eat and drink to a beastly excess. He smothered men under heaps of

roses and violets, thrown over them in such prodigious- quantities that the poor

wretches were unable to extricate themselves. He would divide his presents into

lots, some consisting ofrich and others of worthless prizes— as 10 camels or 10 flies ;

10 ostriches or 10 eggs ; 10 bears or 10 crickets ; 10 pounds weight of gold or 10
of lead. He likewise gave dead dogs, frogs, scorpions, and serpents, as presents, in

vessels supposed to contain choice viands. He made separate parties of decrepit,

bald, deaf, and blind men, negroes, cripples, and Falstaff-built men. At these

times, when the meal was half over, he would cause bears, lions, and leopards,

which had been deprived of their teeth and claws, to be suddenly let loose among
them. In one of his pranks he ordered 10,000 pounds weight of spiders to be col-

lected, that he might estimate the grandeur of the city ; and at another time he

formally exhibited to the public 10,000 mice, 1000 rats, 1000 weasels, and as many
pole-cats. In a word, it is diflUcult to say which is most deserving of contempt—his

folly or his extravagance ; but his monstrous lasciviousness and unnatural depravity

raise nothing but a feeling of abhorrence. The senate branded his name with eternal

infamy, and the decree has been ratified by historians of all ages : Dio says " Homo
turpissimtts, et nequissimus, ac contaminatissimus •.''\ Egnatius condemns him
as the most impure prince of history : Julian repulses him from the sacred meeting

* The revenue of Rome, about this time, may be roughly estimated at 13 or 14 millions sterling.

t The worthy old soldier merely quoted Cicero's "Homo turpissimus, sceleratissimus, contammatissimus,"
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of the Caesars: Eutropius sums up his character

—

^'prohris se omnibus conta-

minavit; impudicissime, et obscoenissime vixit : and old Tristan indignantly

exclaims—" (In abominable prodige d'iniquitS, d^impuret^, vilenie, gourmandise,

prodigalite, d'impiete, et cruaute. Car un demon infernal conversant parmy
les hommes sous la ^figure d'hermaphrodite, tie pouvoit faire parade de plus

dHnfamie., ordure et abominations sur la terre, qu'il en Jit voir entous ses

deportemens."

Latin medals of Elagabalus are found of every metal and size; but except

silver and middle-brass, they are all of some degree of rarity. There are also

numerous Greek-Imperial, Colonial, and Egyptian coins, obtainable at reasonable

prices. Among the peculiarities of the mintage of this reign, is the celebrated

denarius in the cabinet of the king of Spain, with Antoninus V, on its legend.

This, if a genuine coin, must signify that Elagabalus was the fifth emperor who took

the name of Antoninus, thereby ejecting Diadumenian as an impostor: and, ac-

cording to Eckhel, it affords the only example of a person's distinguishing himself

by a number, from his predecessors of the same name, on an ancient medal. Bernard

de la Bastie considered the V as a superabundant letter, accidentally made, and

Mazzoleno thought that it might mean Uranius ; but neither of these opinions are

admissible.

At p. 192, the difficulty which young numismatists experience in distinguishing

the coins of Elagabalus, from those of Caracalla is mentioned ; and as Eckhel's

diacritical rules for determining the question are very satisfactory, they may without

impropriety be inserted here.

I. When the head is much bearded, or of a more advanced age, it cannot belong to Elagabalus, who
died at the age of 18. The beard begins to be long, and the lineaments of the face in the TR. P. X. of
Caracalla to become fixed. Elagabalus has not a beard till the last year of his reign, and Ihat a small one.

. II. The appellations PART. MAX. or BRIT, or GERM, can only belong to Caiacalla, as history

teaches us.

III. History , in like manner, easily supplies a distinction for many others of these medals. Thus when
you read " Fic/oria Parthica," or " Ludi Scecuiares" or " Arcus Augg." &c., it is the money of
Caracalla : and by similar analogy may the medals of Elagabalus be ascertained.

IV. A bare head, or the name of Ccesar alone, without mention of Augustus, belongs solely to Caracalla
;

for Elagabalus was at once Caesar and Augustus. By the same rule, the coins inscribed Princeps
Juventutis are to be assigned to Caracalla. it\'.uiii

V. Give all those coins to Caracalla on which you read PONTIF. without MAX. for at that time
there were two Augusti, and by a rule which held till the time of Balbinus and Pupienus, he only was
Pontifex Maximus who was highest in dignity. Yet there are coins of Caracalla, stamped during the
life of Severus, in which he is called P. MAX., but I have shewn under Caracalla V. C. 955, that these
words are not to be read Pontifex Maximus, but Parthiciis Maximus.

VI. If the Consulship and Tribunate are joined on a medal, all doubt is removed; for Caracalla in

TR. P. V. was COS. 1. while Elagabalus in TR. P. V. was COS. IV. Those coins which exceed the
fifth tribunate are of Caracalla, for in his fifth Elagabalus was killed.
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VII. Coins, on the reverse of which a star appears, belong to Elagabalus; that device never being found
on those of Caracalla, or those who held supreme authority with him—Severus, Domna, Plautilla, Geta.
It is frequent on the coins of Klagabalus, but is not seen before his third consulship, " quiri et ejus
gyncecei." It is agreed, that Sol Elagabalus, a surname of the Emperor, is thus indicated.

VIII. When the face is very puerile, doubtless it is that of Caracalla, for he was called Augustus, by
his father, before he was fourteen years of age. Where the coins are disposed in chronological order, the

progress of age in each Augustus, plainly appears.

IX. When AVGG. occurs on the inscription of the reverse, it belongs to Caracalla, for by it two
Augusti are denoted. Caracalla reigned partly with Severus, partly with his brother Geta. Elagabalus
had no Augustus or partner in the empire. .i«"i.

-'

X. The discrimination between them is greatly assisted by the legend around the head. Although the

names oi M. Aurelivs Antoninus were common to both, yet they are distinguished either by the head
itself, or by the addition of other titles. I have hitherto observed only one inscription common to both
emperors, namely—ANTONINVS PIVS PEL. AVG. and this is rare in Caracalla, whose beard then
sufficiently distinguished him. Wherefore you will find whose coin it is without difficulty, by comparing
its inscription with the catalogue of the coins of Elagabalus, for V. C. 971, which I have given. 1 confess

that Vaillant thinks otherwise, for in his "Numis. Przest." Vol. I. p. \ZG, he says:—" The coins of
Elagabalus mat/ be distinguished from those which belong to Caracalla, as they for the most pait
have a star in the area, hut the inscription round the head is the samefor each," This Vaillant might
assert, who did not value the legends of the obverse at a rotten nut, for which erroneous judgment we
have often seen, in this work, that he pays dearly.*

CCCLXXVI.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. AVR. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. (Imperator Ccesar Marcus Aure-

lius Antoninus, Pius, Augustus.) The laureattd head of Elagabalus, with short hair, smooth
chin, and handsome features—the shoulders covered with the chlamys over armour. This
medal, in good preservation and thinly varnished with greenish-brown patina, was purchased
on the 27th day of iMr. M. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. FIDES EXERCITVS. On the exergum S. C. A sedent robed female holds a military

standard in each hand—a device struck A. D. 218, on Elagabalus being saluted Emperor by
the legions in Syria, as recording the faith of an army bought by Maesa'sgold. The province

of Fides, who was at ouce the impersonation of frankness and candour, was to take care that

oaths were punctually observed.

CCCLXXVII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. AVR. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. [Imperator Casar Marcus Aure-
lius Antoninus, Pius, Augustus.) The laurelled profile of the Emperor, with short hair and
good features. A medal covered with dark-brown patina, and in splendid condition ; it was
purchased at Rome, in 1823.

Reverse. SALVS AINTONINI AVG. {Sahis Antonini Augusti.) In the field S. C, A standing
figure of Hygeia, in full robes, suppoiting a patella on her left hand, from which a serpent,

held in her right one, is feeding. This device, dedicated to the salvation of the Emperor, was
minted at the same time and on the same occasion as the last. There was also a denarius

struck with the legend Nubilitas, under pretence of his being the son of Caracalla j but, says
Eckhel, " Istud si verum, miserum sane (evuni, quo adulterium non infamiam, sed nobi-
litatem intulit."

CCCLXXVIH.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. AVR. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. (Imperator Casar Marcus Aure/ius

Antoninus, Pius, Augustus.) A fine laureated head of Elagabalus, with characteristics as
above. This medal is finely coated with olive-coloured patina, and is in singularly fine pre-
servation ; it was procured at Algesiras, in 1824.

* Several numismatists have asserted that they found the star on the coins of Caracalla—but they must have been
deceived. Another rule might have been added to Eckhel's—the countenance of Caracalla in manhood is so coarse and
ill-favoured, that it can never be mistaken for that of Elagabalug, who was the handsomer though not the better of the two.
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Reverse. VICTORIA ANTONINI AVG. (Victoria Antonini Augusti.) In the fitlcl 9. C.

Victoria gradiens—with short robes and a palm-branch " pretium vicloribus"—holds forth

a laurel crown. This was struck A. D. 218, and commemorates the only spirited act in the

life of Elagabalus, his bravery against Macriiius. Tlie popular name of Antoninus was made
the most of, as an ad captandum lure. After his death the delighted Senate immediately

caused the venerated appellation to be razed out of all the public registers and inscriptions of

the reign: but the medals were beyond their power, and the debasement to which they con-

tributed, survives to their eternal shame.*

CCCLXXIX.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. AVR. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. (Imperator Casar Marcus Atire-

/ius Antoninus, Pius, Augustus.) A handsome laurelled head of the Emperor, with short

hair and smooth chin,—the shoulders covered as before. This medal, in very superior

condition, and covered with Saxon-green patina, was presented to me by my friend Col.

Hanmer Warrington, at Tripoli, in 1816.

Ri'vfTse. ADVENTVS AVGVSTI. On the exergum S. C. An equestrian figure of Elagabalus,

with his right hand elevated, a sceptre in his left, and the chlaniys floating behind his

shoulders. Macsa, well aware of what Macrinus had lost by not proceeding to Rome imme-
diately after his election, urged her grandson, who was wallowing in brutal debauchery at

Nicomedia, to repair thither. She prevailed ; and he entered Rome A. D. 219, where he was
received with great demonstrations of joy : largesses being distributed to the populace, and
public shews exhibited.

CCCLXXX.
ObKerse. IMP. CAES. M. AVR. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. [Imperator Ccesar Marcus Aure-

lius Antoninus, Pius, Augustus.) The laureated head of Elagabalus, with the same
characteristics as before described. A medal coated in dark-green patina, and in excellent

condition, purchased at Mr. Tratlle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. P. IM. TR. P. III. COS. III. P. P. (Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate tertitim.

Consul tertium. Pater Patrice.) On the exergum S. C. The Emperor in a quadriga, with a

laurel branch in one hand, and a sceptre in the other. This device has been called a triumph

—

but as the miserable Prince never fought except against Macrinus, it more probably represents

the consular procession for A. D. 220. In the field, over the horses' heads, is a star, which

has been described as Phosphorus, though the greater number of medallists think it represents a

radiated sun, in allusion to the sacerdotal duties of Elagabalus. Dio has omitted the Pater
Patrice in his enumeration of the titles of this Emperor, whence the evidence contained in a

fragment of the " Arvalian Brothers" has been doubted—but the medal before us affords an

irrefragable corroboration.

CCCLXXXI.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. AVR. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. (Imperator Ccesar Marcus Aure-
lius Antoninus Pius, Augustus.) The laurelled profile of Elagabalus, with a coarser aspect

than before, the chin smooth, and the bust in armour under a pallium. This medal is in high

preservation, and covered with brownish-red patina : it was presented to me in 1825, by Mr. H.

Beechy, who procured it at Cyrene.

Reverse. INVICTVS SACERDOS AVG. (Invictus Sacerdos Augustus.) In the field S. C. and

a star. The Emperor stands by a flaming altar, with a victim at its base, holding a patera in

his right hand, and part of a palm-branch—trimmed so as to resemble a torch—in his left.f

• I was greatly struck with a modern instance of the inutility of attempting to destroy the mechanical evidences of

persons and things, when I visited France, after the restoration of the Bourlwns. The name of Napoleon, and his eagles,

and initials, had been carefully defaced, and his pictures prohibited,—hut almost the only current coins, gold, silver, and

copper, were stamped with his effigies and titles.

t Pedrusi calls this a lauiel-hranch, as an allusion to the love of Apollo or the Sua, for Daphne—but it is decidedly a

palm branch, with the leaves closely cut.
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He is attired in the oriental silk dress with " long hanging sleeves," at which the Romans
were so scandalized, and which Herodian describes as being between the sacred stola of the

Phcenicians and the military laena of the Medes. This was stamped A , D. 221 , by the obsequious

and supple senate to the " Rerum Dominus,"—a mere foreign boy, whom they permitted to set

at noughtthemoralsandinstitutionsof Rome, and disgrace the world by his profligacy, cruelty,

and atrocious infamy in "peccatum illud horribile, inter Christianos non nvminandum.

CCCLXXXII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. AVR. ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. [Imperator Ccesar Marcus Aure-
liiis Antoninus, Pius, Augustus.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with the shoulders

attired as before, and a young beard on the chin. This medal is of yellow brass without patina,

and iu capital preservation ; it has the little silver eagle of the Modena Cabinet stamped upon
it, and was purchased at Ostia, in 1823.

Reverse. SACERDOS DEI SOLIS ELAGAB. [Sacerdos Dei Solis Elagabali.*) In the field S. C.

and a star. The Emperor in his oriental garb, richly bedecked with jewels, stands by a

decorated altar, on which is a flame; he holds a patera in his right hand, and a trimmed
palm-branch in his left. This commemorates the fact of the Romans permitting a wretched

Syrian boy to bring them a new god to the displacement of their own deities, and of all that they

held in sacred reverence ! An aureus and a medallion of this reign, shew us that this important

deity consisted of a mere conical block of stone ; which in the device is seen riding in a triumphal

quadriga. Elagabalus himself ofliciated as high-priest, wishing, though he lived in brutal infiuny,

to appear pious. His superstition, however, was unattended with many privations ; it is true

that he abstained from pork ; but whole hecatombs of oxen, and flocks of sheep, were laid on
altars smoking with spices, and washed with streams of the rarest and most generous wines,

while dances were performed to exquisite music, by women brought out of Phoenicia for the

purpose. Indeed, feasting at sacrifices was so general and voluptuous, that " Saliares Epu/te,"
and " Pont ijicum C'cena,'' had become common proverbs for profuse cheer ; but it was reserved

for Elagabalus to carry gourmandise to its fullest extent.f See XXV.
As there is nothing more conspicuous or agreeable to the human senses, than the splendid

structure, regular motion, and sensible influences of the sun, that luminary was probablv the

earliest object of divine honours with the worshippers of second causes. The early descendants

of Noah, perhaps, gave the example; Diodorus Siculus mentions its prevalence in Egypt;
and Philo Biblius, out of Sanchoniathon, tells us that the Phoenicians adopted it from the

remotest ages. In the exhortation of Moses to obedience, he warns the children of Israel

against being allured to ethnic adoration, when lifting their eyes towards the heavenly bodies.

Ezekiel, in his vision, saw five-and-twenty men "with their backs turned toward the temple

of the Lord, and their faces toward the east ; and they worshipped the sun." Job exclaimed

—

"If 1 beheld the sun when it shined, or the moon walking in brightness, and my heart halh

been secretly enticed, or my mouth hath kissed my hand : this also were an iniquity to bf

punished by the judge; for I should have denied the God that is above." The emperor
Julian, in his " Oration to the Sun," says, that the grand luminary had been worshipped at

Edesa from all eternity ; and Aurelian, returning thanks for the honours conferred upon him
by Valerian, closed his speech by an appeal to the undoubted God.—" Deus Certus ^'o/."

Such was the veneration in which the ancients, losing sight of the First Cause of all blessings,

held the glorious orb of day ; but the extraordinary madness of diverting this admiration towards

a mis-shapen stone, proves that superstition—whether lashed with the cord, trembling under
obi, or crushed by the wheels of Jagernat, is, under all its varied forms, essentially the same
degradation of the best faculties of man. See CCCCllI.

* Vopiscus mentions that the yod Elagabal existed at Emesa, in the time of Aurelian.

+ The custom was to offer up a part of the victim to the Gods, and to distribute the remainder among those who
assisted in the ceremony. The forbidding of musicians to feed with the priests, by the severe Appius Claudius, led those

lovers of good eating to desert Rome, to the infinite grief of the Senators and Magistrates. A well applied feast, however,
incited them to jollity, and when far gone in drunkenness, they were tossed into carts, and awoke in the Forum.
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The medal whirh has given rise to these remarks, was one of the last miated by Elagabalus.

for the vengeance of heaven shortly afterwards overtook him. As a violent end had been pre-

dicted to the eft'eminate monster, he built a lofty tower, decorated with gold and pearls, whence
he might precipitate himself, in case of need. He also prepared cords of crimson silk for

strangling, and golden daggers for stabbing himself; and expensive poisons in caskets of

emeralds and jacinths, that he might choose a death according to his humour—declaring that

his should be more glorious than that of any one before him ; whereas, on the contrary, none

was ever more ignominious than his.

CORNELIA PAULA.

Julia Cornelia Paula, the daughter of Julius Paulus, a Praetorian praefect, was

married to Ela^abalus A, D. 219, on which occasion the Senate waited upon her in

s» body, to ofTer their homage and present her with the title of Augusta. Though
this lady was beautiful in person and blameless in character, she was repudiated

within a few months, stripped of her honours, and dismissed into private life. As

a plausible pretext for his inconstancy, her infamous husband imputed to her a per-

sonal blemish which made her unfit for the wife of so great a prince ;—well knowing

that her modesty would not permit her to disprove his assertion. The time of her

<leath is unknown, but she probably enjoyed greater happiness in retirement than

she had experienced as an empress.

From the appellation Cornelia, which is only given on the Greek-Imperial medals,

it is conjectured that this Princess was descended from the illustrious family of that

name : that of Julia was assumed by most of the Augustae, as Antoninus was by the

Angusti. The Emperor selected her, as he said, to make himself a father betimes,

whence some imagine tliat she had been previously married, and as the mother of

children, had proved her fertility. Her nuptials were most splendidly celebrated,

a magnificent congiary was given, and an elephant and 51 tigers were killed in the

amphitheatre. All ranks in the city partook of the Emperor's prodigal bounty,

and favours were heaped upon the senators, the knights, and the principal ladies.

The Roman medals of Cornelia Paula are rare in all metals, thoseof silver being

the commonest ; and there are none known in small-brass. The Colonies, Greece, and

Egypt, commemorated her on their coins ; and Vaillant produces a noble medallion

struck by the Perinthians, to testify their gratitude for the metro-political privileges

which they acquired as Neocorw, after the disgrace of Byzantium.
CCCLXXXIII.

Obverse. IVLIA PAVLA AVG. (Julia Paula Augusta.) A pleasing profile of the Empress, with

the hair closely dressed and turned up at the hinder part of her head, on which is a frontal

diadem ; the features are handsome and intelligent, the neck finely turned, and the bust
enveloped in drapery. This fine medal is covered with green and red patina, and is in the

highest preservation ; it was purchased at El Marsa, near Tunis, in 1822.
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Reverse. CONCORDIA. On the exergum S. C. In the field the star of Elagabalus. A sedent

female richly attired, with a double cornucopiae on her left arm, holds forth the sacred patera

—

a device emblematic of the union and fruitfulness expected from the imperial marriage.

CCCLXXXIV.

Obverse. IVLIA PAVLA AVG. (Julia Paula Augusta.) The head of Cornelia Paula, with fea-

tures indicating beauty, sense, and an age of about twenty years. This medal, in very fine

condition and coated with a brownish-green patina, was purchased on the 27th day of Mr.
Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. CONCORDIA. On the exergum S. C. In the field a star. A sedent female with attributes

similar to those on the last medal ; from which this differs in the form of the throne which

has a high and ornamented back.

AQUILIA SEVERA.

Julia Aquilia Severa, the daughter of Quintus Aquilius Sabinus " vir consularis,'^

was a vestal virgin, till in A. D. 220 she was, to the indignation of all Rome, sacri-

legiously married to Elagabalus. This fickle wretch seemed only to exalt women to

the throne for the pletisure of hurling them down from it again ; Aquilia was soon

repudiated to make room for others, and the downfall wrought the ruin of her

father : but after three or four more wives had been equally the victims of his caprice,

Aquilia was recalled into the despot's favour, and lived with him till his death, in

A.D. 222. What became of her afterwards is not known ; probably the gratifi-

cation of her ambition, by consenting to cast off the sutBbulum and veil, exposed

her to insult and detestation,—but the being married to so impure a husband,

was almost a sufficient penalty for the breach of her vows.

This Princess is represented as one of the most beautiful women in Rome, and

the vestal's habit added to the power of her personal attractions. No sooner was

Cornelia Paula divorced, than Elagabalus affecting excessive love for Aquilia, drew

her from the temple, and justified this odious cohabitation to the Senate, by assuring

the sage Patres, that nothing could be more commendable than a marriage between

the priest of a God and the priestess of a Goddess, as from them might spring a divine

race, worthy of the immortals ;—thus audaciously sporting with a crime, for which,

says Herodian, he deserved the worst of deaths.

The Latin medals of this frail Vestal are all very rare, except the dupondii, or

second-brass, which are by no means common ; and in small-brass none are known.
There also exist Greek-Imperial, Colonial, and Egyptian coins in honour of her, all

of which, if in good condition, bear high prices.

2f
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CCCLXXXV. - .>

Obverse. IVLIA AQVILIA SEVERA AVG. {Julia Aquilia Severa Augusta.) A profile of the
Empress, with her head ornamented and dressed after the fashion of Cornelia Paula : the face

is small and pretty, the neck well turned, and the shoulders covered by robes. This medal,
in excellent preservation, and slightly varnished with brown patina, was purchased from an
antiquist at Pisa, in 1823.

Reverse. CONCORDIA, In the field S. C. and a star. A stately female figure in full robes, with
a double cornucopise on her left arm, is standing by a blazing altar, over which she holds a patera.

Notwithstanding the grief affected by the Senate, at the daring jest of the Imperial maniac,
who overstepped all the barriers of decency, we have here their own signature loan acknow-
ledgment of this faithless priestess as an Augusta; and also to their pious wishes for the

mutual love and fertility of the guilty pair, as expressed by Concord and her cornucopise.

CCCLXXXVI.
Obverse. IVLIA AQVILIA SEVERA AVG. [Julia Aquilia Severa Augusta.) The head of the

Empress, with the same characteristics as in the last, but rather fuller cheeks. A medal in

tolerable condition, and thinly coated with Saxon-green patina, procured at Patras, in 1820.

'Reverse. AEQVITAS PVBLICA. On the exergum S. C. Three females standing in full robes,

with the attributes of Fortune. This is an uncommon device for medals in honour of females ;

and is, I believe, only known upon this, and one of Cornelia Paula—so that it may be taken for

an allusion to the high fortune to which Elagabalus elevated those ladies. But in this sense

the device has little relation to the legend.

ANMA FAUSTINA.

Annia Faustina, the daughter of Claudius Severus and Vibia Aurelia Sabina,

daughter of Marcus Aurelius and Faustina Junior, has been scarcely noticed by his-

torians. It seems that she was a woman of extraordinary beauty, and endued with

a greater share of principle and prudence than was shewn by her predecessors of

the same name. She was happily married to the worthy senator, Pomponius Bassus,

and was living in domestic tranquillity, when the lascivious Elagabalus was attracted

by her charms, A. D. 221. To murder the husband, obtain the widow, honour her

as an empress, and degrade her by divorce, was the work of a few weeks—and she

is never mentioned after her fall.

The learned Patin, who is followed by other numismatists, considered this

princess as the first wife of the Emperor ; but the splendid nuptials of Cornelia

Paula seem to give her the priority, as Avell as the declaration of Elagabalus, that he

married her in order that he might be a father betimes. Honest old Tristan gives a

cogent reason why he never became one.

Unlike her cotemporaries, this lady did not assume the name of Julia, thinking,

no doubt, that she was sufficiently ennobled as the grand-daughter of Marcus
Aurelius, as well as by her belonging to the Annian family. Her Latin medals are

excessively rare, being only known in gold, silver, and large-brass ; and of the latter
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there is but one reverse. There are Greek-Imperial, Colonial, and Egyptian coins

with her effigies, but they are also very valuable. Owing to this scarcity, the Falsarii

have palmed off some ingenious forgeries, among which may be placed the famous

Aureus described by Khell.

CCCLXXXVII.

Obverse. ANNIA FAVSTINA AVGVSTA. The head of the Empress, with her hair dressed after

a fashion between that of Dorona and Aquilia, and having the frontal diadem. Her features

are lively and pretty, without being intelligent, her neck is finely turned, and her bosorn neatly

robed. This rare medal is in the highest preservation, though but thinly patinated. It

formerly belonged to the collection of Mr. Henderson, where I first became acquainted with it.

After his decease it was purchased at the sale of his collection in 1830, for £22. ; a price

certainly below its value. On this occasion, Mr. Young was instructed not to bid against the

officers of the British Museum—which does not possess one—should a reasonable sum be
offered by them ; a courtesy which in general would be observed towards that Institution.

Shackled, however, as they are, by short-sighted enactments, they are seldom authorized to bid
even a fair price where there is competition ; and it may be readily conceived how mortified

the talented numismatists, who have the charge of the public medals, and are naturally zealous

for the literary and scientific pre-eminence of their country, feel on such occasions. In a
similar manner the rare and beautiful gold Albinus which belonged to the late Mr. Trattle, was
lost to our national cabinet, and purchased by a foreigner. It is essential that the Trustees
should arm their officers with greater power in cases of moment.

Reverse. CONCORDIA. On the exergum S. C. and in the field a star. The Emperor and Empress,
in imperial robes, take each other by the right hand, a marriage ceremony symbolical of sincere
affection, which was probably derived from the Persians. See CCCLXV. Yet this love must
have been sorely constrained on the part of the female, who was just torn from a murdered
husband : " Postea uxorem duxil, nee ei, ut mariti mortem lugerel, perntisit.^'

This medal is beautifully figured by Mionnet, but there are two important points in which
that plate differs from the specimen before us. Though the fashion of the Empress is the

same, she is there older, and with a different expression of feature ; while on the reverse, the

figure of the Emperor is too large. It is curious, but probably correct, that on this medal
Elagabalus is made smaller and younger than Faustina. The drawing of one in Queeii
Christina's collection, is liable to similar objections ; besides which the artist, perhaps mis-
taking some peculiar blemish, has introduced an altar under the star.

JULIA SOiEMIAS.

Julia Soaemias* was the eldest daughter of Julius Avitus, a man of consular

dignity, and Julia Maesa. She was living at the court of Caracalla A. D, 204,

but afterwards resided at Emesa. She married Varius Marcellus, the brother of

Gessius Marcianus, her sister's husband, by whom she had Elagabalus—thougii

Msesa scrupled not to prostitute her daughter's honour, by reporting this child to be

• This lady may hare been named after the king Sohemus of whom Josephus speaks, see CCLXXVI ; Dio and
Herodiaa call her Socemis ; Capitolinus and Lampridius Semiamira ; and the Greek marble quoted by Eckhel, which
informs us that she had more children than one, terms her Bassiana : in this choice of names I have preferred that of the
medaU,
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the son ofCaracalla by an adulterous intercourse—and Soaemias seems to have readily

assumed the merit of the crime. After Varius was gathered to his fathers, she agreed to

uniteherself to Gannys, her son's principal favourite and prime minister, who was

to have been declared Cajsar A.D. 218; but before the marriage could take place,

that brave and meritorious man was murdered by Elagabalus himself. When the

Preetorians put the tyrant to death, she was found hanging upon his neck—her

head was struck off, together with her son's, and their mutilated bodies were

dragged through the streets, A. D. 222.

Soaemias was a haughty and proflig-ate woman, and is said to have stimulated her

son to the wickedness which he afterwards practised, by encouraging all his vicious

propensities. In the battle against Macrinus, she shewed great courage and address

by leaping from the chariot, with her mother, to animate the desponding soldiers.

When Elagabalus came to Rome, he gave SoiEmias and Msesa places in the Senate

—

whereby a couple of Syrian women were raised to a dignity which Agrippina never

could obtain, nor Livia even ask. Nor was Soaemias content with intruding into the

councils of men ; she had also a senate of females, convened regularly in a palace

on Mons Quirinalis, where all petticoat-interests were gravely discussed, and the

rank, precedence, equipage, apparel, and formalities of the fair sex settled. After

the death of this lady and her son, the insulted Fathers immediately assembled to

vindicate what little character they still retained ; and in their first decree excluded

women from the senate for ever, and loaded with curses such as should in future

attempt to intrude themselves into it.

There are Latin medals of this Princess in all metals and sizes, except bronze

medallions and small-brass ; they are all of rarity and high price, except the denarii

and middle-brass. Greece, Egypt, and the Colonies stamped coins in honour of her,

and on all her name is spelt in the same manner.

CCCLXXXVIII.
Obverse. IVLIA SOAEMIAS AVG. {Julia Socemias Augusta.) The head of Soeemias, apparently

in middle-age, with the hair dressed like that of Cornelia Paula, and the bosom closely robed.

This medal, in excellent preservation, and thinly varnished with apple-green patina, was pur-
chased at Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. VENV8 CAELESTIS. In the field S. C. and a star. Venus Caelestis, Astarte, or Urania,
standing in full robes, with the prize-apple in her right hand, and the lance marking divinity

in her left. As the aureus cited by Mediobarba cannot be trusted, this seems to be the medal
on the reverse of which she first appears ; nor was this emblem repeated, except on the small-

brass coins of Magnia Urbica,—a princess who lived nearly 60 years after Soaemias, and
is only known from her medals. Cicero—who derives venustas from Venus, rather than Venus
from venustas—expressly tells us that there were two goddesses of that name : and Patin says

—

" Duplex Venus, alia Ccelestis, qua conjugalem amiciliam fovebat, et liberos donabat;
altera Popularis, quce scortatorum Dea," The device before us, however, must be
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Obverse.

Reverse.

confined to the Syrian Astaite—the Astoreth of the Philistines,* the tutelary deity of Avitus's

family. As the fair voluptuary was alternately a goddess, a planet, or a passion, 1 should

certainly have understood her as the beautiful evening and morning star, but that Lucian,

Vossius, and others, have so expressly declared her to be the nioon. Had the Chaldees used

telescopes, the horns would have suited the one as well as the other. Milton has placed her

among the fallen angels :

—

" With these in troop

Came Astoreth, whom the Phoenicians call'd

Astarte, queen of Heaven, with crescent horns
;

To whose bright image nightly by the Moon
Sidonian virgins paid their vows and songs."

CCCLXXXIX.
IVLIA SOAEMIAS AVG. {Julia Soamias Augusta.) The head of the Princess, with

her hair elaborately but closely dressed, and a frontal diadem ; the features are more pleasing

than on the last, the neck is fine, and the bosom gracefully attired. This medal, densely

coated with a rich olive-green patina, and in perfect preservation, was presented to me at

Genoa, by my excellent friend the late Baron de Zach, in 1820.

VENVS CAELESTIS.f On the exergum S. C. A beautiful figure of Venus-Urania, mag-
nificently attired, and seated on a throne; in her left hand she holds the hasta pura, and in

her right an apple, which a naked boy before her is catching at. Some medallists insist that

she holds a globe, in allusion to the " round light " said to have darted down, at certain times,

from the summit of Libanus into the river Adonis : but had it struck me as otherwise than

the trite symbol of Venus, the playful attitude of the boy would have confirmed me in the

opinion that it was not a " globe of light." See No. CXC.
Pedrusi thinks that the child may represent Elagabalus, and that the taking of the apple

from Venus is a reference to his personal beauty;—but he adds, with due caution—" Vaglia

tuttavia ilpensiero per semplice conghiettura.^'

cccxc.
Obverse. IVLIA SOAEMIAS AVGVSTA. The profile of Soaemias, with her hair closely dressed,

but differently from the above, without the diadem, and the features less pleasing. This medal,

in extraordinary preservation and covered with a verdigris-green patina, was procured at

Ben Ghdzi, in 1821.

Reverse. MATER DEVM. On the exergum S. C. The Mother of the Gods, seated between lions,

veiled and attired, as described under No. CCLIX. This goddess was a meet companion for the

lithophite deity of the Emperor—for Cybele was no other than a stone, brought in solemn pump
from Pessinus, in Phrygia, to Rome, in order to drive the Carthaginians out of Italy, in the

second Punic war : and the device was probably stamped when, by an extravagant act, Hagabalus
attempted to make himself her priestess.

JULIA MiESA.

Julia Msesa, the wife of Julius Avitus, was sister to Julia Domna, mother to

Soaemias and Mamaea, and grandmother to V. A. Bassianus and Alexianus. She

was named Meesa, from being priestess of the sun at Emesa : car Mese en St/ro-

Phenicien signifioit le soleil." After residing upwards of twenty years in the

imperial palace with Domna, she was commanded by Macrinus to retire into Syria,

• It was for plundering the temple of thi9 goddess, at Ascalon, that the Scythians were supposed to have received

the mtmorable and miserable infliction, mentioned by Herodotus in Clio.

t Occo mentions medals of Soiemiat with the legend COELESTIS,—bat I have never yet met with any oo which the

woti is so spelt.
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A. D. 217 ; but was permitted to carry with her the immense wealth which she had

acquired—and was accompanied by her daughters, who were widows, and their two

sons. lu the following year she had the address to corrupt the Emperor's army,

and ruin his fortunes, with the very riches which he had allowed her to retain.

After weathering the distracted reign of Elagabalus, she died in a full old age

A. D. 225, and was consecrated by the Senate.

Msesa, who was a woman of virtue, merit, and sound judgment, became an adept

in the management of political intrigues, during her residence at court under Severus

and Caracalla. She not only originated and conducted the conspiracy against

Macrinus with consummate skill, but also by her personal courage, in the battle

which ensued, secured the empire to her grandson. On her arrival in Rome,
Elagabalus took her with him to the Senate, and placing her next to the Consuls,

ordered her name to be inserted among those of the Senators, and appointed that

she should vote as the rest, and be consulted on all matters of importance. Being a

judicious woman she appeared there but seldom ;*—she was not, however, actuated

by the same prudence when, attired as an amazon, she visited the camp, and

reviewed the Prsetorian cohorts. The monstrous follies of Elagabalus were deeply

bewailed by her, and she endeavoured to restrain his extravag-ance, but so fruitless

was the attempt, that he was on the point of elevating the infamous Hierocles—

a

slave and camel-driver—to the rank of Caesar. To prevent this disgrace and avert

the indignation of the soldiers, Msesa employed her whole power, and with difficulty

succeeded in pei-suading him to adopt Alexianus, under the pretence that while he

was occupied with divine offices, his cousin-german could attend to earthly affairs.

By this politic stroke she saved her family from the storm which threatened to sweep

it off; and she died in happy ignorance of the fatal one which was soon to follow.

Latin medals, and many Greek-Imperial and Colonial coins, were struck in honour

of Msesa, in the three metals, and of various sizes ; and all except that which has the

consecration as its device, are common, unless in gold.

CCCXCl,

Obverse. IVLIA MAESA AVGVSTA. The profile of Maesa, when well stricken in years j with good
features, and an intelligent expression of countenance ; the hair is combed smoothly down the
side of her face, over the ears, closely plaited behind, and ornamented with a small tiara on
the crown of her head. This medal, covered with reddish-brown patina, and in superior con-
dition, was procured from Mr. J. C. Ross, at Malta, in 1821.

Reverse. PVDICITIA. On the exergum S. C. A female, magnificently robed, in cathedrd sedens,
holds a sceptre in her left band, and with her right, draws a veil before her face. This God-
dess was the symbol of fidelity to the marriage-bed, as well as of modesty and self-command

—

* See wbat has t>e«n said «n this subject in tb« akctch of JnUa Soeemias,
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to intimate which she points her finger to her face. It is singular enougli that this deity was
worshipped at Rome, in separate temples, as patroness of patrician and plebian modesty,
the latter being a sort of "dissenting chapel" opened in consequence of an affront received

by Virginia, as related by Livy, 1. 10, c. SJ. Juvenal believed that Pudicitia did once dwell

upon earth, but that the corruption of morals had long ago driven her and Justice back to

heaven ; and Propertius quaintly asks—

" Templa PuDiciTiyE quid opus statuisse puellis,

Si cuivis nuptae quidlibet esse licet ?"

CCCXCII.

Obverse. IVLIA MAESA AVGVSTA. The head of Maesa, with sensible, aged features, and her

hair similarly smoothed over her ears, as in the last. A medal in remarkably fine preservation,

and covered with olive-green patina ; it was procured from a ruin on the site of Sipontum,
near Manfredonia, in 1819.

Reverse. PIETAS AVG. [Pittas Augusta.) In the field S. C. A veiled female standing before a

cylindrical altar, which is decorated with festoons of flowers, and has a flame on it : her right

Tiand is open, as in the act of adoration, and her left bears the acerra, or small casket, which
held the incense at sacrifices. It was for refusing to perform the ceremony of taking the

perfume out of this box, and casting it into the fire upon the altar, as an offering to the pagan
deities, that the Heathens frequently persecuted the Christians with such relentless severity.

Piety was always considered as the foundation of Virtue ; and it was well said by Eusebius

—

" Sunt omnes Virttites veluti partes Pietatis." But a rational, sober, and affectionate

devotion to the Author of all Good, is to be carefully discriminated from the morbid and
arrogant exclusiveness of many who, in all persuasions, have neglected the most sacred duties

of religion, by a puritanical seclusion from those proper enjoyments of life, in which the

social condition of our being is best exemplified.

CCCXCIII.
Obverse. DIVA MAESA AVGVSTA. A profile of Maesa, with her head veiled, and her bosom robed.

This medal, covered with a dark brown patina and in superior condition, was purchased from
a peasant, near Nice, in 1823.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. On the exergum S. C. A grand rogus of four stories, profusely orna-
mented with statues, festoons, and hangings, and surmounted by a car of triumph. This
device commemorates the tribute of respect, which was publickly paid to the talents and
judiciousness of Maesa—who certainly was an extraordinary woman. Though rogus is often
used as synonymous with pyra, the distinction between them is clearly pointed out by Servius

—

" Pyra est lignorum congeries: Rogus, cum jam ardere ceeperit: Bustum vero jam
exustum vacatur." See No, CCLIil.

ALEXANDER.
Bassianus Alexianus, the son of Getiesius Marcianus and Julia Manifea, was born

at Area Csesaria, in Plioenicia, A. D. 205. Though his father died when he was
very young, yet that loss was abundantly compensated by the care which his mother

took of him in his infancy : and he was soon considered a youth of admirable parts.

Following the fortunes of his family, he became the delight of the public ; and
was adopted by Elagabalus by the persuasion of his politic grandmother, A. D. 221,

under the name of Alexander. But what was the most absurd, the emperor on
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this occasion commanded the Senate to issue a decree, pronouncing Alexander

to be his real offspring—whence the versifier of Herodian says ;

—

" No more than four years 'twixt their ages run.

Yet th' one must father be ; and t'other son."

The first act of the J'ather was an attempt to sap the moral principles of his son;

and on the failure of that design, he tried to cut him off by poison or the dagger

—

but all his machinations were foiled by the circumspection of Maesa and Mamasa.

The enraged emperor then ordered the Senate to annul the adoption, an order which

they thought proper to decline obeying—this refusal being the only instance, in the

Imperial History, in which the Patres ventured to disobey a mandate of importance

:

but they were confident in the support of the army. Some further attempts against the

life ofthe prince excited a tumult in the camp, and Elagabalus perishing in his effort

to suppress it, Alexander was saluted Emperor A. D. 222. The delighted Senate im-

mediately honoured him with the titles of Augustus, Pater Patriae, and all other marks

of distinction peculiar to the imperial dignity—offering him at the same time, the

name of Antoninus, and surname of Magnus—but he modestly declined the first be-

cause it had been polluted by the "filthy beast" who preceded him, and the second,

because, from having performed no exploits, he had no more right to it than a mule

had to that of Cicero : he took, however, the names of Marcus Aurelius Severus.*

After a meritorious and useful reign of 13 years, he was murdered in his tent, at

Sicila, on the Rhine, A. D. 235, a victim to the treachery of Maximin, one of his

generals, at the age of 29 years, 3 months, and 7 days: and at the same time his

mother, and all the friends and persons of distinction who were with him, were

massacred. His death was universally regretted : a speedy vengeance overtook his

murderers ; and the Senate not only decreed him divine honours, with altars, priests,

and sacrifices, but also an annual festival, which was celebrated on the 1st of October,

the day of his nativity.

The character of this Prince is variously represented ; for while some writers

adorn him with all the qualities of a perfect sovereign, others barely allow him those

virtues which he must have possessed, or Rome could not have enjoyed the

" breathing time " which it did, from the horrors of the preceding reigns. There is,

however, sufficient evidence to shew, that with considerable mental acquirements, he

combined a humane and generous disposition ; that he was temperate, chaste, and pru-

dent; that he was affable in his demeanor, inexorably impartial in the administration

* Lampridius says that Alexander was named Severus by the soldiers, from being a disciplinarian—as well might

it be asserted that j4 iinacA'i noted ball-room derives its name from the beautiful double-star Almaacli, which decorates

the foot of Andromeda, and might therefore be thought to typify dancing : it is clear that he assumed it himself on account

of his connection with the family of the emperor Severus.
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ofjustice, and rigidly economical of the public purse. He purged the city from the

superstition and profligacy which his predecessor had introduced, by sending home
the foreign gods, dismissing the infamous partizans of Elagabalus, and appointing

men of integrity and ability to places of trust. Besides restoring the Senate to its

ancient dignity, he, with the consent of that body, chose a standing Council of

State, consisting of sixteen of the wisest Senators ; moreover, he never issued any

enactment without the approval of at least twenty of the most learned in the law,

nor discussed any military business but in the presence of the ablest officers. He
founded schools for the dissemination of learning among all classes of his subjects

;

allotted pensions to the most distinguished men in the arts and sciences ; secured to the

soldiers a deceut and comfortable retreat in old age ; and established a bank where

the poor could obtain money at a moderate interest. And he was the first Emperor
who positively favoured the Christians, whose moral precepts he seems to have been

acquainted with ; for he caused to be inscribed over the palace gate, that golden

rule of the Gospel :
" Do as you would be done by."*

In attending to the hackneyed " Audi alteram partem," there is little to counter-

balance such material benefits as Alexander bestowed. One of the principal

blemishes imputed to him was, the implicit obedience he paid to his mother—"etiam

contra animum suum;" but a woman who had at so great a risk preserved his life,

and had instilled such wise and virtuous principles into his mind, certainly deserved

the utmost deference and affection. He is accused of banishing his first wife, on

account of Mamaea's dislike to her ; but Dexippus contradicts this, by ascribing it

to the treason of her father.f His vanity in imitating Alexander the Great is

arraigned, and he is charged with being suspicious and inquisitive: but it is difficult

now to estimate how far this might have resulted from policy and caution, for he

who frequently exclaimed, " Imperium in virtute esse, non in decore," could

not have been dangerously vain. Both he and his mother are accused of avarice :

but that frugality which contributed so largely to the relief of the public, could

hardly be considered as a vice. His being unable to suppress a mutiny among the

Pnetorians, which terminated in the shameful massacre of his friend, the excellent

Ulpian, as well as his advising Dio to spend his consulship in retirement in order to

avoid the insolent soldiery, have been branded as acts of timid imbecility : but it may
be imagined that so youthful a sovereign had no easy task in curbing the turbulent and

depraved empire to which he had succeeded. His mind, however, acquired vigour with

• " Quod tibi fieri non vis, alteri ne feceris."

\ There is some little confusion as to the question whethet Alexander had three wives. Of Sutpicia Memmia, said to
have been the second, the name only is mentioned ; but even of her no coins appear to have been struck ; that cited b

j

Goltzius being a gross forgery. Nor does history relate whether Alexander left any children.—See Orbiana,

2o
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the ripening of his age ; and the question respecting his personal courage is settled by

his conduct at Antioch. The punishment of some soldiers for their debaucheries with

the abandoned wretches of Daphne, was followed by the mutiny of a whole legion.

The Emperor intrepidly exposed himself to their rage, and in dignified and

spirited language commanded obedience. Their clamours, and menaces with

brandished swords, became more violent and furious. " Your bravery," said he,

" would be more nobly exerted against the enemy ; me you may destroy, but you

cannot intimidate ; and the just vengeance of the Republic will punish your

crime?" Yet the men became still more insolent and outrageous ; when Alexander

in a loud voice exclaimed—" Citizens! lay down your arms, and begone !" This

decisive sentence, which at once deprived them of their military honours, acted like

a charm. The sedition was instantly allayed ; the soldiers acknowledged their

guilt, and supplicated pardon ; nor were they restored to their rank till the ring-

leadei's were punished. This legion atoned for their misconduct by fidelity and

bravery : gratefully serving the Emperor while living, and avenging him when

dead.

The prejudice of Herodian against Mamsea and her son, would have been

easily discernible, even if Capitolinus had not warned us of it. Herodiari^s coloura

are hoisted by Zonaras and Cedrenus; but he is abandoned in this particular by

Aurelius Victor, Eutropius, and Syncellus. In this dilemma it is the more to be

regretted that Dio—a friend, counsellor, and colleague of Alexander—should have

closed his useful history so soon in this reign. It has been suggested that the hatred

which Herodian bore towards Mamsea, was on account of her being a Christian ;

and a similar reason may be assigned for the contemptible appearance of Alexander

in Julian's "Caesars," where he is placed below the company, bewailing his

assassination. Assuming these motives as postulates, it will not be difficult to

guess why " the luminous " Gibbon followed in their wake.

There are Latin medals of this Prince of all sizes, and in each of the metals ; of

which the large and middle brass are generally common. Alexander occupied

himself closely in reforming the affairs of the mint, which accounts for the legend,

" Moneta restituta," on some of his coins ; he being the only Emperor who styled

himself, on medals, a restorer of money. He also used that beautiful amalgam

called electrum, as we learn from Lampridius,—" Alexandri habitu mimmos

plurimosJifjuravii ; et quidem electreos aliquantos, sedplurimos tamen aureos."

About this time the sestertii diminish in magnitude ;
public events are given in less

detail on the reverses,—and the Deities and moral Virtues appear more frequently

;
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the coins are, however, mostly trite and common, and are retained only according to

their perfection, or individual interest. These virtues, as may have been noticed in

the preceding part of this catalogue, are inscribed sometimes in the Nominative, and

at others in the Dative Case : in the latter instances it is inferred that the merit is

ascribed to the deity represented, and in the former to the prince in whose honour

the device is struck. Among the numerous coins of the Colonies, Greece, and

Egypt, in his honour, the noble medallion stamped by the Perinthians deserves

especial notice. In an orb, encircled by the twelve signs of the zodiac, is seated

Jupiter, with his eagle and mystical wand ; above them are the sun and moon in

opposition, pursuing their courses ; and below, are a man and a woman, as the

representatives of the human race. Vaillant has, rather hastily, called the last figures

rivers; but they are without urns or reeds, and have no similitude to such imper.

sonations but in their recumbency ; besides which, only one river, the Eridanus,

has its representative in the heavens.
CCCXCIV.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. AVR. SEV. ALEXANDER AVG. (Imperator Ccesar Marcus
Aurelius Severus Alexander, Augustus.) The laurelled head of Alexander, with comely

features, and Iiis bust covered with the pallium over a cuirass. This medal, though without

patina, and partly rubbed by a file, is in excellent condition j it was found near Oxoi, in

Ithaca, in 18-20.»

Reverse. LIBERALITAS AVGVSTI. On the exergum S. C. The Emperor seated on a curule chair,

upon a suggestum, is inspecting a donative ; before him stands a female with a cornucopiae

and frumentarian tessera j and behind him a Praetorian officer. It was struck A. D. 222, to

commemorate the first congiary of Alexander, given, as usual, on taking the empire. This,

with four other liberalities seen on bis medals, disproves Herodian's charge of covetousness

against Alexander : of these the first and second are the least rare in cabinets, the third and

fourth are rarer, and the fifth the rarest.f This good Emperor not only practised a custom

which had long prevailed, but also at a vast charge, replenished the public granaries, and made
weekly distributions of oil and corn among the indigent citizens. To some he gave lands,

slaves, cattle, and implements of industry, as more beneficial and less degrading than gifts

in money. He also made an extraordinary reduction in the market-price of meat : " ut quum
fuisset octominutalis libra, ad duos, unumque, utriusque carnis libra redigeretur.'"

cccxcv.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. AVR. SEV. ALEXANDER AVG. (Imperater Ceesar Marcus

Aurelius Severus Alexander, Augustus.) A youthful laureated head of the Emperor, with

pleasing features, and the bust covered with a sagum. This medal is of pale yellow brass,

scarcely patinated, and in very fine preservation.

Reverse. MARTI PACIFERO. In the field S. C. The common representations of Mars are as Victor,

Ultor, or Propugnatorj but here, instead of a fighter or avenger, he stands in an easy, composed

* My series ofAlexander's reign was headeJ with a medal purchased at Mr. Trattle's sale ; it has the bare head of the

Prince as Caesar, with Pieias and the pontifical instruments as the reverse. I had some misgivings about its purity, yet

it might have retained its station, but that, of the hundredsof Alexander's which have passed through my hands, I never

yet met with one bearing t hat device ; neither Eckhel, Pedrusi, Havercamp, Visconti, nor Mionnct, describe it; nor i>

there one in the British Museum, or the Bodleian collection.

+ Medals record only five ofthese acts— but Lampridius expressly says—"Con^farfum popM?o TER dedif, donativum
mililibut TER, carnem populo addidit."
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attitude, as a " peace-maker,"—for though he is in armour and galeated, his spear is pointed
downwards, and he holds an olive-branch in his right hand. See No. CCCXXIII. In the
early part of Alexander's reign, the Romans were at peace with all the world, and the olive-

branch is probably placed in the hands of a warrior, to denote that the best way to preserve
peace, is to be always ready for war. Ovid seems to allude to Mars Pacifer in the Fasti,

where he asks why the matrons kept the festival of so manly a deity ?

" Sic ego. Sic posita dixit mihi casside Mavors ;

Sed tamen in dextra missilis hasta fuit

:

' Nunc primum studiis pads, Deus ntilis armis,
' Advocor ; et gressus in nova castra fero.

' Nee piget incepti
;
juvat hac quoque parte morari;

' Hoc solam ne se posse Minerva putet.' "

The incident by which I procured this medal is curious. In the summer of 1819, a
labourer at work near Casal Zurika, in the island of Malta, struck his spade into an amphora
which proved to be full of large-brass Roman medals. Further search being made several other
jars were discovered, laden in a similar manner. I was, unfortunately, absent on a cruize at the
time, or most probably should have obtained them. As it was, the finder offered them to three
individuals in succession, for 100 dollars, which for 14 or 15,000 medals in the highest pre-
servation, was surely no great risk for any one, however "d under-headed." His proffers being
refused, the peasant deeming his prize almost worthless, sold it for four dollars the cantar of
1751bs. English, to a brass-founder in Valetta, who was actually melting them down, when a
friend accidentally saw him, and thus rescued 12 or 13 hundred coins—all that were left—from
destruction. Some of them were dispersed, but the greater part fell into the hands of Mr. St.

John, the present Consul-General al Algiers, and myself. They comprised a series of about
40 years, from the time of Alexander to that of Gallienus ; and had generally the device of
Deities or Virtues, and therefore not rare j but their singularly high preservation rendered them
very valuable, and the numerous duplicates were exchanged to great advantage. It is curious
that this hoard, probably hidden in troublous times, remained so many ages undiscovered

—

for the amphorae were but a few inches below the surface of the ground. What was lost in
the copper-smith's furnace, can unfortunately never be ascertained.

Much astonishment has been expressed at the number of ancient coins which have been
found. D'Hancarville suggests Charon's fare as a leading cause, observing that from Phidon
of Argos to Constantine, there are thirty-six generations ; and from Magna Grsecia to the
Euphrates, and from Cyrene to the Euxine, the inhabitants amounted to about 30,000,000,
making a total who died in that time and region, of no fewer than ten thousand millions of people
who were all buried with money. This, however, is not all. As coins are found in prodigious
numbers wherever the Roman arms extended, it is not unlikely that some were hidden for future

resources, as there were no banks ; others were scattered among the niissilia, and a large portion

may have been deposited as records for fame. They abound in every part of Europe and Asia,
and even in the remote regions of Africa. Busbequius mentions the quantity of medals,
especially of the later emperors, which he met within his travels j in the neighbourhood of Ancyra
he found them used as weights,* under the name of giaur manguri, or infidel's money ; and
he arrived too late to redeem a valuable quantity, just melted down by the brazier into pots and
kettles. In the same century, 60,000 Roman coins were found at Modena, supposed to have
been a military treasure, hidden after the battle of Bedriacum, when Olho was defeated. In 17C0,
30,000 were found in earthen vessels near Brest, in Bretagne ; in 1764, in digging a foun-
dation at Lisbon, 300 gold coins of Titus were discovered ; and in 1765, at Brindisi, 10()

rotoli, each 30 English ounces, of denarii were dug up, embracing the period from Severus to

Philip. In 1775 nearly a hundred weight of silver coins were found at Morion Banks, near
Bingley, in Yorkshire, in a copper chest j and in the following year a great number of Greek
medals were found at Terranova, in Sicily, by the falling of a cliff. In 1800, a vase containing

* I saw the same thing at Demah, near Cyreoe, where I purchased some fine bronze medaUioos of Carthage, in the
shops of the bazaar.
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"
about 2000 Roman coins was discovered near Beauvais, in France, consisting chiefly of the
emperors from Galba to Geta ; they were dispersed principally in the neighbourhood, where
they were long concealed from the fear of their being claimed by the lord of the manor. In the

same year a peasant of Stiria found iu an urn 298 fine gold coins, from Nero to Marcus Aurelius,

of which 274 were secured for the imperial cabinet. Even now we hear of numerous coins being
dug up at Colchester, Sandy, Shefford, Kempston, and many other parts of England. A curious

circumstance occurred at Hexham, in 1831. In digging a grave rather deeper than usual the

sexton struck a sort of large kettle, when out flew a shower of stycas, of which nearly 20,000
were collected : and of those chronologically arranged in the cabinet of my friend George
Musgrave, Esq. it is to be hoped that an account will ere long be printed.

CCCXCVl.
Obierte. IMP. CAES. M. AYR. SEV. ALEXANDER AVG. (Imperator Casar Marcus

Aurelius Severus Alexander, Augustus.) An expressive profile of Alexander, with the

laurel crown. This medal, struck A. I). 223, is in high preservation and covered with chocolate-

coloured patina, and was procured, by exchange, from Admiral Sir C. V. Penrose, in 1819.

Reverse. PONTIF. MAX. TR. P. II. COS, P. P. {Pontifex Maximtis, Tribunilia potestate

iterum. Consul, Pater Patrice.) On the exergum S. C. The Flavian Amphitheatre,
between the Meta Sudans and the Domus Aurea, as described under No. LXXXVIII ; but
with the addition of two figures, one a togated civilian, and the other apparently military, stand-

ing by the meta. Though History affords no positive clue for the application of this device to

Alexander, we may infer, that it either marks his transferring the tax upon harlots, from the
treasury to the use of the theatres ; or, that it commemorates his undertaking an extensive

repair of that vast edifice—for we are informed of the spirit with which he improved the city :

" Opera veterum Principum instauravit, ipse nova multa constituit,'"

CCCXCVII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. AVR. SEV. ALEXANDER AVG. (Imperator Casar Marcus
Aurelius Severus Alexander, Augustus.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with a mild
expression, and a pallium fibulated upon his right shoulder. This medal was procured at

Frejus, in 1823, having been formerly in the cabinet of M. Cary, of Marseilles, who died in

1754. Some of his medals were dispersed, and the French government purchased the remain-
der for about £700. sterling; but such was the state of the treasury, that the minister could

only pay the sum by instalments. Barth^lemy ascribed his taste for medals to the attentions of

M. Cary.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. V. COS. II. P. P. [Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potes/ate quintum.
Consul iterum. Pater Patria.) In the field S. C. An elegant structure adorned with

statues and surrounded by a portico, probably representing the celebrated thermae which bore the

Emperor's name. This coin was struck A. D. 22G, and either commemorates the erection of the

baths, or the lighting them upby night, at Alexander's expense: " addidit et oleum luminibus
thermarum, quum ante non antea Auroram paterent, et ante solis occasum clauderenlur."

The temples of idleness, called Therma, were imitations of the Greek Gt/mnasia, and con-

sisted of vast buildings replete with splendid and fascinating luxuries, calculated to relax the

mind, and afford voluptuous exercise for the body. But it may be questioned whether the

health of the citizens was not substantially better, when they only bathed in the Tiber, than
when hot baths became necessary to the verjfoEx civitatis.

————— " Furnos et balnea laudat

Ut fortunatam plen6 pra;stantia vitam/'

The hardy warriors of the republic lost but little time at their toilet, despised the "matulino
amomo," and made no difference between winter and summer rings ; but even before (he age of
Caesar, a " pretty gentleman" was unable to get under weigh, until he had been shaved, scraped,
shampooed, perfumed, and what not ; as the father of the " Carmina Morum," says:—

"Scabor, suppelor, desquamor, pumicor, ornor,

iixpilor, pingor."
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There is no doubt that the enervating effects of the warm baths engendered both vice and effemi-

nacy; but though it is too clear that there were bagnios where the sexes bathed indiscriminately,

the promiscuous intercourse was not general, and such could only have been frequented by the

dregs of the females. Varro tells us :

—

"ubi bina essent conjuncla cedijicia lavandi causA ;

unum ubi viri, alterumubi mulieres lavarenlur ;" and Lampridius, speaking of Alexander

says,—" Balnea mixta Romce exhiberi, prohibuit."

CCCXCVIII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. AVR. SEV. ALEXANDER AVG. [Imperator Ccesar Marcus
AureUus Severus Alexander, Augustus.) A laureated head of the Emperor, with his hair

cut very close, features mild and expressive, und a short beard. This medal, which is one of

the Maltese hoard, mentioned at CCCXCV,isin the highest possible condition, for from having

been, as it were, hermetically sealed, the metal is barely discoloured.

Reverse. AEQVITAS AVGVSTI. In the field S. C. A female, habited in the robes of a Roman
matron, stands with a cornucopiae on her left arm, and holds a balance in her right hand.

This device differs but little from the modern representations of the same Virtues;* the scales,

indeed, that natural emblem of Equity, are used by Persi us to express the decision of right

and wrong,—and the cornucopise signifies the good that results from examining into the real

merits of cases. This is a very trite reverse, but the attributes are sometimes varied, by a

pointless lance, or sceptre, instead of the horn of plenty. Oiselius thought he perceived, on a

coin of Vitellius, that, instead of a hasta pura, the goddess held a measuring rod, with marked
subdivisions. See the next medal, and No. CCCXll.

CCCXCIX.
Obverse. IMP. SEV. ALEXANDER AVG. (Imperator Severus Alexander, Augustus.) The

laurelled profile of Alexander, with close hair, and a pleasing expression of features ; the neck
is bare, with part of a pallium appearing on the left shoulder. This medal, in high

preservation and slightly varnished with brown patina, was one of those found at Malta. See
No. CCCXCV.

Reverse. IVSTITIA AVGVSTI. On the exergum S. C. A stately robed female, seated on a throne,

holds a sceptre in her left hand and a patera in her right, and looks steadfastly before her,

as in No. CLXXXVII. This pereonification differs from that of our modern painters and
sculptors, who represent her with scales, brandishing a sword, and, notwithstanding the
•' aureus est oculus Justitice'^ of Athenaeus, hoodwinked. The devices of this medal and the

last are palpably different ; and in discriminating between Justice and Equity, as virtues, it

will be recollected that the first is based on the law of society, and the latter results from
conscientious rectitude. See No. CCCXII. There is but little mention of this Deity among
the poets ; and we may gather from Ovid, that when men became wicked and litigious,

they had but a spurious justice. Petronius Arbiter, among other effects of the strife between

Caesar and Pompey, describes Peace as hiding her head in a helmet. Fidelity as dejected. Jus-

tice with dishevelled hair, and Concord as sorrowing in a rent cloak :

—

" Mitis Turba Deum terras exosa furentes

Deserit ; atque Hominum damnatum deserit agmen.
Pax prima, ante alios, niveos pulsata lacertos

Abscondit galea victum caput : atque relicto

Orbe fugax Ditis petit implacabile regnum.
Huic comes it submissa Fides ; et crine soluto

JusTiTiA; ac moerenslacera CoNCOKDiA palla."

From the apparent age of the head, and the style of the legend around it, this medal was
probably struck A. D. 229, for that was a year memorable for a dreadful instance of the

• A good painting of Equity, in a public office at Corfu, has, as a companion, Temperantia, a yirtue typified by a woman
cooling a bar of red-hot iron in water. Neither Temperantia, nor Voluptas, the goddess of feasts, seem to have been

honoured on medals, since none bare been found with their legends ; nor does Sapientia appear till the time of Constantine.
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Emperor's scrupulous impartiality in the administration of justice. He caused Vetronius

Turinus, one of his chief favourites, to be publicly executed for abusing the confidence

reposed in him, by the corrupt practice called "fumos vendere," a trafiic in lucrative posts,

wherein the fraudulent seller pretends to possess court favour. On this occasion the criminal

was tied to a stake, and suffocated by the kindling of a pile of green wood and wet stubble,

whilst the crier proclaimed aloud—" Let him that dealt in smoke perish by smoke !"

cccc.

Obverse. IMP, SEV. ALEXANDER. AVG. (Imperator Severus Alexander, Augustus.) The
laureated head of the Emperor, with very short hair, close beard, and features denoting

maturity ; the bust is bare, save that the strap of an aegis appears on the left shoulder. A
medal in high preservation and thinly tinged with brown patina; it was one of those men-
tioned under No. CCCXCV.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. VIIL COS. III. P. P. {Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia poteslate

octavum. Consul tertium. Pater Patrice.) On the exergum S. C. Alexander, in a grand

quadriga, holding the " Sceptrum eburneum" as described under No. CCXXXIX ; whence
some medallists—who think that high badge of aiUhority only proper to conquerors—conclude

the device to represent a triumph. But as it was struck A. D. 229, it only commemorates
the procession for the third consulship of Alexander, whose colleague was the celebrated

historian, Dio Cassius. Lampridius says—" Consutatum ter iniit tantum : ac prima nundino
sibi alios semper suffecit." It should be noticed, that Pedrusi, Havercamp, Cooke, and
others, who have figured this medal, place the reins of the horses in the Emperor's right

hand,—whereas they are fastened to the front of the car, and the open hand is elevated above

.

them, as a known indication of sovereign command.

CCCCL
Obverse. IMP. SEV. ALEXANDER AVG. {Imperator Severus Alexander, Augustus.) The

laurelled profile of the Emperor, under the usual characteristics. A medal in high preservation

and coated with Saxon-green patina, which was presented to me by Signer Rossoni, at

Ben-Ghdzi, in 1821.

Reverse. PROFECTIO AVGVSTL On the exergum S. C. An equestrian figure of the Emperoi,

preceded by a winged Victory holding out a garland of laurel. This was probably struck

A. D. 231, to celebrate the departure of Alexander against the Persians. On another of these

occasions public sacrifices were offered, and the Senate and all the people attended him many
miles, to take a solemn leave of him : "post hcec cum ingenti amove apud Populum, et

Senatum viveret, et sperantibus Victoriam cunctis." Alexander was esteemed a good

officer, and his army was numerous and well disciplined. A select company had their shields

glittering with gold and silver, in imitation of the Argyraspides of Alexander the Great

;

and there was also a plalanx, consisting of six incorporated legions. He was remarkable for

the care and attention which he bestowed upon his troops, frequently declaring, that " the soldier

does not fear his commanders unless he be fed and clothed, and has money in his purse :
" whence

Cassiodorus probably derived his " Disciplinam non potest servare jejunus exercitus."

An aphorism as shrewd as that of Caesar—" with money we procure soldiers, and with soldiers

we collect money."
CCCCIL

Obverse. IMP. SEV. ALEXANDER AVG. (Imperator Severus Alexander, Augustus.) The
laureated head of the Emperor, with intelligent features, and the neck bare. This medal,

which was one of the Maltese hoard, is covered with a bottle-green patina, and in the highest

perfection. See No. CCCXCV.

Reverse. VICTORIA AVGVSTI. In the field S. C. A winged Victory, inscribing VOT. X. (Vota

decennalia,) on a buckler, which is placed on a palm-tree ; she is naked to the waist, and

has her left foot upon a helmet. Among these medals I found three types of Victory,—one

standing with a palm-branch and laurel crown, a second rapidly advancing, and the one
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before us, which is the best. As they were all minted about A. D. 231, they may relate

to some operations of the Emperor's commanders, or even to an advantage gained by himself

over Artaxerxes, the restorer of Persia. In this instance. Victory has a double duty to

perform, in registering with the Decennalian vow, a success over the enemy, indicated by the

helmet upon which she treads.

CCCCIII.

Reverse. IMP. ALEXANDER PIVS AVG. (Imperator Alexander, Pius, Augustus.) The
laureated protile of Alexander, with handsome and expressive features, the neck bare,

and part of an aegis over the left shoulder. The title of Pius was now given hira, for the

afifection he displayed towards his mother; and he assumed also that o( Felix, on some
medallions. This was one of the Maltese board ; it is slightly covered with reddish-brown

patina, and is in fine condition. See No. CCCXCV.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. X. COS. III. P. P. [Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestale decimum.
Consul tertium. Pater Patria.) In the field S. C. Apollo standing in an easy attitude,

his right hand pointing upwards, and his left holding a whip, indicative of his power to

promote rapidity, in allusion to his horses. With the exception of a mantle on the shoulder,

the figure is naked, and the head is radiated—the " bis sena signa cursu vario regit," in

Seneca's QJdipus. Under No. IX. a reason is given for the twelve rays ; in addition towhich

Martianus Capella accounts for them, by observing, that the sun is every day above the horizon

for so many hours. Virgil compares king Laiinus to the grand luminary :—

• cui tempora circum

Aurati bis sex radii fulgentia cingunt,

Solis avi specimen."

As this medal was evidently struck A. D. 231, it possibly commemorates an advantage

gained in the East, because Apollo was the ordinary type of oriental successes. But con-

siderable perplexity is occasioned by the coins which record Alexander's victories ; and though

Lampridius has carefully collected a " heap" of valuable facts, he sets all chronology at

defiance. Herodian describes the campaign against Artaxerxes, A. D. 232, as a most

inglorious one to the Roman arms : while Lampridius says, that the mighty host of the

" Great King" was totally defeated, and that Alexander approved himself a valiant soldier

and expert commander. In this dilemma I prefer Lampridius to Herodian, because he

transcribes the original speech which the Emperor delivered to the Senate, from the journals

of the " House,"—and he is moreover corroborated by Eutropius, Victor, and others. It

is also quite clear that several medals were struck to commemorate a victory gained in the

East; and historians testify that Alexander returned to Rome, gave a donative, exhibited the

Circensian sports, and triumphed with great splendour : " Post hoc, Romam venit, triuiriphoque

pulcherrimo acta, ad Senatum verba habuit.^' It is true that Domitian was applauded for his

imaginary virtues and victories, by the Senate; but history has been careful to inform us

that the Fathers were then constrained. Even if Alexander had been conquered, we may
infer, from his integrity and prudence, that he would have spurned undeserved honours.

CCCCIV.

Obverse. IMP. ALEXANDER PIVS AVG. [Imperator Alexander, Pius, Augustus.) A laureated

profile of Alexander, with a handsome and intelligent expression of countenance ; the bust is

covered with a sagum over a cuirass. This medal is equally remarkable for beauty of fabric

and preservation; it is slightly tinged with a brownish-green patina, and was one of those

found at Malta. See CCCXCV.
Reverse. lOVIS PROPVGNATOR. [Jovis Propugnatoris.) In the field S. C. A bold figure of Jupiter

brandishing a thunderbolt—the type of supreme authority

—

" Coelo tonantem credidimus Jovem
Regnare."
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Jupiter—whose nod made Olympus shake, while his follies provoked the ridicule of Lucian's

Momus—was styled Propugnator when the Emperor was engaged in a foreign war : and
under that title sacrifices were offered to him on an altar in the palace. The representation oh
this medal is singularly excellent for that period of art; the figure is naked, except a floating

pallium behind the left shoulder—and the whole expression is that of majesty and power.

Jovis is not common on legends with this device. From the titles of the obverse, it was pro-

bably struck A. D. 234, on Alexander's taking the field to stay the incursions of the Germans

—

a measure which he was warned against by a female druid, who exclaimed—" Vade ! Nee
Victoriam spares, nee militi tuo credos."

This appears to have been one of the last large-brass medals struck in the present reign
;

for though the Senate deified Alexander the instant they heard of his foul murder, there are

no medals which record the honour, except one of the restored conseerations which Gallienus

minted, in the adulterated silver now caWed poiin, or billon.

ORBIANA.

Sallustia Barbia Orbiana is generally understood to have been the third wife of

Alexander ; but this is a point on which historians differ, for the lady mentioned by

Dio, who was not permitted to assume the title of Augusta, is by many identified with

Sulpicia Memmia, who, according to Lampridius, was the second wife. We know
nothing respecting the family, or time of birth of Orbiana, nor does history even

mention her name, from which uncertainty, the antiquaries for a long time classed

her as the spouse of Decius. In doubtful cases, medals afford the best evidence, .and

Seguin tells us that Francesco Gotifreda, a nobleman of Rome, fii-st restored her to

her true husband, by producing a quinarius with the heads of Alexander and Orbiana

together. Since that discovery Vaillant has published an Egyptian coin, which by its

device, and the letters L £,* shews that the marriage took place in the 5th year of

the Emperor's reign, or A. D. 226. Thus was a name restored to its proper place,

which, but for numismatic inquiry, had been lost for ever.

If it may be inferred that Orbiana is the lady of whom Lampridius speaks in

" Vita Alexandri," cap. 41, she was a woman of good sense and discretion, who by

exemplary plainness of dress, led the Roman ladies to economy in their apparel.

What became of her after her husband's death, as well as the time of her own
demise, are alike unknown ; nor is there any proof of her having borne issue to

Alexander—though a medallion in the French Cabinet, inscribed Fecunditas

Temporum, on which she is represented with children, seems to imply that she had.

* This L preceding a Greek numeral, has amused and perplexed the learned and the pseudo-learned for many
generations ; and the question is 8till open to further discussion. Hardouin thought it was a gamma reversed ; Casaubon
considered it as a mere separation between the legend and the date ; Petau decided it to mean something of annual

occurrence ; Sraliger and Reinesius pronounced that it meant nothing but the lustrum ; and Salvini clearly shewed that

it was an imperfeet K, but without explaining why the imperfection should be stamped on so many bushels of Egyptian
coins, of various ages, sizes, and sovereigns. The best opinion seems to be, that it is the initial of Li/cubas, an archaic

|>oetical term for year, adopted when the Greek lambda was so formed ; and that to avoid confusion with the numeral Ai
the antiquated letter was retained. :

2h
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There are Latin, Greek, and Egyptian medals in honour of tliis F^rincess, hut I

have never met with a Colonial one. They are all rare, the dupondii being the least

so, and there are none known in small-brass. Mionnet has figured the silver coin

inscribed Propago Imperi, which formerly belonged to M. Gosselin ; and Eckhel

has described another with Minerva Victrix ; but those are the only uncommon
legends.

ccccv.
Obverse SALL. BARBIA ORBIANA AVG. [Sallustia Barbia Orbiana, Augusta.) The profile of

the Empress, with small, but pretty features, an animated air, and the appearance of about 20
years of age. The head-dress resembles that of So8emias, the neck is delicately turned, and the

bust is neatly robed. This medal, in excellent preservation and covered vrith a dense-green
patina, was purchased at Zante, in 1820.

Reverse. CONCORDIA AVGVSTORVM, On the fixergum S. C. The Emperor and Empress in

imperial attire, take each other by the right hand—the symbol of union. Concord is inscribed

upon all the Latin large-brass Orbianas which I have seen or heard of, and expresses the mutual
harmony which subsisted between Alexander and his wife. See No. CCCLXXXVII.

CCCCVI.
Obverse. SALL. BARBIA ORBIANA AVG. (Sallustia BarbiaX)rbiana, Augusta.) The head of

the Empress with her hair closely dressed, and charming features, the neck is finely shaped,

and the bosom robed. This beautiful medal is in the best possible condition, and varnished

with olive-green patina; it was one of the Maltese hoard described under No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. CONCORDIA AVGVSTORVM. On the exergum S. C. A stately female, magnificently

attired and seated on a throne, with a patera in her right hand, and a double cornucopiae in

her left. The cornucopiae is the well-known emblem of plenty—but it is difficult to say why
two of them so often occur upon medals : Jobert holds that they denote extraordinary abun-

dance, or unbounded happiness; but Addison thinks they relate to the double tradition

respecting the horns of Amalthaa and Achelbus.

JULIA MAM^A.
Julia Mamaea, the younger daughter of Avitus and Msesa, was born at Apamea,

and married to Genesius Marcianus, by whom she had Alexander, and a daughter

named Theoclia. She became a widow while her son was yet very young ; but

she made up to Alexander the loss of his father, by the extraordinary care which she

took of his infancy, and the precaution with which she afterwards prevented his

morals from being poisoned by Elagabalus, from whom she, with no little difficulty,

saved his life. She married a second husband whose name has not come down to

us—but from a rescript, by which Caracalla decreed that she should not lose her

precedency, we learn that he was of inferior dignity to herself. He must have died

before A. D. 218, for no mention is made of him when the family of Msesa were

ordered, by Macrinus, to retire to Emesa. In the commotion of the Prsetorians

against Elagabalus A. D. 222, the two imperial sisters repaired to the camp, to
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advocate the cause of their respective sons, when Soaemias was slain with tlie despot,

and MamEea became an Augusta. It was her misfortune, however, to undergo a fate

similar to that of her sister, being murdered also with her son in another military

sedition, which happened A. D. 235. But a different destiny awaited her memory

—

instead of the contumely which poured forth on Soaemias, the Senate publickly

expressed their regret for the fate of Mamsea, exalted her to a place among the Gods,

and appointed altars, priests, and sacrifices, for the celebration of her worship.

On considering the times in which Mamaea lived, and the domestic examples

by which she was surrounded, it is impossible to refuse homage to her prudence and

integrity, in spite of all that Herodian ungallantly musters up against iier. <* Mulier

sancta, sed avara," are words designed no doubt to convey a censure ; but a

glance at the state in which Elagabalus left the public coffers, and the rapacity of the

army, aggravated by the pernicious maxims of Severus, will at once shew that the

strictest frugality was requisite. She is also accused of arrogance, but this imputation

may have arisen from the incurice by which she avoided the impure society that

debased the court. She merited the honours decreed to her, were it only on account

of her maternal virtues, exemplified in the careful education of her son, and her

solicitude in placing none but persons of integrity about him. Though it is uncertain

whether she was baptized, Mamasa had the great advantage of being instructed in

the Christian religion by Origen,—and Eusebius highly commends her piety.

Excepting those of silver, and large and middle brass, the medals of Mamaea are

rare—as well Latin, as Greek-Imperial, Colonial, and Egyptian. The types are

generally trite, but not without interest, when in good condition. That which has

excited the greatest attention among antiquaries, is inscribed IVLIA MAMMIAS:
some ascribed it to Memmia, the wife of Alexander, while others thought it indi-

cated a new empress, not heard of before, and a third class questioned its authen-

ticity. At length Father Chammillardt, in his " Selecta Rei JVummarieB," shewed

it to be one of the earliest coins struck to Mamsea, whose name being Syrian, would
have had the termination AS, like that of her sister Soaemias, had it not been

modified by the Romans.* This assertion is supported by the features of the por-

trait, while the reverse, Juno Conservatrix, expresses the safely of Alexander

from the snares of Elagabalus. A second-brass medal is also of historical interest, as

it proves that Mamaea, as well as Faustina Junior and Julia Pia, bore the title of

" Mater Castrorum."

• I have iasertpd this solution, because it has been sanctioned by the Numismatic Elders : but before the good Father
can require Q9 implicitly to admit it, he must prove that all Syriac and barbarous female names were terminated by the
Greeks in A S, and none in A.
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CCCCVII.

Obverse. IVLIA MAMAEA AVGVSTA. The head of Mamaca, with her hair closely dressed, and

bound in an anadema. The features, though sedate, are handsome, and expressive of an age of

about thirty years ; the neck is full, and the bosom neatly robed. This medal, in singularly

high perfection, is coated with red and green patina, and was presented to me by an Arab, at

Leptis Magna, in 1816.

Reverse. FECVNDITAS AVGVSTAE, In the field S. C. Mamaea, habited as a Roman matron,

holds a cornucopiee with her left hand, and a sacred patera in her right,—before her stands

the naked figure of a child. This device differs from the one described under No. CCLXXIII,
but is of similar import, in vaunting a quality highly prized among the Romans.

CCCCVIII.

Obverse. IVLIA MAMAEA AVGVSTA. The head of the excellent Princess, with her hair in an
anadema, as before,—her features are handsome and intelligent, and her bosom robed. This
medal is in extraordinary preservation, though unpatinated ; it was from one of the amphorae
described under No. CCCXCV.

Reverse. VENVS VICTRIX.* In the field S. C. Venus, elegantly attired, stands with a lance in her

left hand, and supports a helmet on her right, with a shield at her feet. These attributes

sometimes allude to the power of love, as also does the rudder ; but here they may intimate the

triumph of Mamaea over Soacmias, the legend being from the word given by Julius Caesar, at

Pharsalia,—as we have it in Propertius

—

" Vexit et ipsa sui Csesaris arma Venos.
Arma resurgentis portans victricia Trojae."

And as the emperors, and greatest generals, ascribed their successes to the same Goddess,
Prudentius exclaims

—

" Sua Romae
Praemia dirainuit qui quicquid fortiter actum est

Adscribit Veneri, palmam victoribus aufert."

This medal disproves the assertions of those who, following Fulgeutius, insist that Venus Victrix

is always represented naked. Mamsea was frequently honoured " sub cultu Veneris,^' for I have
had her coins inscribed Venus Felix, with the figure holding an infant, both erect and sedent,

and Venus Genetrix with the apple, which, from the judgment of Paris, became the symbol of

Love—and all of them represent the goddess stolated. For other types of Venus consult the Index.

CCCCIX.
Obverse. IVLIA MAMAEA AVGVSTA. The profile of Mamaea, with her hair closely dressed, as on

the preceding coins, and with similar features ; but the neck is longer, and the bosom
diflPerently robed. This medal is in the most perfect possible preservation, having been so

hermetically shut up in the Maltese hoard, as to be barely discoloured. See No. CCCXCV.
Reverse, FELICITAS PVBLICA. On the esergum S. C. A female in magnificient attire, and

wearing a rich diadem, is seated with a caduceus, significant of celestial benefits, in one

hand, and a cornucopiae, the type of terrestrial benefits, in the other. These emblems signify

the happiness conferred by peace and plenty, which are the consequences of wise counsel.

And so greatly did the public security seem to be owing to the advice which Mamsea gave her

son in his administration, that the Senate struck other coins in her honour,—with " Felicitas

temporum'"—"Sfl?cu/i Felicitas"—and" Felicitas Perpetua,"—the last of which has a
group of figures, supposed by Patin, to represent Maesa, Memmia, and Theoclia, around

Mamaea, whose form, he observes, is so accurately copied, that one drop of water is not more
like another. See CCCXXII.

• Hardouin, describing a coin of Galeria Valeria vHh this inscription, says—with less paradox than usual^
that the Remans l.efoie an engagement, supplicated Loth Mars and Venus. If they defeated their enemies with great

slaughter, they thanked Mars Victor ; but if they slew but few, or made an advantageous peace, then they ascribed

the victory to Vetivi Victrix, This opinion is countenanced by Pliny's description of the myrtle used in the ovation

of Posthumius Tubertus, after a bloodless advantage over the Sabiues.
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MAXIMINUS.
Caius Julius Verus Maximinus, the son of Micca and Abala, was born in

Thrace, A. D, 173—his father being an obscure Goth, and his mother an equally

obscure Alan ; so that he sprung from two of the least civilized nations then

existing. He was brought up as a herdsman ; but being of a gigantic stature, and

well proportioned, he caught the eye of Severus, by his vigour and activity, in the

rejoicings with which the birth-day ofGeta was celebrated. Being appointed to

the Imperial guards, he distinguished himself by attention and fidelity, though his

character was savage and ferocious. Under Caracalla, he rose to the rank of cen-

turion ; but refused to serve Macrinus, the assassin of his benefactor's son—nor did

he mingle in the depraved court of Elagabalus, though he was invited to become
a Military Tribune. Alexander treated him with singular kindness, created him a

Senator, and honoured him with the command of a newly-raised legion, in which

station he acquitted himself so ably, that the Emperor employed him in reforming

the army, and thereby afforded him a fatal opportunity for corrupting the soldiers.

The ambition of the Barbarian was stimulated by this elevation; and his sense of

gratitude and duty gave way to selfishness: Alexander was treacherously murdered,

A. D. 235,* and Maximinus immediately assumed the Purple: but after a san-

guinary reign of three years and a few days, he was himself assassinated before

Aquileia, A. D. 238,| together with his son Maximus—their heads being exhibited

pn spears, and their bodies thrown into the river.

Maximinus possessed valour and resolution, but was execrably deceitful,

avaricious, and cruel. On his metamorphosis from subject to sovereign, he arrogantly

assumed the names of Caius, Julius, and Verus; and, as if to hide the meanness of

his birth, the proudJ epithets, Invictus, Fortissimus, and Nobilissimus. The Senate

greeted him with the titles of Germanicus, Dacicus, and Sarmaticus; while his para-

sites complimented his fierce courage and prodigious strength with the appellatives

of Hercules, Achilles, Antaeus, Ajax, and Milo ; but the great mass of his subjects

—

from his encouraging informers, feigning plots, condemning without proof, and
punishing without reason all who were accused—were more wont to call him Busiris,

• The temper of Maximinus was ungovernable, especially when crossed. It is, therefore, not unlikely that his
treason originated in vindictivcncss—though he managed so well as scarcely to appear the base instrument of his master's
murder. Mamsea, it is said, once intended to have married her daughter Theoclia to Maximus, the son of the Thracian -

but Alexander, disliking the moroseness of the Maxiniins dissuaded her from it; and, what was a still greater exasperation,
bestowed her upon Messala, a Roman of illustrious birth.

t It was at the siege of this place by Maximinus, that the women of Aquileia afforded a memorable instance of their
courage and devotion ; for the cordage belonging to the machines of war being worn out, they all cut off their tresses
to supply the defect.

X One might add barbarout, for such an epithet as NobiUuimui would hardly have been admitted in a better age.
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Gyges, and Phalaris. He had the address, by donatives and rewards, to attach the sol-

diers to his person ; yet his barbarity to others was such, that those whom he disHked

—

and they conaprehended nearly all the virtuous, noble, and wealthy—were crucified, or

thrown to wild beasts, or sewed up in the hides ofnewly-slain cattle, without distinction

ofage, sex, or quality. He becanae an object of universal dread and detestation.

Balbinus trembled when he heard his name mentioned ; the elder Gordian strangled

himself in fear of him ; and Pupienus, being ordered against him, said he was

not going to encounter a man, but a Cyclops. In short, Rome was filled with con-

sternation, and no messenger was ever received with greater transport, than the

one who brought tidings of the death of a monster so odious.

Wonderful and incredible instances are related of the matchless strength and

appetite of this gigantic savage. His height exceeded eight feet, and his joints

were so large that his wife's bracelet served him for a thumb-ring.* He was known

to draw loaded waggons, to tear up trees by the roots, and to crumble pebbles

between his fingere.f When he first attracted the notice of Severus, hefloored

sixteen of the stoutest followers of the camp ; and on the next day, after racing

against a horse, overthrew seven of the strongest soldiers, as so many children.

He usually devoured from forty to sixty pounds of flesh, and drank six gallons of

wine, daily, without inconvenience—whence some wit proposed inscribing on his

tomb,

—

* Hie jacet amphora vini."

It is remarkable, that Maximinus, while in the plenitude of his power, and insolently

confident in the invincibility of his strength, was addressed by a buffoon in the

amphitheatre, with a striking allusion to his situation. The words would probably

have cost the wag his life, had the Emperor understood Greek well enough to

have comprehended their meaning. Capitolinus gives us the following Latin version

of them :—
" Et qui ab uno non potest occidi

A multis occiditur.

Elephas grandis est, et occiditur

:

Leo fortis est, et occiditur

:

Tigris fortis est, et occiditur:

Cave niultos, si singulos non times."

There are Latin medals of this Emperor, in each of the metals and sizes; of

which the denarii, and large and middle-brass are the most common, they being

• This extraordinary fact deserves express quotation from Capitolinus. « Erat pricterea (ut refert Cordus) magnitu-

dine tanta, ut octo pedes digito viderctur egressus, pollice ita vasto, ut uxoris dextrocherio uteretur pro annulo."

t The late Prince of Butera, in Sicily, had prodigious muscular powers. He once destroyed a poor rope-maker'f

itock, by snapping his cords, and calling tbemrotten— paying, however, the damage, for he was askiodas he was humorout.

I once saw him bend a dollar with his thumb and finger.
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little prized where the types are trite, unless in high preservation. The Roman
coins give the name simply Maximinus, the Colonial ones prefix Julius, and the

Greek-Imperial bear Caius Julius Verus JUaximinus,
ccccx.

Oboerse. IMP. MAXI.MINVS PIVS AVG. (Imperator Maximinus, Pius, Augustus.) The
laurelled head of the Emperor, with large features and a surly physiognomy—" aspectu quoque
horrendus^^ as Herodian observes. This medal, thinly varnished with green and red patina,

was obtained from among those found at Malta. See CCCXCV.
Reverse, LIBERALITAS AVG. (Liberalitas Augusti.) On the exergum S. C The Emperor

seated on a curule chair, elevated upon a suggestum, between two warriors and a figure of
Liberality, who bears a cornucopiae and a tessera. A citizen on the steps appears rather in the

attitude of salutation, than that of receiving the donative, and may therefore be uttering the

exclamation used on such occasions

—

"De nostris annis augeat tibi Jupiter annos .'" The
suggestum differs from that of any other medal in the cabinet, as it is supported by several

military statues, which, perhaps, are intended to shew that Maximinus was indebted to the

army for his elevation. This appears to have been minted A. D. 235.

CCCCXI.

Obverse. IMP. MAXIMINVS PIVS AVG. [Imperator Maximinus, Pius, Augustus.) The
laureated profile of Maximinus, with large features and wrinkled forehead. This medal, in

good preservation, and coated with olive-green patina, was presented to me by Mr. H. Salt,

our late Consul-Geueral in Egypt.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. II. COS. P. P. (Pontifex Maximus, Trihunitia potestate iterum, Consul,
Pater Patria.) On the exergum S. C. The Emperor in a triumphal quadriga, in the act of

being crowned by a winged Victory ; he holds a branch of laurel in one hand, and a sceptre,

surmounted by an eagle, in the other—a badge of command, which was continued till the

Emperor Phocas substituted the Holy Cross in its place. This device, struck A. D. 236, most
probably represents a consular procession, as on No. CCCC ; and the addition of the Victory

may be complimentary to the sovereign's being actually engaged in a distant war, at the time of

his assuming the Purple.

The art of driving was highly prized among the young nobles of Rome ; for, according to

Juvenal, skill in this accomplishment was a certain passport to the favour of the fair-sex :

and he asserts, that a vain charioteer gained as much in a few hours, as a school-master

received for a year's laborious drudgery. Still it is somewhat difficult to guess how the ancients

contrived to stand in those two-wheeled vehicles, when under a four-horse power; nor does an
examination of the car which is preserved in the Vatican, solve the perplexity. The jugales,

or two centre hoi-ses, must have been fastened to the pole ; and th^funales, or outer ones, to

a bolt on the axle-tree, between the wheel and the body of the car.

CCCCXII.

Obverse. IMP. MAXIMINVS PIVS AVG. {Imperator Maximinus, Pius, Augustus.) The laurelled

head of the Emperor, with very close-cut hair and beard, wrinkled forehead, large chin, stern

features, and his shoulders covered with a sagum. This medal, in singularly high condition,

and unpatinated, was from the hoard discovered at Malta. See CCCXCV.
Reverse. P. M. TR. P. II. COS. P. P. (Pontifex Maximtis, Tribunitia potestate iterum. Consul,

Pater Patrice.) In the field S. C. A paludated warrior with a lance in his left hand, and his

right raised, standing by three military standards. This device was struck A. D. 236, and
seems merely a complimentary expression of the fidelity of the army, resembling the Fides
Militum, which was also stamped in honour of him : but the Rev. W. Cooke thinks it may
iutimate a particular event, and mentions, that the Emperor, when struggling in a marsh in

Germany, would have been killed, had he not been rescued by his own troops. The figure,

however, is certainly not that of the over-grown Thracian, it being both young and graceful,

similar to that which represents his son Maximus, as First of the Roman youth.
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CCCCXIII.

Obnene. IMP. MAXIMINVS PIVS AVG. (hnperator Maximinui, Piut, Auguitut,] The laureated

head of tho Emperor, with larG^c fcatureR, sharp eye, anil lengthy chin ; the hair and beard

very clone, the neck Hhort and thick, and the shoulders covered with drapery over a cuirass.

This medal, in hi^h condition and scarcely patinated, was taken from the amphorae described

under No. CCCXCV.
Reverte, VICTORIA GERMANICA. On the exergum S. C, Maximinus in a camp-dress, standinc'

with his rigiit hand elevated in token of coniinaiid, and a xpear in his left, the point of which

it towards a captive at his feet, whose hands are bound behind him. On the nght, a winged
Victory is placing a laurel crown on the Emperor's head. This was stamped A. D. 2{}0, to

record his success in Germany, which he invaded shortly after he was raised to the empire.

He fought there several battles, always engaging in person at the head of his troops—and was
not a little vain of the advantages he gained ; for in addition to the accounts transmitted to

the Senate, he ordered his exploits to be represented in painting, and hung up in the squares

and public places of Rome. For these victories the Fathers decreed both to him and his son,

the title of Germanicus ; and besides the medal under discussion, I have had three other dis-

tinct types of a similar tenor, which corroborates what Capitolinus says of the exclamation

—

" Viriule inter omnes militen clarus."

CCCCXIV.
ObveriF. MAXIMINVS PIVS AVG. GERM. {Maximinui, Pius, /tugumui, Germanicus.) The

laureated profile of Maximinus, with short hair and beard, stern features, and a prodigious chin ;

the neck is thick, and the shoulders covered with a sagum. This medal is in sound but

secondary condition, having been touched with a file, when found, perhaps to ascertiiin its metal

;

it was procured at Naples in 182}, where it formerly belonged to the well-known philologist,

Professor A. 8. Mazzochi.

Reverte. VICTORIA AVGVSTORVM. On theexergum S. C. The Emperor, in camp-attire, takes

:i togated figure—probably typifying the Senate—by the hand, and they support an idol of

Victory between tlieni. Each is attended by a galeated warrior ; and in the centre are two

captives in bonds, seated on the ground in attitudes of subjection and woe. This wjw struck

about A. D. 237, to commemorate an advantage over the enemy; and the obverse shews that

Maximinus had now assumed the agnomen Germanicus. Augutlorum relates to the Emperor
and his son—but as Maximus never was honoured with the title of Augustus, it merely implies

that he shared it with his father.

PAULINA.

Paulina being unnoticed in history, is iiHsigned, by the inference of medals only,

to Maxiininus:—but the appointment is strengthened to conviction by the fashion

and fabric of the coinage, as well as by the striking resemblance between the head

thereon, and that of Maximus, the emperor's son. Yet, altlioiigli her name is not

recorded, we loarn from Ammianus Marcellinus ar)d Zonaras, that she was of mild

and liiiinane disposition, and exerted herself in ciiccking the barbarity of her

husband, an<l moderating his violence.

Camerarins has mistaken (Jalpurnia, of the illustrious family of the Pisos, for

the wifeof llieThracian. 'J'hat lady, so celebrated for her beauty and virtue, as

well as the devotion of her widowhood, was united to the unfortunate Titus
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Oiiartinus, a favourite of Alexander's, wlio, lioisting the standard of revolt against

Maxiininus, was murdered by tUe^friend by whom he had been instigated, while

tranquilly sleeping in his tent,*

The medals of Paulina are restricted to the silver, and large-brass of the Latin

mint, and are consequently rare ; the devices hitherto found being only types of

consecration. A gold coin, bearing her head, has been foisted into cabinets,

although the best authorities have pronounced it to be a modern fabrication.

ccccxv.
Obverse. DIVA PAVLINA. A middle-aged head of I'auUnu, with the veil of divinity over hair

dressed hke that of Maiiiaea, and her bosum closely robed. The features are hiiiidNoiiie and
intelligent, with a resemblance to those of Maxiininus and Maximus, especially the latter.

This medal, in the highest preservation and barely discoloured, was found among its rotem-

porarics\n the Malta hoard,—an additional fact for discountenancing the noliiin of its being

struck in honour of Hadrian's sister, even if such an idea was not at variance with all

the peculiarities of its workmanship.

Reverse. CONSECRATIO. In the field S. C. The Empress is " wending her way " to the spheres,

on the back of a flying eagle ; she is veiled, and holds the sarred sceptre in one hand, and
extends the other in the ancient attitude of prayer. Those who only think Paulina " fM/]rd

creditur" the wife of Maximinus, object to her consecration, on the ground that the Senate
would not have thus honoured the spouse of a man so gnatly detested. Uut as she probably

died before her husband's fall, the ever-complying I''athers would hav« met the imperial

wishes, even had the lady's character been less estimable than it really was.

CCCCXVI.
Obverse. DIVA PAVLINA. A veiled head of the Empress, with characteristics as above. This

modal is in good but secondary preservation, and covered with an apple-green patina ; it was
purchased from Mr. M. Young, of London, in 1825.

Reverse. CONSECIIATIO. On the exergum S. C. Paulina, with a (liialing veil—" « /oirfria

d'lriiie"—in a two-wheeled biga, diawn by prancing horses ; she holds a long torch in one
hand, and the reins in the other. This compliments the memory of the Empress, by
assimilating her to Luna Lucifera, one of the class styled "Dii Se/ecli."

MAXIMUS.

Cains Julius Verus Maxinins, the son ofMaximinus and '^perhaps" Paulina, was

born about A. D. 218, and declared Cnesar when his father was advanced to the

empire, A. D. 235. Maximinus, after making him his partner in authority, advised

him to reside at Home, in order to over-awe the citizens ; for refusing which he

would have killed him, when he heard that the Senate had proclaimed the Gordians,

had not the Prince withdrawn himself. In the tumult before Aquileia, his good

qualities might have saved his life, but that the infuriated soldiers resolved to spare

• A (Icnaritia has ttnn placed in coUcctionn, an struck liy Quartimis, having on tJic ohvoriw! a radiated head inscrihcd
JHvo THo, and on the revcrBc an altar, with Consecralio. It ia, however, in honour of the Eni|)cror Titin ; being one of
Umw ttaropcd by Gallicnui, in conmemoration of the priocea who bad received the dignity ofan aputheo*i«.

2i
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none of the race, exclaiming "Ex pessimo genere ne catuliim habendum."

He was tiierefore slain with his father, A. D. 238, their heads being sent to Rome,

and their bodies cast into the river.

Maximus was a youth of extraordinary beauty and symmetry, and in stature

almost equal to his father. He was brave and liberal, but though not cruel, so

haughty, that he suffered the soldiers not only to salute his hand, but kiss his knees

and feet—a degree of adulation which his father never could endure. He was mag-

nificent in his apparel, and neglected nothing that could possibly set off his person ;

in his fondness for parade he wore a golden coat of mail ; his gilt shield and helmet

Mere richly adorned with gems ; and, according to Capitolinus, no woman was ever

more fastidious in her dress. This foppery might have worn off with age; but it

probably influenced Alexander's refusal of his sister to such a consummate dandy,

and thus thwarted a marriage which might have secured the safety of both families.

Yet it is recorded that Maximus was a mighty favourite with the ladies of Rome,

and, at the time of his death, was betrothed to Junia Fadilla,* a great grand-

daughter of the revered Antoninus Pius.

Inhere are Latin, Greek-Imperial, and Colonial, but, I believe, no Egyptian medals

in honour of Maximus. Of the Roman mintage, the only genuine aureus yet found

is a Pietas, with the instruments of sacrifice ; and Khell describes a silver quinarius.

The denarii and large and middle-brass are more common than the other coins,

but are yet of some rarity—and there are none known in small-brass.

CCCCXVII.
Obverse. C. IVL. VERVS MAXIMVS CAES. {Caitts Julius Verus Maximus-f Ctesar.) The

head of Maximus without a laurel wreath, his hair cut very close, chin smooth, aud shoulders

robed. The features bear a strong resemblance to those of Paulina, and are singularly-

handsome; almost justifying the vain father in his boast that he had given the Romans their

most comely emperor. Even in death this beauty continued, and drew from jElius Sabinus

this eloquent sentence—" Tantam pulchritudinem oris fuisse in Jilio, ut etiarn caput ejus

mortui jam nigrum, jam sordens,jam maceratum dejiucnle tabo, velut umbra pulcherrima
videretur .^'

This medal is in such high conservation, that it maybe styled perfect j it was one of the

Malta hoard described under No. CCCXCV. where it had been for ages so closely sealed that

the metal is barely discoloured. My late friend, Taylor Coombe, albeit no admirer of this period

of art, was particularly pleased with its fabric and condition.

Reverse. PIETAS AVG. [Pietas Augusti.) On the exerguni S. C. The pra'.fericulum, the lituus,

the simpulum, and other sacrificial instruments, as described under No. CCXXXVII. This
device appears to have been stamped A. D. 235, on the young Caesar's being appointed to the

usual sacerdotal office, which preceded the imperial dignity; for the Senate, incapable of

resisting, found it necessary to add their approbation to the dicta of the army.

• The learned Heyne lias edited a coin of Fadilla, from the Bentinck Museum, but owns that he nerer saw it j it i»

almost needless to add that it must be false.

f Capitolinus calls this prince Maximinm Junior; but the evidence of the medals is indisputable ; however, it leems
from the epithet, that be was sometimes called by his father's name, unless it can he shewn that Maximinui is a faNe
reading for Maximui,
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......f.. CCCCXVIII.
Obverse. MAXIMVS CAES. GERM. {Maximus Ctssar, Germanicus.) The uulaureated head of the

Caesar, with handsome features, and the characteristics as on the last. This medal is also one

of the Malta hoard, and so perfect that it seems fresh from the mint
j yet it was probably

struck A. D. 237.

Reverse. PRINCIPI IVVENTVTIS. In the field S. C. A graceful figure of Maximus, in camp
attire, with the pallium on his shoulders, in his left hand, a lance, perhaps his gilt one, held

transversely with the point downwards, and a truncheon in his right : behind him two military

standards are planted in the ground. See No. CCLXXXIU.
CCCCXIX.

Obverse. MAXIMVS CAES. GERM. [Maximus Ccesar, Germatiicus.) The naked head of

Maximus, with close hair, smooth chin, handsome features, and intelligent aspect; the shoulders

being covered with a pallium over armour. This medal has the little silver eagle of the Modena
Cabinet stamped on it, and was exchanged by Mr. M. Young, in 1826, for one of ihose found

at Malta; it is in beautiful preservation, and densely coated with olive-green patina.

Reverse. PRlfiClFl IVVENTVTIS. In the field S. C. A fine figure of the Casar, as Prince of the

Roman Youth, with emblems similar to those described above. But one of the standards is

here surmounted by a human hand, and is therefore tht; Manipidus , the descendant of the wisps

of hay borne by the party of Romulus, at the attack on the palace of Auiulius. The manipulus

became one of the most celebrated of the Roman ensigns, and the mark of a select battalion ;

like the hoi'se's tail in the Ottoman armies It is thus mentioned by Ovid :

—

" Pertica suspensos portabat longa Maniplos :

UndeManiplaris nomina miles habet."

GORDIANUS AFRICANUS, SENIOR.

Marcus Antonius*Gorcliatius—son of Melius Marcellus, of the Gracchi family,

and Ulpia Gordiana, a descendant of Trajan—was born A. D. 158, and inherited

enormous wealth. Though beseems to have kept aloof from public distinctions, he

became exceedingly popular on account of his merit, affability, and liberal spirit;

for during his iEdileship he gave monthly games, and magnificent festivals both to

Rome and the Provinces—a step, which it is surprising so prudent a man should risk

in those turbulent times. It was not till A. D, 214, that he became Consul, perhaps

from motives of personal safety ; and he again assumed the Fasces, in 229, with Dio

Cassius. In the year following he went to Africa, as Alexander's lieutenant, whence

some writers suppose he derived the surname oiAfricanus, while others think it was

rather because he was descended from the Scipios. He remained in his pro-con-

sulship till the insupportable exactions of Maximinus roused the province to

insurrection, and the Emperor's odious procurator was slain. Gordian was then at

Thydrus, where the people came unexpectedly and saluted him with the title of

Augustus, an honour which he attempted to decline under the plea of his being an

• Capitolinus Rcetns uncertain nhether the Gordiani were Antonii, or Antonini ; but both marbles and Greek-Imperial
Mini decide in favour of the former.
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octogenarian—but drawn swords and menaces of instant death prevailed. He had

no sooner been constrained to accept the ensigns, than, to the delight of the public,

he appointed his son as his associate in the empire, and entered Carthage, arrayed in

purple. This exaltation caused tumults of joy at Rome; the Senate, without hesi-

tation, confirmed the election, many obnoxious functionaries were executed, and the

Maximins declared enemies to the state. Tlje triumph was unhappily short-lived.

Capelianus, the governor of Numidia, who had been at variance with the Pro-Consul,

declared for Maximinus, amd advanced towards Carthage with a well-appointed

army of veterans. The younger Gordian was despatched against him, at the head of a

numerous, but ill-disciplined body of troops, and after a bloody engagement was over-

thrown, and slain on the field. Tiie death of his son, together with the loss of the

battle and the rapid approach of the enemy, reduced the father to such despair, that

he strangled himself with his girdle, A. D. 238, after a /e/^/j of scarcely five weeks.

The two bodies were embarked for sepulture in Rome, but were lost at sea.

This catastrophe occasioned universal regret and consternation. The Senate,

to oppose the savage Thracian, raised Balbinus and Pupienus to the Purple. Rome
was filled with faction and tumult, and the people demanded a prince of the Gordian

family. Thus, though the Africani unfortunately perished, the flame kindled by

them, shortly afterwards consuuied Maximinus and all his adherents.

The elder Gordian, of a comely stature and majestic aspect, was thought to

resemble Augustus in person and gesture: ''Erat lorif/itudine JRomana, canitie

decora, et potnpali vuUtt, ruber tnagis, qnam candidus, facie bene laid;

oculis, ore,fronte verendus."^ tie was liberal, jnst, humane, and magnanimous,

of irreproachable habits, and great kindness of disposition—whence he was more
beloved in Africa, than any of his predecessors. He was well versed in all branches

of literature, and excelled in eloquence. He wrote several poemsin his youth, which

were greatly esteemed, particularly one entitled '' Jlntoniniades," describing, in 30
books, the acts of Antoninus Pius, and Marcus Aurelius. He married Fabia Ores-

tilla, a descendant of those illustrious emperors, by whom he had the son who shared

his short-lived elevation, and a daughter named Msecia Faustina, married to Junius

Balbus, a man of consular rank.f

The Latin medals of Gordianus Senex are of great rarity, as well as high price,

and are confined to silver and large-brass ; for the gold RomtB jFAernce of Father

Khell is pronounced to be a modern fabrication. There is, indeed, one of small-brass

• This quotation is inserted for its descriptive quality ; but with uo respect for the style of its Latinlty.

f A silver coin was lately produced in London, purporting to have been struck in honour of Maecia Faustina ; but it

was palpably a grots forgery. Mo coia of her it known, and, in all probability, she died before her father came to tha
empite.
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cited in Eiinery's catalogue, but its claim is questiona])le ; for, with respect to the

Assaria, it may here be observed, that though, in accordance with the practice of most

medallists, I have mentioned small-brass, there are none, properly so called, from the

time of Pertinax, till the end of the reign of Gallienus, except a few of Trajanns

Decius : and all those may be reckoned mere forgeries from the silver, m here the S. C,

is wanting. There are numerous false coins of this Emperor to be guarded against.

No Colonial ones have yet, I believe, been found, and only a few Egyptian. It

was doubted whether there existed any which were struck in Greece, till a second-

brass of Samos was published in Ennery's Catalogue ; since which, Dr. A, Visconti

has described an unique large-brass one of the same island, in his " Indicazione

delle Medaglie Antiche;" and Havercamp describes a small-brass struck by the

" Metropolites," which he purchased at the sale of iVIons. de Wilde's cabinet.

As the coins of both the Africani have similar legends and types, they can only

be assigned to the father or the son, by the character of the portrait. The countenance

of the elder is long, thin, and aged ;—that of the younger is fuller, and has a bolder

forehead—a difierence easily discernible on large-brass. Vaillant thinks that all

those on which the Tribunitian power is inscribed, belong to the father alone ; and

I have met with nothing which impugns that opinion, though it can be merely

received as a conjecture.
ccccxx.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. ANT. GORDIANVS AFR. AVG. {Imperator Casar Marcus Antonius
Gordiamis, Africanus, Augustus.) The laurtated head of the elder Gordian, with expressive

and aged features, more like Julius Caasar than Augustus, whom he has been said to have
resembled. This medal, covered with dark-brown patina, and in very high preservation, was
procured at Sassari, in Sardinia, in 1S24.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. COS. P. P. {Ponti/ex Maximus, Tribunitid poteslate, Consul, Pater
Patrice.) In the field S. C. The Emperor, in senatorial garments, holding an olive-branch

in his right hand, and a truncheon in his left. The term consul is singular, though Gordian had
twice served that high office, while a subject, and with universal applause—" Jn Consulatibus
clariorfuit sui temporis Consulibus."

CCCCXXI.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. ANT. GORDIANVS AFR. AVG. [Imperator Ca-sar Marcus

Antonius Gordianus, Africanus, Augustus.) The laureated head of the Emperor with short

hair, smooth chin, and aged features. This medal, in excellent condition, and slightly tinged

with apple-green patina, was found in one of the amphora; at Malta. See No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. SECVRITAS AVGG. (Securitas Augustontm.) On the exergum S. C. A female

elegantly attired, is seated with a sceptre in her right hand, and her left foot upon a low stool-
hut she has not a cornucopise as on the one described by Visconti. This device was struck

A. D. 238, by the Senate, who weie happy under the idea, that the election of two such popu-
lar nobles as the Gordiani, had secured the empire from the tyranny of the dreaded Maximinus.
But, as Shakspcare has said, " Security gives way to Conspiracy," and the hope of a stable

government from that election quickly vanished.

Among other types of secuiily, a curious one on a coin of Helena, mother of Con-
stantine the Great, deserves mention. It represents a female, habited as a Roman matron, who
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stands without the support of the column which is usually introduced, where the figure is not
sedent, to imply stability—as Pierio Valeriano says—" Invenire est in niimmis, aliquot
columnam ad Securitatem additam." This woman holds a branch of laurel in her hand, inverted

;

because the laurel-tree is said to be a charm, and preservative against lightning, and poison.

Hence the proverb " Laureum geslo bacutum," used by those who had escaped securely from
danger or difiSculty. See No. CCCLXXI ; and the Securilas of Hostilianus.

CCCCXXII.
Obcerse. IMP. CAES. M. ANT. GORDIANVS AFR. AVG. [Imperator Ceesar Marcus

Antonius Gordianus, Africanus, Augustus.) The laurelled profile of Gordianus Senex, with
his usual characteristics. A medal in sound but secondary condition, varnished with light-

brown patina, which was purchased at Mr. M. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse, VICTORIA AVGG. (Victoria Augustorum.) In the field S. C. A marching winged
Victory, with a laurel crown. This device must be intended as a happy presage, rather than
the record of a victory obtained ; and was probably struck by the Senate as a token of their

confidence in the success of one so worthy of the laurel. Alexander, in writing to the Fathers,

had characterized Gordian, with thestrictest truth, as:—" Virum nobilem, el magnanimum,
disertum, justum, continentem, bonum." And he discharged the office of Pro-Consul in

Africa, with such equity and benevolence, that he was extolled as a Cato, a Scipio, and a

Lselius.

GORDIANUS AFRICANUS, JUNIOR.

Marcus Antonius Gordianus Africanus, Junior, the son of Gordianus Africanus

Senior, and Fabia Orestilla, was born A. D. 192. He was Quaestor under Elagabalus;

Praetor and Consul under Alexander ; and was sent into Africa A. D, 230, as his

father's lieutenant, with whom he was saluted joint-emperor A. D. 238. He enjoyed

the imperial honours scarcely more than five weeks, for he was defeated and killed in

the battle fought with Capelianus, Intendant of Mauretania, being then in the 46th

year of his age. His remains, with those of his father, were lost at sea, but their

memory was consecrated by the Senate.

The younger Gordian was tall, and remarkably handsome, courageous, and

liberal ; and as generally beloved as his father. He was esteemed a man of integrity ;

and his love of learning and extensive knowledge may be inferred, from the legacy

of 60,000 volumes left to him, by his tutor, Serenus Sammonicus. He possessed a

brilliant genius, was a proficient in polite literature, an author both in prose and verse,

and thoroughly acquainted with the Roman law. But he was a " bit" ofa sensualist

—

being an epicurean in his tastes, "curious" in his wines, finical in his dress, and

passing much of his time in the voluptuous amenity of baths, groves, and gardens.

He kept twenty-two concubines, by each of whom he had children, whence he

was nick-named the Priamns, and a name still more satirical, of his age. His

intimacy with Elagabalus would have injured his reputation, but that it was counter-

balanced by the regard and friendship of Alexander, .^lius Cardus asserts that

-m't
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Gordianiis was never married, and consequently liad no lawful issue ; but Dexippus

declares he had a wife, and that his son afterwards became emperor. See

Gordianus Pius.

The Latin medals of Gordianus Juvenis are ofgreat rarity, and high price ; they

arelimited to silver and large-brass, with only one exception mentioned by Havercamp,

in these words :
—" On a cri^ jusqu'ici, quHl ne se troiwoit des Medailles des

Gordiens que de la premiere grandeur : j'ai poartant vu dans le Cabinet de

Frederic Comte de Thorns, une medaille du second module de Gordien le fils,

laquelle d'ailleurs est surement antique." I am not aware of any Greek or

Colonial coins in honour of this Prince, but there are a few Egyptian. 'I'his scarcity

has attracted the attention of the Fulsarii, and the third Gordian has been palmed

off as an Africanus, by the alteration of PIVS into A. F, R, and stumping in a beard

—but an experienced eye will detect the imposture, at a glance.

CCCCXXIIl.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. ANT. GORDIANVS AFR. AVG. [Imperator Casar Marcus
Antonius Gerdianus, Africanus, Augustus.) The laurelled head of Gordianus Juvenis, with
short hair and beard—the forehead being more bald, and the face fuller than on the coins of

the father. A paludamentum is buckled over armour on the left shoulder. This fine and
valuable medal in the highest preservation, though but slightly patinated with deep-green
aerugo, was one of the hoard found at Malta. See No. CCCXCV.

JFf«rer*c. VIRTVS AVGG. [Virtus Augustorum.) In the field S. C. A military figure, galeated,

stands with a spear in one hand, and rests his other oua shield upon the ground. This com-
pliment to the moral courage of the Prince, is a personification of Valour or Fortitude, alluding

to exertion in the public cause, which was the supposed fountain of good conduct : " Virtuti

omnia parent.''^ But this Virtue is more commonly found under a female form, whence some
have considered the figure to represent Bellona, a goddess created to share the fatigues of

Alars, but whether as wife, sister, or companion, is not told.* The galeated Amazon is dis-

tinguished from Minerva by holding a parazonium ; and from Roma, by not bearing an idol of
Victory ; and excepting the right breast, and the left foot, which rests on a helmet, her limbs

are covered with drapery :

—

Stans vultus, et ore

Incessuque viro propior, laetique pudoris,

Celsahumeris, niveae fulgebat slamine pallae.

CCCCXXIV.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. ANT. GORDIANVS AFR. AVG. [Imperator Casar Marcus

Antonius Gordianus, Africanus, Augustus.) The laureated head of the younger Gordian,
with handsome middle-aged features, and characteristics as before. This medal, in high con-

dition, and thinly encrusted with an apple-green patina, was taken from one of the amphorae
found at Malta. See No. CCCXCV.

Reverse. PROVIDENTIA AVGG. [Providentia Augustorum.) In the field S. C. A female figure

in the robes of a Roman matron, and adorned with a diadem, leans gracefully against a column,

• Fcnelon draws a portrait of Mars and Bellona:—" Bellone et Mars avec les Furies infernalcs vetucs ile robcf
toutes degoutantes de sang, repaissoient leurs yrux cruels de ce spectacle, ct renouvelloient sans cesse la rage dan« le*

cCEurs. Ce« Divinitcs ennemies des homnMs, repoussoientloin des deux partis la pitie gcnereuse, la valeur moderte, la
douce humanite : ce n'etoit plus dans ces anias confus d'hommcs acharn6s les uns sur les aiitres, que massacre, vengeance
deee«poir et fureur brntale. La sage et invincible Pallas elle.tnc'me I'ayant vu, frtmit, ct recula d'horreur."
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the emblem of stability, on which she supports a cornucopia, and with her right hand holds a

sceptre over a globe, as a symbol of universal command. This is not the divine Providentia

described under No. CCCXI, but Prudentia,* or Fore-thought, a quality which stands

in the front of Cicero's catalogue of virtues, though Petronius merely terms it the sister of

Poverty: and it is remarkable that none of the Latin poets mention Providentia, though they

supposed her to preside over the universe, and were inclined to allow her a special influence

even " in the fall of a sparrow ;
" as if confounded with their notions of Fate. On the coins

of Coustantine, and others of that age, the common reverse—a tower inscribed Providentia
Augusti—indicates a corn magazine built for the public.

ccccxxv.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. ANT. GORDIANVS APR. AVG. {Imperator Ccesar Marcus

Antonius Gordianus, Africanus, Augustus.) The laurelled profile of the younger Gordian,

with short hair and beard, full face, bald forehead, and intelligent aspect; the bust is bold,

aud covered with a saguni. This rare medal, thinly varnished with brown patina, and in the

highest possible preservation, was one of the hoard described under No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. ROMAE AETERNAE. On the exergum S. C. Roma Nicephora seated on a throne, with

her left foot on a suppedaneum, holding a hasta pura in her left hand, and supporting a small

winged victory on her right. By the side of the throne is a buckler. This device alludes to

the eternity promised to Rome, by all the oracles of antiquity, and echoed by all the Latin

poets—the Prince of whom represents Jupiter as comforting Venus with the prospect of the

Eternal City's greatness:

—

" His ego nee metas, rerura nee tempera pono

;

Imperium sine fine dedi. Quin aspera Juuo,

Quae mare nunc terrasque nietu ccelumque fatigat,

Consilia in melius referet ; mecumque fovebit

Romanos, rerum dominos, gentemque togatam."

CCCCXXVL
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. ANT. GORDIANVS AFR. AVG. [Imperator drsar Marcus Antonius

Gordianus, Africanus, Augustus.) The laureated head of Gordianus jHt-enj*, with short hair

and beard, and other characteristics as on the above. This valuable medal is in the very best
condition, and thinlv coated with a chocolate-coloured patina j it was found at Malta, as
described under No. CCCXCV,

Reverse. ROMAE AETERNAE. On the exergum S. C. A galeated female, seated as Rome " the
Victorious," with attributes as on the last, except that the left foot does not rest on a sup-
pedaneum. The Eternity of the Empire, like that of all other earthly things, has passed :—

"There is the moral of all human tales ;

'Tis but the same rehearsal of the past

:

First freedom, and then glory—when that fails,

Wealth, vice, corruption—barbarism at last."

CCCCXXVIl.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. ANT. GORDIANVS AFR. AVG. [Imperator Casar Marcus

Antonius Gordianus Africanus, Augustus.) The head of the younger Gordian, with the

laurel wreath, and characteristics as above. A medal tinged with light-brown patina, and
in excellent condition, which was purchased from Mr. Young, in 18'2().

Reverse. VICTORIA AVGG. [Victoria Augustorum.) In the field S. C. Victoria gradient,
with a palm-branch "lent<E,Victuris prcemia, Palmes"\n her left hand, and a garland of laurel

in her right:—the lower folds of her drapery are gathered back by the wind, as if from the

rapidity of her advance, as with Ovid's Daphne :

—

" Obviaque adversas vibrabant flamina vestes."

Prudentia is not represented upon medals till the time of Gallienus, when Aureolus,one of the " Tyrants," itruck
t|ic aureus quoted by Count Mezza-barha from Oiselius—but no other coin of the kind is known.
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This device is equally premature with that which was g^ven to Gordianus Senior, for if the

father did not merit it, still less did the son, who lost the battle. Count Mezza-barba describes

a denarius of these Princes, with—" Duo Milites hastati, el paludati, circumstantes Signa
MilUaria," inscribed GLORIAE EXERCITVS. There can be but little doubt that this is

a modern fabrication;—nor does Gloria appear upon medals till the reign of Magnentius,
upwards of 100 years after the time of the Gordians.

Raimondo Congia, of Oliena, in Sardinia, made the fate of this Prince, the subject of his

best poem : but he has failed miserably in describing the field in which the fatal battle was
lost, although all the war-deities of the Pantheon are drawn out in succession—^like the shades

in Banquo's line—to grace it. What a contrast to the immortal stanza which occupied the

genius of Tasso for ten entire months ! After the usual parade of broken armour, weapons,
and ghastly corses, follow these inimitable lines :

—

" Giace il cavallo al suo signore appresso :

Giace il compagno appo il compagno estinto ;

Giace il nemico appo il nemico ; e spesso

Sul morto il vivo, il vincitor sul vinto,

Non v' 6 silenzio, e non v' h grido espresso

;

Ma odi un non so che roco, e indistinto.

Fremiti di furor, mormori d'ira;

Gemiti di chi langue, e di chi spira."

BALBINUS.

Decimus Caelius Balbinus, was born A. D, 178, of an illustrious family, his

pedigree being derived from Cornelius Balbus Theophanes, a celebrated historian,

and the friend of Pompey the Great. He had been twice Consul, and had

governed with credit in Bithynia, Galatia, Pontus, and other provinces, when news

of the disastrous fate of the Africani, and the approach of the odious Maximinus,

filled Rome with consternation. In this exigence, the Senate having gone too far

to recede, or hope for mercy, unanimously elected Balbinus and Pupienus Co-

Emperors, and they were proclaimed A. D. 238. Though the new Augusti were

men of unblemished reputation, the populace were tumultuous for a prince of the

Gordian family to be added to the imperial dignity, as a return of gratitude to those

who had sacrificed their lives for the public ; nor did their clamour cease, till young
Gordian was brought forth, and saluted Csesar.

The two Emperors, though invested with equal power, voluntarily divided their

functions : Balbinus taking the direction of the civil and Pupienus assuming the

charge of the military affairs, for which each was best qualified. Preparations were

immediately made for taking the field against Maximinus, who, upon hearing of the

election, quickened his march into Italy, breathing nothing but vengeance and de-

struction. Scarcely had the army left Rome, whenatumult between the guards and the

populace ravaged the city, in which the temples were prophaned, private houses

pillaged and burnt, much blood shed, and Balbinus himself dangerously wounded ia
2 K.
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the head : but young Gordian being produced in his purple robes, at once assuaged the

fury of both parties. Pupienus, in the mean time, had advanced as far as Ravenna,

where he received the head of his dreaded enemy, which he forthwith dispatched to

Rome, with the usual formalities. No sooner were the laurelled spears and letters

perceived, than the greatestjoy prevailed ; the people testified their transports by all

sorts of rejoicings, and Balbinus, who used to tremble at the very name of Maximi-

nus, offered the unusual sacrifice of a whole hecatomb to the gods, for so happy a

delivery from the savage Thracian. Peace being thus unexpectedly established, the

two Emperors governed with such prudence and moderation, that a golden age

succeeded the iron one, and the Senate and People loudly boasted the superior

wisdom of their choice, over that usually made by the Army. This taunt, together

with the bitter invectives daily uttered against Maximinus, whom the soldiers had

raised to the Empire, deeply irritated the licentious Praetorians, who scowled with

an evil eye upon sovereigns in whose election they had no share, and considered the

general acclamations as so many sarcasms on their own conduct. They therefore

seized an opportunity, during the absence of the guards and domestics at the Capi-

toline games, of rushing into the palace, and securing the two Emperors. On dragging

their prisoners forth, they ignominiously stripped them, tore their purple robes to

shreds, and then hurried them towards the camp ; but hearing that the German fol-

lowers of Pupienus were advancing to rescue the princes, they instantly killed them

both, and left their mangled bodies in the street. This inhuman deed would have

been attended with dreadful consequences, if the murderers had not appeased the

incensed populace, by declaring it was done with no other view than to secure the

empire to young Gordian,

So calamitous a termination of a happy reign, was the more to be lamented,

inasmuch as it proved that with all their great qualities, the two Princes were not

free from petty jealousy—the one priding himself on birth and fortune, and the other

on talent and resolution

—

sed diacordice tacitcB, et quce \ intelligerentur potius,

qudm viderentur." When Pupienus heard of the arrival of the Preetorians, he pro-

posed calling in his faithful German soldiers, but was opposed by Balbinus, who fatally

suspected the whole to be a scheme of his colleague to overpower him, and obtain

the supreme power. This unhappy delusion prevented their uniting in any vigorous

measure of defence, and occasioned a warm dispute, during which the mutineers

gained time to break into the palace, and accomplish the destruction of two sovereigns,

who deserved a better fate.

Balbinus was murdered in the 60th year of his age, after a reign of about three

months, and he was deeply regretted. Possessed of immense wealth he had lived
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with corresponding splendour and his portly person afforded evidence that he was
addicted to pleasure :

" Epicuri de grege porcum." But at the same time he was
universally beloved on account of his integrity, humanity, and affability. He was
esteemed an excellent orator, a good poet, a ready improvisatore, an upright magis-
trate, an able politician, and a pious man. And his clemency was the more valuable

when he had attained the sovereign power, because it moderated the rigour of
his colleague.

The medals of this Emperor, whether Latin, Greek, or Egyptian, are all rare

and of a high price—the denarii and sestertii being the most common : nor are any
Colonial nor small-brass known. Though the arts were now on the decline, the

moneyers still possessed the power of executing accurate likenesses, for a comparison

of the heads of Balbinus and Pupienus, throughout all the metals and sizes, affords

internal evidence of the fidelity of their resemblance.

CCCCXXVIII.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. D. GAEL. BALBINVS AVG. [Imperator Ceesar Decimus Calius

Balbinus, Augustus.) The laureated head of Balbinus, with close hair and beard, very full

face, intelligent features, and a large throat ; the bust is broad and in armour. This medal is

in secondary condition, and somewhat rubbed j it is tinged with a brownish-red patina;
and was purchased at Genoa, in 1818.

Reverse. FIDES PVBLIC. (Fides Publica.) In the field S. C. Two right hands joined, the sym-
bol of faith and loyalty, as Virgil's " accipe daque Jidem" expresses; and the caduceus,
held by them is a type of the peace and prosperity arising from such confidence. See Nos. CXII,
CCCLV. Besides this device, denarii of Balbinus were inscribed with Amor mutuus, Carilar
mutua, Concordia Augg. Fides mutua, Patres Senatus, and Pietas Mutua, all denoting
the happy agreement between the two Emperors, by the well-known emblem of the joined
right hands. Statiussays:

—

" Jam pariter coeant animorum in pignora Dextra."
CCCCXXIX,

Obverse, IMP. CAES. D. GAEL. BALBINVS AVG. [Tmperaior Ceesar Decimus Ceelius
Balbinus, Augustus.) The laurelled profile of the Emperor, with a face still more full than
on the above, and a " regular-built " double-chin : but the countenance is interesting from its

expressive eye, and handsome nose and forehead. This fine medal is in the best preservation,

the metal being barely discoloured ; it was one of the hoard found at Malta. See No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. CONGORDIA AVGG. [Concordia Augustorum.) On the exergum S. G. A sedent

robed female, with a double cornucopiae and a patera, as on No. CGCCVI. ; a device
also struck, in token of the mutual love which subsisted between the two Emperors. This
harmony was well maintained in respect to every thing that tended to the welfare of the state,

and the benefit of the public ; for their jealousies of each other were so carefully concealed as
to be only suspected.

CGGGXXX.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. B. GAEL. BALBINVS AVG. (Tmperator Caesar Decimus Calius

Balbinus, Augustus.) A laureated profile of Balbinus, with characteristics as before-men-
tioned. This rare medal, which I purchased in 1817, from an Arab at Beni-Welid, an inland
town of Tripoli, is in capital condition, and covered with an olive-green patina.

Reverse. LIBERALITAS AVGVSTORVM. On the exergum S. C. Three togated figures on
curule chairs upon a suggestum, inspecting a donation to the citizens; they are assisted
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by a military oiHcer, and before them is a itatue of Liberality with a frumentarlan tablet,

and a cornucopiao. This represents the congiary which was given when the army
marched against Masiminus, an act to conciliate the people, known only by the medals of

this reign. The sitters are Balbinus, Pupienus, and young Gordian, who, from the centre one

being the smallest, was probably placed in the seat of honour, in order to court popularity
;

and on a coin of Pupienus, the youth appears with a radiated head, though only a Caesar.

ccccxxxi.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. D. CAEL. BALBINVS AVG. (Imperator Ccesar Decimus Callus

Balbinus, Augustus.) The laureated head of Balbinus, with a full yet expressive face, short

hair and beard, thick neck, and the bust covered with a sagum over a cuirass. This medal,

in excellent condition, and varnished with brown patina, was purchased on the 28th day of

Mr. M. Tiattle's sale, in 1832.

/?(rfers«'. VICTORIA AVGG. (Victoria Augustorum.) In the field S. C. A standing figure of

Victory, with a diadem and long robes, holding a laurel-wreath in her right hand, and in the

left a palm-branch—whence the " Palmaris Dea" of Apuleius. This was struck on the fall

of Maximinus ; for though Balbinus had not quitted Rome, the Senate eulogized him on the

success of his colleague's army—a compliment, however, which did not prevent him from

feeling somewhat ruffled, at the profuse honours which the Fathers, in the fulness of theirjoy,

conferred upon Pupienus:

—

" Invidia Siculi non invenire tyranni

Majus tormentum."

CCCCXXXII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. D. CAEL. BALBINVS AVG. (Imperator Ccesar Decimus Ceelius

Balbinus, Augustus.) The laurelled profile of the Emperor, with full cheeks, double chin,

broad throat, and expression as above. This fine medal, cased in black patina and in

remarkable preservation, was procured at Orbitello, in 1823.

Reverse. P. M.TR. P. COS. II. P. P. (Ponti/tx Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Consul iterum.

Pater Patrice.) In the field S. C. The Emperor, attired as a Senator, displays an olive-

branch with his right hand, and grasps a truncheon in his left—a device probably struck when
the death of Maximinus promised a stable peace. It had been usual when there were two

emperors, that the elder alone should be styled Pontifex Maximus, but Balbinus and Pupienus

wisely broke through this custom, and each assumed that title.

The extraordinary merit of these Augusti acquired them the honourable epithet of Patres

Senatus—a title which had been procured by Vipsanius for Claudius, but that emperor declined

it. Afterwards the Senate, dreading the vengeance of Commodus, on the failure of Lucilla's

conspiracy, styled him Pater Senatus, through fear—and a large-brass medal attests the

tact. But it was not a popular designation till it was assumed by Balbinus and Pupienus,

men of whom the historian says—" Omnesque omnia bona dicerent, leetareturque Populus,

el gloriaretur Patritiis, Imperioque dignis Principibus,"

PUPIENUS.

Marcus Clodius Pupienus Maximus*, the son of Maximus, a mechanic, and

Prima, a woman of low birth, was born A. D. 164. But though his parentage was

* Capitolinus is absolutely "taken aback" by this Prince's being called Pupienus by the Latin, and Maximus by the

Greek historians ; and after considerable hesitation, arrives at the conclusion to which a reference to the Greek medals

would immediately have brought him : "nisi forte idem est Pupienus, qui et Maximus ; quod idea testatum posui, n*

quis me hoc nescisse creieret, quod retera magnum tiuporem, ac miraculum creat." Had Pupienus been the name used

by our English historians, the memory would have been spared the perplexity arising from Maximus's having to encounter

Maximinus and Maximus.
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mean, his personal merit was extraordinary ; for, entering tlie army, without a friend

to assist him, lie successively became a Centurion, Tribune, Praefect of a legion,

Senator, Governor of a province, and Praetor of Rome. He rose to the Consulship

A. D. 227, and on the fall of the Gordians, was elevated to the Purple, with

Balbinus, A. D. 238. He Avas immediately charged with the conduct of the war

against Maximinus, and appears to have taken every precaution which experience

could suggest. Care was taken to remove all the provisions into the adjacent walled

towns, and the country was laid waste along the expected line of his march, that the

tyrant and his forces might be distressed by famine. The consequence was the

assassination of Maximinus, and his son, before Aquileia,—and so great was the

joy of the Romans at this happy result, that while Pupienus still remained in that

city, the Senate sent a deputation to him, consisting of twenty of their body, who had

all been Consuls, Prajtors, or Quaestors,—and among other high honours, decreed

him an equestrian statue of pure gold. Soon after his return to Rome, he shared

the deplorable fate of his colleague, and was barbarously murdered by the Praetorians

in the 74th year of his age ; after a reign of little more than three months.*

Pupienus was of so grave an aspect and deportment, that he was called Tristis:

but though feared for his strictness, he was easily entreated. As a man, he was

virtuous and temperate ; as a soldier, prudent, and brave ; as a statesman he was

diligent, firm, and "straight-forward ;" and as a sovereign, just, moderate, and wise.

His disposition to severity, never amounting to inhumanity, was tempered by the

affability of Balbinus ; and the excellent qualities of the two Emperors fully justified

the choice of the Senate. Their mutual confidence and agreement were of vital

service to the Commonwealth ; and their vigorous efforts to induce integrity into

the different branches of the administration, promised to secure an equitable govern-

ment to the Roman world. Pupienus, however, had his misgivings :
" What reward,"

demanded he, "may we expect for delivering Rome from such a monster?" To
which Balbinus replied—" The love of the Senate, of the people, and of all man-

kind." " Alas \" rejoined his more deeply-thinking colleague, " Alas ! I dread the

hatred of the soldiers, and the fatal effects of their resentment."

The medals of this Emperor, though of similar types with those of Balbinus, are

thought to be rather more rare. Besides the Latin mintage, there are Greek-Imperial

and Egyptian coins—but no Colonial ones, nor small-brass.f

• This duration is not giren without due inquiry. Historians usually assign these good Emperors a reign of fourteen
or fifteen months ; but it is impossible to read the able and erudite descant of Eckbel

—

" De annit et trib. potettatt
Maximini, ut tt de terminU imperii Qordianorum, Balbini, et Pupieni,"—without adopting his conclusions.

X A coin has bean fabricated, and even admitted into cabinets, which purports to hare been struck in honour of Quintia
CnipUla, tlta wife,of Pupienus, That desaibed by Meuestrier represents a handsome female head with the hair gracefully
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CCCCXXXUI.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. CLOD. PVPIENVS AVG. {Imperator Casar Marcus Clodius Pu-
pienus, Augustus.) A laurelled head of the Emperor, with aged but good features, a long

beard carefully trimmed, and a bold forehead ; the whole expression bearing out the descrip-

tion—" Domi, Jbrisque semper severus, itd ut et Tristis cognomen acceperit, vultu

gravissimus, et verecundus, staturd procera, &c." This medal in the highest preserva-

tion, and only stained over a part of its surface by a green patina, was one of the hoard found

at Malta. See No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. CONCORDIA AVGG. (Concordia Augustorum.) On the exergum S. C. A sedent

female, magnificently attired, with a double cornucopiae and a patera, as on No. CCCCXXIX,
and struck with the same object, that of testifying the unanimity of the two Emperors:
' Amho una, et quidem bene imperarunt."

CCCCXXXIV.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M, CLOD. PVPIENVS AVG. {Imperator Ceesar Marcus Clodius Pu-

pienus, Atigustus.) The laureated head of Pupienus, with the same character as before, and the

bust covered with a sagum over armour. This medal, cased with dark-brown patina and in

very fine condition, was purchased at Mr. Trattle's sale, in 1832.

Reverse. LIBERALITAS AVGVSTORVM. On the exergum S. C. The two Emperors, and the

Caesar, seated on curule chairs, upon a suggestum, superintending a donative. On the right

side stands a Praetorian, and on the left the figure of Liberality, with a cornucopiae, and the

tessera, or ticket, on which was stamped the amount of money, or corn, that constituted the

donation. On the steps is a citizen holding up the folds of his robe. This liberality, un-
noticed by historians, is probably that described under No. CCCCXXX.

CCCCXXXV.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. CLOD. PVPIENVS AVG. {Imperator Ceesar Marcus Clodius Pu-

pienus, Augusttis.) A laurelled profile of Pupienus, with a grave aspect ; in other respects

as above. This medal, in high condition and slightly patinated, was one of those found at

Malta, as described under No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. PROVIDENTIA DEORVM. In the field S. C. A stolated female stands with a cornucopiae

in her left hand, and holds, in her right, a sceptre over a globe. This device was struck by
the Senate, as a record that they were directed by the Gods, in their election of Balbinus and
Pupienus ; and as an evidence of their gratitude :

—'• Egressi a Senatu primum Capitolium
ascenderunt, ac rem divinamfecerunt," See No. CCCCXXIV.

CCCCXXXVI.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. CLOD. PVPIENVS AVG. (Imperator Ceesar Marcus Clodius Pu-
pienus, Augustus.) The head of Pupienus, with a laurel-wreath over very short hair, and
his beard dressed with singular care in small curls. The countenance is expressive of

seriousness—" gravitate, ac severitate venerabilis." This fine medal is in surprising pre-

servation, and curiously patinated—the obverse being green and the reverse reddish-brown

;

it was purchased at Mr. Henderson's sale, in 1830.

Reverse, VICTORIA AVGG. (Victoria Augustorum.) In the field S. C. Victoria alata stands with

a palm-branch in her left hand, and holds out a laurel crown with her right. This was struck

on the delivery of Rome, from the horrible threats of Maximinus. The express who brought
the joyful tidings of the monster's death, arrived in only four days from Aquilea, having

dressed, but in the style of a better age, and it is inscribed QVINT. CRISPILLA CLAVD. PVP. MAX. On the reverse
is a temple of four columns, with VEN. CAL. {Veneri Calvw) across the pediment, and under it the letters Q. V. P. R.
S. E. (Qued votum pro Repuhlica lutufnm est.) In front of the temple sits a female with a bald head, in commemoration
of the women of Aquileia, who cut off their hair for the use of the soldiers, when that place was besieged by Maximinus.
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travelled with unparalleled rapidity. The most extravagant exultation prevailed among all ranks
of people: and when Pupienus returned, Balbinus, Gordian, the Senate, and the whole city,
went out to meet and conduct him in triumph to the palace.

CCCCXXXVII.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. CLOD. PVPIENVS AVG. [Imperator Cessar Marcus Clodius Pu-

pienus, Augustus.) A laureated profile of the Emperor, with the character as before. This
medal is in the highest possible preservation, the metal being barely discoloured, having been,
as it were, hermetically sealed in one of the amphorae described under No. CCCXCV.

Reverse. PAX PVBLICA. On the exergum S. C. As Maximinus, against whom Pupienus marched
with his army, was declared by the Senate a public enemy to the Roman State, the peace
that ensued upon his death, might very properly be styled a public one. The device is a
female richly attired, and seated upon a throne, with a sceptre in one hand, and an olive-

branch in the other—corresponding to the description of Silius Italicus

—

«' Pignora Pacis

Praetendens dextra ramum canentis olivae."

Pax often bears a cornucopiae to shew that plenty is ensured by peace ; and sometimes her
vest is gathered up like an apron, as if also full of fruits, to which Tibullus alludes. Oil a
Colonial second-brass coin of Agrippina Junior, she is represented with a fillet of wheat-ears,
and the inscription EIPHNH, implying that Peace secures Agriculture.

CCCCXXXVIII.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M, CLOD. PVPIENVS AVG. (Imperator Ccesar Marcus Clodius

Pupienus, Augustus.) The laurelled head of Pupienus, with grave features, close hair,
and a long beard as before; but with the forehead more wrinkled. This medal is in the finest
condition, and barely discoloured, being one of those found at Malta. See CCCXCV.

Reverse. P.M. TR. P. COS. II. P. P. (Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate. Consul iterum.
Pater Patrice.) In the field S. C. The Emperor having laid aside his sword, is here habited
in a toga, and stands with a truncheon in his left hand, and a branch of olive in his right.

This device was struck on the re-establishment of order, after the death of Maximinus. A. D
238. See No. CCCCXXXL

The toga was a robe without sleeves, worn by the Romans, in times of peace—" cedant
arma togce." It was brought over the left shoulder, in order to leave the right arm at liberty, as
the Moors in Barbary use their baracans; while the other part was just passed over the right
shoulder, and was easily drawn back, upon occasion, to cover the head—which was usually
kept bare in the city, and only guarded against intense sun, rain, or cold. In the early ages
of Rome, common people were only permitted to wear the tunic, and not the toga j but the
latter was afterwards the usual dress of all ranks, whence the " gentemque togatam " of Virgil.
This oblong wrapper was called domestica, forensis, militaris, or triumphalis, according to
the occasion on which is was worn ; Punica, Melibcca, Spartana, Sarrana, Sidonia, Phoenicia,
ox Assyria, from the place where it was manufactured; and aperta, picta, vitrea, aurata,
pexa,pura, virilis, pulla, preetexta, purpurea, or palmata, from its texture and colour. Those
who aspired to magistracy appeared in the Comitia, in a toga newly blanched for the occasion

;

from the extreme whiteness of which, they were termed " Candidali." The Jus Togee was
the same with the privilege of citizenship, or, as it was also explained, the right of fire and
water throughout the Roman Empire.

CCCCXXXIX.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. CLOD. PVPIENVS AVG. (Imperator Ccesar Marcus Clodius

Pupienus, Augustus.) A laurelled profile of the Emperor, with the appearance of age and
gravity, as before, the beard elaborately trimmed and the shoulders covered with a sagum.
This medal, in excellent condition and coated with yellowish-brown patina, was purchased at

Catania, in Sicily, in 1814.
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Reverse. VOTIS DECENIVALIBVS. S. C. (Votis Deeennalibus, Senatus Consullu.) This is

an inscription, a term restricted, by medallists, to those epigraphs which fill the field to

the exclusioa of figures. It is surrounded by a civic garland, and testifies a promise to

perform the decennial games, when the Emperor should have reigned ten years. See
No. CCXLVI. This vow must have been made as a token of regard, for at the age of

74—when no fair usurer would have allowed an "expectation" of more than seven years-
there could be but a chance of Pupienus's wearing the august leaves on his brow to that period.

And that the Senate understood how to compliment a good Emperor, is proved by a medallion

of Antoninus Pius, inscribed—"S. P. Q. R. A. N. F. F. OPTIMO PRINCIPI PIO."
(Senatus Populus Que Romanus, Annum novum, faustumfelicem, Optimo Principi Pio.)

GORDIANUS PIUS.*

Marcus Antonius Gordianus, surnamed Pius, was born A.D. 222, being, according

to Dexippus, the son of Gordianus Africanus Juvenis ; but other accounts insist that

his parents were Junius Balbus, and Maecia Faustina, the daughter of Gordianus

Senex : at all events he was the grandson of the latter. The election of Balbinus

and Pupienus, after the death of the Gordians, A. D. 238, was met by considerable

opposition from the populace ; which was only appeased by arraying the youthful

Gordian in purple, and proclaiming him Caesar. When the soldiers had murdered

the two Emperors, in the same year they proclaimed the Prince as the sole sovereign

;

to which the Senate consented with a good grace, as it appeared to conciliate jarring

interests, and they had in reality no power of resistance. Being only 16 years old,

when thus exalted to a dignity Avhicli equally required years and experience, he fell

into the hands of licentious courtiers, who abused his confidence for a time ; but he

was happily rescued from this misfortune, by the councils of the sage Misitheus,

whose daughter he married A. D. 241. In the following year he took the field

against Sapor, king of Persia, who had over-run the Roman dominions in the East

;

and after gaining many laurels, he perished A. D. 244, by the insidious intrigues of

Philip, whom he had appointed Preefect of the Praetorian bands.

The murder of Gordian took place on the borders of Persia, near a town called

Zantha ; but it is uncertain—from the conflicting statements of the younger Victor,

Eutropius, and Festus—whether his body was conveyed to Rome, or buried on the

spot. We are told, however, that the nine soldiers who imbrued their hands in the

blood of this worthy Prince, were either killed, or dispatched themselves, with

the very swords which they had employed ag-ainst him. After the delusion of the

army had subsided, they erected a stately tomb to his memory, on which—we must

* It is usual to style this Prince, Gordianus HI., but I prefer the agnomen, as more consonant with the Roman practice ^

and because the elder Gordians reigned jointly. It is also common to call him Antoninut, which is clearly ao error.
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suppose after the death of Philip—was engraven the following inscription, in the

Greek, Latin, Persian, Hebrew, and Egyptian tongues :

—

DIVO* GORDIANO VICTORI PERSARVM. VICTORI GOTHORVM,
VICTORl SARMATARVM. DEPVLSORI ROMANARVM SEDITIONVM.
VICTOKI GERMANORVM. SED NON VICTORI PHILIPPORVM.j"

Gordian was a youth of comely person and an agreeable disposition, addicted to

study, and possessed of every quality that could form an excellent monarch, and

render him an object of love and veneration to his subjects. After his marriage with

Tranquillina, and the dismissal of those who took advantage of his inexperience, his

conduct excited universal esteem; and the Senate, the People, and the Army, united

in hailing him as their son and favorite. " Wretched is the Prince," said he, " from

whom Truth is concealed ; who, ignorant of what passes abroad, is compelled to

act upon the insinuations of others." But he unfortunately lived in a corrupted

age, when the soldiery had gained so great an ascendency, that there was no security

for either good or bad sovereigns ; and his unsuspecting temper was fatally imposed

upon. The choice of his father-in-law for Prtetorian Praefect was asjudicious, as, aiter

the sudden death of that able counsellor, the appointment of the unprincipled Philip

to the post, was unfortunate. Misitheus, who was at once brave and sagacious, had

carefully watched over the safety ofthe expedition,and maintained regular magazines

of provisions and necessaries ; but the art of Philip was exerted to foment discontent

among the soldiers, by impeding the supplies, and imputing the want of them to the

incapacity of Gordian for his weighty charge :
" Frumentariee naves ejus opera,

interceptCB sunt, exercitusque esurice cum laboraret, ad loca difficiliora tra-

ductus, ad quce, per Euphratem, commeatus advehi non posset," saith that

energetic antiquary, Pomponius Laetus Infortunatus. The traitor was successful.

A suborned party insisted upon the admission of Philip as joint-emperor ; and the

virtuous Prince, unwilling to shed Roman blood by bringing the matter to open

issue, in an evil moment yielded his assent. But the ambition of the crafty Arab

was not yet glutted : no sooner did he find himself armed with power, and supported

by a faction, than he ungratefully determined to supplant his too-indulgent benefactor,

• Gordianus was not only deified by the Senate, but his family were for ever exempted by an extraordinary privilege

from undertaking, except by their own choice, guardianships, embassies, or any other public office whatever.
There was a time when some ofthe members of our own Parliament, instead of ruining themselves and debasing their con-

stituents, in order to secure their election, would have enjoyed such an immunity—as may be inferred from the fine

they were liable to, in cases of non-compliance with the duties imposed.

^ " Five languages," saith Sir Thomas Browne, " secured not the epitaph of Gordianus; the man of God lives longer
without a tomb, than any by one." Licinius, who pretended to derive his pedigree from Philip, erased the inscription,

but the monument was still to be seen, AJ), 363. The pun supposed to exist in the PhilippoTum, is probably a mere
" ben irovato."

2t
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and, by overbearing and insulting acts, produced the rupture which terminated in

the deplorable murder of one, to whom long life only was wanting, to place his

name beside those of the best emperors with whom Rome was ever blest.*

There are Latin medals of Gordianus Pius, in the three metals, and of all the

sizes, except small-brass ; and also Colonial, Greek, and Egyptian. The most com-

mon are the silver, and large and middle-brass, which are so numerous as to be

vakied only in proportion to the rarity of their reverses—the trite types being only

admitted into good cabinets, when in that state of perfection which is technically

termed "flower." An extraordinary number of these are personifications of moral

Virtues, who, in truth, are generally of more respectable character than the higher

Deities.f A larger and heavier silver coin began now to be used, with ^
reverse generally inscribed ^quitas, or Moneta. See No. CCCCXCIII.

CCCCXL.
Obverse. M. ANT. GORDIANVS CAES. [Marcus Antonius Gordianua, Ccesar.) The naked head

of Gordian, with short hair, and an engaging expression of features, answering to the "juvenis
loetus, pulcher, amabilis," of the historian. Yet the countenance is so boyish, that a con-
troversy has arisen, whether it may not represent a fourth Gordian ; but I am persuaded that

the Augg. on the reverse can only apply to the Caesar who was admitted to govern with Bal-

binus and Pupienus. This medal, in perfect condition, and tinted with an apple-green patina,

was one of those found at Malta, as described under No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. PIETAS AVGG. {Pietas Augustorum.) On the exergum S. C. The prsefericulum,

lituus, and other implements used

—

"in re divind.'" As it was customary to place the pon-
tifical instruments upon the coins of a prince, when he was declared Csesar, the opinion of

Mr. Neave, that they denote Gordian's appointment to the dignity of Pontifex—on which his-

tory is silent—is untenable. The accounts of the age of this Prince, at the time he was
elevated to the rank of Csesar, vary from that of eleven to sixteen years ; but Junius Cordus
seems positive in stating that he was killed in his 22nd year. See No. CCXXXVII.

CCCCXLI.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. M. ANT. GORDIANVS AVG. {Imperator Ccesar Marcus Antonius

Gordianus, Augustus.) The laureated head of Gordian as Emperor, with a somewhat older

cast of countenance than on the former medal, though probably struck A. D. 238. It is

in beautiful preservation, and tinged with reddish-green patina, having been one of the

Maltese hoard. See No . CCCXCV.
Reverse. ABVNDANTIA AVG. (Abundantia Augusti.) In the field S. C. A standing female,

habited in the stola and wearing a diadem, is emptying the Amalthsean horn, from which a

shower of money descends. Abundantia was a profuse giver of all things, at all times;

• Capitelinus relates some entreaties made by Gordian, in the crisis of his fate, which, however human, are not heroic

;

but as they are not in unison with his acknowledged courage, and are unnoticed by other writers, they are entitled to no
credit, and therefore cannot scathe the young Emperor's character.

f A dementia is enumerated in the M class of Occe's Gordian ; but of the dozens of Virtues of his reign, which have
passed through my bands, I have never met with one. Clemency, an appropriate reverse for Nerva, Vespasian, Hadrian,
Antoninus Pius, and even Albinus—was wretchedly misapplied as a device for Tiberius, and Vitellius. She is generally

represented as a stolated female, with a hasta pura and a patera, or an olire-brancb. Statius mentions her humble altar,

and unassuming rites at Athens ; at Rome, however, it is probable that she was not greatly respected in the earlier ages.

Another lar;!e-brass of Gordian has been mentioned to me, inscribed Patieniia, but I never saw or read of one, in corro-

boration—nor indeed do I know of any medal bearing a representation of that Virtue, except the denarius of Hadrian,
whi«h has a sedent matron.
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but Copia seems to have been applied to provisions, and Annona was restricted to the manage-
ment of the supply for the current year. See No. LXXXVI. About the time of Decins, the

moneyers introduced Vbertas to denote fruitfulness and plenty, under the device of a matron
with a purse and a full horn: the name is derived "da Ubera, cioe mammella," says the

Archbishop of Tarragona. The Abundantia of Trajan, sits on a throne composed of two cor-

nucopiaj placed saltier-wise ; but the one here described best illustrates Horace :

—

"A urea fruges

Italise pleno diifudit copia cornu."

CCCCXLII.

Obverse. IMP. GORDIANVS PIVS FEL. AVG. (Imperator Gordianus, Pius, Felix, Augustus.)
The laureated head of the Emperor, with characteristics as on the last ; but the aspect is

rather of a graver cast. This medal is coated with a fine green patina, spotted with red on
the obverse, and is in surprising preservation ; it was one of the Maltese hoard. See CCCXCV.

Reverse. lOVI STATORI, In the field S. C. A bold and naked figure of Jupiter, standing with a

fulmen in his left hand, and a lance in his right. Stator was a title given to this Deity, by
Romulus, in memory of the happy moment when the Romans, recovering from a panic,

stopped, and again made head against the Sabines. Cicero invokes him thus :
—" O Jupiter

Stator! Quern vera majores nostri statorem imperii nuncupdru7it.'' This was prt)bably

struck on Gordian's advancing upon Thrace, after having received a check from the Alani,

A. D. 242 J
though some of the numismatic elders think it may relate to the earthquakes,

which happened in the beginning of his reign, on the globe's becoming "Jixed and immoveable
again /"

CCCCXLIII.

Obverse. IMP. GORDIANVS PIVS FEL. AVG. {Imperator Gordianus, Pius, Felix, Augustus.)
The laurelled head of Gordian, with a serious though pleasing expression of countenance j the

shoulders are covered with a pallium over armour. This rare medal is in sound but secondary

condition, and partially covered with a poplar-green patina; it was purchased from Sig.

Benucci, the artist, at Malta, in 1818.

Reverse. LIBERALITAS AVGVSTI IIII. {Liberalitas Augusti Quarta.) On the esergum
S. C. The Emperor seated on a curule chair, upon a suggestum, is assisted by a Senator and
a Praetorian, in the distribution of a congiary to the people j—before him stands Liberaliti/

with her usual attributes, and, on the steps, a citizen. There are four donations recorded upon
the medals of Gordian, but as they are not mentioned in history, it is difficult to determine
their dates. Eckhel thinks one of them must coramemoiate that at which he presided as an
associate of Balbinus and Pupienus. This seems likely enough; and as we are to infer that a
largess was g^ven to the populace, during the shews exhibited on his accession, it may be
noted as the second. The third, perhaps, was distributed upon the suppression of the

dangerous sedition of Sabinianus, in Africa, A. D. 240; and the fourth, or the one under
consideration, we see, by the titles, must have taken place after the second year of his reign.

Mionnet even mentions a fifth, but as he does not give the legend of the obverse, I can say
nothing more about it.

CCCCXLIV.
Obverse. IMP. GORDIANVS PIVS FEL. AVG. [Imperator Gordianus, Pius, Felix, Augustus.)

The laurelled profile of the Emperor, with characteristics as before-mentioned. This medal
has been slightly injured on the obverse, in ancient times, since the bruises are covered with

the olive-green patina which varnishes the rest of the field; but the reverse is in splendid
preservation ; it was procured near Pisa, in 1823.

Reverse. P. M. TR. P. III. COS. P. P. (Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia poteslate tertium.
Consul, Pater Patrice.) On the exergum S. C. The Emperor upon a light prancing horse,

with his right hand elevated, and a sceptre in his left,—he is bare-headed, and the pallium
floats gracefully behind him. As this is a device typifying the return of peace, and was
stamped A. D. 240, it may allude to the quelling of the insurrection in Africa, an event which
was followed by an act of Gordian's clemency, in his granting a pardon to the rebels.
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Obverse. IMP. GORDIANVS PIVS PEL. AVG. {Imperator Gordianus, Pius, Felix, Augustus.)

The laurelled profileof Gordian, with a more animated expression than usual ; the hair is cloeely

rut, the chin smooth, and the shoulders covered with a sagum. This medal is in the highest

preservation, and its metal scarcely discoloured ; it was one of the treasure mentioned under

No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. P. M. TH. P. IH. COS, P. P. [Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestate tertium.

Consul, Pater Patrice). On the exergum S. C. The Emperor, in consular vestments, is

seated on a handsome curule chair, with a truncheon in his left hand, and a globe sapported

on his right. This is one of a great number of medals, struck A. D. 240, to testify the

popularity of Gordian :
—" Omnes Milites eum Filium appeHasse, ab omni Senatu Filium

dictum, omnein Populum delicias suas Gordianum dixisse." Yet not a few of his adherents

prognosticated the shortness of his reign, from the unfortunate presage under which he took

possession of his dignity ; for on that very day there was so total an eclipse of the sun, that

people could not find their way, even at noon, without lighted torches.*

The " Orbis Terrarum" was proper enough in the hands of a Roman Emperor, as

significant of his command of the universe ; but it is now strangely misapplied, as an

attribute of sovereigns, whose dominions are not larger than what was once a diminutive Roman
province. In the days of Petronius, it might well be said :

—

" Orbem jam totum victor Romanns habebat.

Qua mare, qua telius, qua sidus currit utrumque."

CCCCXLVI.

Obverse. IMP. GORDIANVS PIVS PEL. AVG. {Imperator Gordianus, Pius, Felix, Augustus.)

The laurelled profile of the Emperor, with intelligent features, short hair, and slight mus-

tachios,—indicating, on the whole, an age of about 20 years. This medal is in the highest

conservation, and barely discoloured on the obverse, having been found in one of the amphorae at

Malta. See No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. MARTEM PROPVGNATOREM. In the field S. C. The Emperor, galeated and armed

with a spear and shield, in the character of Mars Gradiens. This medal is singular from its having

the legend in the accusative case, as has been noticed by Rubenius. It was probably struck A. D.

241, when Gordian commenced his preparations against the powerful King of Persia, on which

occasion he threw open the temple of Janus, a custom which had long been omitted, and

perhaps was never afterwards resumed. Mars was the reputed founder of Rome, as well as

the patron and protector of the Roman armies ; and was so early an object of worship on ths

Seven Hills, that he was adored under the form of a Spear, before the art of statuary was

known. The Equiria, or games celebrated with horse and carriage races, were instituted iu

his honour ; whence Ovid

—

" Jamque dnae restant nodes de mense secundo,

MARsque citos junctis curribus urget equos.

Ex vero positum permansit Equiria nomen
;

Quas Deus in Campo prospicit ipse suo."

But Juvenal sneers at this God's popular designation of Ultor ; in which he was so highly

honoured, that the Romans deposited their treasures in his temple, till it was robbed, and even

his own helmet carried off

—

"Great Mars the Avenger slumber'd, to his cost.

And, with his helmet, all his credit lost!"

• This phenomenon presents a chronological difficulty, which may perhaps he the subject of a future investigation. It

appears from Struyk's Catalogue, that a total eclipse of the sun occurred on the 12th of April, A. D. 237; and another in

which S-i digits of the solar disc were obscured, on the 1st of April, 238. But the middle of the latter being at 20 h. 20 m.

proves, as well as the slight loss of light, that the first is the one meant by historians :—yet in reckoning the year of

Gordian's inauguration, the reader must recollect that some chronologists date the Christian xra from the commencemeDt,

and others from the termination of the year of our Saviour.
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CCCCXLVIF.
Obverse. IMP. GORDIANVS PIVS FEL. AVG. (Imperator Gordianus, Pius, Felix, Augustus.)

The laurelled profile of Gordian, with an intelligent and pleasing aspect, and a pallium fibulated

over his right shoulder. This medal is in the highest possible preservation, and thinly tinted

with brown patina ; it was one of those found at Malta. See No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. AETERNITATI AVG. {.SHernitati Augusti). In the field S. C. A noble figure of

Apollo, standing with an air of command, his right hand elevated, and supporting a globe on
his left ; he wears an acuminate crown, but, except the chlamys over his shoulder, is naked.
The device of the Sun, is a compliment which was paid to those Emperors who achieved
conquests in the East, and the present one recognizes the repeated victories over Sapor, which
are also recorded by various other medals. The ingenuous youth ascribed his success to the
wisdom of his adviser,—"it is therefore," he wrote, addressing the Fathers, "incumbent upon you
to appoint public processions, to recommend us to the Gods, and to return thanks to Misitheus."
The delighted Senate thereupon decreed the Prince a triumph, in which he was to be drawn
by two elephants ; and they ordered to Misitheus, a triumphal horse-chariot, and the title of
"Guardian of the Commonwealth." These honours, however, did not take place ; the wily Philip
assumed the Purple : and Pedrusi, alluding to the legend of this coin, says—" Onde presto
termino rElernitd at diletto Monarca dal Senato augurata.^^

Gordianus was honoured with a consecration, but, perhaps from political causes, no medals
record the fact, except a suspected one in the Vienna-Collection.* It is probable that he
left no children; for the fanciful story, which Victor relates, of the birth of the valiant
Claudius Gothicus, is not entitled to credit.

TRANQUILLINA.

Furiaf Sabinia Tranquillina, the daughter of iMisitheus, the Praetorian Prsefect,

was married to Gordianus Pius, A.D. 241, being then, from rnedaUic inference,

under 20 years of age. She was immediately honoured with the title of Augusta ;

but the feHcity of her wedded life was of short continuance, for her husband took

the field against the Persians, A. D. 242, and she never afterwards saw him. Of
her subsequent fate, or whether she bore issue or not, history does not inform us.

The Emperor chose Misitheus—though of a name somewhat ominous ^—for

his father-in-law, and counsellor, purely on account of his judgment, learning,

integrity, and irreproachable character ; and he proved himself so worthy and
capable of the important trust, that the Senate decreed him—" Quadrif/a equorum,
€t triumphalis currus, et titulus hujusmodi : Misitheo eminenti viro, Parenti
Principtim, Preetorii Prcefecto, et totius Urbis, Tutori Reipublicw S. P.Q.R.

* The medals of Gordian should not bt quitted without observing, that a dupundius inscribed Trajrctus, is said to
attest that his army passed the Hellespont, over a bridge of boats,— though no writer records such a feat, from the time of
Xerxes : but the device more probably represents the passing of the Euphrates. It will not be forgotten that, the
<elebrated Plotinus enlisted himself in this army, to gain an opportunity of conferring with the Peraian and Indian
philosophers.

tThe name of Furia appears only on the Greek medals of this Princess, and some marbles; and the Salinia of tlie

Ijtin mint, is spelt CABEINA, by the Greeks—whence some authors write Furia Sabina Tranquillina

J Could this name "God-Hatcr" have originated in any supposed favor towards Christianity'
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vicem reddidit," We are assured that Tranquillina inherited all her father's good

qualities, uniting the greatest beauty with the strictest virtue, and that she did honour

to the high rank to which she was exalted. Indeed her noble conduct and affa-

bility gained the affection of the ladies of Rome so strongly, that they erected a

statue in honour of her, with a laudatory and appropriate inscription. The failure

of a long reign to sovereigns so deserving, was a misfortune deeply to be deplored

by Rome, and the whole world :

" But long before had Freedom's face been veil'd.

And anarchy assumed her attributes
;

Till every lawless soldier who assail'd

Trod on the trembling Senate's slavish mutes,

Or rais'd the venal voice of baser prostitutes;"

The Latin medals of Tranquillina are of supreme rarity, and consequent high

price ; those of the Greek mint, though very scarce, are less difficult to procure ;

and the most common are the small potin of Egypt. For some years, I retained

a Concordia, with two figures taking each other's right hand ; but as it was, on

repeated scrutiny, suspected to be a Carteron, I was obliged to discard it for a large

brass one struck at Singara.*
CCCCXLVIII.

Obverse. AYTOK. K. M. ANT. TpPAIANOC CAB. TPANKYAASINA C£B. {Tm-
perator Ccesar Marcus Antonius Gordianus. Sabinia Tranquillina Augusta). The
profiles of Gordian and Tranquillina adverse, the former with the characteristics already

described, and the latter with handsome features, a well-turned neck, and the hair curiously

plaited towards a frontal diadem, so as to give the head an elegant helmetted air. This fine

medal is in perfect preservation, and covered with an apple-green patina; it was a present

from my friend, Mr. T. Burgon, in 1825.

Reverse. AYP. CSIT. KOA. CINFAFA. (Aurelia, Septimia, Colonia Singara.) A veiled

female, seated on a rock, as a personification of Singara, an important town of Mesopotamia,
which obtained the Iso-p«Iitan franchise ; and from whence Zingari, the widely-extended appel-

lation for Gypsies, may have taken its rise. She holds an ear of wheat in her right hand, as em-
blematic of plenty ; and over her head is the sign Sagittarius, significant of skill in archery.

At her feet, a swimmer typifies the river Mygdonius, on the banks of which Singara was
built ; and she is crowned with turrets :

—

" Felix prole viruni, qualis Berecynthia mater
Invehitur curru Phiygias turrita per urbes,

Laeta deiim partu."

PHILIP SENIOR.

Marcus Julius Philippus, the son of a predatory chieftain, was born at Bostra,

in Arabia, about A.D. 204; and being brought up in the Roman armies, added

The ingenious Mr. Doubleday, whose skill in making casts of seals, medals, and gems, is so well known, baring lately

told me his intention of visiting Paris, I begged him to request M. Mionnet's permission to take an impression from the

large-brass Tranquillina, in the French Cabinet—which was liberally granted. On this medal, the bust of the Empress

is placed upon a crescent, which is at once typical of chastity and majesty, from its allusion to Diana—" Donee iolum

impleat orOem"
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experience and valour to the wariness which he may have inherited. Upon the

death of Misitheus, whom he was strongly suspected of poisoning, he was made

captain of the Praetorians, and general of Gordian's array, in which capacity he

had the address to gain so much upon the passions of the soldiers, as to accomplish

the destruction of his amiable benefactor, and cause himselfto be proclaimed Emperor,

and his son, Caesar, A. D. 244. On the news of Gordian's death, it is said that

one Marcius was raised to the Purple, who died, or was slain shortly after his

election ; and in his room Severus Hostilianus was pitched upon, who expired

under venesection : for both of whom Goltzius conjures up coins. It is more

probable, however, that the Senate without hesitation confirmed the choice of the

army, since Philip patched up a hasty and rather dishonourable peace with the

Persians, and returned to Rome.* The better to establish his throne, he gave to his

brother, Priscus, the command ofthe troops in Syria, and made Severian, his son-in-

law, governor of Moesia and Macedonia ; employments which proved above the capa-

city of those officers. A revolt under lutapian was speedily quieted ; but the legions of

Pannonia having saluted Marinus as Emperor, Philip ordered Decius, a general of

courage and experience—much against the will ofthe latter—to that government; who

was no sooner arrived at the cajop, than the soldiers compelled him to accept the

sovereignty. Philip was thunderstruck at the tidings; and well knowing that this

revolt was more dangerous than that which the Usurper had been sent to suppress,

marched against him with all expedition. The sagacious rebel, having timely

notice of his master's approach, met him in battle-array, and a bloody engagement

ensued, in which "abundance of men were destroyed." The Arabian being

defeated, fled to Verona, and lost the empire by means of treason as he had

himself obtained it. His head was severed through the teeth, from his body,

A. D. 249, a mutilation to which the ancients had a singular abhorrence ; and

though no medals confirm the fact, we are assured by Eutropius, that both he and

his son, who was also murdered, received the honours of consecration,

Philip has been detractingly styled "a robber by birth," and depicted as cruel,

proud, and pompous ;—" Jhrt insolent^ altier, arrogant, audacieux, per-

fide, et ingrat," says old Tristan. But these invectives are not borne out

* From the death of the younger Gordiau, there is an hiatus of nice or ten years, in the Augustan Writers, in parts of

which the statements of Zonaras and Zosimus are at variance with other testimonies. Sir Walter Raleigh was not the first

who deplored the difficulty of substantiating historical facts ; for Vopiscus, one of the best of those "Scriptores," who
compiled a life of Probus, only fourteen years after the death of that Prince, says

—

"Prolmm—scriptorum inopia jam
ptne nescimut." Bryant doubted whether Troy ever existed, and Scaliger proves that it was taken when the moon was
at full. In like manner the rural antiquaries of the town I am now writing in, believed that the redoubtable Offa was
buried in a chapel near Bedford bridge—while Panvinio, in bis account of the seven principal churches of Rome, published

in 1570, distinctly asserts that the corpses of Cedoaldo and Of)a, kings of England, are interred in St. Peter's. Ofta deserves

mention in a medallic catalogue, because bis coins, from A, D. 758 to 796, are the best executed of all the Anglo-Saxon series.
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by general inference ; nor even by such accounts of him as, from the loss of

Trebellius PolHo's works, we are obhged to receive from writers who are evidently iiis

enemies. It seems that he was energetic, bold, and unprincipled, little troubled with

scruples as to the means by w Inch he gained power ; but withal so politic, that

he won the affections of the Senate and People, by a popular demeanour and mild

administration. He had the honour of reviving the Scantinian law, against that

detestable impurity which equally dishonoured Rome and humanity ; and he exer-

cised the principles ofgood government so far, that St. Jerome, Nicephorus.Cedrenus,

the Syncellus, and many others, wished to claim him as a Christian. But those claims

are as difficult to establish as that of our own King Lucius, of contested memory ; for

although those writers aftirm that Philip was a convert from paganism, and mention

the penance he underwent at Antioch, to wash away his villainous treason, there is

no sufficient authority for supposing that he did more than befriend the " new sect,"

either on his wife's account, or, as has been insinuated, to attach it to his party. On
the contrary,—the silence of all the heathen authors upon this subject, his deification

of Gordian, his celebrating the Secular Games, his medallion inscribed " jE.r

Oraculo Jlpollinis," and his being consecrated, though not positive proofs, are

certainly strong arguments against the supposition of his having been a Christian.*

There are Latin medals of Philip, in each of the metals and magnitudes, except

the small-brass ; and there are also numerous coins of the Colonies, Greece, and

Egypt. A peculiarity in the mintage of this reign, is observable on those denarii

which record the Secular Games, in their being marked arithmetically from I to VI,

as if to shew the order in which the animals were exhibited : and others bear Greek

initial letters, apparently signifying numbers. The Greek Imperial Medallion, said

to have been struck by the Apameans in honour of Philip, must not be forgotten ; for,

however slight its claims to genuineness may be, Jacob Bryant has quoted it as an

authentic traditional evidence of the Mosaic Deluge. An ark is seen on the waters,

with a dove perched on it, and a man and a woman inside it, the latter veiled ; the

letters Nfi£ under the man. On the left of the field, the same persons are repre-

sented as having just landed, with hands uplifted in thanksgiving, and over them is

a dove on the wing, with a branch in its bill.

CCCCXLIX.
Obverse. IMP. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS AVG. {Imperator Marcus Julius Philippus, Augustus.)

The laureateil head of Philip, with a short beard, and hair cut so closely as to merit the epithet
" Venice raso ; the features are manly and intelligent, the neck short, and the shoulders

robed. This medal, the metal of which is hardly discoloured, was found in one of the amphorte
described under No. CCCXCV.

• TillemoDt admits Philip's claim, but clogs it with such difficulties, as tn remind us of Gibbon's larcastic remark
that he " never dismisses a virtuous emperor without pronouQcing his damnation,"
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Reverse. FIDES EXERCITVS. On the exergum S. C. Four standards planted in a row, the inner

being the legionary eagle and a manipulus, and the outer ones common ensigns. This symbol
of the adherence and allegiance of the array, was usually struck on the soldiers' taking their

Sacramentutn, or military oath, to a new emperor, and thereby insuring the public tranquillity.

Nothing was more sacred in theory than this fidelity, as having religion itself for its

foundation, and forming a security against deceit and falsehood :
—" Take away," says Cicero,

" the reverence that is due to the Gods, and Faith is at an end.'' Attilius Calatinus con-

secrated a temple to her in the Capitol, perhaps that alluded to by Juvenal

—

" Colitur Fax, atque Fides, Victoria, Virtus."

The standards were worshipped by the soldiers, as the " Numina legionum,'" in order to

secure the smiles of Fortune,—good luck being, according to the Satirist, better for a warrior,

than a letter of introduction to Mars, even from the Deity's mistress, or mother. See No.
CCCXXVII. Du Choul, who wrote in 1581, mentions a curious medal of this description,

which was given him by his friend M. Grolier

—

"Amateur singulier de fantiquite." It

bears, on both sides, two right hands joined in concord, the obverse being inscribed Fides
Exercituum, and the reverse Fides Provinciarum.

CCCCL.
Obverse. IMP. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS AVG. {Imperator Marcus Julius Philippus, Augustus.)

The laurelled profile of Philip, with close hair and beard, serious expression of countenance,

and broad throat. This medal, in excellent condition, and slightly tinged with brown patina,

was one of the Maltese hoard. See CCCXCV.
Reverse. NOBILITAS AVGG. {Nobilitas Augustorum.) In the field S. C. A female, habited as

a Roman matron, stands with a sacred virga in her right hand, and a globe on her left.

Philip's foul treachery to Gordian, and his giving up Mesopotamia and Armenia, to purchase

a peace from Sapor, had rendered him unpopular in the •' Eternal City." But his obliging

behaviour, and repeated liberalities, of which three are recorded on medals, soon gained its

aiTections,—especially as those provinces were soon afterwards restored, to commemorate
which, the denarius inscribed " Pax ^Mnda/o cum Per.vii," was probably struck. Among
other modes of courting popularity, the Emperor, by this device, proclaimed the nobility of his

origin,—and, indeed, his father's having been a robber, was no mark of a mean extraction, lu

Arabia. Commodus was the first who assumed this type upon medals,—for a noble descent

was a distinction on which the Romans of family greatly piqued themselves ; ostentatiously

exhibiting the images of their ancestors at games, triumphs, and funerals,—and none were
prouder, on those occasions, than the Novi Homines. Juvenal lashes such vanity with a
heavy thong, in his Vlllth Satire, and perhaps suggested to Pope his well known phrase of the

"Noblest work of God :"—

" Fond man ! though all the heroes of your line

Bedeck your halls, and round your galleries shine.

In proud display
;
yet, take this truth from me.

Virtue alone is true Nobility.

CCCCLI.

Obverse. IMP. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS AVG. {Imperator Marcus Julius Philippus, Augustus.)

The laurelled head of Philip, with short hair and beard, and an intelligent aspect. This

medal, slightly spotted with pea-green patina, and in high perfection, was found at Malta.

See No. CCCXCV.
ii«»«r«e. TRANQVILLITAS AVGG. (Tranquillitas Augustorum.) In the field S. C. A stolated

female, standing with a sceptre in her left hand, and a monster on her right, which some
medallists have termed a Capricorn, and others—regardless of its legs—a dolphin ; but

Alexander Visconti describes the lady as holding a " cavallo marino nella sinistra, denotante

la tranquillitd nell 'onde del mare,"—which is about the last emblem a sailor would have

2m
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suggested.* This type, however, was complimentary to the army, whose faith and valour had
preserved the public quiet, being, as Eckhel has said, the military standard called the Dragon,

which was appropriated to the cohort as the Eagle was to the legion ; and this legend, as well as
" L<elitia fundata," "Pax cBterna," "Felicitas temporum,'" and " Fortuna Redux,"
which are found in abundance, was meant as a vain boast of the happiness of the reign.

One would think Shakspeare had seen this and the preceding medal side by side, when he

made Gadshill class Nobility and Tranquillity together, as good burgo-masters.

Tranquillitas was supposed to rule the mind in the steadiest manner ; for though morally

distinguishable from Peace and Concord, she was considered as the happy effect of both, and
as implying a still more absolute preservation of order and prosperity. St. Augustine was
surprised at finding her temple outside the Porta Collina, while Agerona, Stimula, Murcia, and

Strenua, were admitted into the city. But Vivez, the Valencian, in his Commentary on that

Siiint's work, dedicated to our Henry Vlllth, supposes Tranquillitas to have been a companion

of Orcus Quietalis, who presides over the repose of the dead, from her temple being placed

among the tombs.
CCCCLII.

Obverse. IMP. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS AVG. [Imperator Marcus Julius Philippus, Augustus.)

The laureated head of the Emperor, with short hair and beard, good features, small mouth,
aquihne nose, and full throat ; but the expression is so serious as to be hardly consistent with

the " horse-laugh," in which he is said to have indulged. This fine medal, in the most perfect

condition and barely discoloured, formed one of the Maltese hoard. See No. CCCXCV.
lirverse. ADVENTVS AVGG. (Advenlus Augustortim.) On the exergum S. C. An equestrian

figure of the Emperor, in camp-attire, but bare-headed, with a sceptre in his left hand, and
his right elevated. This has usually been considered a commemoration of Philip's return

from Pereia, after founding Philippopolis, A. D. 244 ;—but, from the AVGG., I cannot but

date it three years later, and assign it to his successful return from the expedition against the

Carpi,t when his son was associated with him as an Augustus.

From the extraordinary disproportion between the steed and its rider, the Emperor is

[)robably mounted on the Asturco, or ambling nag, as a more appropriate emblem of returning

peace, than the Equus bellator, or charger. The last formed a good device for the medals
inscribed with the "Prqfeclio," or departure, because it was the symbol of war, even to its

very shoes—" Belluin calces Equi."—or as Virgil says

—

" Bello armantur Equi, helium hsec armenta minantur."

CCCCLIII.

Obverse. IMP. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS AVG. (Imperator Marcus Julius Philippus, Augustus.)
A manly and characteristic head of Philip, with the laurel wreath, and his shoulders covered

by asagum. This medal, in the highest condition, and partially tinged with Saxon-green
patina, was one of those found at Malta. See No. CCCXCV.

Reverse. MILLIARIVM SAECVLVM. In the field S. C. A cippus inscribed COS. IIL (Consul
terlium.) This was struck A. D. 248, the year in which Philip celebrated the Secular Games,
in honour of the completion of the lOOOlh anniversary of Rome ; for which purpose he had
retained the Fasces, with his son for a colleague, from the preceding year. This was the ninth
and last performance of the famous "Ludi Circenses,'" as they were subsequently merged into

the Christian Jubilees ; and the rejoicings of Honorius, more than 150 years afterwards, for

the timely victory over Alaric, are to be regarded as Ludi Triumphales. Zosimus grieves

over the degeneracy of the times, and ascribes the decline of the empire, to the neglect of such

• Jobert had previously described the medal of Antoninus Pius, where Tranquillity is represented holding a rudder,
iuid some ears of wheat, as signifying that, in fine weather, abundance of grain may be brought by sea to Rome,—

a

supposition somewhat more admissible than Visconti's, who probably had Neptune's car, as described by Virgil, in view.

f W hat could have induced Father Hardouin to suppose that these Trans-Danubians were located in Africa ? Though
history fails, at this particular period, the medallic evidence is satisfactory, as he might have seen in Spanheim, " V«
Vtcettanlia ei luu Numismatum Antiquorum,"

i
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pious solemnities. Those, in commemoration of which this medal ^^as^fuftk, \*ere carried

to an unprecedented degree of magnificence, and lasted—with scrupulous regard to triplicity

—

three days and nights without intermission, a brilliant glare from innumerable torches,

supplying the absence of the sun. Among other shews, all the wild and strange animals

which Gordian had collected, for his Persian triumph, were exhibited, baited, and slain ; and
the populace, under a plenary direption, were permitted to "bag" whatever they could secure.

Orosius says, that Philip turned the extraordinary festival to the interests of Christianity ; but
he has not pointed out in what manner. See No. CCCXXXVI.

The exact zero-point for this lOOOth year of Rome, is rather puzzling to determine, and
it is therefore customary to follow in the wake of Varro; for Chronologists too often adopt
what suits their scheme, and boldly erase what it is difficult to arrange—after the manner of

Paul Pezron, with the Chronicle of Manetho. In one point, however, the medal is important,

since it confirms, beyond contradiction, the correctness of the vulgar calculation, against

Sir Isaac Newton's Essay, which cuts off 125 years from the age of the Eternal City.

CCCCLIV.

Obverse. IMP. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS AVG. (Imperator Marcus Julius Philippus, Augustus.)
The laurelled head of the Emperor, with peculiarities as before-mentioned. This medal, in

fine perfection and incrusted with a dense-brown patina, was purchased at Mr. Henderson's

sale, in ] 830 ; being superior in execution to those of a similar type, which were found at Malta.

Reverse. SAECVLARES AVGG. (Sceculares Augustorum.) On the exergum S. C. A noble Hon,

which, from its attitude, must represent one of the " Leones mansuelV mentioned by Capi-
tolinus. It seems that there were provided no fewer than 32 elephants, 10 tigers, 10 elks, 60
lions, 30 leopards, 10 hyaenas, 1 hippopotamus, 1 rhinoceros, 40 wild horses, 20 wild asses,

and 10 camelopards, with a vast quantity of deer, goats, antelopes, and other beasts. And
still further to increase the public hilarity, 2000 gladiators were matched in mortal atfray :—

-

" and now
The arena swims around him—he is gone.

Ere ceased the inhuman shout which hail'd the wretch who won."
" He heard it, but he heeded not—his eyes

Were with his heart, and that was far away

;

He reck'd not of the life he lost, nor prize.

But where his rude hut by the Danube lay ;

There were his young barbarians all at play.

There was their Dacian mother—he, their sire,

Butcher'd to make a Roman holiday

—

• All this rush'd with his blood—shall I expire

And unavenged i Arise ! ye Goths, and glut your ire !
"

CCCCLV.
Obverse. IMP. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS AVG. {Imperator Marcus Julius Philippus, Augustus.)

The laurelled head of Philip, with the aquiline nose, and serious expression before-mentioned.

This fine medal, in perfect preservation and slightly spotted with grass-green patina, was one
of the Maltese hoard mentioned under No. CCCXCV.

Rectrse. SAECVLARES AVGG. [Seeculares Augustorum.) On the exergum S. C. A huge
she-wolf in the act of suckling Romulus and Remus. The founding of Rome could not be
celebrated without noticing its founders ; and here we have a device in their honour, rather

different from that described under No. CCXUI. Some writers tell us, that these

rejoicings ended in the conflagration of Pompey's theatre, together with the Centum Columnar
and other noble edifices;—while others say it was burnt in the preceding year—perhaps while
they were rehearsing the midnight spectacles.* Be this as it may, the loss of a theatre was

• Eckbel u surprised at the damage doue to ancient Rome by fire, and asserts that they manage better in the present

city, insomuch that a modern Erostratus would be baffled in trying to burn St. Peter's: " Sane si qnis hodie exixteret

Herostratut, qui cvperet magnijicentltsimam Romcc D. Petri basilicamJlammis abolere, modum, qvo faciniu palrar»
putttt, Bon reperiret."
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a heavy calamity to the luxurious Romans ; and the illustrious factions of White, Grey,

Green, and Red—thus enumerated by Sidonius Apollinaris:—

' micant colores.

Albus cum veneto, virens rubensque "•

—

must, for a while, have compounded their weighty contests. See No. LXXXVIII.

CCCCLVI.
Obverse. IMP. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS AVG. {Imperalor Marcus Julius Philippus, Augustus.)

An excellent profile of the Emperor, with the laurel crown over short hair, and an intelligent

but serious aspect. This medal, of unpatinated brass, and in the highest condition, was found

by one of the Arabs whom I employed in the excavations at Leptis Magna, near Tripoli,

in 1816.

Reverse. SAECULARES AVGG. [Seeculares Augustorum.) On the exergum S. C. A stag,

apparently of the red-deer kind, standing with his head erect. Pedrusi, who has figured this

medal, thinks it symbolises longevity ; but it, more probably, merely represents one of the

animals provided on this occasion for a counterfeit chase, such as that for which Probus trans-

planted whole trees in full verdure, till the circus resembled a forest. Smollett sneers with

supreme contempt at those Roman attempts at artificial Nimrodism ; and, ridiculing their

naumachia, exclaims—" How would it sound in the ears of a British sailor, an advertisement,

that a mock engagement between two squadrons of men-of-war would be exhibited on such a
day in the Serpentine river } " Poor Smollett ! Within 50 years of his writing that letter,

all London was thrown into ecstacies by a miniature sea-fight, on that very piece of water, at

the national expence.

CCCCLVII,
Obverse. IMP. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS AVG. {Imperator Marcus Julius Philippus, Augustus.)

A fine profile of the Emperor, laurelled, and with the sagum over his shoulders. This medal,

in very excellent preservation and slightly stained with grass-green patina, was found at

Malta, as mentioned under No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. SAECVLARES AVGG. (Saculares Augustorttm.) On the exergum S. C. The Damis,

an antelope of the species now known by the name of Gazelle, a corruption of the Arab Ghazal

—

the "Capra Africana" of the Italians ; and probably representing another of the animals presented

for the sport of the populace. Oisehus, describing this medal, says—" videre est animal quod-
dam ignotis cornibus, quod Strepsicerota esse existimat A. Rubenius ;" but according to the
" old " scholiast, that seasonable friend of all puzzled antiquaries, the name of Strepsiceros is

applicable to those varieties of the genus, which have turbinated horns.

CCCCLVIII.
Obverse. IMP. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS AVG. Imperator Marcus Julius Philippus, Augustus.)

The laurelled head of Philip, attired as before, but with the nose rather more aquiline, and the

features firmer. This remarkably fine medal is in the highest possible preservation, and only
slightly discoloured with spots of grass-green patina ; it was one of the hoard discovered at

Casal Zurika. See No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. AETERNITAS AVGG. (^ternitas Augustorum.) On the exergum S. C. A caparisoned

elephant, with a naked rider, who holds a goad in each hand, and sits on the animal's back, a
less usual berth than the neck, or shoulders. This was one of the collection of beasts, which
Gordian had prepared for his triumph, but which became an organ of his destroyer's popularity

and fame ; for there can be no doubt that the medal was struck on the occasion of the secular

games, though the legend merely augurs the length of Philip's reign, of which the longevity

of the elephant was deemed typical ; and has no relation to the Emperor's asserted deification.

See Nos. VIII. and CCCXXXIV. I once heard it remarked upon this medal, that the

cube of 10, a complete number, multiplied by itself, answers to the date of the city, and
might therefore be properly typified by Eternity ; and also, that the celebration of so rare

a solemity, would perpetuate the memory of the two Augusti.
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CCCCLIX.

Obverse. IMP. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS AVG. (Jmperator Marcus Julius PhUippus, Augustus.)

The laureated profile of Philip, with an expressive but very sedate expression of features, and

the pallium upon his shoulders buckled over armour. This medal, in the finest condition

and cased with greenish-black patina, was presented to me by Sir Patrick Ross, of the 75th

Regiment, at Zante, in 1819.

Reverse. SAECVLVM NOVVM. On the exergum S. C. A superb temple of eight columns on a

triple plinth, with three small statues on its apex, and one on each side of the pediment,

with waving veils- -"a guisa d'lride," and apparenll)- seated. In the centre sits a figure with a

hasta pura ; some will have this to be the Emperor himself; while others, among whom is

the discerning Vaillant, insist that it represents Jupiter Capitolinus, Had it, however, been

meant for the latter, there would have been, as on that of Vespasian, the other two Capitoline

deities ; moreover the upper part of the idol would have been naked—which is not the case

—

and the head appears to be tutulated. It probably alludes to a temple consecrated, perhaps in

A.D. 248, to commemorate the NewjEra; for the 5«cu/um iVot-wm of the legend intimates, that

the 1000th year from the building of Rome having expired, another age had commenced ; as has

been already observed in the 9th Dissertation of Spanheim, one of the best medallists who ever

applied F. R. S. to his name. It is remarkable, that this reverse appears on the denarii of

Etruscilla, Hostilianus, Trebonianus, and Volusianus.

OTACILIA.

Marcia Otacilia Severa is one of those Empresses of whom so httle mention is

made in history, that it is not known whether she was of Dacian, Arabian,

or, as her name would imply, of Roman birth. She appears to have been mar-

ried to PhiHp Senior about A. D. 234, and was saluted Augusta, on her husband's

elevation to the Purple, ten years afterwards. Besides the younger Philip, she had

a daughter, whose name is unknown, but who, according to Zosimus, was the

wife of Severianus, the Praetor of Moesia and Macedonia. When her husband and

son were murdered, A.D. 249, Otacilia was permitted to retire into private life,

and nothing further is related respecting her.

The several writers assert that this Princess was religious, prudent, and virtu-

ous ; and that she not only professed Christianity herself, but also persuaded her

husband and son to embrace it. Yet I am " free to confess," as our states-

men say, that after having handled so many of her coins in honour of the goddesses

of Fecundity, Piety, Modesty, Security, and Concord, besides her participation in

the Secular ceremonials, and her Juno Conservatrix,* I feel inclined to agree

with the worthy Tristan, that instead of the pure doctrine of revealed religion

—

" elles semblent marquer toute autre verite, par la multitude de diverses sortes

de deitez, qui y sont representees." But this consideration must not suppress

an anecdote which has been recorded on the authority of St. Chrysostom, in

• Juno was struck both on silver and brass ; and is incompatible for a Christian, even if the Virtues might be allowed.
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support of the contrary position. When Gordian was " done away with," the new
Imperial family arrived at Antioch towards tlie end of Lent, and were desirous of

Joining in the service that was to be performed on Easter eve. Babylas, the

Bishop of that city, met them at the church door, prevented them from advancing,

and unawed by the presence of the master of the world, represented to PhiHp the

impropriety of his entering that holy place with hands that were polluted with

tlje blood of his benefactor; and that after having committed so heinous a crime,

he could not assist at those sacred rites, till he had expiated his guilt by penance.

The Emperor and Empress on this remonstrance sacrificed dignity to duty, and
having submitted to the penalty imposed by the Bishop, received absolution.

This story is the less probable, because the best authorities assure us, that Philip

carefully concealed his having been instrumental to the death of the beloved

Gordian.

There are Latin medals of Otacilia, in each of the metals and sizes, except

assaria ; the silver, and large and middle-brass being so common, as only to be

retained for singularity of type, or height of perfection. There are also Greek

and Colonial brass, from medallions to coins of the third magnitude, besides the

potin of Egypt. A remarkable coin bearing the Furies, struck by the Antiochians

of Caria, in honour of Otacilia, deserves distinct mention, because it was not

usual to represent the vices, or hurtful beings, though deified, upon Imperial medals ;

and not only Luxuria, Superbia, Vindicta, Ambitio, Mephitis, and other inauspi-

cious ladies, were banished from the Roman mint—but even the twin brothers,

Mors and Somnus, and Pluto,* the ''Jupiter infernus et Stygius." On this coin,

the awful ^*agmina sceva sororum"—whom Apollo, in iEschylus, abusingly de-

signates "Old Maids"—are armed with the snakes, torches,and poniards, to punish and

torment wickedness ; and at their feet are gaunt dogs—" vistsque canes ulidare per

umbras." The hags awaited the judgment of Rhadamanthus, upon sinners, with

an impatience that marked them as Furies ; and they were attended by Terror,

Paleness, and Death :

—

" Fear, and Dismay, and agonizing Pain,

With frantic Rage, complete the loveless train."f
CCCCLX.

Obverse. MARCTA OTACIL. SEVERA AVG. {Marcia Otacilia Severa, Augusta.) The profile

• of the Empress, with a serious but pleasing expression of countenance, considerable beauty,

and an appearance of about 30 years of age. The hair is parted in front, carried behind the

* Tanini thought he had discovered Pluto on a denarius of Valerianus, inscribed ^ternilati Auyg.y where a bearded

man, veiled and togated, is seen with a sickle ; but it is CTidently Saturn.

f Spanheim mentions a coin, also bearing Tisiphone, Alecto, and Mega?ra, which was strnck at Lyrbe, a Paitiphyllan

tuwn, to the southward of Antioch, in the reign of the younger Gordian.
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"'^,^'7&l'* "P ^t t>'^ I'^'ck of the head in a broad plait to a diadem on the crown
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appearance. This medal, in the highest preservatio",rd

No CCCXCV
^"^ pea-green patina, was one of the Maltese hoard See

Eeverse. PJfJAS AVGySTAE. In the field S. C. A standing female, robed in the suffibuh.m, andveiled with the long flammeum, holds an open acerra with her left, and bears aflanrnnon

^.2 r • ?!' '"".'''', *" '^'
'^""f"''

^''*' "^''^•' tl"^ In'Penal family celebrated "^h"Secular Games, and is certainly against the notion entertained by so many learned me„-
r°rrxVlT''"p"? ""'T

"
f^'''^" ;° demolish the tale of' Otacilia's baptism SeeCCCXCII Piety was a term of extended application, not only comprehending the duty ofman towards the Gods, but also the respect of children towards'their parents, Ld the dueperformance of the social compact

; so that although it was short of Grace, in our sense of heword ,t must be classed among the perfections of the soul. The filial attribute of this V , tuewill be recollected in the interesting story of the " Roman Charity," by which a orison w^!converted into a temple of Piety
: it is told both by Valerius Maximus. and the elde"^ Pbnv!
CCCCLXI.

Obverse. MARCIA OTACIL. SEVERA AVG. (Marcia Otacilia Severa, Augusta.) A fine headof Oaciha, with a modest air, head-dress as before, and the bosom teatly robed Thismedal in splendid perfection, and thinly varnished with brown patina, was one of thecollection found at Casal Zurika, as related under No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. SAECVLARES AVGG. {Swculares Augustorum.) On the exergum S. C. A well

'

represented Hippo-potamus walking, which, though not altogether unknown, being the only oneexhibited, was probably "the lion" of the Secular spectacles of A. D. 248 ; having beenaccording to a denarius of the same Empress, stamped with the numerals IlII, the fourth ofthe curious beasts introduced into the Circus on that occasion. This animal was well knownin Egypt ,n ancient times, and though it disappeared from thence in the age of Julian it isso associated with the recollections of that country, that some of the Italian medallists still 'ca 1 it

though It resembles thatspir. ted and beautiful quadruped,no more than does a porcupine a ti/eV

tneHehernoth of Job
: the description, however, is not so clear as that of the Leviathanor Crocodile, in the succeeding chapter. But though the modern Hippo-potamus does notquite equal the monstrous Behemoth of Scripture, it i^s nevertheless a mosi formidable creature

r. h5nH.^''^.l""'^^"'*^"^''^'''^"
""""'^ *^°»»''« '« those whoshipped him. HaWng" triedm> hand" at this kind of work, I entertain a fellow-feeUng for the distresses of the ancient

by aaudian"- '
'"""'"' "^ "'^ ''''''^''''^ '''' ^'''^ ''^'^^ '''' '''' ^««' «^« weMdeJicted

"The fainting slave let fall his trembling oar,
And the pale master fear'd the freight he bore."

PHILIP JUNIOR.
Marcus Julius Philippus Junior, the son of Philip Senior and Otacilia was

born about A. D. 237, and declared Caesar at the early age of seven years
'

He
was the first who bore the title of Nobilis Ctssar, a distinction which was con-
trnued afterwards to the princes not associated in the empire—and was also
bestowed on those to whom the Emperors intrusted the cares of the State The youn-
Phihp was associated in the government, with the title of Augustus A D 047
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and served the office of Consul for that, and the following year, with his father,

that they might jointly celebrate the Secular Games. Zosimus thinks he was killed

Avith his father, at Verona ; but more accredited accounts say, that when the news

of the Emperor's death arrived at Rome, Otacilia carried the youth to the camp

for protection, where the soldiers immediately slew him, in the arms of his mother.

This happened in the summer of A. D. 249 ; and though he was deified by the

Senate, Padre de Natalibus reckons him among the martyrs of the church.

Most authors agree in describing young Philip, as a youth well educated, and

of promising hopes, but withal so grave that, after his fifth year, no one, by any

contrivance, ever could make him smile ; and when his father once laughed aloud in

the circus, the boy was observed to frown at him, with manifest displeasure :

—

" JSTam Ludibus Soecularibus ridentem Pairem severo vultu inspexisse dicilttr,

velut ilium corrigens." It is asserted that his mother wisely instructed him in the

tenets of the Christians ; but the part he played in the celebration of the Secular

Games—so abhorrent to their faith—^seems to contradict the assertion. Appre-

hension, however, whether moral or religious, may have infused the melancholy

for which—though of such tender years—he was remarkable; for never were times

in which it was more necessary, for the Princes of Rome, to repeat the almost

inspired lines of Horace :

—

" Inter spem curainque, timores inter et iras,

Omnem crede diem tibi diluxisse supremum :

Grata superveniet, quae non sperabitur, bora."

The silver and large and middle-brass Roman medals of this Prince are so

common as to be valued principally according to their perfection ; but the aurei and

medallions are rare, and high priced. There were also Colonial, Greek-Imperial,

and Egyptian coins struck in his honour ; and among them was one bearing the

Three Furies, which, like that of his mother, was stamped at Antioch. Struvius

plausibly thinks that this device alludes to the triple powers of Diana, to whom the

ancients assigned duties in hell, on earth, and in heaven.

In mixed Cabinets, the coins of the younger Philip are followed by those of

Marinus and Jotapianus, the rebel chiefs ; and also by those of Pacatianus and

Sponsianus, two " pretenders" entirely unknown to history : but there are no Latin

medals of either of them.
CCCCLXII.

Obverse. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS CAES. (Marctis Julius Philippus, Ccesar.) The bare and

boyish head of the younger Philip, with innocent features, and so pleasing an air as afford

little corroboration to the story of his never smiling. This medal, in the highest possible

perfection, with the metal hardly discoloured, was one of the Maltese treasure, mentioned under

No. CCCXCV.
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Reverse. PRINCIPI IVVENT. (Principi Juventutis.) In the field S. C. The young Prince,

habited in a camp-dress, holds a globe and a hasta pura, or wand, so called because it was not

pointed with iron. This simple distinction, the precursor of the white rods of our court

officers, was often the reward of military merit, and at all times a badge of honour, as well

as a symbol of authority ; whence Virgil describes Marcellus as

—

^———— " pura juvenis qui nititur hasta."

This medal was probably struck A.D, '244,* on the Caesar's becoming "First," or—as

following the example of Conyers Middleton, who puts Emperor for Jmperator—l have in

this Catalogue rendered it, " Prince" of the Roman Youth. See No. CCLXXXIII.

CCCCLXIII.

Obverse. IMP. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS AVG. (Tmperator Marcus Julius Philippus, Augustus.) A
handsome profile of Philip Junior, who has now assumed the Augustan laurels ; his shoulders

are covered with a chlamys over a cuirass. This singularly fine medal is in perfect condition,

and barely discoloured ; it was one of the hoard found at Casal Zurika. See No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. LIBERALITAS AVGG. III. [Liberalitas Augustorum, tertia.) On the exergum S. C.

The two Philips seated on X-formed curule chairs, in imperial robes, and stretching out

their right hands open, in token of benevolence to all ranks. This device was evidently

struck upon the donation made to the Public, in A. D. 248; but it differs from others

typical of Liberality, in being without the usual attributes.

The Ebur curule—Sella Eburnea—or Curule Chair, an ivory seat not unlike our

folding camp-stools, was appropriated to certain magistrates, as the ^diles, Praetors, Censors,

and Consuls. These dignified senators were carried in them, and also those who triumphed,

—

the chair being fitted into the C'urrus, a kind of chariot, from whence Curulis is derived:

and the loss of the r is justified after Farina a/arre.f It seems to have been adopted from

the Etrurians, in the early days of Rome, but we are not informed from whence they pro-

cured their ivory. Upon medals, the Curule Chair expresses a curule magistracy ; and also

steadiness and duration of effice,—as Bolzani remarks

—

"Perennitatis, aternaque quietis

hieroglyphicum esse seltam." ITie learned author perhaps arrived at this conclusion, from

his close study of Egyptian antiquities, where the sedent figures are not only characteristic

of eternal rest from being seated, but also from the arms being in coherence with the body,

and the legs joined.

CCCCLXIV.
Obverse. IMP. M. IVL. PHILIPPVS AVG. [Imperator Marcus Julius Philippus, Augustus.)

The profile of Philip Junior, with the laurel wreath over short hair, and the features expressing

an age beyond boy-hood. This medal, in complete preservation, and slightly tinted with

brown patina, was one of those found as described under No. CCCXCV.
Reverse, SAECVLARES AVGG. (Saculares Augustorum.) On the exergum S. C. A strange

beast of the cervine tribe, which medallists have termed Alces, or Elk, though it has not the

very high shoulders, nor large head of the Cervus Alces : its horns, instead of dilating to a

broad palmated form, are small and erect ; and it has a long tuft of hair pendant from

the throat—not appended to the under-jaw as Pedrusi has figured it—and which evidently is

not the caruncle alluded to by Linnseus. The Alee, described in the Bceotics of Pausanias,

as being between a stag and a camel, is not without some analogy to the creature under

consideration ; but it is not to be recognised in that mentioned by Julius Ca;sar, " De Bella

Gallico," L. VI, cap. 27,—nor in the Alee or Bonasus of Pliny, nor in the Equi-cervus of the

Scholiast. From the striking accuracy with which lions, elephants, hippo-potami, antelopes,

• The younger Philip's medals inscribed Principi luventutis, appear to have been minted between A. D. 244 and 246, a
xlight difference of age being perceptible on the portraits. Among the first etruck after he was declared Augustus, are

those with Virtus as a type, a term uniting fortitude and gallantry ; but it is remarkable that Fortitudo, and Magnani-
tnitat, are Virtues unknown on the fascia of Imperial medals.

t This etymoliigy is supported by Aulus Gellius and Isidore, who are respectable, though not very ancient authority.

2n
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and deer, are delineated upon the medals of Philip, the faithfulness of this representation
cannot be questioned ; and it is much to be regretted that we have not yet found more of
the rarer quadrupeds, which were exhibited on that great occasion. A reverse with the

Camelopard, would have stifled the ebullitions of ignorance vented, less than 50 years ago,
when Vaillant brought the skins of several of those animals, from Africa,—one of which was
examined under a magnifying lens, to detect whether it was a composition.* These
considerations made me the more regret the medals lost by the accident mentioned at

p. 228, as there were possibly some inedita destroyed.

DECIUS.

Caiiis Messiusf Quintus Trajanus Decius was born, of an illustrious family, at

Buhalia, near Sirmium, in Pannonia, A.D. 201. He was a raan of courage, wisdom,

and exjierience, which carried him to the highest honours ; but history throws no

light upon his early career. Being an excellent soldier, he was selected by Philip,

much against his inclination, to quell the revolt in Moesiaand Pannonia ; but he had

no sooner arrived at his camp, A.D. 249, than the legions proclaimed him Emperor.

As he was threatened with death in case of refusal, necessity got the better of fidelity,

he assumed the imperial title and dignity, and having defeated Philip, was

acknowledged by the Senate and the People. In the' following year Decius took the

field against a formidable invasion of the Goths, and obtained such advantages over

them, that they sued for peace. But the Emperor, desirous of securing future

repose, resolved to continue hostilities till his enemies were destroyed, a measure

which drove them to desperation. In a furious battle at Abricium, in Thrace, young

Decius was slain ; to revenge whose death the Emperor rushed forward, exclaiming

to his troops—" Be not cast down, we have lost but one man." He was soon,

however, entangled in a morass, where he perished, with great numbers of bis army,

partly suffocated in the mud, and partly destroyed by the showers of arrows and

darts which the Barbarians discharged upon them, while they could neither advance

i»or retreat ; and to this fatal catastrophe, Gallus, his successor, is by some thought to

have treacherously contributed. Decius, together with three of his sons, thus fell,

A. D. 251, after a reign of nearly two yeai-s and six months, and his unhappy end

was attributed by Ecclesiastical historians, to divine vengeance, it appears from

* If IS well known that there were 10 Camelopaids rxhibited at Philip's Games. The remark, therefore, in the

Philo.wphical Transactions for 1770, p. 27, of none having been seen in Europe since Julius Ca;sar's time, is erroneous.

Several of the deer tribe unknown to Moderns, but described by Ancients, have been lately discovered in Ethiopia, by

Messrs. Ehrsnberg and Hemprich, the German naturalists. In the order of Ruminants, they say—" their discoveries were

mere especially brilliant, and furnished ample materials for the illustration of data afforded by the Ancients."

\ The name of Messius is common to ijecius, and his four sons—a number which must tw doubtfully admitted

—

whence we may conclude that it was the patronymic of the family ; tliat of Quintus being in the middle is against its being

a mere pra;nomen. The sons were all declared Caesars 3 and the two eldest, at lea.^t, " Leaders of the Roman Youth."
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Eutropius, that the honour of apotheosis was paid him, with the usual ceremo-

nies ; but the denarii quoted by Mezzo-barba and Eckhel, which would otherwise

corroborate that fact, are both suspected.*

Decius was a prince endowed with many good qualities and great ability, affecting

the ancient manner, so as to be generally beloved by the Pagans, insomuch that the

Senate voted him not inferior to Trajan, and bestowed upon him the admired title

of Optimus. But his high reputation was stained, and his name rendered infamous,

by the seventh and most terrible persecution of the Christians ; which was so

rancorously and inexorably inflicted, as to drive thousands of people into deserts,

caves, and fastnesses, and foster monachism : and it is not a little remarkable, that,

under the inscrutable decrees of Providence, some of the best emperors were the

most bitter persecutors of that sect, whose " halcyon days " were under the vile

Commodus. On other points, his character seems to have been unimpeachable,

as a Sovereign. He shewed the greatest deference for the Senate, and restored to

them the important office of appointing a Censor, which had been laid aside from

Domitian's time, and had been monopolized, neglected, or abused, by the princes

before him. He also built or repaired the walls of Rome, and solemnly conse-

crated them ; a ceremony usually performed on removing the Pomcerium, or area

adjoining them, as was customary with every increase of territory. This was a

matter of great exultation ; but the desire of extending their dominions beyond just

bounds, proved fatal in the event— " Immunitaa peperit Impunitatem, et Filia

devoravit Matrem."
The medals of Decius are found in each of the metals, and sizes ; as well Latin,

as Greek-Imperial, Egyptian, and Colonial, the last of which only bear the epithets

Pius, Felix, The denarii are very common, and it is curious that some of the types

of the former reign are used upon them ; one, with a fascia stamped TR. P. III.,

is quoted by Eckhel, as a proof that they are in error who assert that the Tribuni-

tian Power is not marked, because the Emperor had restored that authority to the

people. The large and middle-brass are as common as the silver ; but there is a

novelty in the mintage of Decius, in the medalets,f or coins, which, though not

much larger than the early large-brass, weigh two of the sestertii of his own
reign. They are well known, having tlie types of Felicity, Liberality, and

* Banduri, from Victor, says that Decius perished in ths 50th year of his age ; and also proves from an Egyptian coin,

where mention is made of the third year of his reign, that he must have died about the beginning of December.

f This term, though it now obtains, has been very badly chosen, since the diminutiTe et seems rather to apply to medals,
than medallions. The portrait of Decius, on these medalets, is ornamented with the radiated crown, which though placed

on the posthumous coini of Augustus, as a token of deification, was afterwards put upon those of living emperors. The
large-brass, however, invariably appears with the lanrel-wreattr; and the custom has descended to our times, with what
PinkertoD terms—" a most risible and truly Celtic absurdity."
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Victory ; and—unlike the medallions—being marked with S. C. were probably

used as ordinary money. Assaria, or third-brass, which had not been struck by

the Senate since the days of the Antonines, now re-appear. See page 245.*
CCCCLXV.

Obverse. IMP. C. M. Q. TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG. [Imperator Caiusf Messius Quintus
Trajanus JJecius, Augustus.) The laurelled head of Decius, with sensible features, and

the appearance of ratherinore than middle age ; the bust being in armour. This medal is in

capital preservation, and incrusted with green and red patina ; it was procured from Mr. M.
Young, in 1825, having formerly belonged to the well-known cabinet of Mr. Miles.

Reverse. LIBERALITAS AVG. [Libcralilas Augusti.) On the exergum S.C. The Emperor
seated on a tribunal, assisted by a togated figure, superintends a public donation ; before him
stands the personification of Liberality with her tessera and cornucopiae, and a citizen ascends

the steps. Besides the ticket held by this statue, to notify the amount of the largess, the

Curatores Annonce distributed small tessera; among the populace, as orders for the receipt

of such a portion, as was stamped upon them ; whence Juvenal

—

" Summula ne pereat, qua vilis tessera venit

Frumenti."

This medal was probably struck A. D. 249, upon the Emperor's arrival in Rome, where he
was received with every demonstration of joy. The city now seemed to abound in plenty, for

besides Liberality, and Abundance, a new type of Fruitfulness was struck on the denarii of

this reign, under the title of Ubertas. Veritas is also assigned to a silver coin of Decius,

but as that legend does not appear upon other Roman medals, it may possibly be a mis-reading

of Vberitas, which now becomes frequent. Indeed Veritas, though a virtue of the highest

import, has not been duly honoured; the ancients neglected her, and among the moderns,
the word is commonly subscribed to the falsehoods of anonymous slanderers.

CCCCLXVI.
Obverse. IMP. C. M. Q. TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG. (Imperator Caius Messius Quintus Trajanus

Decius, Augustus.) The laureated profile of the Emperor, with a wrinkled brow, and older

features than above. This medal, in excellent condition and partially stained with grass-green

patina, was one of the Maltese hoard. See CCCXCV.
Reverse. GEN. ILLYRICI. (Genius Illyrici.) In the field S.C. A virile figure standing, with a

cornucopiae and the sacred patera ; he is naked except a chlamys over his left shoulder, and a

modius on his head. The Genius of a province was equivalent to Bonus Eventus, or Good
Success, a deity who presided over agriculture, and great actions, and as such he was com-
plimented by Titus, and other Princes, upon medals. The Genii in general, being inferior

to the Lares, must have been the prototypes of the modern ghosts; though excepting that

of Caesar at Philippi, the vision of Varus emerging from the marshes,J and the one recorded

by Pliny, those bugbears do not appear in Roman story. Virgil, indeed, shews that the

people believed—"Simulacra modis pallentia miris." See No. CCCCXCVI.
CCCCLXVII.

Obverse. IMP. C. M. Q. TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG. (Imperator Cuius Messius Quintus Tra-
janus Decius, Augustus.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with close hair and beard,

* Baudelot describes some small pieces of money, resembling^ assaria in size, but bearing the head of an old woman,
with S. C. on the reverse. These, he says, were struck for the slaves during the Saturnalia ; and the initials, instead of
expressing Senatorial authority, simply mean Saturni Contulto.

^ Dr. A. Visconti, following Banduri, calls this Cneiut; but the latter contradicts himself, by producing a Greek
inscription which plainly shews Caius.

J
TTie Roman camp was beset by the active Arminius, whose followers were spending the night in jollity. The broken

slumbers of Caccina were disturbed by a fearful dream, which is thus related by Tacitus :—" Ducemque terruit dira quies,

nam Quinctilium Varum sanguine oblitum ex paludibus emersum cernere et aadiie vUus est, velut Tocantem, noa tamen
obsecutus, et manum intendentis repulisse

!
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grave features, a wrinkled brow, and the bust in a cuirass. Tliis medal is in the finest

condition, the metal being hardly discoloured, owing to its having been shut up in one of the

amphorae found at Malta. See CCCXCV.
Reverse. GENIVS EXERCITVS ILLYRICIANI. In the field S. C. A naked Genius, as on the

last medal, but with the addition of a military standard behind him. This was struck A. D.
249, to shew that Decius, justly enough, ascribed his advancement to the Ulyrian army :

" a. militibus lUyricianis Imperator factus, ah Senalu Augustus est appellatas,^' Tiie

medals in honour of this event are numerous, and I have had several with the ensign planted

before the figure. Of the province Juvenal says

—

"Horrida vitanda est Hispania, Gallicus axis,

lUyricumque latus."

CCCCLXVIII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. C. MESS. Q. DECIO TRAl. AVG. [Imperalorl Ccesari Caio Messw
Quinto Decio Trajano, Augusto.) The head of the Emperor, with old but intelligent features,

attired as before. This medal, in fine preservation and varnished with Saxon-green patina,

spotted with red, was purchased at Albano, near Rome, in 1823.

Reverse. DACIA. In the field S. C. A stolated female, with her hair richly attired, and holding a staff

surmounted with the head of an animal which, from its shape, and ears, most men would pro-

nounce to be that of an ass. But this is a point much disputed among antiquaries, apparently

because so ignoble an animal seems unworthy of decorating a national standard. Engelius,

whose coin was probably in an indifferent condition, says that it is part of a dragon, of which
the body and tail have been omitted by the artist ; Padre Blasi calls it the head of a horse,

for a reason equally applicable to five hundred other countries, "that of the people being great

riders j" and Mons. le Bon, who makes out a beard, will have it to be the true "tete d'une
chevre," on account of Dacia's being mountainous. It is, however, clearly an ass's head,

and I think the medal before me would have convinced the doubters. The origin of this sym-
bol is now unknown : some think it was assumed as a warlike ensign, because the bray of an
ass resembled the Paphlagonian trumpet ; others suppose it was derived from the Scythian

custom of sacrificing the long-eared beast to Apollo ; and a third set consider it as the emblem
of valour, because the animal was called Zao'/ av'iKmov. Be this as it may, a spear thus

decorated seems to have been a common standard of the northern nations ; nor was the

patient quadruped itself always despised, since we find Jacob in blessing his sons, com-
plimented Issachar as a " strong ass," alluding no doubt to his fortitude and contempt of

danger:

—

"Nominal Issachar, sen asinum Jorlem, quod constans esset, Jirmus, et iiilre-

pidus," saith Patin—and it may be added, that the native ass of the Great Asiatic Desert

is a very different animal from our ill-used donkey, as may be seen in Sir Robert Porter's

Travels. This medal was struck A. D. 250, to record the liberation of Dacia, from the

incursions of the Barbarians. See No. CLXXI. Count Mezzo-barba inserts a denarius,

inscribed Dacia Capta, among the coins of this year; but he is palpably in error, and may
have mis-read an injured legend of Dacia Felix, which was then struck.

CCCCLXIX.
Obverse. IMP. C. M. Q. TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG. (Imperator Cuius Messius Quintus Tra.

janus Decius, Augustus.) The laureated head of Decius, with very close hair and a smooth
chin ; the features are strongly marked and handsome, but indicative of a more advanced age
than the Emperor had attained. This medal, cased with green and red patina, and in the

highest preservation, was presented to roe by the Bey of Bisertah, in 1822, it having re-

cently been found among the ruins of Utica.

Reverse. PANNONIAE. In the field S. C. Two stolated and veiled females stand in the middle of

the field, the one on the right hand holding a sceptre, and that on the left having a military

standard before her. This interesting device illustrates the ancient divisions of the province into

superior and inferior, the separation being made by the river Arabo ; one of these divisions was
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called Pannonia prima, which must be the figure with the sceptre, and the, other Pannonia
secunda, which by thestaudard is shown to have been garrisoned. The medal was struck about
A. D. 250, on the same account as those of Illyricum and Dacia ; and the women elevate their

right hands in token of thanks for their liberation. Decius had beaten the Barbarian invaders,

and obliged them to abandon all the country they had taken possession of. This success made
him hope for still greater, and resolving to take advantage of the consternation his enemies
were in, he determined utterly to extirpate them. Thus was he led to abandon his usual

prudence, and involved in the disastrous result already mentioned.

ETRUSCILLA.

Anuia Cupressenia Herennia Etruscilla is a princess known only by medals and

marbles, for as historians have not given the name of Decius's wife, there was a

considerable difficulty respecting her, till the inscriptions ofMuratori and Maffei

were published. It is recorded that she bore several children ; but though I have

admitted that Decius had four sons, out of sheer courtesy to other authorities, there

is no substantial testimony for more than two : to these a daughter is added, who
was named after the Empress, and is said to have been married to Volusianus.

Etruscilla became an Augusta A. D. 249, and lost her honours, after the disas-

trous death of her husband, in 251; but from the deification of the latter, and the

policy of Gallus, she was probably respected in private life.

For a long time the antiquaries assigned Orbiaua as a wife to Decius ; but one

of his coins being found in the French cabinet, with Etruscilla's head upon the

reverse, the former lady was restored to Alexander, as has been already related

:

besides which, the Egyptian medal marked LS, or year 5, is decisive of her not having

been united to Decius, who reigned only half that period. Before the time of

Seguin, Etruscilla was mistaken for the daughter of Decius ; but as a son of that

Emperor was named Herennius Etruscus, it is evident that she was his wife.

There are Latin medals of Etruscilla in the three metals, and of all the sizes

except small-brass ; and there are also Greek-Imperial, Egyptian, and Colonial coins

in honour of her. In the Roman mintage, the gold is very rare, but the silver and

middle-brass are common, and the large-brass—of M'hich the revei-ses are few and

trite—is only of a slight degree of rarity, the value depending upon comparative

perfection. A high-priced dupondius is mentioned by Mionnet, representing three

females, but as it is of two kinds of copper, and without the Senatorial stamp, it is

only an exception to what is here slated.

CCCCLXX.

Obverse. HERENNIA ETRVSCILLA AVG. {Herennia Etruscilla, Augusta.) A fine head of the

Empress, her hair smoothed down with stripes across and bound by a vitta, her features good
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but not expressive, and her bosom robed. This medal is in perfect condition, and stained
with Saxon-green patina on the obverse and brownish-red on the reverse ; it was one of the

Maltese hoard described under No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. FECVNDITAS AVG. [Fecunditas Augustee.) In the field S. C. A female, magnificently

attired, stands with a cornucopiae in her left hand, and extends her right towards a child by
her side which is trying to reach it. See No. CCCCVII. Some who assert that Etruscilla

bore four sons and a daughter to Decius, appeal to this medal in proof of her fertility ; but
the type was a customary compliment to those Empresses who had families : and would
answer as well for one child, as for a dozen. The deity herself seems to have been no other

than Juno, who was invoked in child-birth, and by those who desired children, in a manner
at once absurd and obscene : and well they deserved the scourging which the priests admini-
stered, with goat-skin whips, to their naked bodies, as part of the ceremony.

CCCCLXXI.
Obverse. HERENNIA ETRVSCILLA AVG. (Herennia Etruscilla, Augusta.) The profile of

Etruscilla, apparently in middle ag-e, with her hair smoothly waving, and a diadem in front

;

her neck is graceful, but the features are expressive of pertness, and are meaner than on the

last. This medal, thinly varnished with brown patina, and in capital preservation, was one of

those found at Malta. See CCCX CV.
Reverse. PVDICITIA AVG. {Pudicitia Augusta.) On the exergum S. C. A richly robed female

seated on a high-backed throne, holds a long sceptre in her left hand, and with her right

lifts the flammeum which covers her bead. See No. CCCXCI. Chastity was a virtue more highly

prized than practised by the Romans: and Horace, recounting the benefits which the presence of

Augustus brought upon the city, says

—

" Nullis polluitur casta domus stupris

;

Mos et lex maculosum edomuit nefas ;

Laudantur simili prole puerperae."

A modem Italian proverb distinguishes the double attributes of this goddess, by making
chastity a virtue, and modesty a beauty of the fair sex : but Propertius best describes her

—

" Non illis studium vulgo conquirere amantes,
lUis ampla satis forma, Pudicitia."

HERENNIUS.

Quintus Herennius Etruscus Messius Trajanus Decius—one of the princes who,

as Eckhel* complains, had more names tlian there were years in his reign—was

the eldest son of Decius and Etruscilla, and is commonly called Decius Junior.

Nothing is known of him till his father's accession to the Sovereignty, A. D. 249,

when he was declared Ctesar, and invested with the Tribunitian Power, as is

proved by medals, though not mentioned in history. In tlie following year he was

sent, at fiie head of a well-disciplined army, to check the incursions of the Gothic

King Cniva ; by whom, after gaining some successes, he was attacked when off

his guard, and totally defeated, with dreadful carnage, himself hardly escaping.

In the beginning of A, D. 251, his father marched to his relief, decorated

• " Aevnm iinperatorum occipiraus, quo plerumque majorem vidcmus nominum numerum, quam annorum, quibiis

imperaverc, quibus adeo hrevitatrm imperii qujulam ralionc compensavere."
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him with the fasces, and elevated him to the dignity of Augustus, as an associate

in the Imperial dignity. The honours thus conferred, were not long enjoyed.

The Decii, it seems, by the advantages which they gained in the field, reduced the

Goths to offer the cession of their booty and prisoners, for an unmolested retreat. But

the Emperor would listen to no terms, and the enemy being driven to desperation,

fought furiously in the ensuing battle. Young Decius signalised himself in an

eminent manner, and killed several adverearies with his own hand ; but being in

front of the lines, he was mortally wounded with an arrow, and fell from his

horse in the sight of the whole army. The saying of Decius on this occasion, I

have already recorded in the sketch of his life ; but surely Tristan mistakes the

spirit of the Emperor's exclamation, in rendering it

—

''La perte d'un soldat

ne luy sembloit pas de grande consequence." The youth was deified, together

with his father, by the Senate. Some writers assert that he was married to a

lady named Tryphonia, who suffered martyrdom in the Christian cause, under

Valerian, but the authority is most questionable.

The Roman medals of this unfortunate Prince, with the exception of silver, are

scarce, especially the aurei ; and there are no small-brass. The Colonies, Greece,

and Egypt, also struck coins to commemorate his career, but there is nothing re-

markable in the types. Of the sestertii, that with the temple of Peace, and those

bearing the title of Augustus, are esteemed the most rare.

CCCCLXXII.
Obverse. Q. HER. ETR. MES. DECIVS NOB. C. (Quintus Herennius Elruscus Messius

Decius, Nobilis,* Ccssar.) The bare head of Herennius with very close hair, a mild intelligent

countenance, and an appearance of not more than fourteen or fifteen years of age ; the shoulders

are covered with a sagum. This medal, in remarkably high condition and thinly tinted

with green and brown patina, was one of the store found at Malta. See No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. PRINCIPI IVVENTVTIS. In the field S. C. A juvenile and graceful figure of the

Prince in camp attire, holding a dart transversely with its point upwards in his left hand, and
a ^'baculum inclinatum'" in his right. This was probably struck A. D. 249 ; and the type, by
the position of the dart, expresses the brave youth's readiness to defend the empire, of whicli

he very soon gave unequivocal proofs. See No. CCLXXXIII. Eckhel quotes an aureus

from Pellerin with this reverse, but which from the inscription and laureated portrait, proves

that Herennius was " Princeps Juventutis " after he had become an Augustus.

CCCCLXXIII.

Obverse. Q. HER. ETR, MES, DECIVS NOB. C, {Quintus Herentiius Elruscus J^essius

Decius, Nobi/is, Ceesar.) The naked head of Herennius, with remarkably short hair, and an
anxious expression of countenance, though the features resemble those described above ; the

bust is covered with drapery. This medal, in splendid perfection and tinged with brown and
green patina, was one of those described under No, CCCXCV,

* I mentioned on p. 271, that Philip the Younger was designated Nobitii on his coins ; but this epithet, I. tielieve, now
6rst appears upon large-brass. Fir Nobili* belongs to tlie Declining Empire.
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Reverse. PIETAS AVGVSTORVM. On the exergiim S. C. The praefericulum, the lituus, the
aspergillum, and other pontifical instruments, as detailed under No. CCXXXVII. From this

type it seems, that though the relentless persecutions of the Christians disgraced the reign
of the Decii, those Princes paid every outward respect to their own religion, feeling with
Cicero that Piety is

—

"Justitia adversus Deos." Indeed piety was a virtue which received
the highest applause, for it was well thought that men who zealously worshipped the gods,
would also be disposed to govern well ; and it was deemed a fortunate omen to commence a
reign with religious ceremonies. The adage of Tully differs little from the sentiment of
St. Austin, who bases piety in the thinking highly of God:

—

" de Deo optime existimare
Pietatis est exordium."

There is a peculiarity in the legend of this medal, because it shews that though Herennius
was yet but a Csesar, he enjoyed the title of Augustus as well as his father. Of this there is no
mention in the frequently-quoted inscription given by Gruter, whose admirable skill in

philology reflects credit on his first instructress—the University of Cambridge,*

CCCCLXXIV.

Obverse. Q. HER. ETR. MES. DECIVS NOB. C. {Quintus Herennius Etruscut Messius
Decius, Nobilis Casar.) The unlaureated profile of Herennius, with characteristics and
attire as before, but rather older features. This medal, in very fine condition and covered
with brownish-green patina, was purchased at Manfredonia, in 1819, for a sum equivalent

to two-pence sterling.

Reverse. PIETAS AVGG. (Pietas Augustorum.) In the field S, C. This is a manifestation of Roman
Piety, as opposed to the devotion of the Christians, which was now degraded with the appel-

lation of " The Impiety," rather than the more usual meaning of the fascia—filial affection,

voluntas grata in parentes." It represents Mercury with the virga somnifera in his left

hand, and the crumena, or leathern purse in his right; and except the petasus on his

head, the talaria to his feet, and the chlamys over his shoulders, he is naked. See No. CCL.
The light form and swift attributes of this God were probably derived from the phenomena of

the planet of the same name, with whose motions the ancients were, to the credit of their

acuteness, somewhat acquainted, though many modern astronomers are content to pass
through life without looking out for it

:

"" Nam mitis in alto

Jupiter occasu premitur ; Venerisque salubre

Sidus habet : motu celer Cyllenius haeret."

In allusion to the celerity of their prototype, the Roman messengers wore a feather in their

caps, a custom continued in Italy to the present day, with the Volanti, or running footmen
;

and when the business was very pressing, a feather was put into the letter itself, which
may explain Juvenal's

" Tanquam diversis partibus orbis

Anxia prsecipiti venisset Epistola pennd."

The " caducifer alis " may have derived its origin from the rod of Moses, since the worship
of Mercury travelled from Egypt into Greece; or, as the illustrious Bacon expressed it

—

" a light air which passed from more ancient people into the flutes of the Grecians, and
became modulated into the many beautiful harmonies of their most plastic and poetic religion."

In proof of this I may mention that the figure strongly resembles one of a large Thoth,
or Mercury, on a basaltic stone, which I accidentally picked up in Egypt, and which now
stands in the library of the princely palace at Stowe.

• One can har<lly mention Gruter's Alraa Mater, without recollectiDg his obligations to his natural mother, who is an
ornament to British female biography. This lady's maiden name was Catharine Fisher, and besides French, Italian, and
English, she was completely mistress of Latin, and so welt skilled in Greek, that she could read Galea in the original, which
according to Bayle, is more than one physician in a thousand can do.
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HOSTILIANUS.
w

Caius Valens Hostilianus Messius Quintus, the younger sou of Decius and

Etrnscilla, was declared Caesar at the same time with hiis brother Herennius, A. D.

249. It seems that he was left at Rome, when his father and brethren marched

against King Cniva, by which he escaped the miserable fate that befel them, A. D.

251. Trebonianus Galius, who succeeded to the empire, hoping to remove all im-

pressions of his having been accessary to the calamity which had befallen the Roman
army, politically adopted the young Prince, and married Volusian, his son, to the

daughter of the deceased Emperor. There are few further particulars respecting this

youth, except that he received the Fasces, and soon afterwards died of the dreadful

plague which desolated Europe A. D. 252; a year marked by the combined

scourges of famine, drought, and universal war.

Such is the whole of the brief story of Hostilianus, as it can be gleaned from

Tery conflicting evidence, for there is not only great obscurity, but amass of positive

contradictions in the history of these times; and were it not for the intelligible and

unquestionable testimony of medals and marbles, we should be all adrift. Thus one

party declares that the Prince was elected by the Senate, when Galius was proclaimed

by the army ; and another imputes his adoption to Decius, who was his real father.

Eutropius seems to confound him with Galius; and while Victor, reasonably enough,

ascribes his death to the plague, Zosimus assures us that the Emperor caused him

to be secretly assassinated. Some writers assert that he was married to Orbiana,

while others are as sure that he was united to a daughter of Decius ; and do not

scruple to say that there are medals which prove it, though they omit telling us

where they may be seen. Those who call him the son of Decius ground their

opinion on the authority of Zosimus ; while their opponents quote Zonaras and

Cedrenus, and contend that the names " Valens Hostilianus " never belonged to the

family of the Decii. But Eckhel, in an able review of the controversy, shews the

weakness of the latter argument, and proves that the medal of Severus Hostilianus,

cited in defence of this opinion by Goltzius, is a fabrication.

There are Latin medals of this Prince in each of the sizes and metals, yet they are

not easily obtainable in high condition, and the gold is especially rare: there are

also Greek-Imperial ones, and Colonial, but I never met with any struck in Egypt.

Of the large-brass, those bearing the title and attributes of Augustus, are reckoned

the scarcest, though the types are unimportant. The silver series is the most

common ; and is remarkable for having some inscribed C. OVAL. OSTIL. MES.

I
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COVINTVS CAESAR, which are evidently Greek words in Latin letters, and seem

to prove that sonae of the Roman money, particularly that without the S. C, was

made in the provinces.
CCCCLXXV.

Obverse, C. VALENS. HOSTIL. MES. QVINTVS N. C. j^Caius Valens Hostilianus Messius
Quinlus, Nobilis Ccesar.) The naked head of Hostilian, with very close-cut hair, smooth

chin, projecting nose, and pleasing features, expressive of about fourteen years of age.

This medal, in beautiful condition and covered with brown patina, was one of the Maltese

hoard. See No, CCCXCV.
Reverse. PRINCIPI IVVENTVTIS. Id the field S. C. A young paludated warrior, with a spear

in one hand, and a legionary ensign in the other : a device probably struck A. D. 249.

It is corroborated by an inscription given in Gruter, which was found at Valencia. See No.

CCLXXXIII. The Paludamentum was a square cloak, made of the finest wool, and worn
from the shoulders—where it was fastened by the jewelled button called " candidus umbo"

—

hanging down the back. It was principally assumed in camps, as being more suitable

for action than the toga, whence the saying—" Togam paludamentum mutavit"

CCCCLXXVI.
Obverse. C. VALENS. HOSTIL. MES. QVINTVS N. C. {Cuius Valens Hostilianus uMessius

Quintus, Nobilis Ccesar.) The unlaurelled head of the Prince, with peculiarities as before,

but the sagum on the shoulders is more widely spread. This medal is in extremely fine pre-

servation, though thinly varnished with brown-and-green patina; it was one of the store

found at Malta, as described under No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. PRINCIPI IVVENTVTIS. On the exergum S. C. A female with her hair tastefully

attired and diademed, but otherwise naked to the waist, is seated on a singular throne, with

her left arm leaning upon a lyre, and her right hand holding an olive branch. This represents

Juventas, the Goddess who presided over youth among the Romans, taking her charge at

the assumption of the praetexta ; but who, according to Vossius, should not be supposed identical

with the Grecian Hebe. In the early medals of Marcus Aurelius, this deity is personated

by a stolated matron standing at an altar ; it is therefore difficult to decide why she is here

unrobed : the olive-branch may indicate the exemption from war, enjoyed by the youth of
Rome, when Gallus purchased his inglorious peace—if so, the medal must have been struck

A. D. 251, just before Hostilian was associated in the Empire.

CCCCLXXVII.
Obverse. IMP. CAE. C. VAL. HOS. MES. QVINTVS AVG. {Imperator Ccesar Caius Valens

Hostilianus Messius Quinlus, yiugustus-) The laurelled head of Hostilian, with the expres-

sion of feature as above, save that the nose is less prominent. This medal, though mishapen from
the dye, a fault which now becomes very common, is in excellent condition, and scarcely

patinated ; it was procured in exchange for a colonial one of the same Prince, from the Cavalier
Ludovico Bailie, of Cagliari, in 1824.

Reverse. SECVRITAS AVGG. {Securitas Augustorum.) In the field S. C. A noble female
leaning gracefully on a column, with her right hand upon her head—an attitude by which the
Ancients symbolised sleep, the period of which requires the security afforded by a good
government ; she is naked to the loins, and in an attitude not unlike that of Venus Callipyga.
This medal was struck to denote the stability of the state on the political union of Gallus and
Hostilian, towards the close of A. D. 251. See No. CCCCXXI.

About this time there were medals struck to the young Prince, wilh Hygieia feeding
her snake, and inscribed Salus Augusti, indicating that he had either recovered, or was
convalescent from illness : these may have been premature, but they prove that he had been
attacked ; and his death, considering the circumstances of the time, is more likely to have
resulted from disease, than from the treachery of his Imperial Associate.
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TREBONIANUS GALLUS.

Caius Vibius Trebonianus Gallus was born about A. D. 207, his ancestry and

country being alike uncertain, though there is ground for believing him to have

been of good family, and a native of Meninx, the modern Jerbah, a spot which may
be termed the Isle of Wight of Barbary. He rose to rank and station ; but there is

no mention of his employment, till we find him commanding the troops on the

frontiers of Moesia A. D. 250. In the following year, hastening to succour those

Romans who had escaped the carnage at Abricium, he was proclaimed Emperor ;

and the Senate, having neither authority nor courage enough to resist the army, pru-

dently acquiesced in the appointment.* The history of his reign is involved in dense

obscurity, and what one author asserts, is contradicted by another. It seems to be

generally admitted that Hostilia Severa was his wife, though nothing more is said of

her : 3 et there are some who mention Cornelia Supera as his consort, and others

who assert that he was married to Afinia.f He was killed, together with his son,

by his own soldiers, near Interamna, when marching against ^milianus, A. D. 254,

after a reign of two years and four months.

The character of Gallus has been most severely impugned, from allegations

written receniibus odiis. He is accused of having betrayed Decius into the hands

of the Goths ; but that disaster is certainly as attributable to rashness as to any pos-

sible perfidy : besides which, his deification of Decius, his adoption of Hostilian,

and marrying the daughter of the deceased emperor to his own son, are such

cogent testimonies of his regard for the family of the Decii, as to invalidate the

details of Zosimus. The imputation of his having destroyed his young co-adjutor

has been already dismissed ; and it remains to notice the third great charge which

has been brought against him. It is averred that instead of revenging the death of

his predecessor, he concluded a dishonorable peace, which rendered the Lords of

Nations tributary to Barbarians ; and that by purchasing his safety, he led on the

future distress of his country: "The dangerous secret," says Gibbon, "of the

wealth and weakness of the empire had been revealed to the world." But when
the loss of two armies by the prowess of the same formidable foe is considered, and

also that the Persians were then invading and the plague desolating his dominions,

it seems to have been imperiously necessary that he should close with such terms

• It is said that on receiving adrice of Decius's death, the Seoate elevated one Perpenna to the Purple, but that he died

«oon after bis inauguration. The ever ready, and it must be added skilful, Goltzius produces a medal of him, inscribed

IMP. CAES. AVF. PERPENNA LICINIAN. (Jmparator Coetar Jufidiut Perpenna ticinianui.) But no otheir

medallist has ever had the luck to see one.

t The Alezandriaa OiTonicle makes one of these ladie« to be a rery fury, cutting ber husband's throat
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as could be obtained :—nor was he the first who had been driven to a pecuniary

composition—^for Domitian paid a yearly stipend to Decelmhis; and Macrinus

purchased a peace from the Parthians, at the price of a million and'-a-half sterling,

besides booty and captives. See Nos. CXXIII and CCCLXVIII.

But in endeavouring to vindicate Gallus from calumny, it is not my intention to

shield him from the odium which he really deserves; for at a time ofunexampled pub-

lic misery—when the plague raged with unremitting violence, when great part of the

empire was afflicted with drought and famine, and while the provinces were devas-

tated by successive swarms of Barbarians—this effeminate ruler wallowed in all the

sensualities of a mere brute, and consumed his time as a slave to his own voluptuous

pleasures. Nay more—he revived and rigorously executed his predecessor's edicts

against the Christians, and proved himself to be as cruel as he was unmanly : " As

for Gallus," says Eusebius, alluding to this persecution, " he neither remembered

the calamities of Deci us, nor did he consider, so diligently as he ought, what had

been the chief occasion of his ruin, but unhappily stumbled against the same stone."

The defence of the state being thus abandoned by the Emperor, it was assumed by

^milianus, the commander in Msesia, who gallantly cleared his province of the

Goths, and killed many thousands of them, in consequence of which the soldiers

saluted him as their sovereign. This measure aroused Gallus from the ignominious

lethargy into which he had fallen ; but it was now too late—the die was cast, he

met with the end he merited, and left a name which is deservedly contemptible.

There was a large coinage of Trebonianus Gtallus in Rome, Gireece, Egypt, and

the Colonies, though there is nothing very important in the types, except some par-

ticulars of the tribunitian power, which have enabled medallists to correct the

chronology of those confused times. Of the Latin mintage, the silver, and large

and middle-brass are common, but there are no assaria. Le Menestrier describes

a medal of Gallus, in honour of his wife : the obverse shewing the head of a middle-

aged woman, with her hair short and negligently dressed, is inscribed HOSTILIA
SEVERA AVGVSTA—the reverse has a female seated, with IVNO MARTIALIS

;

but the old gentleman must have been imposed upon. The sestertii, which have

been declining for some time, now fall otf rapidly both in execution and spread ;

besides which they are so mishapen that the engrailment, or ring of dots, is seldom

perfect, and the characters are indistinct from the similarity of N to M, while the

latter resembles IVI.
CCCCLXXVIII.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. C. VIBIVS TREBONIANVS GALLVS AVG. (Imperator Ccesar Cuius
Vibius Trebonianui Gallus, Augustus.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with close
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hair and beard, and a large throat, the face being, as Tristan says, asses marliale et virile,

but at the same time rather plebeian. This medal, though somewhat mishapen, is in the'

best preservation, and partially tinted with grass-green patina ; it formed one of the hoard
described under No. CCCXCV.

Reverse, IVNONI MARTIALL On the exergum S. C, A richly attired and veiled matron is seated on
a throne, and what is remarkable, holds up a globe in her left hand: in her right she has a AuncA,
which has been called an olive-branch, ears of wheat, and heads of lances ;—but Eckhel
very positively maintains that it is a pair of shears for cutting hair, and supports his argument
by learned quotations, summing up in these words : " At vera iterum aio nummos hujus argu-
menti copiosos, el nitidissimos musei Ccesarei certam nobis forficulam. offerre.'^ On
those medals which represent the deity in a temple, only one pair of scissars is observable—
but this figure holds three, so that each of the Parcae might have been accommodated. This
type appears to have begun and ended with the present reign, though the worship of Juno
Martialis was dated from the rape of the Sabines ; but she was new invoked, with all the Gods
of Olympus, to stay the plague which afflicted the empire. See No. CLXXXIX.

CCCCLXXIX.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. C. VIBIVS TREBONIANVS GALLVS AVG. (Imperator Casar Cuius

Vibius Trebonianus Gallus, Augustus.) The laureated profile of Gallus, with peculiarities

as on the last, but with a sharper and more anxious look. This medal, in excellent preserva-

tion and varnished with black patina, was purchased at Lord Morton's sale, in 1830.

Reverse. AETERNITAS AVGG. (Mternitas Augustorum.) In the field S, C. A noble female

richly attired, holding back her vest with the left hand, and upon her right, supporting a
globe, on which rests a phoenix with a radiated head. See No. CCXXXI. This was struck

in the vain hope that the empire would continue for ever in the Vibian family. If it was
issued A. D. 251, then it related to Hostilian, but if in the following year, the associated

Augustus was Volusian :
" hac sola pemicie, insignes Gallus, et Volusianus," says Paulus

Orosius, in speaking of the horrid plague then raging. The Rev. W. Cooke, who engraved

this type, has made a serious mistake as to its import, in adducing it as a proof that both the

father and son were deified.

CCCCLXXX.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. C. VIBIVS TREBONIANVS GALLVS AVG. [Imperator Casar Caius
Vibius Trebonianus Gallus, Augustus.) The laurelled profile of the Emperor, with short

hair and character nearly as before, but a more sedate expression ; the shoulders are covered

with a sagum. This medal, in full preservation and incrusted with dense-green patina, was
purchased from a collector at Naples, in 1820.

Reverse. APOLh. SALYTAUl. [Apollini Salutari.) In the field S. C. A bold and well-executed

naked figure of Apollo

—

"intonsuset crinitus;" he looks to the left, with one hand on a

lyre, placed upon a rock, and the other holding a branch of laurel, which was sacred to him.

As the ancients generally ascribed to this deity cases of sudden death, especially when the

deceased was " sun-smitten," so also they deemed his power omnipotent in assuaging pesti-

lence.* The malady which gave occasion to the striking of this medal, seems to have travelled

from Ethiopia, and is said to have raged 15 years, in an unheard of manner, destroying

incredible numbers of people ; so that the altars of the Gods were earnestly resorted to, and

Apollo was implored by the whole empire. Nor was his sister forgotten, for Diana Venatrix,

with her bow and arrow, first appears on medals, in this reign ; she was therefore probably

invoked to avert the scourge, being considered a doctress. From this plague St. Cyprian, the

martyred Bishop of Carthage, took occasion to write his excellent treatise " De Mortalitate."

See Nos. CCII and CCCLIV,

* Second-brass medals are found, inscribed to Apollo Arnazi, which, from wanting the S. C. are apparently ColoniaU

PtlleriD conjectures the word to be compounded from Arua and Asisium, two towns of Umbria.
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CCCCLXXXI.

Obverse. IMP. CAES. C. VIBIVS TREBONIANVS GALIiVS AVG. {Imperator Ciesi^ Cairn
Vibius Trebonianus Gallus, Augustus.) The laurelled head of Gallus, with short hair and
beard, good features, and a calmer expression than on the last. This medal is in excellent

preservation, being round, and cased with brown patina, on which are some pea-greeu spots

;

it was one of the Maltese hoard mentioned under No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. P.M. TR. P. IIII. COS. II. P. P. {Pontifex Maximus, Tribunitia potestale quartum.

Consul iterum. Pater Patriee.) In the field S. C. Gallus in sacerdotal vestments and
veiled, stands before an altar, with the sacred patera in his right hand, and a truncheon
in his left. He is therefore in the character of Pontifex Maximus, for the patera held by a
mortal, shews his priestly ofi5ce ; but in the hand of an immortal, indicates that he was
sacrificed to. In this character the Emperor presided over all religious ceremonies, feasts,

and institutions ; he was also the Annalist

—

"^ Pontificum /j6ri"-r-and Astronomer of the

State, and by consequence the regulator of the year j for to his care it was owing, that the

festivals appointed for certain days, fell at their appropriate seasons.* See No. XXIV. This
medal was struck A. D. 254, on Gallus's taking the field against ^milianus; for it was a
sacred obligation that the Commander of an army, previous to quitting Rome on an expedition,

should implore the favour of the Gods, and especially sacrifice in the temple of Jupiter

Capitolinus—" in hoc templo Imperatores ad bella ituri vota nuncupabant."

It may be remarked, that Volusianus, the son, has a medal exactly of this type and date
;

but it is known that all Augusti, colleagues in the empire, from the time of Balbinus and
Pupienus, were Pontifices Maximi together. See No. CCCCXXXII.

VOLUSIANUS.

Caius Vibius Afinius Trebonianus Gallus Veldumnianus Volusianus was the son

of Trebonianus Gallus, and—according to many—ofHostilia Severa; but from

appearances, it is probable that his mother's name was Afinia. He seems to have been

a youHg man when Gallus obtained the sovereignty, having been declared Csesar,

at the close of A. D. 251 ; and on the death of Hostilian, in the year following,

styled Augustus. He was married to Herennia Etruscilla, as before mentioned, but

we do not find that he had any children by her. He shared in all the dangers and

prosperity of his father, and was assassinated with him, A. D. 254. Occo mentions a

denarius inscribed Consecratio ; but it is not probable that he received the honour

of an apotheosis, and the genuineness of the coin may well be doubted.

Volusian is said to have resembled Gallus in manners as well as in fortune, being

strongly given to indolence, yet withal so charitable and kind, that during the

horrors of the plague, he attended personally, and was careful that the rites of

• Julius Ceesar first published the debates of the Senate; and though this "liberty" vaa checked by the cautiout

Augustus, four difl'erent records came into vogue : the first related to the acts of the Emperors,—the second to those of

the Conscript Fathers,—the third to the public transactions of the People,—and the tburth to the festivals, birtlw,

marriages, deaths, and domestic occurrences. The last was called the Diurna, and was circulated through Italy and
the Provinces.
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sepulture should be paid to those who died. A noble medallion which informs us

of his magnificent entry into Rome, and, like that of Philip, is inscribed Virtus

Jlugustorum, was stamped as an evidence that the father and son had gained the

throne by valour and merit, and not by treachery. But that ardent antiquary,

Leetus, in his "Compendium" describes their reign as—" infaustum, atque infelix,

rerum gestarum monumentis ohscurum, verum clade generis humani memoriee

traditum."

The medals of this Prince are nearly of similar value and device with those of his

father, and were also struck in Rome, Greece, Egypt, and the Colonies ; though the

types are mostly trite. Of the Latin mint, the silver, and large and middle-brass are

common, but there are no small-brass known. It should be observed, that the

name of Trebonianus is given to Volusian, only upon the Greek-Imperial coins ; and

his titles of Pius, Felix, are confined to the colonial ones.

CCCCLXXXII.
Obverse. IMP. CAE. C. VIB. VOLVSIANO AVG. (Jmperaiori Ceesari Caio Vibio Volusiano,

Augusto.) The laureated head of Volusian, with close hair, smooth chin, and whiskers on
the side of the face j the features are good, but common, and are expressive of about 25
years of age. This medal is round, even to the beads of the engrailment, and is in the highest

preservation, though scarcely patinated ; it was found at Malta. See No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. CONCORDIA AVGG. (^Concordia Augustorum.) In the field S. C. A stolated matron

stands with a patera in her right hand, and two cornucopiae in her left, alluding to the peace
and abundance which must result, from the happy harmony existing between the father and
son, when it was minted, in A. D. 252. Peace, Tranquillity, and Concord,* present but one
idea ; yet the Romans made three distinct goddesses of them. The last was a beneficent

deity, and promoted peace in families ; the first settled the animosities of states : Concord
was also the founder of amity and good-will among people under the same prince ; as was
Peace between them and nations under other sovereigns. This virtue is said to be often

represented " sub imagine Ciconice;" but it certainly cannot be frequent on Roman medals,

that bird being rather a symbol of Maternal Love, whence Petronius calls it " Pietaiis cultrix.'

See No. CXCI.

CCCCLXXXIII.
Obverse. IMP. CAE. C. VIB. VOLVSIANO AVG. (Imperatori Ctssari Caio Vibio Volusiano,

Augusto.) The laureated portrait of Volusian, with particulars as above, but with somewhat
of a better expression of countenance, and the robes over the shoulders more distinctly marked.
This medal, in the highest preservation and barely discoloured, was one of the Maltese hoard.

See No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. IVNONI MARTIALI. In the field S. C. A circular temple on a triple plinth, with an

ornamented dome, and festoons between the columns ; in the adytum sits a female figure, with

the. " forficula " in her right hand, but there is no peacock. This device was struck on the

* I cannot mention these words, without recollecting a humorous misunderstanding of the last. During the rejoicings

for the peace in 1802, some English sailors passing by the house of M. Otto, the French Ambassador, in Portman Square,

and seeing, among other preparations for the illumination, the words Peace and Concord, by mistake read the latter

conquer'd. On which one of them furiously shouted out " they conquer us ; they be d—d!" and immediately thun-

dered a peal at the door. Half a dozen lacqueys answered the knock from within, and a crowd collected without^ The
indignant sailors demanded the reason for placing that obnoxious word, which was carefully explained, but to do put-,

pose ; so that M. Otto actually ordered it to be taken down, and the word Amity placed in its stead,
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8araeoccasion,asNo. CCCCLXXVllI. Theepitlietofwartia/, applied to Juno—"citieinc/a
jugalia curee,"—was probably derived from her being the mother of Mars, whom she had so

singularly conceived. She was adored by the Sabines, as a curite Goddess, or one armed with

a spear : and Ovid makes Mars consign to her, the care of the " Eternal City" and of Romulus,
who as his son, was her grand-son :

—

" Sed neque poeniteat ; nee gens mihi carior ulla est

:

Hlc colar, hie teneam cum Jove templa meo.

Ipse mihi Mavors, ' Commendo moenia,' dixit,

' HsDC tibi ; tu pollens urbe nepotis eris.'
"

On thus introducing an uncommon edifice, it may be remarked that besides the Capitol, the

Pantheon, and others of the first rank, there were no fewer than 400 temples in Rome, exclu-

sive of their Lararia, and other places, wherein sacred statues were placed. They preferred

the most elevated sites for them, whence Virgil's

—

" Tectum augustum, ingens, centum sublime columnis,

Urbe fecit summa."

^MILIANUS.

Marcus Sallustius Caius* Julius Aemilius Aerailianus was boni in Mauretaiiia,

of a humble family, about A. D.208

—

'' obscurissime natus, obscuriUs imperamt,^'

says Eutropius. Serving as a soldier, he raised himself through successive ranks,

and is said to have gained the Fasces ; but this is not recorded in the Fasti.

He governed MtBsia and Pannonia under Gallus ; and having rallied the intimidated

Romans, defeated the barbarian invaders with immense carnage, and compelled

them to retire ; a gallantry for which the elated soldiers saluted him Emperor, on

the field of battle, in the autumn of A. D. 253. The intelligence of this revolt, and

the consequent hostile approach of the rebel, broke Gallus from his pleasures, and

he marched forth at the head of a considerable army ; on which occasion the Senate

branded the usurper as a public enemy to the State. But the contest was quickly

decided, and that accommodating Body readily confirmed the victor in all those

titles which the army had bestowed upon him, adding their legal sanction to the

right of conquest. The historical fog of these times is dense indeed. It seems

that on the advance of Valerian with his disciplined legions, the army of Jimilianus,

composed of traitors to their former sovereign, again "turned tail," and slew their

late idol. But while some agree that J^milian's revolt thus met with its desert,

others affirm that lie was executed by order of his rival ; and a third party maintains

that he died a natural death. "They fell upon their leader, to avoid shedding the

blood of their fellow-citizens," says Zonaras ;
" he died of disease," cries Aurelins

Victor, who is followed by Casaubon ; and, according to Victor the Younger, he

The praBnomen of Caius is only seen upon one coin ; but Marcus is common on those of Dacia and Viminacium.
Banduri mentions a medal with the name of Julius, but Eckhel thinks it is only to be found in Goltzius. Sallustius is

derived from SAL. on a coin of Damascus, which is also cited by Banduri,

2p
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was butchered near Spoletum, at a place thenceforward called the " bloody bridge."

Eutropiiis only remarks, that he died after an obscure reign of three months

(Zonaras says four,) but does not hint that he was murdered ; what he says,

however, is sufficient to shew clearly that jEmilian came between Gallus and

Valerian, and vanished in A. D. 254.

The character of this Prince labours under the same conflicting uncertainty as his

end ; but he must have had much personal merit, to have raised himself from

the humblest to the highest stations. He seems to have been brave without

rashness ; and had he lived, would probably have accomplished the promises he made

to the Senate, of clearing the empire from all its enemies, by driving the Goths out

of Thrace, and the Persians out of Mesopotamia. According to some authors, he

governed with mildness and moderation ; according to others, he was arbitrary and

tyrannical, acting more like a soldier than a prince, and doing many things highly

unbecoming an Emperor. Pedrusi abuses him as barbarous and sordid ; and,

irritated at his vile extraction, asserts " non era capace di spiriti nobili, e generosi."

As these invectives go beyond what can be proved by evidence, I cannot agree with

him ; nor altogether with the peroration which a modern historian has delivered, in

these words:—" He got the empire by treachery and ingratitude, kept it without

any reputation, and lost it shamefully."

Though some fastidious authors Avill hardly admit the title of this Emperor, his

reign is one of interest to numismatists and antiquaries. The employment of

Comes Domesticorum, so celebrated in the fourth century, now first appears as

the Commander of the Domestici, or household guards ; they were superior to the

Praetorians in rank ; and were, under the Christian Emperors, honoured with the

sacred Labarum. Comes, (whence the modern term Count,) was therefore already

a title of dignity, and does not, as some imagine, owe its original to Constantine.

There is also some slight medallic evidence, that the despotic appellation of Z>o»j£w?/s

was assumed as a title by iErailian ; though the " Domino Nostro Ccesari ^mili-

anofortissimo principi" of Goltzius, seems rather suspicious.

A Roman mintage in honour of JImilian took place, in each of the metals, and of

the three general sizes ; for there are even assaria \\\\\\ the S. C. ; but they are all,

together with the Colonial and Greek-Imperial coins, of great rarity, and, I believe,

no Egyptian ones have been found. As the large-brass are especially valuable, and

the head bears a considerable resemblance to that of Philip Senior, the falsarii have

ingeniously, but roguishly, made some transformations to cheat the unwary. Yet

about this time, strange mistakes occur, even on medals which are undoubtedly true;

and such incongruous reverses appear, that it seems as if, on the accession of a new
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Emperor, only the portrait was shifted ; as was the case, a few years ago, with the

English local tokens. It is not in the close observance of such types as the

Apollo, and Diana Venatrix, which naight have been re-engraven, tiiat this is so

apparent, as in the legends " Concordia Augg." and " j^ternitas Augg." which,

from their plural form, if not relating to this Emperor's wife, must have belonged to

Gallus, Hostilianus, or Volusianus.

JBmilian was married to Caia velCnea. Cornelia Siipera, a Princess known only

by her medals, which, of the Latin mint, are restricted to silver and small-brass, and

are of extreme rarity. She was formerly assigned as a wife to Valerian Junior ; while

others gave her to Gallus ; but the judicious Eckhel produces medallic and

irrefragable proof that those opinions are erroneous, and restores the lady to her true

place. On a denarius shewn me, in the museum of the Benedictine Convent of

S. Martino, near Palermo, she seems about 30 years of age, having good features,

and her hair arranged somewhat similar to Etruscilia's, but with a band at the hinder

part of the head. The bust is placed upon a crescent, perhaps in recollection of

Cicero's—" Infra Lunamjam nihil est nisi mortale et caducum, supra Lunam
sunt ceterna omnia." See note to p. 262.

CCCCLXXXIV.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. AEMILIANVS P. F. AVG. (Imperator Casar JEmilianus, Pius, Felix,

Augustus.) The laureated head of the Emperor, with short hair, a close but thick beard, and
a sensible middle-aged countenance, with somewhat of a Moorish cast. This medal, though
mishapen from the mint, is in very excellent preservation, and partially tinged with greenish
patina ; it was one of the Maltese hoard. See No. CCCXCV.

Reverse. VICTORIA AVG. Victoria Augusti.) In the field S. C. A winged Victory in transparent

robes—" tenues sinuanturJlamina vestes "—marching across the field, with a palm-branch
in one hand, and a laurel crown in the other. The decree which had declared ^milian a pub-
lic enemy, was now rescinded ; he was invested with the imperial power and honours, and his

late victory over the Goths celebrated by the' medal before us. Some have supposed it to

commemorate his advantage over Gallus, which is very unlikely, as there was no battle.

Gibbon thinks the conflict was with new swarms of Barbarians, who did not hold themselves
bound by the obligation into which their brethren had entered with the Romans; but Pom-
ponius LcEtus, self-styled Infortunatus, whose advantages were surpassed only by his enthusiasm
and diligence, expressly says—" Cum Scylhee, solertissimum lalrocinandi genus, contenti
pretio non essent."

CCCCLXXXV.
Obverse. IMP. CAES. AEMILIANVS P. F. AVG. (Imperator Casar Mmilianus, Pius, Felix,

Augustus.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with details as before, but the expression
more placid, and the robes over the-shonlders better expressed. This medal, though mishapen,
is in admirable perfection, and varnished with browu patina; it was obtained at Lepanto,
in 1820.

Reverse, SPES PVBLICA. In the field S. C. The figure of Hope, attired in transparent drapery,
and holding the blossom, as on No. XXXIX. This device expresses the general wish for an
auspicious government, and an anticipation of the fulfilment of the Emperor's promises. But
the great and good Valerian was advancing with forced marches, and the hope faded before
his approach, so that, according to Eutropius, " tertio mense extinctus est ;" that writer,.
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howerer, must have reckoned ^milian's reign only from the death of Gallus—and not from
the time when the former was proclaimed, as others have done. The same type was also struck

in small-hrass.

CCCCLXXXVI.
Obverse. IMP, CAES. AEMILIANVS P. F. AVG, {Imperator Casar Mmilianus, Pius, Felix,

Augustus.) The laurelled head of TEmilian, with good but very sedate features, and the

hair, beard, and other particulars, as on the last. This medal, densely cased in Saxon-green

patina and in capital condition, was purchased on the 28th day of Mr. M. Trattle's sale,

in 1832.

i?fier*<r. VOTIS DECENNALIBVS S. C. (Votis Decennalibus, Senalus Consultu.) An inscrip-

tion encircled by a garland, as on No. CCCCXXXIX. This expresses the vows for a happy
dtcennium, which were publicly voted at the accession of the new Emperor, in the prospect

of a prolongation of his reign : but the solemnity was of no avail against the progress of his

puissant adversary.

Some difficulty occurs as to the date of these medals, from the circumstance of there

being legends with TRIB. POT. 1., which must have beeen in A. D. 253 : but the coins

which bear them were Colonial, as is evident from the numeral. And ^milian having only

reached Rome early in A. D. 254, we may safely assign all the Latin mintage to that year.

It should be added that the three medals which record the Consulship, as mentioned by
Angeloni, Tanini, and Mezzo-barba, are doubted. This circumstance of the Tribunitian

Power appears to have escaped the recollection of the ablest forgers ; and I have before me a

coin which has been fabricated from a Philip Senior, with the portrait carefully tooled to

resemble the Moorish expression of iEmilian, and the legend apparently so perfect as to

cieceive any eye, but that of an experienced medallist—yet the reverse has been left P. M,
TR. P. nil. COS. II. p. p.

!

CCCCLXXXVII.
Qbrerse. IMP. CAES. AEMILIANVS P.P. AVG. (Imperator Casar Mmilianus, Pius, Felix,

Augustus.) The laureated profile of the Emperor, with close hair and beard, and grave but

intelligent features. This rare medal seems to have received a bruise in minting, but is other-

wise in the highest perfection though scarcely patinated ; it was one of those found at Malta,

as described under No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. A POLL. CONSERVAT. [Apollini Conservatori.) In the field S. C. Apollo Lyristes,

beardless and crinite, stands, as the author of all harmony, with a branch of laurel in his right

hand, and his left supporting a lyre which rests on a rock. See No. CCCCLXXX. Apollo

was a most popular deity, though Lucian stigmatized him as a vain and lying fortune-teller.

He appears upon the medals of all sizes and metals of this reign ; not in the feminine apparel of

the Palatine statue, but as a noble youth, delicate yet vigorous, with limbs free, and an
' attitude not very dissimilar from that of the immortal Apollo Venator, thus celebrated by a

poet of our day :

—

" Or view the Lord of the unerring bow.

The God of life, and poesy, and light

—

The Sun in human limbs array'd, and brow

All radiant from his triumph in the fight

;

The shaft hath just been shot— the arrow bright

With an imniortars vengeance ; in his eye

Aitd tiostril beautiful disdain, and might.

And majesty, flash their full lightnings by.

Developing in that one glance the Deity."*

• This poetic description of what, to ray own feeling, is the finest statue in the world, must be softened by the prose ont

of Master trimund Warcupp, who wrote tor " General Satisfaction," in J660 :—"In the tilth armory (of the Vatican) is th-

Apiilln Pitlieo, with a seipent at his feet, and carcase having a piece of cloth upon one arm, a bow and airows in his ham
and all over naked." It should le noticed, that modern antiquaries, if they see a serpent, hoMcrer peaceful it« atlitudf,

asan attril ute of Apollo, will have it to be Python,—whereas it is merely an emblem of the God of Health.
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VALERIANUS.

Publius Licinius Valerianus * was bom of a noble family, A. D. 190; and served

with such signal reputation, in the principal civil and military employments of the

State, under both good and bad emperors, that he was judged worthy of supreme

authority, before he attained it. He rose to the consular dignity A. D. 237 ; and

was deputed by the Africans, in the following year, to advocate the cause of the

Gordians, at Rome. When the office of Censor was revived, A. D. 251, Valerian,

who was then serving in Thrace, was unanimously named by the Senate, for that

important station, saying :
—" Let Valerian be Censor : let him, who has no faults of

his own, note and correct the faults ofothers; he, whose prudence, modesty, and gravity,

become the Senator ; who is the friend of good men, the foe of tyrants ; the enemy

ofvice, illustrious by descent, correct in life,eminentfor learning,unexcelled in morals,

the counterpart ofantiquity." Being ordered against^milian,his soldiers,on learning

the death of Gallus, invested him with the Purple A. D. 253, and their choice was

confirmed in the following year. In A. D. 258 he marched to oppose the Persians,

who were laying waste Asia-Minor with fire and sword ; where, about two years

afterwards, he had the misfortune to fall into the hands of the cruel Sapor, who had

been worrying the Romans from the time of the Gordians. Here the venerable

sovereign underwent the FVe Victis ! so often uttered by his countrymen ; and after

suffering the most brutal indignities, died in captivity, about A. D. 263, in the 74th

year of his age. His calamity vvas commiserated by all the princes of the earth, save

his son Gallienus,—who, however, taking advantage of a report of his death,

deified him.

Valerian was undoubtedly a man of integrity and praise-worthy conduct, and

must have steered clear of the vices of those dissolute times, or he could not have

obtained such an established and popular character : but his capacity appeai-s to

have been over-rated ; and it may be doubted whether he were not deficient

in the activity, discretion, and resolution required in emergencies. On
his accession, he studied to justify the great opinion which the world had

conceived of him. He enacted many excellent laws, advanced men of merit,

moderated the taxes, suppressed many prevalent disorders of the age, and, had

he remained merely a Censor at Rome, might have preserved the affections of the

Senate and the People. He began by treating the Christians with singular kind-

ness and humanity ; but in the third year of his reign, instigated by one Macrianus,

an Egyptian Conjuror, commenced a furious persecution against them, throughout

• Tu these names Victor the Younger adds " Colobius," which does not appear upon medals.
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the whole empire ; and many thousands of these victims were put to unheard-of

tortures and shameful deaths, in the hope of averting the plague ! For this the

learned Dr. Holyday—who owns that he felt a divine rapture in publishing poetry

—thus lashes him

—

" Valerian Christians vest, Sapores fiay'd him,

How cruelty helps justice ! they repaid him."

The captivity of Valerian threw the Empire into the deepest affliction, being the

most signal disgrace which had befallen the Romans, since the defeat of Crassus,

or, indeed, since the foundation of their City. But whether he was fairly taken

in the field, or perfidiously seized during a conference is uncertain. The haughty

Persian tarnished the glory of his success by ungenerous insolence towards his

unfortunate prisoner. After having exhibited him loaded with chains, over purple

robes, he made him his footstool, while mounting his horse ; jocosely remarking,

that " this posture was a better proof of who had conquered, than all the pictures

which the Romans could paint."* The unhappy and aged Emperor endured the

humiliations of the vilest slaves ; and, after death, bis body was flayed, and the

skin, died red and stuffed with straw, was exposed to public derision in a temple.*!"

The medals of Valerian are found in every form and metal, as well Latin, as

Greek-Imperial, Colonial, and Egyptian ; the most common being the silver, the

middle and the small-brass. Numerous sestertii were struck, but with trite reverses,

resembling those of the other Emperors about that time, as Apollo, Fides, Salus,

Concordia, Securitas, and Votis Decennalibus. Some of these are poor in design, and

clumsy in shape ; wherefore those are most prized which have roundness, and a fair

spread. One of the denarii bears a type of Diana the huntress, drawing an arrow

from its quiver, inscribed RELIGIO ; a legend which otherwise only appears on

a medal of Marcus Aurelius. See No. CCL. Another denarius bears DEO
VOLKANO, which from the orthography, was probably not struck at Rome.

The types of this hard-working God—alike ridiculed for his lameness, which was

his misfortune, and his dirtiness, which was the fault of his trade—are very scarce,

and supremely so upon large-brass : he is usually represented meanly attired, with a

beard and matted hair, as when he officiously limped into the berth of Ganymede :

—

" Vulcan with awkward grace his office plies.

And unestinguish'd laughter shakes the skies. "

* The triumphs of Sapor, and bis contest with Valerian, were the subjects of many sculptures in bas-relief, several of

which are still extant.

\ The account of Agathias, that the aged Monarch was skinned alive, and rubbed with salt, is not corroborated by
any other ancient historian. Occusays—" Tandem ipsum crudellissima mortc, a cervicibus cute ad imos pedes detracts,

necavit,"
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CCCCLXXXVIII.

Obverse. IMP. C. P. LIC. VALERIANVS P. F. AVG. [Imperator, Ccesar, Pub/ius Licinius
Valerianus, Pius, Felix, Augustus.) The laureated profile of Valerian, with close hair,

smooth chin, good eye, and aquiline nose ; but the face is fat; the throat short and thick.

This medal, in very superior condition, the metal being barely discoloured, was one of those
found at Malta, as mentioned under No. CCCXCV.

Reverse. ORIENS AVGG. (Oriens Auguslorum.) In the field S. C. Appollo Gradient, with
his right hand raised, and a globe in his left ; he is naked except a light chlamys over the

shoulders, and a " corona radiata''' on his head—" imposuilque coma: radios." I cannot
deem this device a vain boast of advantages gained in the East, as it has been called,

but rather take it for a tribute of Pagan piety. The Sun, as observed under No. CCCLXXXII,
was always a favourite object of worship j and it was now regarded with unusual veneration,

on account of the increasing desolation of the plague, especially because the Lord of the Silver

Bow, was looked upon as an inflictor, as well as a stayer of pestilence. Thus Shakspeare
makes Leontes, the King of " Sicilia," on hearing of his son's sudden death, exclaim

—

" Apollo's angry ; and the heavens themselves
Do stiike at uiy injustice."

CCCCLXXXIX.
Obverse. IMP. C. P. LIC. VALERIANVS P. F. AVG. {Imperator, C<esar, Publius Licinius

Valerianus, Pius, Felix, Augustus.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with a physiog-

nomy resembling the above ; and somewhat corroborative of the description which says he
was tall, well-made, and of a majestic air : his constitution, it is added, was robust. This
medal, though not well spread, is in admirable perfection, and the original colour of the

metal scarcely altered, from its having been hermetically sealed, in one of the Maltese
amphorae. See No. CCCXCV.

Reverse. FIDES MILITVM. In the field S. C. A female figure, in the full robes of a Roman
matron, with her hair splendidly arranged, stands in the centre of the field, holding an ensign in

each hand, to which are suspended littlu bucklers and other military ornaments, in order to com-
memorate the fidelity of the legions to the Emperor. This coin was probably minted early in

A. D. 254, on an occasion similar to that mentioned under No. CCCCXLIX. The army was
certainly devoted to Valerian, which was fortunate for the empire, since hordes of Barbarians

were sorely harassing the frontiers, on all sides; and the Franks now make their first appearance

in history. But though most able generals—as Aurelian, Postumus, Balista, Probus,

Aureolus, Ingenuus—were put into commission, the Public was longing for a peaceful delivery

from war, as may be seen by the denarii struck about this time, to Jupiter Pacator Orbis.

CCCCXC.
Obverse, IMP. C, P. LIC. VALERIANVS P. F. AVG. {Imperator, Ccesar, Publius Licinius

Valerianus, Piiis, Felix, Augustus.) The laurelled head of the Emperor, with character-

istics as before, and the shouldere clothed in Senatorial vestments. This medal, which

is in high preservation, round, and varnished with green-and-brown patina—was presented to

me by Lieutenant Thomas Graves, R. N. in 1825.

Reverse. l.IBEUALITAS AVGG. II!. {Liberalitas Augustoru7n tenia.) In the field S. C. A
stolated female, personifying Liberality, with her attributes, the cornucopiae, and a tessera

marked with six spots, as the amount of the donation. This was probably struck about the

end of A.D. 257, when Valerian had occupied himself in regulating the disorders of the State,

and making provision for their future prevention : and among other acts for maintaining his

popularity, he was liberal to the people

—

" Congiariis Populum mollivit," says TrebtUius
PoUio. But the arts of peace were too sadly depressed by the disorganised condition of public
affairs, and the hostile invasions on the Rhine, the Danube, and the Euphrates. Count
Mfczzo-barba reasonably suggests, that this donative was given upon the Emperor's quilting

Rome, to assume the command in the East.
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CCCCXCI,

Obverse. IMP. C. P. LlC. VALERIANVS P. F. AVG. [Imperator, Ctesar, Publius Licinius
Valerianus, Pius, Felix, Augustus.) The laureated head of Valerian, with details as

before, and a sedate expression of features. This medal, in the very best condition and slightly

covered with brown patina, was one of the Maltese hoard. See No. CCCCXCV.

Reverse. VICTORIA AVGG. {Victoria Auguslorum.) In the field S.C. A winged Victory,

habited in long robes, stands with her right hand upon a shield resting on the ground, and in her

left, holds a palm-branch

—

"])retium vicloriltus." On the Roman family medals this God-
dess is very frequently represented in a chariot drawn rapidly along by two horses, from which
they were called Victoriati ; but on large-brass she generally appears with a laurel crown and
the palm-branch : this type, therefore, with a shield is unusual. She was afterwards represented

with a trophy, whence Claudian, De Laudibus Stilichonis :

' quam certa fuere

Gaudia, cum totis exsurgens ardua pennis,

Ipsa Duci sacras Victoria panderet aedes,

£t palmd viridi gaudens, et amicta trophaeis

Gustos Imperii Virgo."

This medal was probably struck about A. D. 259, when Antioch was retaken, and the rebel-

lious Cyriades slain. For as yet every thing prospered with Valerian; and the successes of

Gallienus in the West, of Aurelian in Illyricum, and of Regillianus in Pannonia, authorised

the present stable type of Victory. It is therefore difficult to surmise, why Sapor was not

closely pressed after the catastrophe of A. D. 260. The graceless successor made no effort to

redeem his father, though most of the foreign princes, and even the allies of the Persians,

implored his freedom. The arrogant victor, however, was so elated with his success, that he
would neither regard menaces, nor listen to entreaties ; but the prowess of the chivalrous

Odenathus, of Palmyra, humbled his pride, and must have destroyed him, had not the domestic

treachery of Zenobia occurred. It is recorded, that nothing aggravated the anguish of the

miserable captive, more than the ungrateful neglect of his son, feeling with Lear

—

" How sharper than a serpent's tooth it is

To have a thankless child !

"

MAIIINIANA,

Nothing is known of Mariniana except from medals ; but as Trebellius Pollio shews

that Valerian was twice mariietl, and that his sons Gallienus and Valerian Junior

were by different mothers, she is considered as the second wife of that Emperor,

especially as the fabric of their medals is in strict resemblance. On these premises

a romantic and affecting tale of her captivity, by Sapor, has obtained currency;

but whether mother, spouse, sister, or daughter of Valerian, which are alike

imcertain,* she could not have shared his humiliations, since a coin of V^iminacium

affords positive proof that she was deified in A. D. 254 ; and must consequently

have died at the commencement of the reign.

« It is, of course, most probable, that she was the wife of Valerian, but her title of Augusta is unrecorded,
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The family of Valerian has greatly perplexed inquisitive antiquaries ; and the

name of his first wife is no where mentioned : Eckhel thinks it might have been

Galliena—'• Conjicere subit, fuisse dictarn Gallienam, a qua nomen filio, ut

Domitiano a matre Domitid, Herennio Etrusco ab Herennid Etruscilfd.''

Mariniana is supposed to have been the daughter of Carvilius Marinus, who com-

manded Pannonia under Philip; and she is usually recognized as the mother of Valerian

Junior. Mons. de Serviez, who is never at a loss, tells us that her exaltation only

served to make her modesty and humility more conspicuous ; and, for the edification

of the Due de Chartres, boldly adds—" Mariniana had the same fate with her hus-

band, and fell into the hands of the Persians. Sapor respected neither her sex nor

her dignity. He treated her with the utmost brutality, so that a Roman empress

was forced to submit to such mortifications as would scaice have been put upon the

meanest of women. There are but few people that have philosophy enough to endure

•uch heavy strokes of fortune as these. Mariniana, besides her own ill-usage, had

always before her eyes that of Valerian. The Persians made their chains daily more

insupportable, by adding to their miserable condition the most outrageous affronts.

The poor unfortunate empress, not being able to bear it any longer, died, and had

the vexation of leaving the most illustrious person on earth, in the power of his

bitter enemies, who made a jest of his calamities."

The medals of Mariniana are rare, and, if in good condition, high-priced ; and

except the Colonial one of Viminacium already mentioned, they are confined to the

silver, and three sizes of brass of the Roman mint. The fascia is generally Conse-

eratio ; but adenariushas been described w'\{\\ Felicitas Deorum, which is curious

as being an unusual legend.
CCCCXCIl.

Obverse. DIVAE MAUINIANAE. The head of a beautiful woman, vpith a face expressive of

thoughtfulness and intelligence. Her hair is carefully attired, and a sacred veil falls from Iht

back of the diadem to the peplus, which covers the shoulders : thus recording the honours of

consecration to a lady, whose imperial title is not given. This fine medal, in high perfection

and slightly tinted with green-and-brown patina, was one of those found at Malta, as described

under No. CCCXCV.
Reverse. CONSECRATIO. In the field S. C. A peacock standing wiih his tail expanded. Thii

is the only large-brass reverse of Mariniana among all those recovered at Casal Zuiica, nor
have 1 ever seen any other

;
yet a variation from it is priced by M. Mionnet—" Paon enlevant

I' Jmperatrice"—at 20 francs. This is another instance of the impropriety of pricing a catalogue;

for as there is not a coin of that type either in the French Collection, the British Museum, or

any other cabinet that 1 have inspected, it is clear that, if it could be purchased, 20 franci

would be a vei7 inadequate sum. But such an attempt is liable to another and more seriou*

objection : for no medal can be valued till it has been seen and examined. It is idle to say
that such a step is an approximation towards a standard, because every hour of medallic
experience proves the contrary.

The portrait shews, that the veil was still the distinctive mark of deification, nor were
the apotheosis done away from medals, till after the time of Coastantiue, when a haad frooi

Ibe clouds, bestowing a crown, was substituted.

2q
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GALLIENUS.

Publius LiciniiisGallienus,* the son of Valerian by his first wife, was born about

A. D. 218, and associated in the empire, A. D. 253. Having the command of the

army in tiie West, he was, for several years, very successful over the Alemanni,t

the Heruli, and the Franks : and in A. D. 260, became sole Emperor, when his father

unhappily fell into the hands of Sapor. But this rank was now an unenviable honour

:

for no sooner did the tidings of the defeat of the Romans reach the barbarous

nations, than incredible multitudes poured in on all sides, while treason, and pesti-

lence, floods and earthquakes, carried desolation through the heart of the empire.

Gallienus was unequal to stem such a torrent, and after an inglorious reign of15 years,

was assassinated by his own ofBcers, together with his son4 and, it is thought, his

wife also, before Milan, A. D. 268. The wretched assembly which still dishonoured

the name of Senate, instantly declared him an enemy to the state, erased his name from

all public inscriptions, and cast many of his ministers and friends from the Tarpeian

Rock: on receiving his death-blow, however, he had ordered the insignia of the

imperial dignity to be carried to Claudius Gothicus, who in return protected his

remaining friends and relations, and caused the same Senate to deify him with the

usual solemnities. Claudius was a magnanimous leader, and certainly almost the

only man in the empire capable of sustaining the name and dignity of a Roman
Emperor, in those turbulent times.

The character of Gallienus has not been spared by historians ; but though he

was a bad man and a worse prince, he was as good as some emperors who wear a

fairer name. The unfeeling indiflTerence which he shewed towards his captive father,

was as base as it was dishonourable and criminal ; and during the calamities of Rome,

he was immersed in dissipation and gross sensuality, and was only roused from his

sordid pleasures by danger;—shewing no more concern, according to Pollio, for

the loss of a province, than for thatof lan old cloak. Thus when told of the revolt

of Egypt, he exclaimed—"Cannot we live without Egyptian linen?" Being in-

formed that Gaul was lost, he laughingly said—" Will not the land abide without

• Besides these, tome Greek coios gire him the name of Egnatius, perhaps from hit mother.

f Zonaras says, that with a body of only 10,000 men, Gallienus defeated 300,000 Alemanni—but he may tell that to the

Slariiies.

^ Aurelius Victor says, that his son Gallienus, whom he had made Caisar, and bis brother who was honoured with the

title of Augustus, were both slain with him at Milan j though according to Zonaras, the brother and the son of Gallienus

were put to death at Rome, by order of the Senate. The soldiers were highly incensed, but the conspirators appeased them
by the distribution ot 20 pieces of gold to each man. This sum was taken from the coffers of Gallienus, who always

carried an immense treasure with him whenever he left the city ; exactly as I have seen practised in the present day, by the

Bash& of Tripoli, who never takes a ride without having his gold and jewels carried in the caralcade, lest the castle gates

should be shut at his return.
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Gallic tunicks ? " So also, when he learnt the desolation of Asia

—

" Cannot we

subsist," said he, " without saltpetre." He was, moreover, so coxcomical as to

delight in a display ofjewels and glittering finery, even to powdering his hair with

gold-dust. Yet he was not wanting in intelligence nor bravery, was very eloquent,

and a great encourager of learning. He had also a considerable talent for poetry ;

and his historian tells us, that on the marriage of his brother's son, he made an ex-

temporary epithalamium, which far excelled those that were written at the same time,

after many days study, by the best Greek and Latin poets then in Rome. It is not

devoid of elegance, but is barely admissible here :

—

" Ite, agite, o Juvenes, et desudate medullis

Omnibus inter vos ; non murmura vestra columbac,

Brarhia non hederae, non vincant oscula conchae.

Ludite, sed vigiles nolile extingueie lychnos
j

Omnia nocte vident, nil eras meminere lucernae."

The charge of cruelty appears to be that which lies most heavily against him.

When Odenathus conquered the army of Sapor, Gallienus claimed the unmanly

exultationof a triumph, and to swell the procession, mock-captives were led, dressed

like Goths, Sarmatians, and Persians : during the shew, some wags gazed very

earnestly on those who personated the latter, in order, they said, to discover the

Emperor's father, a joke which so incensed Gallienus that he commanded them

immediately to be burnt alive. His directions to Celer probably suggested those of

Louis le Grand, in after-times, to ravage the Palatinate: "Let the inhabitants of

Moesia," said Gallienus, "be put to the sword, I shall not be satisfied with your

killing such only as have borne arms against me, and might have fallen in the field :

you must in every city destroy all the males, old and young : spare none who have

wished ill to me, none who have spoken ill of me, the son of Valerian, the father

and brother of princes." But the object of his conduct at Byzantium, so decried by

Pollio, may have been to gain a good end without being scrupulous as to the means ;

for his soldiers had sacked the place, and utterly destroyed its inhabitants ; and not

expecting otherwise to be admitted within the walls, he promised pardon to the mur-

derers, whom, however, on his entry, he put to the sword. Yet bis justice was not

always merciless: when he condemned a seller of false jewels to be exposed in the

amphitheatre, and the trembling wretch expected a ravenous lion, a cock was let

loose at him, with the words

—

'' Imposturam fecit, imposturam passus est."

It is thought, however, that Salonina planned this punishment.

Latin medals of this Emperor exist ofall metals and sizes, and the silver, with the

middle and small-brass, are very common ; there are also Colonial, Greek-Imperial,
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niul Egfvpfian coins struck in honour of him. On account of the public calamities, all

the deities of the Pantheon were now invoked; and an incredible quantity of denarii

and assaria to Apollo, Bacchus, Castor, Diana, Esculapius, Hercules, Janus, Juno,

Jupiter, Mars, Mercury, Minerva, Neptune, Serapis, and Vulcan, corroborate the

testimony of history. There is also a great number of silver legionary coins ; and

among the reverses pecuhar to the time is Alacritas, well typified by a pegasus;

Dona. ^ug. illustrated by Mercury with a dog ; and Segetia, the goddess of crops yet

growing. In the abundance of his coinage, Gal lien us restored the consecrations

of Augustus, Vespasian, Titus, Nerva, Trajan, Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, Marcus

Aurelius, Comniodus, Severus, and Alexander, in billon ; but he has furnished no

reason for introducing' Commodus into such company.

I shall have more to say upon tiie coinage of this reign, in the sequel, but must

here mention the strange aureus on which Gallienus is represented effeminately

crowned with wheat-ears instead of laurel, and inscribed Gallience Augustce, with

Ubique Pax on the reverse. This has been thought to have been struck by one

of the usurpers in contempt, or by the Senate in raillery ; for it was coined when the

empire was harassed by disease, barbarian aggression, and the struggles of the

Thirty Tyrants,—a period, when heaven and earth seemed to concur in iieaping

afHicfions upon Rome :* but the Senators may be acquitted ; for those were no

"laughing" times for the Conscript Fathers; and his treatment of such as jeered

at his triumph, shewed that Gallienus was not inclined to leave a joke unnoticed.

CCCCXCIII.

Obverse. IMP, GALLIENVS P. F. AVG. [Imperator Gallienus, Pius, Felix, Augustus.) The
laureated head of Gallienus, with handsome features, a thick short beard growing on the throat

and chin, and the bust robed. This medal, in excellent preservation and thinly patinated,

was procured at Naples, in 1820.

Reverse. MONETA AVGG. (Moneta Augustomm.) Thestolated deities of the mint, with cornucopise,

to signify that cash supplies all things, and balances to shew that equity is requisite in money
transactions : a mass of metal, at the feet of each, represents gold, silver, and brass. This

emblem of the Emperor's care to preserve the just weight of money, was struck about A. D.

263, when a sad adulteration of the coinage was taking place ; and it is remarkable that this,

as well as others of the same type struck by Probus, Carus, Numerianus, Carinus, Diocletian,

Crispus, and other sovereigns, are without the S. C. or stamp of senatorial authority. From
this it may be concluded that they were struck by the Emperor's order, for a particular pur-

pose ; and we, moreover, find that some of them were gilt, and others in some measure inlaid,

so that the paludamentum of the obverse was covered with gold, the other parts remaining bare.

* Ecsides wars and intestine commotions in every province, the year 262 was afflicted with other deplorable calamities.

Tlie whole atmosphere was overcast with dense and dark clouds, so that for several days together the light of the sun

was obscured ; this was followed by dreadful peals like thunder, from the bowels of the earth, which opened in many place*

and swallowed up great numbers of people, with their habitations. At the same time, the sea swelling beyond its bound*,

desolated vast tracts, and drowned whole citie* ; and the plague still raged to riolently ai to carry off 5000 penoo* a day,

in Rome only
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Moneta was a title given to Juno, from monere, to admonish, she having given the Romani
advice just bel'ore the aiiivul of Brennus. Foi- this a leinple was erected, wliertin the silver

of the commonwealth was )aid up ; tliis al'lerwaids became the public mint, from which

circumstance the stamped mttals took the name of money.* Ovid describes the temple thus :

—

" Arce quoque in summd Junoni tenipla Monetae,

Ex voto memorant facta, Camille tuo.

Ant6 domus Manli fueral, qui Gallica quondam
A Capitolino reppulit arma Jove."

Gold has been worshipped through all ages, and by all classes, without hypocrisy. Hut in

Juvenal's time, it seems, Moneta had no home, for he declares that though no temples rise,

nor altars blaze to her name

—

" Yet is thy full divinity confess'd.

Thy shrine established here, in every breast."

Some, however, think the Satirist in error ; and Arnobius asks—" Quis ad extremum Deam
pecuniam esse credat, quam velut maximum numen vestrcB indicant Literee ?"

CCCCXCIV.

Oiverse. IMP. GALLIENVS AVG. {Tmperator GaUienus, Augustus.) The laurelled head of the

Emperor, with the shoulders robed. This medal, in secondary condition and thinly varnished

with greenish patina, was purchased from Mr. Till, in 1830.

Reverse. lOVI CONS. AVG. (Jovi Conservatori Augusti.) On the exergum S. C. Instead of

the usual majestic figure, with the spear and fulmen of supreme power, we have here a huge
goat, representing Anialthea, whose horns were converted to cornucopiae, and skin into an
aegis ; it is not, like that of Oiselius—" cum uberibus distentis," yet it was no doubt derived
from the fable of Jupiter's having been suckled by one of those animals—whence Ovid's
" Oleniam Jovis altricem dixere capellam." Again—

" Stat quoque capra simul : Nymphae pavisse feruntur

Cretides ; infanti lac dedit ilia Jovi."

And Germanicus, in his translation from the " Phenomena" of Aratus, says

—

"Ilia putatur

Nutrix esse Jovis, si ver^ Juppiter infans

libera Creteae mulsit fidissimacaprse :

Sidere quae claro gratum te gestatalumnum."

Besides the goat, there appear many other animals on the smaller coins of GaUienus, as the
wolf, lion, bull, stag, panther, and boar; there are also the ibis, eagle, and stork ; and the
monsters centaur, grififin, pegasus, Capricorn, and hippocampus. These were all sacred te

tutelary deities, to whom GaUienus ofifered up so many supplications, that he obtained the title

of Conservator Pietatis.

ccccxcv.
Obverse. GENIVS P. R. [Genius Populi Romani.) A very handsome head of GaUienus, radiated,

and tutulated with a modius—or something resembling one—and the neck bare. This full

spread round medal, in the very highest preservation, and incrusted with brown-pink patina,
was obtained by exchange at Cagliari, in 1824.

Reverse. INT. VRB. S. C. {Intrans JJrbem, Senatus Consultu.) This is an inscription encircled
by a garland of laurel, which compliments the Emperor, on his entering Rome—perhaps from
his German campaign. This medal, however, not only bears no date or name, but is only
assigned to GaUienus, on account of the strong resemblance of the portrait to that emperor.

• The well known silver consular coin of the Carisian family was probably struck wbcnT. Carisius superintended the
mini : it bears the head of Juno, iaacribcd Moneta, ai an «bveri« ; with an aDvil, hammer, pincers, and die—the implencnU
•f coining—on the rcvenc.
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The likeness is palpable, though the face from being beardless !s certainty too youthful, and,

coupled with his denarius inscribed yuienta*, has made some writers imagine him young ; but

this was only as compared with his father, since he was 34 years of age when he began to reign.

The obverse is a compliment to the emperor under the type of the Genius of Rome, and is

remarkable as giving the bust only of a personification, a practice which had been discontinued

from the age of Augustus till about A. D. 230. We see, by No. CCCCLXVI, that the

ancients not only ascribed a genius to particular persons, bat to places also. Thus JEnea*,

when a serpent glided from the tomb of Anchises, exclaimed

—

" Hoc magis iuceptos genitori instaurat honores,

Incertus, Geniumne loci, Famulumne parentis

Esse putet."

Prudentius sarcastically ridicules the notion of a genius of Rome :

—

"Quanqnam cur Genium Romjj mihi fingitis unum ?

Cum portis, domibus, thermis, stabulis, soleatis

Adsignorc snos Centos, perque omnia membra
Urbis, perque locos, Geniorum millia multa

Fingere, ne propria yacet angulus ullus ab urabrS."

CCCCXCVI.
Obverse. IMP. GALLIENVS P. F. AVG. GERM. [Jmperator Gallienus, Pius, Felix, Augustus,

Germanicus.) The laureated profile of Gallienus, with expressive features, knitted brow, the

beard curled on the throat, and the shoulders robed. This medal, in excellent condition, and
coated with pea-green patina on the obverse, and deep brown on the reverse, was obtained at

Patras, in 1820.

Reverse. RESTITVTOR ORBIS. On the exergum S. C, The emperor, paludated and grasping a

lance, gives his right hand to a kneeling female, who wears the " corona turrita," but is

represented as rather diminutive. See No. CLXXXII. This was probably struck on some

advantage having been gained by Odenathus, or one of the Lieutenants of Gallienus—but, as in

his "Bona Fortunes,'' "Felicitas," "Restitutor Generis Humani," " Restitutor Orientis,"

and several others of his types, it is more boastful than true. That inscribed '• Restitutor

Galliarum," alludes, with more pretension, to successes in the three Gauls—Comata, Cisalpina,

and Narbonensis."

SALONINA.

Cornelia Salonina* seems to have been married to Gallienus, about ten years

before his advancement to the throne ; but there are no particulars of her birth or

family. Even the date of her death is uncertain, but it is thought she was assas-

sinated, with her husband and younger son, A. D. 268. She bore several children

to the Emperor, of whom Saloninus and Julius Gallienus, though confounded by

historians, are distinguished by medals ; and a marble of Gruter's has made us

• These are the only names of this Empress upon the Latin medals—but the Greek-Imperial ones add Julia, Licinia,

Fublia, aud Chrysogone. Some writers have called her Pipa, or Pipara, thus confusing her with the daughter of Attains,

king of the Marcomanni, whom Galitnus procured from her father, as his concubine, in return for a part of Pannonia.

This precious compact must have taken place subsequent to the capture of Valerian, and many years after the marriage

of Salonina;— yet Occo calls the latter ^' Regis JUureomonnorwitJilia ; and Pedrusi says she was of most noble birth

—

*'p€TChefufyUa d'AUaloRedi Pergamo.'"
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acquainted with her daughter Julia

—

"nobillssima jmella"—who was married to

Sergius Terentianus, and became the grandmother of St. Liiaena, who sufiered

martyrdom under Diocletian.

Salonina was a woman of extraordinary beauty, great talents, affable disposition,

and irreproachable conduct. Though historians scarcely mention her, there is

sufficient to gather that she was a warm encourager of learning, and very popular

at Rome. She patronised Plotinus with great liberality ; and Tristan records

the high honour she did him— " de luy pern\ettre de bastir une ville en la

Campanie appellee Plotinopolis, en tine situation propre, pour pouvoir

philosopher commodement ." Zonaras tells us that she accompanied Gallienns,

when he marched against the Heruli ; and how that being left in the camp, with

but a very slender guard, she was in imminent danger of falling into the hands of

the enemy, who had despatched a resolute band to carry her off. These men ad-

vanced so cautiously that they came within sight of the camp, without being per-

ceived, when a Roman soldier, who had strayed out by chance, saw them, gave the

alarm, and encountered the Barbarians till assistance arrived.

There are Latin medals of Salonina in each of the metals and sizes, but of which

the silver and small-brass only are very common. There are also numerous Colonial,

Greek-Imperial, and Egyptian coins, in her honour—but those of the Colonies, as

well as the Greek large-brass, are rare. Some singular types were struck on her

denarii—as the " Junoni Conservatrici Augustce," with a hart ; " Annona," now
first given to an empress ; and '^ Jlugusta in Pace" which is groundlessly con-

sidered as having been struck by one of the " Tyrants," in contempt, as a companion

to the " Ubiqiie Pax " of Gallienus.

CCCCXCVII.

Obverse. CORNELIA SALONINA AVG. (Corne/iaSa/onijia,^i<^«i<a.) The profile ofthe Empress,

with intelligent features, indicative of about 30 years of age, and her bosom robed. Her hair is

carried in plaits to the hinder part of her head, with a portion reaching from the nape of the

neck to the crown, where it meets a frontal diadem. This medal, though not well spread, is

in excellent condition, and covered with green-and-red patina; it was procured at Nice, in 1823.

Revene. PIETAS AVGG. {Pietas Augustorum.) On the exergum S. C. A richly attired sedent

female, with a hasta pura in her left hand, and extending her right towards a couple of children

before her, while a third child stands by the side of the throne. In this group Pedrusi sees

the offspring of Gallienus and Salonina—or, as he poetically expresses it
—" In quesli potiamo

ravvisare i tre pegni preziosi, con cui la Cesarea Donna arricchi il Talamo del suo
Augusto Consorte." This is, perhaps, the case, though it may be merely a symbol of charity

towards the " Puellse alimentariae," as on No. CXLVll. The female is not veiled, for the

reason which Laurence Beger gives, in his Thesaurus ex Thesauro Palalino selectus ;—
" Pietatis, quw ergaDeum est,effigiem velato solere pingi habitu ,

qu<e vero erga homines,

absque veto."
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I have attempted to shew, under Nos. CCCCLXXIII-IV, that Pietas was not absolutely con-

fined in its meaning to filial afTection ; and it may now be added that it afterwards became an
epithet of honour ;—whence Theodoric addressed the emperor Anastasius " Ad Serenissimam
PiETATEM vestram." From this the designation of " Holiness" probably obtained : for tb«

g^ood Catholics, would hardly have adopted the mere Ciceronian " Sanctitas hominis."

CCCCXCVIll,

Obverse. CORNELIA SALONINA AVG. {Cornelia Salonina, Augusta.) The head of the

Empress, with a beautiful countenance, the hair attired as above, the neck finely turned, and

the bosom neatly robed. This medal, in excellent preservation, and coated with grey patina,

was presented to me by Mr. T. Burgon, in 1825.

Reverse. IVNO REGINA. In the field S. C. A veiled female, standing, with the sacred virga in

her left hand, and a patera in her right—the attitude being similar to that on No. CCCXXIII,
but without the peacock. This device is in compliment to an empress ^' moribus Sanctis;"

and the goddess is habited in the robes of a Roman matron, as a mark of decorum

and decency :

—

" Matronae, praeter faciem, nil cernere possis,

Caetera, ni Catia est, demissd veste tegentis."

SALONINUS.

Publius Licinius Cornelius Saloninus Valerianus Gallienus, the son of Gallienus

and Salonina, as is indicated by his names, was born about A. D. 242, and declared

Caesar by his grandfiither at the age of 11. He was sent into Gaul to learn the art

of war under Postumus, one of the most puissant generals of the age ; and was

accompanied by a tutor named Sylvanus, or Albanus, who was to instruct him in the

sciences. Authors differ as to the immediate cause of what followed, though they

all agree in the catastrophe, and that the contentions between the general and the

youth's preceptor, led to his death. It seems that Postumus, having defeated some

German invaders, was ordered by Sylvanus to send the booty to Saloninus; at

which the soldiers were so provoked, that they revolted, proclaimed their leader

Emperor, and murdered the Prince, and his imprudent tutor, at Colonia Agrippiua,

A. D. 259,

Saloninus is said to have been a Prince of wit, and good abilities, but greatly

addicted to pleasure, and, in the words of Tristan, " lascif comme son pere."

Trebellius Pollio records that some officers, who were invited by Gallienus to a

feast, having laid aside their richly-mounted girdles during the repast, the young

Saloninus secretly stole them, and the losers were obliged to keep silence. The

next time they received a similar invitation, being asked why they sat down with

their girdles on, they answered

—

''Salonina deferimus."

There are Latin medals of Saloninus in all metals and sizes, of which those of

billon and small-brass are common ; the rest are rare, and when in good preservatioa
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bring high prices. There are also Greek-Imperial and Colonial coins bearing bis

effigies, but I know of none that were struck in Egypt. A peculiarity in the legends

of this Prince is, that some of the coins minted during his life bear the title of

Augustus, while those after his death have but that of Caesar—whence it may be

inferred that the former was informally bestowed by his father, and not confirmed

by the Senate. Eckhel thinks this may have arisen from Gallienus's having desig-

nated his son Imperator, when sent into Gaul, in order to give him authority ; and

that some of the moneyers, accustomed to see this title accompanied by that of

Augustus, made the mistake.*

Much confusion has arisen from attributing some of the medals ofSaloninos,

to Valerian Junior, the brother of Gallienus, a prince of courage, virtue, and ability.

But it is certain, notwithstanding the feeble admissions of Pollio, that the latter was

never either Caesar or Augustus, and that consequently no medals were struck in

his honour. Eckhel has therefore—after ably discussing the ancient historians, the

Fasti, marbles, and medals, in proof of his position—restored to Saloninus all those

coins which had been assigned to Valerian Junior. The denarii of Julius Gallienus,

the younger brother of this Prince, are involved in uncertainty; and the medal of

Galliena—the cousin of Gallienus, who instigated the assassination of Celsus, the

usurper—was only known to Goltzius.

CCCCXCIX.
Obverse. P. C. S. VALERIANVS CAES. {Publius Cornelius Saloninus Va/erianus, Casar.)

An intrrtsting juvenile head of the youthful prince, with good features, close cut hair, and the

sagum on his shoulders. This medal is round, and though scarcely patinated, is in superior

condition ; it was purchased from the collection of the late 5lr. Paternoster, of Hitchin, in 1832.

Beverse. PRINCIPl IVVENT, (Principi Juventutis.) In the field S. C. A young warrior,

bare-headed, and in a graceful attitude, holds a spear,f with the point downwards, in his left

hand, and a globe in his right : the one shewing the world ruled, and the other that arms arc

ready against those who distuib its peace. See No. CCLXXXIII. I have had two or three

specimens of this type, but none with a slave at the prince's feet, as figured in Queen
Christina's collection, and described by Occo and Angelnni. On all but the medal before us,

he is styled Nobilis ('a-sar, which agrees well with Spanheim's " Nobilissimus adolescenti-

bus Equcstris ordinit."

D.

Obverse. UIVO CAES. VALERIANO. {Divo Ceesari Va/eriano.) The bare head of Saloninus,

with boyish features, and short hair, as above. This medal, in capital preservation and coated

with reddish-brown patina, was obtained at Corinth, in 1820. •

Reverse, CONSECRATIO. On the exergum S. C A stately rogus of five stories, decorated with

sculptures and festoons, surmounted by a triumphal biga, beaiing a statue of the deceased

Prince. See No. CCI.ill. This marks the resi)ect paid to the memory of the mnrdered

* A new legend appears on a denarius of Saloninu!! : it represents Jupiter giving a Victory to the laurratcd Gallienus,

and is inscribed ** i>(( Sntritores,''^ whence Tristan thinks the Emperor calls himself one of the nourishers of thecliiUl.

There is also another with "Jovi Creicenti," on which an infant sits upon a goat, holding on by one of its horns ; and thus
we are told, boys were taught to ride, being set upon sheep and goats, before they were allowed to try horses.

t From the length of the barbs of this spear, an antiquary has lately described it as the " pedum," or pastoral slafi>-

an attribute net at all connected with the legend or device of tlie medal.

2r
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Baloninus, with whose untimely death Gallienus was much affected, though for several years

he did not inarch 10 avenge it. This is the last " Divus" on large brass, though the title

was continued on other medals, and was even applied to Constantiiie the Great :* it may be
supposed, however, that occasional gleams from the light of Christianity, had weakened the
rays of divinity attached to it, and reduced its value to that of " sacred" majesty, assumed by
our own kings, after James the First. Still it was presumed by the people, that these deified

princes were so many additions to the corps of Semones, or mortals who obtained immortality.

They had long fallen into disrepute. Lucian is confounded with their numbers, and is for

making every deity produce ceitificales of his parentage and place of nativity, and how he
came to be a god. And Juvenal, rallying the frequent apotheoses, represents poor Atlas, as

almost sinking under the accumulated weight of such a multitude of celestials :—
" Nee turba Deorum

Talis, ut est hodie, conlentaque sydera paucis

Numinibus miserum urgebant Atlanta minori

Pondere."

The mythic system of the liomans, however, inconsistent as it was, had no such absurdity as

gods wounded, imprisoned, and enslaved by mortals; and on the whole was somewhat less

fanatical than that of the Greeks. But it was based on the grossest materialism; and the
sole prospect afforded by their Elysium, was merely a perpetuation of the exercises and
sports enjoyed on the banks of the Tiber, to the faithful: the disbelievers consoled themselves
under the adage—" Edamus et bibamus ; post mortem nulla voluptas."

Thus closes the series of Roman Medals which 1 have attempted to describe ; an

attempt in which, however I may have failed, it must be seen that those precious relics

are highly important to learning-, taste, and moral feeling, as indisputable monuments

of the grandeur, confirmations of the history, and demonstrations of the high state of

the fine arts of the first city of the ancient world. But with the fall of the family

of Gallienus, ends the history of the Higher Empire ; and it is a singularly remark-

able coincidence, that the very period at which historians have agreed to commence
the Lower Empire, is also that where the Latin large-brass coinage terminates ; or,

at least, where the legitimate sestertius becomes extinct, and the fine yellow brass of

the Roman mint disappears. But the real assarium, or small-brass coin of eight

to the ounce, becomes surprisingly common—for though medallists make a trite

application of the name, it was rarely minted till towards the end of Gallienus's

reign. Nor are these the only numismatic peculiarities of that period : thencefor-

ward Colonial and Greek-Imperial medals are seldom met with : notwithstanding

those of po/i'n, a mixture of copper and tin with a little silver, and of billon, or

copper with a small alloy of silver, were still common in Egypt. The argentei, first

materially debased by Severus, htid now become so vitiated as to be little better

than the coins called " Denarii teris," and " Philippeil ferei," which were merely

* Mr. Thurburn, of .Alexandria, presented mc with a sniull-br<iss coin of Constantius Clilorus, having bis deiiicatiou

legend on the obverse, and the reverse inscribed " Reqniei opiimorum meritorum."

t The word philip bad become a familiar appellatioa for any kind of coin—as ari/enieut phillippnt, kc.
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copper washed with silver ;—^a depreciation which will be at once perceived by the

following scale :

—

Weight in ^raias. Pure silver.

Augustus 55-7 54-3

Severus 53-1 30-4

Caracalla 50-1 22-7

Decius 52-2 12-5

Postumus 48-2 9-9

The sun of the Roman Power was now descending rapidly to the political

horizon, and besides the earthquakes, floods, pestilence, and other miseries of Gal

-

lienus's reign, the several armies advanced their own generals to the Ctesarian

laurels, almost simultaneously, and filled the Provinces with insolence, rapine, and

blood. These usurpers, who were mostly men of superior talents, are designated

the Thirty Tyrants, an epithet perhaps given by some Philhellenes, since no more

than 19 can be mustered by history, unless we admit that Lollianus, Jiiianus, ^nd

Lselianus, were three distinct personages : they may be thus classed by a medallist

—

1. 2. 3.

Those whose coins are Those whose coins are Those of whom no coins

undoubtedly true, suspected. are known.

Postumus Cyriades Valens

Lselianus Ingenuus Balista >

Victorinus Celsus Saturninus

Marius Piso Fruj^i Trebellianus

Tetricus

Macrianus
Quietus

Regalianus

Alex, ^milianus
Aureolus

Sulpitius Antoniuus

These Tyrants were a disunited set, each working for his own object ; but amidst

their treasons, the brave Odenathus continued faithful, and saved the Roman
authority in the East. This excellent warrior was scarcely known till the captivity of

Valerian, when by rich gifts and earnest entreaties he endeavoured to procure the

enlargement of his sovereign. But the haughty Sapor tore the letters, threw the

presents into a river, and threatened to destroy the donor, unless he prostrated

himself in bonds to solicit forgiveness ; which arrogance so exasperated Odenathus,

that he swore to pursue the Persians with fire and sword, and to humble the pride

of their monarch. His numerous victories indicate that, had he not been treache-

rously assassinated, he would fully have accomplished his vows; as it was, he had

the satisfaction of driving Sapor through Edessa, capturing his wives and treasure,

and reducing Ctesiphon—services for which Gallienus associated him in the

Empire.
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But the public evils were irremediable ; and such was the universal alarm, that

many persons died through fear. Under circumstances like these, it is no matter

of surprise (hat the " desperatio de Salutate Reipublicw" which in the prouder

days of Rome was a heinous crime, had now become general. In vain were the

Sybilline books consulted, in vain were public processions made, and sacrifices

otfered on every altar— the plague raged with as great violence as ever, and all

nature seemed to unite in rendering the division of the Upper and Lower Empires

a memorable epoch. These extraordinary calamities so moved Gallienus to remorse,

(hat thinking to pacify the wrath of Heaven, he relaxed the persecution against the

Christians, and sent forth edicts in their favour. Such was the aspect of affairs at

this crisis of Roman fate : and one of the most striking indications of decadence

vas, that after a long course of foreign war and concpjest, Rome became indifferent

to her external affairs, and absorbed by intestine commotions : and it is probable

that this apathy led to the ruin of the " Eternal City," since it was merely the

oj)inion of her inactivity that encouraged the Barbarians first to insult, and ulti-

mately to conquer those who had become so degraded in moral virtue and physical

strength :

—

" Non his juventus orta parentibus

Infecit aequor sanguine Punico,

Pyrrhumque, et ingentera cecidit

Antiochuin, Annibalemque dirum."
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ADDENDA.

I mentioned at p. 36, that the medal of Britannicus, No. XLIII. Avas of qiiestion-

ahle authenticity ; and since tliose remarks were printed, an opportunity has been

offered of replacing it by the following :

—

Obverse. KAAYAIOC BPETANNIKOE KAIEAP, A youthful unlaureated head, having
stDsible features, smooth small chin, prominent nose, well-placed eye, and a long throat, with
the shoulders robed. This rare medal was formerly in the Rothlin collection. It is coated

with olive-green patina, is in remarkable preservation, and was purchased at Mr. Villett's

sale, in 1834, for 15 guineas.

Reverse, AAABANAEflN. Apollo naked, standing in an easy attitude to the left, with a quiver
at his back ; his left hand holding a bow, and on his right hand a bird sitting. At his feet

a ram standing. Apollo was the divinity most frequent on the coins or Alabanda, in Caria,

and he is known to have been much worehipped there. No representation, however, of him
occurs on other coins of this town in a similar attitude, and with similar attributes. The
device is described by Seguin, San Clemente, Seslini, and Mionnet; but Sestini thinks his

specimen was altered and retouched from a coin of Claudius, as described in Mionnet's
Supplement, v. 6, p. 438.

Anxious to compress within moderate limits, the quantity of interesting matter

arising from numismatic researches, I fixed on a series of 500 medals only for

description ; but it was quickly found that at least 100 more, from their perfection

and expressive reverses, pressed hard for admittance :—but to adhere to round num-
bers, only 99 were replaced in the Cabinet, owing to the last of Sabina, and first of

iElius Caesar, having by mistake, both been numbered CXCII. And although, from

having made frequent reference to the others in their numerical order of arrangement,

I can at present only enumerate the addenda here, I may take a future opportunity

of descanting upon them.

T.

Tiberius Ti. Caesar divi Aug. F. August. P. M. Tr. Pot. XXXVII.—Htad of the Emperor.

Absqui epigrapbe.—A roaguificent temple, with sculptures.

II.

Agrippina Setiior. Agrippina Germanic! Caesaris.—The head of Agrippina Senior.

Ti. Claudius Caesar Aug. Germ. P. M. Tr. P. Imp. P. P.—S. C. and countermarks.

III.

Claudius Ti. Claudius Caesar Aug. P. M. Tr. P. Imp. P. P.—The head of Claudius, counter-

marked.
Nero Claudius Drusus German. Imp.—A triumphal arch.

IV.

Nero Nero Claud. Caes. Aug. Ger. P. M. Tr. P. Imp. P. P.—The head of N«io.
Adlocut. Cob.—^The Emperor haranguing soldiers.
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T.

Galba „ Imp. Ser. Sulp. Galba Caes. Aug. Tr. Pot.—The head of Galba.
Adiocut.—The Emperor haranguing soldiers to the left.

vr.

Galba Ser. Sulp. Galba Imp. Caesar Aug. P. M. Tr. P.—The head of Galba.
Honos et Virtus.—The personifications of Honour and Virtue.

VII.

Galba Imp. Ser. Sulp. Galba Caesar Aug. Tr. P.—The head of Galba.
Absqu^ epigraphe.—A winged Victory marching.

VIII.

Vespasian Imp. Caes. Vespasian. Aug. P. M. Tr. P. P. P. Cos. III.—The head of Vespasian.
Victoria Augusti.—Victory writing on a buckler.

IX.

Vespasian Imp. Caes. Vespasian Aug. P. M Tr. P. Cos. 111.—The head of the Emperor.
Mars Victor.—Mars with a trophy, at an altar.

X.

Vespasian. Imp. Caes. Vespasian. Aug. P. M. Tr. P. P. P. Cos. III.—The head of Vespasian.
Roma.—Rome seated on the Seven Hills, with attributes.

XI.

Titus T. Caesar Vespasian. Imp. IIII, Pont. Tr. P. II. Cos. II.—The head of the Emperor.
Judaea,—The Emperor and two Jewish captives.

XII.

Titus ., Imp. T. Caes. Vesp. Aug. P. M, Tr. P. P. P. Cos. VIII.—The head of Titm.
Felicit. Public.—A stolated female with a cornucopise.

XIII.

Domitian Imp. Caes. Domitian. Aug. Germ. Cos. XI.—The head of Domitian.
Absque epigraphe.—Peace burning' a pile of arms.

XIV.

Domitian Imp. Caes. Domit. Aug. Germ. Cos. XI. Cens. Pot. P. P.—The head of Domitian.
Absqu^ epigraphe.—The Emperor and four soldiers at an altar.

XV.

Domitian Imp. Caes. Domit. Aug. Germ. Cos. XI. Cens, Pot. P. P.—The head of Domitian.
Annona August.—The types of Annona and Ceres.

XVI.

Domitian Imp. Caes. divi Vesp. F. Domitian Aug. P. M.—The head of Domitian.
Tr. P. Cos, VIII. Des. Villi. P. P.—Minerva galeated and standing.

XVII.

Nerva Imp. Nerya Caes. Aug. P. ftl. Tr. P. Cos, II. P. P.—The head of Nerva.
Providentia Senatus.—Nerva receiving the globe from a senator.

xvm,

Trajan Imp. Caes, Nervae Trajano Aug, Ger. Dae. P. M. Tr. P. Cos, V. P. P.—The head
of Trajan.

Portum Trajani.—A hexagonal haven with ships.
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XIX.

Trajan. Imp. Caes. Nervae Trajano Aug. Ger. Dae. P. M. Tr. P. Cos. V. P. P.—The head
of Trajan.

S. P. Q. R. Optimo Principi.—The Emperor crowned by Victory.

XX.

Hadrian Hadrianus Augustus.—The head of Hadrian.

Clementia Aug. Cos. III. P. P.—A stolated female with lance and patera.

XXI.

Hadrian Hadrianus Aug. Cos. III. P. P.—The head of Hadrian.

Pietas Aug.—A female standing with a stork.

XXII.

Hadrian Hadrianus Augustus P. P.—The head of the Emperor.
Cos. III.—The adoption of ^lius by Hadrian.

XXIII.

Hadrian Hadrianus Aug. Cos. III. P. P.—The head of Hadrian.

Cappadocia.—Personification of the Province, with attributes.

XXIV.

Hadrian... Hadrianus Aug. Cos. 111. P. P.—The head of the Emperor.

Exerc. Dacicus.—^The Emperor haranguing three soldiers.

XXV.

Hadrian Hadrianus Aug. Cos, III. P. P.—The head of Hadrian.

Adventui Aug. Hispaniae.—The Province, Emperor, and attributes.

xxvr.

Hadrian Hadrianus Augustus.—The head of the Emperor.

Cos. III.—Pantheistic. An eagle on a fulmen, a peacock, and an owl standing on

a shield.

XXVII.

Hadrian Hadrianus Aug. Cos. III. P. P.—The head of Hadrian.

Tellus Stabil.—A recumbent female with attributes.

XXVIII.

Sabina Sabina Augusta Hadriani Aug. P. P.
—

^The head of Sabina.

Pietas Aug.—A veiled female with two children.

XXIX.

Sabina Sabina Augusta Hadriani Aug. P. P.—The head of the Empress.

Concordia Aug.—The Empress seated on a throne, with attributes,

XXX.

iElius Aelius Caesar.—The head of iElius.

Tr. Pot. Cos. II.—A female with lotus, cornucopiae, and rudder.

XXXI.

JE\i\ii Aelius Caesar.—The head of jElius.

Tr. Pot. Cos. II.—A sedent female, with attributes.

XXXII.

Antoninus Pius Antoninus Aug. Pius P. P.—The head of the Emperor.

Tr. Pot. Cos. III.—Janus bi-frons standing with a lance.
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XXXIII.

Antoninus Piui Antoninus Aug. Pius P. P.—The head of the Emperor.
Africa.—A female holding a basket and cornucopiae.

XXXIV.

Antoninus Pius Antoninus Aug. Pius P. P.—The head of Antoninus Pius.

Alexandria.—A stolated female with a stork.

XXXV.

Antoninus Pius Antoninus Aug. Pius P. P.—The head of the Emperor.
Dacia.^A female with a basket and vexillum.

XXXVI.

Antoninus Pius Antoninus Aug. Pius P. P.—The head of Antoninus Pius.

Mauretania.—A tall female with a basket and dart.

XXXVII.

Antoninus Pius Antoninus Aug. Pius P. P. Tr. p. XXII.—The head of the Emperor.
Fortuna Opsequens. (Sic.)—A female with rudder, cornucopiae, and patera.

XXXVIII.

Antoninus Pius Antoninus Aug. Pius P. P. Tr. p. XXII.—The head of the Emperor.
Aed. divi Aug. Rest. Cos. III.—An octostyle temple, with figures.

XXXIX.

Faustina Senior.... Faustina Aug. Antonini Aug. Pii P. P.—The head of the Empress.
Junoni Reginae.—The throne of Juno, with a peacock and sceptre.

XL.

Faustina Senior Faustina Aug. Antonini Aug. Pii P. P.—The head of Faustina Senior.

Concordia Aug.—A female with attributes, rests against a cippus.

XLI.

Faustina Senior Diva Faustina.—The head of the Empress.

Ceres.—The goddess with a torch and some ears of wheat.

XLII.

Marcus Aurelius Aurelius Caesar Aug. Pii F. Cos.—The head of Marcus Aurelius.

Juventas.—A young female before a tripod.

XLIII.

Marcus Aurelius Aurelius Caesar Antonini Aug. Pii F.—The head of Aurelius.

Tr. Pot. VI. Cos. II. Honos.—A togated figure with a laurel branch.

XLIV.

Marcus Aurelius Aurelius Caesar Antonini Aug. Pii F.—The head of Aurelius.

Tr. Pot. VI. Cos. II. Virtus.—A martial figure with a lance and parazoniura.

XLV.

Marcus Aurelius M. Antoninus Aug. Tr. P. XXVI.—The htad of the Emperor.

Imp. VI. Cos. III.—A sedent female, with a victory, lance, and shield.

XLVI.

Faustina Junior Faustina Aug. Pii Aug. Fil.—The head of Faustina Junior.

Pudicitia.—A sedent female lifting the Peplus.

XLVII.

Faustina Junior Faustina Aug. Pii Aug. Fil.—The head of the Empress.

Absqui epigraphe.—Diana Venatrix, with her bow and arrow.
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XLTtll.

Faustina Junior Faustina Augusta.—^Tlie head of the Empress.
Absqu6 epigraphe.—A stolated female between a lion and peacock.

XLIX.

Faustina Junior Faustina Augusta.—The head of the Empress.
Venus Viclrix.—Venus holding a shield with two cupids on its surface.

i.

Lucius Verus Imp. Caes. L. Aurel. Verus Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Prov. Deor, Tr. P. Cos. II.—A robed female with cornucopiaj and globe.

LI.

Lucius Verus Imp. Caes. L. Aurel. Verus Aug.—The head of Verus.
Felic. Aug. Tr. P. III.—A Praetorian galley with four rowers.

LII.

Lucius Verus L, Aurel. Verus Aug. Armeniacus.—The head of the Emperor.
Tr. Pot. V. Imp. II. Cos. II.—Verus between four military standards.

LIII.

Lucius Verus L. Verus Aug. Arm. Parth. Max.—^The head of the Emperor.
Tr. Pot, VI. Imp. IIII. Cos. II.—Victory inscribing Vic. Par. on a shield.

LIV.

Lucius Verus Divus Verus.—The head of the Emperor.
Consecratio.—A rogus bearing a quadrigated car.

LV.

Lucilla. Lucilla Aug. Antonini Aug. F.—The head of the Empress.
Pietas.—A female sacrificing at an altar.

LVl.

Lucilla Lucilla Aug. Antonini Aug. F.—The head of the Empress.
Venus.—The goddess holding the mystic apple.

LVII.

Commodus Imp. L. Aurel. Commodus Aug. Germ. Sarm.—The head of the Emperor.
Tr. P. II. Cos. P. P. De Germanis.—A pile of arms, and implements.

LVIII.

Commodus L. Ael. Aurel. Comm. Aug. P. Fel.—The head of the Emperor.
P. M. Tr. P. XVII. Imp. VIII. Cos. VII. P. P.—The Emperor, and Victory on

a column.

LIX.

Commodus M. Commodus Antoninus Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Tr. P. VI. Imp. IIII. Cos. III. P. P.—Commodus superintending a donation.

LX.

Commodus M. Commod. Ant. P. Felix Aug. Brit. P. P.—The head of the Emperor.
Auctor Pietatis P. M. Tr. P. XIIII. Imp. VIII, Cos. V. P. P.—Stolated female

and altar.

I,XI.

Commodus.,,,,,, M. Commodus Ant. P. Felix, Aug, Brit,—The head of (he Emperor,
Jori Juveni P M. Tr. P. XIIII. Imp. Vlll.^Jupiter with a lance and fulmen

2s
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Commodus M. Commodus Ant. P. Felix Aug. Brit. P. P.—The head of Commodus.
Apol. Monetae P. M. Tr. P. XV. IMP. VII. Cos. VI.—Apollo leaning on a column.

LXIII.

Coramodus M. Commodus Ant. P. Felix Aug. Brit.—The head of the Emperor.
Gen. Aug, Felic. P. M. Tr. P. XVI. Imp. VIII. Cos. VI.—A Genius before an altar.

LXIV.

Commodus ; L. Aurel. Commod. Caes. Aug. Fil. Germ. Sarm.—The head of Commodus.
Jovi Conservator!.—Ju|)iter affording protection to Commodus.

LXV.

Commodus L. Aurel. Commodus Aug. Germ. Sarm.—The head of the Emperor-
Junoni Sispitae Tr. p. 11. Imp. II. Cos. P. P.—Juno jaculatrix, and snake.

LXVI.

Commodu.s Commodus Ant. P. Felix Aug. Brit. P. P.—The head of the Emperor.
Miner. Vict. P. M. Tr. P. XIIII. IMP. VIII. Cos. V. Des. VI.—Minerra Victrix

and trophy.

LXYII.

Pertinax Imp. Caes. P. Helv. Pertinax Aug.—The head of the Emperor.

Vot. Decen. Tr. P. Cos. II.—The Emperor sacrificing at an altar.

LXVIII.

Severus L. Sept. Sev. Pert. Aug. Imp. III.—The head of the Emperor.

Moneta Aug. Cos. II. P. P.—The three Monetae, with attributes.

LXIX.

Severus L. Sept. Sev, Pert. Aug. Imp. V.—The head of Severus.

Vota Publica.—Two togated figures sacrificing.

LXX.

Severus; L. Sept. Sev. Pert. Aug. Imp. X.—The head of the Emperor.

Paci aeter. P. M. Tr. P. VI. Cos. II. P. P.—A sedent female with an olive-branch.

LXXt.

Severus Severus Aug. Parth. Max.—The head of the Emperor.
Restitutor Urbis.—Severus sacrificing at an altar.

I4XXII.

Julia Domna Julia Donina Aug.—The head of the Empress.
Veneri Victr.—Venus Callipyga leaning against a column.

T.XXIII.

Julia Doniiia Julia Augusta.—The head of the Empress.
Junoni Lucina.—Juno seated with a swathed infant.

LXXIV.

Caracalla. M. Aurel. Antoninus Pius Aug. Brit.—The head of the Emperor.
Securitati Perpetuae.—A sedent female with attributes.

LXXV.

Caracalla M. Aurel. Antoninus Pius Aug. Brit,—The head of the Emperor.
P. M. Tr, P, XIIII, Cos. III. P. P.—A graceful seated female, with a palm-branch.
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LSXVI.

Caracalla Antoninus Augustus.—The head of Caracalla.

Rector Orbis.—Figure with a globe and lance.

LXXVII.

Geta P. Septimius Geta Pius Aug. Brit.—The head of Geta.
Fort. Red. Tr. P. III. Cos. II. P, P.—Fortune seated, with aUributes.

LXXVIII.

Geta P. Septimius Geta Pius Aug. Brit.—The head of Geta.
Tr. P. III. Cos. II. P. P.—A sedent female, with various attributes.

LXXIX.

Macrinus Imp. Caes. M. Opel. Sev. Macrinus Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
P. M. Tr. P. II. Cos. P. P.—The Emperor seated, with a globe and truncheon.

LXXX.

Elagabalus Imp. Caes. M. Aur. Antoninus Pius Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Libertas Augusti.—A stolated female with attributes.

LXXXI.

Elagabalus Imp, Caes. M. Aur. Antoninus Pius Aug,—The head of the Emperor.
Mars Victor.—Mars marching with the opima spolia.

LXXXII.

Elagabalus Imp. Caes. M. Aur. Antoninus Pius Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Pontif. Max. Tr. P. II. Cos. II. P. P.—Roma Nicephora with attributes.

LXXXIII.

Julia Maesa Julia Maesa Aug.—The head of Julia Meesa.
Saeculi felicitas.—A female with a patera and caduceus.

LXXXIV,

Alexander Imp. Sev. Alexander Aug—The head of the Emperor.
Liberalitas Augusti llll.—Alexander superintending a donation.

LXXXV.

Julia Mamaea Julia Maraaea Augusta.—The head of Julia Mamaea.
Juno Augusta.—A sedent female, with an infant and attributes.

LXXXVI.

Maximinus Maximinus Pius Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Providenlia Aug—A female with cornucopiae.

LXXXVII.

Gordianus Pius Imp. Gordianus Pius Fel. Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Laetitia Aug. N.—A robed female with a rudder and garland.

LXXXVIII.

Gordianus Pius Imp. Gordianus Pius Fel. Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Fides Militum.—Gordian on horseback, between two standards.

LXXXIX.

Philip Senior Imp. M. Jul. Philippus Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Saeculares Augg.—A cylindrical altar, inscribed Cos. III.

xc.

Otacilia Marcia Otacil. Severa Aug.—The head of the Empress.
Concordia Augg.—A sedent female, with a double cornucopise.
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XCl.

Philip Junior Imp. M. Jul. Philippus Aug.—The head of Philip Junior.

Saeculares Augg,—A cippus inscribed Cos. II.

sen.

Decius Imp. C. M. Q. Trajanns Decius Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Pax August! .—A female with a wand and branch.

xciii.

Treb. Gallus Imp. Caes. C. Vibius Trebonianus Gallus Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Libertas Aug.—A female with a wand and cap.

xciv.

Treb. Gallus Imp. Caes. C. Vibius Trebonianus Gallus Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Votis Decennalibus.—Inscribed in a garland.

XCT.

Yolusian Imp. Cae. C. Vib. Volusiano Aug.—The head of Volusian.

Pax Augg.—A female with a hasta-pura and olive-branch.

xcvi.

Yolusian Imp. Cae. C. Vib. Volusiano Aug.—The head of Volusian.

Felicitas Publica.—A stolated female with a sceptre and caduceus.

XCVII.

Valerian » Imp. C. P. Lie. Valerianus Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Virtus Augg.—An armed warrior, with spear pointed downwards.

xcviii.

Gallienus Imp. C. P. Lie. Gallienus P. F. Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Diana Felix.—Diana the huntress, with a dog.

XCIX.

Gallienus. „.„ Imp. Gallienus Pius F. Aug.—The head of the Emperor.
Jori Ultori.—A figure of Jupiter holding a thunderbolt.

FINIS.
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Page

Ahbreviations comlemned - - 99, 109

Abundantia Aug. reverse of Gordiaiius Hius - 258
a reverse of Trajan - - 259

Acclamation medal of Hadrian - - 102

Acerra, Christians tortured for not using it - 223
or incense casket _ - . 271

Achaia visited by Hadrian - - - 102

Achelous and Amallhaa . _ - 234
Acron, his spoils borne - - - 53
Acrostolium, a symbol of Neptune - - 100
Addison, on medallic devices - - vii

his opinion on a reverse of Nero - 42
on a medal of Trajan - - 84
on a coin of Hadrian - - 105
in error as to a coin of J. Domna - 189

on Veneri Felici of Faustina Junior 143

on the double Cornucopia; - - 234
Adelphi of Terence quoted . . - 153
Adiabeni warred on by Severus - - 185
Adlocut. Galba haranguing to the left - 309

Aug. a reverse of Nerva - - 77
a reverse of M. Aurelius - 136

Coh. a reverse of Caligula - - 31

„ reveree of Nero - .41
Adloeulio, a reverse of Galba - - 46

on a reverse of Caracalla - - 194
Adolescens, the terra _ _ - I33
Adsertori Libertatis Publico:, Vespasian - 56
Adularia, probably the ancient Murrha - 150
Adulterated medals, poem on - - xix

Adventui Aug. Britannia, a reverse of Hadrian 104
Ct/jc/'fip, a reverse of Hadrian - 105
i^e/ic«*«mo, a reverse of Severus 186

„ Galilee, a reverse of Hadrian - 105
f/i.spani<E, a reverse of Hadrian 311
Judaa, a reverse of Hadrian - 100

^f/venfuj, crossing a river, reverse of M. Aurelius 137
Aug. a reverse of Hadrian - 98

itfa«re/ani«, reverse of Hadrian 107
Augg. reverse of Philip Senior - 266
Augusti,?i.n unpublished reverse of Geta 200

reveise of Elagabalus - 214
Adoersa, two heads facing each other - xiy

Adytum, place of the principal deity in a temple 85
>Erf. divi Aug. Rest, reverse of Antoninus Pius 312
jEgis, part of the body armour - - 82
, ndescribed by Virgil - _ . I34

Page

/Esypt visited by Hadrian - - - 103
Mgyptos, a reverse of Hadrian - - 102
Mtia Capitolina - - - - 106
JElian mentions the rabbits of Spain - - ib.

on elephants - - " - - 18G
jEliauus, Lollianus, or jLtF/ianuj, Tyrant - 3o7
Mlius C'tesar, his birth, adoption, and death 1 13

his character - - - ib.

estimation of his medals - ib.

his countenance described - 114
Sabinus, on the beauty of Maximus - 242
Cardus on Gordianus Afr. Junior - 247
adopted, reverse of Hadrian - - 311

JEmitian, altered medals of Philip passed for - 290
JEmilianus, humble birth, rise, and death - 289

his qualifications and character - 290
estimation of his medals - ib.

married to Cornelia Supera - 291
his features described - - ib.

Mneas, Anchises, and Ascanius, rev. of Ant. P. 120
Mquitas Augusti, reverse of Alexander - 230

P«6/ica, reverse of Aquilia Severa - 218
Regno, risible error upon - - 170

Mquit. Aug. a female, reverse of Pertinax - 170
Mra of Rome, remarks on . 267, 208, 269
JErugo, and Mrugo nobilis - - - xiv

Ai,s Vyprium, copper of the Dupondii - xv
Mschytus, on the Furies ... 270
JEsculapius conveyed to Rome - - 167

a reverse of Pescennius Niger - 177
a reverse of Caracalla - - 194

jElernilas, a common type of Faustina Senior 128
with a female and phcenix - ib,

with an ekphant biga - - ib,

with a hexastyle temple - - 129
three females, reverse of Faustina J. l45
Empress on a winged female, ditto ib.

an elephant biga, ditto - - 147
Augg. elephant, reverse of Philip S. 208

a female, reverse of Gallus 286
jfEternilati Aug. Apollo, reverse of Gordianus P. 261
Eternity, how represented - _ - ]'28

AJinia, the reported wife of Gallus - - 284
Africa, personifications and emblems of - 103

visited by Hadrian - - - ib.

a female and lion, reverse of Severus - 185
a female standing, reverseof Antoninus P. 31

1
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Aj'ricani, the two elder Gordian$ - - 244
Agathias, his account of Valerian's captivity - •2y4

Agalhocles, his emblem of Africa - - lO'J

Ageronu, the goddess of silence - - 200
Agmina soeca sororum, or Furies - - 270
Agostini on cuniculus ... lOO

„.... his remark on the Britons - - 119
on an jEleniitas of Faustina Junior 140
definition of Fecundity - - 154
on Ubertas ... -259

Agrippa Marcus Vipsanius, birth and marriages 1

1

„ „ death and cliarader 12

_ his medals - ib.

his physiognomy ib.

Agrippina, Drusilla, Julia, reverse of Calig;nla 31
Senior, descent and birth - 25

her character and death - 20
estimation of her medals - ib.

her aspect described - ib.

her bones conveyed to Rome 28
i J^unior, her birth and marriages - 37

poisons Claudius - 32, 38
•. her disappointed ambition ib.

murdered by order of Nero ib.

estimation of her medals - 39
on medals during her life - ib.

her features described - ib.

.^/aftonrfa, medal of Britannicus struck at - 309
Alacritas, reverse of a denarius of Gallienus - 300
Alani, they check Gordianus Pius - - 259
A/ale, a term for winged - - - 67
Atbinovantes wrote on Drusus Sen. - - 21
Albinus, parentage, birth, and military services 178

his exaltation and death - - ib.

why named Albinus - - ib.

had many good qualities - - 179
but a voracious appetite - - ib.

his features described - - ib.

estimation of his medals - - ib.

Alces, or Elk of Philip Junior - - 273
Atciad on Concord _ . . - 135
Aldus Minutius, on the double flute - - 165
A/ecto, Tisiphone, and i»/«g-«ra, of Gordianus P. 270
Alex, ab Alexandre, on Parthia - - 117
Alexander, his parentage, birth, and adoption 223

his danger and elevation - 224
his accession, reign, and death - ib.

his character, conduct, and acts ib. 225
positively favoured the Christians ib.

•: his adoption of a divine aphorism ib.

•• Ihe number of his wives questionable ib.

•1 his spirited conduct at Antioch - 226
estimation of his medals - ib.

Page
Alexander, his aspect described - - 227

replenishes the public granaries - ib.

his severe justice - - 231
his aphorism on soldiers - ib.

warned by a female Druid - 233
commendation of Gordianus Afr, S. 246

Alex. JEmilianus, one of the Thirty Tyrants - 307
Alexandria, a reverse of Hadrian - - 104

personification of - - ib.

visited by Caracalla - - 196
a female, reverse of Antoninus Pius 311

Alexandrians lampoon Hadrian - - 104
Alexianus, the grandson of Maesa - - 222
Alim. Ilal. legend of two of Trajan's medals 81, 82
Almaach, the beautiful double star, a conceit 224
Alphabetical order of Geta's dishes - - 200
Altar, the constellation - _ _ 159
Altare Viaticum - - - - 141
Altered medals, their ingenuity - - xix
Amalth(Ea and Achelous - _ _ 2.34

her horns and skin - - 301
Ambitio, not represented on Imperial medals - 270
Amity replaced by M. Otto for Concord - 288
Ammianus, on the Forum of Trajan - _ 87

on the wife of Maximinus - 240
Amor Mutuiis, a reverse of Balbinus - - 251
Amphitheatre, Flavian, strictures on - 63
AmphorcE found at Malta _ - _ 228
Ampliatori Civium, a reverse of Antoninus Pius 125
Amulet worn by Domitian - - - 67
Anachronism of Pynson - - - 61
Anadema, OT fiUet - . - _ m
Analysis of Roman large-brass - xvi, xvii

Anastasius complimented by Theodoric - 304
Anchises with his son and grandson - - 120
Ancona, supposed representation of - - 85

its triumphal arch - - - 8C
Ancyra, now Angur, coins found there - 229
Andria of Terence quoted - - 153, 165
A. N. F. F. Hadriano Aug. P. P. a reverse 109
Angel, probable representation of one - 146
Angeloni, on an jEternitas of Faustina Junior 145

his medal of ^milian doubted - 292
his coin of Saloninus - - 305

Anglo-Saxon medals of Offa - - - 263
Animals, strange ones slain under Philip - 2G7
Annia Lucilla, medals mistaken for D, Lucilla's 113
Annia Faustina, descent, beauty, and marriage 218

, elevated by Elagabalus, divorced ib.

didnot assume the name of Julia ib.

estimation of her medals ib. 219
her aspect described - ib.

Annius Verus, his parentage, birth, and death 148
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/f«MJtt« Ffr«», estimation of his medals - 148
his aspect - - - ib.

Anniversary of Rome, the 1000th - - 260
its zero-point a question 267

Ann. DCCCLXXIIII. Nat. Urb. P. Cir. Con. 99
Annona described . - - - 02

^!tg-. a reverse of Titus - - ib.

y^Kg-u^a Cere*, a reverse of Nero - 41

Annona Augusti, a reverse of Nerva - - 77
Aug. sedent female, reverse of Macrinus 206
yiwifHi/. two femaks, reverse of Doniitian 310
Miiitaris, provision for the army - 206
distinguished from Copia - - 259
legend first given to an Empress - 303

Antelope, a reverse of Philip Senior - - 268
Antioch privileged to coin money - - 50
Antinous, his medals should be destroyed - 97

disgraces astronomy - - ib.

Antiquist, an indifl'erent antiquary - - 218
Antiphellas, medal struck by, to Britannicus 36
Antonia, her parentage, birth, and marriage - 22

widowhood and death - - ib

estimation of her medals - - 23
her countenance described - ib.

her description of Claudius - 34
Antoniniades, by Gordianus Afriranus Sen. 116, 244
/4)i/onjne co/um» described ... 126
Antoninus Pius, birth, and employments - 114

adoption, accession, and death 115
^ person, and character - ib

estimation of bis medals - 116
his aspect described - ib.

repairs the temples - 125
y^n/ontuj, the prenomen of the Gordians - 243
Autumn, how personified - - - 163
Anubis, carried by Commodus - - 165
Apameans, a supposed medallion by them - 264
^p/ttifre, the ornament of the poop - 101, 150
Apocolokintosis, a satire by Seneca - note, 32
^po//«nar!«, writes on the miraculous rain - 139
Apollini Augusto, a reverse of Antoninus Pius 1 19
Apollo with the nimbus, a reverse of Antoninus P. 123

in a quadriga, reverse of Caracalla - 195
as represented on a reverse of Alexander 232
a type of oriental successes - 232,261
stigmatized by Lucian - _ 292
the inflictor of sudden death - - 294
with a ram, reverse of Britannicus - 309
Arnazi, on medals of Galius - 286
Conservat. Apollo Lyristes, of iEmilian 292
£.ymf«, how represented - - 119
Monetae, a reverse of Commodus - 313
5a/t</ari, a reverse of Galius • 286

Apollo Vrnaior, Lord Byroir on the - - 292
^Ipotlieosis, supposed origin of - - 141

disappears about C'onstantiiie's time 297
Apparitions believed in by the Romuiis . '276

Apple, an attribute of Venus - 112, 143
Apuleiiis, his epithet for victory - - 252
Aqua JMarlia, its pure waters - - 86

Trajana, a reverse of Tiajan - - ib.

Aquas Curtiam, &c. foiged on rev. of Vespasian 56
^7!/i/e?a, courage of its won)cn - - 237
Aquilia Severa, a vestal, marries Elagabalus 217

repudiated, restored to favour - ib.

uncertainty of her fate - ib.

estimation of her medals - ib.

her features described - 218
Aquiliferi, or eagle-bearers - - 89
^•/uinam, birth-place of Pescennius Niger - 175
^ra /•'aci^ of Nero quoted - - 126,146

Pudicitice, a reverse of Plotina - 91
Arabia reduced by Trajan - - 79, 86
//rai. ^rfqujs. a reverse of Trajan - - 86
Arabians warred on by Severus - - 185
Arabo, dividing Upper and Lower Pannonia - 277
Aralus, translated by Germanicus - - 24

on the nurse of Jove - - 301
Arcli of Constantine - - - 87
Archytas, his ghost ... 126
Arcus Augg. an interesting reverse of Caracalla 192
Area, the field or surface . - - xiv

Argaus Mount, an emblem of Cappadocia - 117
^rg'«n/pj, the silver coins - - -. 300
Argen/ocox, a British Prince - - 188
Arginussee, the sea fight of - - - 125
Argyraspides, the select corps imitated - 231
Aristotle, on money - - - xi

his knowledge of elephants - 186
Armenia reduced by Trajan - - 79

et Mesopotamia itt pot estatem P. R. R. 89
liing of, crowned by Antoninus Pius 119

Armeniacus, a title of M. Aurelius and L. Verus 135
besets the Roman Camp - 276

Army reformed by Hadrian - - - 101
Arnobius, on moneta . . - goi
Arnuphis the magician ... 139
Arsacidee, their tombs ravaged by Caracalla 197
y/r<, as exhibited on Large-Brass - - xv
Artabanes invades the Roman territory - 204
^r<fmi(/oj'Ui- mentions the apple of Venus - 112
Artists of the Lower Empire - - xv
Arvalian Brothers, proved by a medal - 214
As and its subdivisions - - - xii

Ascalon, a temple at, plundered - - 221
^iia, a reverse of Antoninus Pius - - 116
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Page

Asia, personification of - - - ib.

Aspergillum, or Aspersorium (iBSCiibed - 133

Assay ofdenarii .... 307
Astarte married to El Gabal ... 2U)
Astarte, or Venus Ceelestis ... 220
y#«<oreM of the Philistines ... 221

^*<rono7ner of the state ... 287

Astronomy disgraced - - - 1)7

Ass, its head a national standard - - 277

its bray like the Paphlagonian trumpet ib.

.^sioria, admission respecting them - - 245
re-appear in the coinage of Decius 270
common in the Lower Empire - 300

Asses wild, twenty killed in (he games of Pliilip 267
.^*<«rco, an ambling nag ... 206
Assyria subdued by Trajan - - 79
Assyrius, a name of Elagabalus - - 209

Athenaus on ]\xs,\!\ct ... 230

Atlas bending under the weight of Gods - 306
Attalus sells his daughter to Gallienus - 302
AtventHs Aug. a reverse of Commodus - 157

Attic Drachmas, their purity - - xix

^Mc/or Pie/a<i«, a reverse of Commodus - 313

^Mg-ur* implored for the health of patients . 195

Augusta, title declined for a time by Plotina - 91

in Pace, a reverse of Salonina * 303
Augustan laurels, the Emperor's wreath - 273
Augusti, three in Rome at once - - 199

Augustine, Saint, on Tranquillitas - - 260

Augustus, an antiquary - - - x

,.. his birth, parentage, and death - 4

qualities and character - - 4,

5

estimation of his medals - - 5

his aspect described - - 6
affects to resemble Apollo . - ib.

peculiarity on coins of Saloninus - 305
Aulularia of Plautus quoted - - 153

Aulas Gellius, on the triumphal arch of Trajan 85
respectable though not ancient 273

Aurelian on sun worship - - - 215

an able general ... 295

Aurelius CV^ar ^Mg. reverseof Antoninus Pius 123

Victor quoted on Trajan - - 80
praisesauto-biographyofSeverus 183

on Julia Domna - - 188

on the character of Alexander 220
on the family of Gallienus . 298

Aureolus, his aureus inscribed Prudentia - 248
one of the Thirty Tyrants - - 307

Aureus, or gold coin of Rome - xri, xix

Aurum Coronarium - - - 117

Ausonius quoted on Claudius - - 33
on Venus Genetrix - - 112

//ujoniuf, his description of the sphynx . 158

Austin St. on the Galli ... 144
on Felicitas ... 180
his definition of Piety - - 281

Bafcy/a*, bishop of Antioch, his spirit - 270
Bacchus, on a coin of Severus - - 185

a reverse of Gallienus - - 300
.... his mystic basket - _ . xiii

JSacon on the religion of Greece - - 281
Baculum inclinatum, a bodge of command - 280
Bcptica, famous for olives ... 105
Balbinus, his dread of Maximinus - - 238

his birth, employment, and elevation 249
his fear of Maximus - - 250
inhumanly murdered with his colleague ib.

character and acquirements - 251
estimation of his medals . - ib.

his aspect described - - ib.

Ba/iita, one of the Thirty Tyrants - - 307
BandMrj, on the age of Decius . . 275
- on the praenomen of .^railian . 289

.'..... in error on the Caius of Decius - 276
Baracans, or robes used in Barbary - . 265
Barbary pirates, tribute paid them - - 83
Barbers introduced into Rome - - 99
ifare Aead, indicative of a Caesar - . 101
iJarOTerj(/ey!?a47.v of Elagabalus - - 211
Baronius on the Thundering Legion . - 139
iJai/iu o/' yr//9o/i carried treasure with him - 298
Bassiana, name assumed by Elagabalus . 209
Baths of Alexander .... 229
Battle-Jield inimitably described by Tasso - 249
Bawt/e/uf on the Bulla Aurea . - 42

mentions a coin of Pescennia Plautiana 177
on Saturnalian medals - - 276

Ba^M*, his representation of a sail - - 151
Bayle mentions Caesar's assassination - 1

excuses Hadrian - - - 65
on the reading of Galen - - 281

Beard, appears first on Hadrian - 97, 99
Beauvais, his essay on medals - - xix

on a medal of Annius Verus - 148
in France, medals found at - 229

Bedford, tradition at, respecting King OfTa - 263
Bedriacum, battle of, lost by Otho - - 48
Beger, on the veil of Piety ... 303
Behemoth of Job - - - - 271
Bellona, her offices and personification - 247
Bellori on the Isis and Osiris of Commodus - 164
Belltim calces equi ... - 206
Bengal Adjutant, \mmxi\aly of - . 103
Benvenuto Cellini, his fabrication - - 142
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Berenice and Titus - - - - (J3

represented with long ringlets - 102
B/'Aeriiii, a nickname of Tiberius - - 15

Jiicipiiotis coins, those with two heads - xx

Bif^ati, a class of Roman coins - - xii

Billon, copper with a small alloy of silver - 300
Bimart on the Circensian games - - 99
Biragi on a coin of Nero - - - 44

on the medals of Lucilla - - 114

Births in Rome, their number noted - - 153
Bissas, or old Dupondius - - - xii

Blacas, Due de, purchases a medal of Plotina 92
Blood, taste of the Romans for - - G3
jBoar, represented on a coin of Gallienus - 301

Bochart, his derivation of Spain - - lOG

on the hippo-potamus - - 271

Bceotics of Pausanias quoted - - 273
Bolzani on hieroglyphics - - - ib.

Bon, M. le, on the Dacia of Decius - - 277
Bona Spei, a reverse of P. Niger - - 177

Fortunce, a reverse of Gallienus - 302
Bonasus of Pliny - - - - 273
Boni £jjen<«*; a reverse of P. Niger - 177
Bonus or good success, a deity - 276
Boze, M. purchases an aureus of P. Niger - 177
Bramin-bird, immunity of - - - 103

Brantome excuses Domna's frailty - - 188
Brass coinage - . - - vi

medals, advantages of - - ib.

the yellow, ends with the Upper Empire 306
Braying ofan ass like tlie Paphlagonian trumpet 277
Brest, medals found at - - - 228
JBrJrfge of Caligula - - - - 29

over the Danube, by Trajan - - 82
Brigantes defeated by Lollius Urbicus - 120
Brindisi, medals found at - - - 228
Britain, invaded by Caesar - - - 2

Caligula marches against - - 29
probably the occasion of his harangue 31

............... sneered at by Florus - - 102
visited by Hadrian - - - 104

a victory in, recorded - - 108
Pertinax restores order there - 168
ruled by Albinus _ - - 1*8

^ wall built across, by Severus - 182
severe campaign of Severus in - 187
visited by Severus, Caracalla, and Geta 182

...,„ a success in, recorded by Caracalla - 193
sneered at by Horace - - ib.

the return of Geta from, denoted - 200
a success in, recorded by Geta - 201

Bri/annio, reverses of Antoninus Pius - 120
personification and emblems of - ib.

Page

JBri/on*, Agostini's remark on the - - 119
in alliance with Rome, attacked - 120

Britannicus, surname of Claudius and his son 33
the sou of Claudius and Messalina 35
supplanted by Nero, and poisoned 36
estimation of his medals - ib.

his features described - - ib.

Maximus, a title of Severus - 167
struck at Alabanda - - 309

British Museum, the Trustees censured - 25
its officers shackled - 219

King, Caractacus liberated - - 33
jPrJncM5 twits Julia Domna - - 188

Browne, Sir Thomas, ou the epitaph of Gordian 257
Bruise, a break in the patina - xiv

Brutus assassinates Julius CiEsar - - 1

his coins mentioned - - - 6
Bryant on the reverse of Roman ases - ICO

doubted the existence of Troy - 263
quotes a medallion on the Deluge - 264

Bubulcus vows a temple to Salus - - 167
Buffon knew less of elephants than Aristotle - 186
Bm//, reverse of Gallienus - _ - 301
Bulla, description of ... 40
Bull's head, as an umbo on the British shield 120
B«//« drawing a biga, reverse of Caracalla - 195
Busbequius on the number of medals extant - 228
Bust of a personification - - . 302
Bustuarii at funerals ... 140
Butera, Sicilian Prince, his strength - - 238
Byron on the Eternity of Rome - - 248

on gladiatorial combats - - 207
on the Apollo Belvedere - - 292

Byzantium, its fate under Severus - - 177
conduct of Gallienus at - - 299

Cacus and Hercules, a reverse of Antoninus Pius 120
Caduceatores, messengers of peace - .20
Caducous, symbol of eloquence, power, concord ib.

Caduci/er alis, from the rod of Moses - 281
C(Edna's fearful dream ... 276
C'eesar, the first whose effigies appear on coins 2

a title for the heir apparent - - 5
a title of the leader of the Roman youths 28
the race extinct in Nero - - 39
adjunct title of the heir of the Empire 1 13
on a sudden attack - _ . I94
his aphorism on money - - 231
peculiarity on coins of Saloninus - 305

CcBsarea in Palestine - - - (j

Germanica, a medal of - - 177
CcEsarian laurels, represent Imperial power - 307
Ceesaris Astrum, or Julium Sidus - - 3
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6'«son?a, the depraved wife of Caligula - 29
Caius and Lucius Caesars - - - 6
Calamities of the Iloman Empire - - 300
Calamus Odoratus - - • - 86
Caligee, or military sandals - - - 28
Caligula affects regard to his relations - ib.

his birth, accession, and death - ib.

his matchless dissimulation - ib.

his depravity and folly - - 29
attempts to suppress the best poets - 32
estiii:atiun of his medals - - 30
attempt to extin{.7uish his memory - ib.

his aspect described - - ib.

his extraordinary biidge - - 29
celebrated harangues on medals - 31

Callipi/ga, a reverse of Domna - - 314
Calpurnia mistaken for Plautilla - - 240
Calpurnius, the son of Nerva, forged coin of 75
Culijcopis, the Venus of Newton - - 1 12
Camel represented on a medal of Trajan - 86
Camelopard, unknown to moderns 50 years ago 274
Camelopards, ten exhibited in the games of Philip 267
Camerarius, his mistake as to Calpurnia - 240
Camillus, an assistant at sacrifices - - 31
Campo Vaccina, the site of the Forum - 129
Campus Martins, funerals there - - 140
Candidali, whence so called - - - 255
CawrfidMi f/»n6o, a jewelled button - - 283
Canihurus, an attribute of Bacchus - - 185
Capclla on Osiris - - - - 163
Capita aut navim .' a game - - - 160
Capite velato, head veiled for sacrifice - 164
Capitol, ascended by Claudius on his knees - 33

its grand temple represented - - 58
Capj7o/Jnu« on a pro-consul of Asia - - 117

mentions an inundation of the Tiber 121
on Antoninus Pius - 119, 122
in illustration of Indulgentia - 124
on Marcus Aurelius - 132, 140
his anecdote of Tertullus - 142
on Lucius Verus's suppers - 149
on the lion of Lucius Verus - 150
on the character of Pertinax - 168
on Albinos - - 178, 179
on the cruelty of Macrinus - 202
on Uiadumenian - - 207
his version of a satire on Maximinus238
on the ring of Maximinus - ib.

on military virtue - - 240
on the foppery of Maximus - 242
on Maximus or Pupienus - 252
on the death of Gordian - . 258

C'a;jpat/ocio, a reverse of Antoninus Pius • 117

Page
Cappadocia, personification of - - ib.

reverse of Hadrian - - 311
Cappadocians, a vicious people - - 117
Capra Africana, the Ghazal - - 2C8
Ca/Jretp, the den of Tiberius - - - 16
Caprfneiis, a nickname of Tiberius - - 16
Capricorn, the nativity sign of Augustus - 7

of Vespasian - 55
Caput Morluum of \\\e dead - - 140
Caracalla, his birth, advancement, marriage - 190

why so called - - - ib,

assassinated by Macrinus - - 191
his cruelty, folly, and extravagance ib.

estimation of his medals - - 192
those called liberalities 194

his features described - 192, 193
in a triumphal car - - 193
scared with dreadful visions - 195
his veracity doubted - - 196
and £/agaia/M4, their medals 192,212,213

Caraccio indebted to sculpture - - vii

Caractacus, liberated by Claudius - - 33
Carinus, curious medal of - - - 300
Caritas mutua, a reverse of Balbinus - 251
Carisius, a superintendent of the mint - 301
Carnival, origin of _ . . I44
Carpentum poynpaticum, or Thenaa - xiv, 11
Carpi, return of Philip from the - - 266
Carse Mr. his experiment with elephants - 186
Carleron, a dexterous Dutch forger - xxi, 262
Cams, curious medal of - - - 300
Casaubon on the Leclisternia - - 146

on the letter L to Greek numerals - 233
on the death of TEmilian - - 289

Casal Zurica, medals found at - - 228
Cassiodorus reports a saying of Theodoric - ix

on military discipline - • 231
Cassius, his coins mentioned - - 5
Cast coins, lighter than the true - - xx
Castor, Geta complimented under that device 200
Castra Scelerata, a camp so called - - 21
Cato the Censor censured - - 2, 47
Catti, Domitian's pretended victory over - 67
Catullus on Spain .... 106

on eclipses . - - - 145
Caul, superstition respecting it - - 207
Cavallucci, ludicrous origin of - - 170
Cavea Pullaria - . . - 133
Cuvino, a dextrous forger - - - xx
Cawlhorn^s medallic ignorance - - 177
Cedoaldo and Offa, kings of England - 263
Cedrenus prejudiced against Alexander - 226

claimB Philip Senior as a Christian - 264
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Page
Cedrenus on Hostilian - _ . 282
Ce//ariM«, his orthography of Phoenice - 117
Cellini Benvenuto, his fabrication - - 142
Celsus, one of the Thirty Tyrants - - 307
Celtiberia typified by a rabbit - - 106
Censor, a reverse of Vitellius - - 53

office of - - - - 54
restored by Deciiis - - 275
bestowed on Valerian - 293

Centaur, on a medallion of Marcus Aurelius - 133
represented on a coin of Gallienus - 301

Centum Cella, a port constructed by Trajan 8(i

Columnee burnt _ - - 207
Ceres, represented on a reverse of Sabina - 111

the goddess, a reverse of Faustina Senior 312
Cerulean standard given to Agrippa - - 12
Cervus Alces, of Philip Junior - - 273
Cestus of Venus . - . . 143
Chabrias, the Athenian admiral - - 125
Chalcitis, or copper ore . _ . xviii

ChaldcBus, synonimous with Astrologus - 139
Chammillardt, on a medal of J. Mamaea - 235
Charger, a stately one _ . _ 157
Chariot-driving, a Roman accomplishment - 239
Charon's fare - - - .140
Chastity and modesty distinguished - - 279
Chifflet, wrote on the medals of Otho - 50
Chios, the celebrated horses of - - 44
Chlamys, a robe - - - - 158
Christian Legion - - - - 126
Christians, first persecuted by Nero - - 40
« protected by Antoninus Pius - 115
» favoured by Commodus - - 155

bitterly persecuted by Decius - 275
Christianity persecuted by Trajan - - 80
Christina, Queen, on the medals of Otho - 50

quoted - - - 305
Chronicle 0/ Manetho . . - 267
Chronological order of medals preferred - xvii

point of difficulty - - 267
Chronology aided by medals - - v
Chrysostom, St. on Philip and Otacilia - 270
Cjacconiui, on the ashes of Trajan - - 68
Ciampani on the Nimbus - . - 123
Cicero, puns on the monetary triumvirs - 9
„ eulogizes gladiatorial exhibitions - 63
^ on the Ibis - _ - 103
„ on the Cappadocians - - - 117

on Juno Sospita - . . HQ
„ on Ops - - . _ 123

his notion of the Divi . - 159
« invoked the Dii Magni - - 180

on the public health - - 195

Pace
Cicero, his derivation of Venus - . 220

on Prudentia - . _ 248
his invocation to Jupiter Stator 259
on Faith _ . _ . 265
his definition of Piety - . 281
on the Crescent ... 291

Cilicia visited by Hadrian - - _ 105
Cilicians prone to knavery - - - ib.

despised by the Greeks - - 117
Cimon redeems his father's body . - 126
Circensian games celebrated by Trajan - 84
Circus Maximus, a reverse of Trajan - ib.

on a reverse of Caracalla - 193
Cisalpina, a division of Gaul - - 302
Cisla used as a seat - - - - 1 II
Cistijer, the ornament of Isis - _ 193
Cistophori, a class of medals . - xiii

CiMara, a lyre of four strings - - 119
Civic Crown, on what occasions granted - 47
Civitatibus Asice Restitutis, of Tiberius - 17
Claudia, infant daughter of Poppaea, coin of 41
Claudian, his eulogy of Stilicho - _ 47

on the olive crown - - 105
on a wand - - . . 107
on a storm _ _ _ 126
on the phoenix - . . 128
on Fortuna Redux . . - 181
on Africa - . . 1S5
on the Circensian games - - 195
on the car of Diana - - 196
on embarking wild beasts - - 271
on victory with a trophy - - 29(5

Claudius, his descent, birth, and elevation - 32
soothed the Praetorians by bribery - ib.

poisoned by Agrippina Junior - ib.

his deification - - - ib.

his acquirements and conduct - ib. 83
estimation of his medals - - ib.

his aspect described - - 34
as described by his mother - - ib.

his reason for honouring Spes - ib.

_.... games in honour of his father - ib.

recalls those exiled by Caligula - ib.

Gothicus, a magnanimous leader - 298
Clelia, her reputation on questionable data - 165
CVewiency, a boast of Tiberius - - 17
C7emen/»a, a shield— reverse of Tiberius - ib.

of Gordian, doubtful - - 258
^ag'. reverse of Hadrian - - 311

Cleopatra, middle-brass coin of, mentioned -

Clown derived from Colonus - - 101
Clunia Sulpitia, a town of Spain - - 48
Cluvius, charge against Agrippina Jun. - 38
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Page
(.'neph, the Eternal Spirit _ _ . 159
Cniva, a Gothic kinsr - - ' - 279
Cock, dedicated to Mercury - . - 137

Lucian's . . . _ 124
('alalores, or dye engravers - - - •vii

Coe/Mri*, an epithet of Venus - - 221
Y'tt-waru, or refiners of metals - - vii

Coin, its derivation - - - - xi

Coin and medal, in ancient numismatics - xiii

Colonia Julia Valentia - - - iii

Romulensis, their flattery of Lucia - 1

1

^emausus, interesting medal of - 13

C'ommorfiano, Rome so called - - 161

Colonial medals, there objects - - 3
seldom met in the Lower Empire 306

policy of ancients and moderns compared 50
Col. L ^n. Com. a reverse of Conimodus - 161

C'o/onj/,?, the original of clown - - ib.

Colossccum, now Coliseum - - - 63
Colours of the theatrical factions of Rome - 268
Columella on elephants - - - 186
Column, the one before the temple of Bellona 57

of Trajan, an interesting reverse - 88
Comata, a division of Gaul - _ - 302
I'omes Domesticorum, established by jEmilian 290

the precurser of Count - - ib.

Commissioners of the Navij of MomB - x
ComiVia, the place of magisterial elections - 255
Commodus, parentage, birth, and marriage - 154

murdered by Marcia - - 155
his abominable depravity - - ib.

yet favours the Christians - - ib.

estimation of his medals - - 156
his aspect described - - ib.

his skill in archery - - 157
careful of the frumentarian supplies 161

his excessive vanity - - ib.

assumes the attributes of Hercules 163
his cowardly but murderous freaks ib.

first stamped Nobilitas on medals 265
Concord personified by a female standing - 112

nli^^taken by some sailors for conquered 288
.4ug-««for, two figures, rev. of M. Aurelius 134

Milit. a female with 2 ensigns, D. Julianus 172
CoHcorrfia i^Mg. a reverse of Sabina - - 312

sedent female, reverse of Sabina 311
female and cippus, Faustina S. 312

Avgg. sedent female, Balbinus - 251
sedent female, rev. of Pupienus 254
female standing, Volusian - 288

;.... sedent female, rev. of Olacilia 351
Augusta, a reverse of Domitin - 73
Augustor, iv/o figures, rev. of L, Verus 160

Pagi!

Cojicordia /^Mgws/oriiMi, reverse of Orbiana - 234
sedent female, ditto - ib.

Tranquillity, and Peace, three deities 288
eiercitum, a reverse of Nerva - 77
with a dove, reverse of Faustina Junior 143
sedent female, reverse of Albinus - 180
a female, reverse of Cornelia Paula - 217
a female, reverse of Aquilia Severa 218
a reverse of Annin Faustina - 219
with two figures, rev. of Tranquillina 262

Concordia, a reverse of Antoninus Pius - 121

as a symbol of marriage - - ib.

jEterntc, a reverse of Plautilla - 198
Augg. Four figures, reverse of Geta 201

Cong. Aug. nil. reverse of M. Aurelius - 135

Congia liaimondo, the Sardinian poet - 249
Congiar Primum, a reverse of Titus - - 61

pr. a reverse of Nei'va - - 70
Congiarium, its signification - - 41

I. a reverse of Nero - - ib.

II. ditto and probable date of III. 42
Conon, an astronomical friend of Archimedes 145
Con^Me*** of Verus, an imposition - - viii

Conscience, liberty of, established by Nerva - 75
Conscript Fathers, the Senators - - 160
Consecratio, reverse of two medals of Marciana 93

a reverse of Sabina - - 112
empress on an eagle, Faustina Sen. 129
a rogus, reverse of Faustina Senior ib.

with a rogus, reverse of M. Aurelius 139
eagle and casket, rev. of M. Aurelius 140
quadriga, reverse of M. Aurelius ib.

eagle on a globe, rev. of M. Aurelius 141
emperoron an eagle, rev. of M. Aurelius ib.

lectisternium, rev. of Faustina Jun. 146
an altar, reverse of Faustina Junior ib.

peacock, reverse of Faustina Junior ib.

a rogus, reverse of Faustina Junior 147
female on an eagle, rev. of Faustina J. ib.

a quadriga, reverse of L. Verus - 152
eagle on a globe, rev. of Lucius Verus ib.

a pyra, reverse of Pertinax - 171
a rogus, reverse of Severus - 187
with a pyra, reverse of Caracalla - 197
a rogus, reverse of Antoninus Pius 125
a rogus, reverse of Msesa - - 223
empress on a peacock, rev. of Paulina 241

„ empress in a biga, reverse of Paulina ib.

of Gordianus Pius, suspected • 261
of Volusian doubted - - 287
a peacock, reverse of Mariuiana 297
a rogus, reverse of Saloninus - 305
a rogus, reverse of Verus . 313
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Page

Consecrations, restored coins of Gallienus 300
Conservator Pietatis, title of Gallienus - 301

Constantia, a reverse of a medal of Antonia - 23
Constantine, his treason - - - 87

his triumphal arch - - ib.

„ /Ac Great, called Divas - - 306
Constancy, how represented - - - 31

Constantius Chlorus, his deification medal - 306

Consul suffectus, irregularity of Elagabalus - 209

Consular Coins, or family series - v, xviii

Consular procession under Antoninus P. - 124

Constellation, a disgraceful one - - 97
Contorniales, or tokens - - . xvii

Cooke, the Rev. W. on a coin of Trajan - 87
on the medals of Lucilla - 114

.^ on the Cestus of Venus - 143

„ //er.i?om.^ug, of Commodus 164

on the quadriga of Alexander 231
on a reverse of Maximinus 239

„ „. mistakes a medal of Callus 286
Copia distinguished from A nnona - - 259
Corbulo, his successes - - - 43
Cordus, on the death of Gordianus Pius - 258
Corinthian brass, an erroneous term - 59
Cornelia, her reputation on questionable data 165

Cornelia Paula, her marriage and dismissal - 216
estimation of her medals - ib.

her countenance described - ib.

'

5M/Jcra, the wife of TEmilian - 291
no large-brass medals of her ib.

her features described - ib.

Cornucopia, abundance, fertility, and happiness 19

Corona radiata, description of - - 8
/urriia, worn by Syria - - 118

a symbol of Italy - - 121
a globe, worn by Italia - 137

Corymbus of a galley - - _ loO
Cos, V. Congiar. secund. a reverse of Trajan 81

Co<Aurni, or buskins of Bacchus - - 185
Countermarks differ from monograms - 21
Covintus for Quintus ... 283
CracA:*-, not always a sign of genuineness ~ xx
Crassus, standards taken from, restored - 7
Crepidee, or sandals of /Esculapius - - 194
Crescent on the shoulders - - . 145

typical of chastity and majesty - 202
Cretans despised by the Greeks - - 117
Crispilla, wife of Pupienus _ _ - 25.3

Crispina, her marriage, banishment, and death 165
her beauty, libertinism, and pride - ib.

estimation of her medals - - 166
her countenance described - - ib.

Crispus, curious medal of - - . - 300

Page
Crocodile represented on medals of Hadrian 103, 108

on a medal of Caracalla 196
or leviathan of Job - - 271

Cross, substituted for the usual sceptre - 239
Crotalia, an ornament ... 106
Crotvns, exploratory - - - 30

civic - - . - 7
of gold - - - - 117
of olive - - _ _ 105

Ctesiphon, reduced by Trajan - - 89
Cucul/io, a disguise of Nero and Verus - 149
C«</M)or//i, on the Capitoline deities - - 180
Cullrarius, a butcher priest - - 165
Cuniculosee Celtibericefili - - - 106
Curatores Annona-, their office - - 276
Curite, or armed with a spear - - 289
Curule chair, placed on a mundus - - 21

described ... 273
Customs and manners illustrated by medals - r
Cuvier on elephants - - - .186

on the hippotigris . _ . 194
Cya/Aui, or cup for wine - - - 163
Cybele, her names and attributes - - 144

a mere stone from Pessinus - - 2'2l

Cymini Sector, a nickname of Antoninus Pius 115
Cyprian St. writes de Mortalitate - - 286
Cyriades, one of the Thirty Tyrants - - 307

Dae. Parthico, a reverse of Hadrian - - 08
Dacia bewailing her fall - - - 83

conquered by Trajan - - - 87
personification of, on a medal of Trajan ib.

nature of the country . - ib.

virile personification of - - 105
a reverse of Hadrian . - - ib.

capta, a mis-read legend of Decius - 277
yi'/ij, a reverse of Decius - - ib.

female and standard, a reverse of Decius ib.

female standing, reverse of Antoninus P. 312
Dacier on the Christian legion - - 120

Madame, on the double flute - 105
Damis, or Antelope - _ _ 268
Dante on forged sequins . . - xix

on Fortune - . - _ Isl
Danube, Trajan's bridge over the - - 82

personification of the - - ib.

jDap/ine, a noted suburb of Antioch - - 149
Dates established by medals - _ y
Darics, their purity - - . - x\x
Z)uwi,'/irer4- of the Eternal City - - 165
Dea Custodes, the application of - - 169
Death sudden, inflicted by Apollo - - 294
Deaths in Rome, their number noted - - 153

2u

.^
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Page

Debasid coin o( CaracaUa - - - 194

Debasement of silver money - - 306

Debtllatori Gentium Barbaiantm, lev. of Const. 83

Decadence of Rome . - - 308
Decebalus grants a peace to Uuiiiitiiiii - 71

conquered by Trajan - - 79
probably rej)resenled on a medal - 83
destroys himself - - - ib.

Iiis head sent lo Rome - - ib.

Deccnnalian coins, their object - - 136

Decii, the names of Decius and his sons - 280
Peciiis, his descent, birth, rise, and dealh - 274

his qualities, acts, and character - 276
estimation of his medals - - ib.

his countenance described - - 276
Junior, a name of Herennius - 279

J)ecitrsio, a reverse of Nero - - 43, 44
a chariot rare of the Circus - 43
drill of soldiers, and the Ludus Trojai 44

Dccussis, a piece of ten ases - - xii

De Germanis, a reverse of M. Aurelius - 138
a pile of arms, rev. ofCommodus 313

Deijicnlion medal of Julia (Titi f.) - - 65
Deities, Iheir extraordinary numbers - - 306
Deltige, the, supposed medallion of - - 204
Democritus on eating snakes - - - 107
7>f 7lform/j7«/f, a work of St. Cyprian - 286
Denarii, a singularity on those of Philip - 264

scale of their depreciation - - 300
eerii, vitiated coins of Gallienus - ib.

<eris, copper coins washed with silver ib.

their assay _ _ . 307
Denarius, a silver coin equal to four sestertii xvi

De Non, his remark on Roman medals - 83
Deo Volkano, reverse of a denarius of Valerian 294
Depreciation of the denarii - - . 306
Derna, coins used for weights at - - 228
De Sarmatis, a reverse of M. Aurelius - 138
Desperatio de Salutate lieipublicce - 307
Detis Certus Sol, its ancient worship » 215
Device and symbol distinguished - - xiii

Devices classed .... viii

Dexippus on Alexander's first wife - - 225
on Gordianus Afr. Junior - - 247
on Gordianus Pius - - 256

D'Hancarville on the numbers of medals extant 228
Diacritical distinctions of Carac. and Elagab. 212
Diadem, hateful to the Romans - - 207
Diana in a bull biga, reverse of Caracalla - 195

a type of chastity and majesty - 262
Felix, a reverse of Gallienus . - 316
Lucijf. female with torch, rev. of Faust. J. 143
Lucifera, doubtful rev. of Diadumeuian 206

Page

Diana Venatrix, first on medals of Gallus - 280
on a reverse of Faustina Junior 312

Didia Clara, parentage, birth, and marriage 174
elevation and fall - - ib.

estimation of her medals - 175
her aspect described - - ib.

Diadumenianus, parentage, birth, elevation, death 206
his beauty and ability - ib.

„ said to have been born with a caul 207
estimation of his medals - ib.

his aspect described - 208
Didius Jtilianus, parentage, birth, appointments 171

purchaseof the empire and death ib.

character variously represented 172
hatred of him exaggerated - ib.

estimation of his medals - ib.

his countenance described . ib.

Digamma, (he TEolic - - .33
Dii Magni, Jupiler, Juno, and Minerva - ISO

Auspices oi Bcwvus ... 201
Nutritores, legend of a dena. of Saloninus 305

Dio on Roman money - . - xii

quoted on Trajan - - - 80
in illustration of a coin of Trajan - 90
on the character of Plotina - - 91

on the habits of Hadrian - - 101
his history of Antoninus Pius lost - 116
illustrative of the apotheosis of Antonine 125
asserts Aurelius was poisoned - - 130

on the character of W. Aurelius - 131

on a miraculous tempest - 139
on Faustina Junior - - - 142
on the dealh of Lucius Verus - . 149
on the destructiveness of Commodus - 157
on the senate of Commodus - - 160
on the colony of Commodus - - 161

on Didius Julianus ... 172
charge against D. Julianus - - 173
on the character of P. Niger - - 176
questions the veracity of Severus - 183
on the debased coin of Caracalla - 194
on the dower of Plautilla - . 198
antipathy between Caracalla and Geta - 201
on the character of Macrinus - - 203
on the character of Elagabalus - .211
advised to retire from office - . 225
a friend and counsellor of Alexander - 226
the colleague of Alexander - - 231

Diocletian, curious medal of - - 300
i)jorforM4' SicM/us, on solar worship - - 215
Dis Genitalibus, a reverse of Crispina - 166

Custotibus, a female, reverse of Pertinax 169
j4«i/)ic«6. Hercules, Bacchus, rev, of Severus 184
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Disciplina Aug. a reverse of Hadrian - - 101

Discipline of the army renewed by Hadrian - ib.

Dioscuri, known by their stars - 144
X)i«y/e temple of Janus - - . 160
Diurna or Roman Gazette . _ - 287
Divce Matidice Socrui, suspected rev. of Matidia 93

Ceesaris Mater, a reverse of Domitia - 74
X)ici i^i'/iu*, a legend of Augustus - - 3

M. Pii F. a remarkable legend of Severus 184
Divination by the Sortes ... 203
Divine Providence, emblems of . - 170
Divinity, types of - - - 8, 82, 85
Divo Get<e Pio, a denarius mentioned by Occo 200

Pio, with an altar, rev. of Antoninus Pius 126
with a column, rev. of Antoninus Pius ib,

Divos for Divus Julius - > - 3
Divus, the last upon large-brass - - 306
Djezza Pasha of Acre ... 202
Does sometimes draw Diana's car - • 145
X>og', an attribute of Autumn - - 163

attribute of Mercury, reverse of Gallienus 300
an attribute of Diana on a medal - 316

Dogs of the Furies ... - 270
Dolphin, a symbol of Neptune - 13, 100

and rurfder, attributes of Venus - 143
Domeslica, a particular toga - - . 255
Domino Nostro Cassari Mmiliano of Goltzius 290
Dominus, an appellation refused by Augustus - 4

a title odious to Roman ears - 80
supposed to be assumed by ^milian 290

Domitia Longina, her birth, marriages, and death 72
her depraved character - ib.

conspires against Domilian 73
^ extolled by Procopi us & Joseph, ib.

- estimation of her medals . ib.

her aspect described - 74
Lttcj//a, wife of yElius - - 113

X>om2/ian causes the death of Julia - - 64
parentage, birth, elevation, and death 65
character - - - - ib.

his conduct, person, and acquirements 60
estimation of his medals - - ib.

his aspect described - - 67
claims descent from Minerva - ib.

dubbed perpetual Censor . - 68
liberal on public buildings - - 71
Junior, his apotheosis medals - 74

Domitilla, her birth, marriage, and deification 59
her medals corroborated by Gruter - ib.

Domna, a family name ... 1S9
Domus Aurea, near the Amphitheatre - 03, 229
Dona. Aug. reverse of a denarius of Gallienus 300
Donatives, largesses, Congiaria distinguished 41

Page

Donativum Clavarium - - - 28
Doubloons and Dollars of Spain - - xix

Doubts on Roman traditions - - ix

Drachmas of Athens, their purity - - xix

i)ra^on, the ensign of the Cohort - - 266
Dream, the fearful one of Csecina . - 276
Driving chariots prized by young nobles of Rome 23!)

Druid, a female one, warns Alexander - 233
DrusiancE, camp entrenchments so called - 20
Drusilla, incestuous marriage with Caligula - 29

her death and deification - - 31

her large-brass medal false - - 30
Drusus Jun. his birth, parentage, and death - 18

his vices and ambition - 18, 19

_ estimation of his medals - ib.

his countenance described - ib.

Sen. first Roman who sailed on North Sea 20
birth, parentage, and death . ib.

character and career - ib. 21
estimation of his medals - ib.

his physiognomy described - ib.

and Nero, the Caesars - - 27
Dryden's version of Virgil's Caduceus - 1.38

Dry-rowing insufficient to make sailors - ix

Du C'ange on medals - - - xi

Ducats of Holland - - - - xix

Du Choul, his Pietas of Titus - - 6-3

on Ceres - - - 111

on a medal inscribed Fides - 265
Dupondius old, or bissas - - - xii

or second-brass - - . xv
Dyes, false ones found . - - 189

Eagle, stamp of the Este, or Modena collection 72
a symbol of Divinity - - 93

of the apotheosis of an Emperor ib.

Eagles, Roman, recovery of those lost by Varus 25
Earthquake, an extensive one in Asia - 17

a dreadful one - - 300
Eboracum, or York, Severus dies at - 182
jE^ur curw/e, or curule chair - - 27.3

jBc^At/ quoted on a coin of Caligula - -31
on a medal of Titus - - - 64
on the fasces of a lictor - - 98
on the medals of Hadrian - .97
on a medal of M. Aurelius - . 138
on the Veneri Felici of Faustina . 143
on an jEternitas of Faustina Junior - 145
rallies VVinckelmann - - 153
on the reign of Balbinus and Pupienus 253
on a donative of Gordian - - 259
on the legend Fort. Duci - - 181
on the Vict. Brit, of Caracalla • - 193
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Ei-khel on the Coiicoidite jEteriiBe of Plautilla 1U8
distinctions otCaracalla & Elagabalus 212,213
on the nobility of Elagubul us - ib.

on the military dragon - - 2CG
on the conflagrations of Rome - 207
his denarius of Dccius - - 275
on the names of Etruscus - - "279

on the Princeps of Herennius - 280
on a coin of Hostilian . _ - '2>'2

on the shears of Juno - - - 28G
proves CorneliaSupera the wifeof iEmilian 291

ou the wife of Valerian - - 297
on the coins of Valerian Junior - 305
on the coins of Saloninus - - ib.

F.c/ips^s foretold by Claudius - - 32
_.... inve.<tigated by Conon - - 145

total one in the lime of Gordian - 2()0

/?^«a/i«4', on the character of Elagabalus - 2H
AJg'yp/, success of Napoleon in, how typified - 13

Egyptian, sedent figures ... 273
EIPllNH, legend of a coin of Agrippina Junior 255
Elagabalus & Caracalla, their medals 192,212,213

„ his parentage, birth, and elevation 208
bis various names, and dirty death 209
his marriages, gluttony, and excesses 210

_ his extravagance and follies - 211
estimation of his medals - 212

_ his aspect described - - 213
- assumption of P. P. proved by medal 214

his absurd preparations for dying 21G
Elbow, supported by a statue - - 31
Electrum, used by Alexander - - 226
Elefante Nilotico, the hippopotamus - 271
Elephant, the Punic origin of Caesar - 2

curious particulars of the - . ISti

Elephants, 40 bearing torches - _ 3
their estimated age - - 7
the type of dignity and eternity - 7
proboscis, an emblem of Africa - 103
32 exhibited in the games of Philip 267

Elephantis, the vforship at - - - 159
El Gabal, a Phceiucian god, married to Astarte 210
Elk, or A Ices - - - - 273
Elks killed in the games of Philip - - 267
Elysium, a material futurity - - 306
Emblems on Roman medals interesting - v
Emesa, the birth-place of Elagabalus - 208
« curious medal of - . - 210
Emperor, for Imperator - - - 273
Endymion, astronomical explanation of - 145
Engelius, on the Dacia of Decius - - 277
England, coins found in various parts of - 229
....M...M Cedoaldo and Offa, kings of - 2G3

England, Lucius, a doubtful king of -

English guineas and pennies
EngrailmenI, a ring of dots

Enlarger, an agnomen of Antoninus Pius

Ennery's Catalogue, a probable error in

Epicteius, his lamp
Epigram on a Cappadocian
Epitaph on Maxiniinus

of Gordianus Pius -

Epilhai.viium by Gallienus -

Epnlones, overseers of the Lectisternia

E</uatores monetarum, adjusters of money

Pafe
204
xix

xiv

125
245

X
117
238
257
290
146
vii

Equestrian statue, a reverse of Anlcninus Pius 124
ofM. Aurelius - - 135

Equi-cerous of the scholiast - - 273
Eqviria, or games sacred to Mars - - 260
Equity and Justice dislinguishcd •- - 170

description of ... 230
Equus bellator, or charger . - . 266
Erasmus on Spes - . _ _ 192
Ergastula, horrid receptacles for slaves - 47
Eridanus, only river represei.led in the heavens 227
Erizzo, error of - - - - xii

on the sign of Taurus - - 195
Eros, the winged cupid . - _ J98
Esculapius, the god of health 167, 177, 194
Este, the eagle of - - - - 185
Eternal City, an epithet of Rome - - 267
Eternity, a type of Rome's age - . 268
Ethiopia, dreadful plague, probably from thence 286
Etrurians invented the curule chair - - 273
Etruscans, borrowed from by the Romans . 25
Etruscilla, known only by coins and marbles 278

estimation of her medals - ib.

her features described - - 279
Etruscus, a name of Herennius - - 279
Euphrates on a medal of Trajan - - 89
Euripides on garlands - - - 166
Eusebius writes on a miraculous tempest - 13U

on piety .... 223
commends J. Mamaea's piety - 235
his opinion of Caligula - - 28

„.... on the ashes of Trajan - - 88
„.... on Dacia - - - - 87

on the public works of Caracalla - 194
on Macrinus and Diadumenian - 207

^.... on the character of Elagabalus - 212
on Alexander's character - - 226
on the death of Gordianus Pius - 256
on the death of the Philips - 263

.,. on the apotheosis of Decius - 275
.M confounds Hostilian with Callus - 282
., oa the death of .£ioilian • - 299
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Evangelist, the, on tribute money - - xii

Exactor, the second in the Mint - - vii

Exaggeration satirized by Lucian - - 151

EX. A. P. Ex A rgento Publico - - 8
Exercitut Manretanicus, a reverse of Hadrian 107

7?A«(ictts, a reverse of Hadrian - 109
Daciciis, a reverse of Hadrian - 311

Exergum, or Exergue - . . xiv

Ex Orantio Apollinis, a legend of Philip Senior '2()4

Exped. Aug. a leverse of Hadrian - - 100
Expeditio Judaica, a forged reveree of Hadrian six

Exploratory crown • - - - 30
Ex S. C. an elephant biga, reverse of Faustina Sen. 128

a Hiule.Thensa, reverse of Faustina Sen. ib.

.... Senatus Consulto, a reverse of Marciana 93
Exsnperatorius, epithet assumed by Commodus 159
Eye on ship's bows, custom of placing the - 4
Ezekiel on sun worshippers - - - 215

Fahia Orestilla, wife of the elder Gordian - 244
Fubric, proportions and workmanship of a medal xv
Family Coins, their value as a series - 'xviii

Fasces, synonimous with consulship - 282
Fascia, a term used for legend - - xiii

Factions in the theatres of Rome - - 268
Fadilla, daughter of Marcus Aurelius, murdered 191
Fair wind, a symbol of felicity - - 100

sex propitiated by chariot-driving - 239
jFa/j(arJi of the XVIth century - - 74

introduced many Gordiani Africani - 247
False money of Caracalla - . . 194
Fascia tibiales, or leg ornaments of ^sculapius 194
Fasti, the name of Macrinus struck from the - 209
Fathers, the senators ... 220
Faustina Sen. h'trth, marriage, death, deification 127

her beauty and licentiousness - ib.

». M estimation of her medals - ib.

her portrait described - ib.

Faustina Jun. her parentage, marriage, and death 141
gross licentiousness - - 142

•M.. ..> estimation of her medals - ib.

her countenance described - 143
Fear consecrated - - - - 1 80
Feather worn by Roman messengers . 281
Feciales, messengers of war - - 20
Fecunditas, a type introduced by Faustina Jun. 154

female, globe, &c. reverse ofJ.Domna 189
confounded with Tellus - - ib.

said to be a reverse of Plautilla - 198
^u^.femalestanding, rev.ofEtruscilla279

AugusttB, a reverse of J. Mamsea 236
Temporum, a reverse of Orbiana 238

Fecundity prized by the Komaus - - 144

Paje

Fecundity Atf\ntA by the Archbishop of Tarragona 154
a French Eucyclop^diste 189

Felic. Aug. galley with 6 rowers, rev. of L. Verns 150
Praetorian galley, reverse of Verus 313

Felicit. Public, a female, reverse of Titus - 310
Felicitas, female with lance, rev. of Albinus - 180

a common rev. of the medalets of Decius 275
Deorum, a denarius of Mariniana . 297
Perpetua, a reverse of J. Mamasa - 236
Publico, sedent female, rev. of J. Mamaea ib.

female, reverse of Volusian 316
Temporum, a reverse of J. Mamaea 236

Felicitali Aug. legend of 3 medals of Hadrian 100,101
100
158

187
247
xix

256
106
xvi

158

Felicity typified by fair winds
Felix, a title first assumed by Commodus

an epithet assumed by Carthage
Fenelon on Mars and Bellona

Festina Unte, a forged reverse of Augustus
Festns, on the death of Gordianus Pius

Fibula, or buckle _ . -

Ficoroni wrote on lead money
Fictts Ruminalis venerated

Fidei Leg. female with an ensign, rev. of Severus 184
Fides, her province and attire - 92, 213

August, a reverse of Plotina . .92
Exercit. of D. Julianus, questionable - 172
jEj-erci/M J, female with standards,Elagab. 213

4 standards, rev. of Philip Sen.2t)5

Militum, a reverse of Maximinus - 239
female & two standards,Valerian 295
an equestrian, rev. Gordianus P. 315
horseman, &c. rev. Gordianus P. ib.

itfa7«a, a reverse of Balbinus - 251
Provinciarum, a legend in Du Choul 205
Public, two hands joined, rev. of Balbinus25l

Field, the surface or area - - . xv
File-marks not always a sign of spuriousness - xx
Finance, state of, under Macrinus . 206
Fire of Rome, precautions taken by Nero - 42
Firmicus quoted . - - - 78
Fisci Judaivi C'alumnia sublata, rev. of Nerva ib.

Fiscus Judaicus, a heavy exaction - - ib.

Fisher, Catharine, the mother of Gruter - 281
Flammeum, a veil used at weddings - . 154
Flando, Feriundo, meaning of - - 9
/"/aH*, the pieces of metal for stamping - xx
Flaturarii, melters of metals - - vii

Flavian Amphitheatre, a reverse of Titus - fi3

dimensions of > ib.

reverse of Alexander 229
Flaxman, the Sculptor, a medallist - - vii

/'7ee(s q/" /^ome, strictures on the - - ix
Flies torment the Roman army - - 86
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jF/orM, figured a medal of Julia - - 11

Florus jeers Hadrian _ _ - 102
Flower of a medal, its patina - - xv

Cabinet, medals in highest perfection 258
Flute double, still used in Sardinia - - 165

Follis, a brass coin of the Lower Empire - xvi

Fops of Rome - - - - 2-29

Forensis a particular toga - - - 255
/"or/icu/a, or shears - - - - 288
Forgeries, shameless ones - - - xix

oj^ Julius Ceesar^s medals - - 3
by plating metals - - - 5
from the denarii • . _ 245

/or< Z)uci, a reverse of M. Aurelius - 181
...' lied, sedent female, reverse of Geta - 314

Reduci, Fortune seated, reverse of Albinus 181

Fortissimus, an epithet assumed by Maximinus 237
Fortitude typified under Virtus - • 247
Fortitudo, not represented on imperial medals 273
Fortuna Manenti, a reverse of Commodus - 159
Fortuna Augusti, a reverse of Nerva - .76

Mobilis, contrasted with Manenti - 159
Muliebris honoured by Faustina Jun. 181

obsequens, a reverse of Antoninus Pius 120
Fortuna Opsequens, reverse of Antoninus Pius 312

P. R. a reverse of Nerva - _ 77
Virilis worshipped by Servius Tullus 181

Fortune, the Goddess described - - 76
and Hope, a reverse of TElius - 114

Forum Trajani, a reverse of Trajan - 87
Franks, their first appearance in history - 295
Froelich on the children of Plautilla - 198
Frontal diadem, a female ornament - 91
Front, the obverse - - - - xv
/'V«g^«i- accep/«, in the secular games - - 69
Frumentarian tessera, a type of Liberalitas - 61

*«/>/:)/y attended to by Commodus 161
Fucinus, a lake partly drained by Claudius - 33
Fu/gentius, his error respecting Venus Victrix 236
Fulmen, a.n attribute of supreme power xiv, 122

a legionary symbol - - 139
assigned to Juno and Minerva - 181

i-'w/ufa /'ia, the mother of Severus - - ib.

Fumiis vendere, a traffic in offices - - 231
Funales, the outer horses of a quadriga - 239
Funera indictiva of the great - - 140
i^M?icra/ ccrewfonifA, importance of . 125,140
Furies the, representfd on a coin of Otacilia 270
Fusarii, melters of metals - - - vii

Gabal, or El Gabal, a Phoenician God - 209
(iaela, head-dress of the women of - - 127
Galatia governed by Balbinus - - 249

Page
Galba, his parentage, employments, and death 45

defrauded of Livia's legacy - - ib.

his character - - - ib, 46
estimation of his medals - . ib.

his features described - - ib.

Galen, quoted on brass , . _ wiii
G'a/<?ria /><nf/ano, wife of Vitelli us - - 52

Valeria, her coin explained by Hardouin 236
Galerius Antoninus, his parentage and death 129

his aspect described - ib.

Galley, the type of Fehcity - - - 100
government - - 101

Gain, or priests of Cybele - - - 144
Galliena, supposed first wife of Valerian - 297

Augusta, obv. of an aureus of Gallienus 300
medal of, kuown only to Goltzius - 305

Ga//ifn««, his birth, elevation, and death - 298
unfeeling conduct regarding his father ib.

his sensuality, ability, and cruel acts 299
.. estimation of his medals - - 300

his features described - - ib.

f. purchases Pipara as a concubine • 302
favours the Christians - - 308

Ga//?/5, aname of Trebonianus - - 284
Gamhello, a dextrous forger - - xx
Games exhibited by Antoninus Pius - - 124
Gannys murdered by £lagabalu$ - - 208
Ganymede, his office plied by Vulcan - 294
Garland of Phrygia . . - 108
Garlands borrowed from Greece - - 166
Ga^trci/og'y of the Romans - - - 210
Gaul visited by Hadrian . - - 106

divided into Comata,Cisalpina,Narbonensis 302
Gaulish Mercury ... - 181
Gazelle, a corruption of Ghazal - - 268
Gemina, alludes to levies - - - 184
Gemonite, the place where bodies were dragged to 32
Gen, Illyrici, a revei-se of Decius - - 276

Aug. Felic, a reverse of Commodus - 313
Genesareth, lake of - - - - 61
Gentemqne togatam - - . - 255
Genetrix Orbis, a compliment to Livia - 11
Genetyllit, a vocation of Diana - - 143
Genii, inferior to the Lares - - - 276
Genio Senattis, a reverse of Antoninus Pius - 118
Genius Mxercitus Illyriciani, a reverse of Decius 277
Genius P. R. an obverse of Gallienus - 301

of Rome, ridiculed by Prudentius - 302
Geography illustrated by medals - - v
Germnnia Capta, a reverse of Domitian - 68

iuiac^a, a reverse of M. Aurelius - 137

Germanicus, his birth, honours, splendid career 23
bis death imputed to poison - 24
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Gertitanicus, kainiiigand unparalleled excellence 24
his public funeral - - ib.

„; posthumous honours - - 25
estimation of his medals - ib.

, his aspect described - - ib.

on the nurse of Jove - - 301

GWo'f consecration-medal, only known to Occo 200
his parentage, employments, and death - 199

his character, and hatred of his brother - ib.

estimation of his medals - - 200
his features described - - - ib.

Geticus, a proposed epithet for Caracalla - 197

Ghazdl, the original of Gazelle - - 208

Ghosts rarely appear in Roman story - - 27G

Giaur Manguri, or infidel's money - - 228

Gibbon, his summary of Augustus - - 5
on Marcus Aurelius - . _ 132

his remark on Tilleinont - - 264

^ on Didius Julianus . - _ 172

on the peace purchased by Gallus - 284
on the victory of iEmilian - - 291

why he followed Herodian in Alexander 226

Gifford, Mr. on a medal of Antoninus Pius - xi

his medallic ignorance inexcusable xi

Gilt medal, of a particular import - - 300
GJrrf/e of Venus - - - - 143
Gladiators, 2000 fought in the games of Philip 267
G/adii Drusiani, why sharp swords were so called 18

Globe, an error respecting one - - 221

in the hands of kings, misapplied - 260
its object on medals . - _ 305

Gloria inferior to Honos - - - 118

a legend unknown in the higher empire 249
GloricB Exercilus, of Gordianus Afr. doubted ib.

Goat-skin whips used in the worship of Juno 279
Goethe, his medal whence copied - - 129
Gold Coinage, most exposed to theft - - vi

Dust, used in the hair . - - 299
worshipped through all ages - - 301

Goltzius, coin of Sulpicia Memmia, a forgery 225
..^ his medals of Marcius and Hostilianus 263

his medal of Severus Hostilianus, false 282
his medal of Perpenna - - 284
his coin of ^milian suspected - 290

Good Luck, its benefit to a warrior - 265
Success, a Deity ... 276

Gord»ani/*^yr. Sen. descent, birth, employments 243
^„ elevation, brief reign, death 244

talents, character, and family ib

^ estimation of his medals - 245
„ his aspect described - ib

coins different from his son's ib

..„. « Jwn.parentage, employments, death 246

Page
Gordianus Afr. Jun. person and disposition - 246

large library bequeathed to him ib.

estimation of his medals - 247
his countenance described - ib.

Gordianus Pius, his birth, elevation, and death 256
his attainments and character 257
estimation of his medals 258
his countenance described - ib.

Gorgon's Head, worn as an amulet - 42
Gospel, The, Denarius quoted in - - xii

Gotifreda, a Roman medallist - - 233
Greek Imperial, with head of a Roman Emperor xvii

seldom met in the Lower Empire 306
Greek mythic System, absurd - - ib.

Griffin, represented on a reverse of Gallienus - 301
Gruler, on the coinage of Rome - - vii

« on Ops .... 123
on inscriptions _ _ . 184
his admirable skill in philology - 281
his inscription on Hostilian - . 283
on the daughter of Salonina - - 302

Gubernator of a galley ... IQO
Guineas, their purity _ . xix.

Hadrian, absurd error respecting - . ri

extraction, birth, elevation, and death 95
his death-song - _ . ib.

his ambiguous character - 95, 97
his travels, munificence, and public acts 96
estimation of his medals - - 07
his aspect described - - 98
omission of the name of Trajan - 100
disciplines the army - - 101
introduces pioneers, and a staff-corps 102
his retort upon Florus - - ib.

indifference respecting climate and food 101
'* wall, in Britain ... J04

Hair powdered with gold dust - - 299
Halley, the astronomer, a medallist . - vii

Hall, Bishop, quoted - . _ 173
Hamilton, W. R. Esq. his liberality - - 93
Hand on the head, a symbol of sleep - - 283

from the clouds, on medals - - 297
Hannibal, no medal of him - - x
Haranguing the Army, a customary practice 194
Hardouin, error of - - - - xii

quoted as paradoxical - - 32
on a legend of Hadrian - - 99
on the letter L to Greek numerals - 233
on a coin of Galeria Valeria - 236
on Venus Victrix and Mars Victor - ib.

in error respecting the Carpi - 266
/far/«'e//ifoMse, meridian marks at - 43
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Hasta pura, why so called - - 273
Hauslrum described _ _ . I33
Havercamp, his opinion of a singular tripod - 81

his opinion on a medal of Trajan 82
on a coin of Matidia - - 94
on the Discipulina of Hadrian - lOl
jon a coin of Hadrian - - 109

«........—...... ou a coin of Antoninus Pius - 124

^ ^ on an iEternitas of Faustina Junior 145
.^.»....^ on a medal of Geta - - 201

on the quadriga of Alexander - 231
.„ describes Greek medal of Gord. Afr. 245

on a medal of Gordianus Afr. Jun. 247
Hawkush, or goad - - - 93
Haym on a medal of Diaduraenian - - 206
Hecate, a name of Diana - - 143
Helena, her type of security - - 245
Helmet held by Venus as an attribute - 236
Henpecking, ancient remedy against - 145
Herculaneum and Pompeii destroyed - GO
Hercul. Romano Aug. a club, rev. of Commodus 163
Hercules, his offices - - - - ib.

... „ „.. and Bac<7i«5 crowning Caracalla& Geta 201
and Cactis, a reverse of Antoninus Pius 120

Herculi Commodiuno, sacrifice, rev. of Commodus IG2
Romano Aug. reverse of Commodus - 1G4

Herennia, a name of Etiuscilla - - 278
Hercnnius, his parentage and elevation - 279

his death and deification - - 280
..„ estimation of his medals - - ib.

his features described - - ib.

//ermetes, or Termini ... 138
Hcrodian on Marcia's plot - - - 156

on the character of Pertinax - 168
on Manlia Scantilla - - 173
on the health of Caracalla _ 195
on the character of Macrinus - 203
the versifier of, on Alexander - 224
prejudiced against Alexander - 226
criticised . . _ . 2-32

prejudiced against J. Mamaea - 235
on the countenance of Maximinus - 239

Herodotus on the Ibis ... 103
, on the plunder of a temple at Ascalon 221

Heruli, a paity of, nearly surprise Salonina - 30.3

Heijne, on a coin of Fadilla . _ _ 242
JlialHs in the Augustan writers - - 2G3
JJigliwai/, how personified - - - 88
Hiiaria, or feasts at births - . 175
Hilarilas P. R. a reverse of Hadrian - 109

Tempor. a female, reverse of D. Clara 175
Ilijipocampiis, represented on a coin of Gallienus 301
Hippopvtumns represented on a medal of Hadrian 108

Page
Hippotigris, probably the zebra - - 194
/fij;}an/a, a reverse of Hadrian - - 105

Clunia Sulp. a legend of Galba - 48
Historic doubts - - - - ix

History indebted to medals - - - v
Hog, why sacrificed to Tellus - - 71

a figure of a, erected in Jerusalem - 106
Holiness, the epithet whence derived - 304
Holland, Philemon, epigram on - note, 62
Holy cross substituted for the usual sceptre - 239
Holyday, Dr. on the cruelty of Severus - 183

his poetic rapture - - 294
f/onori/iugf. a reverse of Antoninus Pius - 118
Honorius celebrates the Ludi Triumphales - 266
Honos, personification of - - - 1 18

a togated figure, reverse of M. Aurelius 312
rev, of M. Aurelius alluding to his youth 133

Honos el Virtiis, a reverse of Galba - - 310
//ope anrf i^or/MHe, a reverse of .^iius - 114
Horace, wrote an ode on Drusus Senior - 21

his master-piece the Secidar Hymn - 70
invokes Toitune - - - 76
on Fides - - - 92
on the eagle of Jove - - 93
on the lance ... 107
on glory .... US
on the ghost of Arcbytas - - 126
makes a vow _ _ . 136
on carrying images _ - . I40
on Diana as Luna - - _ I45
on the lectisternia ... 145
on Fortuna Manentis - - 159
on the garlands worn at Festivals - 166
on public joy ... 171
on the temple of Vesta - - 189
sneers at Britain _ . . J93
on the efifects of envy - - 252
on plenty . - . _ 259
fine lines on the uncertainty of life - 272
on Roman chastity - - 279
on decency of female dress - - 304
on Roman degeneracy - - 308

f/ortc, or nymphs of the air - - - I45
//orosco/e of J uha Domiia ... igg
Horse, a noble one on No. CCXXl. - - 124

a fine one of M. Aurelius - - 135
Horses wild, forty killed in the games of Philip 2G7
Hostilia Severa, the wife of Gallus - 284

the medal of her doubted - 285
Hostilianus , his parentage, elevation, and death 282

confused evidence respecting him ib.

estimation of his medals - ib.

his aspect described - • 283
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/foanJ, an attribute of autumn - - lo3
Husbands invoke MHN . - _ I45
Hytenas, ten exhibited in the games of Philip 267
Hydraulic organ, invented by Nero - note, 44
Hygieia invoked in Terence's Hecyra - 167

Ibis represented on a coin of Hadrian - - 103

or stork Antoninus Pius - 312
Gallitnus - 3«il

Idcea, a tiame of Cybele - . - 144
Ignobilis, an order - - - - 84

Immunity from holding- public office - - 257

/??//j. /?ece/><. a reverse of Claudius - - 35
Imperator made a supreme title » - 4

refused as a praenomen by Claudius 33
continued also as a military distinction 89

,... Villi, a reverse of Trajan - ib.

II. Biitan. reverse of Antoninus P. 120
rendered Emp. after Conyers Middleton 273

Imperial Greek, the head of a Roman Emperor xvii

jnerfa/*, struck under Roman Emperors v

Impiety, the designation of early Christianity 282
Implements 0/ coining, rev. of a consular coin 301
Impostor ludicrously punished - - 299
Improvisatore, applied to Balbinus - - 251
Impurus, a name given to the body of Elagabalus 209
/rtc««e, a description of one - - - 17

no forged one known - - - ib.

Index Expurgatorius, suggested by Caligula 32
Indulgentia Aug. a reverse of Antoninus P. 124

Augg. in Hartli. rev. of Severus - 186
and Munijicentia distinguished - 187

Inedita, unpubUshed medals - - . 274
InJ'ants presented before Juno Lucina - 144
In/ortunat us, thus l.aetus styled himself - 291
/ng-f«utt5, one of the Thirty Tyrants - - 307
Inspruck, a Napoleon medal, whence copied - 25
Inscription, that which is written across the field xv

Int. Urb. S. C in a garland, rev. of Gallienus 301
Invicto Imperatori Tropceum, rev. of P. Niger 177
Invictus Sacerdos Aug. a rev, of Elagabalus 214
Invictus, an epithet assumed by Maximinus - 237
/. O, M. on a triumphal arch, a reverse of Trajan 85

Sponsor Sec. Aug. rev. of Commodus 162
Iphigenia of Euripides - - . 166
Isidore, respectable, though not ancient authority 273
/*;» anrf Oiir j.v on a reverse of Commodus - 164
Isis-Pharia venerated by Caracalla - - 193
Isidorus on money - - - - xii

Iso-politan franchise obtained by Singara - 262
Issachar compared to a strong ass - - 277
Italia, a reverse of Antoninus Pius - - 121

personification and attributes - - ib.

Jaculatrix, an epithet of Minerva - - 133

Page
Jacob, his blessing upon Issachar - - 277
Jamesl. assumes the style of sacred majesty . 306
Janus, his temple closed by Nero - - 43

....Vespasian - 55
hifrons, on a reverse of Commodus - 160
temple of, thrown open, A. D. 241 - 260
bifrons, a reverse of Antoninus Pius - 311

Jena of the Napoleon series, whence copied - 83
Jerbah, the Isle of Wight of Barbary - 284
Jerome St. claims Philip Senior as a christian 264
Jerusalem, anachronism on its conquest - 01

desolated under Hadrian - 106
Jews, great slaughter of - - 61, 106
Job on sun worship - - - 215

Behemoth and Leviathan - - 271
Jobert on the tortoise, as an attribute of Venus 143

on the double Cornucopia; - - 2.34

on a medal of Antoninus Pius - 266
Johnston on the efficacy of serpents - - 167
Jol, or Caisarea in Mauretania - -14
Josephus quoted on Antonia - - 22

praises Domitia - - 73
only mentions a fight on LakeGenesareth61

Jotapianus, his medals follow those of Marinus 272
Jovi Cons. Aug. a goat, reverse of Gallienus 301

Conservatori protecting Macrinus - 205
Jupiter and Emp. rev. of Commodus 314

Crescenti, a reverse of Saloninus - 305
Exsuper. a reverse of Commodus - 159
Juveni, a reverse of Commodus - - .313

Prtesidi Orbis, a reverse of P. Niger - 177
Statori, a reverse of Gordianus Africanus 259
Ullori, a reverse of Gallienus - 316
Victori, a reverse of Uomitian - 71

Jovis Armiger, the eagle ... 14^
Propugnator, a reverse of Alexander - 232

y?«6e«<ai', reverse of a denarius of Gallienus - 302
Jud, Cap. a reverse of Titus - - 61
Judaa, personification and symbols - - 106

Emperor and two captives, reverse of Titus 310
Capta reverse of medals of Vespasian 57

Jvgales, the two centre horses of a quadriga - 239
Jugata, two heads, side by side - - xv
Julia [Aug.Jil.] birth, marriages, and death - 13

character and miserable fate 13, 14
estimation of her medals - ib.

her countenance described - ih.

[Till fil.) parentage, marriage, and death (54

estimation of her medals . ib.

her features described - ib.

Domna, birth, horoscope, marriage, death 188
her beauty, talents, and depravity ib.

estimation of her medals . )89
- probably wore a wig - - 190

2 z
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J^w/Ja Z>07«na, her aspect described - - 189

has charge of the public records 190

Soesmias, her parentage and marriage - 219
probably of the family of Sohemus ib.

her death and profligate character 220
sits in the Senate - - ib.

„ „ estimation of her medals - ib.

her bust described - - ib.

M<esa, her connexions and origin of name 221
her address, judgment, and merit 222
her death in old age - - ib.

estimation of her medals - ib.

her features described - - ib.

MamtEa, parentage, marriage, and children 234
educates Alexander with great care ib.

character, assassination, deification 235
estimation of her medals - ib.

her features described - - 23G
Julian, the apostate, quoted on Augustus - 5

eulogizes Plotina - - - 91
on Marcus Aurelius - - 131, 132
on the uxorious grief of M. Aurelius - 142
on the character of Commodus - 155
on the cruelty of Severus - - 183
on the character of Geta - - 200
on Macrinus - - - - 202
ou the character of Elagabalus - 211
on sun worship . . _ 215
reason of his prejudice against Alexander 226

J II Hum Sidus, or Caesaris Astrum - - 3
Jnliiis Casar, an antiquary - - - x

his birth, parentage, and death 1

his qualities and prowess - ib.

his effigies first stamped during life 2
., and Pompcy compared - ib.

estimation of his medals - 3
on the Alee - - - 273
published the debates of the Senate 287

C'c/iZ/o/j/iMi', his history - - 116
„ (iullienus, medals involved in uncertainty 305

F/wf/f.r, a soldier of spirit - - 44
Jnniu Fadilla, betrothed to Maximus - 242
Junior and Senior, applied to females, questioned 37
Junius i'ordus, on the death of Gordianus Pius 258
Juno, her popularity ... 174

absurd ceremony of her worship - 279
Augvsta, sedenl female, rev. of J. Mamrea 315
Conservatrix, a reverse of Julia Mamaea 235

a reverse of Otacilia - 269
Lticina, infants presented before her - 144
il/ar/ia/w venerated ... HI
Regina, how represented - - ib.

of D. Julianas, questionable - 172
» female with peacock, rev. M. Scant. 174

Page

Jimo Regina, veiled female, rev. of Salonina - 304
Junones, the tutelary deities of women - 174
Junoni Conservatrici Augusta, rev. of Salonina 303

Luciufc, sedent female, rev. of Lucilla 153
seated female, rev. of Domna 314

Martiali, female, peculiar to Gallus - 286
a circular temple, Volusian - 288
her worship - - 289

iJcg'intE, a reverse of Sabina - - 111
a throne, rev. of Faustina Sen. 312

SispitcE, a reverse of Antoninus Pius - 119
personification of - - ib.

reverse of Commodus - 314
Jupiter ridiculed by Lucian - - 233

Capitolinus sacrificed to, by commanders 287
Conservator, description of - - 205
Custos, defined by Seneca - - 85
infernus et Stygius - - 270
Pluvius, De Sarmatis of M. Aurelius - 126

Jus Jmaginis, privilege granted to statesmen - 84
//a/icum, its privilege - . - 187

Justice and Equity distinguished - 170, 230
Justitia, inscribed to a portrait of Livia - 10

personified ... - 110
Aug. a reverse of Hadrian - - 109
Augusti, female, reverse of Alexander 230

Jus Togce, the right of fire and water - 255
ywi^M^, a surname of P. Niger - - 175
t/uKe»ia/, on the phalerae of a horse - - x

pendentisque dei - - - ib.

on silver coins - - - xi

on the fate of Sejanus - - 15
satirizes the deification of Claudius, note 32
on Hippia - - - 63
on ladies' fondness of the circus note, ib.

lashes the versatility of Palphurius qq
satirizes the cruelty of Domitian - ib.

ridicules fortune - - - 77
on the cupidity of the Romans - 85
on the temple of Concord - 1 12

a passage on Mars - - 120
on the ivory sceptre - - 134
on funeral perfumes - - 140
on Pudicitia ... 223
on chariot driving - - - 239
on Mars Ultor . - - 260
on the temple of faith - - 265
on good luck - - - ib.

on the vanity of ancestry - - 265
on the Frumeutarian Tessera - 276
on Ulyria - - - 277
on a feathered letter - - 281
on Moneta _ > - 301
on the multitude of Gods - - 306
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Page

Juvcnis, the epithet of Gordianus Afr. Junior 247
Jtiventas, coin paid in her temple by adolescents 154

on a medal of Hostilian - - 283
a female, reverse of M. Aurelius - 312

Juvenilis, a reverse of M, Aurelius - - 133

Kappas, the three - - - - 117
KhelVs aureus of Gordianus Afri. Sen. doubted 244
Klaproth, his analysis of large brass coins - xvi

Knighls-errani, remarks on - - 157

L. preceding a Greek numeral - - 233
iaftarMm of a galley . _ - 100

intrusted to the Domeslici - - 290
Lambrequins, the pendant flaps of the lorica - 151

Ladies, their mania for theatres - - 63
Lcelianus, Lollianus, or JElianus, a tyrant - 307
Lalilia, in a garland, a reverse of Commodus 163

female with garland, &c. rev. of Crispina 160
described - - - - ib.

her various epithets - - 170
Aug. N, a reverse of Gordianus Pius - 315
fundata, a reverse of Philip Senior - 266
temporum, a female, rev. of Pertinax 170

Lestus on the reign of Gallus and Volusiau - 288
, on the contract with barbarians - 291

Lampoon cruelly punished - _ - 196
Lampridius on the titles of Commodus - 157

on the destructiveness of Commodus 158
on Isis - - - - 164
on Elagabalus - . - 210
punning error on Alexander - 224-

on the donatives of Alexander - 227
on the baths of Alexander - 230

•. on the consulship of Alexander - 231
criticized ... 232

- on the wife of Alexander - 233
Lance, an emblem of divinity - - 85
Lararia, inferior places of worship - - 289
Lares, superior to genii . _ _ 276
Large-brass coinage ends with the Upper Emp. 306

series, importance of the - - viii

or Sestertii, a valuable series, xv, xvi

analysis of - - - ib

marvellous variety of reverses - xvii

Xarge^^ef distinguished from Congiaria - 41
Laticlavium, a robe - _ . 105
Latten, in Dn Cange, synonimous with Orichalcum xv
Launedda of Sardinia, the ancient Tibiae - 165
Laurel Crown, the emblem of an Emperor - 101

a charm against lightning and poison 246
wreath on modern heads, an absurdity 275

Laxce braccce of the Phrygians - - 151
Lead Money, probably trial pieces - - xvi

Pago
Lear, his exclamation on a thankless child - 296
Lectislernia, or beds for the Gods . - 70

or religious feasls - - 146
Lectula, a little bed ... - 144
Leg. XIIII. Gctn. M. V. a reverse of Severus 184
Legend, that which is written round a medal - xv

of a medal, also called Fascia - 5
the soul of a medal - - 200

Legio Fulminatrix - - - 31
Fulminans, story of - - 139

Leo Lewis, the Paduan forger - - 142
Z.eg'/ora, its derivation and various amount - 184
Leones mansiieti mentioned by Capitolinus - 267
Leopards, 30 exhibited in the games of Philip ib.

Lepida, the wife of Galba - - - 45
no coins of her known - - 46

Lepidus, his coins mentioned - - 5
Leptis Magna, birth place of Severus - 181

excavated by the author in 1810 185
Z-ei/eri, falling off in their execution - 285
Leunclavius, on the biidge of Trajan - 82
Leviathan, or crocodile of Job - - 271
Lex Majestatis, abolished by Nerva - - 75
Lib. Aug. Villi, a reverse of Caracalla - 194
Libella, a reduced As ... xii

Liberalitas Aug. VII. rev. of Marcus Aurelius 139
Aug. figures, reverse of Maximinus 239
Aug. several figures, rev. of Decius 276
Augg. III. two'Philips, PhiHp Jun. 273
Augg. 111. female, rev. of Valerian 295
Augusti, figures, rev. of Alexander 227
Augusti 1111. figures, Gordianus P. 259
Augusti nil. figures, Alexander 315
.<4!/^tt*<on<»j, figures, Balbinus - 251

figures, Pupienus - 254
nonum of Caracalla, its estimation 194

Liberalitij, a public donation - - 259
Liberi Aug. of Crispina, doubted - - 166
Libertas Aug. a female, rev. of Treb. Gallus - 316

„ Augusti, a reverse of Galba - 47
.,..„ female, reverse of Elagabalus 315

Publico, a reverse of Galba - 47
., a reverse of Nerva - 76

Restituta, a reverse of Galba - 47
Liberty of Conscience established by Nerva - 75
Lihitina, deaths recorded in her temple - 154
Libra, the constellation - . _ 170
Libralis, or As Libralis - - - xii

Licinius Stolo, the triumvir - - .9
Lightning, ancient notion respecting - 7
Lion, an emblem of Cybele . - _ 190

with a fulmen, reverse of Caracalla - 196
a reverse of Philip Senior - - 267

Lions, 00 exhibited in the games of Philip - ib.
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Page

Lisbon, medals found at - - - 228
Lituus described .... I33
Liityerses of Phrygia ... 108
Livia complimented by Augustus - - 5

Drusilla, birth, marriages, and death - 9
character and conduct 9, ]0
quarrels with Tiberius - 10
estimation of her medals - ib.

her aspect described - ib.

Livian mine, fine copper of the - - 1

1

JLivi/ on Roman vanity . - . xviii

on the woiship of Pudicitia - - 223
on the temple of Salus ... 167

Locupletatori Orbis Terrarum, rev. of Hadrian 99
Loliia Paulina, her beauty and extravagance 30

medal imputed to her, false - ib.

her head insulted by Agrippina J. 37
Lollianus, /E/ianus, or Lalianus, a tyrant - 307
Lol/ins Urbicus defeats the Britons . - 120
London, its monument - - .89
JLora, a spurious wine ... 101

Lorica, a laminated one ... 157
a part of the armour - . 137

Louis le Grand, his infamous order - . 299
Lucan enumerates the types of divinity - 8

on the reptiles ol Lybia - - 103
on the Nile - . . - 108

„ on the planet Mercury - . 281
Ltician on the lamp of Epictetus - . x

on Mineiva jaculatrix - - 134
satirizes Roman exaggeration . - 151
his false prophet _ . . 190
parodies, the episode of Endymion - 195
lashes the false prophet - . 204
on Venus .... 221
on spurs .... 124
ridicules Jupiter . - - 233
stigmatizes Apollo ... 292
ridicules the multitude of gods - 306

Z.«c/7/a, wife of jElius, no medals of her - 114

^KH/a, birlh, marriages, exile, and death 152
vanity, beauty, and profligacy 152, 153
estimation of her medals - - 1-53

her countenance described - - ib.

Lucina, infants presented before her - - 144

Lucius, a doubtful king of England - . 204
ferns pelts drinking- glasses . . xiii

Vitellius, father of the Emperor, coins of 52
rVrMJ, his parentage, birth, and adoption 148

his elevation, marriage, and death 149
debaucheries and gluttony ib. 150
estimation of his medals - ib.

Iiis aspect described - - ib.

his effeminate cruize - - 151

Pape
/<f<crc/i«5 invokes Venus Genetrix - -112

on the Corona Turrita - - 144
Lucullus, an antiquary . - - x
hud. Sfcc. reverse of medals of Domitian 68 to 71
Ludi Circenses - - - - 127

their 9th and last celebration - 26G
Maximi, celebrated by Nero - note, 40
Saculares, description of - 68 to 71
Triumphales, celebrated by Honorius . 266
Trojfe described ... 157

Lugdunum, coins struck at - - - 179
Luna, a name of Diana ... 143
Lupa, a nick-name for harlots . • 122
Luxuria, not represented upon Roman medals 270
Lybia, reptiles of - - . - 103
Lycabas, a poetical term for year - . 2-33

Lynx, an attribute of Bacchus . . 185
Lyons, the altar of, supposed representation - 16
Lyrbe, in Pamphylia, coin of . . 270

Macellinus, a nickname of Macrinus - . 203
Maceltum, a reverse of Nero - - 43
Macrianus, an Egyptian conjuror - . 293

one of the thirty tyrants . - 307
Macrinus, extraction, birth, and employments 202

, marriage, elevation, and death - ib.

contradictory accounts of his character ib.

he consults the Sortes Homericae 203
estimation of his medals - - ib.

his countenance described . 204
purchases peace from the Parthians ib.

state of his treasury - - 206
Macrobius, quoted by Baudelot - - 42

on Osiris ... 164
Meecia Faustina, daughter of the Elder Gordian 244

no coin of her known . ib.

Maffei published an inscription on Etruscilla - 278
Magister morum, the censor - - - 53
Magnanimitas, not represented on imperial medals 273
Magnia Vrbica, a small brass coin cited - 220
Mulidut, an elephant driver - - - 93
j17a/aria patients attended to by Juno Sispita - 119
Malleatores, those who struck the coin - vii

Mallia, an error of Spartian's for Manila . 174
Malta, hoard of medals found at . . 228
Mamias, on a reverse of J. Mama^i, a puzzle . 235
Manetho on Osiris .... 164

tampered with by Pezron - . 2G7
iV/a«/ia .S'can/j7/a, obscurity of her history . 173

estimation of her medals - ib.

her appearance described . I74
Manilius on the globe - - - 128

on the constellation Ara - - 169
on the constellation Libra - - 170
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AIaniliiis, on the torrid zone - - - 186
Manipulus, the military standard - - 243

represented on a reverse of Philip 265
Manners and customs illustrated by medals - v

Marcia, concubine of Com. favours Christianity 155
put to death by Did. Julianus - 156

Furnilla, coin attributed to her - 61

Marciana, her death and deification - - 92
,„., her excellent character - ib.

estimation of her medals - ib.

her bust described - - 93
Marcms raised to the purple - - 263
„ a coin of him by Goltzius - - ib.

it/arco Po/o, on the gall of snakes - - 167
Marcomanni defeat Domitian - - 71

a warlike people - - 136
Marcus Aurel. describes Antoninus Pius - 116

games given by his predecessor 125

„„^ parentage, birth, and adoption 130
„ marriage, elevation, reign, death ib.

acquirements, habits, and acts 131
estimation of his medals - 133
his countenance described - ib.

« sells his valuables to carry on war 137
beset by warlike barbarians - 139

Mare, Horatian pun upon . . _ 170
Mariniana, wile of Valerian, unknown to history 296

died before her husband's captivity ib.

story of her treatment by Sapor, false 297
- estimation of her medals - ib.

her countenance described - ib.

Marinus saluted Emperor - - 263
his medals follow those of Philip Jun. 272

Marius, one of the thirty tyrants - - 307
Mark Anthony, his coins mentioned - - 5
Marriage, typified under the legend of Concord 121
Mars, his adoration .... 260

temple of, robbed - . - ib.

and Rhea, a reverse of Antoninus Pius 120
Victor, explained by Hardouin - 2-36

a reverse of V'itellius - - 53
deity and altar, reverse of Vespasian - 310
Mars marching, reverse of Elagabalus - 315

Marsig/i, his work on the Danube - - 82
Marsupium, or purse of Mercury - 138
Martem propugnalorem, reverse of Gordianus P. 200
Marti Pacifero. a reverse of Alexander - 227
itfar/ifl/ on the Flavian Amphitheatre - 63

fawned on Domitian - - 66
praises Nerva - - .74
on the olive crown - . - 105
on Murrhine vessels - - 150
on Salus - - - - 167

.,...., an epithet applied to Juno • - 269

Page
Martialis Juno venerated - - 111
Marlianus Cape/la on the solar rays - 232
Mat. Augg. Wlat.Sen. M.Patr. reverse of Domna 190
Mater, the title of first class goddesses - 144

Augg. Cybele drawn by lions, J. Domna 190
Castrorum, reverse of .lulia Mamaa - 235
Z)eM?n,Cyhele between lions,rev.of Sofemias 221
Patrice, a title given to Livia - - 10

Materialism of the Roman religion - - 306
Matidia, birth, marriage, and death unknown - 93

her excellent character - - 94
estimation of her medals - - ib.

her aspect described - - ib.

Matri Castrorum, reverse of Faustina Junior 147
female, rev. J. Domna 190

Magna, Cybele betw. lions, rev. Faust. J. 143
Mauretania, a reverse of Hadrian - - 107

visited by Hadrian - - ib

female standing, rev. of Antoninus P. 312
Maximinus, parentage, birth, and elevation - 237

assassinated before Aquileia - ib.

courage, cruelty, and character - ib.

size, prodigious strength, voracity 2.38

estimation of his medals - - 239
his physiognomy described - ib.

i^an.ofCapitolinus,improper for Max. 242
Maximus, parentage, birth, and advancement - 241

slain with his father - - 242
beauty, foppery, and character - ib.

estimation of his medals - - ib.

his aspect described - - ib.

confusion in this name with Pupienus 252
Mechanic's Institute founded by Pliny - 80
Medalets, a term improperly used - - 275
Medal and coin, synonimous in Numismatics - xiii

Medals, study of, misunderstood - - v
whether money or not - . xi

utility of their study - - v, vii, 306
beyond the power of the Senate - 214
restore Paulina in history - - 240
supply the history of Mariniana - 296

Medallions, probably not current money - xiii

Medicine slighted in Rome - - - 195
yet exceedingly profitable - - ib.

Medicus, a title assumed by Verus and Aurelius 151
Meditations of Marcus Aurelius - - 132
Medusa's head, worn as an amulet by Domitian 67

P. Valerian on - - 167
Megara, Alecto, and Tisiplione, rev. ofGordian 270
Metnmia, wife of Alexander, medal ascribed to 235
Memoria, its uiedallic meaning - - 27
Memorice Agrippina, reverse of Agrippina Sen. ib.

/)o/ni/27/<E, legend of a medal of Domitilla 59
Menestricr, on a medal of Hostilia Severa - 285
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yj/t'»«'.sfH.v, a type of eternity - - 123
Mens bona enslaved - - 160

.V/en/i LrtMrfani/tf, a reverse of Pertinax - ib.

HJentis (ilimonia, an epithet of bilarity - 175
Mephitis, not represented on imperial medals 270
Mercury, his attributes . - - I37

how represented . - - 281
the planet ncfjlecled by astronomers - ib.

Meridian tnarks of Havtwetl House transit - 43
Mesopotamia reduced by Trajan - 79, 89
Messalina, her monstrous depravity - 33

her aspect described - - ib.

a colonial coin of - - ib.

fuses medals to make statues ofMnesterSO
Messius, a name common to Deeius and his sons 274
Meta, a conic pillar on a medal of Vespasian - 58

Sitdans near the Flavian Amphitheatre - 63
Mctius Marcelliis, father of Gordianus Afr. Sen. 243
Metro-political privileges bestowed on Neocorse 21G
jVIezza-barba's error respecting Lucilla - 154

probable error on acoin of Crispina 166
work contains discreditable errors 200

barba, questionable on Diadumenian - 208
his aureus of Soacmias doubtful 220
quotes a Prudentia of Aureolus 248
describesa Glor. Exerc. ofG. Afri.249
his denarius of Deeius - 275
misreads a legend of Deeius - 277
on a donative of Valerian - 295

MHN a deity invoked by husbands - 145
Middle Brass, a valuable series - - xv
Middleton, Conyers, his example followed - 273
Miles, Mr. a well-known collector - - 276
Military standards, four, a reverse of Verus - 313
Milliarium Seeculum, a cippus, rev. of Philip Sen,266
Milton on Astorelk ... 221
Mind, honoured by Pertinax - - 169
Minerva, a reverse of Severus - - 185

galeated, a reverse of Domitiau - 310
jaculatrix ... 133
Pact/. Minerva, olive-branch, Albinus 180
Vict, a reverse of Commodus - 314
Victrix, a reverse of Orbiana - 234

Minister Fuhninis, the eagle - - 93
Mint, its ancient importance - - vii

Mionnet wrong in pricing his catalogue - 121
on a medal of Annius Verus - 148
figures a medal of Pertinax - 171

.. rare reverses ... 200
describes a fifth liberality of Gordian 259
on a dupondius of Etruscilla - 278
on a medal of Mariniana - 297

••••• describes a coin of Britannicus - 309
Miraculous tempest . _ _ 139

Page
Missilia, money, Sec. thrown during largesses sviii

cast among the populace - - 40
Misitheus, his bravery and sagacity - 257

father-in-law and minister of Gord, Pius 261
his talents and excellent character - ib.

dies suddenly ... 257
Mnester, the dancer, statues from Caligula's medals 30
Modena or Este, coins with a little silver eagle 72

treasure found at - - - 228
Moderationi, type of - - - 17
Modesty and Chastity distinguished - - 279
Modius with corn - . . . 103

the corn-measure, worn on the head - 276
Moesia, orders to ravage it - - - 299
Moles Hadriana, Verus interred there - 152
Moneta restituta, a reverse of Alexander - 226

whence derived . _ _ 301
Aug. three females, rev. of Severus - 314
^ag-g'. three females, rev. of GalUenus 300

MonetcB, the goddesses of the mint - - ib.

Monetary triumvirs - - - 9
Money, remarks on - - - xi

origin of the name . . _ 301
Moneyers, their number - - - vii

Module, comparative size of a medal - - xv
Monograms differ from countermarks - 21
Monument of London - - - 89
Moon, why worshipped ... 195
Moral Virtues, their great number - - 258
More Majorum, a cruel mode of execution - 39
Mors, not represented on imperial medals - 207
Mosaic Deluge, on a reverse of Philip, doubted 264
Moses against Sun worship - - - 215
Mosheim on the Thundering Legion - - 139
Moulds for forging denarii - - - 189
Mulesfeeding, a symbol of peace - - 78
Munera, or funeral offerings - - - 140
Munijicentia Aug. an elephant, rev. of Severus 186

and Indulgentia distinguished - 187
Munus vehicularium, an imposition obviated - 78
Mural crotvn, worn by Nicomedia - - 107
Muratori published an inscription on Etruscilla 278
Murcia, the goddess of fat ladies - - 58

sloth - - 266
Murrhine vessels - - - - 150
Musgrave Dr. his Belgium Britannicum - 183
Musicians of Rome, a strike among the - 215
Mygdonius, a river of Mesopotamia - - 262
Mythic system of the Greeks and Romans - 306

Napoleon medals, whence copied - 13, 25, 83
'i coins current, but pictures prohibited 214

Narbonensis, a division of Gaul - - 302
Natalibus, Padre de, on Philip Junior - 272
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Page
NaumachicE, represented on medals - - viii

sneered at by Smollett - - 208
Naval crown, worn after boarding an enemy - 12

^ power of the Romans, stnctares on the ix

iVauicM/arii*, enactment of the code - 206
iVat)!tt5, reverse of Antoninus Pius - - 120
N.C.A. P. R. {Nummus concessus a PopuloRom.)2l
Nebris, or fawn's skin, a distinction of Bacchus 185
Necessity consecrated - - - 180
Nemausus, interesting medal of - - 13

NeocorcB, their Metro-political privileges 177, 216
Nep. Red. a reverse of Hadrian - - 100
Neptune, figure on a reverse of Agrippa - 13

.„ styled Admiral by Newton - ib.

„ excluded from the Ludi Circenses - ib.

as depicted on a medal of Hadrian - 100
„ distinguished from Oceanus - ib.

sacrifice to, on a reverse of Commodus 164
Nero, birth and adoption by Claudius - 39
.,.„... marriages and suicide - - - ib.

the last of the Caesar race - - 39
enormities, extravagance, and cruelties - 40
estimation of his medals - - ib.

his features described - - - 41
his strange triumphal procession - 44
and Drtisus, their birth, brief career, death 27

estimation of their medals 28
Nerva, descent, birth, elevation, and death - 74

his character and acquirements - ib.

adopts Trajan - - - 75
estimation of his medals - - ib.

his countenance described - ib.

instauceof his liberality - - 78
New Mra of Rome - - - 269
Newton, Sir Isaac, styles Neptune, Admiral - 1.3

on Venus - - 112
on Cybele - - 144

_ his age of Rome - • 267
Nicephorus, or Victorious - -48

claims Philip Senior as a christian 264
Nicknames of the Romans - - 51
Nicocreon, tyrant of Cyprus - - 1U2
Nicomedia relieved by Hadrian - - 107
Niger, why Pescennius was so called - 177
Nile, its personification and emblems - 108
Nilometer, or Sistrum ... 102
Nilus, a reverse of Hadrian - . - 108
Nimbus, or Glory, a type of eternity . 123
Nine, too many for a party - _ 149
Nobilis, an order - _ . g4

first appears under Herennius . 280
Casar, a title of Saloninus . 305

Nobilissimus, assumed by Maximinus - 237
Nobilitas, a denarius of Eiagabalus - - 213

Page
Nobilitas stamped on medals by Commodus - 265

Augg. a reverse of Philip Senior - ib.

Nobility, highly priced by the Romans - 265
classed with Tranquillity by Shakspeare 260

Nonia Celsa, wife of Macrinus, a venal beauty 202
though an Augusta, no medals known 203

Nonmu on Hercules ... 163
iVoM/Hfa, small-brass of the Lower Empire - xvi
Novi Homines, their pride - - 265
Novus, an order - - - - 84
Numa gives rise to Nummus - - xii

Number of births in ]Xome,hoyi aoXtA. - 153
Numerianus, curious medal of - - 300
Numerius Atticus deifies Augustus - - 7
Numina Icgionum worshipped - - 265
Numismatics, OT'Sum\sma.to\ogy, study of medals xvii

Numismatist, one understanding medals - vi

Nummi maximi, probably medallions - xiii

monetales - - - -9
Nummus derived from Numa - - - xii

or money . - . - ib.

Nummularii, or assayers . . - vii

Nundina on a medallion of Lucilla - - 153
Nymphs of the air - - - 145

Oaken crown, a civic reward - - 7
Ob cives servatos, legend of Augustus - ib.

reverse of Caligula - 30
« a reverse of Galba - 47

Obelisk, the Egyptian one of Augustus - 84
Obverse, the front, or head side - - xv
Obolus, the fare of Charon - - 140
Obscenities never found on Roman large-brass 158
06*/?9«en«, an epithet of fortune - - 120
Obsequies, importance of - - - 125
Occo quoted on a coin of Caligula - .31

on a coin of Trajan - - - 85
on the discipulina of Hadrian . - 101
on the medals of Lucilla . - 114
on an j^iternitas of Faustina Junior - 146
on medals of Sooenii as with Ca7ei</i- - 221
his consecratio of Volusian doubted - 287
on the captivity of Valerian - - 21)4

....... his error respecting Salonina - - 302
his coin of Saloninus - - - 305

Oceanus distinguished from Neptune - 100
Oc/arJa had coins to her honour - - 5

extract from the tragedy of - -36
description of her features - - 40

Odenalhus humbles the pride of Sapor - 296
cut off by domestic treason - ib.

his gallantry and victories - - 307
lEdipus of Seneca, the radiated head in the - 232
Offa, his Anglo-Saxon coins - - 2C3
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Offa, place of his burial _ . - 263
Oiselius quoted - - - - xi

remark on a coin of Antoninus P. - 124
on an iliternitas of Faustina J. - 140
his rare reverse of Coniuiodus - ICO

on au emblem of equity - - 230
on the Antelope ol Philip Senior - 2()8

on Anialthea - - - 301
Onnphrius on the thundering legion - - 139

0/)i Aug. a reverse of Antoninus Pius - 123
Opiinu. Spolia of king Acron - - 53
0/);Diti»j dedicates a work to Caracalla - - 191

Ops, personification of - - - 123
a name of Cybele . _ _ I44

Optimus, a special title of Trajan - - 81

Princeps, a title borne by Antonius 125
this title bestowed on Decius - 275

Oplio, the second in the mint - - vii

Orb, in the hands of modern kings, misapplied 2C0
Orbiana proved to be the wife of Alexander - 233

her features desciibed - - 234
, estimation of her medals - - ib.

~ erroneously assigned to Decius - 278
Orbis T'errarMTO, appropriate for Roman emperors 260
Orcus Quielalis presided over the dead - 266
Orestilla Fabia, wife of the elder Gordian - 244
Organ, an hydraulic one invented by Nero - 44
Orichalcum, a fine yellow brass - - ib.

Oriens Aiigg. Appollo marching, rev. of Valerian 294
Origen instructs J. Mamaea in Christianity 235
Orojif^'s represented by a swimmer - - 118
OroAiMi', on the secular games of Philip - 267

on Gallus and Volusian - - 286
Osiris, or the Sun, represented by an eagle - 4

compared with Serapis - - 163
and /sis, on a reverse of Comniodus - 164

Osrhoeni warred on by Severus - - 185
Ostia, the port of, a reverse of Nero - 42

the port re-edified by Trajan - - 86
Otacilia, her birth and death - - 269

_.... marriage, character, and principles ib.

estimation of herinedals - - 270
her countenance described - - 271

Otho, birth, descent, elevation, and death - 48
marries Poppaea Sabina - - ib.

his character and disposition - - 49
estimation of his medals - - .50

description of his features - - 50
wore a perriwig - - - ib.

O«o 3/. yields to a mistake of some sailors - 288
Ottone, the Italian for brass - - - 50
Oration of Postliumius Tubertus - - 236
Ovi(i, his address to Augustus - .6

his prediction on Caius and Lucius - ib.

Page
Odd, compliments Livia - - - 10

on the death of Urusus Senior - 21

his eulogy of the priestly title - - 18

dedicates the Fasti to Germanicus - 24
on the form of a galley - - 100
on full sails, as a type of happiness - 101

onJunoKegina - - - 111

describes Minerva jaculalrix - - 134
on the Ficus Ruminaiis - - 168
on New-year's day . - . 160
on Mens bona - . - - 169
on Vesta - - - - 189
on Spes ... - 192
on Mars Pacifer ... 228
on the Manipulus . . - 24-3

on flowing drapery - - - 248
on the Equiria ... 260
on Juno Martialis . . - 289

., on light drapery . _ - 291
on the nurse of Jove . - - 30I
on the temple of Moneta - - ib.

Owl, on a reverse of Trajan - - - 88
on a reverse of Hadrian - - - 311

Oxen sometimes draw Diana's car - - 145
on a reverse of Commodus - - 161

Pacatianus known only by coins - - 272
Pacator Orbis, title assumed by Commodus - 160

rev. of a denarius of Valerian 295
Pace per Terra, &c. a legend of Nero - 44
Pad ceter. seated female, rev. of Severus - 314
Padre de Natatibus, on Philip Junior - 272
Paduans lighter than true coins - - xx
Painting indebted to medals - - yii

ordered by Maximinus - - 240
Palestine conquered by Julius Severus - 106

indicated by the palm tree - ib.

Palilia, or Parilia - - - - 99
Palladium, a reverse of Severus - - 185
Pallium, a robe - - - - 107
Palm branches borne in procession - - 70

,. pretium victoribus - 214, 296
tree, emblematic of Judisa - - 57

its sexual nature - - 175
Palmaris Dea of Apuleius - - 252
Paludamentum, a square woollen cloak - 283
Palus Pontina - - - - 88
Pancton, on debasing metals - - xix
Pannonia, a reverse of jElius - - 1 14

personification of - - ib.

Punnoni(E, two females, a reverse of Decius - 277
Pan<A«ii/ic coin, to several deities - - 311

owl, eagle, peacock, of Hadrian ib.

female,lion,peacock,of Faus. J, 31."J
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Poge
Pantheon, a forg^ed reveree of Agrippa - xix

Pan^Aer, one on a medal of Coraniodus - 158

an attribute of Bacchus - - 185
represented on a coin of Gallienus - 301

Panvinio on Cedoaldo and Offa - - 263
Papklagonian trumpet, like the biay of an ass 277
Papinian, the celebrated lawyer, slain - 191

Parasemon of -d gaUey ... 100
Parazonium, a badge of command - - xiv

Parietarius, an epithet given to Trajan - 87
Parkes, his analysis of large brass coins xvi. xvii.

Parma, or shield of Minerva . - . 185
Part Arab. Part Adiab. a reverse of Sevenis ib.

Parthamaspales crowned by Trajan - - 90
Parthia restores the standards taken from Crassus 7

receives a king from Trajan - - 90
~ - a reverse of Antoninus Pius - - 117
Passover, oiigin of the Pulvinaria - - 146
Pater, the title of the greater gods - - 144

applies to the divinity of an emperor - 171
i*atri<E, designation first bestowed on Cicero 4
Senatus, an honourable epithet - 252

Patera, its signification ... 287
Palientia, not found on large brass - - 258
Pa/2K published a coin of Galerius Antoninus - 130

on Annia Faustina ... 218
on Venus . _ - . 220
on a coin of J. Mamaea - - 236
on the blessing of Issachar - - 277

Patina, a beautiful metallic rust - - xv
cannot be counterfeited - xviii, xx

Patres, the senators - . . _ 208
Senatus a reverse of Balbinus - 251

Paul nil. purchases gross forgeries - - xix
Paulina, her story unnoticed by history - 240

yet her character may be gathered - ib.

assigned to Maximinus by medals only ib.

...~ estimation of her coins . - 241
her countenance described - - ib.

Paulus Orosius, on Gailus and Volusian - 286
Pausanias on the Pulvinaria - • 146

on the Alee _ _ _ 273
Pax Aug, a reverse of Vespasian - - 57

Augg. female and olive branch, rev. of Vol. 316
Augusti, a reverse of Vitellius - .53

a female, reverse of Decius - 315
fundata cum Persis, a reverse of Philip 265
Publico, sedent female, reverse of Pupienus 255

P^ace, temple of, built by Vespasian - 55
, „ destroyed - - 162

burning a pile of arms - 57,310
Concord, and Tranquillity, three deities 288

Peacock, sacred to Juno - - - 93
symbol of the Apotheosis of an Empress ib.

Page

Peacock, Avis Junonia ... 146

Pecunia, the early Roman money - xii

Pedrusi, his opinion of Caligula - - 28
quoted on a coin of Caligula - 31

his opinion of a singular Tripod - 81

on a coin of Trajan - .84
on the triumphal arch of Trajan - 85
on the Discipulina of Hadrian - 101
mistakes a symbol of Achaia - 102
on a medal of Britannia - - 120
on a coin of Antoninus Pius - 124
figured a coin of Galerius Antoninus - 130
on a pantheistic symbol - - 181

in error, on a coin of Elagabalus - 214
on a medal of Sosemias - - 221

on the quadriga of Alexander - 231
on a coin of Gordianus Pius - 261
on a medal of Philip Senior - 268
his figure of an animal, rev. of Philip Jun. 273
on the character of jEmilian - 290
his error respecting Salonina - 302
on the Pietas of Salonina - - 303
on the pastoral staff ... 305

Pe^a^MA-, a type of alacrity - . - 300
Pellu, snakes tamed there - _ - 204
Pellerin on the Pietas of Plautilla - - 198

on an aureus of Herennius - 280
Pelusium visited by Hadrian - - 103
Pendentisque dei o{ iwitw^ - - x
Pennies of England ... xix
Peplus, a robe of divinity ... 297
Perinthians strike a medallion to Cornelia Paula 216

strike a medallion to Alexander 227
Perpenna elevated to the purple - - 284

his medals only known to Goltzius ib.

P*rptftua/edjc< ratified by Hadrian - - 110
Persecution of Christianity, by Nero - 40

by Trajan - 80
byDecius - 275

Perriwigs introduced by Otho - .50
Perseus on Janus - - - .160

on equity - - - - 170
Pertinax, parentage, birth, and occupation - 167

his services and elevation - - ib.

assassinated by the Praetorians - 168
his magnificent funeral - - 171

his character and meritorious acts - 168
his piety manifested - - 169
estimation of his medals - - ib.

his countenance described - - ib.

Pescennia Plautiana, wife of P. Niger - 177
Pescennius Niger, parentage, birth, employments 175

slain near A ntioch - 176
summary of his character - ib.

2 Y
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Pescennitts Niger, Vihy CiiWtd fi'iger - - 177

„ estiiiiHtion of his mt'duls - 176
his aspect described - 177

Petuu on tlie letter L to Greek numerals - 233
Petasus, or winged helmet of Mercury - 138
Petrarch, a medallist _ . . vii

„ on Aurelius and Faustina - - 144
Petronius Arbiter ou concord, justice, peace, faith 230

„ on Prudentia ... 248
on the Roman Empire - - 200
on Ihe stork ... 268

Pexron, his manau^ement of Manetho - - 207
I'liilip, a familiar appellation of any coin - 300

Sen, an Arabian, birth of - - "202

his services, elevation, and death 203
_ his character and administration ib. 204

estimation of his medals - - ib.

his countenance described - ib.

Jun. parentage, birth, and elevation - 271
slain and deified - - 272
gravity and general character - ib.

estimation of his medals - - ib.

his features described - - ib.

Philippei cerei, washed with silver - - 306
Philistines, their Astorelb - - 220, 221
Philn Biblius on sun worship - - 215
Philoioph. Transac. an erroneous remark in the 274
Philosophiis, applied to M. Aurelius - - 130
Phucas, substitutes the holy cross for the sceptre 23Q
Phoebe hangs herself - - note, 14
Phacbui, a stayer of pestilence - - 294
Phcenice, a reverse of Antoninus Pius - 117
Phoenix described - . . - 128

the emblem of power and eternity - 147
Phosphorus, supposed allusion to - - 214
Phrygia, personification of - - - 108
Picta, an ornamented toga _ . - 255
Picus Martins, a sacred bird - - xiv

Pied-forts, or mint proofs - - - xiii

Piero Valeriana, on the globe - - 195
on stability - - 246

Pietas, an obverse of Caligula - - 31
a reverse of Plautilla - - 198
not confined to filial affection - 304
pontifical instruments of Alex, doubted - 227

rev. of Maxminius 242
became an epithet of honour - 304
female saciificing, rt verse of Lucilla - 313
^w^.pontif. instruments, rev. of M. Aurel. 133

female sacrificing, reverse of Maesa 223
female and stork, rev. of Hadrian 311
female and children, rev. of Sabina ib.

Augg. pontif. instruments, rev. of Gord. J*. 258
Mercury, a reverse of Herennius 281

Page
Pietas Augg. fern, and two children rev. of Salon. 303

August, a reverse of Matidia . 94
.^ttj§fU5^a, a reverse of Augustus - 63

three figures, reverse of Titus ib.

Augusta, fern, standing, rev. of Otacilia 271
y^Mg-ui/orum, reverse of Herennius - 281
i>/«/ua, a reverse of Balbinus - - 2-51

Pietati Senalus, two figures, rever.se of Conimodus 159
Pietatis Cultrix, the stork so called by Petronius 288
Piety, diflers from puritanism - - 22.'$

a word of extended application - 271
defined by Cicero - . - 281

St. Austin - ib.

Pi/eus, or cap of liberty - - - 47
Pine-tree, sacrftd to Cybele - - 114
Pinkerton on the laurel-wreath - - 275
Pioneers first established by Hadrian - - 101

Pipa, or Pi^ara, daughter of A ttalus - 302
bought by Gailienus - ib.

Pirates of Barbary were paid a stipend - 83
Piso poisons Germanicns - - 24

Frugi, one of the Thirty Tyrants - 307
PiM*, a just appellation of Antoninus - 115, 125
Plague desolates Rome - - - 300
P/aiUin, his edition of Sambucus - - 138
Plautian, the haughty favourite of Severus - 197

gives an immensedowerwith his daughter 198
Plautilla, splendid marriage and murder - 197

brutality with which she was treated 198
estimation of her medals - ib.

her features described - - ib.

Plautus, extract from, on Slavery - 47
his Miles Gloriosus - - 118
his Aulularia quoted - - 153

PlebeiVrbanceFrumcnto coni/j/uto, rev. of Nerva 77
Pliny, the elder, his sum. of coinage unsatisfactory xii

on the olives of Boetica - 105
mentions the rabbits of Spain 100
an admirable observation of - 110
on Murrha - - . 150
notion of the Divi - - 159
on the fat of a snake - 107
on Roman standards - 184
on Roman physicians - 195
on the myrtle at an ovation - 230
relates the Roman charity - 271

/Ae younnfer, apostrophizes Nerva - ?5
quoted on Trajan - 80
ou trophies - - 84
on Trajan's fame - 88
eulogizes Ploliiia - 91
extols Marciana - - 92

Plotina, marriage with Trajan, and death - iK)

her excvlkut character and coudiict ib. UL
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Plotina steadily patronizes Hadrian - - 91
estimation of her medals - - ib.

her features described - - ib.

Plotinus enlists in Gordian's army - - 201
patronized by Salonina - - 303

Plutarch quoted on Antonia - - 22
quoted on trophies - - S3
on a supreme being' - - 159

„ on a symbol of Janus - - 160
Pluto, not represented on Imperial medals - 270
Poetry indebted to medals - - - vii

Poisoning, imputations of, doubted - - 24
Pola, its amphitheatre - - - 03
Politian first quoted medals - - vii

Pollio on the popularity of Valerian - - 295
on the conduct of Gallienus - - 299
his anecdote of Saloninus - . 304

Polyhius oil Roman sea affairs doubted - ix

Polyglot epitaph of Gordianus Pius - - 257
Pomcerium, or area adjoining the walls of Rome 275
Pompeii and Herculaneum destroyed - - 00
^ an altar found there - - 126
Pompey, coins of, estimated - - note, 2

his theatre burnt . - _ 207
and Julius Ceesar CL>mpareii - 2

Pumponius Festus mentions a noted column - 57
Lalus on Gordianus Pius - 257

self-styled Iiifortunatus - 291
Mela on the Britons - - 120

Pons JElius, a forged reverse of Hadrian - xix

Pont. Max, Tr. pot. Cos. II. reverse of Hadrian 98
PontiJ^. Max. Fides with ensigns, rev. of Macrinus 204

Salus seated, a reverse of Macrinus ib.

„ Flavian Amphitheatre, rev. of Alex. 229
Roma seated, rev. of Elagabalus 315

Tr. P. XII reverse of Caracalla - 192
XIII. reverse of Caracalla - ib.

11. C'ojr. II. a reverse of Geta - 201
Ponti/ex Maximus, the office explained - 18

the title divided - - 252
his various duties - 287

Pontiffs, their duties - - - - 19
Ponlijicum Cccna, a proverb - - - 215

libri, or annals, kept by the Pontiff 287
Pontine Marshes - . - - 88
Ponlus governed by Balbinus - - 249
Popa, a butcher priest - - . 105
Pope, on medals - - 1, 88, 89, 177

his phrase on man - - - 205
.//arfr^an, mistaken for the Emperor - vi

Poppeea instigated Nero to murder his mother 38
cause of her death . - - 41
her coins - - - - ib.

Portrait Bsed, though improperly, for likeness xv

Page

Portrait, peculiarities in, on Sestertii - - xviii

Port of Ostia, a reverse of Nero - - 42
Portum Trajani, a reverse of Trajan - - 310
Posca, a spurious wine ... IQl
Postumus, a puissant general - - 304

one of the Thirty Tyrants - - 307
Polestas perpetua, legend of Alexander Severus xx
Potin, a mixture of copper, tin, and silver - 300
PozzHoli, remains of Caligula's bridge there - 29
Pifpfericnlum described ... 1.J3

Pratexta, the robe of youth - _ - 283
Pro-^cr. /^ecf/Ji. a reverse of Claudius - 35
Prcelorian Guards degraded bv Severus - ISO
Preservalion oj' medals, a piiiicipal point - xvii

Priumus of Rome, Gordianus Africaiius J. - 246
Prices, in numismatic works useless 43, 121, 297
Primicerius, a mint-master - - - vii

Primi decennales, a reverse of M. Aurelius - l.'iO

Princ. Jttvent. 3 youths on horseback, rev. of Geta200
t/!<i!eH<H/i», youth and stand, rev. of DiadH.208

Prince of the Roman youth, the office described 156
Princeps, or first, rendered Prince - - 273
PrincipiJuvent. figure and trophy, rev. of Com. 150

Prince and ensigns, rev. of Max. 243
Prince, reverse of Philip Junior 273
Prince and dart, rev. of Heren. 280
sedent female, rev. of Hostilian. 283
young warrior, rev. of Hostilian. ib.

a warrior, reverse of Saloninus 305
Proboscis of an Elephant, an emblem of Africa 103
Probus, his artificial forest _ _ - 268

an able general ... 295
a curious medal of - - - 300

Procopius relates a strange anecdote of Domitia 73
Profectio, or departure, symbol of - - 200

^Mg'. reverse of M. Aurelius - 135
Augusti, Emp. and vict. rev. of Alex. 231

Pronaia, a name of Juno ... 154
Propago Imperii, a reverse of Plaulilla - 19S

a reverse of Orbiana - 2.34

Properlius on the sistrum ... 103
on ancient navigation - - 101
on Mens bona - - 1(>9

on the lyux - - - 185
on Pudicilia - - - 223
on Venus Victrix - - 230
on chastity - - - 279

Pro/jAer^ respecting Jerusalem fulfilled 61, 107
Prof. iJeor. robed female, reverse of Verus 313
Provid. Aug. a ship sailing, rev. of Commodus 101
Providence, emblems of - - - ]7()

Providentia inscribed on an altar - - 126
-^"g- a female, rev. of Maxiniimis -315

Augg. a female, rev. ol (ioid. Af. .1.247
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Providentia August, a reverse of Titus • 02
„ on coins of Constantine • 248

Jieonim, feni. and globe, rev, of Pup. 254
Senatus, a reverse of Nerva - 310

ProvidenticB Aug. Hercules and Afr. rev. of Com. 162
Deorum, rev. of Antoninus Pius 122
female and globe, rev. of Pertinax IfiO

Prot)i»c«, represented variously - - 117
Prudcntia, or forethought, how typified - 248

only one coin, thus inscribed, known ih.

Prudentius on the worship of Rome - 45
on Juno - _ - 174
on Venus Victrix - - 2G3
ridicules the Genius of Rome - 302

Pseudn-monela, imitation pieces - - xvii

Pub. Valerian, on the head of Medusa - 167
Publius Victor, on the ashes of Trajan - 88

on the Capitoline deities - 180
Pudiciiia, a reverse of Faustina Junior - 143

a reverse of Crispina - - IGO
seated, a reverse of Julia Maesa 222
her worship . - - 223
Aiiif. sedent female, rev. of Etruscilla 279
sedent female, rev. of Faustina Junior 312

Puella Alimetttariee, or charity children - 303
FaustiniatKr, reverse of Faustina Senior 127

Pu/vinuria, derived from the passover - 146
Pupienus, his names, birlh, and parentage - 252
..~. merit, service, elevation, and death - 253

his excellent character - - ib.

estimation of his medals - - ib.

his aspect described - - 254
Purple, synonyirious with Fmpire - - 263
Pyra, distinguished from Rogus - - 223
Python, the serpent of Apollu mistaken for - 292

Quadi receive a king from Antoninus Pius - 119
a barbarous people ... 136

Quadrans, or fourth of an As - - xii

Quadravtas, the sixteenth of a sestertius - xvi

Qiiudrassis, a piece of four Ases - - xii

Quadriga of Elagabalus in a consular procession 214
tiiumphal, a reverse of Maximinus - 239

Quadrigated car, a reverse of Antoninus Pius 124
Quadrigati, a class of Roman coins - - xii

Q«arf)-«;j/aror.v extirpated - - - 115
Qiiartinus, Titus, treacherously murdered - 241

no coin of him - - ib.

Quics, used by Virgil - - - 205
Qiiietalis, her temple among the tombs - 206
Qf«i<"<w.«, one of the Thirty Tyrants - - 307
C^fu'»ar?M.v, half an aureus, or denarius - 133
Qninrti/ifin meanly praises Domitian's poetry 66
Quincunx, a piece of five Ascs - - xii

v»ee
Quinquatria, a Roman festival . -38
Quinijuatrian games, instituted by Domitian . 67
Quinlia Crispillu, wife of Pupienus, medal to 253
Quod Vice Mun. sunt, a reverse of Commodus 100

Rabbit, an emblem of Spain - - 106
Radiated crown, on the medalets of Decius - 276
Rake, represented on a coin of Albiuus - 181
Raleigh, Sir Walter, on historical facts - 263
Ram, dedicated to Mercury . - . 137

represented on a reverse of Britannicus - 309
Raphael indebted to the Trajan column - 88
Ratiti, an early class of Roman coins - xii

Rutza forges Venetian sequins . - xix

Rector Orbis, a togated figure, rev. of D. Julianus 173
a reverse of Caracalla - - 314

TJeg-a/ianu.?, one of the Thirty Tyrants . 307
Regno adsignata, a reverse of Trajan - 90
Reinesius on the letter L to Greek numerals - 233
Relig. Aug. a temple, a rev. of Marcus Aurelius 137
Religio, reverse of a denarius of Valerian - 294
ReliquaveteraHS. Navies mill, abolita, Hadrian 98
Requies optimorummeritorum, Constan. Chlorus306
REST, or Restitution - - - 8
Restitvti of Titus - - - - 61
Restitutor (ialliartim, rev. of Gallienus - 302

(Veneris Humani, rev. of Gallienus ib.

orbis, Fmp. and female, rev. of Gallienus ib.

Orientis, reverse of Gallienus - ib.

l/r6j«, a reverse of Severus . 314
Restitutori Achaia, a reverse of Hadrian - 102

^yrjc«, a reverse of Hadrian - 103
Asia, a reverse of Hadrian - 104
Bithynia, a reverse of Hadrian - ib.

Galliee, a reverse of Hadrian - 105
Hispanics, a reverse of Hadrian - 106
/<a/ja', a reverse of M. Aurelius - 137
Nicomedia, a reverse of Hadrian - 107

omitted by Mionnet - 200
Orbis Terrarum, rev. of Hadrian 108
PAryg-Jtp, reverse of Hadrian ib.

Revenue of Rome in the time of Elagabalus 211
Reverse, the opposite side to obverse - xv
Rex Armcnis Dattis, a reverse of Antoninus P. 119
« a rev. of Lucius Verus - 151

Partiiis Datus, a reverse of Trajan - 90
Quadis Datus, a reverse of Antoninus P. 119

/^/(adaman/Au5, the judge of sinners - - 270
Rhatia, a shield against Gaul - - 109
Rhaa, a name of Cybele . . _ 144

and Mars, a reverse of Antoninus Pius 120
Rhinoctros exhibited in the games of Philip - 267
Rhodoginus, on Phrygian dances - . 108
Riding, how taught by the Romans - - 305
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Page
Right hand, the symbol of faith and loyalty 77, 251

the token of love and friendship - 201
River Gods, their attributes - - 8J, 86
Road, how personified - - - 88
Rod of Moses furnished the caducifer alis - 281
Rogus distinguished from Pyra - - 223
Roma, a reverse of Nero - - 43, 44

„ female on seven hills, rev. of Vespasian 310
, a reverse of Galba - - - 48

Resurges, a reverse of Vespasian - 57
Renascens, a reverse of Nerva - 78
Victrix, represented on a coin of Trajan 84

Romce Mterna, Rome seated, rev. of Gordianus 248
...._ et Augusta, origin of this legend - 7
Roman traditions doubted - - - ix

cAareVy, an interesting story - - 271
Rome, its greatness treated of, by Virgil - 248

its age - - - 267, 268
Romula, a town of Betica - - - 11

Romulus attacks the palace of Amulius - 243
„ and Remus, story doubted - - ix

and the wolf, rev. of Ant. 122
Philip Sen. 267

Rope dancing by elephants - - - ] 86
Rostral crown, worn by the Admiral of the seas 12
Rostrata corona, Virgil's mention of it - 13

Rothelin collection, a coin of Britannicus from 309
Round, not much mis-shapen in minting - xv
Roundness of a medal ya\\xih\e - - 294
Roxolani, warred against by Hadrian - - 100

a barbarous people - - 136
Ruceus falsely accuses Virgil . - _ 170
Rubenius, on a legend of Gordian's - - 260
Rudis, the wand of liberty - - - 76

Sahaan bough - - - - 86
Sabina, her marriage and miserable death - 110

her character - . - ib.

estimation of her medals - - 111
her features described - - ib.

Sacerdos, a reverse of a medal of Antonia - 23
Dei Solis Elagab. reverse of Elagab. 215

Sacramentum, or military oath - - 265
Sacred Majesty, assumed by James the First - 306
Scoculares Augg. a lion, reverse of Philip Senior 267

she-wolf and twins, Philip Sen. ib.

„ a stag, reverse of Philip Senior 268
an antelope, rev. of Philip Sen. ib.

, hippo-potamus, rev. of Otacilia 271
_ strange beast, rev. Philip Junior 273
„ a cippus, rev. of Philip Senior 315

an altar, reverse of Philip Senior ib.

iS'<pcw/arja Sacra, a reverse of Severus - 187
ScEculifelicit, a lectula, rev. of Faustina Junior 144

Pa^c
Sceculifelicitas, a reverse of J. Mamsea « 236

a female, reverse of Julia Maesa 315
Saculo Frugifero, a reverse of Albinus - 181
Steculurn novum, atempk, rev. of Philip Senior 209
Sagittarius, a symbol of Singara - - 262
Sagulum, or Gaulish cassock - - 105
Sagum, a robe - - - ^ ib.

Sailors, their mistake on reading Concord - 288
Sails embroidered - - - - 101
Saint Augustine quoted - - - xvii

Matthew on tribute money - - xii

Sal. Gen. Hum. Hygieia raising a citizen. Com. 161
Salian hymn, name of Gerniani<;us inserted in it 24
Saliares Epulcc, a proverb - - . 215
Salmasius on the double flute - - 165
Sahnina, wife of Gallienus, little known of - 302

her beauty, talents, and disposition - 303
a warm patroness of Plotinus - ib.

estimation of her medals - - ib,

her countenance described - - ib.

Saloninus, his parentage, birth, and murder - 304
abilities, licentiousness, and dishonesty ib.

estimation of his medals - - 305
a peculiarity in their legends - ib.

his features described - - ib.

Saltier, or cross-wise - - - 19
Salus, why inscribed to Livia - - 10

female seated, tree, &c. rev. of Commodus 158
sedent female and snake, rev. of Crispina 167
Anlonini Aug. female and snake, Elagab. 213
Augusti, female and snake,rev. Hostilian 283

Salvini on the letter L to Greek numerals - 233
Sambucus, his emblems - - note, 138

figures Herculi Commodiano of Com. 162
gives a medal of-Pescennius Niger 177

Sampan of China - - - - 101
San Clemente describes a coin of Britannicus - 309
Sanchoniathon, on sun worship - - 215
Sanclitas hominis of Cicero - - _ 304
Sapientia, not on medals till Constantine's time 230
Sapor takes Valerian captive - - - 293

his arrogance - - - - 307
Surmatia, war with, by Hadrian - - 100
Sarmatians, barbaiian invaders - - 130
•S'a/Mrw, represented ou a denarius of Valerian - 270
Saturnalian coins .... 270
.S'«/Mrnin«*, one of the Thirty Tyrants - 307
S. C. Senatus Consulto, the senatorial stamp - v

substituted by S. P. Q. R. - - 27
Saturni Consulto - - . 270
omitted on a coin of Gallienus - - 300

Scaliger, his derivation of medal - - xi

the elder, praises Alciati - - 135
Joseph, on Murrhine vases - - 150

-2z
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Scaliger, on the double flute - - - l65

on the letter L to Greek numerals - 233
on the taking of Troy - - 2()3

Seantinian law revived by Philip - - 204
Sceptre with an eagle, origin of - - 25

formerly a wtiipon - - - 141
Srblegelius quoted on a coin of Caligula - iJl

Sc/ioliusi, a seasonable friend ^ - - 208
Scipio Africanus, an antiquary - - x
Scorpio, the constellation - - - 170
.Scorpion, an enibletii of Africa - - 103
Scribonia, divorced by Augustus - - 9
Sculpture indebted to medals - - vii

Sea desolates vast tracts . . - 300
affairs of the early Romans - - ix

AVaiOH.v, emblems of the ... 163
Serespila described .... 133
Secular games, celebrated by Domitian . 68

their eighth celebration . 187

ninth and last celeb, by Philip Sen. 266
hymn, extract froni - - - 09

the tnaster-piece of Horace - 70
Securilas Atigg. sedent female, Gordian Af. Sen. 245

female and column, Hostilian 28-3

Pf'/jf/Ha, reverse of Caracalla - 314
tempnrum, female and column, Macrin. 205

Sedent, or seated, denotes stability - 144, 273
.S'o^(?<ia, tlie goddess of growing crops - 300
Sfg-uMi, on a quinarius of Alexander - - 2-33

corrects an error respecting Etruscilla - 278
describes a coin of Britannicus - 309

Seilz, on the horses of Chios - - - 44
Sejanus, his base intrigues . 18, 19, 26, 27

his fall and destruction - - 15
his insolence to Drusus Junior - 19

Sella Caslremis, or camp-seat - - 151
Ehurnea, or curule chair - - 273

Sfwie/Za, the eighth of a sestertius - - xvi

Semis, or half As - - - - xii

Semoiies, or deified mortals ... 300
iVnofe, the chief council of state - - 118

a lare instance of its propriety - 224
.Sfjia<or, his insignia - - - - 118

with olive-branch, rev. of Gordian, Af. S. 245
Senators, their dread of Domitian - - 07

their supple infamy - - 215
Setieca satirizes tiie deification of Claudius - 33

recalled from banishment by Agrippina J. 37
his influence over Nero - - 38
countenances the murder of Agrippina Jun. 39
penned Nero's orations - - 40
on Jupiter Custos - - - 85
his notion of the Divi... 159

_ his piaise of clemency - - . 182

P»ge
Seneca, his (Edipus quoted • . - 232
Senex, an epithet given to the elder Gordian - 244
Senior and Junior, applied to females, questioned 37
Septizonium of Severus ... 188
Serapidi Conserv. Aug. a reverse of Commodus 102
Serapis, his offices and attributes . ib. 103

consulted respecting Caracalla - 196
Serpent, emblem o( prudence, reputed properties 1C7

of Apollo, mistaken for the Python - 292
Serpentine River, mock engagement upon - 268
Serviez, Mons. his absurd story of Mariniana . 297
Servius on the Sistrum _ - . 102

on the Rogus and Pyra - - 223
Tullus, his enactment on deaths . 153

Sestertius, or large-brass - . xv, xvi

Sestini on a coin of Britannicus - - 309
Seven, a mystical number - - . I47
Severus, his parentage, birth, and employments 181

his elevation, death, and character 182, 183
was an auto-biographer - - ib.

estimation of his medals - - ib.

bis countenance described - - 184
degrades the Praetorian guards - 186
lavishes treasures on the army - ib.

debases the silver money - - 306
Ilostilianus, coin of, by Gollzius - 263

Seijuitts of Venice, an excellent coinage • xix
iSfa7an.v, or sixth of an .i4* - - - xii

Sha/cspearc on hope - - - - 34
_ makes Hamlet's doublet like Hadrian's 95

his praise of clemency - - 182
on ambition ... 188
on security - . _ 245
classes nobility & tranquillity together266
on sudden death - - - 294
on filial ingratitude - - 296

Shears held by Juno . - - - 286
Shekels paid by Abraham - - - xii

Shield, signification of, on a medal of Tiberius 17
Ship, a type of felicity ... loo
Shoes with high heels ... 133
Sibylline prophecy - - - - 69

books consulted ... go7
Sicilia, a reverse of Antoninus Pius - - 1 18
Sideribus recepta, biga and fem. rev. of Faust. J, 145
Sidonius Apollinaris, on the theatrical factions 268
Siglce, letters for words - - - vi

Signis lieceptis, a reverse of Augustus - 7
devictisGerm. rev. ofGermanicu$25
a reverse of Vespasian - 58

Silius Italicus on the Pontine Marshes - 88
OD the personification of peace 255

Silver coinage - - - - vi

mo;2e^, scale of its debasement - 300
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Simon, the Jew - - 57, 61

Simpulum described _ _ . 133

Singara, a town of Mesopotamia - - 202
Sispita attended Malaria patients - - 1 19

Sislrum, an /Egyptian symbol - - 102
Sixtus V. destroys the Septizonium of Severus 188

Slavery, horrid state of, in Rome - - 47

Sleep symbolized by the hand on the head - 283
Small-brass, a valuable series - - xv

^ surprisingly common in the L. Euip. 306
Smollett, his sneer upon naumacliiie » - 208
Sohemus, King of Armenia, restored to liis crown 151

So/, a stayer of pestilence ... 294

Solinus, on Cappadocia - - - 117
eulogizes Italy . . - 121

Somnus, not represented on Imperial medals - 270
Soror Imp. Trajani, a reverse of Marciana - 92

Sorles HomericcE ... 203
5ou/ q/" a met/a/, its legend - . - 200
Sow and pigs, a reverse of Antoninus Pius - 122

Spain, personification of, and emblems 105, 106

Spanhtim on the new aera of Rome - - 269
on nobility ... 305

Spartian, on the death of Trajan - - 91

on Matidia - - - 94
on the mausoleum of Hadrian - 96
on the conduct of Hadrian - 99
on the habits of Hadrian - - 101

on Hadrian's visit to Gaul - - 105
on Sabina - - - 110

on ^lius ... 114
on Lucilla's son ... 154
on Didius Julianus - - 172

„ on Manila Scantilla - - 173
on the character of P. Niger - 176
on the character of Severus - 182
on Julia Donina ... 188
on Caracalla taking the title of German. 194
on the character of Geta - - 200

Spectalores, or assayers - . - vii

Spei Perpetuce, a reverse of Caracalla - 192
Spes, the goddess of Hope described - - 34

a reverse of Claudius - - 34,35
a reverse of M. Aurelius - . 133
Publico, Hope, a reverse of Diadumetiiun 208

Hope with a blossom, rev. 7Emilian291
Sphynx represented on a medal of Hadrian - 108

described by Ausonius - - 158
Npintria^i, coins of Tiberius - .16
Spolia opima, of king Acron - - 53
Span, on the pimpled face of Lucius Verus 151
Sponsianus, known only by coins - - 272
Split coins, their ingenuity - . xx
S. P. Q. /{. Senatus Populus Que Roraanus 7, 27

Pagw
5. P. Q. R. A. N. F. F. Optimo Principi Pio. 256
Spread, a large adjustment of dimensions - xv
Spring, how personified _ . _ 1(J3

Spurs, error respecting - - - 5
never represented _ _ _ 124

Staff-corps introduced by Hadrian - - 102
Stag, a reverse of Philip Senior - - 268
Stags sometimes draw Diana's car - - 145
Standing army of Rome - - - 184
Star, superstition respecting . - - 104

on medals of Elagabalus explained - 214
Stars, veil spotted with ... I47
Statilia Messalina, coins of - - - 41
Slatius, on Dacia - - - - 87

on Janus .... 160
on the right hand ... 251

» on Clementia ... 258
Statue used for supporting the elbow - - 31
Stertinus, a physician, his pension doubled - 195
Stilicho praised by Claudian - - 47
Stimula, the goddess of Lust - - 266
Stork, a symbol of maternal love - - 288
., represented on a coin of Gallienus - 301
Storks respected in Greece and Turkey - 103

on a medal of Hadrian - - 311
Story of early Rome doubted - - ix

Strabo on the Ibis . - - - 103
mentions the rabbits of Spain - - 106
on the Mauretanians - - 107

Stragula vestis, or {miera\ rohe - - 140
Strenua, the goddess of Vigour - - 266
Strepsiceros, with turbinated horns - - 268
Struyk's catalogue of eclipses quoted - 260
Stycas found at Hexham ... 229
SM(/f/eH rfeaMi imputed to Apollo - - 294
A'we/onJ!t« on the coins of Augustus - xii, xiii

his remark on the Pharos - - 42
on the theatre - - - 63
dismissed his office - - 110

iSi/^iiu/um, a female vest - - 111, 189

Suffimenta given to the people - - 68
Snggestum, a high platform - - 41

singularone on a medal of Maximinus 239
Sttidas on a miraculous tempest . - 139
Sulpicia Memmia,-a. forged coin of her - 225
Sulpitius Antoninus, one of the Thirty Tyrants 307
Summer, how personified ... 10;j

Sun, its early worship ... 215
-,v»(i//en, or killed by Apollo - - 286

Sf/p/jerfaneum, a medallic term, not classical, note, 78
Superbiu, not represented on Imperial medals 27(1

Supera proved to be the wife of iEmiliaii - '291

Superstitions nt Paris and London - - 207
Supper, cost of one given by L, Verus - 150
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Page

Supreme Being, Pagan notions of - - 159
Sujord, represented on coins - 53, 50
Symbol and Device distinguished - - xiii

iSy«ce//us on the character of Alexander - 226
claims Philip Senior as a Christian 264

S^r/a, a reverse of Antoninus Pius - - 118
personification of - - - ib.

iSynna, the triumphal robe of Bacchus - 18a

Tacitus quoted on Gennanicns - - 25
on Livia - - - - 10

on Agrippina Senior - - - 26
on JuHa (Aug. f.) - - - 14

on Drusus Ciesar - - - 27
on Antonia - - - - 22
oil Galba - - - - 45
on the I'rince of tlie Youth - - 156
on the dream of Caeciiia - - 276

Talaria of Mercury - - - - 138

raninj, his medal of .iEmilian doubted - 292
Tarpeiun Hock, the friends of Gallienus cast from 298
Tarraco visited by Hadrian - - - 106

Tarragona, the Archbishop of, on Ubertas - 259
Tasso, his inimitable picture of a field of battle 249
Tutian sneers at Marcus Aurelius - - 132

Taurus the constellation, opinion on - - 195

Te Deum, an idea respecting - - 80
Telesphorus represented on a medal of Caracalla 195
Te/lus, a hog sacrificed to her, and vfhy - 71

a name of Cybele ... I.44

confounded with Fecunditas - - 189

Stabil. a reverse of Hadrian - - 311

Temperantia absurdly typified - - 230
does not appear upon medals - ib.

Tempt. Divi. Aug. Rest, reverse of Antoninus P. 125
7V»i/)/e q/" Peace destroyed by fire - - 162

Tempor. Felic. woman with 4 children, Faust. J. 144

» coruu. and cadu, rev.of Commod. 163
Temporum Felicitas, a reverse of Antoninus P. 124

typified by two cornucopiee ib.

^ a reverse of M. Aurelius 133

four boys, rev. of Commodus 163

Tennis-ball of Fortune, an epithet of Peitinax 168

Terence, his Adelphi and Andria quoted - 153
anibo-dexterity of the Andrian - 165

'i Hecyra - - - . 167

Terentia, wife of Cicero - - - x

Termini, or Hermetes _ - - 138
Terranova, in Sicily, medals found at - 228
Terra typified by Vesta - - - 189
Tertullian quoted on Trajan - - - 80

writes on a miraculous tempest - 139
Tertullus, the paramour of Faustina Junior - 142

Tessera, or ticket, a type of Liberalities - 276

Page

TcssercE distributed among the people - 276
Tetricus, one of the Thirty Tyrants - 307
Theatricalfactions of Rome - - 268
Themis, Livia represented in the character of - 10

Tliensa, or sacred carriage - - xiv, 1

1

Theoclia, the daughter of J. Mama^a - - 234
Thcodoric's compliment to Anastasius - 304

on coins - - - ix

Theophanes, the historian . . - 249
Thermce of Rome - - - 229, 230
TVfeAaarjti of Laurence Beger quoted - 303
Third-brass coins re-appear in mint, of Decius 276
Thirty Tyrants, improper name in Roman history 307
Thoth, or Mercury, discovered by the author 281
Thunderbolt assigned to Juno and Minerva 181

the type of supreme authority - 232
Thundering Legion - - 31, 139
T'/iyr*!/*, an emblem of Bacchus - - 185
Tiber, attempt to set it onjire - - 14

a haven formed by Claudius - - 33
personification of - - - 121

Tiberinus, name given to the corpse of Elagabalus 209
Tiberis, a reverse of Antoninus Pius - 121

Tiberius, reasons for deifying his benefactor 8
his birth and parentage - - 14
his good and bad qualities - 15
his nick-names - - note, ib.

retreats to Capreae - - 10
estimation of his medals - - ib.

his aspect described - ib. 17
popular in the Provinces - - ib.

Tibia still exist in Sardinia - - 165
Tibicen, a flute player - - - 165
Tibullus, on funereal ashes - - - 140

his type of peace - - - 255
Tigers, ten exhibited in the games of Philip - 267
Tigris, descended by Trajan - - 79

the, on a medal of Trajan - - 89
Tillemont on Caracalla's expedition - - 193

admits the Christianity of Philip - 264
Times Newspaper, a superstition quoted from 207
Tin used in Roman brass - . . xvii

Tiridates receives his crown from Nero - 43
Tisiphone, Alecto, and Megara, rev. of Gord. P. 270
Titiana, the wife of Pertinax, her medals - 169

her aspect described - - ib.

Titus, his birth, education, and elevation • 59
public grief at his death - - 60

, his character and conduct - - ib.

estimation of his medals - ib. 61
his aspect described - - ib.

and Berenice - - - 63
Toga, that national robe described - - 255
Tooled, a term for retouched > - 146
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Torlonia, the Roman banker - - 97

Tor/oji-e, sacred to Mercury - - _ 137

an attribute of Venus - - 143

TorcA, an emblem of Ceres - - - 111

Tournaments, their origin ... 157

Tractitius, name given to the corpse of Elagabalus '209

Trajan, first general who navigated tlie Indian ocean 79
his biith, elevation, and death - - ib.

his character, conduct, and public works ib.

prejudiced against Christianity - 80
estimation of his medals - - 81

_ his aspect described - - ib.

his care of the poor - ib. 82
'* C'o/uran, an interesting reverse - 88

Trqjeclus, a reverse of Gordianus Pius - 201

Tranquillina, daug. of Misitheus, marries Gord. ib.

„ uncertainty of her history - ib.

beautiful, virtuous, and popular 202
estimation of her medals - ib.

her aspect described - - ib.

Tranquillitaa Augg. a reverse of Philip Senior 205
her office and temple - 266

Tranquillity personified on a coin of Antoninus P. ib.

classed with nobility by Shakspeare ib.

Concord and Peace, 3 dist. deities 288
Treasure carried by the Basha of Tripoli 298
TrefteZ/ianui, one of the Thirty Tyrants - 307
Trebellius Pollio, on the popularity of Valerian 295

on a theft of Saloninus - 304
Trebonianus Gallus, birth, employments, death 284

character severely impugned ib.

effeminacy and cruelty - 28.'i

estimation of his medals ib.

„ descrip. of his countenance 286
Tressis, or Tripondius - - - xii

Treviri, a martial race of Germans - note, 9
Trial pieces, experimental mintages - xvi

Tribunitia poteslas, a power assumed by Angus. 11

did not always mark the year 18
Tribunitian dale, an anomalous one - 64

poicer of jEmilian, blunder of Falsarii 292
Tribute to tlie Barbary pirates - - 83
Triens, or third of an As - - xii

Trifidium or Trisulcura _ . . 122
Trjybjmw, an epithet of Diana . - 143
Trinacria, or Sicily, how represented - 118
Triple powers of Diana - - 145, 272
Triplicity of the secular games - - 267
Tripod, a singular one - - - 81
rripo/i, Basha of, carried treasure with him - 298
Tripondius or Tressis - - - xii

Tristan mistakes a symbol of Achaia - 102
on Sabina - - .110
published a coin of Galerius Antoninus 130

Page
Tristan, on TEternitas of Faustina Junior 145, 146

on the character of Lucilla - - 153
on the character of Commodus - 155
on the Sal. Gen. Hum. of Commodus 161

'* epithets of Commodus - - 10.3

on Crispina's treatment by her husband 165
on the voracity of Albinus - - 179
on a pantheistic symbol - _ 181

'* summary of Domna's character - 188
'« summary of Caracalla's character - 191
on the cruelty of Macrinus - - 202

'* sneer at Elagabalus - - 218
on the character of Elagabalus - 212
on the character of Philip - - 263
on the religion of Otacilia - - 269
mistakes a saying of Decius - 280
on the countenance of Gallus - 286
on the liberality of Salonina - - 303
on the disposition of Saloninus - 304
on a denarius of Saloninus - - 305

Tristis, a name given to Pupienus - - 253
Triumph, an unmanly exultation - - 299
Triumphal arch, a reverse of Nero - - 44

car, on a reverse of Caracalla - 193
Triumviri Monetales - - - 9

when they disappear - 203
Trophies, their use immemorial • - 83
Trousers, distinctive marks of the Dacians - ib.

Troy, name of a favourite tournament - 2S
taken at full moon - . - 263

/"runcAeon, a type of dignity - . - 255
Trtistces of the British Museum - 25, 219
Tryphonia, the reported wife of Herennius - 280
Tunic, the robe of the lower orders - - 255
Ttilela Italia;, a reverse of Nerva - - 74
Tutulated, or wearing the high cap Tutulus - 209
Tieo coppers, metal mixed in coins - xvi, 278
Tympanum of Cybele - . _ 143
Type, the figure represented - - - xv
Tyrants, Thirty, improperly styled in Rom. Hist. 307

Vberlas denotes fruitfulness and plenty - 259
and Uberitas, new type in coin, of Decius 276

Ubique Pax, reverse of an aureus of Gallienns • 300
Ulpian children - _ _ - 82
Ulpius Marcellus gains advantages in Britain - 158
Ultor, an epithet of Mars ... 260
f/m6o, or boss of a shield ... 120

a knob or button ... 283
l/ncia, or twelfth of an ^« - - - xvi

Uncial letters, the large ones of ancient inscriptions 8
Unctions, costly, lavished on legionary eagles - 184
t/niKj'ri, an order honoured at Rome . - 23
Unlaurelled portrait, indicative of a. CsesiT - lOt
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Urania, or Venus Caelestis ... 220
Urbis, how forrupttd from oibis - - Ifil

Usefulness ofpricing A printed catalogue 43, 121,297

Usurpers, the Thirty Koiiiau - - . 307

Utility of meduk - - - - v.vii

y. this letttra singularity ona denarius of Eln<;al>. 212

Fa/e«4, one of the Thirty Tyrants - - 307

•Valerian Junior, a. princeof courage and ability 305
medals of, restored to Saluiituus ib.

Valerius Maximus quoted ou Antonia - 22

_ on the puhinnria - 140

relates the Roman charity 271

Valuation ofcoins in nuniisuiatic works useless 43,297

VuHlant, on a medal of Titus - - 64

, on river Gods - - - 80
on a medal of Hadrian - - 99
on a coin of AnUminus Pius - 124

ou the coins of Severus - - 183
on a medallion of Alexander - 227
on the marriage of Alex, and Orbiana 233
on the medals of the elder Gordians 245
on the saeculum novum of Philip Senior 269
the travel. his cameleopard skinssuspect. 274

Valerianus, his birth, elevation, and death 293
his character and public acts ib.

opprobi ious treatment of, in captivity 294
estimation of his medals - - ib.

his aspect described - - ,295
Vandals, first mention of - - - 137

Varius Avitus, a name of Elagabalus - 209
Furro mentions the rabbits of Spain - - 106

etymology of the eapitol - - 180
on Roman bathing ... 230
followed on the age of Rome - - 267

Varus, recovery of the eagles lost by - 25
his shade troubles Caecina - - 276

Vegetius, quotation from, on drills - - 44
Vehiculatione Italia Remissa, reverse of Nerva 78
Fei/^oa/jng', indicative of divinity - - 82

an astronomical attribute of Diana - 145
Vclleius Paterculus quoted on Drusus Senior 21

Ven. Cat, reverse of a medal ascribed to Crispilla 254
Fenator, an epithet of Apollo - - 292
Veneri Augusta, a reverse of Faustina Senior 127

felici,Max% and Venus, rev. of Faus. Jun. 143
Gene/rjci, a reverse of Sabina - 112
Victr. Venus Callipyga, reverse of Domna314

Venetian Sequins, their character - - xix

Veni, Vidi, Vici, a forged reverse of Caesar - ib.

Venus, with various attributes, to Faustina Jun. 143
goddess and apple, a reverse of Lucilla 313
blended with physiology, morality, history 166
illust. by Cicero, Patin, Lucian.Vos. 220,221

Page
Venus Calestis, standing, a reverse of Seeemias 220

. seated, a reverse of Soaemias - 221
Callipyga, security represented like her 283

a reverse oi Donina - 314
her Cestus .... 14.3

Felix, a sedent female, rev. of Crispina 166
a reverse of J. Mamaea - - 236

Genc/nx, her personiticalion - - 112
a reveise of J. Mama?a - 236

Viclrix, Venus and Cupid, a rev. of Plau. 198
the watch-word at Pharsalia 236
explained by Hardouin - ib.

Venus, &c. rev. of J. Mamaea 230
Goddess, &c. rev. of Faust. J. 312

Verbena, a plant used in the Funus ludictivum 140
Verge, the upper or lower edge - - xt
Verissimus, an epithet given to M. Aurelius - 130
Veritas, on coins, probably a misreading - 276
Verus, or Lucius Verus ... 148
Vespasia Polla, her medals false - - 55
Vespasian, birth, parentage, services, and death 54

character and conduct - ib. 55
the first emperor succeeded by a son 54
estimation of his medals - - 55
his pompous obsequies - - 58

_ his aspect described - - 56
FM<a, a reverse of Julia, Tili f. - - 64

personified - - - - ib.

a female sacrificing, reverse of Lucilla - 153
Mater, a temple, reverse of J. Domua - 189
female seated, a reverse of J. Domna - ib.

or Terra, attributes of - - - ib.

Vestal virgin married to Elagabalus - - 210
Vesuvius destroys Herculaneum and Pompeii - 60
Vexillum, or banner - - - - 117
Via Appia commemorated - - - 88

Sacra, at Rome... - 129
7Va;ana, a reverse of Trajan - - 88

Vibius livfus, an antiquary - - - x
Vico Mneas, his early work on medals - xir

Victoriali, a class of Roman coins - - xii

Vic. Par. a reverse of Lucius Verus - - 151
Victory writing, a reverse of Verus - 313

Vices, though deified, unrepresented on Imp. medals 270
Vict. Aug. Victory with a trophy, rev. of M. Aurel. 135

Brit. Victory seated, a rev. of Commodus 158
Victory and female, rev, of Caracalla 192

a winged Victory writing, rev. of Geta 201
Germa. a reverse of AI. Aurelius - - 137

Part. Victory seated, a reverse of Macrinus 206
Victimarius, a butcher-priest at sacrifices - ;51

Victor the younger, on Pescennius Niger - 176

on the birth of Claudius Gothicos - 261
the younger, on the death of ..Eniilian - 28t>
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Victoria, common rev, of the medalels of Decius 276
Anlonini Aug. a reverse of Elagabalus 214
^Mg'. a reverse of Vitellius - - 53

„ winged Victory, rev. of iTlmilian 291

-^^gg- Victory, rev. of Gordian. Af. S. 240
„ Victory, rev. of Gordian. A f. J. 248

Victory standing,rev.efBalbiuus 252
Victory standing, rev. of Pupien. 254
Victory and sliifid. Valerian - 296

Augusti, Vot. X. a rev. of Alexander 231
Victory writing', rev. of Vesp. 310

^M.gMS/orJiw, several figures, Maximin. 240
(iermanica,\i.mp. &c. rev. of Maxiniinns240
Felici, Victory, reverse of Comuiodus 100
Justi Avgusti, reverse of P. Niger - 177
Ntivalis, a reverse of Titas - - 61

Parthica, Victory, a rev. of Macrinus 204
volans of Occo . _ . 14fl

Victoria Brittannicee, a reverse of Severus - 187
a reverse of Caracalla - 193

Fic/o>-ina», one of the Thirty Tyrants - - 307
Viminacium, coin struck there to Mariniana - 290
Vindex Julius, a spirited officer under Nero - 44
Vindicta, the wand used in manumitting slaves 47

or Vengeance, not on Imperial medals 270
Vionnet Pcre, his poem on medals - - xix

Vir Nobilis, an epithet of the Lower Empire - 280
F'irga jo7nK(/i?ra, described by Virgil - - 20
Virgatores, their duty - - -47
Virgil, his flattery of Augustus - - 7

on the Corona radiata - _ 8
„ extract, illustrative of a return from sea 62
quoted on trophies - - 83
on an idol of Victory - - -84
on the eagle of Jupiter - - 93
on the form of a galley - - 100
on Palinurus - . . . 101
on the apple of Venus - - 112
on the wolf of Romulus - - 122
on the fulmen _ . _ jfj,

on the Tiber - - - ib.

describes the aegis of Pallas - - 134
on the funeral procession - - 140
on a sceptre - - - . )4|

on trophies - - - _ loO
on the constellation Libra - - 170
on Cybele - - . - 190
on Quies as Securitas - _ 205
on the radiated crown - - 232
on the greatness of Rome - . 248
on joined right hands - - 251
on the Corona Turrita - - 202
on the war horse - _ . 200

dogs of the furies - - 270

PaRc
Virgil, on Marcellus - - - - 273

on apparitions ... 276
on the site of temples . - - 289
on the genius of a place - - 302

Virginia Water, columns of Leptis Magna there 185
Virilis, the toga of grown men - - 255
Virt. Aug. a reverse of Cotninodus - - 158
Virtues, moral, their great number - - 258
F/r/«i, a reverse of M. Aurelius - - 13^J

a martial figure, a rev. of Marcus Aurelius 312
y^wg. soldiers passing a river, M. Aurelius 136
Augg. military figure, rev. of Gord. Af. J. 247

a warrior, reverse of Valerian - 316
Augus(orum,rt\.ofa medallion of Voliisian 288

Virtuti Augusli, a reverse of Commodiis - 157
Visconii Alessandro, his coin of Gal. Antoninus 130

on an /Eternilas of Faustina Junior - 145
- on the Col. L. Au. Com. of Commodus 161

...describes a Fecundita.s of Plautilla - 198
describes a Greek medal of Gordianus Af-245
on the Tranquillilas of Philip Senior - 205
in error on the Caius of Decius - 276

Vitellius gets the marriage of Claudius legalized 37
his parentage, elevation, and death - 51
gluttony, drunkenness, extravagance ib 52
estiitation of his medals - - ib.

his aspect described - - ib.

TzV/a, a band for the hair . , _ i?78

Vivcz on Tranquiliitas - - _ 206
Fo/a«/i, or running footmen - - - 281
Fo/og««e.s drove Sohemus from his kingdom - 151

attempts to recover a golden throne - ib.

Voluptas does not appear on medals - - 230
Volusianus, his parentage, marriage, and death 287

his character and deportment - ib.

estimalion of his medals - - 268
his countenance described - ib.

Vopiscus puns upon Commodus - - 155
on El Gabal - - . 215
on Probus - - _ - 203

Forac/Vy of A Ibin us - - . _ 179
Maximinus ... 238

Vossius, his derivation of medal - - xi

on Venus .... 221
on Juventas and Mebe - - £83

Vot. Decen. Emp. at an altar, rev. of Commodus 314
Vota dccennalia, their object - - 136
Vota Publica, type of marriage, rev. of M. Aurel. 134

two figures, rev. of Severus - 314
Sol. pro Sal. a reverse of Commodus - 164

Votis Felicibus, a fine medallion of Commodus ib.

Votis Decennalibus,\\.\ a wreath, rev. of Pupienus 2.56

in a garland, rev. of jEmilian 292
in a wreath, rev. of T. Gallus 316
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Page
Vows periodical - - - - 136
Vulcan, a reverse of Valerian - - - 294
Vulgar (Era of Rome confirmed - -- 267

Wak-Wak tree of the Arabians - - 153

Wall-flotcer, an epithet given to Trajan - 87
Wall of Severus,m^f\{a.\r\ . . - .]82

Wand, emblematic of divinity - - 147
Warcupp, Master Edmund, on the Apollo Belv. 292
Warrior and three standards, rev. of Maximinus 239
•Wheat-ears instead of laurel, to Gallienus - 300
White rods, whence derived - - . 273
Wig of Otho - - - - 50
« or moveable head-dress, on a bust of J. Domna 1 90
'Wild beasts, their transport a cause of terror - 271
Winckelmann rallied by Eckhel - - 153
Windsfair, symbol of felicity - - 100
Windsor Park, columns,&c. of Leptis Magna there 185

Winter, how personified - - 163
Wives, Jobert's advice to - - - 143
Wolfof Rome, story doubted - - ix

probable origin of the story - 122
suckling Hon), and Remus, rev. of Aut. P. ib.

represented on a coin of Gallienus - 301
Women of Aquileia, their courage - - 237
WreatJis much used at festivals - - 30

Xiphiline on the triumphal arch of Trajan

on Dacia . - -

on the thundering legion
.' on the imitation of Apollo -

Page
Yellow brass, disappears with the Upper Empire 306
York, or Eboracum, Severus dies at - - 182
Youth, Prince of the, defined - - 156

Zaghwdn mountains . - - - 187
Zebra, probably the hippotigris of the Ancients 194
Zemisces, John _ _ - . 123
Zeno, absurd error respecting - - _ vi

Zenobia, her treachery to Odenathus - - 296
Zingari, or gypsies - . - _ 262
Zinc used in Roman brass ... xvii

Zodiac and stars _ - . 121

« and seven stars ... 152
the, describes the labours of Hercules - 163

Zonaras prejudiced against Alexander - 226
on the wife of Maximinus - - 240
on Hostilian - - - 282
on the death of iEmilian - - 289

»..» his improbable relation of a victory - 298
on an escape of Salonina - - 303

Zone, or cestus of Venus . _ - 143
torrid, animals of the - - - 186

Zosimus, on Manila Scantilla - - 173
confirmed by a medal of Severus - 187
regrets the secular games - - 266
on the daughter of Otacilia - - 269
on the death of young Philip - 272
on Hostilian - - - 282

Zurika Casal, in Malta, medals found at - 228
Zygantes, water of, conveyed to Carthage - 187

3. Webb, Printer, Bedford.
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